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".'•"i :-. r. -.-..h: . ¡ PRSLMWARÍ NOTE " ' 1 '•' "J 
In mid-1957 the Goverñmérit of Panama expressed interest in the 
possibility of the secretariat óf the Economic Commissirn for Latin 
America undertaking a comprehensive study on the general problems of : 
Panama's economic'development,, With the agrèement <=>f the Panamanian 
authorities, it was decided that the'study should be carried"out by a 
pe?manent national working group £n close collaboration with the staff 
of the"secretariat. After the completion of the first stage - the 
compilation^ organization and suitable presentation pf the statistical 
information -, "'which tóok iñore than a year of continuous work in Panama 
itself, the economists of the Working Group transférred to ECLA's 
Mexico Office to proceed to the work of analysis and the drafting of 
thè study. 
The document here presented is thus the outcome of a new form of 
technical co-pperati^n between the countries members of the'Commission 
and the EC LA secretariat, a form which, in addition to widening the 
fi eld "of investigation ñpén to the secretariat ¿ brings national experts 
into close conta'ct with international officials, allowing the former tc> 
íáMliarize thWserVes'fully-with the work' systems ánd "research methods 
of the Secretariat andatile fatter tó acquire a dééper and more complete 
' ' tíridérstahding Jof national 'probieins. 1 ' "f 
From the "point of view of form, this study broadly 'follows the 
methodology developed by the secretariat* for studying the growth problems 
'uv*f the countries iri the' region; and it complements thè experience gained 
•in the application of this methodology to the problems of various countries 
and to thè "'dif ferent aspects b'f economic "development.^ The study is of 
particular interest in this connexion b'ecause 'it shows -that the methodology 
1/ " Analyses and Projections of Economic Development. X. An Introduction 
, -tp- the (Technique .t>f;.riPrograira]ing,-.i(E/.CM.12/363 X; Analyses andPro.ject-
jons of Economic Development. II. The Economic Development, of .Brazil 
'•(E/CN.Ì2/364/Rev. 1 ); Analyses aiid Projections of Economic Development. 
III. The Eponomic Development of Colombia (E/€N.12/365/Rev.l'); Aná~. 
lisis y proyecciones del desarrollo económico. IV. El desarrollo eco-
nómico de Bolivia (E/CN.12/430 and Add.l/Rev.l) and External disequil-
ibrium in the Economic Development cf Latin America: the Case of Me— 




is also applicable to an essentially commercial economy which is integrated 
almost completely into the world market and in which an autonomous monetary 
system restricts the scope of economic policy.» 
In point of fact, longrterm analysis of the country's structural 
problems shows how Panama's traditionally commercial economy has been 
changing during the last fifteen years under the impact of external factors 
similar to those which affected Latin America during the great world depres-
sion of I929-32 and.the ensuing period. These phenomena, and others *f 
internal origin such as demographic pressure and the level of employment 
of.resources, have turned Panama's economy into new channels, towards the '• 
development of the domestic productive system. As the projections included 
in the study indicate, this trend will have to be accelerated in the future 
if it is desired to raise the general standard of living of the Panamanian 
people, to solve, the problem of structural unemployment and, so far as 
k : • • ; r j 
possible, to reduce the vulnerability of the system to world economic 
fluctuations, 
A study such as this, could not have been completed in a reasonable 
period of time i f many Panamanians and Panamanian institutions, both 
public and private, "had not helped with their information, experience, 
advice and criticism. It- is, cf course, impossible to list each and every 
one of them, and it would be unfair to mention rnly a selected few; but . • 1 . ^•• 1";. '. -r ..... ; •- •. . .  i'-..-. •••-.•. : ; V 
the Working Group and the secretariat would nevertheless like to acknowledge 
the generous co-»p.eration they received and the. firm support they were 
giyerx whenever these were sought, . 
. The Panamanian.Working Group consisted of Mr. Rubén Darlo Herrera (who 
acted as cp-ordinator, of the group) and Mr. Herman Rodríguez - both of the 
.Statistical and Census Department. - with .Mr. Gaspar Estribi, lent by the 
Institute of Economic Development« 
The assistance of the Statistical and Census Department, the Director 
of which undertook the general work of supervision and "which "set up "an" 
ÁrialyVis Section, - tji wjrijk j a f t á " I f c r " :b"Ke.TSppúp, 
¿Ass^ timblé--valúa-.; In addition, the Department gave gfeat 
jrac^c^ar'hfip.; ^íjpuglícSxE' . c£ thi-s study. , , ' 
E/CN.12/494 ' 
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-.•••J--. • .!V.., t- INTRODUCTION 'v " 7 N ... , - • . 
...Ti In examining Pànama 'icbnâtfic' ' development the period^ 1945-56, 
the first points to be borne in' nihdr àrë the exceptional situation which 
prevailed in the country during thè years of the-* Second, World War and the 
fact that, the pattern of fansma^ s- économie system is due to .peculiar • PS,' . ,. .....,, .. • .. .... _ .. 
historic-geographical circumstancés1. ! * ; . ,, • 
The-strategic geographical position of the -Isthmus of Panama has made 
it for centuries a crossroads of international passenger; and cargo routes. 
To this prime cause was due the' emergence' and subsequent, development of an 
urban, commercial type of economy, which has given rise,.to^ . an institutional rj 
system and an economic infrastructure peculiarly suited te the functions 
such an economy. The successive intensifications of economic .activity 
resulting from periods of international trade prosperity and.from the 
large-scale construction works carri¿d= nut on the trans-Isthmian route . . . „ .. . ; ^ served to. accentuate this characteristic of. Pànamas economy and have ••'*.•'„•••., " -.;{•' .-.fi . • -1 j 
caused a great influx of population, both Panamanian-1; and foreign, which 
is concentrated in the terminal cities of "Panama and Colon. 
The rest of the country has remai ned .almost entirely outside, the 
urban economy, except for very small sectors and in very, special circuns-
tances.. The stimuli tc productive activity which; might .hayç,,been offered 
by the urban market, especially during- its periods of,prosperity, have 
been frustrated by the lack of basic social capitai in i^neral and ff 
-communications in particular, by the autarky of the greater part of the 
agricultural sector and by the facit that the. urban sector is completely 
integrated into the world markét.- " "•'•'•> •.•-.»> - v 
During the last years of the 1930ls and the..subsequent war years, all 
forms of activity in the Canal Zone were enormously, intensified, and the 
demand for Panamanian goods ' and' services" thy.s, greatly- increased., At the 
same time,, the shortage of international sea.transport curtailed ..the 
volume of .imports. This form of protection of the intignai.^arket, which 
.had never operated during earlier periods of prosp^ityr,..l§d.tp a consider-
able expansion and a fàr-reaching transformation in. productive activity. 
The stimuli of demand and prices ànd the protection afforded against 
-foreign competition were further fortified by a determined policy of 
/development, especially 
E/CN.12/494 
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development, especially of food production. Highways were extended and 
improved, agricultural marketing systems were established, crop and stock-
farmiiig techniques were:improved," a production credit system was developed 
and, in general, efforts7were made to increase Panama's productive capacity. 
The under-utllization of resources had previously been a historical 
feature of PananHfs economy,'-and the Combined effect* of all the above 
factors resulted in a great increase in> production and- led to the incorpor-
ation of important1sectors of the autarkic rural economy into the monetary 
market. All this meant a change" in the-nature and scope of Panama's 
economy, as indicated in the introduction to chapter I. 
" : In the first post -War years, activities in the Canal Zone, which'--had 
been abnormally ifcte'nse during -the war, reverted to-normal'levels. The-' 
demand for Panamanian* goctts and services as a result suffered'a contraction 
of considerable magnitude." This fact, which had repercussions on the level 
of internal economic activity -aiid'oh the procuSs*of structural transform-
ation which had begun in earlier years, forms the subject of chapter I. 
As is< pointed out at the beginning- of that chapter, the basic stimulus 
t « pest-war econonit c* d evelopment wa'S the change which Occurred in the 
composition of aggregate demand, for while external; demand fell sharply, 
to-resume its normal level, internal demand contracted much l e s s sharply. 
The accumulation of liquid reserves and funds during1the war and the-
reduction in relative ifiternal costs were the main determinants of the 
relative expansion of the domestic'market. 
The cushioning effect of'internal demand --particularly during the • 
depression phase o? the year's 1948-52 - was" due*primarily to the high level 
maintained by private consumption during the first post-war years and the-
smallness ofthe'contraction it underwent during the crisis years. But 
from 1950 on the M^in stimulus ft-ame-from a great expansion of public 
expenditure-(for both consuiaptioh and-investment )>"3n Expansion which took 
place despite'th<5'limitations imposed by Panama's monetary system^ Thus 
th^' structural change-in aggregate demand not only prevented an even r ,; 
greater''Bonti'action-. of the eConony during the-period' in question^ but 
- what-is much' more important in the long run <- by'broadening the internal 
market stimulated the gro^ rth: of the domestic productive system. •''•' 
/As regards 
E/CN.12/494 
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-As - regards the'-first-of 'the • twe> «ffects-ceferréd dte^ithe fall in the 
gross producf- betrôeeri£l947, "•'apeâk y-eary âïïd yl'9^ 9',:J^ etì>-thò- crMisrwàs: at 
its most intense, was relatively slight compared withr.the marked decline 
in- external-demand^- In the --.'years that f-dll^ wedy up tdI1953i;: ecoïteimic 
.•activity recovered rapidiy^ ^ârid iin- the^  last . threécyearS 'Of "the period blinder 
review it grew at a rate higher< thani ithàt^ of»- thè population: increase; 
The intensity' of Panama's ecoriomc: growth during'the .post-wàr'period 
;cannot be gauged from à'comparison of the-extreme values of the gross. . 
product series; such.'a comparison is invalidated.'by the.;abnormal icireiims-
tànces iof -thó'first years'"add bycthe subsequent contraitioa. JAoclearer 
idea of the ¡intensity of. the process tìanbe gained i by .-^ observing the.. J. 
structural chângesqwhich to^k place in.-productive, activity^ ic J :.. „ r-fjj 
•>':• - : The- shato Of.th* basicisectors in-t'he gross, product-.rese.icorisiderably 
That' of ,agriculture^ for instaiicô, . which ;.had;accountedJforalessjthân Aj 
- fifth .of thé- gross product iii11945> roseJto ^almost 25 peri-cent ìep!956w 
.The- manufacturing industry sector,-which:inither:first yéa.rThad.ibarelyt 
exceëded-8 per cent of thé-groés product^ oros-e^ td ialmestill per cent by 
"the end of ¿the-period;'. The" relative • expansion' in the-'basic services ::.• 
sectors of transpórt^ and'ien'ergyyrwhich'.'rQse fróm,'4s»9'|tc ^ 6.9 'per centwas 
a 
also'nQtewortky. --In theiaggregate ' these- basic sectors-, plus, construction, 
increased'their share in,the total gròss product- from '3?-'per cent-in. 1945 
to 47 per cent-'itì'1956. •• s/-'.- ¿¿-h''» -i.nvy ; al . r- .i, •• .Ov-.-'Jte i. si 
' The shàrê of the senriGèsi'se-ctors in-the total "gross product¡fell from 
••'alìtóst two^thirds in l945"t> a-ilittle • more.lthan; half-in 1956'«" The-dedisive 
factor in this- relativecontraction -was 'the;'Sharp fall ~-byn64 per• cent ~ 
in the gross product-deriving^fronl the Canài Zone." The-¿hâre-'of-jthé latter 
-sector iri the-gross :f>r«duct: declined.'from about 21 per bent in 1945 to a 
bare 6 per cent in«195&, - ";-. J-., m.-.;. J. .r-i . xjf.s j:.n •• 
• !.;4 /Imports followed a :line;:éf. dëvëlopmént'tvery-;sindlàr to' that bf- the 
gross /product.ias-a whole, although they didnot display such marked: changes 
(in ¡structure; The ¡most^important change, took placeriin. c^hnexion indili 
consumer goods, especially non-durables;; ^-The increase.-iii the domestic 
production^of'-foodstuffs; both primary and processed,- eliminated imports 
-of-¡staple items !ëuoh' as^rica-ànd maize,-dairy produçts and.fothèr-manufactured 




A significant change was also observed, in- imports of construction 
materials, thanks primarily to the fact that.in 1948 cement manufacture 
was begun in Panama. '' 
In chapter il an attempt 'is made to sum up - with a view to interpret-
ing them correctly. - -the 'main characteristics of Panama^ -'s economic develop-
ment. The determining factors in the development process having been . 
identified.,0two;hypotheses on the future .magnitude of the latter are 
established as-^ a basis for two aggregate projections of Panama's ecpnomy 
for the year I966. The'first reflects the general trend in the economy 
which would result from a normal development of the-capacity to import, the 
rate, of investment ".and the product capital ratio, in conditions similar to 
those which, have prevailed in Panama to date. This projection, which 
attempts to suggest the most likely lines of development of the economy on 
the basic assumption that its 'fundamental characteristics will persist, 
predicts for 1$66 an average standard'of living showing a slightly' downward 
trend, the problem of unemployment at the same time becoming more acute. 
As the main conditions for the acceleration of economic growth are 
an increase in experts, - a rise "in the rate of capital formation"' nnd a more 
intensive use of productive*capacity, some features of Panama's economy 
c which prevent the^ achieveiflent of these goals are examined.- Thus, the 
nature and significance of Panama's monetary system are analysed, its 
- • e. • • • ' ... o traditional pattern being contrasted with the needs arising- from a process 
of rapid economic-growth. Some attention is also given to the problem of 
the lack of stimuli .to private investment, a problem due fundamentally to Is, 
the deficiencies in 'the country's 'economic infrastructure but affected 
again by certain character!'sties of the monetary system-. •  0 
The lack pf ,basic social ¿apital' and the fact ^ hat the national economy 
is not welded ¡into a-single' market of goods and factors of production are 
considered from the point of view of the inelastipity. they .oause' in the 
productive system, this-inelasticity contributing to= the inadequate 
utilization of Resources and^thus'bonstituting, one :of- tihe. mainofactlp'^ s in 
the eco^ony's ;low seal; ^ rodiidtivi'ty. , r <• - . -'"" ivi ' """" 
A study is also made of the size of the Panamani an• market and' t'hV" 
factors limiting, it',.;..special attention being givep to. the large- autarkic0 
segment existing.,within.the agricultural sector, the serious problems of 
/urban unemployment 
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urban unemployment and under-employment and the-,un equal distribution -of 
income. In addition, consideration is. :giye|i tp.cer^ ai-r?;. futures .peculiar 
to the economy which explain the high level of .{oonetary- cpsts: in Panamas 
in particular, the effect, on urban .^rages.. of the -labour marleet .in the Cfenal 
Zone ancl thé protection granted to agriculture., ,, The latter question is 
then dealt with in a more general, way..to. bring out, the^ significance of 
protectionist measures in an economy characterized,by a wide margin Of;-idle 
or'under-employed resources, , . ,.. : '! • : 
• , • - - " - - • •• ' 
' On the basis of this analysis, of the main obstacles to growth^ a'séOond 
, aggregate projection is presented with a view to illustrating the pre- , 
requisites for a process of economic development, . This ¡projection proceeds V -.J -i'.-ov. J "-• • 
from the assumption of a target rate^of growth in -fie-r capita privâte. coft-i • 
sumption of 2.0 per "cent per year. It is .also- assumed- that-.onc^ the , • -
factors hindering development were removed. f>r reduced in foxJcejvthei Oaipa--• 
city-to import could grow at a rate of 3*7.-.per.ç<ept-£er.year--'and-the* 
product-capital ratio at an annual rate of 4.6 per^e^ti i-Erom thes'è-as-ix-' 
sumptions it is deduced that the rate çf ijiye^ trngnt..-would.,have to be 21 
.per cent of gross product and that ..the latter j-wp^ ld- Save tocgrow-ât .axrate: 
of 6.8 annually. The intensity of the effort which ;-wp\xld have-to be jflade; 
and the changes to which the process wpuid give, rise are; evidenced ih^ -the 
increase which would be called for in public investment, which would have 1 
to increase to about half of gross investment, and a similar share of: total' 
'State expenditure.; '- ••" 
x0he of the basic element« in the aggregate pro j ections. is th«g evolution 
of "thé capacity to import, and the prospects of this are therefore examinedr 
in considerable detail. The complex, structure of Panama's export traetft, 
including as it does exports of goods, transactions connected with the-
transit and tourist traffic and sales, to. the Canal Zone, make it -necessary ' 
t»'study ^ e determining factors of ,all.the..pi^ in iteias included iri each, v 
of the three categories of. exteryial demaf^. . ; • - c x 
t'rom this analysis are. derived t^ ro altiej-nati^ oe projections.. The firfety 
hypothesis "A", corresponds to the aggregate projection of .probable trends,' 
and is thus based on the assumption,that the pj-esept busierconditionë -of 
Panama's 'economy -will persist r. in whi.çh case there^papity toi^aipprt will"c 




in absolute terms and exports of goods-to increase to a very modest 
extent, the only dinamic sector being transactions connected .with the 
transit and tourist tràffic„ The increase in the latter.sector - which is 
certainly the least important of the three - would be due mainly tm an 
increase in the numbers and expenditures of'tourists. • 
. Hypothesis "B", which by contrast assumes more favourable internal 
conditions and the deliberate stimulation of .exports, corresponds to the 
aggregate projection of an economic development^process. Despite this, 
external demand would increase in this case by only 45 p-^ r cent, an 
increase not substantially greater than that-of the population. The least 
dynamic sector would be sales to'the Canal Zone, which would increase 
little if at all. Exports of goMs, on the other hand, would increase by 
71 per cent, mainly as a result of the development of new export lines. 
The most dynamic sector would still be the transit and tourist traffic, 
which in this case would more than double as the result of an intensive 
expansion of tourist activity; 
Lastly, it is interesting to note that the decisive factor in the 
capacity to import would still be the quantum ox exports, since in Panam' 
economy the terms of trade tend to be remarkably stable. 
The study concludes with a detailed presentation of the aggregate 
projection of Panama's economic development. Starting from the general 
assumptions underlying this projection, and mere particularly the projecti 
of private consumption, chapter IV analyses - by principal products and 
groups of products - the future trend, in th.ç.demand for final goods. From 
the data previously given, and from the analysis of secular trends and of 
the possibilities for thé substitution of imports by domestically-produced 
goods, an itemized projection is -built up .of domestic production in 1966. 
This projection permits an estimate to -be made .of the raw materials, fuel, 
power and other inputs needed for productive activities in 1966. A study 
« -
is then made of the possibilities for. the substitution of imports of inter 
mediate goods, and a. detailed estimate of- production needs in respect of 
.such goods is arrived at. • . 
On the basis of'the foregoing projections- and of the projections of 
gross investment - both public a;nd private an estimate is then made of 




imports' of tihese:,goods .thus d'otneSti'c -prkdiSctifon arid the necessary 
Volume-of imports.-" aril ctw .•••s.-.tu: '..".rwrx;1.? •Lir.. • 
vr -A The.,-itemized: prw^ectieaiSJbf -dOMiSstic proliu^ ctidh' a4id""bf "'import's "are 
o regrouped-, so- .a^ -tp .permit", a: table' td'-^ e -dratm7 upT tb'-Show th'e4ie0essary 
development of the gross product, by economic sectors, aritf Of imports, by 
types of goods. This regrouping casts further light on the magnitude of 
the effort implicit in the projection of economic development. 
The growth of consumption assumed in the projection, given the very 
small extent to which imports would be able t# expand, implies that the 
sectors producing goods - agriculture and manufacturing - would have to 
expand by 73 and 109 per cent respectively. To make this increase possible, 
the basic services sectors - transport and energy - would have to expand 
by 75 and 132 per cent respectively. Since these increases would neces-
sitate a substantial enlargement of the basic social capital, construction 
activities would have to multiply more than two and a half times. By 
contrast, the services sectors would continue to decline in relative 
importance, and the share of the Canal Zone sector in the gross product 
- which would fall by almost 13 per cent in absolute terms - would decline 
to less than 3 per cent. 
This marked transformation in Panama's productive structure would be 
accompanied by an even greater change in the composition of imports. In 
view of the type of goods which could be produced in Panama, substitution 
would be greater in consumer goods, imports of which would decline even 
in absolute terms. The share of consumer goods in total imports would 
tend to decline from about two thirds in 1956 to abeut a third in 1966. 
On the other hand, imports of raw materials would increase their share 
frem 23 to 41 per cent and imports of capital goods from 13 to 23 per cent. 
In the last fifteen years Panama's economy has been subject to intense 
external and internal pressures which have brought about a change in its 
general pattern. The domestic sectors of production have begun to develop 
and to become integrated into a genuine national economy. The projections 
show that this process still lacks the vigour which would be necessary to 
give the economy a rate of growth sufficient to raise the standard of 
living of the people and to mitigate the serious problem of unemployment; 




intensification of the. prpcess recently begun, .' Among other things,' ' 
Panama's economic infrastructure and. institutional superstructure — which 
have just begun to break free fro-m their, traditional. patterns' - will have 
to be fully adapted to the demands of an intensive process of ecohörrdc 
development, •'••.':•'•• 
/Chapter I 
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Chapter- I 
- THE DEVELOPMENT OF P.JW-IA'3 ECONCXY DURING THE PERIOD ' 
1945 - 56 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1. Background of post-war economic development 
The.period covered by this study (1945 - 56) was ons of the. longest 
eras of prosperity the world economy has known in many decades. - -In 1949 
and 1954-, it is true -there were slight recessions in the economy of the 
United States;, but they did not spread to the rest of the -world. Yet 
it .was during this .very period that Panama underwent a profound economic' 
crisis, comparable to that experienced by some Latin ¿jnerican countries 
during the great world crisis of 1929-32.• . As.then, the main cause of 
the economic contraction experienced by Panama-, in- the years ; 1948-52-lay 
in the country's external demand; and just as prosperous years preceded 
the great world crisis, so Panama went through a period of exceptional 
economic, expansion during the first half-, of the 1940's. •' • •-•• 
.. Thus, a study of economic growth in the-post-war period takes .its . 
departure, from, a somewhat abnormal situation and one which, moreover, t'O 
a large extent determines the general direction of subsequent economic. : 
development. For this.reason,- it will be useful to describe in broad 
outline. Panama's situation during the years, of the Second World 'War. ' . 
, For adjuster appreciation, of the situation it should be; recalled' ."' 
that, the;-strategic geographical position of the Isthmus of Panama — .for 
centuries a focal point of international transit and trade - has had a 
decisive influence ..on the structure and slant of Panama's economy. " - As ' 
a result of.geographical factors, the. country has naturally concentrated1 
op economic .activities connected-, with.;- international--transit: and.: trade, 
and has developed an economic infrastructure and--.an. institutional super-r 
structure .basically directed,- along corresponding lines.- Since Panama 
has lacked.the most elementary basic social capital; — roads, ppwér, etc. -
and since the.potential.Panamanian producer, has beep exposed to a completely 
free international competition, the development, of the'.country's productive 
resources has been extremely sketchy. Consequently, the'emergence of an 
./urban, market . . 
7 /ry i_p ;liP:4 
ra._,e 2 
urban ii.arkot oi' som" siv.e nnd the sucos-.nive economic booms resu l t ing 
^ > 
,.'roi(i trie irvter.s i f i c at ion of ecrnorad a c t i v i t y on •&»*.£» Isthnus-^ nave .-.-ict 
created stirjuJ i s t r c r j ; enougn t o set o f f a process of general econo ,ic 
d e v e l o p m e n t i n Jaiia.ia. 
Jn the j,ve of the jecond *iorld ¿ar, Panama "[as s t i l " bas i ca lxy 
riivioed l. ' e l a t i v e l y advanced urb m area and i vast hinterland 
having rjr.- .cticaily no l inks t-'itb the commercial anc! urban sectors o? 
tho economy. The only exceptions were tne re - ions arcund the t.-:nuinal 
citi.f'ii anci, an to a point , tne provinces of Ghiriq^i crri iocas r-ol Tore 
at the country's western extremity. la the f i r s t ox tiiBoe a l ives tock 
industry of so'ne importance had developed, and both possessed, a modern 
a g r i c u l t u r a l s e c t o r consist ing of the. large banana p lanta t ions . nxt th i s 
l a t t e r sector was completely cut o f f from the res t of the economy ^nd had 
been directed entirely/ towards the foreign market. 
iiga.innt thir bnck.Kro-.in'i tne re rlevcloj.oJ, touui'du the end rf tha 30 
and rluri.n~ • j: ... .... • \rr~•1 ~ ^  n nrnnv m.'Ji.u>nj t..nP.±mj. v. t.ro 
economic sctiviti<.5s cooncotor! •.•LI.', the on .>nd •hs^-jixca ox' the i'aiiarwi 
Car.al. The 3ize of the fAiuulcxlitm' resj (tent in the Canal 7,one rose from 
57 GCO in ,l%.Cv to n;ore than 3P.6 0C0 in t.ho year in i -hic.h the 
expansion rcnc.hr.rl *..tu ci-nu^x. The number o f p e r u a n a .«^rJLoyed by tne 
Panama Canal Company rose from 14'8C0 in 1939 t o pbout 40 000 by the 
middle of 1942 and was s t i l l almost 30 000 in 1946, when a c t i v i t i e s were 
rapidly dwindling. On the other hand, although normal goods t r a f f i c 
through the Canal declined during these years , the t r a n s i t of m i l i t a r y 
transports and warships raised the annual t o t a l to almost 9 000 ships in 
1945; in the pre-war years, the t r a f f i c had never exceeded 7 000, nor did 
i t exceed that f igure' again u n t i l 1952. ' Defence-works, a i r p o r t s , high-
ways and troop quarters were b u i l t ; a s t a r t was even made on t h e construc-
t i o n of a t h i r d s e t of locks for the Canal; the heavy t r a f f i c through the 
Canal brought wi th* i t an extraordinary increase in the number of persons 
" i n t r a n s i t , both armed forces personnel'and members of the crews of naval 
and transport v e s s e l s ; a sudden and subs tant ia l i~ise took place in the 
• s ize of the 'population resident in the Canal Zcnc; and a l i these fac tors 
resul ted in an immeasurable i n c r e a s e ' i n the demand for goods and s e r v i c e s . 
l / The building c f the trans-Tsthmian railway in the middle of the l a s t contur.Y 
the f i r s t attempt to con«tract the canal towards the end of that century, 
the f i n a l construction of the Canal in the ear] y years of t h i s century and 
the a c t i v i t v d.?V<;1 nr.nri ill + he n.'.nnl "^»»-i *• >-- ' * ' 1 T ' 
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Jp to that point and save., for differences in the degree and extent 
of the boom, the situation was not fundamentally different from those of 
similar periods experienced, by Panama in the past. But the fact that a 
world war was in progress introduced a new element whose influence was to 
be decisive for the future direction of the country's economy. s^ has 
been s aia, during the boom periods Panama had experienced at various times 
in the course of its history the external stimuli to economic development 
had been frustrated by the inelasticity of domestic production and its 
precarious competitive position in relation, to imports. These Dooms, 
therefore, had been mere fleeting periods of prosperity, and when they 
ceased the activities undertaken temporarily to satisfy additional demand 
also., came to an end, and the country reverted to its normal state of , 
.under-employment and minimal development. But the sequel to. the last 
boom experienced by Panama was different, since external, competition, was 
to a.large extent eliminated and the Government deliberately encouraged 
the development of domestic production and. embarked on investment designed 
to expand the basic social capital. 
. . Ivhile the demand for goods and services was thus expanding imports,, 
the usual means of meeting.this additional demand, were severely curtailed 
since merchant fleets had to be used mainly for the transport of war supplies 
and. military personnel and.the most- imperative needs of the belligerent 
countries. ., .At the same time .the need to provide food supplies for the 
additional population of the Zone and. the Panamanian people themselves 
- before the war food had been imported in large quantities -made it 
essential, to develop domestic production. Accordingly, the Panamanian 
Government, with the help of the Institute of. Inter-American Affairs, and 
the United States armed forces^ made ..great efforts during the .war years 
to extend the..country's road system,, the inadequacy of which was. the main 
obstacle to the expansion of agricultural output,, and deliberately encouraged 
the. growth of agriculture.,... 
In 1940 Panama qbtained a .loan for the paving of the Chorrera - Rio 
Hato highway, and in subsequent years - between 1942 and 1946 - the total 
length of the concrete and macadam road system was increased from only 307 
kilometres . to 522 „kilometres .:. v Measures;.of agricultural policy ...included 
price fixing ;and control, the establishment of'agricultural products purchasing 
/centres at 
- V ^ *r t "r 
Paoe L 
csi.tr'-i at CM.tr'-', L-ivi'v, •• 'aet.¡, Cone : m: L^ n ¿'.nd :J-.idO ••nor: >, t:..¡ i.i.rtv;'.: jl . 
o? tooln, ; xHn, inii".,cbir:;J• .p -.no f«rti'< i'/ers and '.be 'fV. V.inr of ' .o ' 
2/ 
hato- 'ámbito section of the Intor-^fcirican Highway.-' r.3 a result of a?l 
this, Panama's economy expar.-jed and developed to an extraor.'iirur,/ <-xx?r ; . 
the she -t space of five ye at s. 
The statistics available are not suf'ficiont 'to permit a 'lamp r.at'j 
ox the economic process which book place during these yearr.; bat t. .ay 
ir die at a its general lines. ¿mesti.c production, both agricultural 
end •industrial, oubstrr,tially increased. Xhc oovm ar^a for the th:?oe 
most important foftd-crop:--. -ino.-•<-asad mci*m than 50 per cent betv;een 
1941 and I94Ó, and cattle slaughterings rose by 70 per cent between 1939 
and the average for the first three no-it-war years. "The number of pigs 
slaughtered increased, over the si-me period from 37 400 to 44 100« Industrial 
activj-TY OIIWIVEU :i' , lm. out TUT. oi sugar and condensed milk 
R IN IU ; " . fj TC .. -T CCUo L)Jt". .. . — - .. .L V .., .A : dnU ^ U. . ^ i'AI tI„k'Cw 
pont-wnr years, arid tl\: production of b.:ex- - ao.ipiou contraetian in 
demand from the Canal ¿0 .e ',n r,.ie ' after ueriocl - rising by 22 por cent. 
Tho consumption of rf] er.t, -n c. "t" i-.d in the cities of Panama and Colon 
íncreariéo. ok: atm '¡_j per ccuo ijecfively aui'iu,v the live .year's 1940—42. 
.11 these ¡narked inci'eases in domestic production set off an active 
process of imports substitution, especially in the case of fresh beef and 
pork and processed meat proaucts. As regards rice, the volume'of imports 
remained'fairly constant, although later, in 1949, imports almost 
completely ceased (see table I-l). 
• The foregoing figures reflect clearly enough the development of 
Panama's economy from""the point of view of certain products or'sectors 
of production. It will be useful at this point to observe the way in 
which certain sectors of Panama's economy as á whole expanded. Although 
values are given at current prices, and despite the rise in the general 
level of prices during the years in question, the increases are of such 
a size' as to 'show clearly the degree to which Panama's economic base 
2/ Inter-American Agricultural Co-operation Service in Panama, Once años 
de colaboración en agricultura y recursos naturales, report of the •' 
Director of SIC^P to the linister of agriculture,. Panama, June, 1953. 
/Table I-l 
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Tons 
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Thousands of litre's 
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9 d/ 
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Source: Statistical and Census; Department, Panama, 
a/ 1939. ..... .... , / . 
b/ 1941. -••''"' ' • - • - • - -
c/ 1940. 
d/ 1946. ... - . . . 
-.'• . 1 • '/expanded. '.Between 
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expanded. Between 1939 and 194-6 total Government expenditure practically 
. 3/ 
quadrupled and Government revenue increased two and a half times,-- The 
expansion of the country's monetary and banking system is clearly apparent 
from the figures, which show that between. 1939 and. 1946 demand deposits 
mrltiplied more than eight times, time deposits 3.6 times and bank loans 
and investments 4.0 times. Imports expanded more than two and a half 
times during the same period, and construction in the cities of Panama 
and Colin increased by the same amount between 1942 and 1946. " Despite 
the extent of the change undergone by Panama's cconomy during the Second 
World War, the level of retail prices in Panama City rose by barely 
75t0 per cent between 1939-40 and 1946 (ses table 1-2). 
Lj will be seen later, and for reasons which vail be examined in 
detail, the extraordinary boom conditions of the wax period continued 
J.O.;- s u j i t i .','r.d.j 3 ai i,er u n e . i i - reti o a u i i b h haa ceased i j e x i S u , - -.nsrsas 
in the three years 1945-47 construction and chc siae of the resident 
population of the Canal Zone - as well as the number of persons in transit 
through the Canal -•declined rapidly, to revert finally to normal figures, 
Panama's economic activity remained at very prosperous levels. The gross 
product reached its maximum in 1946 anu 1947, and not until the following 
five-year period did it come to reflect the depressive effects of the 
contraction in external.demand. 
The broadening of Panama's economic base and the redirection of its 
productive activities during the Second VJorld War and the years immediately 
following wsre of tremendous significance for subsequent economic 
development. The country emerged from this last boom with an economy 
transformed and expanded by the need to increase domestic production, 
agricultural output x\ras brought into the monetary market and linked with 
urban buying centres* the"urban population'"in 'the''two" main cities and 
in tho rest of the country expanded, as a result both of the activity • 
deriving from the Canal Zone and from transit traffic and tourism and 
3/ The imoalance between the tvro increases is due to the low level of • 
expenditure in 1939 and the high level of revenue in that and the 
following years, so that a large accumulation of public funds took 
place. See chapter I, section II.4.b, 
/Table
jy ur-i. j.^/ 
rage'S' 
of the country's incipient industrialization; and, as a consequence 
economic groups were created with' a vital interest in the maintenance 
of the level" of domestic^ production« .nil these factors brought about 
a permanent re-orientation of Paparna's economic policy. The fostering 
of domestic production and. the expansion of basic social capital were no 
longer matters of emergency policy but became aspects of an economic 
'line:-which, at least from 1950 onwards, has been resolute^ directed 
towards the country's internal economic development. Detailed analysis 
of the period 1945-56 will enable us to observe, in its "various aspe'cts, 
the development"' of the process whose immediate causes nave just be^ ti 
outlined. "'"' •""' 
2." Significance of the period analysed .,, 
\ • As has be,en said, the period of analysis covered by .statistic al 
series begins-in the years in which Panama's economic activity was at 
exceptional levels, owing to an abnormal external .demand.'' Accordingly, 
the comparison^ which will be made in the course of this study between '.'")" . ... .. 
the first;and the final years cf the period should not be seen as an 
attempt to'measure a trend, "even though they cover a period of twelve 
years. "They should be regarded rather as a background against which 
the^structural modifications .¡.and' the' changes in the :-level of activity , 
which Panama's economy has experienced may be interpreted. 
In broad terms it may be said - to set the' detailed survey which ' 
follows in its proper perspective -- that the first yelrs of the period 
reflect the exceptionally favourable conditions which prevailed'during" 
the preceding years and represent a phase of full"employment, indeed 
over-employment, in Panama's economy. The years 1949 and 1951, roughly 
speaking, form the trough of the depression caused by the fall in external 
demand, and the following years, possibly up to 1953, cover the period 
of recovery of productive activity. There was no return to the employment 
level of the initial period, for the external demand deriving from the Canal 
Zone and from transit and tourist traffic had returned to normal; there was 
a return only to full employment of the limiting factor of production.- the 
country's productive capacity - for considerable unemployment persisted. The 
/post-war 
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Table 1-2 
PANiUHA: SOi'jE INDICATORS OF THE ECONOrfLC TRANSFORMATION 
IN THE PERIOD 1939-1946 





dems nd ( priva t. e ) 
time (total) 
• Value of building permit;, 
in the cities of iJanarng 
Index of food prices in £ 
Pnnn1« tion (thous«nds ) 
Source: International monetary bund, Economic Survey of Panama, 1952; 
and Statistical and Census Department, Panama, 
a/ 1941' , 
b/ Base 100 corresponds to the period October 1939-June 1940.. • 
S J 1940. • . . 
d/ .Estimate as. at 1 July., 
1939 1946 Index 1946 (1939=100) 
9.4 36.4 387.2 
12.7 31.3 246.5 
20.5 56.3 274.6 
4.4 36,5 • 829.5 
6.7 24.1 359.7 
s in.6 '¡03,7 
j ¿¿ranted 
! and union 3 o «/' 2b6»7 
;anama O i l y 1 0 0 . 0 bj 175 .0 175.0 
. A n/ 7?n.A d/ n ç.tf 
/of the 
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post-war period then, is characterized -by -two. qualitatively different stages çf 
full employment; one-in which an abnormal level,,of external demand, especially 
for servxcBS-j;-'allowed the-f-uli-empl©yment--of alL...productive resources,..,.and "... . 
another, in;.which the. deténnining 'fabto.r in the employment of labour was 
installed productive capacity so that there was in fact forsiderable 
unemployment. ... , . ..... 
Thus, if by a normal situation we mean one in whïçK a~Mgh level 
of econgmic activity and a minimum of unemployment prevails, only the 
first years of the post-war period can be so described. The next years 
must be.regarded as years of economic crisis or depression, and the last 
years, from1953 to 1956, as a period of under-emplpyment equilibrium. • * ' ^ » ... '.. .;. 
In view,.-*f,, its importance, the fact that Panama's economy was able to 
• • à, . J o . i,.;.. 
reach normal levels of economic activity only during a period in which '-•»': . L<;p..r 
externa^ demand was exceptionally favourable, and that when conditions 
reverted i^.o, normal its level of .activity after passing, through a severe 
depression, -declined to a state of permanent under-employment cf 
productive.resources, will be.examined in detail at a later stage of 
this study. 
II. AGGREGATE DEMAND L. • 
1. General trends * ; " 
In.tfte period between 1945 and 1956 Panama's aggregate demand rose 
from 361.1. to 447^2 million balboas,^ an increase of ,23.8 per cent (see 
table Ir3,)v. The corresponding annual rate was 2 per cent, which is Ifwer . .. 
than the .rate of increase of the.. Panama's population .during the same 
period,- . As can be seen from, figure 1-1, aggregate demand starts from 
a relatively high level and reaches its maximum in ,1946., After that 
there begins a phase of descent which stops only in 1948-49, at a level 
13 per.cent below the 1946 figure. In 1950 a slight recovery begins, 
but an accelerated and persistent growth in aggregate demand does not 
commence until 1952, The size, and importance of the. contraction suffered, 
by aggregate demand may be judged from the fact that the peak level of 
4/ Unless otherwise indicated, all figures given in this study are expressed 
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Table 1 -3 
PANAMA: AGGREGATE DEMAND 'AND ITS COMPONENTS 
Year Aggregate, demand 
External demand 
(capacity to Internal demand 
import) 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1945 3 6 1 . 1 1 3 1 . 7 . 2 2 9 . 4 
1946 3 8 8 . 2 123 .7 264;. 5 
1947 3 6 0 . 9 8 3 . 8 2 7 7 . 1 
1948 3 3 7 . 1 8 3 . 3 2 5 3 . 8 . 
1949 3 3 8 . 1 . 8 6 . 0 25£.l 
1950 3 5 0 . 8 78„t> 2 7 2 . 8 
1951 350 . ft 7 0 . 0 2o0«8 
1952 3 6 9 . 8 7 1 . ? 2 9 8 . 1 
1953 3 8 4 . 1 i 7 8 . 5 3 0 5 . 6 
1954 4 0 7 . 1 8 5 . 3 3 2 1 . 8 
1955 4 3 2 . 5 9 2 . 5 3 4 0 . 0 
1956 4 4 7 , 2 9 2 , 4 3 5 4 . 8 
(Percentages) 
1945 1 0 0 . 0 3 6 . 5 6 3 . 5 
1946 1 0 0 . 0 . 3 1 . 9 6 8 . 1 
1947 1 0 0 . 0 2 3 . 2 • 7 6 . 8 > 
1948 * 1 0 0 . 0 2 4 . 7 7 5 . 3 
1949 1 0 0 . 0 2 5 . 4 7 4 . 6 
1950 1 0 0 . 0 2 2 . 2 7 7 . 8 
1951 1 0 0 , 0 . 2 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 
1952 1 0 0 . 0 . 1 9 . 4 . 8 0 . 6 
1953 1 0 0 . 0 ^ 2 0 . 4 , . 7 9 . 6 . 
1954 1 0 0 . 0 . ... 2 1 . 0 , 79 :, 0 
1955 1 0 0 . 0 . , 2 1 . 4 ' ' ' • i 78 .6 . 
1956 1 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 7 • 19.X 
Source: Table A-l. 
: . ; : 'Ï• 
\ 
' ' /Figure 1-1 
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- ,.• • FIGURE I - 1 
PAiMAMA : AGGREGATE DEMAND, DOMESTIC DEMAND AND EXTERNAL DEMAND 
( M I L L I O N S OF B A L B O A S AT 1 9 5 0 PRTLCES) 
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1946 was recovered only in 1954. 
This development of aggregate demand raises a series of questions* 
We have to determine, first, what factors account for the high level 
of aggregate demand in the immediate post-war years and what caused the 
sudden and violent contraction in the following years] and next, what • 
caused the'recovery of aggregate demand after 1950, and what factors 
made possible its continuous, growth in later- years.1 •. .It' also has to be 
asked whether the trend of aggregate demand..-described above is merely a 
phenomenon of a cyclical type or whether it reflects some more fundamental 
process connected with the structure and development of Panama's economy. 
In other words, was the depression suffered by Panama's economy after the 
war merely a passing phase of insufficient demand which had only to be 
overcome for economic activity to recover, or was it, on the contrary, rine 
to a fall in demand which resulted in a change in the pattern of demand and 
thus affected the country's economic s t r u c t u r e ? 
.analysis of each o f the components of aggregate demand w i l l a 
large extent clarify the above quest ions . F i r s t l y , i t w i l l enable us 
to i d e n t i f y the main dynamic f a c t o r s and regress ive elements In Panama's 
economic system. Secondly, the relative trend of these components will 
indicate the extent to which recent economic developments have been 
accompanied by a change in the underlying conditions. The latter problem, 
however, can be fully elucidated only by analysis of the repercussions on 
the productive system of the contraction, change in structure' and later 
recovery of aggregate demand. An attempt at such an analysis will be 
made below in connexion with the subject of aggregate supply. 
It is worth mentioning at once, however, that the most important 
trend which Panama's economy underwent in the period 1945-56 was, precisely, 
a radical alteration in the distribution of aggregate demand as between 
the external and the domestic components. In view of the influence of 
this trend on the other aspects of the country's economic development, 
it will be dealt with here by way of preamble and in order to lay down 




2, Internal demand and external demand . 
, The factor which directs the productive process and determines the 
level of_ economic activity is aggregate'demand. Particularly important 
among the components of aggregate demand is external demand, represented 
in this case by the capacity to import* It Is not a. matter simply of 
the quantitative importance of external demand but rather of its' functional 
preponderance. The capacity to import is the exogenous factor jsar '. 
excellence in Panama's economy,'arid its influence on the other components 
of .aggregate demand - private consumption and investment and public • 
expenditure - is decisive.- Consequently, stimuli to economic 
development - or the lack of them - can in the main be traced back to 
external demand. The behaviour of its capacity to import is thus .the ,. 
main clue to Panama's economic situation. 
Before:embarking on an "examination of the various factors .determining 
the capacity to import, It will be useful first to consider in broad outline 
the evolution of this component of aggregate demand in relation to the -
behaviour of internal demand. Panama's external demand was at its 
highest level' in the first two years of the period (see table 1-3 and ; 
f;j.£ure I-l.)j in 1945 it reached a figure of 132 million balboas,; 
making up more than one-third of aggregate demand. In the following ' 
years, and particularly from 1947 until 1951, the capacity to import ;'• 
declined through a series of violent contractions, amounting in 1951 
to only 70 million balboas. This implied an absolute contraction in 
external demand to almost half its 1945 volume, and a decline in Relative 
terms alsf: from more than one-third of aggregate "demand in 1947, external 
demand sank to -Wreiy 20 per cent..in 1950» .-."';.• -•• • 
In the following years, alt hough, the. capacity to import recovered by 
comparison with the year 1950, amounting in 1955 and i956 tV93 million 
balboas, it still remained at a level 30 per cent below -the-initial figure. 
But while'aggregate demand achieved a recovery, thanks to a rise, in 
internal demand, the' capacity to import was unable to win bapk. its share in 
the total and levelled' off at the figure of 20 per cent mentioned above. 
The development of aggregate dem^d during the period 1945-56 was thus 




years of the period internal demaad-aeeourrteTi Tor "Barely two thirds of 
aggregate demand, between 1945 and 1951 it rose to about 8d per cent, 
and this proportion, was maintained, in the following years. 
The change which took place in the distribution of' aggregate demand 
as between its domestic and-, external components was perhaps the most 
important development experienced by Panama's economy during the period 
under review,. The high level of aggregate demand In the first years 
after the war and its drastic contraction in the following years was"due 
almost entirely to the behaviour of the capacity to import in those 
years. Its later recovery was not due to the same extent to external 
demand; and this in itself betokens a structural change in the country's 
• • ; T 1 
economy. The contraction and reorientation of aggregate "demand - and 
the consequent reorganisation of the different branches' of production -
indicate the extent to which Panama's economic system is attenuating thn 
influence of external demand and succeeding in initiating a process of 
economic development directed, primarily towards, and largely influenced 
by the internal mar-keu. • • • • 
Apart from differences of period and circumstances, the crisis in 
Panama's external, trade during the period 1946-51 can be compared"from 
the point of view of its effects on the country,- with the great world 
crisis of 1929-32 and its effects-on the Latin American countries. For 
most of the latter this meant recasting their domestic economies and 
initiating a process of.industrialization and economic development*. 
Broadly'speaking and despite differences, of-institutional structure and 
economic policy, this has also been the effect of the recent crisis in 
Panama's foreign trade. 
3• v JSxtgrnal -demand: evolution of the capacity to import . -
(a) - Evolution of aggregate^  capacity, to import, quarrtum and terms 
' of trade " ...:" i-
In 1945 the capacity to import reached a figure of 131.7'"million 
balboas, i.e. more than a third of aggregate demand (see table 1-4)«. 
From this high initi.al figure the level declined to 70.0 million balboas 





PANAMA: AGGREGATE'.CAPACITY'TO IMPORT, QUANTUM OF • 
' EXPORTS AND TERMS OF TRADE .: 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
„ ' n -x 4. • . ^ , Terms of trade Year Capacity to. import Quantum (1950 = 10Ö) 
1945 ;• 131.7 135.8 97.0 
1946 123.7 117.6 ' 105.1 
1947 ; .. 83.8 92.8 : .'> 90.3 
1948 : • . . • 83.3 : 91.1 91.5 
1949 86.0 88.3 ' ' : 97.4 
1950 78.0 78.0 100.0-
1951:. 70.0 71.7 . /;• • 97.7 ,. 
•1952 ; ' 71.7 75.7 ' 94.8 ' 
1953 78.5 77.2 101,7 :' 
1954 • .85,3 . 76.8 ' ; 111.9 
1955~ 92.5 82.7 : ''" 111.9.., 
1956 7 92.4 86.0 '' 107.4 .'•" 
Source: Tables B-37, B-42 and B-46. 
/this contraction 
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this contraction was characterize by the fact that in the six years 
1945-1951 there .was only, one' year -;4,949- - :in..which no decline was 
registered. With that exception'the fall in external demand during the 
period took the ¿«ft^ -of-dtiecessive..attraiaT!-'bo^ sib'r^ frj-ons. It is important 
"t"0"-stTess-t-his-fa&t, -for if the contraction ,.h.ad...Qccurred over a shorter 
period ;dif'time"and had been followed by a stabilization, internal economic 
activity would 'probably have recovered more rapidly^ . ' As' things were, the 
economy was unable to "recover "owing to" t n e*""'" fife gat ixre' factory-which recurred 
with added effect year aft-r year., 
The lowest trough r.f external demand, in' 1951., was followed by a 
phase of recovery which lasfoa until 1955; and in the last two years 
of the period the figure ftatili^eJ at a level considerably below the 
initial''level- i.e, 70.1 per cent of the 1945 'figure,, It .should be'-'' 
pointed out that between 1951 »nd th- final years of the period there was 
a recovery of 31.9 per nent; which is very important for the purposes of 
what follow in this study s.ince it helps us to understand the recovery 
of economic activity in the yc^rj in :.!U';f.tion0 
THe quantum of exports' follows p. curve alncst parallel to that of 
the capacity to import and is thus clearly identifiable as the factor 
determining the latter (sen figure I-2)-. However, during the first '"" 
six years of the period th§ quantum experienced.a rather more marked,,and 
regular decline than that of the capacity to imports while in the second 
six-year period its recovery was lee? pronounbad, in 1956 reaching barely 
63.4 per¡cent of the level registered in 1945« This contraction of the 
quantum of exports was not fully reflected in the capacity to import'" 
thanks,to. the fact that the terms of trade showed a slight rise the 
index for 1956 exceeding by 10„5 per cent the figure for the initial 
year.'" ' It is interesting to note that the teims of trade index was - ' 
relatively free from' sTiirp fluctuations'J particularly if * wer~disregard" 
the first three years of the period;, ' which were" characterized bj^'.'y.eiiy^  
abnormal fluctuations in priccs both in Panama and in the United States 
and other countries. 
The continuity apparent in the lcng-tsrm trend and in the annual 
fluctuations of the terms of trade ini?:: - in conspicuous contrast to 
/figure 1-2 
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the situation in most Latin Americancountries - arises fr#m two very important » 
features of Panama's economy. The first is the great variety ft the country's 
external transactions. The second is rather more institutional in character: 
i 1 
the close integration ,rf Panama's economy with the international economy, more 
particularly that of the United' States. After the collapse of the geld 
standard with the formation of a group of planned-economy countries and the 
advent of the world dollar shortage problem, there remained few countries in 
the world with economies as "open" as Panama''s. • 
Added to the above is the fact that there exists within Panamanian 
territory a sector of the United States economy. This has a decisive influence 
rn Panama's price and wage levels; the great increase in wage rates in the 
Canal Zone was to a large extent responsible for the rising trend in Panama's 
terms of trade. 
(b) Structural characteristics and evolution of Panama's capacity 
to import 
In an economy like Panama's detailed analysis of the externa,1 trade 
pattern is even more important than with other latin American countries. 
Panama's external sector Is so complex, that the rcany export items ff gords 
am services need to be classified against the background of the basic 
determinants of Panama's external trade, for each is a separate element in 
the country's external demand. Registered exports of goods-^ are linked with 
the development of imports from other countries - in this case especially the 
United States - and form part of traditional international trade. At the 
same time, Panama's strategic geographical position makes it a. crossroads for 
international sea ar.d air routes - a factor which was responsible for the 
construction <jf the inter-oceanic canal and, earlier, the trans-Isthmian 
railway in Panamanian territfry. These two lines of communication, above all 
the first, have helped the country to take the greatest possible advantage of 
its main productive resource - its geographical position. Thence derive a ' 
whole series of activities connected with the traffic in go^ds and persons 
through the Isthmus: the entrepot trade, sales to ships and aircraft in transit, 
sales of goods and services to tourists and transients, and also the activities 
of the Colon Free Z^ne. 
5/ Jhis designation, which is usual in Manama, has been adopted in «rder to 
distinguish exports;%f domestic.-products to ^ther countries from sales 
the Canal Zone and" to ships, aircraft and persons in transit» 
/Lastly, the 
r-p v..! I A.-, j A'-M J. \ ^  V-: ().•;•'• ji---;-: ' i • 
Lastly, the operation and maintenance of the Panama Canal has given 
rise in the territory known as the Canal Zone to a large market for 
consumer, .intermediate and capital goods and services, and to the formation 
of a labour market of great importance to Panama's labour force. 
In accordance with the classification of the various.independent 
factors determining Panama's external demand made in earlier sections, 
our analysis will be based on the following categories, which will be 
dealt with in the order given: (a) registered exports of goods, (b) 
transactions connected with traffic and tourism, and (c) transactions 
with thé Canal Zone* The evolution of the capacity to import is the 
outcome of developments in the last two categories (see figure 1-3)» 
The capacity to import deriving from registered exports of goods, however, 
shows a contrary evolution. In 1945 it amounted to barely 10.5 million 
balboas; but towards the end of the period it fluctuated between 26 and 
32 million balboas, whereas the capacity to import generated by the 
Canal Zone and by transit and tourist transactions fell to practically 
half its former volume (see table 1-5). 
As a result of these developments, the composition of the capacity 
to import underwent a complete transformation. In 1945, exports of 
goods accounted for barely 8.0 per cent of external demand.; after 1953 
they amounted to one-third. During the first years of the,periopt.,.'« 
transit- traffic and tourist transactions accounted for 18 per cent of 
external demand; from 1951 onwards transactions under this head levelled 
off at about 14 per centa Finally, in the first year of the period the 
Canal Zone accounted for three quarters of the aggregate capacity to 
import; but the proportion declined gradually until 1.951 and thereafter 
remained below 60 per cent. 
The above observations indicate that the trend of Pânamà'â;capacity 
to import after the war was due primarily to the decline in the external 
demand deriving from the Canal Zone and from activities connected with 
traffic and tourism, and that its effects were most noticeable in the 
quantum of these exports. But developments in registered exports of 
goods and in the terms of. trade tended to mitigate the negative effects 
of these factors. " . T ' , 
/Figure 1-3 
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PANAMA : CAPACITY TO ,MPORT, TOTAL AND BY PR 1 NCI PAL CATEGORIES 
( M I L L I O N S OF B A L B O A S AT 1 9 5 0 P R I C E S ) 
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Table 1 - 5 
•PÁÑAifer COMPÒSÌTÏ^ •••ÖF ••'THE CAPACITY -TO -IMPORT... ' • ' 
T o t a l : : He.gister.ed . Traff ic and .... G a f ì a l Z o n e 
exports tourism 
1 (Millions of.baIboa.s at 1950 prices) -:.r. 
1945 ;••.•• : : .13167 -, •• 10,5. 23 .6 97 .6 
1946 . 124.7 -: . o , ' . 16 .9 • 2 1 . 8 86 c l 
1947 8 3 . 8 13 08 10.7 
1948- .. . - 83 . 3 • , ,, 1 8 . 1 . 1 0 , 8 .... 54 .5 
1949 - 8 6 , 0 , : . 19 .4 • . . 10 .3 , 56 .2 
1950 ,,,-.: .. ... ; , 7 8 o 0 19.6 : 9 o 5 . ...,. 4 8 , 8 
1951 ; 70«0 , -, 20.A f 9 , 4 ... _ 4 0 , 2 
1952 ; 71 .7 r, : : , 17.9. ; . : ,.„.. ; 11,2. . 4 2 . 7 
1953 : 78 .5 ,.. 21 .3 .., , . . , . . . 1 0 . 1 • . 47 c l 
1954 85 .3 2 7 . 8 . r 1 L , -. -1c-8. ........ . 4 5 . 8 
1955 . , 92 ¿5 • :..•• 31 .7 . , I lo9 .. 4 8 . 9 
1956;..; / - o 92 .4 ; •- ¡ : :. 25':7 . V: 13.7 : „.,,.- 53 .0 
- , , (Percentag.es), ; . .. .„. *.  rj\ . n 
•1945 • , • - 1C0„0 ... ; .. 8 , 0 . . . . . , ; , 17 .9 :. 7 4 r l 
1946, ... 100 .0 , 1 3 . 6 ....- . .. ...,. 1 7 . 5 . 6 9 . 0 
1947 . • ... 1 0 0 . 0 , • :• • , 1 6 » 5 . 12 .8 . 70o6. 
1948 ; -X 100,0,. . ... ~ 21,7 13 .0 , , ,,f, i 65 .4 
1949 100 .0 22 .6 1 2 . 0 •v., 6 5 . 3 
1950 , ,., 100 e 0 . •..: 25.1 . , f . 12 .2 ....... 62 .6 
. j 
195- s.-j . 4... .. 100 .0 . -, 2 9 . 1 ... 13 .4 57 .4 
1952 -, 100 .0 . , 2 5 . 0 . , , .. 15 .6 ., 59.6 
1953 100 .0 27ol- 12 .9 ... . . 60 .0 
19 54-;: , , . noo.o • 32 .6 . . . , .... . 13 .8 . . 53.7 
1955 .,;•, . • IOOcO . •: ' 34 .3 .... . : ; 12 .9 0 52.9 
1956. . , , , , . .;. 2 7 . 8 , , 1 4 . 8 . 57.4 
:Source: Table B-37J 
/(c ) Capacity 
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(c ) Capacity to import generated by registered exports of goods 
Between 1945 and 1956 the external demand for registered goods grew from 
10.5 million to 25„7 million balboas an increase of 145.1 per cent (see 
table 1-6). This rise - which did much to counterbalance the fall in the 
other two sectors of •'external; demand - -was -due to the fact that an increase 
took place both in the quantum of registered exports.and in their relative 
prices - in the first,case of more than-200 per cent arid 'xa the second, 
of 20.per cent* ; 
In-general, whereas the quantum'çf: exports determines the trend of 
the capacity to import,, the terms of trade index is responsible for the 
latter's annual contractions (see figure 1-4)<, Three well-defined 
stages can be discerned 5n the evolution of the quantpm.'curvc. The 
first, govers the years .1945-43 and is, marked by so large an increase 
that .the initial volume ox exports is doubled in barely-'three years. 
During-the next, stage, up to 1953, the quantum of exports remains 
stationary abouL an avera-e of ¿0 mi'.ijion balboas« The third phase 
begins in 1954, '•'hen the volume of exports begins to expand again with 
some intensity» The interruption of this- phase by the contraction of 
1956:.. must be considered only temporary since it was due to a poor agricultural 
year which particularly affected banana exports. The reasons for these 
different stages in the development of the volume of Panama's exports may 
be deduced from the way in which exports of the country's main export 
products have increased. 
The most important of these, by. far, is the banana, During the 
twelve'post-war years«bananas accounted for 70 to 80 per cent of the 
quantum of registered exports of goods (see table 1-7,). •; Moreover, 
Panama has been one of the main world exporters of bananas. In the 
last five years before the war its exports made up 8,.9 per cent of the . 
world, total, being exceeded only by those of Honduras," Jamaica and 
Mexico, - and by very narrow margins. - Pùr-ing the post-war years Panama-. •-
has succeeded almost every year in maintaining its share in world export's; 
only in the period 1951-54 did this share fall below à per cent.'Despite' 
the changes which have come about in the world structure of banana supply, 
Panama has continued to hold fourth place among world exporters, having 
E/CNc12/494 
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e 1-6' • ; • CQD03 T> ^vr^rJV.^ri' v:,.--
PANAMA: CAPACITY TO IMPORT, QUANTUM AND TERMS OF TRADE 
IN RELATION 'TO REGISTERED EXPORTS OF GOODS 
(Mi.llions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
v n .. , . , ~ . Terms of trade Year Capacity to import Quantum ^ _ 
1945 10.5 11.7 90.0 
1946 16.9 18.6 90.7 
1947 13.8 19.2 72.2 
1948 18.1 21.0 86.2 
1949 19-4 21.3 91-5 
1950 19.6 19.6 100:0 
1951 20.4 20.5 99.2 
1952 17.9 19.5 91.7 
1953 21.3 ,20.9 101.9 
1954 27.8 22.7 122.3 
1955 31.7 27.0 117.4 
1956 25.7 23.7 108.7 
Source: Tables B-37, B-42 and B-46. 
/Figure 1-4 
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FIGURE I - 4 
PANAMA : CAPACITY TO IMPORT,. QUANTUM AND TERMS OF TRADE 
' » IN RELATION TO REGISTERED EXPORTS OF GOCDS 
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' Table 1-7 ' r_r:? " ? ; ' "" ' •" 
PANAMA: QUANTUM OF EXPORTS, TOTAL AND BY PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS- ' 
' - (Thotirs'nds of baiboas at 1950 prices) 
Year Total Bananas Abaca Cacao Sugar Sirimps Cement Wood Others 
1945 11 669. 7 534 2 729 263 0 0 0 . 0 . 1 143 
1946 18 610 15 3.96 1 283 1 100 0 . 0 0 . 51 930 
1947 19 169 13 553 2 817;.. _ 1,496 0 0 0 305 998 
1948 20 973 16 572 1 684 . 1 345 0 0 290 327 755 
1949 21 253 16 972 1 639: 1 115 40 0 243 115 1129 
1950 19-618 14 706. 1 917 959 .393 169 99 474 901 
1951 , 20 535 14,361- 1 605 .. • 612 736 682 851 745 , 943 
1952. .-19.4*37 . 12 003 2 203 866 454 1 332 1 268 610 . 751 
1953 20 937 13 731 1 389 849 540 1 999 703 608 1 118 
1954, 22.699 16,690 884. 1 169 510 1 954 253 352 887 
1955 26 998 20 550 952 995 0 2 327 159 .443 1 572 
1956 23, 690 18 246 0 825 10 3 286 33 536 754 





been preceded in recent years—' by-Costa Ric a, Honduras and Ecuador - especial-
ly the latter. ..... . - . . . 
During the period" 1946^54. Panama's banana, exports fluctuated between 
4.Q and. 5.7 million stems; „but the general trend, was stationary (see table 
1-8'}« 'This was due: to the fact-that the arda under-banana plantations 
remained constant at "about 8 000 hectares« The marked short-term • -i ' • • ' >. • ' fluctuations in exports were due principally to the wind's, rtormsj 
floods and droughts which affected annual output. 
The two extremes of the period 1945-56, however, were marked by 
different developmentst, In the first year, exports were abnormally 
low owing to the demand and transport problems created by the Second 
World Warc During the war years exports to the United States - Panama's 
main and almost only market - fell practically tt> halfo The reason for 
this sharp o^iiti-^ clxon was principally bhe limited share of transport 
capacity which.the war left free for the transport of goods such as 
bananas* 'Imrij in 1945, the war ended, and international sea transport 
returned to normal, imports by the United States - and exports by Panama 
and other countries closely linked with the United States market - were 
7/ 
well on the way to recovery,-^ This accounts for the sudden and 
substantial increase in'Panama's-banana•exports between i945 and 1946. 
More important is the phenomenon which occurred in the last years of 
the serie s, . when the level of exports rose considerably above that which 
had prevailed between 1946 and 1954» In 1955, exports amounted to more 
than 7.0 million stems, and after a decline to 6*2 million stems in 
1956 due to fortuitous causes, the figure rose again to an even higher 
level in 1957. * The reason for this was an extension for the first time 
in more than two decades of the area under banana plantations. 
The product next in importance to bananas during most of the post-war 
years was abaca. Production of this fibre was begun during the Second 
World War by the same company which controls practically the entire 
6/ See: ECLA, Economic Bulletin for Latin ¿merica (The international banana 
market - its evoltition and prospects),, Vol„ III, N° 2, Santiago, Chile, 
1958, p, 29, table 19., 
7/ Opo cit,, table 7, pp„ 15-16 passim. 
/ T a h l < = 
Table 1-8 
PANAMA: EXPORTS BY IMPORTANT PRODUCTS 
Product Units :.: •v. (in : -thousands) .. 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 ' 1950 1951 1952 1953 :. 195*4 1.955 1956 
Bananas .stems .2 573-t 5 190 4.629 :5 660 5 796 5 022 4 904 4 099 4 689 5 700 '7 018 6 231 
Cacao - tons 371 1.54.9 2 106' l' 895 . 1. 570 1 350 862 "1-219 1 195 1' 647 fi1 401 1 163 
Abaca tons : -5 374 i 2 385 5 238 3 132 3 048 3 565 2 984 4 096 2 583 : l': 643 ,1 77C -
Shrimps •tons - ' 138 563 1 099. .1 649 1 612 1 920 2 711 
Sugar "tons ; ' ' ' - : - - • 250 2 455 ' 4 599 2 836 3 378; 3 188 - a 
Cement 'tons • . - ' - • 9 517 •';. 7 962 3 255 27 891 '41 580 23 047 .; 8 279 5 226 1 074 
Timber ; cubic feet •v 3 .586 3 494 3 748 1-323 .5 424 8 534 6 992. 6 963 , 4.031 5 079 6 143 
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production of bananas for export. This was due to action, taken by the 
United States Government to replace its usual source of supply, the 
i 
Philippines«. Exports of abaca were maintained at levels between 1,3; 
and about 3.0 million balboas for almost the entire period; -but from 1954 
they declined considerably and in 1956 came to an end completely (table 
1-7 )„ 
The same company accounts for more than half of Panama's exports of 
cacao, the product which has occupied third place in the quantum of 
exports for most of the post-war years. Apart from the years 1945 and 
1951, in which exports were exceptionally low, Panama normally exported 
between 1 200 and 2 100 tons annually (table 1-8), The figures have 
varied considerably as a result of the equally marked fluctuations in 
international prices (see figure 1-5)-. The exports curve shows another 
important fact. Between 1946 and 1950 cacao exports were maintained at 
an average level much higher than that recorded in the next six years, 
despite the rise in prices, The reason for this apparently contradictory 
phenomenon is the fact that the banana company 'a cacao plantations were 
established in order to make use of land rendered unfit for banana 
production» As hao been said, in 1950 or there abouts it began replanting 
these areas with bananas» The area of commercial plantations of cacao 
contracted accordingly, and exports of cacao fell off up to 1951« After 
that they closely follow the fluctuations in the export price, . 
The period 1945-56 is characterized by the emergence of new export 
products, in particular shrimps, sugar, cement.and wood - although the 
quantities involved are still not significant» They all made their 
appearance between 1947 and 1951 and developed considerably in the 
succeeding years« If we divide export products into three categories 
- traditional exports (bananas, cacao and abaca), recent exports (those 
just mentioned :iothers" (minor products), a very interesting phenomenon 
may be observed. During the initial three years of the series traditional 
exports accounted for 93 per cent of: the quantum exported and . "others" 
for the remaining 7 per cent. Recent exports, which had barely begun 
in 1947, made up less than 1 per cent'« In 1951-53, however, the share of 
recent exports rose to an average of; 17 per cent for the period, and 
• _ /Figure 1-5- -
E / C N , \ 2 A 9 H 
P a g e 2 J 1 • 
, FIGURE I - 5 
PANAMA QUANTITY,AND UNIT. VALUE CF CACAO EXPORTS 
S E M I - L O G A R I T H M I C SCALE 
/the relative 
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the relative importance of the other two categories declined accordingly. 
In the final three year period, when banana exports took a distinct upward 
turn, the share of recent exports levelled off at about 13 per cent, x^ hile 
traditional exports accounted for 82 per cent and "others" for":4 per cent 
(see table 1-9)» 
Among the recent items, particular importance attaches to exports of 
shrimps - the product which was the latest to make its appearance, exports 
beginning only in 1950, but which has expanded the most steadily. In the 
last year of the period shrimp exports reached a value of more than 3.0 
million balboas, which makes this item the second largest export product 
(see again tables 1-7 and 1 - 8 ) . Next in importance come exports.of 
timber, not so much because of their value - the highest export totals 
reached were 600 000 to 700 000 balboas - but because of the fact that 
they are not subject to the violent fluctuations of the remaining two 
products. Exports of these items - sugar and cement - appear to have 
reached their maximum towards 1951 or 1952, falling subsequently to 
negligible figures» 
The nextf products developed by Panama's export sector during the 
last Welve years are an important indication of the capacity of the 
Panamanian economy to redirect its productive resources into non-traditional 
channels. Furthermore, the new exports, not only include a number of 
manufactured products, such as cement and sugar, but are genuinely 
domestic sources of external revenue. 
It is of interest, finally, to note the geographical structure of 
registered exports of goods,, Since the largest export item - bananas -
goes to the United States market, the share of this market in registered 
exports will obviously be high. But it is higher than could be expected 
from this factor alone. The share of the United States in Panama's 
registered exports has never been lower than 88 per cent, and from 1952 
onwards has been consistently higher than 95 per cent (see table 1-10). 
The increase in the share of this market in recent years is accounted for 
mainly by the great development of shrimp exports, which alsp go almost 
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P'JM .OF.. TRAD1TIONAL EXPORTS AND ' 
OF RECENT EXPORTS 
.—....(Percentages) ....„.„.,.., .,..,.., 
: - 'j. •—•' - .•; 1 V '¡.. ..., • •• Y» • 
Annual average ::-,y Total Traditional""" • exports a/ 
'Re c'fnt 
"exports b/ Others 
1945-47 100 93 - 7 
1951-53 100 78 . * 5 
1954-56 ,100 ;•.• 82,. 13 4 ? i, : 
to'"' i v .; 
Source: Table'1-7. 
a/ Bananas, cacao and .abaca, 




PANAMAi CURRENT VALUES OF REGISTERED EXPORTS 
, BY DESTINATION, 1945-56 
— — _ 
United Central Rest of Total United Central 
•Total States . America world States America wor]_(j 
(Thousands of balboas) (Percentage of total) 
1945 8 657 8 126 2 529 100. Ö 93 .9 - 6 . 1 
1946 13 477 11 841 29 1 607 100 .0 87 .9 0 . 2 11 .9 
1947 13 670 12 380 172 1 1 118 100 .0 90.6 1..3- 8 .2 
1948 19 082 18 203 58 821 100 .0 95.4 0 .3 4 .3 
1949 19 929 18 546 85 1 298 100 .0 93 .1 0 . 4 6 .5 
1950 19 618 18 304 78 1 236' " " ioo .o 93.3 0 . 4 6 .3 
1951 22 013 19 837 814 1 362 100 .0 90 .1 6 .2 
1952 19 188 17 177 1 417 594 100 .0 89»5 , 7 , 4 . . 3 . 1 
1953 22 857 21 415 700 742 100 .0 93.7 3 . 1 3 . 2 
1954 28 238 27 080 199 959 100 .0 95 .9 0 .7 3 . 4 
1955 32 428 31 303 145 980 100 .0 96.5 0 . 4 3 . 0 
1956 27 935 27 296 86 553 100 .0 97.7 0 .3 2 .0 
Source: Statistical and Census Department, Panama. 
/The share 
rv.wo 
The share of exports t o the Central American countries i n Panama's 
t o t a l exports during the post-war years;;has been i n s i g n i f i c a n t . The 
years 195.1-53» tyh^n i t g L i ^ G t . u a k e f i ^ p e r . . - C e n t , ' were an 
exception, due to s a l e s 'of' cefeiéftt by -'Panairia tb yálcióus Central Anerican 
countr ies , i n p a r t i c u l a r ; E l r S ^ i ^ In 1953 a 
Salvadorian fac tory began production; two years l a t e r it...arld^ d....a....s.econd 
"Kiln,"' and at. the same time, production began ipi a ;.Niearaguan plant »rC-
These.,devflqprjients, and" other f a c t o r s connected with cement prices , . 
"elSMfíaEecT"tffe "greater part of Panama's market, so t h a t exports to this , 
región f e l l again t o t h e i r ' e a r l i e r l e v e l . 
» ( d ) Capacity t o Mport generated by t r a n s i t and t o u r i s t a c t i v i t i e s 
'-•'•<-'•v The external demand "originating i n a c t i v i t i e s connected with t r a n s i t 
t r a f f i c and tourism amounted in 1945 to 23 .6 mi l l ion balboas and in 1?4¡6 
l o 21 .8 mi l l ion balboas ' (see t a b l e I - l l ) . In the following year the. 
f igure was reduced by h a l f , and in subsequent years i t continued to,^ 
dec l ine , reaching a miniMM1 of 9 . 4 mi l l ion balboas in 1951. Thereafter 
¿Recovery began, the f iguré r i s i n g t o 13 .7 mi l l ion balboas in 1956 
- ¿VF increase of 45-7 per*cent over the minimum year , but s t i l l 41.9 per 
c&h^íbelow the l e v e l of Í 9 t ó . ' I ' . ' J 
y ..í-vThe quantum o f exports "of goods and services connected with the. .... .;. 
t r a n s i t t r a f f i c and tourlám shows a slightly more' favourable trend than 
dtre"W~tTi"é'''f^icf' "ÍHát the 
terms of trade index deter iorated by 1 6 . 5 •per'cent-ovér"the periodl*—^^'^1. 
although i n general , as i s usual with Panama's ex terna l t rade , i t shows 
remarkable s t a b i l i t y (see f igure 1 - 6 ) . 
The d r a s t i c annual f luc tuat ions and the d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s of the 
quantum curve are due almost e n t i r e l y t o changes i n the expenditures of 
foreign v i s i t o r s . Over the grea ter part of the period t h i s item 
accounted for more than 60 per cent of the t o t a l f o r the sec tor - in the 
f i r s t two post-war years over 80 per cent (see t a b l e 1 - 1 2 ) . The actual 
8/ ECLA, Central American Economic Co-operation Committee, Posibi l idades 
de un mercado común centroamericano para l a s industr ias de materiales 
de construcción. P o s s i b i l i t i e s o f a Central American Common Market 
for the Building Materials I n d u s t r i e s ) , (November 1957) , pp. 13-14 . 
/Table i-ll 
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, : . Table. 1-11 - '• 1 " 
PANAMA : - CAPACITY- TO - IMPORT, QUANTUM - AND - TERMS OF TRADE" IN 
RELATION TO TRANSIT TRAFFIC AND TOURISM. . 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
v -, Capacity tn ' n , Terms of'trade 
Y e a r import Q u a n t u m (1950 = 100) 
1945 23; 6 20.9 _ 113.0 
1946 2 1 . 8 19.. 0 91.9 
194? : • - 10.7 ' - : •-- 1 0 . 4 ; " 7 97.0 
1 9 4 8 1 0 . 8 ' 11.4 1 0 6 . 0 
1949 " 10,3 * ' ' 10.0 . 103.6 
1950 '" 9,5 " ' ^ 9.5 ; . 100.0 
1951 9.4 10.2 92.3 
1952 ' 11.2 ' ' 14.3 78.2. 
1953 10.1 ^ 10,8 . \ _ 93.9 
1954 • " ' ' ' Tf ' ' 11.8" 7 12.5 "' ' ' 94-6 
1955 11.9 '12.0 98.9 
1956 13.7 ' 14.3 94.4 
• 
Source : Tables B-37,. J3-42 and B-46. • 
• .i 
/Figure 1-6 
PANAMA : CAPACITY! TO''IMPORT, 'QUANTUM OF EXPORTS ANP 
TERMS OF TRADE IN RELATION TO TRANSIT TRAFFIC AND' TOÜRISMj 
t 
S E M I - L O G A R I T H M I C SCALE^ 
CAPACITY TO IMPORT 
.QUANTUM OF EXPORTS 
\ 
TERMS OF TRADE 
/ 
; t 
• Table 1-15 
PANAMA.: QUANTUM OF TRANSIT AND TOURIST SERVICES AND ITS COMPONENTS 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
! 
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 J-955 1956 
otal 20 865 19 044 10 364 11 418 9 998 9 549 10 233 14 331 10 770 12 479"' 12 027 14. 331 
3-exports 1 669 1 779 2 830 4 549 2 878 2 329 2 939 5 595 2 312 2 346:- :/2 455 2 350 
Dl<5n Free Zone - - - - - - - - 164 687- - 844 1 044 
ales to ships and air-
jraft in transit 63 48 116 377 257 301 581 470 88 H Q -
> 
: 54 2 
cpenditures of foreign 
/isitors 17 439 15 657 6 239 5 425 5 788 5 832 5 765 7 225 7 113 S' 243 •7 429" 9 551 
cpenditures of foreign 
Lplomats resident in 
mama 1 694 1 560 1 179 1 067 1 075 1 087 948 1 041 1 093 1093 •1 18?; j 1 384 
)urce: Table B-42. 
- figures ;.fo.r these.-latter- years.-.w;ePA:,.17.A,; million and 15.7 million balboas 
".respectively, the rresult,-of. -.the! greatj. volume, of expenditure in Panama by 
, crews of merchant, .ships-'and naval .vessels, particularly the latterò The 
' number of such'visitors in 1945 and.-1946 was, more.-than a million, so that 
; even though their stay was,; relatively;.short and the: per capita expenditure 
-modest,- the'two items;made up between 13 and 16 million balboas. These 
•exceptional figures were;.due to- traffic deriving from the war and the 
. transport of troops, and .when this-came to an end in 1947 there was an 
enourmous contraction* ifr both items.- : < The,'number ...of members of naval 
.crews fell from more- thaji: hal-f a million Àn-1945.;and 1946 t* 38..Q00 in 
r the-.following year and thereafter- remained at. this level, -, The number of 
members-of•crews of merchant ships-declined from the same initial level to 
a number which fluctuated in-1 hef-following decade about an average-.of 
200 000. Consequently, the figure for- the- combined expenditures of 
foreign visitors fell between 1945, and the .annual average .for the- years 
>1948—5! by-about two-thirds«, • .-.-. -,, - • . 
. The quantum of exports :of. goods and services connected- with the;-
transit ;traffic and tourism began, to recover in 19-52, and then gew with 
.some, intensity-up tor.1956..v;;.: This recovery was due mainly .to visitors 
•classified--as .tourists, and to, a.lesser,. extent to transients and other 
.Classes -of- air,travellers. :r. The. new-airport1 at, Tociumen, and ¡improved 
-hotel services.. appear-to have-done,,something to. increase the tourist 
attraction of Panama and to, intensity air- c cmmunic at ions. The number 
of tourists, rose- rapidly after the, war,- from, some 8 OQQ. between, 1,947 
and 1949 to. about 20 0QQ- between 1951,-and 1953 and 26 000 in the last 
years ;of :.the period. In .t hese latter .'years tourist, expenditures-accounted 
for. 30 to -40, per cent of the. total, for, 'foreign visitors (see again table 
3-44). .CI :viso:. - ; -
.. " Re-exports . are the second-item in- the sector of external demand 
connected with -,transit- and, tourist. activities-, at. times, reaching; a. 
proportion ,of 4,0 per, cent of,.-the .total.i:(see,,table, 1-12). • In. ¡most ., e . 
years, however, the share of thi^ ò^ tem.was, less.t-han,-30 ,:-per-;ce-nt, apd in 
the last three years it was barely a fifth of the total. The quant vim of 
,-re-exports also,,,varied greatly ¡absolute .-terms, -especially between 1945 
/and I952. 
and 1952.,.. In .the first, years very low figures were recorded, owing to 
supply difficulties and the lack of stocks of goods for re-export. In 
the succeeding.years,„when an attempt was made to compensate for the earlier 
shortage,. the figures were abnormally high,. In the followixig years they 
fluctuated, and it was only from 1952 onwards, when re-exports fell to an 
annual average"of "2,3. million balboas, that a stable level was reached. 
This.final phase coincided with the establishment and initial development 
of the Colon Free Zone, a new activity which absorbed part of the entrepot 
trade formerly conducted from the fiscal, territory of Panama, especially 
so fa^ as., concerns,.re-exports of goods by air. The appreciable decline 
in the unit value of re-exports in the later years reflects the important 
changerwhich.took place in the structure of re-exports through the sharp 
fall in exports of goods of low weight and high value. 
Despite the exceptipnal initial growth of the Colón Free Zone - which 
in 1951 had barely begun operations but by 1953 w a s re-exporting goods to 
a value of 16.7 million balboas (at current pricesX and more than doubled 
9/ . ' -" 
this figure in the succeeding years-' - its contribution to the economy 
has been very minor. , .The values added by the Colón Free.Zone,to 
Panama's.gross product and capacity to import have amounted to scarcely 
one million balboas. >s regards the.value of its re-exports in 1956, 
the Zone's contribution to Panama's economy was less than 3 per cent. 
In relation to the capacity to import or,the quantum of exports of goods 
and services, its share is barely 1 .per cent, and its share^in the ^ ross 
product is only 0.3 per cent (see tables 1-12, B-37 and B-13). ... 
The great initial development .of the Colón Free,.Zone,, apart from . 
reducing the volume of Panama's re-exports, eliminated .sales of goods 
from Panamanian fiscal .territory to ships and aircraft in transit. 
Exports for consumption on board increased rapidly between 1945 and 1951, 
from 63 000 balboas in the former year to,more than half a million in 
the latter. The next year saw the first sizeable .decline,, and then, 
•perations in the F><?e Zone having reached full swing, sales become 
insignificant (see again table 1-12). . .. ... 
9/. Statistical and Census Department, Nuestro Progreso en Cifras. Panama, 
^ 1958, p. 71. " ' ' ' ' r ' •••• — ' ' " - " 
' " ' : ' /The last . 
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The last item in this sector--of external demand is expenditures in 
Panama by resident diplomatic, and consular personnel. . The quantum of 
these expenditures fluctuated throughout the period- around a figure a 
little above a million balbo as.... Only in the. initial; years, probably 
-owi-ng--.t-o-.-t.he. -presence .of.,,the,...troQps„:St-atip.ned_.in_ the,-C did 
the figure" rise above 1.5 million balboas. In 1956 a similar figure 
was -recorded, perhaps because of the special conditions resulting from 
"the Conference' "of'rinerican' Presidents' held in Pànama that 'year".' " " r" 
"" Capacity to import generated by sales' to the Canal Zone 
;•: ; ;;; The capacity to import originating in sales to the Canal Zone 
accounted in 1945 for almost three quarters of Panama's external demand. 
As in the case of transit and tourist activities, and for similar reasofts, 
the- contraction which occurred in the following• years was very severe.' .' 
But; whereas in that case .the fall slackened after, 1947, in sales to the 
Canal Zone the decline continued - except for a slight recovery in 1949 
until 1951. Between 1945 and 1948 the Canal Zone demand fell from 
97i6' million balboas to -54.5 millions, a contraction of 44 per cent. ('•;; 
Between 1949 - a year in which a slight recovery took place - and 1951 
the level fell from 56.2 to 40.2 million balboas - a fall of about 30 _ 
per cent. During the first six post-war years as" a whole, therefore, 
this'-sector of Panama's "external demand suffered Va' decline of aliiost 60 : 
per;::c;§nt (see table 1-13; and figure 1-7)® v . <y .> 
During the second six years of the post-war period the capacity to 
import originating in the Canal Zone developed without much vigour, rising 
byper"'cent' betwéèri' :1951 and 1956 to an absolute level of 53 .0 -; - '•" " 
million balboas. The modest extent of -this recovery".will:'be';'àppr-.e:è;iiat'àd 
better if the final figure i s compared with the opening figure in the 
series; i t wi l l be seen that the later figure is barely 54.3 per cent 
of that registered in 1945® 
The quantum of goods and services exported to the Canal Zone suffered 
an even sharper decline than the capacity to import in the first six years 
of the period, and only barely recovered during the second six years. 
These deverging tendencies as regards the capacity to import follow 
naturally from the trend of relative external prices. By contrast with 
/Table 1-13 
i^ /WM .X^/i+Vii- • • • 
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: ,.: .< ; i , ; •.. , . -... /Table I"13 • 
'PANAMA: CAPACITY iO ;I^ IP6RT/ QUANTUM'AND TERMS'OF TRADE 
. : • < . . IN RELATION' TO SALES TO -THE .CANAL ZONE. •,. 
' • - . • (Millions of balboan at .1950 prices) 
• Terms of trade 
Year . . Capacity.to import Quantum index 
- •*' " ' (1950 = 100) 
1945 97.6 . 103.3- 94.5 
1946 86.1 79.9 107.6 
1947 f . 59.2 63.2 93.6 
1948 54.5 58,7 , - 92.8 
1949 J ' 56.2 57.0 ' '"f 98.5 
1950 48.8 48.8 100.0 
1951 „ - 40.2 40.9 98,3; 
1952 ~ • 42.7 41.9 101.9 
1953 . 47.1 " , 45.5 103.3 
1954 45.8- . . 41.6 ' • 110..0 
1955 48.9 '' 43.7" 112.0 
195.6 . .. 53.0 ,48.0 110.2 . 
Source:-Tables B-37, B-42 and B-46.-
/Figure 1-7 
FiGURE ! - ( C 4'i 
PANAMA : -CAPACITY T C IMPORT, QUANTUM A MO TERMS 0:- i'KADE 
It J RELATION' TO EXPORTS T O THE C.VWL ¿OUL 
S IM ! -l.OviA:-: i THM i C SCALE. 
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V.;"' ; ' , 
the terms of trade for goods and for transit and tourist activities, the 
index for the Canal Zone shows a clearly rising trend. The improvement 
- 16.6 per cent between 1945 and 1956 - was due mainly to a marked increase 
in wages paid in the zone. During the first half of the period this 
served to reduce the effect of the drastic fall in que quantum, and 
during the second half it made possible a recovery in the capacity to 
import of 31.8 per cent, although the quantum rose by only 17.4 per cent 
during the same periods 
In order to clarify the trend of sales of goods and services to 
the Canal Zone, some explanation must be given of the main categories 
of the goods and services in question and their determining factors. 
The Canal Zone is the home of various civil and military agencies, 
private companies and individuals that by their monetary expenditures 
create the demand of the Zone on Panama's economy,, They consist 
principally of the following: 
(i) The Panama Canal Company. This is a State concern responsible 
to the United States Government for the running and maintenance of the 
Canal, for all the related supporting operations ana for commercial 
activities connected with the civil administration of the Canal Zone, 
10/ 
including transport and public utility services. — 
(ii) The Canal Zone Government. This is an independent agency of the 
executive branch of the United States Government, responsible for the 
functions normaly discharged by public administrative authorities, such as 
health, education, judicial and civil affairs, postal, police and 
fire-fighting services ana roads and sewers. ^ ^ 
(iii) The aned forces of the United States in the Canal Zone. The 
Canal Zone,is the permanent station of varying contingents of United States 
army, naval and air forces responsible fnt the -operation of the military 
bases'in the Zone, '' 
10/ The status and organization of the Panama Canal Company is explained in: 
Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government : Annual Report, p. 1. 
11/ Ibid. p. 101, passim. 
/(iv ) Private 
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(iv) Private companies, A number of private service companies 
operate in the zone: for instance^ branches of banking and insurance 
companieS^'M' passe^#r,^rançport. .ccanpany^ , shipping agencies and oil 
companies,. (0? :yr ••}• '•<.<-• -, " 
(v) Employees of the Canal Company and'the'""Canal Zone Government and 
•v - '• military aHd'~civiI-"personnel-.of .the,...United., States armed forces« " V , " V 
As-'is be expected, these persons ,.receive the greater part of their 
disposable. ...incomes from-their employers (those enumerated" in the •"'•'•'•"•' 
pr.ec,fading paragraphs), and the remainder (not 'made "up of wages ) mainly ... 
from the United States and Panama.•": "'"' ; 
' " The expenditures purchases and payments iri'-'Panaifia of •.the.-.aboye ..agencies, 
companies arid persons constitute,..essentially the demand originating in the 
Cahal ZoneV";':This demand- can be divided into consumer expéndltûréë ' ' 
purchase's': of ? goods and- services - .and payments made to Panamanian1'' ' 
factors of production, The demand for goods and services consist 
mainly of the 'following' items : (à') expenditures in Panama of; p'e'rsohs ''• •' 
.employed and résident -in the Zone- arid of troops stationed in it (it 
should be -borné in mirid that thesè® persons spend a certain proportion 
of their incomes in the.„Zone itself, the greater part, of it ..in purchases 
of consumer goods in the Company's commissaries) and (b) expenditures in 
Panama by the Cariai Zone' Company and Government• and. by. the United States 
armed f orces (mainly' oh-"-'purcht-cèses^ 'of : various articles . and. ponpumer goods 
for commissary supplies purchases of building materials and scrap ir«»n, 
building or supply contracts granted to'' Panamanian firms after public 
tender, and payments for services )> 
The employment of Panamanian productive resources - particularly 
labour -- is an important item in the external demand deriving from the 
Canal Zone, All the agencies and companies in the Zone make use to 
a greater or lesser extent of personnel resident in Panama." The 1940 
and 1950 population censuses give us the figures, As table 1-14 
indicates, there were some 28 100 persons working in the Canal Zone in 
1940 and 18 000 in 19?0,, These figures represent, respectively, 13.5 
and 7.5 per cent of the country's active population. " They give a good 
idea »-if the very great importance of the Canal Zone as a source of 
employment at one time and of the sharp contraction of employment of 
/Table 1-14 
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. •,,.'... V Table 1-14 ' 1 ' " "•" 
PANAMA: POPULATION EMPLOYED; BY'BRANCH'OF ECONOMIC' -ACTIVITY „ • 
. (Census of 1940 and 1950) 
Branoh of activity 1940 " 
Percent "" 




age -of ;• 
total 
Total 207 718 100,0 241 104 100,0 
Agriculture, forestry, hunting 
and fishing. 109 181 52 „6 131 839 54.6 
Manufacturing industries a/ 15 085 7.3 19 557 . 8.1 
Constriction 8 154 ; 3„ 9 6 657 2.8 
Tr-udo ... 10 425 5*0 19 855 -.8.2 
Transport., storage and 
communiea tions 4 442 • • 2.1 6 700 2.8 
Services 30 123 . 14,5 , 37 646 15.6 
Canal Zon-. 28 058 13.5 18 003 7.5 
Activities not clearly 
specified - 2 250, 1,1 847 0.4 
a/ Includes mining and quarrying, 
. ' t. 
electric 
> 
power, gas and water. 
/this kind 
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this kind when the expansion in Canal Zone activities arising out of 
the war came to an iend.- Despite this decline in the relative importance 
of such employment Ito almost half in the last census yeár, however, it 
still remained in that year a sector almost as important as trade and as 
the manufacturing industries including electric power, gas; and water. 
In order to give a more exact idea of the various forms taken by 
demand from the Canal Zone, the capacity to import generated by the Zone 
has been divided up as follows: (a) regular wages received by Canal 
Zone employees resident in Panama, (b) sales of services to Canal Zone 
agencies, (c) wages- received by employees of Panamanian -contractors 
operating in the Zone, (d) sales of goods to Canal Zone agencies, and (e) 
sales to persons resident in the Canal Zone. The quantum-of the first 
three categories is;at the same time the gross product which the Canal 
Zone contributes to;Panama's economy. : 
Among the above five categories special importance attaches to the 
first and the last - wages of regular employees and sales to Canal Zone 
residents. Until 1950 these together constituted more; than. 80" and ; 
even up to nearly 90 per cent of the quantum of exports of goods and 
services to the Zone. Subsequently the proportion fluctuated around a 
figure of 80 per cent, and in the last year it declined to 69 per cent, 
owing to the growing relative importance of sales of goods and services 
to Canal Zone agencies (see table 1-15). 
Although these 'two;.basic categories show essentially the same 
trend, they differ in that the contraction of wages was much greater 
than that of sales tjo residents. .In 1945 the-quantum of wages was. 
47.4 million balboas, but by 1951 it had fallen to 14.4 millions, less 
than a third. Sales: to residents, on the other hand, fell from 44.0 
million balboas to 17.8 millions, 40 per cent of the initial figure. 
Further, whereas in the first case, the contraction was continuous, in 
the case of sales to:. residents there fwas a temporary but substantial 
recovery in 1948 and 1949. Th;e high figure for both series in 1945 was 
due to the tremendous intensification of Canal Zone activities-
during the Second ' .World War. However, the, last year of the war was not 
the year of the greatest expansion of these activities (which appear 
to have occurred in 1942 and 1943) but belonged, rather to the period of 
¡';. ! ;.. O . /Table Ir-15 
• Table 1-15 
: PANAMA; ' QUANTUM OF SALES TO THE CANAL .'ZONE AND ITS COMPONENTS " , - . 
/(Thousands of balboas at 1950 p.ices) - •-, "> 
1945 1946 „ 1947 1948 1.9V; 1950. " 1951 ' 1952 ^1953 1954 1955 • 1956 
,al . •.. 103 253 79 943 ' 63 244 53 ¿96 57 O-43 48 '845 40 895v 41 872 -45 '499. 41 603 ;; 43 651 48 025 
jular wages received . . - . .r ... 
r employees resident '' • : . 
i Panama 47 419 33 911 29'625 21 878 • 17 996 15 221 14 421 " 14 35.3 '14 6$I 14 079" 15- 146 1-5 120 
es of services to . ' / ; . ' ' r; ;, 
nal Zone agencies 4 O93 2 818 2 347 2 909 3 137 2 880 2 668 2 512 ./ 2 427 1 924 2.649 4 294 
,es received by employ« ' . . 
'S of Panamanian con- • ' ' • • ' ' ' -
•actors- 4, 044 3 576 2 971 2 278 .2 O79 1 853 1 8 7 5 .2 112. 2-616 1 225 .1 026 707 
es of goods',to Canal - - ^ .-• 
•ne agencies . 3 707 3 159 2 512 3 .40 3 4 160 4 144 . 4:082 4 178 4 331 3 .636 4 930 ;8 812 
es to--Canal- Zone . 
sidents . • 43 990 36. 479 25 789: 28 228 29 671 24 747 17 849 18 717 21 474 .20 -.689 1'9 900 19 092 
rce; .Table B-42 
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return to more no mal levels, a"process<which-began in 1944 c.'\ I 
The expansion of Canal Zone activities began- in 1939, when the-. United 
States authorities fèâred that the Canal might' become:.a'military,', target 
if the United States entered the war. They therefore launched an extensive 
programme to improve the Canal's defences - which meant an increase in the 
n-umber of troops quartered in the Zone' and, - accordingly, the- construction 
of military bases, airports, strategic highways and other installations. 
In addition in'1940, the'construction of a third set of locks for the 
Canal i-ras began«, This project was carried forward until 1942, when it 
was modified, bo be suspended later. All these activities,- and 'the . 
fact that the resident population of the Canal Zone was rapidly expanding 
- from 57 000 in 1940 to 126 200 in 1943 brought about an exceptional 
increase in employment in the Zone and an enormous volume, of sales' of 
goods and services to Canal Zone agencies and - residents. The;, increase 
in the demand for labour "was so tremendous and so- rapid: that • Panama-was 
unabls to meet it in full^ and the Zone authorities were compelled to 
engage some 22 000 foreign workers, mainly from Colombia, Jamaica,-.Costa 
Rica and El Salvador^ Furthermore, expenditures effected in Panama 
by civil and military agencies In the Canal Zone more than tripled between 
1939 and 1945, and estimates of expenditures in Panama by Canal Zone 
residents also indicate enormous i n c r e a s e s . • ' . -
Although the boom In Canal ¿one activities was in füll decline in 
-- 1945,--' t.hë.aè.. activities still .remained at-, an exceptionally high, level and 
thus much above the pre-war figures,, In the first years after the war 
accordingly, the various components of the quantum of exports of goods 
and services ,.- particularly those connected with the employment in the 
. Zone, of labour .Resident in Panama and with sales to the population 
resident i'l the zone- - showed a sharp decline from the still high levels 
12/ Findloy. .Weaver, Panama's Receipts from the' Canal Zone in Relation 
to her Foreign Trade, Panamas 1946." 
13/ U.S. Bureau'of the'Census, Statistical'-Abstract of. the United States; 
1956. s hinkten, D,.C.., 1957.. . •; ...... 
14/ See»-Findley, Weaver j .op:, . cit> , Simeon - E. Le land 3 A .Report on the 
.,-. .-...Bevenve System of Panama, Panama, 1946, chapter III; and International 
Monetary Fund, .Economic Survey of Panama, February 1952, pp. 11-12. 
/i f 1945. 
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of 1945;'* •'•'•For'"thé same -reason, these items of external-demand, did not 
subsequently recover. After 1947, the-Zone's activities "-levelled off, 
arid although shipping traffic through the Canal grewfairly rapidly, this had 
practically no effebt on the demand created by the Canal Zone. On the 
contrai-y'' witti-the introduction-into-the" Operation and maintenance' of the 
inter-oceanic route, of all kinds' of:technical and organizational innova-
tions designed to make thè -Activities connected -with the Canal more 
efficient, economical and automatic, thè'volume of employment declined. 
The 'total number of workers émployéd in the Canal Zone in 1950 was 26 900 
but by 1956 it had fallen to 21 200 (see table III-I6.). And the Panama 
Canal•Company émplòyed a total of 21 900 persons at local rates in 1946, 
but by 1950 the figure had-fallen- to 14 500,"and in 1956 it'was"under 
9 000 (see table TII-1'5). ' 
Since there was also a"decline in total wages received by contractors' 
employees, especially in the more recent years of the period, and the 
only compensating factor to set against the other three items was the 
increases in sales to Canal Zone agencies, the recovery in the quantum 
of exports to the Canal Zone registered during the second half of the 
period'was extremely modest. The increase sales of the later years 
were due to a change of supply policy on the part of the Canal Zone-
agencies, itself the result mainly of Panama's insistent request to' be 
given a larger-share in thé-supply of the zone.' 
4. Internal demand: private consumption, private investment and public 
expenditure -
(a) Composition of internal demand 
.. The trend of internal demand in the post-war period contrasted 
markedly with the development, of. the capacity tr^ -import, and resulted 
in a change in the composition of aggregate demand. While external 
demand contracted, internal demand rose by 54.7 per cent between 1945 
and 1956. The curve of internal démand follows a relatively'.Uniform 
course because, t.he impact of the post-war contraction was not unduly 
severe. Nevertheless, the great initial'growth displayed in the 
.'-series - from" 22.9.4 million balboas in 1945 t°;277.1 million, balbòas 
-in 1947-.-'was .interrupted in thè two .subsequent, years, with a reduction 
/ o f 9 . 0 
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. .Q.f 9....0 .per cent (see table I - l 6 and figur e 1-8")» " The process of 
recovery began in !95.0, and in 1.95.1, the peak internal ""demand" registered 
^hUXj^yas r^ ltMb'<iv'"liriXAfter 195'l;'this-'-demand greW~ "iini'nterruptedly 'fend 
at a fairly intensive, rate,.-14.8, per cent ..per year«, , 
,Figure 1-8 shows the parallel lines followed throughout the period 
by -aggregate internal demand and. its most important component, private 
consumption. Since the latter at .all times made up....about three quarters 
of-'-internal demand*;its decisive importance in the trend of the latter 
is-^obvious. It as.;.particularly • interesting to observe the behaviour of 
internal consumption in the first half of the period;, between 1945 and 
I.95I its share in., internal demand grew from 71.6 to. 78 per cent, while 
'all'the other components of aggregate demand, including (and in particular) 
-external demand ,r,dec lined in absolute terms. During the final years, 
on'the other hand./,when the recovery, of the other components of demand 
•was' gaining speed, .the share of „private consumption fell to 75 per .cent 
and there remained,practically stable. 
Public expenditure and .'private ..investment - especially the latter -
show the effects,of the changes in-the capacity to import. Expenditure 
.in -.tlie public sector contracted rapidly and consistently during the^ 
.'first five postvwar years, its share in internal demand declining.,from 
18.b8 per cent in 1945 to 12.4 per cent in 1949. , This trend - unlike 
-that of private''^ investment - was sharply interrupted in 1950. In. that 
'year Government; expenditure rose by about 30 per. cent, and after some 
-Vacillation in tli'p following year.it continued to rise in the following 
years„ The share of public expenditures in internal demand thus, recovered 
to'an average of. about 14 per cent, and remained,at, this level during the 
rest of the period". -.-., . .. 
, Private investment follows* a-curve which magnifies the fluctuations 
«in the capacity,,to import, especially if it is Regarded as one year,.. 
behind external demand.—' Its -initial .level,..which was. maintained until 
1948 was thus very high, and the contraction during the'period 1950.-51 
was likewise exceptionally severe. Between 1951 and 1953 it made a 
very rapid recovery, and after the latter year it continued to rise, 
15/ See the relevant correlation in chapter II (figure II-l). The 
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Table 1-16 
PANAMA: INTERNAL DEMAND AND ITS COMPONENTS 
Tear • Total : ' " P rì v a t e ' •  Private • Public 
conception investment , expenditure 
(Millions of, balboas- at 1950 prices) 
1945 229»4 .. , 164»3 " ' 22.0 - ' 43.1 
1946 264.5 • < 191*8 30,5 42.3 
1947 '' . 27.7.1 , , 206*2 29o7 41.2 
1948 253.8 . 188,5 31,2 34.1 
1949 252.1 194.4 26.6 '31.2 
1950.. 2.72.08 212.6 v. 19.9 40.2 
1951 280.8 221.7- 21.9 37.2 r . ' 
1952 \ 293.1 232,4 23c9 ' ' ' " 41.8 
1953 305.6 _ 230c.4 32,1- '43.1 
Ì954 321.8 242a . 33=6 46.1 
1955 . „ 340.0 . 256.8 35,9 47,3 
1956 ' 354.8 ,264*4- 36,2 '' '•" '''54,3 
(Percentages) 
1945 100.0 . - 71,6 9,6 ' 7 18.8 
1946 100.0 72,5 11,5 16.0 
1947 100.0 74.4 10,7- ' 14.9 
1948 100.0 - 74,3 ... - 12,3 13*.4 
1949 100.0 . 73„i . ... 10.6 12,4 
1950 100.0 77.9 . 7-3 ' " 14.7 
1951 100.0 „ 79.0 . 7,8 • 13.2 
1952 100.0 . . 78,0 • . 8,0 >14.0-
1953 100.0 • 75.4 • •... 10.5 14.1 
1954" 100,0 75.2 10.4"' 14.3 
1955 , 100.0. 75.5 . . : • ' . 10.,6 ' 13.9 
1956 100,0 74,5 10,2 . 15.3 : 
' Source: Table A-l0 
-/-Figure 1-8 
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- ; ;- -, ^ FIGURE I - 8 . •„, : < 
PANAMA : D tQTÁÜ' ÒO$EST ÌcfDEMAND, PRIVATE CONSUMPTION, 
: PRIVATE:INVESTMENT AND PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 
( M + L U I O N S o r 'BALBOAS AT I 9 5 ^ PR I C E S ) 
SEMI -LOGAR ITHMI C SCALE 
DOMESTIC DEMAND 
PR IVATE CONSUMPTION 
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 
i X PRIVATE. INVESTMENT : •'.• ' • ' ' " - '• ""' "X. ^ 
V L 
I p45 46 k-j H8 i+9 .  .50 : ; 51 -, 52 53 • 55 56 
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though in a more normal manner. As a result of these violent 
fluctuations, the share of private investment in internal demand also 
fluctuated^©, a.-.nvery-^ ayked; degree,, . .Between 1945 And 1949; it .exceeded 
10 per cent in mdstU'yb'arlr)>--in'>i948;': - 'when the other ;comp'diients of demand 
were already showing-the^ficts of:'the-Oont'Tafetion'*-' .reaching a figure 
of 12.3 per cent,, But between 1950 and 1952 its share did not exceed 
8 per cent, and for the remainder'- of: the- period it recovered a level 
slightly above 10.0 per cent,, 
All this suggests a number of important points. The growth in 
internal demand between 1945 and 1947, when external demand was 
contracting violently, was due to both private investment: and private 
consumption The slight fall in internal demand in the following year 
was due to the contractions in public expenditure and, to a lesser 
extent, private consumption, which were brought to an end by a fresh 
increase in private investment. In 1949 internal demand-, dropped-very 
slightly, while public expenditure and private investment fell sharply, 
although private consumption began to rise again. In the following year 
the growth in demand gathered strength as a result of the strong 
recovery of private consumption and public expenditures, and in 1953 there 
was in addition a decisive recovery in private investment. 
Within this complex of influences one element stands out clearly: 
consumer expenditure in the private sector. By virtue of its strong 
initial gmwth, its only slight contraction between 1947 and 1949 and its 
quick and dynamic recovery and later expansion, the demand deriving from 
these expenditures exercised a very positive influence in reducing the 
impact of the depression and later accelerating the' recovery of ' ' • 
economic activityc Since private consumer demand is normally the 
induced factor par excellence, its behaviour should perhaps be studied 
very closely. 
The development of expenditure in the public sector is also to some 
extent unusual since, far from offsetting the decline in private and 
external demand,- -it contributed to that decline during the first five years. 
Only in 1950, as already mentioned, did it assume its compensatory role in 
relation to effective demand. Private investment, by contrast with the 
two elements mentioned, reflected fully - and as was to be expected -
the trend of external demand. 
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(b) Pr ivate consumer expendi-j.yre,. ,-,.: ,;•:•;''-';;;n, -n:; 
Private consumption grew by 60,9 per cent during the pprio.d. 1945-54;B,-Ui 
slightly more than, total consumption., The annual .rate,,.of increase , was. 4.4,., 
per. cent» During the same period the. population increased by 33,.8 .per. cent, 
an annual rate of '2 .7 per cent.„ Per capita private consumption thus, grew 
at an annual rate of 1,6 per cent, making an increase,... of 19.2 per ; cent 
for the period as a whole. Such a trend in private consumer .expenditure 
cannot but be surprising, when it is .remembered..that this is normally an ... ... 
induced component in demand and that the, capacity to import and investment . 
behaved vsry irregularly,. It would have been normal to find the curve of . . 
private consumption repeating and even magnifying the. variations; in the . 
development of the other, components of .aggregate demand, especially .the,; j 
capacity to import. Yet instead of an ...initial f all. from a. :very. high, level, ;. 
the'"private consumption series shows_an increase of. l6.;7 per cept between > 
194$ and 3-946 and of 7.5 pc.r .cent ..between .th^fo year apti . the . fa l lowing ¡osne«;-;; ^ 
The sharp fall registered, by the capacity t^ (..^ pprt.,r..by,,invesjbi^ nt.and-,'eyeu 
by public expenditure during, the. first. half ,Qf, the, period, reduces- itselfj'.-.¡vol 
" in tfie case of th*> private consumption series. to . a ^ alJ, of only--8>.l ;per cent 
between 1947 and 1948. In the following years, ..during, which the: contraction , 
in tfi's othor components of aggregate,demand.continues, the;private, cpnsumption 
s e r i e s begins a" process of growth which is . , interrupted only. --andnYery.. 
s l i g h t l y - in 1953 r ' •  - i - . - j J:. 
"•"H6v:"Is "this evolution, of private...corjsumpti.on,to be,,explained?-;; For -. .-
the sake'"of"clarity, two entirely separate phases in it ¡must,;be,distinguished. 
It should," at the outset, be made clear that .what ..is. surprising /in .the i". -/o 
consumption series is only it's growth in c-he initial years. In other words,, 
what is to ne explained is how it came about that. cpns"urr.pti.on ..gr.exv .in all •: 
the"'years-but one of the first, six-year period.,... instead of reflecting with . . 
fuli liit-ferisity the contraction which Panama's.,ec.9n,omy..underwent, during,.those".::: 
year's j"' 'The growth in private consumption. dicing. the, second.. six-.years, jr. on-,the-
other hsnb.V r'eflebts the general revival ofeconomic,actiyity apd ¿..Sotherefore 
/not difficult 
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not difficult to explain. The year marking"thé t u r n i n g "point between the two 
phases'- 1949'- is a different matter. The renewed activity,of private 
consumption in' that year has very interesting and extremely important features. 
• • In Order to ' mdérstaihd thè'increase in private consumption between 1945 
and 1947' one must bear in mind'the'market conditions which prevailed during 
the years- immediately "preceding „' As has been said, during the war years thç 
population-of the Canal Zone róse at one stage to almost three times the n 
pre-war number. At the same time, the shipping traffic through the Canal - and 
the consequent influx of ships' crews and passengers, most of them members of 
the armè'd forces - was also several times the normal number. These facts-
account-for the sudden appearance of an enormous additional effective demand 
on thè market fo^ Panama's goods and services. Simultaneously, as happened, 
in ali Latin American countries; imports were drastically curtailed owing 
to the fact that during the war years the entire transport capacity was used 
for-military purposes and for the supply of certain overseas countries. As 
regards domestic production Panama was - ana still is - a country with a low 
level: of econofhic development and a very inelastic productive system« However 
great the efforts made, Panama's production could never have developed in so 
short a period -sufficiently to meet the exceptional conditions of demand. 
"Now, it has already been indicated in an earlier section, that the peak 
in Canal Zone activiti es was probably reached in 1942 and 1943, and that by 
1945 a contraction was taking place. But the contraction in 1946 and 1947 
in demand from the C^nal Zone and from transit traffic.and tourism was so 
.great that the 1945 level must' be considered still very high (see again 
table 1-5)'. Given this ôxicess of demand over supply and the contraction of 
the:demand originating in the population of the Canal Zone and in the transient 
military personnel, it'.is clear that the other component of demand, private 
consumption in Panama'; must hâve expanded considerably to fill the gap left 
by external demand."' ' This argument is borne out by the statistical evidence.. 
The. 'existence of an enormous demand deferred during the war years has already 
been proved, but by way'of confirmation it might be useful to observe the 




trend of prices during this period. There is no price index for the first 
years of the war, but /in table 1-17 price statistics-for eight basic food 
products are giVen, and these clearly reveal the tremendous iupact of 
additional demand between 1939-40..and 1943-.... The prices of six items almost 
or more than double those of two others rise by 50 per cent, and even the price 
of coffee which showed the smallest increase, rose by 25.6 per cent during 
the three years in question. After 1943 - the peak year of the boom in the 
Zone...- prices, went on rising; and. it is particularly..interesting to. note.that 
this trend continued up to 1947 (see table 1-18). 
The high share of consumer expenditure originating in the Canal Zone 
in Panama1 s'total consumption may be appreciated from table B-31. The total 
available'supply of consumer goods was 212.7 million balboas in 1945, and 
with the dncrease in imports it rose to a little over 230.0 million balboas 
in th-3 following two years„ Simultaneously, the combined expenditures in 
Panama o'f foreign visitors and Canal Zone residents fell from 61.4 million 
balboas;. in 1945 to 32.0. millions in 1947« Consequently - and even though -
purchases, by Panamanians, in the Canal Zone also fell off as a result of the 
decline in employment in the Zone - private consumption in Panama rose from 
164.3 million balboas irr 1945 to 206.2 millions in 1947. In other words, a 
situation; of excess demand continued during the first- two years after the 
war despite the violent contraction in the demand created by the Canal Zone 
which took place upon the return of the latter to, normal levels. The persis-
tence during those years of increases in price levels is proof of this* -
In earlier paragraphs a detailed description has been given of the basic 
conditions which permitted an increase in private consumption during the first 
years after the war. There were, of course, other factors which help to 
explain the autonomous behaviour of this component during the years in question. 
Among them, mention may be ma.de of the characteristic inertia of private 
consumption in adjusting itself to declining levels of disposable per capita 
income. Various studies have shown that although consumption in the private 
sector tends to increase with increases in disposable per capita income, this 




, . .>•• i''i ' ..1 Table 1-17. ' •. ' 
PANAMA: PRICES OF SOKE COKSUKER: PRODUCTS 
IN PANAMA CI,TY , 
(Cents per,pound) 
Product 1939-40 . 1943 Percentage increase 
Boneless ribsteak - J": 1 5 . 0 ' •• 23 .5 56.7 
Chops 30.0 " 6 0 . 0 10Q.0 
Live chicken • - 3 0 , 8 60 .0 9 4 . 8 
Corvina 13 .3 ' 3 0 . 0 125.6 
Domestic rice^ . all kinds 9c9 . 94 .1 
Maize grain 2 .7 . 5 . 0 . 85 .2 
Maize flour 4 , 1 1 0 . 1 146.3 
Bread (micha) a/ 1 0 . 0 1 5 . 0 50 .0 : 
Ground coffee, domestic 30 ,0 37 .7 25.7 
Source; Statistical and Census Department, Panama, 




" ' " " Table 1-18 " 
INDEX Of'MTÄI PRICES ÖF 'FOODSTUFFS BY GROUPS, 
• - PANAMA CITY 1943-1957 a/ 
(1952 100) 




: Grains • 
; and grain 
products 
Y Fresh 







1943 . . 86.8 J 84,9 ; ;77.9 96.2 82.4 90„8 
1944 89.0 87d " . 78.3 ' 10i.8 83.7 ' 91.6 
1945 91.4 87.3 .' 78.4 111.6' 84.5 92.2 
1946 99.2 95.7 ,91.4 , , 114,2 92,0 100.4 
1947 . 109o9 98.6 . 100„7 123.1 113c8 121.9 
1946 . . 110.3 100.7 " 106.0 119.6 115.5 , 118.5 
1949 101 o 5 98,7 100.5 104.4 105.6" 102.3 
1950 95.7 94.4 . 91.9 V 97 c 3 99.4 . 98.1 
1951 99.3 95.4 99.0 99.8 101.1 105.0 
1952 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1953 98.1 101.6 99.6 91.9 . 98.7 96.7 
1954 , • 98.1 ICO.8 101c 3 .. 87.3 97.6 100.8 
1955 98.6 
- 1 0 1 ° ° 
102.8; 87,4 ,96o8 102.4 
1956 98.0 99.3 101,8 88.9 96.2 101.2 
1957 : 98.4 99.4 ;. 102.6 90.0 93,4 101.9 
Source: Statistical and Census Department, Panama« 
a/ The weights used in calculating the index are based,on the consumer 
expenditures of a group of 276 families'with annual incomes of 
1 000,00 to 2 999.CO balboaSj selected from the survey on the expen-
ditures of 449 families carried out in Panama City in May, 1953. 
b/ Including eggs (domestic), fats, sweets, beverages (non-alcoholic), 




such income.—' Very possibly this factor exercised an important influence 
in Panama during the first post-war years.. The preceding.years had been 
marked not only by exceptionally high levels of employment, income and 
consumption, but also - as a result of the limitations on supply, to which 
frequent reference has been made - by a considerable accumulation of liquid 
fun4s. :(see table 1-19). This, latter must explain the fact that during the 
subsequent years - which- were' characterized by a contraction of -employment 
and current earnings - consumption levels were maintained, and even rose. 
Some part of this consumption must have been financed by means of bank loans 
for consumer purposes, which', again, could be expanded because of the great 
increase in bank deposits. "This phenomenon is essentially the same as that 
experienced by the United Siates economy in the first years after the war. 
At a time when an economic contraction was predicted, there came instead a 
formidable expansion of consumer demand, owing to the pent-up demand which 
had accumulated in the preceding years. And the "satisfaction of this 
effective demand was also possible thanks to the corresponding accumulation 
of funds deriving from the exceptional "employment and income levels reached 
during the ;iar„ 
Another factor in the increase in private consumption during the first 
post-war years was tne growth and urbanization of" the population. In a 
country in which the rate of natural increase of the 'population is about 
3.0 per -cent annually and in which the rate of increase of the urban 
population between 1940 and 1950 was 3«3 per cent per year, the need by some 
means to'meet the" basic need's" of this additional population is a dynamic 
factor-in private consumption. This is the essential cause underlying the 
long-term increase in consimip^Ion^%ut'the-same''"factor is also likely'to 
have 'a moderating effect on s,hort-term contractions ,in consumption, . especially 
where the;process of-urbanization isiaslintensive'as it'.' was in Panama in 
the 19401 s/ ; • ' ' ' •' '• ; '-1 : i;:;" "-'"' L 
Lastly, it is very possible' fcfrsitf the <mariced '/increases .'In 'ccngumpti^n 
recorded in 1946 and 1947 to a certain extent reflect increases in goods 
16/ James S. Duesenberry, Income. Employment and Public Policy, chapter III 
(Norton), 1948; and Income. Saving and the Theory of Consumer Behaviour 
(Harvard University Press), 1949-
• ' " ' /Table 1-19. 
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Yioi^ o-c;: yaj ui . Table 1-19 ;J 
J ::o •..••: " PANAMA.: BANK DEPOSITS AND LOANS 
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T on 
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inventories. Since the levels of inventories in the war years were probably 
very low, owing to the limitations on supply.and the pressures of demand, the 
first post-war years were in all probability characterized by a return to more 
normal inventory levels. Furihermorey-•slrae--the' levels of demand during these 
years were exceptional, it is possible that inventories reached not merely 
normal levels.but levels sufficient to meet the effective demand of the years 
of over-employment. As this demand began contracting rapidly, inventories 
must have been excessive. The foregoing hypothesis is borne out by the 
marked increase which took place in imports, the quantum of which rose by 
37.1 per cent between 1945 and 1947 (see table B-23). 
The resumption of the growth of private consumption in 1949 is also 
rather complicate to explain, being due to various factors which it will be 
useful to emphasize. In the first place, the capacity to import registered 
a recovery in that year - the only one in the period 1945-51. In 1949, the 
contraction in sales of goods and services to the Canal Zone came to a stop, 
and registered exports of goods made a considerable recovery. The increases 
observed were due in both cases to the fact that that year saw a very marked 
improvement in Panama's terms of trade. it is interesting to note, 
however, that the role of relative prices in this recovery was of much 
greater importance. If price trends in the United. States and in Panama during 
the period 1943-57 are compared, it will be seen that during the first years 
of the period the general price levels of the two countries behaved similarly, 
but that from 1947 onwards important, differences appeared. (See figure 1-9). 
United States prices continued to rise in 1948, and after a brief interruption 
in the following year reached a maximum in 1951. The price level in Panama, 
on the other hand, reached its maximum in the years 1947-48 - precisely when 
the growth in internal demand was interrupted — and thereafter declined and 
remained- constant at -a- level no higher than 90 per cent of the • maximum." ' 
Consequentlythe index,pf'th? ratio- between the two shows a sharp-fall between 
the first post-war years and the first years of'the 1950'sV 'Between 1945 and 
1951, in fact, the decline in the external purchasing power of the balboa in 
terms of the dollar was more than one-third (see table 1-20). 
/Figure 1-9 
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PANAMA AND UNITED STATES : RATIO BETWEEN PRICE INDICES 
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.  ,. , Table „Ir20 . 
PANAMA AND UNITED STATES: PRICE INDICES AND THE RATIO BETWEEN THEM 




;r Ratio: .• 
: A:.a V. 
(A) (B) (C) 
1943 90.7 63 .0 144.0 
1944 93 .0 64 .0 145.3 
1945 95 .5 65 .1 146.7 
1946 103 .7 74 .1 139.9 
1947 ' 1 1 4 . 8 93 .1 123.3 
1948 115 .3 101 .1 114 .0 
1949 106 .1 95.2 111 .4 
1950 100 .0 100 .0 ; J. iéO.O;' 
1951 1 0 3 . 8 110.6 93 .9 
1952 104 .5 107 .4 97 .3 
1953 102 .5 1 0 6 . 3 96 .4 
1954 102 .5 1 0 6 . 3 96.4 
1955 103 .0 1 0 6 . 3 97 .4 
1956 1 0 2 . 4 110 .6 9 2 . 6 
1957 1 0 2 . 8 1 1 3 . 8 90 .3 
v.i jiv:r .D'H'i 
Source; Statistical and Census Department, Panama, and International 
Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics. 
/since the 
Since the nominal parity between the 'two"currencies remained unchanged, 
this change in relative" prices was equivalent to a devaluation of the balboa. 
And as was to have been expected, there occurred some of the consequences 
usually resulting from a measure of this kind, in particular, a relative 
incréase in the prices of imported products. This acted as a stimulus to 
domestic economic activity, both as regards the production of goods for 
export and'as regards the substitution of importe by domestic goods. 
Analysis of the import"substitution process indicates that it was precisely 
during the first half of the post-war period that most of this substitution 
took place.—' Furthermore, as has been pointed out, it was in those years 
too ' that traditional exports increased in volume and that a series of new 
export' products - some of them manufactured goods - made their appearance 
and came to form à significant proportion of the quantum of this sector of 
Panamá1s"exports. "This phenomenon was of particular importance bëcause it 
coincided with' the"contraction of effective demand and:so helped to counter-
act the negative effects of the latter. 
Iñ the sëcond "placé, Í.95Ó saw a marked reactiori in Government expénditure. 
As will'be sêen below., both current expenditure and public irivèstment increased 
substantially, thus' helping'to ' brihg'about á fresh rise in the level " of 
employment and consequently in 'the level of incomes "and private '"consumption. 
Morè'ò^ er,' thè yè'ars'in 'question saw á' borisiderâble decline in the intensity 
of the ñegátivé faétors, since the greater part of the' contraction of 
exte^hal demand hiád already" òc'currèd in the'! first "years of the; period.' ' 
In tfie following "year^, private consumption finally' resumed" Its rSle as 
an induced element, and began to develop in response to the increase"in the 
other components of aggrègate' demand. '"""' ''"' 
17/ See chapter IV,1 '-sectiofr II.5i': 'í'::,"! ' :""'r ' ' ' ' J''' '"' 
/(c) Private 
ta&wou.- -.1,. 
j" /'•'• . •>• r> -i 
(c) Private investment 
. . ria si 33e;eft" indicated, during the . period'-1945-56; -¡private, investment 
-•"- ' fluctuated violently,- faithfully reflecting -^.although..titith some time-lag -
tfii'-variitiOns-'In 'external demand. - i While'the .latter .¡declined consistently 
iriv'the 'ySars •.¿'fter the war, -privnte investment remained at a very high '. 
level-'up-rt'o' 1948,-arid registered a if all only-:betvteen:. that year and. 1950. 
Between •'• 1945 -£nd 1946^ private'-investment. -rose, from : 22.0'to 30-, 5 million.'.; 
balboais'>'- a-n'-'irtcr'ease of abbUt 40 :per cent after which; the figure-wa¿s ..> 
' !rilalritainfeci--at rt]iis 'extremely hlgh'';level" for -thtfee years (see table 1-21). 
•'• ! "SinCe private investment is'the ••e'lertent mbstisensitiVe ito variations 
in demand, it is naturally surprising that'^hilg-the "latter was -1' 
contracting private investment- should have grown and:that it remained '• • •' 
high'during 'a '¿ritical''thre^yeait;'peri6d. : -It should-be"borne in •mitld', 
however,' that although''the warperiod "Wa's'icharacterlzed^ by a!shortage 
"6f:'consdiiler'Jgoods'," there- was :a .much greater-shortage-'of capital'goods-: ; 
'• ' 'and'building materials. This'latter was due hot-only td the-limited1': " 
sea transport capacity but also to-reduced'wbrid supply.' Moreover, ' •' 
there wai, vii-tiially no domestic''supply of-this-type-o'f goods. At the 
"same time, the intensification of demarid to which reference has'been 
made arid the great expansiori ofJ the'population ih'Panama's two-Mill cities 
increased investment " needs. *• Not-'orily was there" ah' accumulated 'demMrid ''" '• 
' " for houses, commercial iristaLilations arid"'othe^ ' types of';bii"ilding ;t6vb6"' '••' 
met,: but1 the renewal arid 'expansion of the ' coiiritry^ s'!capltal,requipmerit: • -
becSif.e' imperative. "In addition^ the great external demand which ; ' 
devel6ped'"'dtiririg th'4 to&r year^ !,'liand'coritinU'ed' during the years''immediately 
' ' following '¿wing':to°the"expansion of private consumption, r'oiised i!i-
expectations of profit in national ent'^ p^feneur-s'which; indube'd^ 'them ibnJ'"' 
intensify their investments. If to this is added the stimulus deriving 
from the change in the relative prices of imports, to which reference 
was made earlier, and the need to restore.more normal--inventory-levels-,— 
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.Table 1 -21 
,MANAMA:, .PRIVAIErINVESTMENT,..TOTAL, AND- PRINCIPAL; COMPONENTS. 
- , : (millions of bslboas. at 1950 prices) . -/;.-.T,. ; 
Year *' -
: :, l ; i.j.v. i. "-¡!: 
Total - ,••• Cons-truction 
Imported . , 
capital 
goods • • •'•'.''. 
Changes in 
plantations 
and live st 0' 
inventories 
1945 • 22.2 •• 10.0 : 11.2 • 1.0 
/ 1946 V.. .30.5 -.1, ^ 10.7 ; - - ... 1.1 
1947. ; 29.6 .•:-..,.-••• -15.2 /:12V9:-' - • : 1.5. 
1948 ; 
1949 
31'. 2 - 14.8 : ' 16.2 : 0.2 
,26..6 
,.'. ••r- •  ' • . •' .• :! 
. 14.0 13.3 - . .. : -0.7 
1.950 -.,vv - 19.9 . ; ,10.2 .-••: 9.9 -0.2 
-d 1951 "• 2119 : : ¡0.4 -0.3 
x . ' v i ' - r 
1952 ; , •'.;'.,: ; - 1 2 4 
' . • :... ' r . ' ' 
1953 ; • . 32.1.; rj-.--. 15.1 i"'-" "I' "• 14.4 V- 'v. 2.6 
•••• 1954 ' '' 33.6 ''r '17.6 ; id - "
!r " ' V 15.6 
..*:'•:; '"ni" 
' 1955 
• . ' 1 
35.9 
- j . ... .•.;. 
18.7 . 17.2 . .V 
,-1.956, 36.2 14»4 " .'-i-1. -21.9" • ' -0.1 
s r . - - ' ' -¡J:- J ••  i'v 
v f < : . j • l ^ - . i " 
Source: Tables 
,'fi - -i.-o^iiO.' 
3-32, «-• .v B-33 and B-27. , - ';•.-;•:• . 0 
••••.•• 
• t 
'-.•' O'.i 1 " .'.-.-. ..-,;\J y : f ' • ' - • • ' i ' •  ••:.••:••.• i 
-.v.:-.! ".-••".in :: r.a: L ., >iV i:-„0 S.i'. 
K- .vo-.-i" • V/Y." '/(,'": , e 0 Si •• • : ." .  J. 
. ; - r . - . - ; . r: v-; ; . : n i " c i ; •>'. s.-lj ;T; t o-u: .; :•;•••, 7 .' 1 
j£.c- W M . , ; - I r . • r , . ^ ' j : i ' i r\ 
• -: }' i . 
/The increase 
The increase in private investment is clearly reflected in the 
various categories of capital; goods imported« Purchases of agricultural 
equipment more than tripled;„purchases of.transport and communications 
equipment rose by 41.1 per cent, and imports of, industrial equipment 
increased by* »--similar' figure;' i/Rile 'imports of unspecified.,.capital 
"w" goods rose from 6.4 to 10.1 million balboas (see table B-34). Imports 
•.:.:' : of'construction'.materials ro§e; by,.about one-third between 1945 and 1947 
(see^table B-23);" and the increases during the first three post war 
yeaa*s-~in---iivestock'•invent'd'fi'ifs" 'and~Banana' plantations also contributed to 
the high level of. gross investment'in the years in question (see table 
B-35). As with private consumption, the financing of the exceptional 
level of investment in the first post-war years was possible through the 
use of the funds accumulated during the preceding boom period. 
k , When the special circumstances-referred to ceased to operate, 
investment fell sharply. Aggregate demand, as will be remembered, has 
reached its trough in 1948, the very year in which gross investment 
- by contrast - reached its peak. Once pent-up investment needs had been 
satisfied, and when the contraction' in demand reduced the profit 
expectations of investors, the factors which had caused this exceptional 
level of investment disappeared. The extraordinarily favourable 
conditions having thus been replaced by highly unfavourable ones, gross 
investment fell in.a mere two years from 31.2 to 19.9 million balboas, 
a drop of 36.2 per cent. • „ \ .-'•'..•.. 
The recovery in private capital expenditure from 1951 is not(hard 
to -explain. Domestic demand had already begun to grow the year before 
and the increase in; public expeji.di.tur.e. had,.acquired-particular"importance. 
In 1951, too, the capacity to import-began to-recover. : Consequently, 
that year marks the beginning of the phase of recovery of Panama's 
economy, and under the stimuli of this private investment also began to 
revive. In 1951, there was in fact a slight recovery in this component 
of aggregate demand, and in the two following years this recovery became 
much more marked. As a result, private investment in 1953 reached an 
absolute level comparable with that registered in the first years after 
/the war. 
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the war. From that datej\;whioh;:.prob&bl;y-:markedit^  of Panama's 
economy^tp^a -more ijormal jleyelriof^actlvit^r^/ private; investment began 
,tp . growi;mor£ r§g^ilarly.--andat,-abrate-slightly above 4 per cent per year. 
. . . attention should.^ -be ;d.raTOi-.:finally, to the composition of private 
investment in Panama. Table 1^21,.already referred to, reveals the 
great..import ance, wit h -in the totals ;o.f - investment"''for construction 
purposes... Jja mp-st .of. the ppst-wariryears, the' share of this component 
in. gross investment in the private sector exceeded $0 per cent; only 
in the first years ana in. the last year of the- period did it fall well 
belox this figure. In the first years, as has been indicated1, this was 
,due to. the.very great increase which took' place in imports of capital 
goods, which had been very small in the-preceding years/'and to the 
considerable size of the. increases in plantations and in livestock 
inventories. In 1956, the fall in the share of construction td:'40 
per cent vxa.s due -primarily to extensive imports of capital goods for 
agriculture and industry. T'-:e large share of private investment '' 
accounted for by construction, ;hras probably been an' additional factor 
in. the instability ,of the.-• foraer,--:sihce construction, as"'is; well known, 
is generally, speaking alhighly/variable^ctlvity. '''i!'"i'f :Hfr' 
18/ ..This "normal" level of economic activity is that which Panama 
Is able to attain,in. normal, conditions tpf ae^ernai.;demand/'and--
,•;'•</' inevitably implies ài:c6nsidërabïe disemployment of labour (see 
;secti9n,.IIIv3sc cof thisr-chapter.; "vr''..b .'•'•".- •'- • 
'/(d) Expenditure 
•¡J/ 'jHoA^Wt • 
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(d) Expenditure in the public sector 
' , , (i) . ..The trerd of public expenditure - -.• ~ 
in the- three -years 1945-47j combined consumption and'investment 
^expenditure in the-.public sector reached an annual average of 42.2 million 
I 
balboas. Although the-: high figures rf these first : years showed a slightly 
declining t rend, the crisis i-n the capacity to import did not-affect public 
expenditure-until- 1947-49.. In these two years Government expenditure fell 
to 31.2 million balboas, a drop of more -than one-quarter from the average 
for the initial three years (see again table 1-16). It will be recalled 
that .both ¡private consumer expenditure and private investment showed a! 
.similar- time-lag between the contraction-of external demand and its impact 
on these-internal.components of demand. In all these cases the explanation 
is the same: the accumulation of reserves during the war years. Between 
1941 and 1944 the public sector registered successive surpluses, that of 
1943 being-particularly large.i^/,. - , • « " • 
• In those years, moreover, Panama's fiscal, system relied more than is 
the case at, present on -revenue from customs duties arid consular* fees 
levied on imports of goods. . In 1946 and 1947- these two items' made, up • 
about-,-40 per-cent, of the-.Government 's t.otal current revenue.;- As will be 
seen below, the quantum, of imports; grew considerably during the first ' 
post-war years, and the current value of imports still more, the increase 
between 1945 and 1947 being 37.2 per cent in the first case and 62.9 per 
cent in the second. The yield from import duties also increased greatly 
thus providing financing for a high level of public expenditure. 
In the following years, however, when the monetary reserves had been 
exhausted and internal and external demand were in full recession, imports 
also declined. As a result, an appreciable contraction took place in 
current Government revenue, which had not until then suffered the effects 
of the country's general economic crisis; and despite an increase in the 
public debt in 1948 Government consumer expenditure amd^ .more,particularly, 
investment-declined-in that and- the- following "year i' In all this process 
there are two points which should be emphasized in that .they, relate to the 
general situation of effective demand'« < In view of-the suddenness with 
19/ Simeon E. Leland, A Report on the Revenue System of Panama. Panama, 




rs 3 it would. , ;--vWhi.cix,,s^ er^ aal„.demand contracted in the first post-war year! 
....haT^ e^ be^ n. ^ easoimblo to. sizpect an e'vaii ¿ore marked"'rSaet ion-' on'thS'-part 
of internal..demand,..; For the various" reasons' give?f'~: :tiie ¿cOitaM.StioSi.iof 
...  fp?4s and,monetary.reserves, pent-up consumer"and''irf^ si'Sfei-rS-ife'&ae> the 
.persisterte.e ,of .excess demand, a favourable baange 'in'relative''-external 
.„ . prices sp.- 011 thisdid not occur. Instead", all these _aca:;rii -
reduced the. impact ,01, .the external crisis on internal "dsm'aM'j ''"ariftHfite" 
Yi-.y'itrfiid. of. Government. expenditure also appears to" 'Have 'dp"d'f-'at6d''iii'v:the-;-'-samQ 
: direction. - . • . . .. " .... ' '"'" ""' "'-"'-'• - 0 
.Vv' ; Ifyerthele.s,s, public ..spending policy did not bee'offie'' a'cieaf' 'and''- -
... • defini ie- fact or f or +expafl.s ion, ...until 1950. In that year, total 'public; V 
expenditure, rfpr,.current needs mo?e .particularly^ for liivSstfient'-;* 
. rjese - by-. 29«1 per.- cent r in; .relation to the previous" year. '"' "'"As Pammi/s-r 
.•:. .general economic-, E3.itu4t3.011 still, .showed no . sign of recovbr^ "'- Iftd^ eS'/-the 
economy •was:-,iii,i^ e ferljieal phase of depression - GoveHifenif'IhcSne:i-uroEi 
f. taxation- ..reraained at, a...low level..._ The increase lii public- e^ 'eaditiii1-^  was 
•a ir^ anced,. pjy. a. further, enlargemeiit of" «he "public?- ^efcfcV- '-'-i £';3?950 
the Government of Panama floated various loans which 'produced' 5-."^ "%iltLion 
'balbdas;? r'epr.esenti^ ,re.xtraQX7dina.ry net revenue a.mouhtirig"'tb' abxjiit''lb per 
v:i.-c,ent of ¿th©ycusirtntrfi.s,Q4l. revenue. ^ t "''"'"' 
1 ;'.-:;:[ In-rl951 ;the Government was „unable to maintain the"'"ieV"ei:'6f''^ iiblic 
'j'v.expgMltur,e reae^d.. ia-..i95Q,i --despite., a new. - although more'" modes^-^'increase 
e- ...m-the. public;.-debt. .E.rojrt,.195,2.. onwards , when tho" gross'product !e'ni%r©d a 
':''phAse-.;..bf,r.dec-is,i-Vi> recovery... and., much the same happened" wxtli" laipoi't'Sv 'Current 
': G-oyernra^ .^.revenue .also. showed, a. warked rise. As' a" re stilt;'' tjf MiHiftFfeBd oi' 
Vitiiei .Inoreass: in, the. public debt r_ which had now 'become' a" ndraaP-'i^ ftfis of 
.-' ' rGovfernaeis .limnciiig ..Gpver^ aent expenditure" "Tirc^  
The lir^ .^.C!Ga>time.d.in»„the following years, mainlyJ as a'Tesult '-pF-gn 
. ixoorbant income. .tax preform ..which made t ¿e tax'more prdgrfeisif&^ mid'ibroaden---
:.--;cd-...ii;B. basq. •,-,--Revenue from.this, source, wft£cK"befor& 2.953'"¿ad-'-amounted to 
..,. oabout'11 per.,pent: oftotalcurrent revenue , "thus" rb's'6 'to abcutl?-20"-''p'er cent 
pf, thsiVtptal..-,~^ , ,„ Jn.1956^ , finally",:'Govermeirt eSrafehaiitirs agaaW-registers 
r... .20/ International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Public Finarse 
21/ Op. cit., PP.37 and 41 and -.table". A*-!L2i-/!:f.;.t ^-or w r — 7 Ai- - - v ., .. ; / a very 
E/CM.12./4V4 
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a very marked increase. As in 1950, the increase was part icular ly str iking 
in investment expenditure; and, again as i n 1950, the increased expenditure 
was financed mainly by a considerable enlargement of•the public debt. 
As the foregoing shows, the development of public expenditure during 
the post-war period was determined by a stationary trend in current tax 
revenue and by the extraordinary receipts derived from the great enlarge-
ment of the public debt, part icular ly the internal debt. Whereas the 
external debt f e l l by more than 20 per cent , the t o t a l debt increased from 
17.3 million balboas in 1945 to 53.2 million balboas in 1956 ( in current 
values) . The share of the internal debt, meanwhile, rose from barely 7.6 
22/ 
per cent in the f i r s t year to more than 75 per cent in the l a s t . —' This 
remarkable increase in the t o t a l public debt, and especially of the 
internal debt, c lear ly r e f l e c t s Panama's d i f f i c u l t f i s c a l s i tuation during 
the greater part of the period 1945-56. The low yield from the taxation 
system, and the obligations which the Government was compelled to go on 
accumulating, caused a permanent d e f i c i t in current revenue and expenditure, 
thereby necessitating the great expansion of the internal debt to which 
reference has been made. 
As with most under-developed countries, Panama's f i s c a l system i s 
doubly i n e l a s t i c . On the one hand, the taxation system i s based largely 
on indirect taxes , i n part icular taxes on imports of goodss The limited 
growth i n imports and the depression in internal economic ac t iv i ty thus 
resulted in a prolonged stagnation in t a x revenue. On the other hand, a 
modern State cannot evade the respons ib i l i t i e s assigned to i t by the com-
munity, and must meet the need for houses, schools, hospitals , highways and 
other services and basic socia l c a p i t a l . And in the c r i s i s conditions 
prevailing in Panama between 1948 and 1952, the Government was obliged i n 
addition to take action to a l l e v i a t e the unemployment s i tuat ion. 
I t i s not surprising, then, that despite the r i g i d i t y of the tax 
revenue the public sector had to increase i t s expenditures greatly from 
1950. In order to do so, i t had to resort to the internal public debt, 
which had scarcely been used before 1945. There was no a l ternat ive , since 
22/ See; S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, Muestro progreso en c i f r a s , 
Panama, 1958, table 19, p. 49 . 
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for institutional--reasons a compensatory spending '"policy with deficit. . 
financing is impossible in Panama. As is known, Panamá has no monetary, 
system Of its own, -and consequently no issuing power«, It could not there-
fore resort to the simple process of contracting debts with the monetary 
authority¿as is'-customary' in countries which try to make up for a deficient 
-effective demand in order to give employment to idle resources, 
•-'•'' (ii ) The nature of the fiscal "system 
Thé Govèrnmeht ' s spending policy must" be examined in the light of . 
these, vèry special1 institutional conditions. Under the existing monetary 
system, fiscal deficits ^ an only mean a tránéfer of liquid funds from the 
private-to thè public sector Of thè economy. Thus, the great expansion, 
of the internal public debt does not necessarily mean that the increase in 
fiscát- ^ea^ enditàiî'ê"-'wilï:-"'aûtomticài:l7 bring about an increase in total 
expejaditti-ie añd'; ;á': co^espoìhding' "revival " òf economic activity - which, would, 
tftaV-é-been thé case if ttiè loâns "in question had "put into circulation a .. 
-purchasiagpower which would otherwise have remained outside the monetary-
flow. Moreover^ the usé' of the balboa, which is ''équivalent to. the United 
States dollar, as the monetary" unit also means that there is nothing to 
prevent^the-conversiOh òf internai into external purchasing power. Con- . 
sequêntlyy a- great' increase irt public expenditure, and so in personal .,..;.,. 
income'&y ¿ah very vrëli flow abroad in its entirety, without prpyid^pg any 
stimulés to intèrna!'1 ecónomic activity and resulting only in a great drain. , 
on monetary rësêrveB. ïn both cases, an expansion of fiscal expenditure... .... 
could, only "mean ane"oritmctxon ih" "private spending and a situation of ... ., 
financial -stringency, ; --..•.-...• ^ 
In these circumstances, what must have been the net effect of the 
Government's eòqpansiohist policy? ' " '" ' In the first post-war years the,. ...,. 
probl'emr clearly'-did not arise, because the Government's deficits were ..,,...c 
financed from' funds accumulated during the'war, and by liquidating certain 
monetary- reserves which had be èri deposited abroad and expanding the interna.!, 
publié- debtstill -at that time Of negligible size. In the first two., cases , 
what-toOk placé7was in fact a putting-to-use of idle funds, while in the 
case of the debt also - given its low previous level and the general 
accumulátiori'-'of.-moneta^-ì^sov^C^"' dOT in question funds 
of this type were undoubtedly absorbed* .-LÌ .. . - •• 
/AF+.RT» "I QCO 
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After I95O, 'however, thi s" clear situation of an 'accumulation of idle 
liquid funds'no longer existed", and thè great'" Incrèase in thè internal 
public delat "could have reduced the private sector's spending" capacity. But," 
although direct statistical proof is impossible, there is no indication 
that" this happened. Of course, as has been said, the great increases in 
public expenditures in 1950 and subsequent years were in every case follow-
ed by sizable increases in the other components of internai 'demand - "private 
consumption and private investment, bo much Was this so that the share of 
public "expenditure in gross income, which had reached' a level of about 16" 
per 'cent between 1950 and 1952, fell to less than 14 per cent in the later '"' 
years."" Moreover, the available banking and monetary statistics indicate 
a high dègrèë" of'liquidity óf the financial system, although it should be 
noted that this liquidity' has been declining" in' recent years. This'has"" 
been particularly true" of the net resérves of funds maintained abroad by 
the national" banking system.—^ Up to now, nevertheless, the great increase 
in the internal debt has not restricted the possibilities of private invest-
ment' anil consumer s pending; rattier, it Üás tended to absorb the large 
quantity of liquid funds" lying idle in Panama. 
The" foregoing hypothesis appears to be borne out by the composition 
of the internal public debt. "This 'amounted in 1956" to 6 million balboas, 
whereas in 1945 it barely 'exceeded one million. The increase was thus 
practically the total amount of the present debt. If the entire sum had 
been placed in thè private sector of Panama's economy, the increase in 
public expenditure would 'undoubtedly have" taken place at the expense" of 
private expenditure. This did not occur because a large* proportion of the 
debt was placed in such á way as to permit the use of idle'financial 
resources or the contracting of debts which were in fact' not internal'but 
external. An amount of about 10 million balboas of the current debt - a" " 
fourth of the total — takes' the form of bonds placed with autonomous State"' 
agenciës1 - in particular, the social security system. This in fact implies 
th'é: Use of sème' reserv'e fuhd s ' of these agencies'which would probably' other-' 
wise have' Remained'idle; Àbòut} 6.0 million balboas' aré owed to thè great"' "" " 
22/ Ixepublic 
of Panam'a, Informe del Contralor General" de" la República " 
(fiscal period 1 January-31 December-1957), October'1958, Panama; • ';o 
pp. xx-xxiii. . ,'-.'.':;:r • /banana company; 
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banana company; . . .and altbo-agh this loan is classified under the internal 
debt it is clear that it does not cause any drain on the financial resources 
of the internal, private ..sector,, Finally, à sura of 6'million balboas .comes 
under the floating ¿debt (outstanding Government* 'bill s ) ^  ' Since private banks 
accept these bills : as security for short-tèriH' Übáris, 'the floating debt, 
again, cannot become a form of forced saving on the'-'part of the States 
suppliers, . ,•;•.••.' ^ 
. Á last observation also goes to confirm'the existence of a financial 
market which -was. still not saturated in thè last years of' the period. 
Before I95.4 the proportion ofthe internal debt placed in autonomous State 
agencies, was., pongiderably/liigher-than thè figúre of 25 pèr cent mentioned 
above. This ,was. because;from. 1954 en' tho Government " made special efforts 
to place, new., .loans..among., large and small pfivát e investors. ' In'recent 
years, furthcrmOTe, certaincState"bofeds haVè in Increasing proportion been 
negotiated, privately -rjquotations at or even above1 par being frequent - and 
State...bills have begun.:to- be accepted under various conditions as security 
for bank loans and ip.bpayneht: of insuranc e ' preiiduss e '' ' ' ...... 
regards the possibility..that the effect of the expansion of the 
public debt might.:have.been nullified by an ihcrease in imports - the . 
second, problem mentioned:-éarliér - this¿ again, does not appear to have 
happened? - As will be seen belov.v imports of consümer arid Cap ital goods ., 
developed io¿dir ect.relation;intetnal''cbàs'ùm^ t'iba'''andf investment,, while 
imports of. raw materials and -fti-els^ dleV-éloiiéd"itífr'éiàtxorì to the gross 
product. Moreover, it was precisely during this period that there pcpurred 
a reorientation ofrproduction towards the' intaíñaimarketl a process in 
which the protectionist efforts of- Ih e Government' and thè relative increase 
in the _ prices of import ed; articles must-'-'have played some part, 
The above observations.appear to bear out the statement made earlier 
that public ^expendit-ure... ..particularly aft er 1950, contributed considerably 
to the recovery and then expansion of economic activityc "¿espite the 
institpjbipnqlíJ£j$tatà.oiiSionf renting- the Govefnméñt', the: latter was able, , 
appreciably to expand total expenditure - and consequently aggregate demand -
24/ Republic of Panama,. Informe del Contralor "General de'la República, 1956 
Panama, October 1957, p. xxii„ 
., -.'.J.:-". /by restoring 
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by restoring to the economic flow the idle monetary,-respurces -./.accumulated'' 
by the private sector, .and by, the autonomous agencies ;o£ -the public,isectdrfc ' 
Itself. Such a .policy on the part qf- the State. was; clearly possible .. 'z : 
during a period of crisis, in, which the accumulation'of liquid, fuhds must- - '-'." 
have been excepcional. It could be .maintained-, afterwards,...when a..more1 • <•• •'•'•> 
normal level of activity had .beer} restored, by virtue of the high;.degree; 
of liquidity characterizing an economy like Panama's in which the oppo'rtun— 
25/ 
ities for investment by the private-sector are relatively scarces Although 
no definite date can be specified on the, basis; of the informatioh ,avaiia;ble, 
it is clear that this method of financing c.ould not continue beyond' a certain 
point. There inevitably had to come a time when the! absorption of private 
funds by the State would begin to operate as a limitation on private investt-
ment. Also, the tremendous expansion of the internal debt is - from, the < 
Government's point of view - a very costly means of increasing rssourceS». 
The service and amortization of the debt then themselves become an important 
component in Government expenditure, and may even reduce-the net benefit 
gained from the successive increases in the public debt, , .- ; . • 
(iii) Consumption and investment expenditure by the public sector 
The characteristics of the fiscal financing system which prevailed-i-n-:-
Panama during the post-war period affected public investment .more-than ' 
current public expenditure. Since the latter is more .inelastic for. in < " 
conditions of general underemployment and unemployment the State is an " • 
important' source of employment T the variability of. the Government's.. ' -
revenue had direct repercussions on public investment (see table'i-*22,and: r> 
figure I-10). While .expenditure ..for consumption, varied between a .'maximum- ' 
of 41.3 million balboas in 195.6 and a minimum of- 27.0 mllion balbqas in.'-'-• i''••' 
1949, investment in the latt er year touched a minimum. of 4*1 millionvbal- 1 « . " ••' • ' 
boas, whereas in the first and last years of the.series the figure register-
ed was more than three times that amount. In 1950 and 1956, for instance, 
when the lartest increases in. the public debt took place, State- investment -' 
reached figures 200. per. cent .and .5-0 per cent greater, ,reapectivielyj than.'-'-C 
in the previous year., . -... > - ;.!jV'io ; •. 





PANAMA: CONSUMPTION AND INVESTMENT EXPENDITURE BY THE 
PUBLIC SECTOR; 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
Year Total Con sump- . r tion 
Percentage 





1945 43.1 28.6 66,4 14.5 33.6 
1946 42.3 30.8 72.8 11.5 27.2 
1947 41.2 29.6 71.8 11.7 28.4 
1948 34.1 28.1 82.4 6.0 17.6 
1949 31.1 27.0 86.8 4.1 13.2 
1950 40.2 31» 6 78.6 8.6 . 21.4 
1951 37.2 31.3 84.1 : 5.9 15.9 
1952 41.8 34.1 81.6 7.7 > 18.4 
1953 43.1 35.6 82.6 7.5 17.4 
1954 46.1 39.8 86.3 6.3 13.7 
1955 47.3 38.4 81.2 8.9 18.8 
1956 54.3 41.3 76.1 13.0 23.9 
Source: See table B-27. /J.T.. r: :);.: 
An instability of this magnitude in the public sector's capital 
formation expenditure clearly indicates the lack of continuity in the 
Government's investment programmes and the secondary priority which has 
had to be assigned to them. The indirect result of this has been that 
public investment has tended to decline in importance in relation to total 
public expenditure and to capital formation in the private sector. Table 
1-23 indicates that in both cases the proportion fails ¿rom afmost 28 per 
cent at the beginning of the period to 16,3 and 17.9 per cent, respective-
ly^  in the final years. The years 1945, 1950 and 1956 were eliminated 
from the comparison because in those years public; investment was 
/Figure 1-10 
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FIGURE l - 10 
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Table I-?3 . .-s.-: -, 
'PANAMA : PUBLIC 'INVESTMENT IN RELATION TO PUBLIC 
, EXPENDITURE AND GROSS. INVESTMENT -.v; 
-i •-•••'.'•.- . (Percentages) 
Annual 
average . 
Public investment as a percentage' of 
Public expenditure Gross investment 






2 2 . 8 f : 
. ir'." • !'••: ' • 
i 0.^9 
•-'.isns:,. : M j'.r-ycu 
Source:"Tables 3-32 and B-27. 
•V-V-vi; r -•;••, ;. i/y-'o.; 
v.'";'.'! , .: r.'-:-. T 
•ti-.'S.S.! ; ; \ • 
exceptionally large. In vièw of Panama's lack of basic social capital> : 
these trènds are"undoubtediy very unfavourable for' its future' economi0 
development; •'•"' V-'"'«-- ••'••••" -v-..•.->-.-.i .^nur^ 
Attention should be drawn, finally, to the composition of the 
Government's c on sumption and - investment escpettdi tur es-, "" Às regards con-
sumption expenditure, a distinction has been made between remunerations 
paid and purchases made by •' the-''-public - sefeiori'' • * Tfrë relativelyThlgh pro-
portion accounted' for by purchases is-particularly noteworthy-;>;; thèse- -
include purchases in" the Canal Zone of drinking water for Panama City 
and Colon, imports afld purchases of medicinal products and medical goods 
for the Social Security Service and travelling expenses-paid-to Govern-
ment official's, and in some years,maKër up more -than onë'^ third .of th'e • '-:-r 
total. The figures for purchases' shcw'twb'*'(iiffei^ iit-^ velsir- ^Tkë--Ï£*st, 
at about 9.0 million balboas, remained constant between 1945 ;and 1951. 
The second level began in 1952 and was maintained at about 12.0 million 
/balboas until 
J2i/1^ /494-.'•'• » ' >:-
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balboas until the end of the period. The increase between the first 
and last years in the period is about 33 Per cent, and the series is 
remarkable for the complete absence of•the strong annuali fluctuations 
apparent in total public expenditure. The Government payroll increased 
by more than 50.0 per cent over the'period-âs a whole. In the first 
years, again, relative stability was experienced, but in 1950 an increase 
began-which raised thé payroll from about 19.0 million balboas in 1945-49 
to mor e than 28.. 0. million balboas in 1956.*... 
- Piiblic investment itiay be classified as -follows:--.-{a), -docks and . high-
ways, (b) buildings .and other works,-, and (c) machinery and equipment., . 
The three series are very variable, in general following the fluctuations 
in total public investment. Although their instability makes it dif-
ficult to -detect the trends very clearly, there are at least two which 
should be mentioned. Whereas investment in machinery and equipment - which 
is of less importance relatively - shows a more or less stationary trend., 
expenditure on buildings and other public works declined. ma.rkedly .between 
the first and final years of the period. Consequently, investment in 
highways and docks recovered during the later years and even, in 1956, 
exceeded the levels reached in the first years after the war. Neverthe-
less, as has been indicated, the level of public investment reached in 
Panama during' the twelve post-war years wâs-ra!ativelyi.loïir:y.i'âvet?âge.. .'.v-f,-
annual Governmèht investment* ov^'th-e'^p^riSd'^as -:tiarfely 8s8 million: ; tri 
balboas, i.e. no more than 11 balboas per person per year. . cfcoiiiao.f 
Lastly, it should be'mentioned-that pbbìic -investment" eit^ enditure 
was1"distributed^  ovet thë périod- a&'foilowS: 38.3' pèr :cent. foi', 'âoek^ vv.. 
ana' highways,- 53' ;per cent" for buildings - and^ -other•' works-'i..,' andi,:8.,i.v;-; 
cent for"machìheiy: and "equipment-. The'-:fâhnuàl 'averages :corresponding, to 
- . . . . , . . 
these percentages' are 'y£f million, 4.2 million-and 0.9 n±llion;:balb.o^ s,A 
respectively. It ife'clear-at bhce; that'investment1'in highways »--and: tin,--, : 
machinery dnd equipment is fei'tréntôly low iri' compari sor^with :.in¥0stoenti; 
ixi' buildihgs. :This: defi'ciérfô^  is 'thô;-'ïaOr e"; glaring'..in? thatL'liàck of/-;--* - ,. . .. 
communications undoubtedly constitut es the "main obstable ,tou^ n increase 
in production,j' especially 'in agriculture«.- -."V.r : *:•-.•'• „•„;>.• 
.... .. ". " • • "' "" /iii^-AGGREGATE SU&LY 
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I I I ; AGGREGATE SUPPLY 
1. General trends 
The evolution of aggregate supply since the war has been similar to 
that of aggregate demand (see figure 1-11). The slight differences between 
the two series are due to statistical' discrepancies - which in no year 
amounted to as much as 4-0 per cent of aggregate demand - and. to the 
terms-of-trade effect. This"latter"factor, although of still less relative 
importance, nevertheless reveals a definite trend. The negative values 
which prevail in most of the initial years of the series are gradually 
reduced and finally become positive figures, which grow rapidly from 1953 
onwards (see table 1-24)- Hence, aggregate supply increases during the 
period 1945-56 at a slightly lower rate than aggregate demand. While the 
latter, it will be remembered, increased by 23-8 per cent, the rise in 
aggregate supply was 22-9 per cent. 
The marked similarity in the growth of aggregate supply and aggregate 
demand between the extremes of the series is also apparent.; if the year-by-
year curves are compared. Only in 1947 is there a significant difference: 
while aggregate demand begkh'to contract, aggregate supply maintained the 
same level as the previous year's. The explanation of this phenomenon 
lies in the contradictory trends followed by the capacity to import and 
imports during that year: while the former contracted sharply, imports 
remained at the high level reached in 1946. 
2. Internal and external supply 
The components of aggregate supply, like those of aggregate demand, 
may be broken down into two large groups: supplies of domestic goods and 
services, and supplies originating abroad. The first component is 
represented in this^case'by thecgross^product; the second relates,to| 
imports of goods and services. Since the war, both have followed a very 
similar trend, although the imports curve shows a greater tendency towards 
short-term fluctuations than the gross product curve (see figure 1-12). 
In spite of this similarity, there is a slight variation in the 
relative size of the two components between the early years and the second 
half of the period. Although the share of the gross product in aggregate 
/Figure 1-11 
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Table 1 -24 
PANAMA: AGGREGATE SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
(Mill ions of balboas) 
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Aggregate demand 361.1 380.2 360 .9 337.1 338.1 350.7 350.7 369.3 384«! 407.1 432.5 447 - 2 
Aggregate supply 351.5 372.8 373.5 333.9 330.9 338.7 341.9 365.9 380.5 394.2 412.7 429.4 
Difference between 
supply and demand 9.6 15.4 -12.6 3.2 7.2 12.0 8.8 3.9 3.6 12.9 19.8 17.8 
Effect of terms of 
trade -4.1 6.1 , -9.0 -7.8 -2.3 - -1.7 -4.0 1.2 80 5 9.8 6.3 
Statistical discre-
pancy 13.7 9.3 -3.6 11.0 9.5 12.0 10.5 7.8 2.4 4.4 10,0 11Ó5 
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PANAMA : AGGREGATE SUPPLY, GROSS PRODUCT AND IMPORT QUANTUM 
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supply varied only between 72-2 and 77-1 per cent, the lowest shares were 
recorded mostly in the initial years of the series, while the highest 
shares are found more-bf^ en-': after-1949" (s:ee table 1-25) • This is largely 
due to the exceptional levels attained by imports in the former years; but 
even ' i f these are "eliminated"from "the"comparison;"the" tendency "stil l" 
26/ 
persists, although in less pronounced form-— 
In view of the change in the direction of external;demand referred'to 
at the beginning of this chapter, and the fact"that the capacity to import 
'is "the casic' determinant' of imports', the "absence' of "a"'similar'"change""in" 
the break-downVof aggregate supply is surprising'. There are-two expla^ -'-'' 
nations. Firstly, imports were able: to expand considerably.during the. 
initial years of the period - while the capacity to import contracted 
sharply - because of the substantial monetary reserves which were accumulated 
during the war years and' 1946 and were subsequently spent to meet the '"••"•"•--
pent-up demand.-.for imports- Secondly-. - and this•..-.-is the fundamental factor -
the change in the structure of supply took the form mainly of a change,in 
the distribution of the gross product as between the export sectors and 
those producing for the-internal market. In the following analysis the 
origin and magnitude of, these structural changes in Panama's productive 
system will be examined, together with external supply, and related to the 
fluctuations in the level of economic activity which have occurred since 
the war. • - '••.-<•.:•? -•..-•<, .-• 
26/ For an analysis of import substitution, see chapter IV, particularly 





PANAMA: AGGREGATE SUPPLY,,- 1945-56 
Year ... 
Total Gross product ' Imports. Total 
Gross 
- • product Imports 
(Millions of balboas 
at 1950 prices.) ; (Percentages) 
1945. 351.5 . .264.8 .. . 86.7 1QQ.Q 75.5 ... :  . 24.5 
1946 ; - • 372.8 • 269.0 ' 103.8 100.0 ' - 72.2 27.8 
1947 373.5 ; 269.7 ' 103.8 " 100.0 72.2 27.8 
1948 333.9 251.8 ... 82.1 100.0 75.5 24.5, 
1949 330.9 • 252.8- 78.1 ' 100.0 : - 76,4 - 23.6 
1950 338.7 258.3 80.4 100.0 76.3 ' 26.7 
1951. ; .  341,9- . ; . -262,2 79..7 . 1C0.0 
• 
23.3 
1952 -'• -• 365.9 • 276.9 • 89.0 " 100.0 " 7 6 . 0 24.0 
1953 380.5 ' 293.2 87.3 100.0 77.1 22.9 
1954 394.2 300.3 93.9 100.0 76.2 .... 23.8 
1955 412.7 314.7 98.0 100.0 76.2 23.8 
1956 429.4 325.5 103.9 100.0 75.7 24.8 
Source: Tables B-l and B-21. 
/3. Internal 
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3 , In te rna l supply; evolution of the gross product . . • 
(a ) General trends • - . - • • 
The gross product.rose from 264 .8 .mi l l ion balboas in 1945 t o 325.5 
mil l ions in 1956. The increase between the two extremes of the period 
w"a:s 22„9 pêr«.eént, "and the' có-rresp6nding'';annual r a t e of increase -1.9" pér 
céritv : 'Thé ;groSs : : 'product' :curve displays' the. c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , i n i t i a l -increase, 
reaching ; i t ë ' p'ëa=k: in the' years "1946 ; and 1947, and then r e g i s t e r s a contract ion 
: - in t h i s case only c f 6'i:6' per cent - between 1947 and 1948. The 'minimum 
l e v e l is 'maintained for two years and then in 1950 there i s a d e f i n i t e 
recovery, so that in 1952 the previous màxima'are'exceeded'. -'Between 1953 
:àfid iÌ956> when economic; a c t i v i t y had returned t o a more normal l e v e l , the 
annual r a t e of I n c r e a s e of the gross product was 3 . 6 per cent (see t a b l e ' 
B - i ând, ag'âih,- f igure 1-12)' . : ' • i ' • ' . ' J 
T Another view of t h i s trend i s Obtained' i f i t i s r e l a t e d - t o 'demographic 
growth during the period. I t w i l l be remembered that between 1945 and' 1956 
;: the populatiòn l-héreaséd'by 3 3 . 8 per c e n t , " i ; e . ' " : a t an annual r a t e of 2 . 7 
per ceht . : 'Clearly ; ' theréfëre, ' "thé • per ;capita-•• gross product dé cl l f ied. ' ' I n 
' ; • l 945 , ' : ' th i s was 377 ; 'balboas. - in 1951 i t f e l l to 321 balboas, "'and in 1956 
'''it-.inade1 a ' p a r t l a l ' recoveyy' to : reaeh a f igure of 346 " b a l b o a s A s ' compared" 
• with-1945; thé ' minimum Ìèvél>.represents'-a ' rëdùctiôn : oî : ; almèst -15' per 'ceht, 
-while thé - f igure for the. l a s t year i s s t i l l 8 . 8 per cent lower than tha t 
for -'the f i r s t year . :.'.- -"v ' i J0 : ! V ':. 
(b) S t r u c t u r a l changes: ' : 
The evolution of the grO's-s product contrasts c l e a r l y with that of 
t o t a l private.consumption, which grew at a r a t e ' o f ' 4 . 3 per cent per year, 
and of per capita pr ivate consumption, which rose from 234 ba'lbóàs' in 1 9 4 5 
to 281 in Ì956 . As imports increased more moderately — a t a slower r a t e 
than the gross product^ s t r i c t l y speaking - the r i s e in pr ivate consumption 
can be due only t o a very'marked change i n the s tructure of imports ' In favour 
of consumer .goods or an equally important change in the -same d i r e c t i o n - i n the 
s e c t o r a l break-down of the .gross product. I t has already béen s ta ted that 
in the l a s t years of the period gross invêstment recovered i t s i n i t i a l r e l a t i v e 
l e v e l and that the imported component of c a p i t a l formation is- very high; 
.-"-••-•. OR ..V J:-;" . •• • , >••••."-it- •• -1-"- '• > • /hence, the 
¿/GM„12/494 . u 
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hence, the former possibility must be' excludedV;f:.In.'.any .case, -„'àsJwill be 
seen below, the pattern of imports has remained broadly constant.. There 
thus-, remains, only one. possible explanation: -a marked change in the sectoral 
break-down, of the, gross product. In the following paragraphs the,; modifications 
brought,, about iin the productive system by-changes in the structure*of 
- aggregate demand will-be reviewed. '.-•". ''•"•'• ' • ' '' 
w : The : sector-of the gross- product ^ 'which "-suffered -'the severèst'èffêdt-s 
from the- contraction of activities in- the Canal Zone was the sale of 
labour services to the Zone; and this process was Aggravated"by thé efforts 
made to raise productivity (seeatable 1-26) . - As a result, this sector' was 
reduced practically to a third of "its'-original level. ' -The activity which 
registered the slowest-.rise du'ring the period was construction;' "'The -'iftcfrease 
of barely 14.6 per cent achieved in this sector between 1945 and 195'6 was 
, mainly due ,to'-the-.-high level Of construction'during the -Iriitiai years, thanks 
to the bOvm in the Canal Zone. Services, . especially'personal services, were 
also affected by the . fall in-.external-demand, rising-'by only 22:.'5 'per- cent 
over the. iperiod-.as a whole. .It is interesting to note -in addition that it 
is. precisely these sectors which in their respective curves f rèf l¥ct ; more 
clearly.;the tr.end of external demand (see figure 1-13). < • •.•' : 
, -On the .otiier hand, the. sectors most directly related to internal • 
consumption'K? and also to registered exports of gobd's"- climb fairly rapidly. 
For example crop - and livestock - farming expanded by 'almost 55 per cent, 
while manufacturing increased by 61.9 per cent., The; .basic .services') concerned 
with the production o,f goods.,.. energy arid transport, show, even ,more-increases, 
of 96.4. per cent and 70.0 per pent., respectively. .As, a. result,t the sectors 
producing goods and basic services (including construction.) show, a. combined 
r i s e of 54.1 per., cent. But ,the i,nqrease.,in commercial,, financial,; public 
,and personal. services was, only 38.6 per cent., . . ,, .... , .-.; 
As a result of these differing trends, the b^eak-down .of the.gross 
product had changed considerably by 1956.,as compared with. ,194.5.¡The, combined 
share in the gross product of. the sectors producing goods .and ,basic.: 
rose from 37«3 :t° .^ 6,6. per., cent,., reflecting clearly, the . important change which 
had,taken place in. the. structure, of Panama's productive system.; Of j 
/Table 1-20 
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• -Tables " ••••-''•• 
PANAMA: EVOLUTION OF THE GROSS PRODUCT.BY SECTORS 
(Percentages) 
— ——r——. 'i ,', •—•—- . - ———: 
I n c r e a s e Break-rdown b y . s e c t o r s 
between 1945 — 
and 1956 1945 1956 
—- , ; .. . , 
Agricul ture e t c . 5 4 . 8 1 9 . 6 24 .6 
Manufacturing 6 1 . 9 8 . 2 1 0 . 8 
Construction 1 4 . 6 4 - 6 4 . 3 
E l e c t r i c power, gas and water 9 6 . 4 1 . 1 •• • • 1 . 7 
Transport e t c , 7 0 . 0 3 . 8 5 . 2 
S u b - t o t a l 5 4 . 1 3 7 . 3 4 6 . 6 
Trade 4 5 . 1 . . 1 3 . 4 1 5 . 8 
Banking.., e . t ç . . , ......, , : , .. . 7 9 . 1 ' ' ^ 2 . 4 
Housing 5 2 . 8 8 .8 , . 1 0 . 9 
Publ ic adminis t ra t ion 3 1 . 4 1 . 3 1 . 4 
Publ ic and p r i v a t e s e r v i c e s 2 2 . 5 1 6 . 6 1 6 . 6 
S u b - t o t a l 38.6 . • : . 41i.-7.. dl^:.;-: 4 7 . 1 
Canal Zone - 6 3 . 8 . .,... ... 2 1 . 0 . . . . 6 . 2 
Tota l 2 2 . 9 •^•iOO.'O'0 1 0 0 . 0 
Source: Table B - l . 
p a r t i c u l a r importance are the relative, : i ipprovements; achieyed! in-.the b a s i c 
a c t i v i t i e s of a g r i c u l t u r e and i n d u s t r y . In 1945 the former accounted f o r about 
a f i f t h of the gross product; i n 1956, f o r a lmost .§ r , ( JWrter ? , ^At,.the same t i m e , 
the i n d u s t r i a l s e c t o r increased i t s share from b a r e l y 8 . 2 per cent t o about 
11 per c e n t . . 
V ,-Y; r/ Sr vii 8i- /Figure:. 1-13 
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FIGURE 1 - 1 3 
PANAMA : GROSS PRODUCT, TOTAL AND BY SECTORS 
SEM I -LOGAR i. THM I C SCALE 
j : 
TOTAL GROSS PRODUCT 
AGRICULTURE (CROPS AND 
' L I V E S T O C K " F O R E S T R Y " 
AND F ISHING . 
MANUFACTURING 
CONSTRUCTION 
ELECTRIC ITY , GAS 
AND WATER 
TRANSPORT, ' COMMUN I CAT IONS' 
AND STORAGE 
"WHOLESALE AND RETA I L- TRADE • 
. : : 'j.,. • .i-. 
Ù. 
BANKING, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
X 
SERVICES RENDERED TO THE 
CANAL ZONE 
' PUBLIC"' AND PRIVATE SERVICES. 
H CUS l"NG PROPER IT-Y' 
•1945 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 ' 55 56 
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, ; Services"as- a whole (exc luding the .Canal Zone).algp i n c r e a s e d . t h e i r 
share of the gross product, although t o a l e s s e r ex tent . - The r e l a t i v e 
expansion of " h thésé-sec tors from 41.7.: .to 4 7 . 1 per cent, .was-the r e s u l t of ..a,, 
" s l ight ' i n c r e a s e in the share: o f .trade and housing: and a. very l a r g e r i s e .,-. 
i n t h a t of f i n a n c i a l s e r v i c e s . - On t h e other hand,. the share.:, in the. gross 
'product accounted for: b y . p u b l i c administrat ion, and-publ ic and pr iva te 
service 's remained more or l e s s c o n s t a n t . The. relative r i s e i n almost a l l 
s e c t o r s 'of the economy was n a t u r a l l y achieved a t the expense of. the a c t i v i t y 
represented by employment in t h e Canal Zone. , The c o n t r a c t i o n i n t h i s . s e c t o r 
was so strong t h a t i t s share of t h e . gross product f e l l by more, than a 
t h i r d , from 2 1 . 0 per' cent in 1945 .tQ(;6..2. per cent, i n 1956. 
Thus, t h e contrac t ion in e x t e r n a l demand r e l a t e d i n one form or . 
another with thé Canal1 Zone s e t ; . o f f a marked change ,.in; .Panama's productive 
p a t t e r n * and"this ' s t r u c t u r a l change ac ted as a st imulus t o the development 
of the b a s i c productive s e c t o r s . These developments, i n a country.whose 
economy- has" t r a d i t i o n a l l y . : depended almost. e x c l u s i v e l y on a c t i v i t i e s connected 
with- trade" and-"' i n t e r n a t i o n a l ; t r a n s i t > are h ighly s igni f i cant . ; , previous economic 
bboms or recess ions 1 had never had s i m i l a r e f f e c t s . .. . , .. .. .., 
1 ( c ) U t i l i z a t i o n of productive resources , - , ... .. 
7 •>•. - Before embarking Upon a. d e t a i l e d a n a l y s i s of t h e p r i n c i p a l s e c t o r s of 
the gross1 product,- some: observat ions should be made as regards t h e .degree of 
u t i l i z a t i o n of -productive -resources,, during :the. -periQd ,-under ...review, , For t h i s 
purpose, i t would be very u s e f u l t o have seme es t imate of Panama'^ r e a l 
reproducible wealth, s ince t h i s would permit à study of the trend c; ' the 
product -capi ta l " r a t i o y a i c o e f f i c i e n t . ^ h i c h - , ; r e f l e c t s p r e c i s e l y the. degree of 
u t i l i z a t i o n : bf : i n s t a l l e d " c a p a c i t y . . . . - U n f o r t u n a t e l y s u c h an. ,est imate cannot 
be made on "the b a s i s o f the ; s t a t i s t i c s a v a i l a b l e . ..However, t h e ^volut ion 
of economic a c t i v i t y "in Panama . during the .pos t -war period i s so, c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
t h a t i t - permits à-' l o g i c a i interprebationL.even-in- the.abscençp- of such d a t a . 
: Because of the enormous' pressure of demand, ( the .^uti l isat ion, of productive 
resources a t t a i n e d a maximum, .during the war and i n the years immediately 
a f t e r i t . From: 1947 «inwards, when external-demand or igyaat i j ig . in the Canal 
Zohe and i n t r a n s i t and t o u r i s t a c t i v i t i e s : , receded from i t s high levels , , 
/economic a c t i v i t i e s 
U/ OA ^X^l 
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economic act iv i t ies ' , -in,-Panama-. faced; a -declining, effective,,demand.: To the 
d i rec t unemployment.- ofhuman productive, [ factory brought -about-by the • .-. 
reduction of a c t i v i t i e s -in the .Zone was. added; the ; unemployment resul t ing ..-
from the contract ion in the -demand, for goods and. services from-the Zone and 
from that- part .of the a c t i v e population .which- had pow become unemployed. 
The country now entered upon a period of depression and unemployment pf- fac tors 
- in other, words,, a period-of undejrut.llization of. resources. which- las ted 
.probably; u n t i l ; 1952 or-1953. ; :The troughs of the depression were • reacri-e.d, in 
.1948 ;and 1949, a- process of recovery becoming apparent» from 1950 omyards.. 
Nevertheless,the-unemployment: f igure -at the end of that year (23 5.15) was 
s t i l l considerable .• Naturally, unemployment was concentrated large ly , in: the 
c i t i eg , of. Panama and- C.ol6n and in the • a c t i v i t i e s re la ted - most d i r e c t l y to 
.the. ex terna l . demand derived from -the Canal -Zone .and from t r a n s i t .and- t o u r i s t 
. a c t i v i t i e s . -Table .:1^2i7 offers-.eloquent- testimony to.-ithe -extreme- seriousness of 
unemployment--.of-the Isthmus. . . ,> . -v.-r.-.- •, ;•••:•'.,- - •-
. :: Around-...19)53 a r .ea l t iye ly high. degree . of.- u t i l i z a t i o n iof, ,-re.sourçesi.,.r.-
- p a r t i c u l a r l y of ,;fixed c a p i t a l --was. ..again,.registered,-,but t h e . l e v e l i s - s t i l l 
lower than the maximum achieved in ;1945-47. - This f a c t -is .explained by-a-
very simple p r i n c i p l e . While--the: gross-product, can f l u c t u a t e . f a i r l y markedly, 
the. tangible, .'reproducible wealth .cannot f luctuate, to the same -extent , at l eas t 
over the short term* This i s because f luc tuat ions in • t h i s wealth -are 
,-determined, by c a p i t a l , dépréciât ion and., net, :.inyestnient .¡¡- As both elements,.-
represent .very-small . ¡ fract ions, i t , - is , c l e a r - t h a t the c a p i t a l curve.,will; , 
f l u c t u a t e -proportionately much l e s s than the gross product. Consequently, 
i t - must be ^assumed .that-the'xproducV-capital , ra t io — (or .-the i u t i l i z a t i o n , of 
^productive., c a p a c i t y . - . . f e l l consi-derably „during -the-.depression, -aft©^.haying 
achieved--very high-.-leyel§ ;.-in - t h e v i n i t i a l . , . y e a r s . Subsequently,- i t appears, 
to. :have. recovered, ¡although, .-not to; the .or ig ina l , ,h igh f igure, . . The. explanation 
,,is tha t while,, during the i n i t i a l ye§rs t h e . -e f fec t ive demand :generated.;by . 
the Zone and- by t r a n s i t and t o u r i s t „ac t iv i t ies .reaphed-iexceptional.-heights, 
by the ; end of the . period t h i s demand :had-fal len, to. a much lower, l e v e l , • 
.-. :. ;.:T;he . suggestion-ris ; offered -that- during this, .period\thçra-wer;e ^probably 
two.- qualitative,-.-by -idifferent,.stages.-" in ; which.; the ut i l i?at ion. . ;of productive 
f a c t o r s was highs a f i r s t stage in which both i n t e r n a l and external e f f e c t i v e 
/Table 1-27 
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•j rif- .Table I-g7. 
- -PANAM : ' -ÌÉlATim UNE^LO^IENT^: T0TAL: AND-BY PRINCIPAL 
, - - ,, ,., , ; PROVINCES 1VAND ACTIVITIES ,.. ,, 
:••; - ' .• ; (Percentages) . ... 
Activity Country total Province rf Province of Panama Colon 
Total b/ 0 • - " ' 
Agriculture 
Industry ..;•:., 
Construction '- : ' 
Trade 
Transport, storage and ... 
communi ca,ti ons 
Services ; • •  . , . ; 


















" ' : ' 2,1 
, : 16»3 





Source: Statistical and Census Department, Cjuinto Censo de'Poblacion,1950s 
Vbl. Ill, Caracterxsticas economicas, "(Panama, . 1954). ^ x' -- a-. H 
a/ Ratio between unemployed' 'population and employed plus unemployed popu-
lation, ; ! : ....,,..,•. -
by Ra.tio between unemployed population and active population. . 'X i 
:i >r ' -/demand were ' ' ' 
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demand were very high, and a second in which inly internal demand and part 
of external demand were high, j-This ;.seqond stage of "full employment" presents 
very special characteristics'/ being compatible with a certain degree of 
unemployment. The fundamental reason xs. that while the demand which fell 
was primarily for personal services,"the'Tdemanci''',Whi'Ch''''rose---was- mainly for 
basic goods and services." In the production of these, the amount of employ-
ment " is--deterirtined-b-y-the stock-of-exiating .capital........ Obviously, this cannot 
have "grown in sa short a. period to the extent necessary to absorb the high 
proportion of idle labour available (see again table 1-27). 
Another important related problem remains to be clarified. If it is 
true - as is borne out by the experience of the immediate post-war period , and 
the following years - that the level of economic activity in Panama depends 
to a very lage extent on external demand, why did the process of recovery begin 
in 1950 without any reactivation of this external demand having taken place? 
Furthermore, given the sharp contraction in the capacity to import/derived from 
the Canal Zone and from transit and tourist activities, would it'not have' 
been reasonable to expect a much more violent and prolonged contraction,-in 
the gross product thanthat which actually tock place? 
In order to reply to these questions, reference must first be made to 
the., exceptional .growth in private consumption which occurred immediately after 
the war and in. the following years. -:- It-, must ...also be remembered that the 
external demand f»r goods encouraged the:development of traditional export 
activities and indeed the creation of new exports. Finally, as regards' the 
components of aggregate demand, it should be noted that public expenditure-
both for consumption and for investment began to recover from 1950 onwards. 
It may thus be said that the stimuli to economic recovery came both from an 
increase in aggregate demand and from a marked change in the composition 
of that demand. 
Nevertheless, these stimuli wjuld possibly not have brought about the 
recovery recorded after 1950 had they not been accompanied by other exceptional 
factors which made possible increases in investment and employment;, and hence 
in the-r gross product. The comments made throughout this chapter suggest 




s tructure of r e l a t i v e costs in Panama v i s - a - v i s the r e s t of the world, and 
s p e c i a l l y the United "States , and/(b^a-jdecisive change in Panama's economic 
policy., <;-'!- •" •-•'•:"•.••••. •-•;••'.-.• ----iyr- ,. 
It' has'''air'ea$fy'beeAipointed'-o-ut--that;; prices .;in the United. Strutss surged 
upwards"'after the war. : In Panama, by contrast , they f e l l considerably a f t e r 
1948; with the' r e s u l t that • production -casts in Panama tended t o decl ine in 
terms of United S ta tes production costs and that Panamanian products becar.e 
more competitive both on the i n t e r n a l market ( f o r import subs t i tu t ion) and 
on the external market (for the capture of new markets) . 
The change in economic pol icy r e a l l y dates from the entry into force 
2p / 
in 1950 of a decree for the protect ion and development of industry.—^ But 
t h i s change began t o make i t s e l f f e l t as a general l ine of economic pol icy 
- applied with varying degrees of i n t e n s i t y - only from 1951 or 1952 onwards. 
The new economic pol icy represented a strong react ion against the t r a d i t i o n a l 
view of what the Panamanian economy had been in the past and should be i n 
the future (the hallowed doctrine of the Canal economy),, I t had i t s ma.in 
roots in the sharp contract ion which took place in economic a c t i v i t y , with the 
resul tant unemployment and conditions of f i n a n c i a l c r i s i s , and in the need 
to protect the domestic productive a c t i v i t i e s which had developed thanks to the 
exceptional conditions prevai l ing during and immediately a f t ^ r the Second 
World War. 
Tha Panamanian Government c a t e g o r i c a l l y proclaimed i t s in tsnt ion of 
taking decis ive act ion to promote the i n t e r n a l economic development of the 
country, with spec ia l emphasis on agr icul ture and the establishment of 
i n d u s t r i a l enterprises„-^^In accordance with these aims, the. decroe of I?50 
re ferred to above was confirmed by further decrees, the Economic D3ve.l0pm0.nt 
I n s t i t u t e ( i n s t i t u t e do Foment0 Economico) was se t up, external aid was 
reorganized and enlarged with a view to f o s t e r i n g technica l improvements in 
agr icu l ture , the a c t i v i t i e s of the Banco Nacional ds- Panama were expanded; 
customs t a r i f f s were revised with a view to encouraging domestic industry; 
27/ Legis la t ive Decree, K° 12 of 1950. 
28/ See the t e x t of the Memorias del Mlnis ter io de Hacienda y Teporo f o r 
the years 1951 and 1952, 
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arid in the last'years of -%He': period;1 iiiipbrts '-of ;'c'ert;a!ih articles; were ..even 
prohibited or limited in order to "protect- domestic' producers. It is. this 
economic policy which helped to direct Panama's productive system along 
new lines. 'A detailed examination1 of the more"important sectors of domestic 




4s Internal supply; evolution of_the gross product bt sectors 
(a) Agriculture;. forestry.and.fishing 
(i) General trends'^'? The ,'grisss; p'rpduct" cf' 'agriculture - including 
forestry and fishing - grew considérais jin the period under review, rising 
from a total ..of 51.8 million balboas in 1945 te 80.2 millions in 1956 -
an.increase of 54.8 per cent (see table B-l)-. Crop and. livestock production 
were the..main determinants Vf this trendy"1 the former;;.^ .presenting between 
twc, thirds and three quarters and the latter between 23.0 and 28.0 per 
cexjt of the sector (see table 1-28). \ •,;-/ 
--'• - • I.- ' ; - .... 
., The sharf of forestry and fishing Was very Iffw/dur^ ng the period, but 
bfth branches (and particularly the second) show some, tendency to,,increase 
their relative participation. At the; beginning of the period, fishing 
represented 0.4, per cent o*f" the sector,« and only began t© exceed unity in 
195.1, when sVii-imp e-xpoi-ts started on a'large scale»;,.-;;because of this 
factor, it continued to rise; in 1953vit represented4^1 per cent...of the 
agricultural sector, a share which was-afTbsequeutly^maintained a^ .,the 
same level. , * ' . • : ';...): ,' :•••,--
(ii) Grop, production. The gr^s3* value of crop^ -prpduct.i ou amoiiuhcd to 
33.5 million balboas in 1945 and in 1956 had increased-to 52.5 millions 
(see table 1-29). The growth curve'displays a fairly irregular, trend, 
characterized by a very steep rise in the initial years, frll^wed by a 
relatively stagnant period up to 1952-53 and by a^  ma.rked upsurge'in the 
last years. In 1956, however,' as a re'sult'. of -yery. bad weather." it again 
suffered a considerable decline (see figure 1-14). 
The two main sectors into which crop production has been divided showed 
diferent trends. Production fer the internal market increased more regularly 
and more markedly tnan the export sector. As a result of this divergence, 
the share of traditional crops rose from between 55 and 56 per cent in 
the earlier post-war years to almost 60 per cent in the later years of the 
period. In some cases - 1945, 1952 and 1953 - the proportion rose to almost 
65 per cent: but his was due to special circumstances which restricted 
banana exports. 
It is important t® note that the tendency shown by crop production for 




*---'-•••-"• Sable- 1-28- .• .- .. : L/H. 
PANAMA: RELATIVE SIZE OF - THE -CRÖP.^ .LIVEST.QGK, FORESTRY 
' ••"•' -'AND FISHING;-.SECTORS^ .... .. 
•.'••-•'-•• •'• (percentages) -..,.•--• ... 
Year Total ... Crops Livestock Forestry Fishing 
1945 100.0 63.9 35.5 ; 0.2 0.4 
1946 . 100.0 -. , . 72.0 27.4 '' 0,2 ' 0,4 
1947- ; 100.0 „.. 70.8 28.6 0.2 0.4 
1948 100.0 , 78.3 20.9 0.3 0.5 
1949: 1Q0.0 -75.3 23.8 ^ 0.3 0,6 
1950 100.0 75.8 23.O 0.6 ' 0.6 
1951- , 100.0 70.0 , 27.6 . ^ 1.0 1,4 
1 ~ - n 69.1 27.1 . 1.4 '2.4 
1953 100.0 66. s.' 28.5 ' 1.4 " 4.1 
1954, 100.0 69.*., . . 26.6 0.6 3.2 
1955 100.0 70.0 . 25.9 ' ' O;B ' ' 3.3 
1956 100.0 . 64.7 30.3 0.5 4.5* 
Source: Table B-6. , , 
a/ In terms of gross value., of production. 
/Table 1-29 
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' Table 1-29 • : 
PANAMA: CROP PRODUCTION, TOTAL, FOR INTERNAL MARKET 













(Millions of balboas 
at 1950 prices) (Percentages) 
1945 33.5 21.6 11.9 100.0 64.5 35.5 
1946 43.1 23.7 19.4 100.0 55.0 45*0 
1947 44.3 24.7 19.6 100.0 55.8 44.2 
1948 48.9 27.3 21.6 100.0 55.8 44.2 
1949 50.1 28.3 21.7 100.0 56.6 43.4 
1950 49.8 30.5 19.3 100.0 61,2 38.8 
1951 47.4 29.I 18.2 1 100.0 r; .61.5 38.5 
1952 46.6 30.1 16.5 100.0 64.6 35*4 
1953 50.2 32.6 17.6 100.0 64.9 35.1 
1954 . 53.8 33.1 20.7 100.0 61.5 38.5 
1955 58.9 34.2 24.7 100.0 58,1 41.9 
1956 52.5 31.3 21.2 100.0 59.6 40.4 
Source: Table B-6. 
: "r .'i. ¡-:T 
/Figure 1-14 
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PANAMA : 
r" i GoRl 
CROP PRODUCTION, TOTAL, FOR ¡NTEKNAL MARKET 
(MILLIONS OF BAL.BOAS AT 1950 PRICES) 
SEMI-L0GÀRITHMÏC SCALE 
FOR EXPORT 
-•••- .:..:.. •;..• ..:. ---' 
/ ; 1 : CROP PRODUCTION A . .i ; r •r^fr. 
TOTAL • ti"'. r- r "Î : .•-•: ... . • S. <• -. ' - • 1 
1 , -wW?*^- r" > ^ ' 1 : ;f r 
\ M 
CROP PRODUCTION F O R / " 
' INTERNAL MARKET^-'*"' 
/ 
/ CROP PRODUCTION 
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as a whole-...seems .-tovr.eile.ct, .'from the point', of; view- of productions thé change 
which took place in aggregate demand. .'•:•'•'• 
. - The fac tor respons ib le : for the... regular-growth' of the crop s e c t o r ' a s á 
whole I s the export branché . : This i s made up t o a large extent by .products 
- bananas, abaca- and .cacao, - shipped abroad.by-a. larger-foreign ¡"compahy. "••••'  
Only in . exports-; of cacao do .domestic:,: producers' enjoy -any" s i g n i f i c a hi share . 
The marked f luctuat ions observed, i n . t h e -exports:of. the'product,s-mentioned 
were due to fastores-connected wi th*externa l demand' and the -'conditions ofr ; ' 
banana -production. - These aspects aré f u l l y , dealt , with' ifr" other .sections 
of t h i s study. ^ ©^  . ..'..->.' .'. - ; " 
Crop production: for-the, i n t e r n a l market*, i s made up S,1T.Ost exc lus ive ly ' 
of staple-; foodstuf fs , the most important rbéing rice>-maizej'1-¿offeë> ^b'ânanaë 
and sugar-cane,' . ' in, that order. . • Thesev:proëucts . 'tdken'- 'togetttl^,^!^-
additional- commodities,- of less- -importance-^ bean6>-,-p^atoe:s,'-'t6bac6!ï3 ?.•>"'••' 
tomatoes, cabbage-and "others": - ac.CD^mted••í.ornà''-gro'Ss•-'Valûô'•of'•23;•6-••-•• tf 
m i l l i o n , balboa s in 1945, and of 31 »3 mi l l ion balboas*'in:." 19-5ó-¿ :Thê increase 
achieved was thus 44 .9 per cent, . .while the demographic-incréâ'séf-it w i l l 
be remembered, was 3 3 . 8 per cent . The per capita 'production:, of - f a¡*d§tuf f §'; 
thus increased;by r8<>3'-per cent : over t h e period(see ' : t -abie :-IM>) „'" 'u; ' - ' 
In the. curve ; of crop production' for the . . internal market--tir»' f a i r l y .'• , -; 
d i s t i n c t ..phases may be observed. 'The f i r s t corresponds'-to thé period 
1945-50, and-, i s characterized, by- a very steady -and pi onOuriced' increase 
(41 .2 per-ceft t ) . : -'Th©./second, -which runs, from 1950"t«"'$95éj : ' -is ribf -.-. •':. 
only moré i r regular - .with sharp d e c l i n e - i n 1951 'arid 1956 ^•-•éüt.-"'aisé. ' ° r~ 
shows an appreciably smaller ra te of grofrth. • '•'•-• •'-•--i---' "-'•-'-'•-:• - ; ; ' . - . ., "-'-
VJhy : did ; • product ion f o r ' t h e Internal--maiket r e g i s t e r ;¿üéh a?çaiked : •'"•'-
r i s e prec i se ly in - the years .in vhioh' Fa-narra ! à - economy VJ&G -';;hs'si-hg t i-.rough ' 
a-, period ;'.ef contract ion? . F i r s t l y , Panama po§sés's.ed ;"sufficient'lárid " • 
be able -'to. increase crop production 'merely-be'' extending" the área Minder':" 
c u l t i v a t i o n . Secondly, farm output was strongly stimulated up t » - 1 9 4 7 
29/ ' For a datai led a n a l y s i s . o f recent.,.trends ,ançl.future. :pr©steç,ts fr>r, , , r, 
bananas, abâça-and- cacao,; ;-§ee t f r^TCtai^ei^ 
óhápter Il-âj- section Ii:ïi ïá.• • — • - - - ; ---
-; -'•'•• • • - . - ' , , /by a. high-. , 
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by a high level- of demand and. subsequently by a decidedly protectionist ,, 
policy. ; 
This represented a. completely» new experience for. Panamanian .agriculture, 
which, in, the. past -had,been unable to compete with imports. ;. At the end of . . 
the war and shortly after the boom; in the Canal Zone,-, this weakness .;..••••.: 
which .would, have meant a sharp decline in crop product ion,, did .-not recur,.,. , 
The change.-in internal-and-,, external prices, already- referred. t«; had placed 
Panamanian--product-ion in a, more favourable position., Moreover,, «fficial > . ,,,. 
policy encouraged agriculture, .continuing the efforts made' during .the' war . 31/ • 1 . \ 
to increase domestic food production, — ' The war boom had also resulted ; 
in a strqng:-current -of migration :frjm the r;ural areas' towards, th§:, • . . . 
Isthmus, so that between 19^8 and 1950. there was- a rise of .44,6 per cent 
in the population of the. district >f Panama and an increase of 37.6 per- • . 
cent in the ^otai-,urban population. As.-the. demand for basic foodstuffs 't-
is very inelastic,-, both as regards income and, price, this' migration in , -. 
itself resulted in a considerable expansion-qf;, the. market and, despite the • 
exodus from the rural areas led t.o an increase, in the commercial production ' 
of cjpops .f-eg ¿consumption in the urban areas, _ •_.. ; - - . . - • • 
Imports, particularly of non-durable consumer g«ods., declined after.-.. 
1946. The . curtailment ,of external supply which had had. a decisive, . 
effect in stimulating, production,during the war^persisted.in the subsequent 
years because ,of, the. fall ..in, the- capacity to, import, ... -
Lastly, the.prices grains and grain products d,id: not; fall after 
1947, as occurred with most other. prices. , -The consequent ..improvement. in 
relative prices must also have helped t<a .-stimulate production; .-the 
relative prices of grains, in terms of the general price index, ,¿mproved 
by almost. 11.0.per cent between 1947 and 1950,; after having already registered 
an increase in- the, preceding period. Thiswas.particularly,the case,with 
rice and ..maize, the increase in the. prices of which had a decisive effect . 
: V1 .-• % ' --.-.r • . :;;-= •••-..•.-i.v- - ' 9 -.-X ! , .. 
¿0/ For a more detailed analysis of this phenomenon see this chapter, 
section II. ' ' 
31/ See Servicio Ifttéramerlcano de' Cooperación Agrícola en Panamá (SICA?), v0_>. 
Once años dé • colaboraciori en' "agricultura y recursos naturale's; 7Panama;, 
1953. '" ' "" 1 :í -"" : •• ' ' ::"A ' ' 
.;• '•:. - ¡\ /«n the 
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én the gréwth of production for internal consumption» : . 
Rice product ion rèse by 66*9 per cent between 1945 and 1956; ...In . ..  
the ...first-three-years èf thè" p'èriéd, the level of" production was maintained 
, betweenr 1*2 and 1*3 million'quintals, the figure'1 
éf 2,.4 -toillicns, almost double the outputs-recorded in the initial year 
(see table 1-3,0)«. Fr^ '^ tàìt^ 'jrear.. onwards j-and: in''spite of thè"fact that 
production subsequently remained stationary, impérts were completely 
eliminated and self-sufficiency was thus achieved in the most important 
item of Panamanian diet (see table 1V-5)• 
The expansion in rice èutput was mainly due to a marked increase 
in the area planted, although in the early years of the periéd a rise in 
unit yields was also a contributing factor. ; In 1945 and 1946 yields were ' 
maintained at a level of about 26 quintals per hectare; subsequently 
they reached a level fluctuating between 28 and 30 quintals per hectare. '" 
From 1954 on, however, they returned tc th,eir former level, and production 
remained" stationary (see again table 1'30). v 
To give a clearer idea of the problems at present confronting rice 
production, certain additional features which have characterized its 
development since 1948 should be stressed. The marked increase in ' 
the cultivated area"was concentrated in the. provinces: i£ ChiriqUiarid - -•'••-••' 
Veraguas where almost half én. the ,.area planted-tb -rice is-to be :found» 
In order to achieve the increase, large tracts of land formerly used for 
«'n-the-range livestock farming were used. The change in the employment 
éf these resources gave rise to important changes in the agrarian system 
and in the pattern éf economic crganization. So far as the land system 
is concerned, the development of rice production in many cases divorced 
the ownership from the exploitation of land. Leasehéld became an important 
form ¿f tenancy in the principal producing zones. The change in economic 
organization consisted in the formation of holdings fér large scale production 
in which the crop was cultivated with the help éf nJ'dern machinery and * : 
equipment. 
In thia. manner there emerged a group éf agricultural entrèpreneui-s who 
put into practice modern cultivation techniques and organized production 
with a view to the market. In addition to mechanization, the use of 
/Table 1-30 
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.Table 1-21 
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Source: Table B-5 and Statistical and Census Department, Panama. " '•"';'," r •• •.••••:'' '.'.)••' • .-If;;.' . a/ Gross'production minus losses and reserves for seed. 
/highr-yield 
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high-yield certified seed helped to raise the level of output» However, 
the transitory type of cultivation which is characteristic of a leasehold 
system ruled out any possibility of creating the incentives necessaryfor 
the maintenance arid improvement of land fertility.; on the basis cf generalized 
and ,intensiye ,fertilizer techniques. This• explains the failure to carry-
out those permanent .improvements, such as the exploitation of water 
resources, .which are: essential for a steady rise in the level cf rice 
productivity. 
In these circumstances, production developed along extensive lines, 
without proper irrigation,, and with no regard for the need to conserve the 
relatively; pocr .soils. 'The lack of a reliable water supply "for irrigation 
and the rapid exhaustion of the land explain why cfop production remained 
stationary during the later years of the period. It is true that after ; 
1954 weather conditions were generally bad- 0 drought caused heavy damage - but 
it is precisely because of,the lack of the.permanent improvements referred to 
that the .crop has been so much at the mercy of nature. 
Maize :is another item in which production grew rapidly between 1945 and 
1956. The volume of the prop more than doubled, rising from an annual 1 
average of 642 000 quintals to more than 1 300 000 in 1956 (see table 1-31). 
The increase was continuous until 1955, in which the maximum output- of 
I 436 000 quintals was registered. •-, Nevertheless, maize imports were 1 :.. 
eliminated ..only in 1957*' as. a result «of the buffer effect of the'storage'''' 
facilities which began to operate at the beginning of that year. As in 
the case of rice, the increase in maize production was achieved by a marked 
expansion (130 per cent) in the cultivated area (from 36 200 hectares in 
1946 to 83-400 hectares in 1956). On the other hand, unit yields had no 
effect on the increase. Over the period as a whole these fluctuated 
between 19 and 22 quintals per hectare. During the latter years of the 
period there was a slight declining trend: the annual average for the 
three years 1954-56 was 7 per cent lower than for 1946-48. 
/Table 1-31 
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-, - . - TsblP : 1-31 ; • 
-PANAMA: - NET- ANÖ GROSS7 ;PRODUC'TIONp SOWN AREA AI® YIELDS OF MAïZÊ 
Production Sown Yields 
Year ' •'•-'" " (thousands of quintals) area ( quintals per 
-—• ¡J • .. ' 1 n i thousands of hectare) .. 
Net a/ Gross hectares) » ; ;=£_ ; _C • ' I'''-'' ' ")•• " ' i • i "'.^V ' ' ' 
1945 601 
1946 ;.;:.! .-. • 533 : •"" '• : 317 ",;v" 36.2' ' '22.6 
1947 : : 720 , a-...: 8 6 3 - -' 43.7 " • 1 9 # 7 
1948* : v:/ ">; 841 '-'- '"' ; 1 015 46.3 « ' ; 21.9 
1949 b •¡-•3-; C85 1 194' ':57.2 "'-'"•" 20.9 
1950 1 I3O ' *1 376 :'"r 69-2 19.9 
1951"' 1 210 -:. ! 475 71.4 ' 20.7 
1952 ' : • - 279 T;! '•"• ' 1 562 72.6 "'""'"' ' 21.5 
1953 1 398 1 677 85.9 ' 
1954 ;; K 1 372 : - '•v 1 645 ' •" 86.0 • i- 1^1 
1955 1 1 463 u:.-.- • 1 757 83.4 ' ' ' 21.1 
1956u~: * ' 1- 337 L 1 602 83.4 '19.2 
Source; Tabid B-2"ahd Statistleal and Census* Department,*Panama." ' 




The special technical and organizational conditions in which maize 
is produced have a bearing ®n this situationj ¡fer in Panama maize.is a -, 
typical subsistence-farming product. It is cultivated in productive 
•units of tiny size, '"arid "the "period oï' exploitâtlbn"'is" very short. " " Such " 
holdings, which are known as conuces. provide-a; large sector of• the rural 
population with subsistence.; o The methods "used "in "tliem" frequently 
neglect-the. .breaking , up. 0i: the:_ian.d.,. and...notJiing_ia.- knfsiwn .about ..the. ..use. .„of 
hybrid seeds and improved varieties. Thé .utilization of fertilizer, pest 
and disease control and mechanization are also very rare» 
In Panama, unlike the other Central American countries, maize is not 
an important Item in the diet, of the people. Much of the crop is used.. . 
for animal fodder, and only a very small proportion is marketed. However, 
the development of maize production, with particular emphasis on an increase 
in yields, is particularly important for th3 provision of cheap and adequate 
supplies of feeds with a view, to expanding livestock production. 
The production of beans exactly doubled between 1945 and 1950, rising : 
from 57 000^  t© 114 000 quintals (see table 1-32). From 1951, it remained," 
stationary around the level of 100 000 quintals, and in the last years of 
the period 0 except f*>r the 1955 crop - it barely rose above 89 000 quintals. 
. I v. • At the same time, the area under cultivation was substantially extended, 
rising from 10" 000 lie ctares7In" 194é"and"1947 to more than 15 000 in IÇ56y 
with peaks higher than 18 000 hectares in 1954 and 1955. The stagnation" " 
and subsequent decline in the crep must be due t© the yields, which, after 
maintaining a level of 12.1 quintals per hectare between 1545 and 1950, 
began to decline from 1951. In spite of a slight recovery in 1954 and 
1955, the yield in 1956 was barely 7 quintals per hectare. This marked 
fall in unit yields of beans reflects with particular intensity the 
deficiencies in techniques and organization which have already been mentioned 
/Table 1-32 
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e , 1-32 
PANAMA: NET ANJIK GROSS P30DUGTIÓN, SOWN AREA M D YIELDS OF BEANS' 
Year 
Production 
(ifhOiS sands of quintals) 
"Net a. Gross' 
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Source'; Table" B-5 and "Statistical, arid Census Department/ 
a/ Gross' production minus losses and reserves for seed, 
b/ Sown up to 31 July. *l" * '' ° 




fiii) Some »»general problems ^of .the . crop sector.. ..^alysis^f the 
• •'"^-'^v.iiairi •-crops, grom.for internal ccyisumpti«n ,has.%§hown, Aha,t the sector is 
- v ' characterized by highly: rudimentary, methods, with. minifundia playing an 
• ; important r.cle. Advanced techniques such.as the use of hybrid seeds 
: «andiimprcved varieties, fertilization ,and pest and. disease control are 
still rarely*employed, , - Nor are there , enough holdings big enough to 
• absorb.modern techniques on an economic scale» 
• ,T-his situation i^ largely due to ,.£he^ act^ ^ that to, Panama commercial 
ragriculture,isof very .recent ¡origin, F*r this same reason, the present 
degree of utilization of - !Und, potentially, us.abl(e for crtp, cultivation 
:• and',-plivestook-farming is very-small« . It is reckoned that the country 
• :possesses .2,7 millifn hectares which could be used''for ¿.griculturai 3 
1 ..purprsesj^ i but=r-at, presort. ,1,2 million hectares,, or 44 per cent, are 
'-•¿_: under farm%. v. :The land tenure system characteristic .of these farms, also 
reveals their recpnt «rigin; of the total area,of 1,2 million hectares 
of farm land, 50®,000 hectares (46 per cen^) are held under usufruct, --•-'J-1 •.•'-.•.• • ,-. i, 
^ i.e. used for agricultural .purposes without title of ¿ownership,.^ —' It is 
- 3 -precisely on land of this kind that most .of ..i^he mnifundia are, concentrated, 
- - -i' i: . and that the phenomenon »f the c-snuco. a minifundium characteristic of the 
- •-. semi-nomadic rural population, is. to be found, . ,t>,,rJ, 
TAs :mrdern; technique«,: can bear fruit- only in permanent holdings of 
- r - ad'equate : size j the stabilization ; . property relationships , in these lands 
is essential^T^r, raising the level sofvfarm productivity, t Furthermore, 
-.¡. us farmtcredit programmes prying as, effective instruments fir agricultural 
, development are conceivable only given stable an<i. well-define.da, conditions 
oo ' ^ f ..ownership . pblejv urir.. 
-¡'.'vfo-.r Another .of .the basic obstacles to technical progress in Panamanian 
i.-';- agriculture is the acute shortage ener^r sources. In 195*,99per cent 
V vrJor •.-•<•«;£ Ifaxmxymxie .^thipt-^e^ii^ipf; .^ e-chanijcajli,. animal, .or ;apy.,.other traction, . 
•; .It is hardly surprising therefore that the practice of breaking up the 
• land is sc r a r e . .The magnitude r f the.,g^ oblem becomes clear when it is 
..' 32/ -Statistical -..andvQens^ s Department^ Censos Nacionales de 1950? ,. Primer 
Censo Agropecuario, Panama, 1954. 
/considered that 
«.•¿.í* i.-, -.¿t;'. 
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considered that in* i9ifo • the^ ^ Panamanian • farms^/ 
*'These comments throw'somV lijght the real nature;of Panama's agricultur-
al pj;*b>Î ems. While "the' la'ck*of means of traction is not remedied (and this in 
turn requires the organization' oX sufficiently* large holdingsP^fend while ? 
land preparation is inadequate (particularly as Regards- thé ' practice ••of breâk-
ing up the land) the results possible from the "utilization of high-quality •  
seeds, fertilizers and'other modern t'echniqués will'be extreniely*liinited. \ 
A general problem which will have"to be solved before agriculture can be 
reorganized and modernized is that of directing the "agricultural sector int| 
the commercial channels of the marked ecànémyî If this is not "achieved, such 
development measures as the granting of property:titleè* and thé supply of 
means of traction and of seeds, fertilizers and pesticides, which involve 
monetary transactions, will have little hope -of success; Furthermore, the 
enlargement of*the monetary sectoib of thè Panamanian'economy is 'essential ffr 
the expansion of internal market - thl only permanent basiâ for à cumulative 
process of economic development. « 
• -I. ij.\ ' t ! . . . . , . . . - „ : i 
The very récent development of commercial farming in Panama-and the 
country's traditional economic policy also expiait, why th%, rural areas are s'o ' (y - J •* " ' ' '* y 
poorly endowed with basic s ociaï'-capital, "ïn l^ he following sections, in which 
the energy and transport sectors are analysed, deficiencies -^ this type wi|.l 
be studied in greater detail.. Suffice it te point' out her^ that in 1950 only 
8 per cent of farm's sent the: r prrcluAs to the market by lcrry more than 75'per 
cent using animal or human tran^jort for this purpos^.^^ ? \ 
The ¿effective economic infrastructure of Panamarfi,an agriculture is the? 
main limiting factor affecting this activity, in all its aspe<jfcs. it is this, 
obstacle which prevents increasing the yields of the main 'chops'? wlfich do%ms to 
failure the' intensive efforts made to 'introduce':modefti 'farfiUhg techniques: > 
which rules out'the development if héw areas suitable for agriculture; and, 'in 
short, which militates against a continued rise fn the output and productivity 
of the farm sector. Mo^e gènerally,'it als* prévents the economic 'integration 
of Panama into "a single gowds" and ''factors' market. But such integration is Î 
absolutely essential if the economy-as-a whole is- -to- itensify-and.rationalize 
the use of its productive rescurces - espeoially human resources -i...and thereby 
accelerate , Panamaf s rate of economic development," — -— r — -
34/ Even methods of animal tracticn involve certain technical requisites»Studies 
recently carried out in Costa Rica indicate that the purchase of wtrk animals 
and their equipment is uneconomic in holdings of less than 3.5 hectares, 
' , E / C N . . ] £ / 4 9 4 : 
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(b) tfenufacturing" ,' "i " , 
The industrial production sector was. one of those which developed 
most between 1945 and 1956® In 1945? the gross product of thl sector 
was 21„8 million balboas; in the f i n a l year of tho period i t reached 
35.3 millionsa This represents a to ta l increase of 61.9 per cent, 
equivalent to an annual rate of 4.5 per cent0 In spite of the conside-
able s ize .of this increase, ..there are signs that Panama's industrial 
development was in fact more intense than i s reflected by these f igures. 
I t wi l l readily be seen that of the four branches which make up the 
Index for the industrial sector, three grow with remarkable rapidity 
while the fourth - beverages - tends to decline (see-table 'B-8 and 
figure 1-15)8 The relat ive size of each i s affected acco'rdingly. 
In the early years of the period, the most important sector was beverages, 
mainly because of the strong demand originating in the Canal Zone, As 
a result of th is and of the backwardness of Panama's Industrial development, 
th i s sector represented in 1945 47 per cent cf the gross value p.*" industrial 
Product ion, 
With the contraction of i t s principal market, however, the- beverages . 
sector reduced i t s production in absolute terms. The output of beer/ 
which in 1945-had been enormous - 26.2 million l i t r e s - f e l l to exactly half 
this figure., in 1950, I t then recovered; s l ight ly and year,s 
of the. period fluctuated around 15-million l i t r e s .(see tabJ.e: 1^7'); , 
The,,output of , alcoholic beverages dropped, from 3 . 0 million l i t r e s in tie 
f i r s t . year of the period to 2 .4 million in 1950, and subsequently 
continued to decline., .. Production of carbonated beverages, a less . ., 
important, component in,terms of value, decreased, from 2.5 million .cases 
in t h e . i n i t i a l year to 2 .0 million in 1950 and then recovered i t s former 
36/ The, s t a t i s t i c a l l imitations of the index should be borne in mind, 
f i r s t l y ; i t - i s based oft gross production value's arid-1 nót ón the • 
value added 1 secondly,. i t ...does not cover the manufacturing sector 
as a whole but only those industries for which production series 
could be -estimated. - Although -it is ' ;considered that ' thè saàple 
, .includes about .85 per cent of the value of industrial- production, 
certain ac t iv i t i es — as for example beverages - are represented • 
100 per-cent while others are represented in varying-proportions,. 
/ F i g u r e 1 - 1 5 
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l e v e l i n the f i n a l years.. As a r e s u l t of the sharp reduct ion i n t h e 
rr.anufac.ture of a l c o h o l i c and n o n - a l c o h o l i c beverages , and of the rap id 
growth i n the o ther manufacturing s e c t o r s - as w i l l be seen below - the 
r e l a t i v e s i z e o f this . .branch had f a l l e n to 23»5 per cent by 1950 . 
Subsequently., i t continued to f a l l , although l e s s " r a p i d l y , but from 
1953 ,on., it l e v e l l e d o f f a t around 21 per cent , , t o t a l indus t r ia l , output 
.having a l s o become •stationary ( s e e t a b l e 1-33.) , 
.< . The three remaining s u b - i n d i c e s I n c r e a s e d in abso lute and a 
f o r t i o r i i n r e l a t i v e terms.. ' The combined, value o f production went up 
by 140 per cent - almost two and a h a l f t imes as compared with an, 
i n c r e a s e o f 62 'per cent f o r the s e c t o r as a whole .(see t a b l e . 1 - 3 4 ) 
This, very great i n c r e a s e was b a s i c a l l y due t o the es tabl ishment during 
t h i s per iod of. a. s e r i e s o f , new i n d u s t r i a l undertakings , a development 
• V 
which must be c a r e f u l l y studied because, i t i s c l o s e l y r e l a t e d . t o Panama's 
new economic p o l i c y and to the important change which took p lace i n the 
s t r u c t u r e of i n d u s t r i a l product ion, 
Of- the three i n d u s t r i a l :branches .which experienced so dynamic an 
expansion, the one which acquired the g r e a t e s t r e l a t i v e importance i n 
the 1 ' a t e r years 'of the per iod i s f o o d s t u f f s , i t s share of th .e ,gross 
value/©! t o t a l I n d u s t r i a l output having r i s e n t o over ,a third«, The 
production o f processed f o o d s t u f f s developed to such an ex tent t h a t 
i t s gross value doubled i n the twelve-years o f the period - which impl ies 
an I n c r e a s e of 6 , 5 per cent per year 0 This r a t e i s almost two and a 
h a l f ...times, a s groat an the r a t e o f - increase o f the populat ion, and i s 
one and h a l f as g r e a t as the annual r i s e i n private-consumptlonT I t 
provides a good i n d i c a t i o n o f the i n t e n s i t y o f the import s u b s t i t u t i o n 
37/ 
e f f o r t made in t h i s b r a n c h . — ' A c l e a r e r idea i s obtained by r e f e r r i n g agai: 
to t a b l e B - 8 and grouping t o g e t h e r the a c t i v i t i e s which were launched 
during the per iod, or whose i n i t i a l l e v e l was very smal l . These a r e , 
mainly, the production o f evaporated milk and tomato p a s t e and sauce, 
among.the former, and the production o f sugar, e d i b l e o i l s and f a t s , 
sausages e t c . and s a l t , among the l a t t e r . In-1945-, : the combined 
v a l u e . o f t h e output o f t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s was b a r e l y .1.3 m i l l i o n b a l b o a s . 
By 1950 , the f i g u r e has r i s e n to 4»5 m i l l i o n and in 1956 t o 7 . 3 m i l l i o n 
37/ See Chapter IV, s e c t i o n 1 1 * 3 . 
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Table 1-33 .... . ; • 
PANAMA :.,BREAK-DOWN OF ' INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
Year • , , , excluding foodstuffs Beverages, & • , tion .. total, • u u , • 1 i apparel • , : : .:.•--' • • beverages ' ^ materi; 
,1945 .. 100.0 ,..,., , 53-.0 -3Q.2 .. I . 47-0 20.9 1.9 
1946 • • ' 100.0 " '61.6' 281,3 " ' 38.4 ' ;%LVO":"" 2.3 
' 1 9 4 7 ' ' " 1 0 0 . 0 " " ' 6 8 . 6 . . 2 9 . 8 , 3 1 . 4 . 3 6 . 8 ; 2 . 0 
, 19481 • 100.0 , . ... 69.0. ... 31.8 • 31.0 " ' 31.0 6.2 
.1949" ' 100.0 ' ' '72.-8-" •" 30.7 27.2" ""35.3,', 6.8 
1950 ioo.'o 76.5 34.5 23.5 ..,,.33.9 , 8.1 
1951 100.0 75.1 i 37,2 : -24.9' '26.7 - 11.2 
; i.1952 ' • 100.0 -77.6 -1' 32.8 "' 22.4 33.0 11.8 
1953" 100.0 78.6 34=4 21,4.... 32.5 11.7 
1954;.. .. 1Q0.0 , . 78.7, - 37.7 :.. 21-.3 •'32.-2'-:'-" 8.8 
' 195 5 : -• 100.0' ' 79.5: '37.3 ' 20.5*' '32.9'' 9.3 
!'Ï956 ~ ' " ioo.o 78.6 37.5 „21.4.. ..33.2: . , 7.9 
Source:; Table B-8.'. - - ''• " " • '-'•'-•-'• : ••' 
• V. 
Table 1-34 
Í05S VALUE Oí 
TOTAL AND B I BRANCHES 
'">,.•:•. •' • • . i »••(•;'f ' T (X r C > • ? ' 
"' PANAMA: EVOLUTION OF GROS  F INDUSTRIAL PEDDUCTTONf, 
» •* • • - -- - ' 
'•:;o v'.O' XrX-.X: •-'• 
, 1.95.6 Break-down, o f . i n d u s t r i a l production 
, ; i ' ' (percentages) 
. x x - l > x ,; ¿ 1 9 4 5 = 3 » . ' : ; •••'- • " "" ^ 
1,945-47: l " ' 1949-51 ••'•i' . 1954-56 
•f.. -y: 
Foodstuffs ,¡V.'.:•:.. 2G0 f4 .• : . 2 9 - 4 ' v ; " 37 ,5 
..) .... -.v. 
Beverages ' . 7 3 . 6 38 .4 • 25«2 • .21 .0 
Wearing-apparel ' v '25'6.8 ' : '30.1' ' " " 31.9* " 32 .8 
Oonstruction, m a t e r i a l s . - 688v8 • ' 2 . 1 ••  S„7 ' *" ' ' ' " 8.7 
Tota l 1 6 1 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 IC-O.O. 100 .0 
. Total excluding' be v e r - '•'•' '-''-• 
• , :..ages . . . • 239.:9 : ..•' . 6 1 . 6 . ..' 74^8 - 79.O 
f i- .^X' ' .WV- X 
ML 
y.x''. 
"...-I,¡v:>n.yy--—. .LJ• 1 • 1 - • ••-•'  - '•-• '' •• • '•'"• "•'••' 
Source: Table B-8«.' ••-'''' "" v " 
- y ; - v - i .^ii-'i-
, . ......... S;:.H;:t ¡Vi- - íxl : xxX-: r.'ir-.-V i x : - !.r< xl-
Ci-i.s : • ' V;1 
„.4..!- ..r..i, : v ' - x á ' i - lo 'dn^x^i .• -.r;.i ÍK!-:, ai 
..i-ii,;.,,.; -í'-:;,:, vi gr;i::r::ox. X-xj ¿r 
V". ;;,, ííi^ Lc ti. ^ r^.f-.r. y h ^ R i ^ M X .:. to': ^uxxxxvX J'.sXxx'? liX'xxxs xli x-xx xxlsx^ xxxa xx' 
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a share o f almost 40 per c e n t ' o f the value of the output o f processed 
f o o d s t u f f s . . •  :-: ' •  -
The next most important i n d u s t r i a l branch i s t h e manufacture o f 
..wearing...apparel..-••- At - the beginning o f the period ' i t represented ' a 
. l i t t l e , more than a. f i f t h - o f - » i n d u s t r i a l Output; but i n t h e fol lowing 
years i t r a i s e d i t s share t o a t h i r d , and i t maintained t h i s share 
during t h e . r e s t o f the per iod . This branch, of course , inc ludes a 
large., pr o port ion. .of . .ar t isan, and-domestic output , i n t h e production 
both of footwear and, more e s p e c i a l l y , - o f t e x t i l e s . The output .of 
footwear rose from 1 5 6 , 9 0 0 p a i r s i n 1945 425 ,700 i n 1956 , or 2 . 7 t i m e s . 
The product ion .o f t e x t i l e s v g r e w a t a s l i g h t l y lower r a t e - two arid a, 
h a l f t imes — while the output o f wearing apparel i n c r e a s e d 2 . 6 . t imes. 
In t h i s case, ' t o o , t h e r e 'was cons iderable s u b s t i t u t i o n o f the imported 
product - i f not of t h e complete a r t i c l e then a t JLeast pf c e r t a i n f i n a l 
processes of production ~ by domestic manufacture. 
I n terms of q u a n t i t y , t h e smal les t component o f manufacturing 
production i s c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s . However, the evolut ion o f t h i s 
branch i s p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t e r e s t i n g because i f r e v e a l s a notab le import 
s u b s t i t u t i o n e f f o r t , which i s important not only f o r i t s magnitude 
b u t , i n p a r t i c u l a r , because i t takes^ place within.a,..prQ.du.ctio.n.goods 
s e c t o r . The value o f c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s produced i n Panama^ 
increased from a l i t t l e over 500 ,000 balboas i n 1945 to almost 4 m i l l i o n s 
i n 1956 , This almost sevenfold i n c r e a s e i s due t o the f a c t t h a t while 
i n the i n i t i a l years only t imber and t i l e s were produced i n Panama, 
p a i n t s and, p a r t i c u l a r l y , cement (now one o f the c o u n t r y ' s b i g g e s t 
i n d u s t r i e s ) were subsequently added to the items domest i ca l ly manufactured. 
I n s p i t e o f t h e establ ishment o f t h e s e new i n d u s t r i e s , the value, o f t h e 
output o f c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s began t o r i s e only towards 1 9 5 2 . Most 
o f the i n c r e a s e was of course due t o the f a c t t h a t pa int production had 
been begun i n 1946 and cement production in 1 9 4 8 . But i n 1950 the 
l a t t e r industry succeeded in e l iminat ing imports , and i n the fo l lowing 
y e a r i t began exporting" cement i n l a r g e q u a n t i t i e s . As a r e s u l t , t h e 
indus t ry had by 1952 r a i s e d i t s output almost t o c a p a c i t y ; but 
subsequently, when the e x t e r n a l market disappeared, production f e l l 
/back to 
ràge 1-15 -, 
back to the l e v e l of the i n t e r n a l market and of the Canal ZoneG A 
s imi lar development"'took place in the output of'; t i jnber, which a lso 
was 'exported' on a^large* scale" between 1951 arid 1953c 
"'Because*"of these very considerable changes in the s c a l e of the 
cònèÌ. 'ructión' lmàtèrials industry .and'it 's i n t e r n a l and external demand,, 
the share of t l i i s sector" i n i n d u s t r i a l output f luc tuated appreciably« 
'During"the i n i t i a l " years , " i t " bàrè ly reached 2 per cent ; but from 
1948, when cement' production began, i t " exceeded 6 per cerit„ During 
the ' three-year boom in timber and cement exports , the s e c t o r a l share 
rose to about 12 per c e n t , but during the l a s t three years o f the 
' period i t again f e l l ( t o l e s s than 8 per cent in 1956)„ But in ; - . 
": sp i te "of i t s s tagnation in .'these l a t e r years , t h i s branch was, responsible 
for ,the ..gr,éatèst individual import s u b s t i t u t i o n e f f o r t " during the post--
war per iodo ' . Cement i s worthy of spec ia l emphasis, not only because i t 
succeeded during the period 1951--53 in bécoming a f a i r l y , impprtant export 
item,' but a l so because the e x i s t e n c e of a domestic supply of t h i s b a s i c 
construct ion mater ia l f r e e s investment to a l a r g e "extent from the 
"contingencies "of external trade» 
"This ana lys i s shows c l e a r l y t h a t Panama's i n d u s t r i a l development 
a f t e r the war was highly intense,, The bas ic f a c t o r in t h i s development 
was.the c rea t ion of new. industr ia l a c t i v i t i e s and the .expansion of those 
which in, 1945 had s t i l l been i n the embryo.stage. The output o f 
evaporated.miik, tomato paste and sauce, cement and p a i n t s , which, was 
nii'r-in/the • i n i t i a l years of the period, represented in 19.50; more than 
6 per cent of t h e gross value o f manufacturing production» • By 195.6 
t h i s ; p r o p o r t i o n had r i s e n to almost l b per cent 0 , I f t o the output 
o f . the r e c é n t l y ' e s t a b l i s h e d Industr ies ' i s "added "the production of .,--•• 
sugar-,- edible o i l s and f a t a , .sausages e t c 0 , sal t . , footwear,.-and sawn-
wood - : which in the i n i t i a l year was s t i l l very small -. i t - w i l l be seen 
tha t these new and i n c i p i e n t branches o f manufacturing,represent, in 
combination a .share of the t o t a l value of. i n d u s t r i a l production, . ,. . . 
amounting to 6,9, per c e n t ' i n 1945, 21 e 3 per 'cent i n Ì950 and, 2 5 . 3 
per, cent".in 1956,0. . . . , - - . -..-;./ • 
,''"••'• . . : . /Nevertheless^ the 
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.lJeyer£h&kçs.s, s , ee tqrs c of manufacturing production 
a l s o expanded markedly, .-except, .course; i n - b h é case o f -beverages and 
of condensed m i l k which wa,s ; ja i^t ; i^i ted -,by f r e s h 'milk xand other forms 
o f processed milko;-, ..„.The, -output, of.. .processed jfci.ee, ' for ' ëïcample,- increased 
from 11,30.Q .tons, .in, 1.945,-<to 18,.800 : tons; i n 19'5.6.: - an increase , o f 6 6 . 4 
per pent. the peak f igure , of. 21^300* t:q,ns. .having: -been; reached in' 1953 (see 
t a b l e B-.7.)». ,, J h e - i n c r e a s e i n bakery; popdUots (thë:.most lmpôr£a-Ht ;-individual 
item, i n the,, foodstuf fs . sub-r index)-;, between the'; extrêmes of ; t h e ' p e r i o d was 
45o3 .per cent in..terms., of.. volume« •, T e x t i l e s , w h i c h - c o n s t i t u t e one of 
the. mp s t important . . individual i tems • w i t h i n .the.1' t o t a l .'manufacturing s e c t o r , 
r e g i s t e r e d over the whole; period ; an i n c r e a s e . o f . - - . 1 5 0 ' p e r ' p e n t b u t - ' t h i s 
'was due ,pr imar i ly , tp . ^he .low¡level,of">production!in.".1945.*.• "$f the 
comparison i s made between 1946 (a more-normal, 'year) and: 1956 , t h é 
i n c r e a s e .achieved was -4-7 .per cent,, - : . ; .'•:•.• 
..This ..section. : leads t o severa l conclus ions which must "bé hofcrie i n 
mind, in i n t e r p r e t i n g . Panama's-, economic development, 'since-.-the -war«, ' Firstly, 
Panama's i n d u s t r i a l development h a d , b a r e l y begun i n 1 9 4 5 , and t h e then 
e x i s t i n g industry had developed mainly; as a r e s u l t ' - o f ' the i n f l a t e d demand 
from t h e , C^n.al Zone, and o f the r e s t r i c t i o n s which war "conditions imposed 
on imports«. ..-..- ; • .•;..'. .• '•'• 
. , Secondly, a f t e r the war- the-, development ; o f . i n d u s t r i a l production 
was d i r e c t e d ; m a i n l y t,0 the s a t i s f a c t i o n - ; o f , . i n t e r n a l , demand, and ; s p e c i f i c a l l y 
t o t h e import s u b s t i t u t i o n o f -processed f o o d s t u f f s and c o n s t r u c t i o n 
.Dja^erials. . :Lçistly,, emphasis must be l a i d ..-onr.the importance: o f the 
development of,new industries,,-. These even,.madehsome. . contr ibut ion t o 
exports , , .one. which-,, though.email and- i r r e g u l a r , ; holds; -out- i n t e r e s t i n g 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s for, t h e future.« - In. t h i s c o n n e x i o n " i t - should be-added 
t h a t the s e r i e s presented ;do- not inc lude jcerta-in -:,véryi.recently- e s t a b l i s h e d 
industr ies , such, as, c i g a r e t t e ..production,,whi-.oh-,began; in 1954 , ànd sh ip-
bui lding (mainly ; - f i shing,boats ) . , '-whi.oh j-started, in , 1956 and/cons t i tu tes 
the . f i r s t important c a p i t a l , goods industry0,t- "-•'' ."-' •• 
- ., i-.--.-- / ( c ) Construct ion 
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/i" 1 : - Construct ion ' ' • : ; - ''ir; : i : • — 
The gross product o f c o n s t r u c t i o n reached very high l e v e l s during 
1945-47 , with an annual average o f 1 2 , 5 m i l l i o n balboas ( s e e t a b l e B - 1 0 ) ? 
In t h e fol lowing y e a r s , i t dec l ined by almost 25 per c e r t , and between 
1949 and 1951 reached a minimum o f b a r e l y more than 9 m i l l i o n balboas» 
In the f i n a l years of the period cons t ruc t ion a c t i v i t y recovered s l i g h t l y , 
but i t was not u n t i l 1954 and the fol lowing y e a r s t h a t i t climbed back to 
i t s o r i g i n a l l eve ls . . The average f o r the t h r e e f i n a l years (13 = 3 m i l l i o n 
balboas) was bare ly 6 , 4 per cent above t h e mean for, 1945-47* - ' 
This l a c k o f dynamic growth in the s e c t o r which represeht 's :- the l a r g e s t 
share o f gross investment-was l a r g e l y due to i t s high s t a r t i n g l e v e l and 
i t s r e l a t i v e l y moderate c o n t r a c t i o n during t h e depression y e a r s . • As w i l l 
be• remembered, throughout near ly the e n t i r e period between 194,5 and 1952 
cons t ruc t ion represented more than 60 per cent of gross c a p i t a l formation, 
a proport ion which f e l l only in the subsequent y e a r s when investments i n 
machinery and equipment were i n t e n s i f i e d . This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y t r u e o f 
c o n s t r u c t i o n for the publ i c s e c t o r . Heavy --Eh 
highways, b u i l d i n g s , and other c o n s t r u c t i o n during t h e years 1945-47 did 
a great deal to produce an abnormal l e v e l of a c t i v i t y i n t h e s e c t o r , a t 
l e a s t during, those years ( s e e f i g u r e 1 -16 )» P r i v a t e c o n s t r u c t i o n although 
r e l a t i v e l y low,.in.. 1-945, s t a r t e d t o r i s e very rap id ly t h e r e a f t e r , and: i n 
1947 achieved a maximum which i t did not repeat u n t i l 1954» .As p u b l i c 
investment, had not y e t begun i t s l a t e r sharp c o n t r a c t i o n , . 1947 was the year 
of maximum a c t i v i t y , in the- c o n s t r u c t i o n s e c t o r . Only- in 1955 and 1956 were 
s i m i l a r l e v e l s r e g i s t e r e d » . • • •, , 
^ Publ ic expenditure on t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f roads, bu i ld ings and o t h e r 
p r o j e c t s f l u c t u a t e d considerably and, has been pointed out , in r e l a t i o n .-
t o the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of extraordinary f i n a n c i n g , As t h e l a t t e r were 
except ional in the war y e a r s and those immediately a f t e r , investment during 
t h a t period was very high-. In t h e fol lowing years, tlrm; n^y-erse .occurred. . . 1 
Publ ic c o n s t r u c t i o n f e l l to minima of 2.8. and 1 , 8 m i l l i o n balboas in 1948 and 
1949,. r e s p e c t i v e l y . During the r e s t of the per iod i t was .only, i n 1959 and 195 
when extraordinary f inanc ing reached high, l e v e l s , , t h a t t h e r e were; marked,. . 
i n c r e a s e s i n Government construct ion, . . , , - . - : • 
, ... . , /Figure 1-16 
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FIGURE I - 1.6 
PANAMA : GROSS PRODUCT OF CONSTRUCTION SECTORST'OTALy.'.'PUB LIC AND PRIVATE 
£/' ON „127494' 
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Pr ivate construction.r—..in;which ..building ;is.,,very .important.-,- began to 
grow very rapidly between 1945.-and-,19.47,5 m{aix)ly..%§ a/-result of ¡'the f a c t 
that,..dui]ing,the pre ceding.-year^..large,.,funds had .been, accumulated f o r t h i s 
. purpo.s.e ...but had nat been, used because. o f the , r e s t r i c t i o n s .placed on-imports 
-of . .cpnst^ction.pi.aterialfs.i •; Apart from ...the f a c t , t h a t funds,, and m a t e r i a l s now 
•became a.jv;i4,ab.le,.:..constructipn needs ,hc.d .been .croatod dyeing theu war ^because 
of the pent-up demand for the-.replacement. of. buildings and dwellings^,. the 
increase i n . - h e urban population and the ,higher income:, levels.;. .-, 
Table .53.-9 shp^s ,^he .-high l e v e l s o f .consumption o f such building 
n a t e r i a l s . as . con ertt., timber, s t r u c t u r a l i ron and tubing,, and accessories- o f 
var ios types ,apd uses which prevailed I n the. ir^iediate pcst-viar y e a r s , . 
when, the. ac..c^fl|ulated,,needs-¡of; the preceding years began to..be-;satisfied„, 
...... i t wa.s.:,not only in, housei-buildjing that, these . . s t i inul i operated,-and t h a t 
the necessary, funjis. were, a v a i l a b l e . The industr ia l , sector,, a l so p a r t i c i p a t e d 
. in,.. .theintense.. construct ion. a c t i v i t y . ,,As. has :been- pointed out,,-, i t was 
precisely,.(betwe,en .1945 .and 1.950 t h a t many new lnd^stri,e ;s r were. e s t a b l i s h e d . 
.This .also explains why,. pr iva te consvimption. did not ¡appreciably contract 
u n t i l 1950 and f a i l e d to r e f l e c t the impact, of, ,the dec l ine , reg i s te red , i n 
the previous, years , in the demand:, from, the Zone-, and. from t r a n s i t . ; and;.,'tourist 
a c t i v i t i e s . , I t . ^hpuld. bp..:remembered ,ijiore over,,that-,the,.export;, s.ectpr . which 
..s.erve^. t h i s external demand is,,,not, h ighly , , capi ta l ized .and does .-not,jrefluire 
heavy investment in construct ion o r equipment;.;Op;-.the.-contrary":, - i t l a r g e l y 
.qonpists-Qf; .personal .seprices. . „Thus, the e f f e c t o f yne; decl ine, in t h i s 
sec tor on p r i v a t e .investment was bound to be. l e s s than i f the demand.,in 
question bore; mainly on i n d u s t r i a l and a g r i c u l t u r a l products and on-bas ic 
poorer and, - t ransport , s e r v i c e s . . - ..,:..- -.,:•: ,:i.i :>:. ; ,nllf>i -
.. There is,, s t i l l . . , another factor,, which explains. the. r e l a t i v e l y modest 
• coptractio,h. in/ pr ivate .c.onstruction, during, the c r i s i s years . . . . I t , has already 
been,, s tated . tha t o p p o r t u n i t i e s . f o r productive investment are pot • very.. 
abundant, in Panama,, failing... the ..concurrence,, of f a c t o r s - l i k e . t a r i f f p r o t e c t i o n , 
c redi t f a c i l i t i e s , changes, in . r e l a t i v e . pr ic es , etc-. . N o r . have. Panamanian 
investors, tradit ionally, . , been, i n c l i n e d to make, investments. .involving • a. normal 
glement o f . r i s k . , As a r e s u l t , accumulated funds were transformed into 
domesti.cY^nd-,-/foreign..assets or were invested in pr ivate and .commercial 
/building. The 
building. The country.'s credit , system, f p a r t i c u l a r l y the S ta te .system, 
al(so helped to encourage . t h i s type. q.f investment... 
(a) E l e c t r i c power,,gas, and water .... .. .... . . . 
_ . . . The t r a d i t i o n a l public, services expanded very ¡rapidly between 1<?45 
. and 1 9 5 6 . , I n the f i r s t _year, : the. gross product of t h i s sector, was, barely 
2 . 8 mi l l ion balboas, but by t h e l a s t year i.t had. reached-a f igure of, 5 .5 
m i l l i o n s . Thus, the i n i t i a l f igure was almost .doubled., and..,the annual ra te 
of increase for the. period was 6 ,3 per..cent-., . .. , 
. However,, the development' of the sectpr. as a, whole conceals considerable 
d i f fe rences between the trends, of i t s main . components. Table. B-12 shows 
that e l e c t r i c power, and water, espec ia l ly the former, grew very rapidly while 
. gas, declined in absolute terms,(see f igure 1 - 1 7 ) , E l e c t r i c power generation 
rose from 54 mi l l ion kWh in 1945 to 131 ,mi l l ion kWh in 1956, an. increase of 
lZj.6,8 per cent for the, period, with an annual r a t e .of increase p f ( 8 . 6 , per 
cent«, In the case of water, the increase was 7Q.6 per cent, f o r the period, 
or an annual rate , of 4 , 9 per cent . The production of gas.,, on the. other hand, 
suffered a contract ion o f 24»7 per ,cent between 1945,.and 1956» 
¡». The gross product of the. drinking water' services , is of course the smallesi 
of the three public s e r v i c e s . Furthermore, the major portions r e l a t e s to 
drinking water consumption, in the c i t i e s of Panama..and Colón.,,., who.se,, .{íeeds are 
.met by water imports from the Canal Zone. Consequently, the valueradded of 
t h i s , branch , i s corafined almost, exclusively tb the d i s t r i b u t i o n of drinking 
water, in the two...main c i t i e s of, Panama. . . , , . . 
: , ,, One of Panama's oldest industr ies i s the plant producing gas. from crude 
petroleum which was. i n s t a l l e d towards the end of the 201 s in the. c i t y of Colon. 
This plant has supplied both the Canal Zone ancl the c i t i e s .of. Panama and 
Colon,,-. At,.the end o f ^ h e Second .Wor^d War, consumption in the. Canal Zone 
.far...exceeded, that in..£he .two m&in c i t i e s ..of the Republic.. I n 1949,, consumption 
in, the Zone, which .had., plready . fa l l en .considerably r s t i l l , amo^nted^ to, 377 ,4 
million, cubic-. fe..et,.s ..while, the. pth^r. sec tor ,of. demand represented , 3 5 9 p i l l i o n s . 
From. 1.950 pnwards, thiq posi t ion was reversed. These, opposing; trends, having 
persisted., in the f9llOT5ring jrga^s, „ c.9nstfliption. in- th^ . Canal, Zone, barely 
reached .17.0,6 million,,,cubic f.ee^ ,i.n„ 1956, : while, in Panama, City and Colón it 
had...r.isen„ to ,448?7.mil l ion cubic feet , (see table,, 1-35.)...,. , The. r e a c t i o n in gas 
/Figure 1-17 
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Table 1 -35 
PANAMA: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF GAS 
(Mi l l ions of cubic f e e t ) 
C o n s u m p t i o n 
Year 
Produc-




t i a l 
Commer-
c i a l 
Indus-




i t i e s 
Canal 
Zone Losses 
1945 914.1 345.0 2 0 4 . 4 1 2 4 . 0 7 . 3 9 . 3 569 .1 
1946 8 3 1 . 3 360.2 216.5 1 2 8 . 2 5 .8 9 .7 ., 4 7 I . I 
1947 818 ,5 346.4 214.0 1 1 5 . 8 6 .5 1 0 . 1 4 7 2 . I 
1948 £07 „4 350.1 220 „8 111 .7 7 . 4 9 . 9 384 . 6 73oO 
1949 808 .1 359*0 237.5 1 0 4 . 5 6 . 4 1 0 , 6 377.4 7 1 . 8 
1950 750 ,3 367 » 5 245 » 9 1 0 4 . 9 6 . 3 10 0 4 299-8 83„0 
1951 715 o 6 370.1 247.7 1 0 6 . 2 5 . 9 1 0 . 3 282 .8 62 .8 
1952 724 .6 395-0 264 .6 1 1 4 . 1 4 . 6 1 1 . 7 276 .8 5 2 . 6 
1953 719 .9 420 .4 282 .8 120 „0 4 . 4 1 3 . 2 246.7 52.9 
1954 688.0 421 .2 2 8 7 . 6 I I 5 . 5 5 . 1 1 3 . 0 217.2 • 4 9 . 6 
1955 6 9 1 . 3 436.5 294 .9 I 2 4 . 7 3 . 6 . L 3 . 3 - 2 0 5 . 3 49 .5 
1956 6 a , 7 448.7 306.5 1 2 6 . 3 3 . 4 1 2 . 5 I7O.6 42 .5 
Source: S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, Panama. 
a/ Includes a small quanti ty consumed by the Panama Power and Light Company (Com-
pañía Panameña de Fuerza y'Luz) » 
/consumption .in 
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consumption i n t h e .Canal Zqne continued and even been i n t e n s i f i e d i n t h e 
l a t e r years, of the .per iod, . . Apparently, gas consumption w i l l . b e completely 
el iminated i n ^ t h e , n e a r . f u t u r e , a programme having been.launched t o r e p l a c e 
t h i s t y p e . o f .energy by e l e c t r i c i t y , . o r . . . b o t t l e d ga.s.. ..... 
In view of the l a r g e . s h a r e o f t h e Canal Zone i n gas .consumption and o f 
t h e . s i z e of t h e . c o n t r a c t i o n i n the Zone's .consumption, the curve o f t o t a l 
gas production a l s o shows.a d e f i n i t e d e c l i n i n g t r e n d . Never the less , t h e 
demand f o r t h i s form o f energy, has been, slowly but s t e a d i l y r i s i n g in Panama 
City and Colon,. .. Between,1945 and 1956 , t h i s . i n c r e a s e amounted to 30 per 
cent f o r demand as a whole;- but. the . d i f f e r e n t types o f consumption have 
shown d i s s i m i l a r t r e n d s . The main s e c t o r o f demand - r e s i d e n t i a l consumption 
i s a c t u a l l y t h e only one which.has r i s e n s u b s t a n t i a l l y . Between t h e extremes 
o f the per iod, i t increased from 204*4 to 3 0 6 , 5 m i l l i o n cubic f e e t , a r i s e 
o f almost 50 per c e n t . Commercial consumption, which comes, next i n 
importance, shows a. p r a c t i c a l l y , s i m i l a r demand i n the f i r s t and l a s t years , 
o f the period and a marked c o n t r a c t i o n . i n the intervening y e a r s . I n d u s t r i a l 
consumption and consumption by the Government and m u n i c i p a l i t i e s r e p r e s e n t , 
combined, a very small proport ion o f t o t a l consumption. Thus,, whi le , the 
former contrac ted to l e s s t h a n . h a l f i t s i n i t i a l volume and t h e l a t t e r rose 
from 9 . 2 t o 1 2 . 5 m l l i o n . c u b i c f e e t between I945 and 1956, t h e i r influence, 
on the demand f o r t h i s type o f energy was p r a c t i c a l l y i n s i g n i f i c a n t . , 
As w i l l be , seen .be low, even i n , t h e s e c t o r o f demand which increased 
most i n t e n s i v e l y - r e s i d e n t i a l consumption - gas. was being replaced by 
other forms of power, p a r t i c u l a r l y e l e c t r i c i t y .and bottl.ed gas..- Although, 
the r e l a t i v e p r i c e s of t h e d i f f e r e n t forms of, energy a f f e c t e d . t h i s p r o c e s s , 
the smallness o f t h e i n c r e a s e i n the demand f o r , g a s . w a s due t o the f a c t 
t h a t the : d i s t r i b u t i o n , networks cover a - s p e c i f i c , par t o f the urban area, . ,. 
wiiile the development of , the, new r e s i d e n t i a l areas., . e s p e c i a l l y i p Panama, 
C i ty , has been taking r p l a c e . m o s t l y i n the... suburbs. . Furthermore, although ,, 
the market served by the d i s t r i b u t i o n networks,can i n no way.be considered 
sa tura ted , the cos t of connexions and the income l e v e l of . the populat ion 
l i v i n g i n the a r e a s in quest ion have, precluded,a. s u b s t a n t i a l i n c r e a s e in 
consumption. 




very rapidly dur:'ng t h e period 1945--56. Although complete f i g u r e s f o r : •'-"•'• 
i h s t a l i ed e apac i tyY òutp-jt- and còri sum'pt i o n - a re no t1 ' a v a i l a b l e fo r t h e.' p er iod 
a s : a1 tfholfe-'j the' s tat is t ics ' - . - - - re lat ing -' to' the main' e l e c t r i c i t y " concern, which 
i n t h j l a s t y e a r s o f the period' generated' about '80 per cent o f Panama's '-
t o t a l electriò-power..- supply y- show a. s u b s t a n t i a l i n c r e a s e - i n : the i tems j u s t 
mentioned and ; a very marked ' r i se i n ' t h è var ious s e c t o r s o f demand. Table 
I -3 '6 ; ind ica ted : t h a t t h e output : o f - - th i s concern, which-'"coy'ers near ly the • 
whòlè 'consumption'of- the tvî© main1 c i t i e s , róse.'from 5 3 m i l l i o n kWh in-' 
1945 to 1 2 4 , 1 m i l l i o n kWh i n 1956;,'' The- increase 'was t h u s 132V3' 'per cent;,'-'-' 
but thè i n c r c a 3 e : i n consumption was e l i g h t l y - ' g r e a t e r , because" of >a 'décliné" 
"in-the percent?ge of l o s s e s and' own u s e e . • - : ; " '"'•"" 
• :'••;..:; '-Throughout* - t h e per iod, the main consumption s e c t o r s were-"commercial 
¿id'-"'residential- 'i-fzrit^V -In '195 6> the- former represented more, than 40 ' î ) ér : " 
cent of t o t a l - consumption, while1 the l a t t e r ' ' s l i g h t l y «exceeded. 30 p e r - c e n t . 
Indus t r ia l 1 eene-?mpt;lon' In that 1 year amounted to ' almost - 1 8 per' cent ' of- ' t o t a l 
•'• consumption'," "and consumption "by t h e Crovcrnmerit'and t h e : m u n i c i p a l i t i e s 
exceeded 9 per' ccht 0 The growth o f each one o f t h e s e segments o f demand-' 
was very d i f f e r e n t . , • Whi] e-comrnercihl consumptioh and1 consumption i n the-'' 
public-'.giebto> p r a c t i c a l l y t r e b l e d -between 1945 and- 1956, r e s i d e n t i a l demand 
ròse by 117,-6 per» "bvXït -"and --industrial' "consumption' by -barely '6'5.1 per cent-. 
But i t -should b e -^pointed our, ' that i n d u s t r i a l demand r e m a i n e d ' p r a c t i c a l l y 
s t a t i o n a r y over- the- f i r s t :six- years o f t h e per iod , • while between 1951 and 
1 9 5 6 ' i t : rose from-11x6 m i l l i o n t a ; i 1 8 m i l l i o n kWh„ ' • :This "great i n c r e a s e "' 
dubihg ' t h e l a s t - s i x - y e a r s " o f til«' ^period r e p r e s e n t s an-annual r a t e o f 
- increase o f more than' 9 per c e n t . • •'-••• . 
--H'ovre/b:',-' t h e ' ' e l e c t i i c i t y - consumption' s e r i e s f o r - industry i s 'thé- l e a s t 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f a l l . •' This- is- ' -partly"because"some o f - t h e i n d u s t r i e s ' w h i c h 
hav'é "tieverdp&ï-MO'st during- t h e p'eribd a r c not l o c a t e d i n t h e terminal - c i t i e s 
but-''-in "the r u r a l dis tr ic ts ' -^roni ' Which '-thëy O b t a i n • t h e i r - 'raw mater ia l s . - v-: 
Purthermòre, l a i g o ' i n d u s t r ìa l ; b 'oncerns ' , sii e l i 'as t h e cément f a c t o r y , ' p o s s e s s 
t h e i r -own generat ing plhrit . -"' ' - •-.;• 0/•••••:-. • 
•s* As mi-y bs not-xd-froni' t a b l e -!t~37V- data- o h ' - i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y and Output 
a re a v a i l a b l e f o r t h e country as a whole from 1953 on. Comparison o f t h e s e 
- f igure 's iiffiiiediïtél.y-reveal's t l iò tyerf low l e V e l o f p l a n t u t i l i z a t i o n . ' In the 
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Table 1 - 3 6 
PANAMA; PRODUCTION.. AND CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRIC POWER a/ 
( M i l l i o n s o f kWhj 
C o n s u m p t i o n _ _ _ 
'•"'•'. • Govern- Losses 
Year ~ Produc-- T o t a l Residen- Commer- Indus- rasnt- ,and and own 
ti'on ' - t i a l c i a l t r i a l munic ipal - uses 
b/ ...... ... 'xn:['': i t i e s 
1945 5 3 . 4 4 3 . 1 ' 1 4 . 2 ' 1 4 . 5 " 1 0 . 9 3 . 5 1 0 . 3 ' 
1946 , 6 1 . 4 4 6 . 3 1 5 . 5 1 6 . 1 1 1 . 3 . 3 . 4 1 5 . 1 
1947 6 9 . 4 51 .6 1 6 , 7 1 8 . 4 1 2 . 1 4 . 4 1 7 . 8 
1948 6 9 . 7 5 4 . 9 1 7 . 7 2 0 . 1 1 2 . 2 • 4 . 9 1 4 . 7 
1949 , 7 9 . 9 56 .7 , 18=2 2 1 . 4 1 1 - 3 5 . 8 2 3 . 2 
1950 8 5 . 7 5 8 . 8 1 8 . 8 2 3 . 0 1 1 . 0 6 . 0 2 6 . 9 
1951 8 9 . 2 .64.7 • -20.3 2 6 , 6 1 1 . 6 . . 6.2. 2 4 . 5 
1952 9 5 . 7 7 4 . 3 2 2 , 3 3 0 . 9 1 5 . 0 6 . 0 2 1 . 4 . 
1953 1 0 1 . 0 8 0 , 7 2 4 , 2 3 4 . 9 1 5 . 8 6 . 0 2 0 . 3 
1954 1 0 5 . 9 8 4 . 9 2 5 . 9 3 6 . 0 1 6 . 1 7 . 0 2 0 . 9 
1955 1 1 3 . 7 9 2 . 9 2 8 . 0 3 9 . 3 1 7 . 2 8 . 3 2 0 . 8 
1956 1 2 4 . 1 1 0 1 . 7 3 0 . 9 4 2 . 9 1 8 . 0 9 . 8 2 2 . 5 
Source: S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, Panama, 
a/ Panama Power and Light Company. 




Table 1 - 3 7 
PANAMA: INSTALLED CAPACITY, OUTPUT AND UTILIZATION OF ELECTRIC 
POWER-STATIONS 
Ye at" Output U t i l i z a t i o n 
' (kV/) (thousands 
o f kWh) • / Hours per Percent-
year ages 
1953 35 206 127 467 . 2762 31.5 
1954" 38 223 1 34 '570 ' " 2 840- ' 3 2 . 4 
1955 38 223 144 123 2 652 3O.3 
1 9 5 6 " 39 201 ' 153 825 - 2 548' - 29.I 




four•years for .which•data a r e a v a i l a b l e , ' i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y has' been used 
á t best to ' the extent o f 32»4 per Cent and a t -worst . to -the: ex tent o f 29o l 
per c e n t . Thexsmallness/of J: these ' I figures-:- w i l l - be; the 'more r e a d i l y . 
appreciated when i t iisorernembered' t h a t t h e bulk o f the i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y 
c o n s i s t s ..of . ' thermo-e lec t r i c p l a n t . ,...-•.. 
v-The.¡reason f o r t h i s : l o w ¡ U t i l i z a t i o n , of. generat ing capac i ty a re not -.-.; 
d i f f i c u l t t o find';.: iahd.L.they., iri f a c t r e f l e c t t h e pr.ëcaribus s i t u a t i o n o f 
th i s " -bas i s ¿See-tor. of'. Paaaama'-sJ.èconony;- The f i r s t important. point i s t h a t ; 
the p l a n t s are generally. . very smal l . . I n 1956, t h e r e were 125 generat ing 
p lants in.Panama, with a. to t a l i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y o f 3 9 200'kW. Excluding 
from t h i s t o t a l the 13 u n i t s serving Panama Ci ty and Colon,:which"have a.:; 
combined- insta l led capac i tyvof :.29: 700 Mi, t h e r e remains.;, for. t h e r e s t , o f 
::':..c --.s'the countryr a- t o t a l of ,112 s ta t ions 1 with' a. c a p a c i t y . ó f 9 ; 500 kW; -.Herace1,-, 
the average s i s e o f Ç0 per; cent- o f .Panama' s " e l e c t r i c power s t a t i o n s ;is:- b a r e l y 
. 85 kWc—/ o -.''. -.-". x 1 .."•::•". 
•Jr.,- Of thfe. l a r g e r . sca le ; p lants , i n s t a l l e d i n Panama City., and. Colón.,;., which 
are operated; by the; b i g g e s t ' e lec t r ic i ty-company. in. t h e .country, -two ( i n 1 
the .former^ c i t y ) are..more than : 42 y e a r s o ld , /and a third-more than 29 y e a r s 
o ld . :;?. The g e n e r a t i n g - u n i t s o f the. p l a n t opera t ing in Colón a r e a l l more 
/ .than. .27. years , o l d . : N a t u r a l l y , - t h e .equipment:; i s Incapable o f sustaining'- - ' 
, heavy l o a d s f o r prolonged; ; periods ' . - ' r/ •:. ' ; .':: 1.1'. "T 
In addition,,;-many p f t h e small p l a n t s i n .the. i n t e r i o r work, only s i x 
hours a:.day;, the d i s t r i b u t i o n networks, ' inc luding those i n the cent re o f 
•... Panama C i t y , a re .of...inadegua.te:;.capa.çity: or ...are o b s o l e t e and u n s u i t a b l e ; t h e 
maintenanc e.and operat ion of tile p l a n t s ( e s p e c i a l l y the smal ler on^s) a r e 
genera l ly d e f i c i e n t and load- to frequent stoppages; h y d r c e l e c t r i c s t a t i o n s 
represent a very email proport ion o f t h e i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y ; and, l a s t l y , 
apart from t h e area around. the town o f David /in. -the;-.'province of; Chi r iqui 
t h e r e i s no', . inter-connexion between, .the var ious g r i d s , ; / l v . 1 :-s;...-. ;/:-.v: 
38/ S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department,. Panama. • Ix. -.-. /v..'. ;/. , . : : ./ . .. 
39/ Harza .Engine.ering;,Companyi:lnternational, Power .Market Survey and . 
A l t e r n a t i v e Sources .of. Power and t h e .Republic,..of-Panama. ( S e r v i c i o .. 
Coopératif." Interamèricaho' de Fomento Económico) , Panama, 1957 . 
.',:.-:• pp. I I 1 - 5 and I I 1 - 6 , ... -;:':/;•-..-:- :". : jv.-c?;.. •:.;;:• ". . /r./:.--•'..., v-
40/ Op. , c i t . , , p p . ; I I I - 2 , I I I - 3 and I I I - 5 . 
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I t may t h e r e f o r e be seen t h a t . t h e i n s t a l l e d capac i ty i s d i s t r i b u t e d .. 
i h « h ighly .^unequal'-fashion-, throughout: t h e country; v Natural ly¿ t h e highest 
per c a p i t a i n s t a l l e d c á p a c i t y ; i s : t o r b e ' found s i n the,more, urban provinces 
of-Panama and Colóri, the ; f igures , f o r 195 6 be ing more t h a n 70. w a l l s . p e r . 
person, a s may be seen from t a b l e 1 - 3 8 . . '.This f i g u r e , i s p r a c t i c a l l y t r e b l e 
t h a t f o r t h e province o f C h i r i q u i , a l t h o u g h : t h i s i s t h e most h ighly developed 
and modern " a g r i c u l t u r a l - r e g i o n i n Tanama.' The c o e f f i c i e n t O'f 24 wat ts per 
person f o r . t h i s - p r o v i n c e i s : in turn double the ' r e s p e c t i v e . , c o e f f i c i e n t s , f o r 
thè provinces b f Cocléi,.. Dáriéh. .and Herrera , and exceeds- the per c a p i t a ,--."• 
. i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y i n t h e provinces.- o f Bocas d e l Toro- and Veraguas by; even 
g r e a t e r ' amounts. ~ '"''' •-. '•, . : - ,• -.. ' ' ; • .'•. 
'. In- c o n t r a s t with; t h e t rends observed, in many -Latin America .countries.) 
since, t h e .war,.-the p u b l i c . . s e c t o r has, played a very minor r o l e - i n t h e generat ion 
v.ú -of, e l e c t r i c - power i n Eanana. In ,the: l a s t four years o f t h e per iod, State*-
oxmed p l a n t s have represented b a r e l y 4 per cent of t o t a l i n s t a l l e d qápac i ty . 
I i t 195ój t h e r e were '43 p l a n t s o f t h i s type , With a . t o t a l i n s t a l l e d "capacity 
o f 1 - 5 4 7 . 5 i'.-e, an average s i z e o f b a r e l y 36 kW ( s e e t a b l e 1-39)® 
•:' 1 : I n t h i s . .state o f a f f a i r s some-part i s probably played, by t h e . l a c k of. 
development o f hydr.oelect-ri'c energy I n Panama- : Although a c c u r a t e f i g u r e s 
a r e not a v a i l a b l e , , the-..only h y d r o e l e c t r i c ; s t a t i o n s of. importance are. in- the 
province o f C h i r i q u i , and t h e s e have ari . i n s t a l l e d c a p a c i t y o f some- 6 000 Mi, 
o r .15 per cent of t o t a l I n s t a l l e d .. capac i ty in 1956 - In the Latin-American 
c o u n t r i e s where" t h e .public. . .sector has played.& major r S l e i n the expansion 
' o f .generating capacity..^- the - share- o f h y d r o e l e c t r i c p l a n t s i n t o t a l i n s t a l l e d 
capac i ty i s o f t e n 50; per ,cent - or inore; . T h i s i s t r u e , f o r example, -of t h e 
. • - c o u n t r i e s - l i s t e d i n t a b l e ; 1-40» - -The data given in t h i s t a b l e show t h a t 
.Panamá i s ¡by no^meahs i n a. Especial ly unfavourable - s i t u a t i o n as regards ; 
pàièr i t iaL hydro e l e e t r i e ' resources . : , I t s - h y d r o e l e c t r i c p o t e n t i a l was' 
reckoned in 1954 a t .590 wat ts per c a p i t a , a c o e f f i c i e n t much .higher than 
those of B r a z i l , Colombia, E l Salvador and Mexico, s i m i l a r to t h a t o f 
Guatemala, and lower only than t h o s e , o f - C h i l e and .Costa-Rica. 
-The; Íorego^g/íeoment-s , -as --.regards both-the-development o f e l e c t r i c . ; , 
power generat ion and ..co-n-soaption : ir , the niain c i t i e s of- Panama and t h e 
s i t u a t i o n s of the r e c t o r as a whole in recent years/'1 suggest - c lear ly enough 
- Í--I "."'. r;-J. •:•:' /Table 1 - 3 8 V'..-
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Table 1-39 
PANAMA-. TOTAL INSTALLED CAPACITY IN STATE-OWNED AND PRIVATE PLANTS 
' '' (Ki lowat ts ) ' •"' • 
Year "" : ' P r i v a t e p l a n t s State-owned T o t a l r p l a n t s 
. 19531 33 .866 _ 1 340 35 206 
1954 : 36 676 ... 1 548 3 8 223 
1955 ' ' 36 676 • 1 5 4 8 3 8 223 
1956 ' 37 653 1 548 39 201 
Source : S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, Panama. 
/Table 1-40 
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. J : , : -Table I -kQ . .. -; .. 
PANAMA: INSMllM^XPACITY' AND" HIJnOEL3CT:RIC' CEHSIVTING POTENTKL 
. . -COMPARED -iJI-TH CERTAIN LATIN AKiSICLCAN COUNTRIES. . , . , . . 
. Hydroe lec t r i c 
p o t e n t i a l per 
••: c a p i t a bj 
(Watts per "capit a.) 
B r a z i l J:»- > •..••:•-., 79 . .-,; 29D 
Chi le ; : : " 56 : *' " 790 ' 
Colombia . ,.. ; .. . . . . , ; 65 ,,. . . . . . , , , . , 330 
Costs. Rica - y . o : . . 64, r^.yy. • • , v..':-'.'- . 1 1 4 0 f;-r 
E l Sa lvador ' = :.r~-: • 110 <' 
Guatemala... . . . . . . . . .. .. : ,. 67. 500 
Mexico:: - :i::n !> • '.•••: .. 43 - • • . 220 : ..,:,.<• 
Panama * ' 15 " ' ' 590 ' : ' 
Source; Energy in- L a t i n Anierica (United: Nations .publication-, S a l e s . M°..: . 
, i1957..I,J..G,.2',_Noyember,1957) s annexes I I and X I I ; United Nations, 
' E l d e s a r r o l l d e i c C t r i c o cle 'Cent'roam^rica (TM/LAT/9) t a b l e ' 3,: •'' 
• 1 1 ; .United Nat ions , Monthly B u l l e t i n o f S t c t i s t i c s . . , :ij-
a/ Data r e l a t i n g t o Centra l American c o u n t r i e s ere ' f o r 1956; those f o r 
Mexico and South'iur.-iric an countr ies , are . for. 1955« . j j..; .;.;-.•-,.••.....-. 
• b/ D a t a ; r e l a t e ^ t o 1954o.: :'''•.: . 0i:°.r .J-.-.-:- .,••:.•.-. -
I n s t a l l e d h y d r o e l e c t r i c 
Country c a p a c i t y a s a. pea; 
of t o t a l " g e n e r a t i n g ' c a p a -
c i ty 1 a/ 
Jei 
/that there' 
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t h a t t h e r e a re b a s i t d e f i c i e n c i e s i n the evolut ion and s t r u c t u r e of t h i s 
s e c t o r . The d i f f e r e n t f a c t o r s which.have r e s u l t e d in i t s low product iv i ty 
and hence i t s high c o s t s , t o g e t h e r with t h e unequal d i s t r i b u t i o n o f i n s t a l l e d 
c a p a c i t y i n t h e var ious regions o f the country, have a l s o c o n s t i t u t e d ser ious 
o b s t a c l e s to the development and modernization o f the main productive 
a c t i v i t i e s i n Panama. 
(e) . Transport , communications and s torage -
'The. gross 'product of " transport , communications and s torage rose from 
10 m i l l i o n b a l b o a s i n 1945 "to 17 m i l l i o n i n 1956 ( e x a c t l y 70 per c e n t ) . 
However.;:-.the .increase, was not. ..uniform throughout. the.,period......During.....th.e. 
f i r s t f i v e y e a r s , the gross product o f t h e s e c t o r remained v i r t u a l l y 
constant a t the i n i t i a l l e v e l . Between 1950 and 1952 i t f l u c t u a t e d 
between 1 1 . 2 and 1 1 . 9 m i l l i o n ba lboas , and only from the fol lowing y e a r 
did i t begin to .'.climb s t e a d i l y ( s e e t a b l e B - l ) . I t i s o f i n t e r e s t t o : 
point out t h a t t h i s t r e n d , and p a r t i c u l a r l y the growth over t h e period under 
review, approximated to the t rend of the goods-producing s e c t o r s . In view 
o f t h e change in Panama's product ive s t r u c t u r e s i n c e t h e war, th is I s not 
s u r p r i s i n g , s i n c e t r a n s p o r t , communications and s torage , as a l s o energy,• 
c o n s t i t u t e the. s e c t o r s of the b a s i c s o c i a l c a p i t a l whose enlargement i s . ... 
e s s e n t i a l f o r t h e development of domestic product ion. 
A c l e a r e r idea o f t h e development of ' t h i s s e c t o r w i l l be obtained by 
observing t h e trend, of i t s main components. _ _ Table 1-41., shows that_ t h e 
i n c r e a s e s i n t ranspor t and.communications were s i m i l a r during t h e period 
(59 and 67-per c e n t , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) w h e r e a s ' s t o r a g e , because •.from. 1953 i t 
included the Free Zone o f Colon",. v^^increa^ed almost-1'8 t i m e s . The reason 
f o r the f a c t t h a t t h i s enormous i n c r e a s e did not exer t a g r e a t e r i n f l u e n c e 
on t h e growth of t h e s e c t o r as à whole was t h e overwhelming r e l a t i v e , 
importance o f t r a n s p o r t . In 1950, t h e share o f t r a n s p o r t was 87.0, per cent , 
t h a t o f communications being 1 2 . 6 per cent and t h a t o f s torage bare ly 0 . 6 
per cent ( s e e t a b l e B - 3 ) . 
The development of t r a n s p o r t may u s e f u l l y be analysed from two p o i n t s 
o f view: (a) t h e means of t r a n s p o r t ( r a i l , road, a i r and sea) and (b) 
41/ The r e c e n t development, f u t u r e prospec ts and s i g n i f i c a n c e o f the Free 
Zone of Colon are analysed i n chapter 1 , s e c t i o n I I . 3 . d and chapter I I I , 
S e c t i o n I I I , 2 . 
• " /Table 1 - 4 1 
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PANAM: INDICES OF THE GROSS PRODUCT OF TRANSPORT/ 
COMMUNICATIONS AND'STORAGE-"-
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(1-950 = ICO) 
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the type o f load c a r r i e d ( f r e i g h t ana passengers)» The former w i l l be 
d e a l t with f i r s t . I t has a lready been pointed out t h a t the gross product 
o f the transport* s e c t o r rose! by 59 per cent between 1945 . and 1956 , Only 
a i r t r a n s p o r t exceeded t h i s i n c r e a s e , r a i l , ' road and!" sea t r a n s p o r t increas ing 
a t a somewhat lower r a t e ( s e e table" 1-42"and--f igure 1 - 1 8 ) . 
. R a i l transport , .grew by .no more than 2 3 . 8 per cent over the period as a 
whole. •  ... I t s r e l a t i v e importance within the t r a n s p o r t s e c t o r i s very "mall , 
s ince i t - re la tes . . . exc lus ively t o t h e F e r r o c a r r i l Kacional de C h i r i q u I , This 
i s a State-owned rai lway which j o i n s t h e c i t y of David ( t h e c a p i t a l o f the 
province o f Chir iqui ) -with t h e port of...j-trmuelIes, in t h e d i s t r i c t o f Baru. 
I t s t o t a l length i s 120 k i l o m e t r e s , but . the trunk l i n e i s : b a r e l y 81 s 
k i l o m e t r e s long . The r a i l w a y ' s a c t i v i t y depends c l o s e l y . o n t h e movements, 
o f employees and workers of t h e banana, .company, which ha.s most o f i t s , 
p l a n t a t i o n s i n t h i s reg ion , and, to a-, p i c h l e s s e r extent , , , on f r e i g h t and 
passenger t r a f f i c from'David, the t h i r d " l a r g e s t c i t y i n t h e Republ ic . For 
th is 1 very reason, i t s - opera t ions have been s e r i o u s l y a f f e c t e d by competit ion 
from' road t r a f f i c . ^ ' ' . The minor importance o f t h i s ra i lway wi th in t h e ... 
t r a n s p o r t s e c t o r as a whole may be judged from the f a c t t h a t in 1950 i t 
represented b a r e l y p e r cent of t h e ,gross product of t r a n s p o r t ( s e e t a b l e 
B - 3 ) . - ' - , , . . 
' Road t r a n s p o r t -expanded by 4 1 . 3 per cent between 1945' and 1956 , i t s . 
t r e n d • c l e a r l y r e f l e c t i n g the impact of Panama's general economic s i t u a t i o n . 
In t h e i n i t i a l post-war y e a r s (1945 and 1946) f a i r l y high l e v e l s were a t t a i n e d , 
but t h e r e followed a sharp drop which was maintained u n t i l 1 9 4 9 . From' 
1950 t h e r e was a p a r t i a l recovery , but t h e g r e a t e r par t of the i n c r e a s e was 
not achieved u n t i l a f t e r 1953 . Between t h a t year and 1956, t h e period which 
c o i n c i d e s with Panama's most vigorous economic development, road t r a n s p o r t 
i n c r e a s e d by 4 8 . 3 per cent . 
In t h e development o f road t r a n s p o r t one f e a t u r e m e r i t s b r i e f mention 
_ the extent and composition o f the road network ( see talcle 1 - 4 3 ) . I n 1956 
Panama possessed l e s s than 2 500 k i lometres o f highway, an increment cf only 
43 per cent over 1945 . The inadequacy o f t h e road system may be appreciated 
42/ United Nations, Transporta t ion in L a t i n America (E/CN.12/356-ST/TAA/ 
S e r . c 8) V o l . I , pages 350-351 (mimeographed t e x t ) . 
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Table. I - 4 2 
PANAMA: INDICES 0? QROSS' PRODUCT OF TRANSPORT BY TYPES 
(1950 = 100) 
Year Tota l R a i l Road Sea Air 
1945 8 4 . 4 1 1 8 . 4 9 2 . 9 6 9 . 5 7 0 . 0 
1946 8 9 . 9 I 2 3 . 3 9 9 . 7 7 3 . 6 7 1 . 7 
1947 3 2 . 8 1 0 1 . 9 8 2 . 4 7 5 . 9 9 4 . 3 
1943 8 4 . 8 1 0 4 . 9 8 0 . 5 1 0 0 . 1 ; 7 7 , 8 
1949 8 6 . 4 9 7 . 1 8 4 . 9 9 1 . 0 8 4 . 8 
1950 . 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 l o o . 0 
1951 9 2 . 9 1 0 2 . 9 8 6 . 9 9 4 . 2 1 1 5 . 6 
1952 95 08 1 0 1 . 9 91 .7 8 1 . 8 . 1 3 5 . 1 
1953 101 .7 IO3.9 8 8 . 5 1 1 5 . 1 1 3 6 . 7 
1954 111 .3 1 2 0 . 4 1 0 2 . 8 1 1 0 . 4 1 4 7 . 7 
1955 1 0 4 . 8 137 .-9 1 0 9 . 3 5 2 . 2 1 6 6 . 2 
1956 1 3 4 . 2 1 4 6 . 6 1 3 1 . 3 IO7.8 187-5 
Source : Table B - 1 3 , 
/Figure 1 - 1 8 
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13o FIGURE .i - IO. 
panama..: , i n d ì c e s of t h e g r o s s f r o d u c t OF TRANSPORT 
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i - . . . - o • Table- 1- 43 i.-r •  !i'-"" -
PANAMA: LENGTH OF EXISTING ROADS BY .TYPES -OF 'SURFACE 
- • {Kilometres') ', 
Year .. To ta l , Concrete • Macadam • Gravel Dir t 
1945.. . - 1 735 .4 ,.,;•-. 205.6 '•; r 3 1 6 . 4 , '573.9 ' •" 634 .5 " 
1946 '-• 1 737 .9 ' ' ' 217 .4 " '356'O6 569.3 . . . 644o 1,, 
1947 ' : 1 737 .0 220 .1 _ 353 .9 , 600 .5 ..: 612 .5 > 
194S 1 774 .5 222.6 332 .9 712.-2 '456 ,3 
1949 - 2 1 9 3 . 0 r ••'•'• ' 22206 1 ' 455 .3 731 .4 - ! 733 .2 
1950 2 234.0 222.6 _ 437 .3 ...... . 7 1 2 . 4 --;..! 861.2 
1951 , . 2 307.5; 222.6 .,•. 464.6 < 694 .1 9 2 6 . 2 ' . . . J •, .. , 
- 1 9 5 2 ' 2 '301.5 * ; 231.5 ' 455.7_ : ^ 677 .1 ¡.-..¡r::-- . "V-7. a 
937 .2 , 
1953 2 263.3 :. 236 .1 r , 4Q4.0 ; .; . 701.7 , • ;: ( 9 2 1 . 5 ' 0 
1954 .,. -.2 274,,3 : : C 261.6- ; • - 404 .0 637 .7 '921.5 '' 
1955 - 2 274 .3 ' ' 294.3 V 390 .6 ;'"• ' 793 .9 1 f ' i l . 796 .0 
1956 a/ 2 431.7 . 261.6. ; 210 .2 ,. .624.5 . • .. -1-385^4 
Source: Ministry of Public? Wdrk^s: Roads, Airports and Docks Committee 
., (Comisión de Caminos., Aeropuertos y Muelles).' r::"!'í'''•' 
a/ Because of the- s i z e of Panama C i t y , the roads included'within i t s 
boundaries were considered! from-.-this; y e a r on as s t r e e t s , and are 
excluded from trie t a b l e 0 ...... ¡.. . ,:-.•.••:.-. v' 
/more' c l e a r l y 
ji/'Ui j^U/i+Vit-
r'age 138'... ' , 
more c l e a r l y i f i t i s compared with t h e populat ion and the area of the i: v. • • * 
country. This comparison gives for '1956 a l ength of only 3 metres o f road 
per c a p i t a and only 31 metres of road per m i l l i o n square metres o f a r e a . 
As regards the s u r f a c e m a t e r i a l of t h e "road'network, i t w i l l be seen t h a t 
in 19$6 t h e r e were 1 3$5 k i lometres o f d i r t " roads . Consequently'^ more"than 
h a l f o f t h e road system i s impássable to motor v e h i c l e s f o r a good part o f 
the y e a r . This i s ye t another example o f the d e f i c i e n c i e s in Panama's 
economic i n f r a s t r u c t u r e and o f t h e r e s u l t i n g o b s t a c l e s to both output and 
p r o d u c t i v i t y . These p a r t i c u l a r l y a f f e c t a g r i c u l t u r e , and help t o explain 
the f a c t t h a t i n 1950 only 8 per cent o f farms used l o r r i e s t o send t h e i r 
products t o market . 
The development of sea t r a n s p o r t , which i n 1950 represented some 20 
per cent o f the gross product of t r a n s p o r t , wa-s more rapid than t h a t o f the 
forms^ of t r a n s p o r t a l ready d e a l t w i t h . Between 1945 and 1956 i t grew by 
55.1 per c e n t . However, t h e t rend of the curve o f sea t r a n s p o r t was 
somewhat d i f f e r e n t . R a i l and road t r a n s p o r t g e n e r a l l y r e f l e c t t h e f l u c t u a -
t ions- i n the c o u n t r y ' s economic a c t i v i t y , but s e a t r a n s p o r t does n o t . On t h e 
c o n t r a r y , 1945 and 1947. are t h e lowest years o f the s e r i e s , and t h i s l e v e l 
i s superceded by a h igher but s t a t i o n a r y l e v e l from 1948 on. Subsequently, 
a maximum i s reached i n 1953 , and from then on t h e curve d e c l i n e s . 
In t h i s l a s t p a r t of- t h e per iod, appiarently, t h e s u b s t i t u t i o n o f sea t r a n s p o r t 
by the .other forms-of t r a n s p o r t . .wasr intensi f ied. , I t has a lready been. , , v , . ; 
s t a t e d t h a t i t was from t h i s same year t h a t a marked i n c r e a s e took p lace 
in road "and"rail" ' t 'ransport"'( s e e ' a g a i n T^ 
The' most dynamic development- within' t h e s e c t o r under -rev-lew i s to- be -; : . 
found in a i r transport, v^cK" íMreaséd''2'.7'tméB'HBfetwggn" Í94¡T'SKÍÍ"1956. 
T h i s o f rc6úr'sí"é-i:s par t b f - a general ' -post -Var phenbméhort-;K-;:;but i n -the 'casé-
o f Panama c e r t a i n very important s p e c i a l f a c t o r s should be, mentioned: . 
( a ) the c r e a t i o n i n 1947 of a n a t i o n a l a i r l i n e j ( b ) the e x i s t e n c e of a 
network o f a i r p o r t s b u i l t by the United S t a t e s during t h e Second World War; 
( c ) the c o n s t r u c t i o n and inauguration of Tocumén A i r p o r t , and (d) t h e f a c t 
t h a t t h e r e a re many important p a r t s of t h e n a t i o n a l t e r r i t o r y which are 
43/ S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, Censos Nacionales de 1950: 
Primer Censo Agropecuario, Panama, 1954. 
/ s t i l l r e l a t i v e l y 
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s t i l l r e l a t i v e l y i n a c c e s s i b l e by convent ional means o f transport«». 
I t w i l l be u s e f u l ! l a s t l y to g ive some ' a t t e n t i o n to the development 
of the t r a n s p o r t sector .froi,; t h e 'standpoint '.of; use l 0 e e - by passenger 
and f r e i g h t carr iage. , These two . branches; ;qT the t r a n s p o r t s e c t o r 
showed r a d i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t t rends between 1945 .and 1 9 5 4 , . . a n d - t h e i r 
growth, curves, throughput t h e period; were a l so different" ' . ' (see t a b l e 
1 -44 'and f i g u r e ' 1 - 1 9 ) s The" passenger t r a n s p o r t c^rv.e.. r e f l e c t s the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t rend o f Panama's economy i n genera l - a high 
i n i t i a l l e v e l , then'"a"marked c o n t r a c t i o n , and f i n a l l y recovery followed. 
by a period of f a i r l y dynamic growth. The f r e i g h t curve i s very d i f f e r e n t : 
i t s s t a r t i n g l e v e l i s r e l a t i v e l y / l o w , and i t s subsequent r i s e , although 
in ter rupted by sharp annual f l u c t u a t i o n s , corresponds . r a t h e r to t h e t rend 
of i n d u s t r i a l and. a g r i c u l t u r a l output„ 
The development of passenger''" t r a n s p o r t (a f i n a l * consumer s e r v i c e ) 
i s c l e a r l y _ i n f l u e n c e d by personal-.'-in comes and car import p o s s i b i l i t i e s 0 ''"'" 
That i s why i t s i n i t i a l l e v e l was very high and i t s growth throughout 
the period only 49 per cent 0 On t h e o t h e r hand, f r e i g h t t r a n s p o r t , 
being an intermediate s e r v i c e arid hence c l o s e l y r e l a t e d to goods-
producing ^ a c t i v i t i e s , increased .by almost 90 per cent , ; ' - I n e v i t a b l y , ' 
t h e r e f o r e , i t r e f l e c t e d ,the change i n Panama's economic p o l i c y which ;; '-. 
took p lace a f t e r t h e war» 
( f ) Other s e c t o r s of the £'ro'ss product 
The s e c t o r s o f the gross product which have been analysed r e l a t e 
to the group o f a c t i v i t i e s i n which, the production o f -goods and o f / 
b a s i c s e r v i c e s c o n t r i b u t i n g d i r e c t l y to goods production a r e c o n c e n t r a t e d . 
The .remaining., a c t i v i t i e s 1 radey- - f inancia l - services ' ; " ' housing," publ ic ""' 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , publ ic and p r i v a t e s e r v i c e s and t h e sa le o f - s e r v i c e s ' • 
to the Canal Zone, c o n s t i t u t e , on t h e o ther hand, a group of s e r v i c e s 
r e l a t e d only i n d i r e c t l y to the production o f goods6 The i r development 
has been analysed i n broad terms i n a former s e c t i o n , emphasis being 
placed on t h e r e l a t i v e slowness of the growth o f most o f them and on 
the f a c t t h a t they n e a r l y a l l r e f l e c t t h e i n f l u e n c e o f the c o n t r a c t i o n 
/Table 1 - 4 4 
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, . ; . , Table 1 - 4 4 : , ; ; r 
INDICES 'OF" THE "GROSS' PRODUCT OF PASSENGER1 Ai® 'FR31ÔMT TRANSPORT 
(1950 = lQg) J * " 
Index: f o r ; Index f o r ' ' Index o f 
. passenger . , f r e i g h t ,:•>•• 3f . , gross product 
t ransport . t r a n s p o r t o f t r a n s p o r t ' 
^ 5 • . v 9 9 . 4 • . . . . 5 7 . 5 ,,: , ; , , . • S 4 . 4 • 
! 9 4 6 ; • , • 1 0 5 . 3 ' , 62.1 ' ; ' J • ' 09.9 • 
1 9 4 7 " " • 9 4 . 1 " ' V; 6 2 . 5 V "" '' 8 2 . 8 
1 % S v - • 3 1 . 0 , . . 9 1 . 8 . : 8 4 . S 
1949 - - 8 7 . 4 - 84»5 •• • 8 6 . 4 
1950 1 0 0 . 0 ' ' 1 0 0 . 0 '. ••'-1--'-:- 1 0 ü ; 0 
1 9 5 1 ; 95.0; " - ; . , .89.0 92..9 
! 9 5 2 ' 1 0 4 . 5 ' ' ••• ••••=•••• 80.2 , 95 . 8 ' 
1953 ' 1 0 4 . 2 • • • 97 . 3 ' 1 0 1 . 7 
1 9 5 4 112'8 -j- ; . 111.3 ; 
! 9 5 5 ' 1 - 1 2 4 . 7 " " < • 69.O • ' . 104.8 • 
1 9 5 6 . i _ ' 1 4 8 . 1 109.2 134 .2 
Source ; Table ß - 1 3 . 
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in the external demand derived from the Canal, Zone and from transi t 
and tourist ac t iv i t i es (see again table 1 - 2 6 ) T w o exceptional 
cases were also stressed. The first-was the marked increase in 
financial services (banking, insurance and real estate-),...at which 
expanded considerably in the i n i t i a l years as a result of the 
greater l iquidity and increased volume of business within the 
economy, and which la ter continued to develop in response to the 
growth of domestic output. The second was the sharp drop in „the 
gross product generated in the Canal Zope by Panamanian labour', 
employed in the various zone a c t i v i t i e s , ^ / 
For the purposes of this study, the ac t iv i t ies here referred to 
require no detailed analysis. However they may, be studied more 
closely on the basis of the tables in appendix B, 
44/ See this chapter, section iri. 'A. 2. Zone ac t iv i t i es are discussed 
in greater detail section I I .A.5 of this ohapter and in chapter I I I 
section TV. • - , -
,/5. External 
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5« External supply: trend of imports 
(a) General trends 
I t has already been stated that during the period 1945-56 to ta l 
imports registered an increase ! of' 'pfer derlte' ¡Thisj w,as . s l ight ly less 
than the r ise in the gross pfodubt; .mt/réóver,'; imports ,grew throughout 
the periad at a much lower rate than the population,, While in 1945 the 
per capita volume of imports amounted to 123'balb®as, in 1946 and 1947, 
when imports were running at a high level , i t rose t * 142 balboas. By 
• • •. . . . 
contrast, during the l a s t years of the period the figure had fal len to 
109 balboas. 
After the war, the imports curve followed a trend remarkably similar 
to that of the gross product (see again figure 1-12) ; as much so that 
the share of to ta l imports in aggregate supply fluctuated: very l i t t l e during 
the period, representing between 24.5 and 23.0 of the l a t t e r . The only 
exceptions were the years 1946 and 1947, when i t rose to almost 28 per 
cent (see again table 1 -25) . The explanation l i e s in the high level of 
imports which was common to a l l the Latin American countries during th®se 
years as a result of the removal of expert restr ic t ions in the United 
States , the return to normal of international sea transport and the 
demand which had accumulated in the importing countries during th3 war. 
The l a t t e r phenomenon explains precisely why, between 1945 and 1956, 
imports went up by 20 per cent although the capacity to import declined by 
30.6 per cent. As i s well known, the capacity to import registered very 
high levels in the f i r s t years a f ter the xvar, even though i t had already 
begun to decline from the figures attained in the previous years. During 
the l a t t e r years, there had been severe res t r ic t ions on imports, so that 
international reserves were accumulated in large quantities up to 1945«^^ 
In the next two years, imports reached the ir peak while the capacity to 
import contracted sharply and the trade balance showed a heavy d e f i c i t 
(see figure 1 -20) . 
45/ In this year, Panama's net international reserves amounted to 65.8 ,. 
million balboas j..mo re than three times their, subsequent normal level ; 
See S t a t i s t i c a l '"¿nd Census Department, ' Balanza de Pagos: Años 1946—54». 
Informes especiales. Vol.3, 1, Panama, 1956, p .6 l , tab le 14. ói--
/Figure 1 -20 
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Consequently^'-'tire i ' c o f i t E a d a " c ! 8 ^ j y . . S i i e t t d S ' . . i f t s ; and;/. 
external income were due to''the'unique situation'which prevailed immediately 
a f ter the war. In the subsequent years - With the "exception1'of 1949 -
the trends of both series were .£rom 1950 on the absolute 
level of imports began regularly to exceed the capacity t© import. Part 
of th is difference was due to the terms-of-trade e f f e c t . As wil l be 
remembered, the terms of trade took a steadily positive turn a f ter 1953 
and constituted the main factor enabling the de f i c i t in the l a s t years 
of the period to be financed. Other factors which explain the differences 
between the capacity to import and the import quantum year by year are: 
(a) the inflow, outflow and service of capital, in both the public and 
the private sector; (b) grants both private and inter-governmental; 
(c) certain international movements of funds; (d) income from shipping 
registrations, f ishery permits e t c . ; and (e) changes in Panama's interna-
tional assets . - U>0':"cj;:);r: 
(b) Total imports and purchases in the Canal Zone 
Nearly a l l countries maintain a complete and detailed register of 
their imports, of whatever origin. As in many other cases already mentioned, 
Panama i s also an exception in this respect. The reason for th is omission 
was 'the privilege of purchasing goods in commissaries and other 
establishments enjoyed (up to 31 December 1956) by Panamanian residents 
working in the Canal Zone. As,, accordingly, i t has been impossible to 
obtain information on these purchases (either in the aggregate or in d e t a i l ) , 
imports from the .Zone have had to- be estimated indirect ly . -K? 
On the assumption that these imports constitute a given proportion of 
the income earned in the Zone by workers resident in Panama, a somewhat 
rough estimate has been made of the t•"-end and to ta l amount of the series 
(see table B-21 and figure 1-21) . Of course, i t was in the i n i t i a l p«st-war 
years - while employment in the Zone was s t i l l at a high level - that 
these purchases were biggest. In 1945 and 1946 they exceeded 20 million " 
balboas, and represented about a third of t o t a l imports. In the following 
years, the Panamanian labour force employed in; the Canal Zorfe fell";sharply^ 
and with i t , purchases in that area. The situation became stabilized from 
1949, and since"then purchases in the Zone have remained at a level close 
to 15 per cent of Panama's t o t a l imports. 
/Figure 1 - 2 1 
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FIGURE I - 21 
PANAMA : ¡QUANTUM CF TOTAL IMPORTS, OF REGISTERED IMPORTS 
AND OF PURCHASES IN THE CANAL ZONE; 
.. ( M I L L I O N S O.K: BAUBpAS AT 195° ? R 1 C E S ) 
SEMI -LOGAR I THM I C "SCALE •-•-'.'. 
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The existence of th i s type of imports.an£ the lack ®f;more specif ic 
information àfcôut them r e s t r i c t s the detailed analysis of'Bansmanian imports 
to those which originate from other countries. , This limitation.' must !be : -
borne in mind particularly as regards the, f i r s t years of the. period', not 
only because of the re lat ive importance of purchases in the Zone; at that 
time but als® because the ir share in t o t a l imports was changing rapidly* 5 : 
Moreover, the paucity of re l iable data on the ir t o t a l amount and break-down 
precludes1 any proper study of the e f fec t s of their abolition' oh the Panama-
nian economy from 1957. Residents of Panama working in- the Zone used to " 
buy in commissaries and similar establishments a good number ef Panamanian 
and imported products which they must nowrpurchase in Panama;», This "will ! 
bring' abbut an increase in commercial ac t iv i ty in Panama but i t als®. ' -
involves two factors whose influence on ^he economy may be s t i l l more 
profound. These are f i r s t l y , the fact that the level of prices in the 
Zone i s lower than in Panama, and secondly, the fact that purchases in the • 
Zone used1 to ihclude some imported products which are nowt made-in Panama.' • 
and can no longer be imported from abroad. , : r .•, •'• • • \ j i! 
For the persons affected by the Canal Zone ?- agreement, a higher price 
level in Panama implies a loss of real income and hence a change in the 
pattern of their" expenditure. I t i s to be hoped therefore, that the i- '"0 ' 
proportion of expenditure on imported g«ods vd.ll be reduced. -•'"'•-• 
r ^Furthermore, , to the extent that certain 1 items.formerly ; bought r ih v £ * 
the Zone Were imported 1sugar, coffee, meat apd other goods produced in ' -
Panama), imports of these items wil l disappear,:, thu^ s,, helping, to, augment ' 1 ' 
the internal demand for the Panamanian product. 
Detailed data on the purchases made by Panamanians in the Zone would 
have permitted â more accurate evaluation.of the e f fec t s of the agreement, 
so that the necessary "measures „couldbe takenrto. transfer those purchases 
from the Câïial Zone to Panamanian trade in the best possible conditions f o r " 
domestic consumers' and producers. Otherwise, pressure might have resulted 
on the supply of domestic and imported goods and market s t a b i l i t y might 
have been ^fécted." ' However,, this does not seem t^, have occurred,-"perhaps 
because in 1957 imports expanded considerably on the eve. ®.f ; the application 
of a new'iifi^ort t a r i f f . I t seems .probable,, therefore, that the4net ;i ' 
short-term ef fect has merely been :a -redistribution-of income in favour 
/ n f 
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of the urban commercial sector to the detriment of Canal Zone workers. 
(c) Registered imports 
The characterist ic development of°the total quantum of registered 
imports, rêferred to repeatedly in previous paragraphs, i s found to a 
greater òr lesser extent in each of the groups of imported goods. As a 
result , ' the structure of the quantum òf imports categories of products 
does riótì"vary greatly, or at leaët shows no definite trend. "The exception 
i s importeci capital"'gé'óds ànd èònstrùciión matèrials, which contracted very 
sharply iln''t'h^ depression"'' yëârs"'(see figure î-2'2)." imports'of consumer ' 
goods,' 'which'are 'f'ar',thëcmost important item, 'maintained their share of ( 
the total '"practically' undhange'd. ' ' ' ' ï ^ l ^ ë , 't^iis was 59 per 'cent; at the end 
of the periSd, 59.8 per cent (see table 1-45) . I t i s true that between 
1950 and 1953 trieJ S'ahre of consumer goods was nearly two thirds wf the 
total ; but th is relative increase was due more"to the drastic contraction 
in imports1 of capital goods 'than to dri increase in the absolute level of 
consumer goods imports. 
The high proportion of "registered"^imports represented by consumer 
goods shows that'Panama i s passing through a phase of economic development 
in which "impôï% 'substitution'possibil i t ies are s t i l l fa i r ly abudant. i b i s 
i s borne out by1 thè1 fact that in' the more recent years imports of non-
durable consumer goods' made Up more than 43 per cent of "registered" imports 
while importé''orr'consumer durables (including thé "misceilaneouè"' group, 
barely reached 17 per cent of the to ta l (s'ee table' B - 2 3 ) . ^ Moreover, 
the trend of the respective curve's in the la ter year shows that in Panama 
too the structure of imports i s entering on the same prccess o f t r a n s -
formation 'as has generally characterized the economic development of the 
other Latin Am'erica'n countries; After 1952 - the year in which the ' 
developtaënt of internal jagi>icultural ànd Industriai'production gathered 
pace - thë irquahtum' of 'imported nón-duràble"' cônsumër" goods remained ' 
practically constant"àt a lèvëï belòw*40 miììion 'balboas (see figure 1 -23 ) . 
Consumer dùrabléë ' déVêlopecl^'differèntly, ' t h e ' w increasing 
intensively durÎHg" 'thë*sariie period. The ïevèllxng-off of°impôrts of non-
durable consumer goods^vjas basically due'to the impcit substitution efforts 
46/ For a mofe' detailed 'analysis òf import substitution poss ib i l i t ies 
for this», class of< goddë,- see bha;pterïl?, ; section ? I I*3 . "'• •""'••*'* rs: 4'-;;'. 
/Figure 1 - 2 2 
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/'PANAMA : QUANTUM REGISTERED IMPORTS, TOTAL AND PRINCIPAL GROUPS 
( M I L L I O N S OF B A L B O A S AT ¡ 9 5 0 P R I C E S ) 
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Table 1=45 
PANAMA: QUANTUM OP REGISTERED IMPORTS, C.-I.F • 
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 I95O 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
(Thousands of ba lboas .a t 1950 pr i ces ) 
Total 63 475 83 165 87 051 69 307 66 494 70 280 69 960 78 439 75 724 82 316 85 344 93 024 
lonsumer. goods 37 481 51 580 53 061 40 974 41-712 46 217 45 002 51 376 49 423 52 026 52 649 53 863 
iaw mater ia l s and 
fue ls •  •;.-. 14 124 15 035 20 360 15 485 1 4 Ì 5 3 16 172 12 281 17 565 16 175 18 335 19 212 19 817 
Capital goods and 
construct ion ma-
t e r i a l s 11 869 16 550 13 632 12 847 10 129 1 0 7 676 
(Percentages) 
9 493 10 126 11 954 1 3 484 1,6 343 ' 
Total 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 1 0 0 . 0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 1 0 0 . 0 100 .0 100.0" 100 .0 
Consumer goods 59 .0 62 .0 61 .0 59.1 62.7 65 .8 64» 3 65.5 65 .3 63.2 61.7 . 59 .8 
Raw mater ia l s and 
fue l s 2 2 . 3 1 8 . 1 2 3 . 4 2 2 . 3 22 .0 23 .0 24 .7 2 2 . 4 2 1 . 4 2 2 . 3 22 .5 22 .0 -
Capital goods and 
construct ion ma-
t e r i a l s 1 8 . 7 1'9.9 . • 1 5 . 7 18.5 1 5 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 0 1 2 . 1 .'v 1 3 . 4 14*5 15.8 1 8 . 2 7 
Source: Table B-23. ' 
Par" . 
FIGURE 
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which were made p r e c i s e l y i n the production of such goods. Furthermore, 
the pressure of demand f o r imports must have been more i n t e n s e i n the group 
o f consumer d u r a b l e s . I t i s wel l known t h a t the i n c o m e - e l a s t i c i t y o f 
demand f o r goods of t h i s type i s «ne of t h e h i g h e s t , \4i i ls t o b s t a c l e s of 
every kind t o t h e i r domestic production are s t i l l very great i n Panamat 
Next i n importance to consumer goods are imports of raw m a t e r i a l s and 
f u e l s . During the period 1 9 4 5 - 5 6 , t h e i r share of imports has r e g u l a r l y 
amounted t o about 22 per c e n t . I n t h i s group, a d i s t i n c t i o n must be made 
between raw m a t e r i a l s and f u e l s ; while the former show a s t a t i o n a r y trend, the 
l a t t e r grow more rapid ly than a l l the other groups of imported goods 
(see f i g u r e 1 - 2 4 ) . 
The volume of imports of f u e l s and l u b r i c a n t s rose from 4 . 2 mi l l ion 
ba lboas i n 1945 "to 7 m i l l i o n i n the l a s t year o f the per iod, an i n c r e a s e 
of 66 .7 per cent ( see again t a b l e B - 2 3 ) . ^nis rapid growth i s connected with 
r e l a t i v e l y i n t e n s e development o f c e r t a i n s e c t o r s of the gross product which 
are the p r i n c i p a l consumers of imported f u e l s and ...lubricants., As w i l l be 
remembered, t r a n s p o r t a c t i v i t y i-egi s tored an i n c r e a s e during the period of 
59 per cent and manufacturing an I n c r e a s e of 62 per cent , whi le the energy 
s e c t o r , (powered almost e x c l u s i v e l y by petroleum) more than doubled. In 
a d d i t i o n , the number o f personal v e h i c l e s almost quadrupled between 1945 
and 1956 , r i s i n g from 3 , 4 3 3 t o 1 2 , 1 6 6 u n i t s . The i n t e n s e demand f o r f u e l s 
and l u b r i c a n t s r e s u l t i n g from th is " marked i n c r e a s e expressed i t s e l f 
e x c l u s i v e l y i n a r i s e i n imports , s ince Panama.produces none of the items 
i n quest ion . 
On the other hand, the s t a t i o n a r y trend which has c h a r a c t e r i z e d imports 
o f raw m a t e r i a l s f o r indus t ry and f o r the production of c a p i t a l goods i s 
noteworthy. These two groups combined represented throughout the period 
about 11 m i l l i o n ba lboas , and t h e i r r e l a t i v e share of the t o t a l was 1 5 . 6 
per cent i n 1945 and 1/'...? per cent i n 1956. One reason f o r the l a c k of 
development i n these imports i s the f a c t t h a t the type of i n d u s t r i a l 
development experienced by Panama i n the l a t e r years o f the period if? bas^d 
p r i m a r i l y on domestic raw m a t e r i a l s o f a g r i c u l t u r a l o r i g i n . 
/Figure 1 -20 
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The share of imports of c a p i t a l goods, inc luding c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s , 
never i n any o f the post-war years reached a f i f t h of t o t a l imports» At 
the beginning o f t h e period they approached t h i s proportion very c l o s e l y ; 
tut i n t h e succeeding y e a r s , p a r t i c u l a r l y between 1950 and 1953, t h e y 
contracted sharp ly , f a l l i n g t© between a t e n t h and an e ighth o f the t o t a l . 
In absolute terms, imports o f c a p i t a l goods and cons t ruc t ion m a t e r i a l s 
reached an annual average o f 1 5 . 1 m i l l i o n balboas i n 1 9 4 5 - 4 7 , a f i g u r e which 
was exceeded only i n 1956. The remarkably high l e v e l of imports i n the 
i n i t i a l post-war years was followed by a c o n t r a c t i o n i n the years o f 
reduced economic a c t i v i t y which cut the f i g u r e mentioned almost by a h a l f 0 
But apart from the depress ion , t h e r e was an a d d i t i o n a l f a c t o r which reduced 
the l e v e l o f these imports during t h e y e a r s in q u e s t i o n . 
I n 1948, Panama began t o produce a l l the cement i t needed, and as a 
r e s u l t imports d r i e d up completely . Thus, imports o f c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s , 
which during the f i r s t t h r e e years o f t h e period had reached an annual 
average o f more than 5 m i l l i o n b a l b o a s , dropped a f t e r 1950 t o l e s s than 
2 m i l l i o n . Only i n the f i n a l years of the period did the volume of 
imports r i s e again, reaching 3 . 5 m i l l i o n balboas i n ' 1 9 5 6 . The establ ishment 
o f a domestic cement indus t ry i s one of t h e most important advances i n 
Panama's economic development during t h e period under review, and i s another 
example o f the way i n which import s u b s t i t u t i o n has helped t o reduce 
f o r e i g n purchases . 
Imports o f c a p i t a l goods, now excluding c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s , show 
a curve s i m i l a r to t h a t o f the l a t t e r but t h e f l u c t u a t i o n s are l e s s viol.ent 
( see f i g u r e 1 - 2 5 ) . On the e t h e r hand, -while i n the case of cons t ruc t ion 
m a t e r i a l s a s t rong process of import s u b s t i t u t i o n sent the curve downward, 
the high l e v e l s of imports o f machinery and equipment i n the f i r s t years 
a f t e r the war were exceeded confor tab ly i n the three l a s t years of the 
per iod, Of course , the year 1947 has been excluded . from the comparison, 
as being e n t i r e l y abnormal. 
I n the group imported machinery and equipment, the types required f o r 
manufacturing i n d u s t r y took f i r s t p l a c e . Although the comparison between 
the beginning and the end o f the period . t ends t o minimize t h e magnitude 
of the r i s e , because o f the abnormally high l e v e l of imports immediately 
/Figure 1 - 2 0 
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PANAMA : IMPORT QUANTUM Or CAP HAI. GOODS AMD COMSÏRUC1I0N MATF.K 1ALS 
(M I LL I ONS or B A L B O A S AT 1950 PR I CES ): 
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a f t e r t h e war, the annual average f o r 1 9 5 4 - 5 6 was 20 per cent higher than 
t h a t f o r 1 9 4 5 - 4 7 . This was due to the strong and steady i n c r e a s e r e g i s t e r e d 
i n t h i s group from 1951 on. In the f i r s t y e a r s o f t h e per iod , of course, 
the economic recovery exerted some i n f l u e n c e ; but even a f t e r 1953 or 1954-
th ere was a cons iderab le i n c r e a s e . For example, between 1954 and 1956, 
imports under t h i s head r o s e by 14 per c e n t . 
The r i s e i n imports o f c a p i t a l goods f o r a g r i c u l t u r e was s t i l l more 
marked: an i n c r e a s e o f 84 per cent between t h e i n i t i a l a n d t h e f i n a l t h r e e -
year p e r i o d s . The annual average f o r t h e f i r s t t h r e e y e a r s was 1 . 2 m i l l i o n 
ba lboas ; f o r t h e l a s t t h r e e , 2 . 2 m i l l i o n b a l b o a s . In t h e case o f c a p i t a l 
goods f o r t r a n s p o r t , the annual average f o r 1945-47 was very high - 1 . 9 
m i l l i o n b a l b o a s . I n the l a s t three y e a r s , the f i g u r e was 2 . 2 m i l l i o n , 
an i n c r e a s e o f only 18 per c e n t . 
For c a p i t a l goods imports as a whole, (excluding cons t ruc t ion m a t e r i a l s ) 
t h e comparison shows a r i s e of 28 per c e n t . As has been pointed out , this, 
and t h e o t h e r precentages must be i n t e r p r e t e d i n the l i g h t o f the s p e c i a l 
condi t ions which preva i l ed i n the f i r s t y e a r s a f t e r t h e war. Despi te t h e i r 
apparent smal lness , they a c t u a l l y i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e process o f economic 
recovery in Panama brought gross investment up in the l a s t years t o 
l e v e l s even h igher than those of a period perhaps unique i n t h e c o n t r y ' s 
h i s t o r y . 
I t i s a l s o o f i n t e r e s t to compare.the curve o f imports o f c a p i t a l 
goods and c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s with the gross investment curve. The two 
show great s i m i l a r i t y , due o f course t o t h e f a c t t h a t a l a r g e share .of gross 
investment i s accounted f o r by imports o f c a p i t a l goods and cons t ruc t ion 
m a t e r i a l s . However, i t must a l s o be noted t h a t a f t e r 1948 , when domestic 
cement production began, t h e curves diverge cons iderably because o f the 
d e c l i n e i n imports o f cons t ruc t ion m a t e r i a l s ( s e e f i g u r e 1 - 2 6 ) . 
In the f i n a l years o f t h e per iod, imports of c a p i t a l goods and 
c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s began to grow more rapid ly than gross investment, and 
the two curves draw c l o s e r aga in . This i s probably because in t h e l a t e r 
y e a r s i n d u s t r i a l and a g r i c u l t u r a l investment expanded s t e a d i l y . This change 
i n t h e s t r u c t u r e o f gross investment increased t h e need f o r investment i n 
machinery and equipment (almost a l l o f which i s imported) and reduced t h e 
r e l a t i v e share o f c o n s t r u c t i o n ( s e e t a b l e B - 3 2 ) . As a l a r g e proport ion of 
the gross value o f c o n s t r u c t i o n i s of i n t e r n a l o r i g i n , t h i s phenomenon 
tended to r a i s e t h e imported share o f gross investment i n t h e l a t e r years.. 
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FIGURE I - 26 
PANAMA : GROSS INVESTMENT AND IMPORT QUANTUM OF CAPITAL GOODS 
AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
(millions OF BALBOAS AT 1950 P R I C E S ) 
' S E M I - L O G A R I T H M I C S C A L E 
/Chapter I I 
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.. Chapter I I 
AGGREGATE PROJECTIONS OF PANAMA'S ECONOMY FOR 1966 
I . INTRODUCTION" 
1• Significance of the analysis of development prospects 
I t would be impossible t o der ive f u l l b e n e f i t from t h e foregoing 
a n a l y s i s o f t h e process of economic development in Panama between 1945 and 
1956 unless t h i s a n a l y s i s were used as a b a s i s f o r i n t e r p r e t i n g t h e 
c o u n t r y ' s f u t u r e prospects of economic growth; f o r the study of a given 
period i n economic h i s t o r y acquires r e a l meaning and can serve as a guide 
f o r p o l i c y only when i t enables us t o i d e n t i f y the determinants o f economic 
development. These determinants once d e f i n e d , a n a l y s i s of t h e f a c t o r s 
underlying t h e i r behaviour permits us t o project t h e i r development and 
on t h a t b a s i s t o predic t the probable trend of economic growth i n t h e 
near f u t u r e , provided, of course , t h a t no a c c i d e n t a l f a c t o r s a r i s e which 
cannot be allowed f o r by normal methods o f p r o j e c t i o n -
An attempt w i l l be made i n t h i s chapter t o f u l f i l the t a s k r e f e r r e d 
t o , of serving as a guide for p o l i c y . In so f a r as i t s y n t h e s i z e s and 
u t i l i z e s i n the aggregate p r o j e c t i o n s the main l e s s o n s of the g e n e r a l 
s tudy, the chapter represents the essence o f the conclus ions derived from 
the h i s t o r i c a l a n a l y s i s , and provides a b a s i s f o r the study o f Panama's 
economic p r o s p e c t s . On the b a s i s of the informat ion on the operat ion of 
the Panamanian economy emerging from the previous chapter , i t i s proposed 
t o deduce, in q u a n t i t a t i v e terms and by means of a system of i n t e r -
r e l a t e d aggregate p r o j e c t i o n s , the probable t rend of t h e Panamanian 
economy over the period 1 9 5 7 - 6 6 . 
2 . B a s i c c o n s i d e r a t i o n s r e l a t i n g t o the aggregate p r o j e c t i o n s 
The h i s t o r i c a l a n a l y s i s of Panama's economic development was c a r r i e d 
wi th in the formal framework of the aggregate supply and demand system. The 
p r o j e c t i o n s t o be constructed in t h i s chapter are t h e r e f o r e p r o j e c t i o n s up 
t o the year 1966 of the various components of t o t a l supply ( g r o s s product 
plus imports) and t o t a l demand ( c a p a c i t y t o import, p r i v a t e and publ i c 
consumption, public and pr iva te investment) . For t h i s purpose, an attempt 
/will be 
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w i l l be made t o i d e n t i f y i n p a r t i c u l a r the f a c t o r s which determine t h e 
behaviour of each one of t h e components mentioned, and, i n so f a r as t h e y 
may be measured, t o p r o j e c t them- This a p p l i e s , f o r i n s t a n c e , t o the 
c a p a c i t y t o import, the f u t u r e magnitude. :of which w i l l be determined by a 
s e r i e s of f a c t o r s whose development i s analysed, i n a l l p o s s i b l e d e t a i l 
i n chapter I I I . 
J u s t as e x t e r n a l demand, i s determined by f a c t o r s which are l a r g e l y 
extraneous t o the I n t e r n a l economic s i t u a t i o n , depending r a t h e r on 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l market condi t ions and.other e x t e r n a l i n f l u e n c e s , c e r t a i n 
components of aggregate supply and demand - f o r example, p r i v a t e expenditur 
and the gross product - are a f f e c t e d by the behaviour of t h e b a s i c f e a t u r e s 
o f the economic system within which t h e y operate- . Thus the former• s e r i e s 
of f a c t o r s c o n s t i t u t e independent or exogenous v a r i a b l e s , the l a t t e r 
induced v a r i a b l e s . Publ i c expenditure which depend b a s i c a l l y on p o l i t i c a l 
c ircumstances are normally c l a s s i f i e d as. an exogenous v a r i a b l e - However, 
Panama may be regarded in t h i s connexion as an unusual c a s e , t h e spending 
power of i t s public Sector being determined by i t s current revenue and by 
the p o s s i b i l i t i e s o f enlarging t h e i n t e r n a l and e x t e r n a l publ ic d e b t . A 
f i s c a l d e f i c i t I s t e c h n i c a l l y i m p o s s i b l e , and even an i n c r e a s e in t h e 
publ ic i n t e r n a l debt i s s u b j e c t t o c e r t a i n l i m i t at ions.—^ Never the less , 
during the period 1945-56 publ ic expenditure behaved in an autonomous 
way, 'expanding by the use of l i q u i d funds f rom : both t h e p r i v a t e and t h e 
Government s e c t o r . I f t h i s form of f inancing were ever exhausted, 
Government expenditure would have t o be kept s t r i c t l y wi thin the bounds 
o f current revenue, and would then cease to. be autonomous and become an 
Induced f a c t o r . 
This f e a t u r e which r e s u l t s from t h e s t r u c t u r e of Panama's monetary 
system, i s not t h e only p e c u l i a r i t y of the Panamanian economy. The a n a l y s i 
c a r r i e d out in chapter' I revealed o ther s p e c i a l f e a t u r e s , which were 
reviewed i n order t o expla in p a r t i c u l a r phenomena- .. But the l i m i t e d i n t ^ e ? 
of explanat ions o f p a r t i c u l a r phenomena pa3.es .in the l ight , o f such problems 
l / See chapter I , s e c t i o n I I - B . 4 -
/as t h i ' 
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as the oyer-valuation of the ba lboa , the narrowness of the domestic market, 
the s luggishness o f the b a s i c elements in the Panamanian economy and t h e 
shortage of basic, s o c i a l c a p i t a l r e s u l t i n g from the t r a d i t i o n a l o r i e n t a t i o n 
•of the economy. .. As t h e s e f a c t o r s l eave t h e i r stamp upon-, and give a c e r t a i n 
d i r e c t i o n t o the economic development p r o c e s s , i t i s e s s e n t i a l to study 
why some of them ac t as s t i m u l i and o thers a s o b s t a c l e s t o Panama1s rapid 
and balanced growth - an almost impossible t a s k - Common t o a l l the 
f a c t o r s j u s t enumerated i s the d i f f i c u l t y - p a r t l y inherent in problems 
o f t h i s kind and p a r t l y due t o t h e p a u c i t y o f r e l i a b l e s t a t i s t i c s - o f 
i s o l a t i n g t h e i r e f f e c t s i n d e f i n i t i v e form. These are q u a l i t a t i v e r a t h e r 
than q u a n t i t a t i v e problems. T h e i r repercuss ions are very widespread, and 
t h e y u s u a l l y ac t as brakes oh economic development; however they sometimes 
have a s t imulat ing e f f e c t . 
This d i f f i c u l t y and the changes which haVe occurred in the f e a t u r e s 
i n quest ion during the past decade made any study of t h e xrorkings of the 
Panamanian economy very hard- Such a study, based on t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n of 
a p a r t i a l or complete econometric model, would n e c e s s i t a t e t h e e s t a b l i s h -
ment o f d e f i n i t e f u n c t i o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s between the exogenous and 
induced v a r i a b l e s o f the model and between the induced v a r i a b l e s themselves. 
But macroeconomic s t a t i s t i c s are too crude f o r use i n h i g h l y r e f i n e d 
a n a l y s i s . Even more important than t h i s o b j e c t i o n i s t h e s t r u c t u r a l change 
which took place in var ious branches of the Panamanian economy during t h e 
period 1945-56* Not only were t h e r e changes i n the b a s i c f e a t u r e s r e f e r r e d 
t o , but the whole productive system was r e o r i e n t e d towards meeting the 
needs of t h e i n t e r n a l market. Moreover, the i n i t i a l years o f the period 
were c h a r a c t e r i z e d by e n t i r e l y except iona l c o n d i t i o n s , so t h a t the main 
economic t rends have t o be explained in the l i g h t of s p e c i a l c ircumstances-
For .example , t h e autonomous growth o f private'-consumption i n the e a r l y 
post-war years r e s u l t e d from an accumulation, f i r s t l y , o f pent-vp demand, 
and secondly , o f cash i n the hands o f consumers, both due t o the s p e c i a l 
2/ 
condi t ions of the preceding years .— A some what s i m i l a r t rend took place 
2/ See chapter I , s e c t i o n I I - B - 2 . 
/during the 
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during the same period as regards Government expenditure- In the following 
'yearsj 'On the other Haiidj, the behaviour of the l a t t e r was determined by 
other f a c t o r s . ' The development of new exports and the intensif icat ion of 
the import substitution process Between approximately 1947 and 1952, when 
domestic demand was depressed/ was partly due to some attenuation in the 
over-valuation of the balboa.-^ The change in Panama's economic policy 
also had an important e f f e c t , especially as regards the development of 
import substitution a c t i v i t i e s during the l a s t s ix years of the period. 
Lastly, while the period 1945-47 was quite exceptional, because of the 
events of the preceding years, the period 1948-52 was equally, so, although 
in th is case the cause was a severe contraction of economic ac t iv i ty . '". 
The foregoing remarks make clear the importance of the structural and 
operational changes which have taken place in the Panamanian economy since 
the war. I t wilì be understood that i t would be most' inappropriate in th i s 
case to t r y to express the relationships between the different variables 
of the" economy in terns of functional equations derived from the s t a t i s t i c a l 
series for' the period. 
3• Characteristics of the model used in the aggregate, projections r , 
The aggregate, projections made in th is chapter, wil l be constructed 
on the basis of a very simple model, although an independent projection , 
will be used for the fundamental exogenous variable., and an effort, wi l l be 
made to. maintain i t s internal compatibility- The mqdel i s based, on the,, 
future behaviour,of the capacity-to import api on the. fundamental internal 
dynamic: fac tors : ,£ate of. capital formation and intensity of u t i l i za t ion , 
of Panama's productive capacity. The projection of external demand,.will, 
determine not only the exogenous component of the t o t a l demand, but also 
- i f external equilibrium i s to be maintained. - imports. However, the 
basic factors determining the increase in the gross product are to be , 
found - o n the assumption used here -, in the process of capital accumulation 
and utilization.- The former factor may be expressed in terms of the rate 
of investment in relat ion to the gross product ; the l a t t e r may be obtained 




by relating the gross product1 to productive capacity (tangible reproducible 
capital ) - i n other words, from the' produét-capitál ' ratio, 
On the basis ot these two relat ionships :arid-"of :therate of-depreciation 
of cap i ta l , the future magnitude of the g r o s i s product ánd-of gross invest-
ment may be estimated-' Having thus obtained projections of imports and 
of the gross product, a figure for t o t a l supply may be calculated... As 
the project ion of the' capacity to import i s based'primarily on a projection 
of the quantum and of re lat ive prices of exported goods and services , the 
e f fec t of the terms of trade i s also known. Since t h i s concept of course 
represents the difference between aggregate supply and aggregate demand, 
the pro j ec t ions already made determine the future magnitude of the: l a t t e r -
Aggregate demand and two of i t s components (capacity to import and gross 
investment) being known, the th i rd component (consumer expenditure) may 
be obtained residually- " HoweVe'r, i f the project ion I s t o be properly 
interpreted, a dis t inct ion must be drawn between private and Government 
consumption.' Since the l a t t e r item i s ' s m a l l e r , and since i t s size.'depends 
to a certain extent on non-economic f a c t o r s , i t may be assuniedthati i t : 
will.-in¿réáse.L^.s .a. function of some exogenous f a c t o r , for, example population-
The share Ofaggregate demand destined i n the future for private ,consumer 
expenditure may thus be isolated by subtraction- ...... ., ..... 
••'-•'•' To ássesá more accurately the macroeqpnomic requisites;, for a given 
process of'-growth, an attempt must also be made to break down gross 
'Investment between the public,. and the private sec tor . This may be,done 
by Working out a functional: equation re la t ing the capacity to import to 
private Investment, assuming a . time lag between them of one year. The 
' correlation'• coeff ic ient obtained i s very .high. (0-97) and the slope, of the 
regression curve ^2-00;) steep: (see figure I I - l ) , . . In spate-of the objections 
mentioned ' e a r l i e r t o t h i s type, of -analysis , i t s . application,, in this , .case 
i s j u s t i f i e d because of the close relat ionship which, ex is ts in Panama. 
between private investment and; the; capacity.to, import. F i r s t l y , a, large 
proport ion o f private investment, especial ly in towns, goes, into 
construction. In view of the charac ter i s t i c s of Panama's external trade, 
i t i s t h i s sector of the economy which i s most exposed tO"the stimuli -
result ing from external demand. Secondly," the' structure of the monetary 
/Figure I I - l 
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"..¿.-r,.. FIGURE. I t I -vs 
PANAMÁ : RATIO BETWEEN CAPACITY TO IMPORT. 
^ ' "' AND PRIVATE "INVESTMENT' r ' 
P R I V A T E I N V E S T M E N T 
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system i s such that external ¡' conditidris^dr:e one of the main determinants 
of credit policy, and hence of the financing of a large part of gross 
investment. Finixly , the .-¡also determines the supply 
of machinery and equipment, since domestic production of such goods i s 
s t i l l very small. . • M 1 " ' : 
4• Projection of probable trends and projection of an economic development 
hypothesis 
As has just been stated, the decisive factors for the growth of ; 
Panama's economy are external demand and certain inst i tut ional and economic 
features of the internal productive system. I f i t were possible to predict 
the future behaviour of these decisive fac tors , a projection could be made 
of the probable trends of the macroeconomic quantities which define a 
country's s i tuation. In other words, on'the basis of a figure established 
for the probable magnitude of Panama's capacity to import in 1966 and of ; 
• * 
certain assumptions on the size of the gross investment ra te , the product-
capital ra t io and the rate of capital depreciation, the probable evolution 
of the various components of to ta l supply and demand could be calculated. 
In conjunction with a projection of demographic growth - both of the to ta l 
and of the active population - this aggregate projection would indicate 
in general terms the probable economic situation at the end of the next ; 
decade, given the basic assumptions of the projection- An attempt will 
be made below to construct such a projection of probable trends. 
The aggregate projection of probable trends is based, f i r s t l y , on 
the l i k e l y evolution of external demand. In chapter I I I , which i s limited 
to an exhaustive revie^Q^, ¡the- ffrpgppf&p ; pppsibi l i t ies for the capacity 
to import, a detailed as in&d ;e.oftW factors determining the 
external demand for goods and services exported, by Panama, including 
goods and services "destined for the rest of the world, those supplied to. 
meet the needs of the Canal Zone and those connected with the transi t and 
tourist t r a f f i c . Two alternative projections are constructed for each of 
the main exports. Hypothesis "A" - the one which i s relevant here - seeks 
to determine the future trend of external demand. I t indicates what wi l l 
probably happen to external demand i f international market conditions . "' 




more actively Or in à different direction'from that of present policy. 
:So far as internal conditions are'- concerned - and these, In conjunction 
with external conditions, plây a great part in detèrniing the' leve l of the 
investment ra te and the product-capital ra t io - i t i s assumed that no 
important changes wi l l occur. This assumption also corresponds to a 
hypothesis on probable trends,'since the ins t i tu t iona l and structural 
character is t ics of an economy rare ly change radica l ly unless policy i s 
firmly directed towards that end. As the projection of probable trends 
cannot accept such a poss ib i l i ty , i t seems reasonable that these character-
; i s t i c s should be asèumed to be invariable. 
1 The aggregate projection of probable trends made on these bases 
leads to the ; conclusion that theeconomlc s i tuation in Panama ' - dèspite 
•some ihévitablê ; :expanslon in the economy - w i l l tend to worsen. ^ instead 
of a r i s e in the general level of l iv ing arid some a l leviat ion of the 
serious problem of unemployment arid under-employment, the s i tuat ion f wil l 
/ 'probably deteriorate I n a l l these aspects , since economic development i s 
l i k e l y to bê so slow that I t w i l l be outstripped by démographie-growth. 
•This being-so', the future development of the Panamanian economy'will 
" 'lead to an uritènable ' s i tuat ion. I t must be asked whether à better :;; i,, 
'alternative e x i s t s , ih other -'words: what rate of increase iri tHé "general 
level of living%a.y be regardedas reasonable, and what general and 
' speci f ic measures'would'be" needed to achieve t h i s rate of economic develop-
ment?- Or again: to achieve a given rate of increase of per capita private" 
consumption during the decade 1957-66,- what structural changes would have 
to t'a tee place in the Panamanian economy? The bases used here must be 
•different from those employed in the previous projection.- The point,of 
'departure, of course, i s a hypothesis "B" on the capacity to import, a 
''projfectlorV which, tmlik'ënhy^otfi'esis "À"' used' in thë aggregate projection 
~ ôFproSàbiè,'£?eltàiâii;''iiôpiieâ a' "bold ' ànd ' effective"1 e f f t o f a ise t i le * future 
c i e^é i ôf"'Pàhaa#'?à iexpBrts't^ee' Chaptërt' :ïïlji'.' : ''','ic;''Ji'': '""''''J -' l' 
Ori'thé 'b&sIs : !bfvtftife ; :h^otheèi^'âhd'of the target fixed as an 
acceptàbié^fîgufë f o r p e r 1 daplta 'private bohsuiàpt'ion - 'ahdr?àssumihg for 
L the"mbmeht r thattHeihstI tutIonaland éîemént's'!6f!thee'cbnomy 
àre s'uffiCièntly ' I i é x i b l e ' t o' pëririit :an increase iri Jthe rate of investment 
, - t , - /and the 
s.Bvriq ¿ ¿ x ^ b cJ^ lo sëfi^orix 16 Visi"«evl'y 'à -^'¿rioe1 ' tri^s'lO '-rinm 
f f g ^ f e ' 1 ' 9 * b ë s i s SoëBd-^di • 'fceiiib&w* :driô '¿t ":uï\, , 'So: 
1 0 ^ ^ ëùdi^iqi in/'hï 
CIO _ _ _ "' -—-••- - • - - -- - • pdjjCiq 
' tèrmà 
Jnem 
, ^ ,, .. .. r,.., - .  m 
' r f fi*? rrrt r .tprr + I-. ' V- - .- , ' - " • 
: ^dirècted thé ptfpulâtidn is^to. p r a i s e d to the 
1 e&t érit '•ïhdicaleâ^'il s ë,°'such jradipâijph'âriges icànnotjb.e^carrà.edr 
' cdhdifeîGhs: ivhich stand iiiv •jthë-'w^,-.of;'an;;eVolutioii of this , kind- Hence, 
1 '¿oaiW study must /.-be'given to t^e, question o f what inst i tutional ârid 
• économie policy changes would have to be carried out to achieve the,'. 
l l j : n great ë s t ( ' pd s s ib l e , Inc r ease in exports- of" goods and .services,, the greatest 
possible Substitution of imports, a suff ic ient ly high'rate., of investment 
1 and ân intense-., ut i l ization of. installed productive capacity.. The size 
and nature of.: the necessary change's once determined in some detail^ -a 
ri 'v' broàd analysis can be made of the domestic conditions ;which would' be 
•' -required to attain the development prerequisites just set forth. Thus, 
the hypothetical projection of economic development will necessitate 
ihorough^study: of . t he ''conditions "eësëritaal for development âïohg-the 
T 1 i i f ies .•i£âieatiéd;:a^4'..-'^ itJSi-in. &..^ erieiràLlfE^mewîoi^  of économie!equilibrium. 
' • •;•'•' v J ' .-V'r"V r. '1 » lôt»Oiw-JOXvitri  ,+hvf.'i •.^ .tK.T.'^ id : jno.,!jcisvii.'; \q ioti ¡u "• V-X '-" y ^ ; r v-' . - = .••,,'•„-.. '1 "/.¡IV I r -••la.'-iaii";;;! r. 
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' - I I ¿ Aggregate rpojsction of "prospects for ecowqmï . 
1 . .^Assumptions of the projection1 of probable 'trends ; . 
The.fundamental aim of-the projection of probable trends i s to derive 
from the h is tor ica l .analys is a f a i r l y c lear indication of the future 
development of Panama's economy« The projection i s based on a general 
» 
assumption of continuity i n . i n s t i t u t i o n a l conditions, basic structural 
character is t ics and economic policy» Given th is assumption that the economic 
framework m i l continue more or l ess unchanged, spec i f ic projections are 
mad,e for the various determinants of the model. ( • ' 
... (a): External demand- and imports -
t ;•„ ,-The .projection, of the capacity to importy.will be--'s&t. for th in detai l 
in,,chapiter XIIv In th i s case, hypothesis "A" wi l l -be the" one: Used, since i t 
corre,sponds. to ; the general assumption of continuity underlying the 
^.projection;;;¿of¡ probable,trends. The increase in the, capacity t o import 
predicted in t h i s hypothesis for the 195(y-6(> decade i s barely 12 .7 per cent, 
from ;92.4 million balboas in the f i r s t year of the period to 104,1 millions 
in, the . l a s t (see table IIX~1). I t i s s igni f i cant ' that ther reason-for 
these poor growth prospects l i e s mainly in the tiends^obsèrvablè^ìri the most 
important .sector of Panama's external demand, namely, the sale of- goods and 
services to the, Panama ,Canal Zone, which are estimated,.to, fa l l , frtom 53.0 
million balboas in 1956 to 52.2 millions in 1966. ,. 
f,, From the point of view of the unemployment problem, . i t should be 
pointed out that t h i s decline -is concentrated mainly in -those items of 
demand whichinvolye direct services by Panamanianlabouir.Apart from 
wa.çes earned by employees of. Panamanian contactors, sales .of services to 
Canal Zone agencies and, especial ly,regular wages earned by Canal Zone 
employees resident in Panama.will drop substantial ly . For reasons v 
analysed in the releyan^, part of th is studyjit i s est imatedthat the 
quantum of seryices, rendered to the Canal Zone wi l l f a l l from 20,1 mill ion 
balboas-in 1956,.to, 17*,5. millions, in 1966 (see table J J X ^ ) M This 
contraction of almost 13 per cent in the quantum of personal services 
demanded by the Canal Zone vri.ll probably be equivalent, assuming that there 
are no important changes in the number of man-hours .worked per week, to 
the decline in the employment of Panamanians in the Zone. As th is sector 
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of employment i s one o f t h e economic. acti^fci|s.;.i^os^hiG)i; ,theû gros? 
product was broken ..down.,.the . ^roje,ctioi},.o£rtbis piantum. ip-: f^pt represents 
the projection of the, gross, product,. Of ...the. Zpnea,-,..;Biji]b the influence 
of these items on the capacity to. import i s .not r so ..negative, as ...their 
influence on the grçss product, . since , the ,wage,tratf3s.,of,,Canal: Zoneemployees 
wil l probably, r i s e . . ,,..,:..r , ,, ¿M 
Registered .exports^ of goods form, another ^secto^,,o£ ;extçrn^.l, demand 
which i s characterized ,by a marked tendency . tp^aç^s istqLgn t^.iqn!, Although 
an increase of 16.7 per cent over .the figure , for -1956 .i^ jprojeCted, i t 
has to be remembered that the figure .for that, year ...was exceptionally low. 
In 1955 - the year preceding.thp base-year of the., projejCtipn ..—.-capacity 
to import generated; .by .registered .exports, o^ .^ opds amounted ,to ,31.7, ; 
million baiboas, whereas hypothesis. ."A" propepts .^ffigure, for;-..¿L966,p£ 30.0 
millions. ' This slight decline with, respect tp^h^,. previous maximum,,-is due 
mainly to the poor prospects of growth for, Panama,'s traditional, agricultural 
exports (bananas and capao) and the probable,stagnation.ofshrimp-exports. 
External demand connected, with, transit .^ .pd ,^puris|r ,actiîfitie:s;, rf ; which 
represent only 14.8 per cent of the c a p a c i ^ ^ . t o . , i m p p r t t h e ,-o»iy..Item 
which holds out dynamic prospects. This tr^nd, .,hpwe-yer, fi^ .due-,mainly 
to the tourist and general transit t r a f f i c , forire^exports ^re, .likely 
to remain stationary and the ..corresponding items ,ar.e .-.of little..-relative 
importance. ; .. . « H l l : j , ! j j- ' •:• !;•• 
^ From the .poi^ , of ..view;...^  the i r juti l ization in- ;the. ¿aggregate ^projection 
of .probable trends, the projections of external demand given-in chapter I I I 
- whose savent features haye, just^beeij. suflpar^ Lged yield- thexfollowing 
results ; (a) the tp.tal capacity to :import in- i^ô^ shpuM:; am.omfc\tt>r^ 9:2.4 
million baiboas;. (b) the effect of the terms, of;.trajde.;; in:,that year should 
be equivalent to a figure cf 7.9 millions which corresponds to the .¿difference 
between the capacity, to. import, and the .quantum ;ofo future'èxports;:-) ' 0-J 
(?) assuming that ip; ¿#66,..the , , çg payments wil l be in; equilibrium, 
. total imports in that, ye jar should reach the same figure as that ; for .the 
capacity to import § 1 $ . p r o j e c t i o n ; - , of the capacity to-
imgort giyes a^p^oj^Qted .^figuçe -.for the grpss ..product; generated'in thé 
Canal Zone of 17.5 million baiboas in 1966, ... 
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(b) The growth equation and internal variables 
For t h e p r o j e c t i o n of the remaining elements i n the p a t t e r n o f 
t o t a l supply arid demand, an equation, i s used which r e l a t e s the r a t e o f 
investment with..the c o e f f i c i e n t of c a p i t a l u t i l i z a t i o n and the r a t e of 
capital depreciation, thus permitting the rate of growth of.the gross 
product to be calculated®^ The projections of the rate of investment 
and the gross, product may therefore be worked out direct ly from this 
equation, and consumption may then be calculated by subtraction. 
Nevertheless, as wil l be seen below, both gross investment and t o t a l 
consumption are broken down again between the"private and public sectors® 
The growth equation used in the model necessitates the formulation 
of specif ic assumptions on the rate of gross investment, the' product-
capital coeff icient and the rate of capital depreciation. Before 
these assumptions are discussed, it .should be made clear that the concept 
of the gross product used in the model d i f fers from the normal in that 
i t excludes the Canal Zone. This sector consists almost exclusively 
in the provision of personal services to Canal Zone agencies, and 
demand for them i s confined solely to that area. Hence, there i s l i t t l e 
or no relationship between the product generated by th is ac t iv i ty on the 
one hand, and the capi ta l , investment rate and capital depreciation of 
the Panamanian economy on the other. For th is reason, the projection 
of this sector of the product has been constructed in direct relation to 
the analysis of external demand. 
Of the three variable determinants of the growth equation, the 
gross investment, rate i s the bnly one which can be based on s t a t i s t i c a l 
time ser ies , i . e . on previous experience. Table I I - l shows that during 
the period 1945-56 the gross ..investment rate underwent very marked 
fluctuations, varying between 18.4 per cent in 194-6 and barely 11.4 in 
1951. Both these extremes re f lec t quite exceptional conditions. I t i s 
worthy of note that the upper l imit of the investment rate, even in a 
period so favourable as the f i r s t three years after the war, i s around 18 
per cent. During the las t years of the period (the only ones which may 
be considered relat ively normal) the investment rate tends to approximate 
5/ The equation i s as follows: r a oC.t - d, where r i s the annual cumula 
t ive rate of growth of the gross product, CX. I s the product-capital 
rat io , t i s the rate of gross investment over the gross product and 
d i s the rate of depreciation of ,capital . . • 
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Table I I - l ' : 
PANAMA; RATE, OF GROSS INVESTMENT, 1945-56 
Year 
Gross product _ 
excluding 
Canal Zone . .,. 
(Millions of balboas at 
.Gro.sQ. 
investment "' 
•'1950 ' 'pi'ic'cs ) I 
Gross ihvestraent 




1945 ' : 209c3 " 
. . . 
• 36.5 • - 17.4 
¡1946 ' .. ; i ! 228„7 ... ... .. .. y 42,0 
"T'. ',.•• 18 „4 
1947 234*0 41.3- -, . 17.6 
.1948 " ' 7 '•' 37.2 - oi. 16.6 
,1949.:.:., :.f .. ?29 .6 , v ; . .. ' , 30.7 " 13.4 
1950' 238„3 •:. .:.. 28„5 .- ; . ., 12 „0 
1953, ; ' " 243.3 v : 27.8 c" •:..;. 11.4 
1952 . - c : . ••:>.: .! -, 257,9 
' , - ' . * 
12.3 
1953 ; •.•-•'•'• : -••'i 273.5 ••••X- 39.6 , . i {„ :-'•'•• •  T ,, 14.4 
1954 '283.0 39.9 ' ::.-. .7 14.1 
1955 2 9 5 ' 9 . " " 44.8 ' 15.1 
1956 - ; - 305.4 - • .. 4.9.2 . 
••V : 
16.1 
Source: Tables B - l and B-32e 
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ra.^ ò^ ì«x'èBHtVr-àT-;'i>igiìre'-vsMgh:fcÌy lower - than that "which" "prevailed :iri h-rm 
•the initial"yèarSo -'ù- ••••*••' • ' "-v-"'-:^  bels r'rJw: 
. --v- i';ae effect of external demand on' the behaviour -of the gross investment 
^ e ;reSson iS '-that private'-
related to the -capacity to import'/-and that it normally-account's: for' more 
;;than three-quart ers of' ;grr>ss '••investment.'" -Assuming that the capacity 
•to import" v/ill""continue to determine the' investment rate in the future, 
the lattè'r Will most probably decline from the-level attained In- the last 
years of the period. In the case of private investment for 'exarripley - an 
'fihcjféaSS: • 6'f.<12/f- ••pefr" cent in-the. capacity to import-would "bring-'about a rise 
'-óf- -barely 22.7 per cent in the -1956-66 decade1 (sée again figure II-l)0 
Sh;:-bth!ér ¿woods', •"• and; a&stìinihg. •afsdyil'àr"4n<i2!!éàsé-'-,-in - |pul^ c^ i'nve8.tntent-j 
•grosS investment- per capita- and- per econor.-iical-ly active person-would • 
:drop'--consideràbly,- and- the 'growth in the -gross product-Would be wholly 
.'• inadequate. ' ' v:' -'VS - •"'-•-; :/'iL '•'-'-"':<- --•"'•i-'/^ x^ r-:-'. /-.-.i-'-t :•./; 
•'•• : However, -there is no reason why thi s situation should inevitably 
;c'bmfe'"'%.bout'. -'The) Changes màde 'iti' ecb'homi'q''"^ Mcy-'dur&'n^  *se'cent vjpesstps/ and 
the fact that-Pànama.-'Seems to' possess relatively - abundant investment-
rèsoiirceS/' suggest that' the- country could perhaps maintain- the gross: 
ihWstmen rate: of -16.1 per cent achieved in -1956 "despite the :p'00r"::: > '• 
prospects of1 growth for the capacity to import.- -There are-.several- facts 
which appear to . oónfiim this suggestion. Panama'has "developed its;- -' 
fb'bM'étructaoh matèMàib-industry r-"fa'irly '-substantially, thUsi doing" much to 
•frb'e gross investment'• from its. dependence on • the " capacity to- ÌKÌpo'rt-' ;-~ . 
capital goods;i. This" is' the more import ant ' irithàt -bb'hst'ructioni'fof teiii' 
accounts1 for more" than half of total:gross -invèstteent - sometimeé' eveft-
àpprbàchi-ng two thirds (see'•table- B-3-2').- : •"- ---^-'W lie. 
hri£ -in- addi ti oily the amount of-' the- savings available- fbr ; capital ;f brma-
tion does-' hot sèeiii to -set up -in Panama, as in:.-other Isatirt'' Américàfti*^  
countries^  an insurmountable - obstacle- at least':' in the 'Immediate -'future to 
any increase in'; :gr'oss 'investment''- or'thè 'mainténance' of^a^Mg&^lt^bf^ 
c|ipl£al.f ormation.,., In .¡chapter--, I.,, in -examining th,f,.'beh^T±p'U|*';;iqf — 
expenditure in the public sector, repeated - r(?f.erence'siwere¡jria'de to the 
considerable" si£e of tfie* liquid funds which'the Government cÓulà absorb 
by 'means' of'the publicinternal debt. '''• Attention was.alsp !dra'|^ ,.to the high 
liquidity , .of the ¡-financial system, .the magnitude of the monetary : reserves 
•'•'•• /and foreign -
and foreign deposits and the relatively high ¡rate of capital formation 
xvhich prevailed wherever stimuli to the development1 pf., production were 
improved. In this.;r, connexion,; mention should be.made ofthe phenomenon 
pf: over-investment which has \bfeen .characteristic whenever a-new ..activity 
with- favourable; prospects;, has;.developed-;-; the;. excessive growth of the. 
shrimping-, fleet,, the; b u i l d i n g ¿ p l a n t a s J without. reliable- supplies 
of the raw material and .with,, the; problem, of f i sh; conservât ion'' still ...unsolved, 
• and the; surplus-1-.capacity in factories ;producing;'milk.,., bread and;-1; bevèrages 
..are. all;casesj in; point M ,,.-••;••;, v..-; „bj;:-;- •:' .•••3-m; 
•r.i. ¡Finally,, as .has beer, pointed .out, . the slope of the, regression.; curve 
which.,was obtained from; the • correlation .between'rtiie .capacity ^ .b.--import and 
private .investment was .very high. .(20,CO),-..indicating-a parked-elasticity 
of -priyatei capital¡.,form^ tion-.in relation, to* .change s.. in1 'external¡.demand. 
•From the - foregoing facts it ; emerges- quite- clearly? that - the -investment 
problem in Panama results not-from the shortage of available.-, savings but 
rather from the absence.; of adequate .and. la sting, stimuli jpo "an- increase 
7 / " 
in-private capital formation, -All: the evidence suggests thatiPanama's 
economy tends to.generate a-mass of savings which, because of the. lack of 
investment,opportunities,, exceed the-investment-absorption capacity of the 
country',s economic system,, . Of course, this applies, only to the private 
sector, but. it should al,so-be remembered that the social, security .system 
serves to attract savings towards the public sector. • r,/: 
Thias ; there'pow exists withiiii the Panamanian economy a large mass of 
accumulated savings which both public and private sectors can use tcdncrease 
the rate of capital formation .Furthermore, in so far as,new-incentives 
to,investment are created, the. rate • of-. saving may even rise'in the next 
few years. For all these reaoijs,, and provided that the. public sector 
assumes ; a guiding role- in the mobilization of financial. resources and 
their.•:.proper..investment, it would not seem- excessive • to assume that , 
Panama can maintain during the nçxt.decade -an ..average.;rate. of grcss-
investment;.; .similar,;to that .of 1956,.,i.e::„ 16.1;per. cent*;. .> • .-•;:;:-' 
6/International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Industrial 
••- : Development in Panama, prepared by Walter J.Armstrong for .the Government 
^ , of the Republic of Panama, Washington, D.C., 1^57, pp.17, 20 and 21. 
I/. For a more detailed .analysis of this problem,, .see this. chapter, 
section IIIj9 2. ; .-•">• •. - -••-• ' 
v * /Unfortunately, Panama 
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Unfortunately, Panama doés not possess the basic statistics necessary 
to define the values "which should be assigned in this projection to- the-*-
product-cap'itai ratio and the' 'd'epreciatioh'rate»"' ' Certa.ih' estimates of -a-
rather" rough'1-'icind'ma'de'JOT' the bakis of Census: data" and partial'• surveys "'-
suggest tliat: in'normal Conditich'S of employment (as, foi1-example, in récent 
years) the product-capital ratio 'has ' fluctuated kroUrid 0 . 4 0 a figiirè 
somewhat "lower" than that which has béen estimated'for 'iatih: Arriei-ica as a 
whole in "the pbst^war decade«, "A coefficient of capital'of-this size must 
be • considered relatively high l'or an- economy in which' the - shortage of basic • 
. social'capital and'the restricted development of thé' domestic market -for 
goods anf "factors make any better utilization"of productive resources, ''"-
• particularly- capital \ ' difficult » • 'However-, as the assumption of s-the-,r'-
'maintenance of a fairly high rate'of gross investment would "'not "be c'c&patible 
with an excessively low--.utilizaition.- -of - iftstf^ed ^ groductifç/.capa-c^ tjr, • this 
projection" will be based'on the assumption of an average'••product-capital ratio 
of 0-.-4G similar : to that .which has--probably prevailed in recent years. -. ..So 
far-as'concerns thé rate of depreciation of -tangible reproducible,wealth,H 
considerations relating to the composition of capital and its, average, age 
in the/main se.ctors of the economy ;(for which paî?^ iali information is,J'viv, 
Java liable) suggest-, an . assumption of 3-iQ. per- cent per_year,. ,. . This' rate .of. 
'- depreciation is .similar-: to. those which have emerged f r om.. e stimate s .made . •-. 
in- certain other Latin ^American- countries. , n 
. ..• •;Gn the. basis, of the foregoing, assumptions, the. gross, pr odu ct,.r-- exclud-
ing, that.- generated in the Canal Zone.r,should.- grow, .over .the., p e r i o d , : a t 
\-a .rate, of 3.4-per .cent annually,», giyingt a total increase of 39» 7 per ,benj|i 
It ¿-should be. borne in mind that- this.;.- pr-o j e et ion is. probably based on ..the ,.;• 
m©st : favourable assumptions., as regards - the„ .investment rate., and . the. degree-. -, 
r:of.,^ il4f;ati,on qf:-;..pr.odrucjbivfcapacity,,whichrfit,is possibly to make.given-. -.. 
the, ^tru^tural < and iMtituitio^ a^ .condi,t4pnsiVj3r.ç.yai|in^ ,, in Panama,part icularly 
;a yefy. moderate ,,in crease. take,s> pia ce.,. in,-t^ei:-:,iGa,paqity,. p^^p^. As 
has been seen, ,the jrate of investment adopted is the- highest recorded ,since 
the. war .in conditions of normal external demand,. The assumed product--
capital ratio, is-higher than that of several Latin American countries and 
' "' ' /net much 
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not much flower., than .the. ¿'inure o^ t,.iy.aitìd ; -for, ' Ixitin ¿no rie-a a a: -k- -whole (see 
table ,;.,The_a,saumgtio-n; :at. Lpi-h implies - aufc.-a&era'g© Ili e -of 
existing, capital ¡qfr,.,33- years^-perl^^^ri/ath^.high; figure if1 .'It '7-1: 
remembered^ that.;-.Panama- s. infrastructwalLan.d -industrial development -is 
fairly recent . v. The replac^pr^t, of, existing- jòapital...in:::.housing. In .the^ • 
last decade anci a h a ^ f v i e w u - ; . ; . ; ' - c . v - - ' n.»-''^ ,^. 
^ „ Given thes^f^gwrab^e. ^ cpaditim.g .^ nd \sqgje continuity in the'bàsic-3: 
features. of: panama £.,,¡3:1^  ; 
.policyj, tbe^ .grp.ss ...pro,duc^  shouldvij^re.ase; -during..'/he- next., decade at a- ; 
rate... slightly higher, than that. ,of .population'.¡.growth« . .,• ' If--the. assumptions-
concerning^the two basic variables ..of the model were:;somewhat •lesfe-f'' "{VV 
favourable^ ^rc ^.s • growth-fpr thgygros's -product''w6ultì%d very 
discouraging ..(see |<able .11-3) ^  ';,<--•<-• ' ".'••• - , • '.'v 
.:, - (c) The ag^ 'r'égate1 prdjectloh' of probable trends '"'"'* ? v 
••_ ;' .The- projection'o.f 'the gróss'prcducl^ excluding th e r t a m i Zòne,'and'" 
- the estimate already-made for the latter sector'permit a'calculation of 
theictotal-grossi product f o r 19660 ' ;'Beca.Use' of the decline in the gross' 
product generated in thè Caihal Zonethis ' f ìgùre should incrè'àsè by only ^  
36.4 per- cent between 1956 and-1966, 'reaching:"a value of'444.1 million 
balbo-as"(see: table l'I<-4)0 : Prbjécting imports as à function' of the capacity 
to importy> à . figure'-'"is' obtained for aggregate future supplyc If 'the effect 
of the terms of trade is also known, aggregate1 demand may1 be obtained, and 
if. gross -investment"'is deducted:from';this 'figure the balance represents 
còneùitìer .fexpghditUre^  -'^th public"àhd private"As this latter' component 
ig,: .:.ofi inter èst, a§ being a more'faith fui refleò-ci'oh of'the general'level of 
living, a prójèction;iwàs Mdé':of'-òofì'sumér''é^ endit1ùrè in the "public sector, 
on the assumption1 that th.i s' would "gr-,w at 'the '"saniè rate" as the population. 
This'-implles' that '"per capita, public expenditure will remain stationary^ but 
;'that'rne'ed not rpréverit'an improvement* in the quality and quantity of social, ^  
serviced'àchlevéd by"better Use"of the funds appropriated by the Government;, 
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•'. v. Table 11 »2. .i ;; 
PANAMA: LIMITS OP iTOÖUCT-C/pfilili'RA^iÖ- I ^ ' Ü E M Ö J "'ÜTIN AMERICAN 
COUNTRIES AND IN LATIN AMERICA AS A WHOLE 
Country , : ; Period Limits of producfcr-., ca pital ratio 
Mexico ... . 1945-55 . . 0„40 - 0 . 5 1 
Brazil '. ,„;. 1939-53 0 ,49 - 0 .57 
Colombia 1945-54 0 .32 - 0.4Q' 
Bolivia , . 1950 • • : 0 .29 
Argentina 1945-55 , 0 .28 ~ 0 .32 
El Salvador ,: 1945-5.7 , 0 ,30 - 0 . 4 8 
Latin America ,' : 1945-55 0 .45 - 0 .49 
Sources: E CLA, Analyses and projections of economic development, 
Volumes I, II, III, IV, V and VI; and ECLA, External disequi-
librium in the economic development of Latin America: the 
case of Mexico, doc. E/CN.12/428 and Add0 1, 
/Table I I - 3 
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Table II-3 
PANAMA: ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS AS REGARDS GROWTH OF GROSS PRODUCT 
: .r : . . . I N THE. MODEL FOR PROBABLE ; TRENDS §J . ...... ..... 
„ ^ ' n , „ • j. -i • Annual rate + •?• deduct- - "Rate" of - - Rate -of --capital 
Alteratives • • • capital gross .,-. depreciation gross:,product 
-' : '• • ratio investment w 
,„„._.._, .. , ..,._ _., „, — (percentages) 
r. 
4/1/ - .li,' 0.40 .0.16 0.03 ""3.4 
.-- : 0.40 .0-.-13 .;' 0.03 .. -
C ., - . 0 . 4 0 • • O-vlO.... 0.03 : 1.0' 
D 0.35 0,16 0.03 - 2.6' 
S - 0.35 0-.13 0„03 1.6. 
-- ~w •" 0.35 , . G.10. 0,03 'i'llv,.. 0.5 
G . ~ ^ • • 0.30 . • 0C16 . 0.03 1.8 -
-H , .... .. 0.3Ö- 0.13 0.03 .. ... . 0.9 
I. '.-1- ' ..Co.30 .  0110 •..:..;.; - .... : 0,-03;.,: > : - OvO 
:>i: 
sj See growth equation in footnote 5 
b/ It is reasonable to assume that the average age of existing fixed capital 
will not alter appreciably in a decade. 
/Table II-4 
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' ' ' ' Table 11-4 s 1 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF PROBABLE TRENDS 
' 1956 196" 1966 Annual rate 
— / - • - , — — • index of growth 
(Millions, of balbv.-as .... (base between 1956 
at 1950 prices) ' 195fcs100) and 1966 
Aggregate supply • 429 c4 ' 548.2 • ' 127.7 2.5 
- Totail'gross product '•' ; 325'o5 ' ; '444U 136.4 " 3.2 
Gross product excluding 
Canal Zone , 305,4 426.6 139»7 ' 3.4 
Gross product ox Canal 
Zone 20 j 1 17.5 ; 87.1 "1.4 
Imports 103,9 . 104.1. 100.2 .. -
Aggregate demand 447 o 3 556.1 2.2 
Capacity to import 92.4 .. 104,1 112.7 1.2 
Private consumption 264.4 .. 328.5. 124.2 . 2.2 
' Consumption in public 
. 'sector r-., o- '-: 41,3 54.8' 132.6 ' 2.9 
Gross investment v';" l : 49.2 68.7 139.6 3.4 
."• ; Public sector* ' 13.0 ; 24.3 r' 186.9 6.4 
Private sector "•'' ' 36.2 44.4 122.7 i/r 2.1 
Difference between supply; 
and demand 17.8 7.9 . . 
, Effect of terms of trade , 6O3- en,;. ._•:.: 7.9 -
Statistical discrepancy 11.5 • - ' 
Source: See table A-l, andv 
"'"• " "" section II „10 
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for its current expenditure«--4Private consumption may then be obtained 
directly by: subtraction. . •"'•• '-;> 
In •the-ease- --of gress-investment- •the- same -breakdoi-m between the 
"public ¡and private' ëectors was'iîtade on the basis of the correlation 
.¿between?-capital formation inrthe..private sector and capacity to import 
'"•de s bribed'1 above. 'By "projecting the latter component for the next 
decade, it was possible to obtain the probable size of private investment. 
The différence between that figure and total gross investment' then 
corresponds to investment by the public sector« The use of this method 
for the.¡projection of. private investment does not contradipt. the previous 
projection of total gross investment, in. which, it,.was. postulated that the 
latter did not depend on the conditions of external demand!- It merely 
implieè' that potential investment' availabilities in Panama-will not be 
used by the private "•entrepreneur but will be absorbed by the--.State for 
those-basic investments which the-'country n^ ê'dS -fo.r'lts progress, 
--The final result of the aggregate projection of' probable trends, 
whose basic assumptions have been explained-in previous-'paragraphs, is 
given'in'table 11-4« In the next sub-section an attempt'will be made to 
interpret these data in order to establish a comparison between the general 
economic situation which might prevail in 1966 "and that"which has been 
experienced recently, and to bring out some of the "more important phenomena 
which will have tq. take place during thé decade in order tp achieve the 
results indicated.. ; ; i . , . ..,.,. -v. 
2. Interpretation of the aggregate projection.,.of probable, trends 
In order to make clear the real significance of the aggregate 
projection .of probable ..îrends,., it,.should, first ¿ e .pointed,out ..that the 
population of Panama will probably increase --from 94GV-2-G0 in. 1956 to 
1,246,700 in 1966, a growth of 2.6 per cent, The annual rate of economic 
growth corresponding to this figure would be 2.86 per cent. If the 
B/ Various enquiries suggest that the Panamanian Government could 
substantially increase the productivity of its expenditure in this way. 
See for example, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
Public Finance of Panama (Romeo Dalla Chiesa), Washington, D.C., 1957« 
/development of 
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development of the population is compared with the probable development 
of the economy in the light of the projection, it will be observed that 
per capita gross product will remain practically stationary while per 
capita private cohsumpti\n, i.e. the general level of living, will fall 
by more than 7 per cent (see table II--5). 
"'r - Obviously, total private consumption could show a greater increase 
...- than that. derived-<f-rom the projection if the assumption of a future balance 
..Vi','.!' between imports • and capacity to import were replaced by the assumption that 
capital ^transactions and transfers will show a net favourable balance. 
Supposing, for example, that the difference,recorded-in 1956 between imports 
ana the capacity to import remained constant, in relative terms, imports 
•„-;; in 1966, . could reach a figure of 117.1 million'balbbas. If the-'aggregate 
supply were enlarged to this extent, private consumption could attain a level 
""of 341 ."5 "million balboas, provided that the remaining items.did not alter. 
The increase over 1956 would in this case be 29.2 per cent, still lower than 
the population growth. Indeed, to maintain the general level of living 
? even-, at^ a-.-.stationary., level, private consumption, would' have to reach a figure 
of 350.6 million balboas; and to achieve the deficit in the'current payments 
-i0r, acc^ i^ tr.would;,have-'to rise- from the present level of 12,4 per cent to more 
, than.20: per ,cent in -1966,, This situation would result from an .increase of 
hrf... ,v12,7 .per- cent , in external demand during the next decade, while imports would 
5„ c^,, hjpe; to .increase iby,; ,21,, 5 per :;cent9-i:"".'••' ' '' 
„ ....Although the-alternatives suggested do nV-t significantly change the 
.: ..pppspsects -for -the. general-level of living, the favourable balance of the 
capital account (and. the transfers account) would have to expand considerably. 
¡. ...... tp prevent, .a.decline in the.: level of living',. lBut ; the''possibilities of such 
. . ..a. development, are. not .-very• great«. Because of the large'"proportion of., 
... ,0 ..persons .of. foreign extraction -in-the resident population, the "transfer^ 
,.„ _ account tends; rather, to • ce negative,, ' And so far as concerns recent. ,. . .. . 
-,,.. ..experience . with, foreign capital, the exceptional incentives which have been 
©ffered during re.cent years seem to...have.-met -with a somewhat "•T»eatC""r"esponse3 
_..,...,T-h;is is.,, the .more significant because there''remains little:, available margin -
respects, 
xLe.II-5 ' v 
for-"in'creasing' incentives to private industry and because, in some 
v„ .V":?': .J^^v^orpir-Er-. , ••••: -' '"' — — "yT^ble.; 
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• • Table V.I»-'^- ' ' _ _ 
PANAMA: PROJECTIONS OF POPULATION .AND-PER CAPITA GROSS' 
t:,-ri "-PRODUCT' 'ANir'PRr/A'TS" CONSUMPTION" 
1966 
•'1956—' • ; 1966 ' (Index, 
. ,. .. ... 1956=100) 
Population (thousands) ,.,. >t , ... ... SZ|%V..-.- -..Ij 247':." :'i 132.6 
•- Per capita gross'-'prPduct (bàlboas) " " 346 _ 356, : . ,102.9 
Per capita private, consumption, '(balboa's') 281 ~'1 ' 0 263 * " 93.6 
J_ _ __ _, — — ; .. ,i r'-^TT—^ 
Source : Table 7.1-4 and text, , . •• '••  • ; 
concessions have.been, granted-, which - may .even prove-dangerous-'for'the 
economy, as a, whole „.r-7 .: •••..,.•.:•.• •> • ' •"> '--y "•••••'. ® 
Panamai s c.cmplete monetary • stability-: and the • total' âbs'êrice 'of controls 
over capital movements, and,-, foreign trade in-"'general-/ coupled'- 'of course with 
' . " • . .. i . .. C . ..'...•• 
the.free .circulation of the dç-.llar, are-additional highly-favwurâble and 
attractive factors f 
or the foreign investori ..  However, ¿¿ -has been pointed 
out,, it has-proved impossible-even in such favourable'circumstances as 
these to obtain, an. influx foreign capital 'of' the' necéksâ^y or'desirable 
magnitude, . ... , . .; v •'-.••;," •'••'•'•• :.>'"'-''' ' . 
r . . . . The.b^sic,reason f,:>r,,;th.is lack? of' response' from foreign" investors is 
of course .the,.,absence ©f re^l-incentives. to: production whi&i'is' characteristic 
of Panama. .has...alreadyjbeen-.pôinted'-'èut 'that the - Panaiàënlân economy 
tends to.generate a.imass^ o|.;;saviijgs.::whitth exceeds the' irivestmënt'néëds of 
local entrepreneurs. •- iPflow> : reference will âléo'-be mâde: tb:the structural 
9/ This refers..to thg .practice; .of establishing-,1 -fbr; fairly long periods, 
fixed rates for the payment .of social ^apQjarijfc^  contributions .iand taxes® 
Int.ernationéulr B'ariK''-ïori,ftëcOftstKicfei«?h and' Development, Industrial 




and institutional causes which weaken the stimuli to private investment*-—/ 
In these circumstances,'the legal and tax incentives and financial 
facilities, offered by. Panama in no way make up for' the' lack of basic " J": 
investment opportunities inherent'in" the smallness and sluggishness pf the-' 
Panamanian market, the high production'costs which prevail throughout'' • 
the country and the limited resources "of raw materials and' energy. 
The conditions in which Panamaes banking and monetary system operates 
have, it is true, had the effect of 'attracting liquid financial resources, 
but such international transfers' have" practically ho significance from the 
point of view of economic development, They cannot even servé ás a basis 
fjr an expansion of credit capacity , since they fluctuate considerably "and 
cannot therefore be used to back internal loans« The danger implicit Iri 
this practice - in the absence of a re-discount house - became apparent in 
1951 when a banking institution had to"suspend its operations temporarily" 
because of the sudden withdrawal of foreign funds deposited"in the country® 
.Since it is very unlikely that the inflow of capital will increase in 
the future, the initial assumption of an equilibrium in the balance of 
payments, or at most of the maintenance of the present imbalance, seems the 
most reasonable0 . Consequently, the prospects deriving from the aggregate 
projection made may be considered valid, and therefore merit more detailed 
analysis.» 
.. . As,, will be remembered, this projection suggests a slightly, declining 
trend in.the level of living and a practically stationary trend in the per 
capita., gross product. .. Even.then, the Panamanian economy .will have to undergo a 
series... pf comprehensive changes,. and an all-out effort in many directions 
will be , required from the ccmiaunity,. It has already been said that the • 
investment rate will have.to.be kept at a fairly high level which, in view 
of the. lack, of dynamic incentives to private investment, means that the 
public sector. ijo-ll have tr, increase i 'os, investment considerably. The process 
postulated,. will entail- a . rise, of almost 40 per cent in gross investment, 




\01 ... , ..... ......, . ,t... . - . . . ,. ,. , ...... ..,...., ..-. ;;••:•. 
private investment increasing by.barely 23_ per cents In practice, ^ 
therefore, "Government investment expenditure will have to expand by 
90 per cent*" (see again'table IT.~4). This alone implies a substantial- . 
change' in the" "role traditionally played in Panama by the State, since 
the share of public" investment in total gress investment - which in the 
last five" yèârs of the"" period fluctuated between 16 and 26 per cent -
would Have to rise to 35 per cent in 1966» The structure of public. 
expenditure would also have to be radically transformed„ During the 
period 1945-56, the portion set aside for investment exceeded 20. per .. 
cent' 'only' 'in 'exceptional years; in 1966 it would have to reach a figure , 
slightly over 30 per 'cento . . ..-, .•.  
Furthermore.;, imports given the poor prospects of growth for the 
capacity tô'import would remain more or leas stationary, .As total private 
consumption would"rise by 24«2 per cent, the corresponding increase in 
gross" investment" would "be 39c6 p'îr cent and in the gross product 36.4 per 
cent» The1-demand 'for'"imported cohcumsr goods, capital and raw materials and 
fuels Çfould'tend'to cliïàb' in" greater" or'' similar ' proportions. As the available 
margin for 'imports woùld'nôb permit this, the structure of aggregate supply 
would :;havë to chango radically/ the share of the gross product in the 
aggregate ¿-'in 1956 'less than'70 per ' cent - increasing to almost 80 per oent. 
In other words, there would be a. process of import substitution of consider-
able 'lâagnitudev So far; as concsrris''one'of Pâfiamâls most serious problems 
-..."unemployment- and" undër^ c^ plôyiàéitl; - the prcpects deriving from this 
• •:aggr.egat3 projection hold out !squally little hope of a 'solution,' AssUMh^ 
thafc-3tîlfe-&CononÊLcally •'•active -pé^ulation will continue to "increase at the 
post-war'-rate -of 3vî J per" cent per year, it should grew by 34,4 per cent 
during-the 'fesxt decade, -""Thss'-' Increase 'is almost equal to" that predicted 
for the ih'crëâse:;lh -thb gross' product,' sc tHaft' productivity "per active 
:v. persorr is likely to remain' crnsoant, ;;'Consequently/the problem of 
unempisyixï^ (and-]5robabi$/''also of'under-emplôyment) will" be relatively just 
as serious as at present» Nevertheless, it seems reasonable"to "assume" * 
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investment,is „ejected., t,a ri.se slightly and the . normal rate of technical 
progress should continue, In these circumstances the projection of 
probable trends would-imply that -unemployment and- under-employmeht- -will" -
worsen, particularly as the composi'tióh'of'the gros;s'product will tend tc 
changeo The ccntráction of external demand, especially from "the Canal 
Zone,1 is dire ctìy-réf le et ed in ' employment •'• in the Zone, and parti culárly 
affé'cts thè serviceb' seòtòrs', hotably"personal services. Thè relative 
contraction of all these sectors, in which the density of manpower per 
unit1product is véby high, coùìd hot1be"offset (in terms of employment) 
by an increase in the1 goods-producing sectors, in which the density of 
manpower per'unit product is much lower and in which growth depends ->n 
the rise in'-éxistiñg'productive capacity.^^ ' : 1 
This analysis shows that if the assumptions underlying the projectien 
are borne out, PanamaTs e conorni c situation in 1966 could be decidedly 
unfavourable„ Even at the cost of placing'a heavy strain on its economy, 
Panama would be unable to offset the discouraging trend of external demand. 
Any • idea'of improving the general•level of living and of even alleviating 
the severe employment problem would have to be set aside. Whèn so '"'" 
:discouraging1 a'J conclusici 'Is" arrived at after " basing the ' pro jection on 
fairlyiL optimistic' assumptions, some alternative must be suggested. ' The 
question-must-be asked whether Panama could not without attempting any : 
eéBnoíR-bá-lly''ihtblérabl'é';ob'jebtiv'éb,:"':sustaih a more positive process óf' ' 
economic development during the next decade. " In the following section 
an attempt will be made to answer this fundamental question. 
r-v-.;v ' o ; .'.'e í 
11/ See chapter I, section I I I . 3 .c, and this chapter, section 1 1 , 1 . 
X .v - i ; . ' , " : . - v : ' . " , i : r • •-,-;.; v"*.r •;•• '." . ' . - l/ i rv '• i.i.r •- ( J i . y y c z y v . : . ' ^ . v ; - • 
'"-: ¡v1'' :••.•;• i". J"-o '-.o.'iihy: ¡y a -,: . ..v...- '• • "•"• • n:.-.- . x 
» • 
-<t.o•''J•-:'.• --'¡.ir^';!^.; r. 'i j-7•.••••.'a.' •..(:>.!';'•/ "•-• /HI. AGGREGATE , > 
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;"lil0 " AGGRI'.GAT.PROJECTION' 0* AN^ECONOMlC DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESIS -' 
1. Illustration of.a hypothetical process of growth 
. . In view of the unfavourable prospects for the future development of 
Panama's economy which have just been outlined, an.alternative,projection 
must.be made which will not only illustrate the possibilities of growth 
for,Panama assuming a.resolute effort.to raise the level,of living but 
will also make c.lear xyhat measures and changes will be required if, this 
objective is tp^be achieved. ;.The aim of, this projection is very different 
from,, that of the. projection of probable trends. ^ While the latter was 
designed, inter alia, to give some indication of the probable evolution 
of the general level of livingil.given the existence of a number of . 
conditions, the present projection starts by postulating a definite rate 
of increase in per, capita private^consumption. 
The model used in the aggregate projection of the economic development 
hypothesis is exactly the samefas. that already, explained. The basic 
assumptions are still the independent projection of external demand and 
the three determinants of the growth equation;. ^ the rate of gross 
investment, the product-capital raoio and the rate, of capital depreciation. 
In addition, an initial assumption is made on the rate of. growth of 
per capita, private consumption which could be considered adequate or 
reasonable. For. this increase to be attained, the.basic assumptions of 
the_ projection will of course have ,to reach values more favourable than 
those adopted for the projection of probable trends,, which was based on 
assumption which, given a general background of institutional and 
structural continuity, may be considered fairly optimistic. In other 
words, the attainment of a more rapid increase in the capacity to import, 
a considerably higher rate of investment and a more intensive utilization 
of • productive capacity -'ail essential for* achieving' a higher' general . 
level of living - necessarily implies a complete break with this assumption 
of continuity, the logical consequences of which we have seen. 
The economy of Panama, as has been pointed out on several occasions, 
has a number of features which, apart from temporary exceptions act as 




conditions of exceptional external demand such as appears to have 
prevailed between the. late;, thirties and 1947,, .these obstacles have been 
nullified by,the eternal;stimulus or.to a large extent eliminated by 
the exceptional conditions .then o b t a i n i n g . I n the last years of the 
period.the.Panamanian economy.experienced a fairly rapid growth; but this 
was-.possible only because the ..capacity to .import recovered fairly quickly 
and .because both the investment rate and the product—capital ratio climbed 
back from the low levels to which they had sunk during the depression years. 
In chapter I this phenomenon was analyzed in some detail, with particular 
reference.to the part played in it by certain changes in the general 
features of the Panamanian economy referred,to above: a new economic policy 
aimed, at encouraging domestic production, the expansion of public 
expenditure to exceed the possibilities of current financing, the 
alleviation of the presure on the balboa. caused by relative, movements of . 
prices, in the United States and Panama, etc. 
Despite these relatively favourable circumstances implicit in the 
former,project ion, it has been seen that there seems no possibility in 
these conditions,of. achieving an adequate rate of economic development. 
To bringuabout a significant improvement in private per capita consumption, 
the economy would have to .grow at a nu.ch.more rapid rate. 
For this, the capacity to import would have, to rise, to the highest 
possible level; but in addition;, the other basic determinants of growth 
would have to. improve substantially. Even assuming a higher capacity 
to import, import, substitution, would have to be.intensified. State, 
participation would play an even more important role than in the previous 
case. . The composition, of the gross product by sectors of economic 
activity would have to „change appreciably, and the structure of imports 
would be completely transformed:, . In these circumstances the assertion 
that a, process of .economic development such,as that presented in this 
hypothetical illustration necessarily implies..,.the removal of the ma.in .. 
obstacles to growth can come as no surprise; The, aggregate projection 
of an economic ...development hypothesJ.s^Wtloneci "below, "and "its break-down 
12/ ..Sep chaptfp l, section I. 1. 
! '" - w . i /in chapter 
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in chapter' IV by "sectors 'and principal products, are in fact designed 
solely to 'illustrate thé" important 'arid complex changes which must be made 
in the conditions aHd' trerids'.of thè' Panamanian' economy if an intense and'1 ' 
balanced process"of economic development is tò'bë'achieved. " " 
Problems of this' nature are normally dealt with by recommending a" 
series of "'economic policy Measures designed' tó produce a particular effect. 
In'this case, however, "the first step"taken to establish an illustrative 
target 'for the growth of per1 "capita consumption. ' Then the possibilities 
of increasing exports" of goods and services are examined in the light of 
Panama ' s resources and the prospect s of "external markets. Lastly, the 
remaining conditions'which must be fulfilled to achieve the target ' 
- i.e. the' necessary rate'-'of investment and product-capital ratio - are 
defined." The aggregate projections thus constructed are then'converted' 
(in chapter IV) into specific projections for economic sectors and indeed 
for each of the main products." In other words, an advance model is " 
built up of what the Panamanian economy would be in 1966 if' the targets 
set were achieved. In this way, a complete and harmonious frame of 
reference for future requirements iè constructed, and against this 
' 'background an integral programme of economic development is formulated. 
It is not proposed in this study to enter this final phase of" 
prô'gràmrriing 'technique; this is the'task of the executive authority in 
Panâmâ". 'Nor is it intended that the illustrât ion of a hypothetical process 
of development of the Panamanian economy should serve as a direct basis'" 
for the ' formulation of'"'such a programme'. " Thé only end in view is to 
present a suitable methodology by means of which the task of programming" 
economic' development' can be placed on a permanent footing. Both' the '" " 
projection of probable trènds and the projection of a growth hypothesis " 
are based' on a1 detailed Ind over-ail analysis of Panama' s economy, and'' 
they offer an advance view of the most likely trends and the possible 
evolutidh,-"''respectively, of the Panamanian economy In the decade 1957-^6. 
2. Obstacles to' ecoriomic1 development ' ' ' ,l'" '•'"'"' 
The '"projection of 'the ëconotaic development hypothesis implies'aI : ' 
maximum possible increase in the capacity to import, the investment rate 
and the product-capital ratio. It has'already'been'pointed out that 
E/CN. 12/494 
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these basic variables, which are of.fundamental importance for development, 
are prevented by certain institutional, and structural, conditions from . 
attaining even in the best.conditions values more favourable than those . 
of the projection of probable .trends., Before, constructing, the model . 
corresponding to the economic development hypothesis, therefore,, it would 
seem, useful to give some study to the more important aspects of these 
institutional and:structural conditions, without of course seeking to 
make an exhaustive analysis of the obstacles to. the growth of the „ 
Panamanian economy. It has already been, stated, that the nature of the 
problems in question and the difficulties, of. defining them in quantitative 
terms prevent such an analysis, . However.,, in view of the special. 
character of, .certain, of these problems, and their undoubted importance for. 
the correct assessment of the present situation and future prp.spects,.of 
Panama's economy, it will be well to examine their most salient, features, 
if only in a preliminary, and general way. The comments which, follow 
should be. regarded merely...as an initial approach to an analysis of these 
aspects of the Panamanian economy., , • . 
a) ,The, characteristics of the monetary, system 
One. of the most complex and characteristic elements of Panama's 
economy is perhaps the operation and. peculiar institutional structure 9^ ... 
the monetary system.. The Monetary Convention signed in. 1904 between 
the Governments of Panama and the United States established a system which 
in practice has acquired, the following characteristics of. interest, for. 
the purposes of this study: (a) the country, has no monetary authority with .. 
discretionary powers ..for the effective.control of the supply of money in 
circulation; -—' (b) the unit of icurrency .--. the balboa - is equivalent ^  in 
terms of fine gold content to the United .States dollar; (c) United States, 
currency in fact constitutes the circulating medium.of Panama; and. . r 
(d) the main factors which determine the. fluctuations,in the„circulating 
medium are changes in.the balance of payments, , • .... 
13/ The Convention restricted Panama,, to the.',issue of fiduciary currency 
in silver coins of small denominations on a'scale not greater than ' 
the total quantity of ¡money, in. circulation in the country in -1904. 
/As mav 
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• As nay be seen, the structure of Panama's monetary system is closely 
related' to thé'traditional'pattern of its economy. The operation of 
the'-' systéfo %érvè'è-':maihiy ~to''érístfre''mohetáry stability and exchange parity) 
two factors which are-'essential for the fulfilment of Panama's role as a 
focal 'point for internationalgoods and passenger traffic and for 
facilitating' commercial transactions with thè Canal Zone. In order to . 
safeguard these features of thè monetary system, the latter is based on 
the United States dollar, in practice Panama's sole medium of exchange. 
As the fluctuations in this monetary base depend on the quantity of goods 
and-services exported and on import expenditures - a similar role, of 
course, is played by capital receipts and out goings and by transfers -
thè external sector is the principal determinant of the magnitude of 
and fluctuations in the medium of' circulation. In these circumstances, 
as in ;the casé of the orthodox model based on the gold standard, monetary 
stability signifies merely the maintenance of parity between the balboa 
and: the dollar or its gold equivalent,' and net fluctuations in the 
balance of'payments are offset by adjustments in the level of internal 
economic activity. An additional consequence of the system is that 
the public sector cannot incur a deficit, and hence its capacity for 
anti-cyclical action is' extremely'limited. 
• As was stated in chapter I, during the war and the subsequent , 
decade, the economy óf Pànama diverged considerably from its traditional 
lines of orientation. "-' 'internal productive activity began to increase, 
and "thè agricultural arid" industrial sectors expanded remarkably. The. 
main;;cáüées Of' this :process were internal demand and limitations on , 
external supply; but the changes which' took place in the level of 
relative'' costs,' in certain' institutional characteristics and in economic, 
policy also'played'a'vìtal' role. In so far as its traditional pattern, ,.• 
permitted, the samé'thing happened with t'he " monetary system. Official 
banking institutions placed greater emphasis on the financing of 
agricultural and industrial production, breaking out of the narrow 
bounds of mortgage credit. '"Private'/inking.institvitions specializing 




tentative policy of extending credit to goods-producing sectors. Never-
theless, the basic characteristics of the system- persistedi- given its ' 
institutional framework àfid thé structuré! -problems of'' the - economy* . n . 
monetary policy was unable to transform itself sufficiently to stimulate 
a process of vigorous and balanced economic development during the next , ? 
decade, ' 1 ' ; •" -
To enable both thè"public and'private Sectors to set aside the 
resources required in this case1 for capital formation the monetary, system .. 
would have to fulfil the function' of mobilizing and increasing savings, 
and of guiding them into the right' channels - which probably it is not • 
in a position to do. Monetary policy would of course have to be 
basically determined by the financing needs of;internal economic 
development, and not by the changing conditions of the balance of payments. 
The specific requirements of an'economic development programme, as regards 
both financing by"private firms and the suprort of the Government's , 
expenditure policy, could not be met if monetary policy" iVere diverted . 
primarily towards maintaining an equilibrium in the balance of.payments 
or, more exactly, if the state of the balance of'payments, determined 
monetary policy, This in no' way mèaris-' that equilibrium' in the- balance^ '.: 
of payments and the maintenance of exchange parity 'are not important orli-
necessary. In a'country like Panama,: iti view of the" v-ery special 
characterist ics of the most important" sector of its external demand- and? 
other structural factors to be analysed below, these "conditions are 
possibly essential for the attainment of an orderly process-of economic. 
development, J -'•''-'•" - . .- v ij:-
•i! i.vr,.: !•; ù.iv ,-v ,-r; . 
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(b) Stimuli to investment . 
While ...the use q.f monetary policy as an instrument of financing is ... 
indispensable .for the .acceleration off.growth, . the ,existence of incentives, 
to private investment, is...perhaps .the .pgc?ici.al.factor for the initiation of •. 
a cumulative process of development. The equivalence between the 
Panamanian .unit of .currency and the, dollar, which, as will be explained, 
results in what has been .called the. over-valuation of the balboa,.. is . 
responsible, at .least, in part, for the absence or weakness, .of such 
incentives. .Nevertheless,, the.main, obstacles to economic development; , 
are the structural characteristics of the Panamanian economy,.- as a. result 
of which even the weak, incentives .which emerge cannot express themselves in 
the form of investment and production. ; ... ,-. . ,. , • \. " -
In an economy as open and as firmly integrated with international . 
trade, as Panama's domestic producers have. very, little possibility of: ;'•.' • 
competing,on foreign markets or of displacing imports from,the ;home market. 
Panama's lack of monetary autonomy,and consequent dependence, on the monetary 
system of the most productive country in the world - the' United States-- . ' 
force its . producers to compete, on equal terms with their American neighbours. 
While other nations protect their domestic .production with exchange .and. ; 
custom barriers which, raise, the prices of. imports in terms of internal . 
purchasing power, the exchange, parity between the balboa and the dollar. . 
limits the protection,enjoyed by.the Panamanian producer to freight costs 
and customs tariffs. In view of the re-exporting role, -which.-has > 
traditionally characterized Panama, such tariffs have to be relatively low.: 
and as a result the margin of protection afforded to. Panamanian producers 
has been limited almost exclusively to transport costs. 
In these circumstances, only the exceptionally productive sectors of 
the Panamanian economy have been able to compete on the external market. 
On the other hand, output for the internal market has been reduced to a 
few basic items which have been able to prosper in spite of the meagre 
protection offered by freight costs or which have enjoyed the natural 
protection of perishability. This is the only possible explanation 




of its domestic, production,systenuup ^ o, ,t,he .late rt^itie^VT^, 
So far as the export trade is..concerned, it has. already been stated . 
that the principal sector „pf. Panama's external .demand (representing 50 and 
60 per cent .of the total since 1950) lies in purchases ..of; goods andservices . 
effected in Panama by Canal Zone agencies and residents®. ...A.very .small 
share of these sales, probably less..than IP ,per qent^.i^ ..accounted for by 
exports of ..consumer goods ^produced, by, the. Panamanian economy itselfj the 
major portion consists in the proyision of services - especially.personal , 
services -!> and re-exports of goods, In,pt,her.words,,'1 .-.the.,C§nal..-.Zone's ..••...,,, ..,. 
purchases in Panama are limited almost exclusively tof goods imported to ,; . 
Panama for re-export or to services which cannot be imported from other . , 
countries or obtained in the Zone itself. ,,.,..„,. ,.-., :.. . • . 
The income .derived from transit and, tourist trang^qtions ,has represented • 
in recent years about 15 per cent of total external demand. The major part, 
of this income .is also derived fromrthe re-sale of imported goods pr from 
the provision of services to transients, whose passage .through Panama is . 
mainly due to the, geographical position,,of the Isthmus. Only tourist .,,.,,. 
expenditure, which represents no more ,than ,a quarter of this income, may , 
be regarded to some.extent as an external demand attracted by the Panamanian 
market. But, it,..must."be, remembered:th§t; advantage 
of their passage..^ hrqnjgh.,the Canal • ..of the Isthmus from the air 
to stay one qj» .twp „4ays..fin;,th§ • . 
. , The.great bulk of exports originating in Panama consists of bananas,, 
abaca and cacao, ..which are produced almpst exclusively by a large.and 
modern, foreign agricviltural undertaking. .... This firm .maintains a .scale of , 
production,, and a level,of.,technology a.nd is characterized ,by a capital ,._ . .. 
density which.set...it far. apart-.asregards the general level of, Panamanian . 
agriculture.. .  .Consequently,,.,only ¡.experts...of^ cac.aoK^ Pia^ t ,9,f t.tte, crop).,-. ..'• , 
shrimp, . timber,.,,sugar, cement.,, and other .minor5..products, -,rimaking less ..... 
than 20 per, cent, of the quantum of registereid e.xpprts ..really, represent, 
the, domestic productive system. If some share of tourist expenditure and 
the sales>p.f domestic, .goods to the Canal Zone are added, it :will be seen. . .. 
.14/ This.situation is illustrated in greater detail in chapter I, section 
1.1. 
• • /that the 
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that the combined.;!total of exports which may be considered as representative 
of the..country's general, level of,productivity probably does not attain even 
a tenth part of Panama's,total capacity to import, 
. It is; a.lso!.;v;eryimportant, to stress that the most dynamic trends of. 
external demand, as is.,shown, by the analysis in this chapter of the prspects 
of the capacity, tP,, import ..are to befound precisely in exports of new . 
produces or of products only recently exported, and in the tourist trade. 
The nprpia^ly most.- .important items of foreign demand - the Canal Zone, 
traditional, exports, and. re-exports - .show on the other hand a stationary:' 
or unfavourable trend. The first manifestations, after the war, of these 
two divergent..tendencies;.were followed, inter alia by the initiation of a, , 
policy of encouraging domestic production and of giving it greater 
prpteptipn. against imports.«., Shielded by this protection, farm and 
industrial output expanded., appreciably and set off an important, even If 
onlyr -i^ /cipie^ t^ ... proc.fs.s. .of „import substitution. 
Brom ..tlie point of view of economic development requirements, import 
substitution, does not necessarily rule out the expansion of exports. This 
is particularly true in a country having no capital-goods industry, with 
scanty: .^.sources. ;of . raw jijaterials^and mineral fuels and a relatively small 
dqi^e.^tic.market.,. . In( these circumstances, and .intensive process of 
•j ide^loi^^t,^qt}lgTn§^.ssitate, a marked expansion of imports of capital 
goods, raw materials (especially fuels) and, given the size of the 
markgtj ..consumer... durable sp which cannot be produced economically in 
Panama,!.,,... ..... ...-.,, , ,. ...... 
¡.-.Consequently^ intensification of .the import substitution process 
and partic.ylarly.an increase in the capacity to import are objectives which 
mus.t,,.]?.e .achieve/^ ^f7the,.rate of growth is to be accelerated. In view of r 
the dollar,,.exchange parity, these objectives, would involve the problem of 
stin^at^^ ^ >|,pd^ Qtioji..,aimediat. import substitution and production for the 
exte^^ai.m^r^etsf either, by;., producing production, costs or, in the case'of" 
prod^ c.ti.Qri', f-imed, at .imports .substitution, by tariff protection. For 
the purpose of,,encpuraging exports, protection would fail to provide 
a stimulus unless it were accompanied by a revision of the exchange rate 
orr(a? subsid^y ,pp..„exports.r. Of jcourse, . the. alteration. of''the" exSl&ng^"rsLt&' 
c>.-i •<• j •> /need not • 
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need hot for the..purposes of t h i s argument be formal, Vjhat i s important 
i s that the monetary.costs of production i n Panama should be reduced in 
terms of the monetary costs of. production_ abroad, p a r t i c u l a r l y in the 
United S t a t e s , This can occur and has in fact , occurred without the formal 
devaluation, of the balboa. I t only, needs the general l e v e l of monetary 
costs, and' pr ices to r i s e more rapidly in the United States, than in Panama 
for imported a r t i c l e s t o become dearer as. compared with, the competing 
domestic products, while Panamanian export products become cheaper abroad, 
A process of t h i s kind as has,bçen pointed out, seems t o have had a very 
stimulating e f f e c t on Panamanian, production i n the l a t e f o i o ^ p . 
However, the general l e v e l o f - p r i c e s and costs, in Panama w i l l most 
probably follow a trend, s imi lar to tha t prevai l ing in the United S t a t e s , 
and accordingly a recurrence- of t h i s acc identa l stimulus to exports cannot 
be r e l i e d on, . .Hence, the only a l t e r n a t i v e i s a , r e l a t i v e reduction i n . 
the monetary costs of production by,.means of a pol icy aimed at a general . 
increase i n , product ivi ty . As already pointed out, the formal d evaluation 
of the bal-boa or the inauguration of export subsidies would be other methods 
of encquraging ecxports. ,., But in an economy.,like Panama's the adoption of 
such measures.'would involve formidable . i n s t i t u t i o n a l problems. . Moreover, 
they would not achieve the desired e f f e c t s and would undoubtedly have the 
e f f e c t of bringing about a regress ive redistr ibut ion, of•income, . As w i l l 
be seen-below, monetary s t imuli t o production - whether for .export or for 
the domestic market are -unl ike ly to achieve an. increase in production, but 
v e r y ' l i k e l y t o - c o n s t i t u t e a. source of excessive, p r o f i t s for.-the more e f f i c i e n t 
• The fundamental factors underlying the low, productivity of.the Panamanian 
economy are, as in most under-developed countries, the. structural elements 
which'constitute, the main obstacles to growth. .. First and foremost, among 
them is Panama's extreme lack of basic social capital.^-^ The, limitations 
15/ See chapter I, section II,4.b. 
16/ For gip. explanation of this,,.phenomenon .se ,chapter ,lil, section li.2.b». , 
17/ See, chapter I, section 111,4.d and e. 
producers 
/and d e f i c i e n c i e s 
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and d e f i c i e n c i e s oí' the n a t i o n a l road system are perhaps the g r e a t e s t 
o b s t a c l e t o any Increase'lrt'* Lfar;.i •'productivity and "the great s c a r c i t y and' 
very high cost of sources o f inanimate energy a l s o c o n t r i b u t e t o a l a r g e 
extent i n keeping down the l e / e l . Both f a c t o r s a l so i n f l a t e the c o s t s 
o f i n d u s t r i a l production by l i m i t i n g t h e s ize : *o f t h e markét and - n e c e s s i t a t i n g 
investment--for the ' provis ion o f e s s e n t i a l ' s e r v i c e s i In addi t ion , Panamanian 
industry 1 i s based l a r g e l y on-the u t i l i z á t i o n ' " b f primary a g r i c u l t u r a l products 
which, f o r reason's alréady i n d i c a t e d and"others which w i l l be explained- r 
belcw^ are "extremely cost ly ' . ' The p r i m i t i v e ' - l e v e l of the techniques used' 
in a g r i c u l t u r e are another cause of t h e low p r o d u c t i v i t y ' I n t h i s b a s i c 
s e c t o r . The f a i l u r e t o apply such elementary'methods as breaking up t h e 
land, t h e - i n e f f i c i e n t d i s t r i b u t i o n of land resources- among the various' 
c r o p s , t h e l a r g e proport ion o f a g r i c u l t u r a l a c t i v i t y which remains ' ' 
outs idè- ' the monetary s e c t o r o f t h e economy, t h é absence' even Of' draught 
animal, t h e : p e r s i s t e n c e of semi-nomadic farming and minifundia and ; •'"-'•' 
d e f i c i e n c i e s i n ' t h é land tenure system-are among t h e t e c h n o l o g i c a l and" 
o r g a n i z a t i o n a l f e a t u r e s of a g r i c u l t u r a l 1 production which b a s i c a l l y explain' 
i t s poor -product iv i ty and high c o s t • This unfavouí-ablé s i t u a t i o n ' I s ' 
aggravated by t h e - d e f e c t i v e and c o s t l y farm products marketing system^ one 
of-, t h e main causes o f which, again , i s t h e l a c k of adequate means'1 o f • •'• 
t r a n s p o r t . '<"••' ' '•" • • • . . ' . • • -r ' •:•".• 
The f a i l u r e 1 to1 i n t e g r a t e t h e Panamanian-economy i n t o a s i n g l e market 
f o r goods and p r o d u c t i v e - f a c t o r s - which in -any case would be small -• 
aggravated by the s e r i o u s ' l a c k of b a s i c s o c i a l ' c a p i t a l , :-tènd' t o make •'••' 
- n a t i o n a l "production, e s p e c i a l l y in t h e a g r i c u l t u r a l s e c t o r very i n e l a s t i c . 
In t h e s e c i rcumstances , productive resources cannot r e a c t t o s t imul i * f rom 
1 demand, which a c t s as an o b s t a c l e t o t h e i r ' b e t t e r t r t l l i z a t i o n . I h o t h e r 
words, the . b a r r i e r s ' t o the m o b i l i t y o f t h e f a c t o r s o f production l i m i t - t h e i r ' 
a l t e r n a t i v e - u t i l i z a t i o n ' i n - r e s p o n s e - t o t h e changing'requirements o f demand,' 
and ' thereby hamper the1 process o f the Optimum d i s t r i b u t i o n o f ' t h e s e " '•'• '>'' 
r e s o u r c e s . The r e s u l t i s t h a t t h e i r p r o d u c t i v i t y i s very....low....and t h e - r e a l . 
10/ * -'For a'more d e t a i l e d explanat ion s e e ' c h a p t e r I , s e c t i o n ' 1 1 1 . 4 . a . 
4 " " . . . ! ' /costs of • Mr 
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cos ts of production extremely high. ' Clear ly , ' t h e r e f o r e , these s t r u c t u r a l 
conditions prevent the s t imul i of'demand and pr i ces from being t r a n s l a t e d 
in to new investment aimed at enlarging productive c a p a c i t y . In t h e c;.sc 
of'goods -protected against foreign competit ion, such s t imul i would merply 
push up prices and hence the-, p r o f i t s :0f already es tab l i shed producers and 
middlemen. In the case o f goods not so protected, imports would i n c r e a s e . 
I t should be pointed out i n t h i s connexion t h a t in an economy which i s very 
open'to in te rna t iona l trade, and in'which the pr ice l e v e l i s considerably 
influenced by t h a t p r e v a i l i n g , i n the. United S t a t e s , changes i n r e l a t i v e 
pr ices cannot always f u l f i l the. funct ion - which they normally perform 
in a market economy - o f guiding productive resources i n t o the r i g h t 
channels. , r ,- - 'v 
: (é j The s i z e of the market . , 
The obstacles t o Panama,! s economici development are not confined, t o » 
the monetary problems a n d . i n f r a s t r u c t u r a l d e f i c i e n c i e s j u s t out l ined . 
The l imi ted s i z e of the internal- market - a concept which covers a 
Multitude of d i f f e r e n t aspects - i s another' of• thè main f a c t o r s i n h i b i t i n g 
growth. ' *"" „.•••;. o 
In nominal terms, a country's market i s defined by nat ional expenditure 
oh goods and s e r v i c e s , i ts ,main-determinants being the s i z e of the 
population and the per c a p i t a gross product. From t h i s standpoint , 
Panama, with a population in 1956 of l e s s than one m i l l i o n and a per,., 
Capita gross product lower.than 350 balboas , has one of the smal lest , . ; 
markets 'of a l l t h e Lat in American c o u n t r i e s . This s i t u a t i o n i s aggravated 
by a s e r i e s of f a c t o r s which s e r i o u s l y l i m i t even the nominal ,s ize .of the . ) 
market. " Although,subsistence a g r i c u l t u r e i s included in t h e gross product, 
t h i s sec tor does not r e a l l y , p a r t i c i p a t e in t ransac t ions conducted within.. -.' 
the- monetary market, and hence, does n o t - e x e r t an e f f e c t i v e demand for goods 
and' services.—< Similar, . .considerations apply''to Panama's main urban,, 
centres : owing to l a r g e - s c a l e unemployment ar.d under-employraent many town-. : 
dwellers, while they rece ive monetary, incomes, a.lso l i v e at the subsistence 
l e v e l . ' . . ., . . : , ' • ,-y \ •'.- ••' •" '"' ••'••''-'""' 
19/ Ruben D. Charles , J r . , Problemas en e l üesarrollo" económico de,. Panama, 
. . í¿ctu¿^, o f Panama?,' '• October, 1954, p. 6 
passim, /The importance 
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The importance. of. these phenomena becomes"'-very c l e a r when i t i s 
remembered tha t the agr i cu l tura l sec tor predominates by fur in. .the country 
demographic structurée .According to the 1950 Population Census.- almost 
two-thirds of the t o t a l population were l i v i n g at;.'that time In r u r a l cre&a 
and about s i x t y per. cent, of the a g r i c u l t u r a l l y act ive population.-were • t e h 
be found in the category of subsistence farmers .(campesinos) This fact , . 
alone probably means that , about two-thirds of -Panama's population i s , c.f. 
n e g l i g i b l e . s i g n i i l c a n p e as.,ra. market for domestic products. Furthermore, 
the average income o f , t h e rura l population in general , , including that part 
of i t integrated into the, monetary s e c t o r of the.-.economy, i s f a i r l y 
considerably .lower than that o.:f the urban population.. ... 
The extent of under-employment i n towns cannot be determined,;although,the 
unemployment f igures give a rough idea o f . t h e magnitude of these problems. 
Table 1-27 showed that in .1950 the proportion of unemployed, i n , t h e provinces 
of Panama. and. Colqn reached, the f igure .of 16--per; cent.-: . Alt hough t h i s - was., 
a depression year, subsequent inquir ies , would; appear to indicate that the*' 
20/ 
problem has pot become less ; acute .—' I f ; the . total-urban-under-emplojmient, 
already mentioned, could be added t o t h i s f igure , an even c l e a r e r pipture. 
hrould. be obtained,.pf • the serious, r e s t r i c t i o n s .imposed, on.:.the urban market 
by the s t ruc tura l , problem of unemployment, apd under-employment in the main , 
towns. ' -, • . .(,,.-,. ...... .' ..,., .... . ; : ' ' •>: 
Another iff1?0-^ ant f a c t o r which., may l imit 'nominal .demand is/the d i s t r i b u -
t i o n of income. ,: Of. course, the..phenomena, j.ust described are . of decisive-, 
inf luence in determining, the foriji.. of,,t,hi£> d i s t r i b u t i o n , s i n c e : (a.) perhaps 
about 50 per , cent of t h e l p t a l populat ion, l ive in subsistence condit ions; . ' 
(b.) about a,.third ,of p o p u l a t i o n . - g i v i n g i n . the• r u r a l . a r e a s but within 
th.e. monetary market - have. an„raverage, .income. much r lowey,. than, the . nat ional 
mean;. and. (c ) about, a . f i f t h of th.e population consequently ..¡.en joy-an inconje 
l e v e l several ; times., higher.., thanT t hat r.of ..;.the;-economy, as a.-whole. •'..•,... .' 
.These, points are. borne, out. by t.h,er,breakdown,,;of .income ;in the main v. •: 
urban centre, of Panama. , ...The^ data .avai lab le ,qn ti?is, .subject are not-
completely s a t i s f a c t o r y , but they give some idea of the low annual inp.pmes'. 
go/-. S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department»,-Re g i s t ro de desocupadog: j u l i o de. 
, ; ... : Y\ /received'by-——51 
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rece ived by most -of t h e population o f Panama C i t y . More than one t h i r d 
of the f a m i l i e s - those covered by t h e f i r s t t h r e e income brackets -
r e c e i v e an annual average income- of 1, 253 balboas 1 or l e s s (see t a b l e 
I 1 - 6 ) o The f i r s t f i v e income brackets cover two t h i r d s of t h e t o t a l number 
of f a m i l i e s , t h e average annual income being, l e s s than 2 , 2 5 0 ba lboas , 
i.e.";-under 200 balboas a month. - ^ Such I s the s i t u a t i o n in Panama. C i ty , 
the" "most important urban and i n d u s t r i a l - c e n t r e , where t h e average l e v e l s of 
l i v i n g , -ire undoubtedly, the highest in th'«-;-country. - ^ •  •• • • 
.-These data and es t imates i n d i c a t e t h a t - a high proportion of t h e ' p o p u l a -
t i o n r e c e i v e s a. r e l a t i v e l y small share of . t h e n a t i o n a l income whi le -a smal l 
high-income s e c t o r . absorbs a very l a r g e s h a r e . In o ther words,'- tahiie 
t h e r e are a l a r g e , number of persons whose .fundamental-¡food and c l o t h i n g . .. 
needs could generate a s i g n i f i c a n t demand:fpr -footwear, apparel and. processed 
f o o d s t u f f s , t h e i r purchasing,-power i s so low t h a t t h e s e needsvare not .even 
expressed on t h e market . Moreover, t h e market demand, for b e t t e r q u a l i t y ... 
goods, comes from such a small segment of the population t h a t i t -¡does- not 
permit „the operat ion o f productive i n s t a l l a t i o n s of adequate s i z e , - . 
The s i z e of. the market i s . a f f e c t e d by yet. another f a c t o r , i n t h i s , case 
of an. i n s t i t u t i o n a l nature.,- This i s t h e Panama Canal Zone,,.,whose importance 
for. the country, as a market f o r goods and s e r v i c e s and f o r fac tors , o f 
production, i s analysed i n other sections- o f t h i s s t u d y . A l t h o u g h i t 
i s a s t a t i o n a r y market, e s p e c i a l l y from t h e point o f view of t h e employment 
of Panamanian.labour, , t h e Zone, o f f e r s . ample oppor tuni t ies f o r the; s u b s t i t u -
t ion- by. Panamanian -products o f . .goods.; which are at present , imported, 
(d) The l e v e l o f monetary c o s t s 
" Another c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f e a t u r e o f Panama's .economy i s t h e high l e v e l -mf 
c o s t s . While in o ther under-developed c o u n t r i e s , e s p e c i a l l y t h o s e with a 
populat ion surplus , low wages make up f o r the low p r o d u c t i v i t y o f the 
economy as a whole, the r e l a t i v e l y high monetary wages which p r e v a i l in 
Panama, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n the main urban c e n t r e s , prevent t h i s compensatory 
21/ The data i n the t a b l e should not be i n t e r p r e t e d as an i n d i c a t i o n of t h e 
concentra t ion of income i n Panama Ci ty , s i n c e they do not inc lude 
f a m i l i e s with annual incomes of more than 1 3 , 0 0 0 b a l b o a s . Furthermore 
they exclude unemployed persons and t h e r e f o r e do not adequately r e f l e c t 
income d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the c a p i t a l . 
22/ See chapter I , s e c t i o n I I . 3 . e and.chapter I I I , s e c t i o n IV. 
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PANAMAi DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY' INCOME IM PaNj'lM 'CITY a/ 










t o t a l 
income 
Number , ; 
of 






Less than 500 9 359 .. ; ; ' i ; 3 231 , 2 . 0 ; ,<'V"j 
500 - 999 .., 62 . 789 , 40 918 • 1 3 . 8 .. . • .4,7.. ; 
1 000 - 1 499 92 1 253 . .1.15 276 . 20 .5 11.0, . 
1 5,00 - 1 . 999- 83 . 1 732 .... . 143 7-5.6 18.5, .. .13.8 ,. 
2 000 - 2 499 . 51 2 245 . . 1 1 4 495 , . 1 1 ' ¿ t . 11.0 
2/500 - 2 999 
• • - 2-705 .135 --2.50 1 1 . 1 • 1 3 . 0 
3 000 - 3 999 - • ,: 45 3 .466 .• - , 155. .970 , - 1 0 . 0 14 .9 , 
4 0 0 0 - 4 999 26 , 4 427 . .- 115 102 - . 5 . 8 - . l l . o . 
5 000 - 5 999 , .5-405 -. • 81 075- 3 -3 .. .7.8 
6. 000/- 6 499 -6 618 59 562 2 . 0 ....... 5 . 7 
6 500 and .above 7 io 1 2 3 . - . ; 70 861, 1.6 
Total • ./, '.' ' 449 
• * .•' 
2 324 ' 1 043 476 100. C 100.0 
Source; S t a t i s t i c a l ' and Census-V Department, Estudio de, . jos ingresos , .gastos 
-•y costo de l a vida, Ciudad de Panamá, 1952-53 Panama,.1955 second 
" revised edition,- page' 48, tab le 28. ' , • •' 1 ' -
a/ The sample includes only fami l ies with annual incomes up to 13 000 ba l -
boas^ •,--,,-•. ,, • .'' . •- . . :..„, 




e f fec t» ; .. This .".factor of high .monetary costs , i s of especia l importance 
from the p o i n t ' o f yiew-rof external competition, s ince i t tends to 
discourage.exports and production a^med, at imports s u b s t i t u t i o n . As 
w i l l be seen .below,& thesehigh- ra tes of. pay derive from cer ta in s t ruc tura l 
character i s t i cs - -of the- Panamanian ..economy.. . The f a c t that monetary wag JS 
are high from, t h e point of . view, of. production cos ts in no way means that 
the l iv ing conditions of the wage-earning c l a s s e s are s a t i s f a c t o r y ; 
analysis of . t h e income-, d i s t r ibut ion indexed, suggested the contrary. how i s 
it¿Jíheííj-• that-;-j?opr-,living conditions, go hand in hand .with high wages? 
..One of the most- in teres t ing and ...least studied, phenomena a r i s i n g from 
the existence cf the,Canal Zone is.its. influence on the local labour 
••-"-.,: ^ • . -. • 23/ '• ' market¿:. ;As has'been;pointed out in other parts of the..study,—' the 
Zone is an important source of.employment for Panama.. Its. relative size 
maybe judged,,by comparing the number of. employed persons in the Zone with 
the total, "employed persons" throughout the .country,, since only persons 
who receive: a-monetary wage should, strictly speaking, be considered as p.arf, 
of 'the:.:labour marketIn.this case, the proportion of persons working in 
the Canal Zone in 1.950 .amounted to 18.3 per .cent; but if the comparison 
is restricted to. the totai number of persons employed, in that year in the 
cities: of. Panama, and Colón - which in .fact constitute the labour market for 
" " " " ' ' 2 L / ' • ' " ' ' ' •••• the Canal Zone. - the proportion rises to 26.8 per cent.-^ However, the 
» importance, o.f the-Canal Zone ,as, a. source of employment is still greater, in 
certain, specific 'occupa.ti.ons>, such, as ...construction, .. ,;;In 1950 some , 
3-, 500-persons were.-engaged in this activity in the ,Canal Zone, while the 
approximate figure for the rest. of,, the,-country was 6,,7Q0; in-«ther words, 
;the proportion.of, construction workers .employed, in the .Zone was one,-third, 
a -figure which rises to a half .if, the comparison is confined .to .the.total 
number oí' construction workers employed ip. urban localities in the provinces 
. of" Panama.^ and-,Colón, • The-.-data collected.. for the ..1950 .Population Census 
23/ . -See-chapter :!,,- section. .II.3..C.. - ... .. ,-..,,..-, 
2k/ ..The data cited and used,.below were, obtained.from:.;-St,atistical and 
Census Department, Censos Nacionales " de 1950,' Quinto Censo' de Pobla-
ción, Vol. Ill, Características económicas^ ^Pan'amá,:; 1954.,,- . •• - .. 
""' ,:--, .•-.<•.-•. ....: --..--.• •;':-, /show in -
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show In addition that in sec tors of a c t i v i t y and s p e c i f i c occupations 
where the-ipr-oportion of Canal Zone workers i s greater , the average leve l 
of remuneration i s f a i r l y considerably higher than that prevai l ing in 
other .sectors or occupations (see t a b l e I I - 7 ) . This i s the more 
i n t e r e s t i n g because i n several of the sectors' in question - construction, 
the Canal Zone i t s e l f , public' : 'services e t c . - there was a wide margin 
of unemployment i n 1950« ' L 
'The . fac ts which have j u s t been summarized'indicate that -che l e v e l 
of wages in the Canai Zone- i s : higher than in Panama, and tha t i t a f f e c t é tne 
Panamanian labour market through the 'occupat ions in which the r e l a t i v e 
share of. employment in the Zorife i s g r e a t e r . "The data a lso reveal tha t wage 
ra t es-;, are véry ' r i g i d , s ince "despite thé high proportion of unemployment no 
readjustment or l e v e l l i n g o f ra tes takes p l a c e . 
J The ' labour market in the- ò i t i e s ' o f Pànama and Colón i s therefore 
exposed: to two types of. pressure. ; On the one hánd," t h e influence of 
.wages, .paid ,in the• Canal Zone tends"to r a i s e the general l e v e l of urban 
wages.- Cn the other hand, the exis tence of a population surplus in both 
town and. country, operates in the reverse d i r e c t i o n . Thus, the Cana?. Cone 
and subsistence l e v e l s •'constitute the extremó l i m i t s within which urban 
.wage ra tes i n Panama, f l u c t u a t e . ' Obviously^''the demand' for labour in the 
Canal ; Zone-, as "has- just be'ên ipoirited o u t / ' i s f e l t "more strongly in cer ta in 
occupations than i n ' o t h e r s , so that thé negative pressure of the population 
surplus i ç -more Intense i n these other ^occupations'. 'This i s perhaps the 
main reason f o r t h e marked di f ferences - in average remuneration observed 
among.-the various types of urban employment. 
. 'The. high' and indeed r i s i n g wage rates1 which,' for i n s t i t u t i o n a l reasons , 
prevail- in .the Canal /.Zone puëh up' thé' average l e v e l of remuneration paid 
in the c i t i e s of Panama and Colin -
in sp i te of the negative pressure of 
the populatinhr surplus -and the "contraction"in the labour force of the Zone ~ 
because the ro ta t ion of workers in the Zone, the engagement of personnel. 
f o r spec ia l works, the seasonal nature Of' employment and the very fac t , of "' 
the existence: o f high Wage's maintain expectations, of well-paid employment 
among Panamanian~workersV."' "'•••'•[V"- , ', .1',. •••' ' ' " 
This influence qf the Canal Zone on urban wages i s not new. I t /Table I1 -7 
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Table II-7 ' 
INFLUENCE OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE CANAL ZONE ON AVERAGE WAŒS 
Number of 
occupations a/ 
Persons employed in 
Canal Zone expressed 
as a percentage of. 
total labour force 
employed in Panama 
and Colon districts 
Average wages paid in 
Canal Zone expressed 
as a percentage of 
average wages paid in 
the Panama and Colon 
districts 
i o y 50 and above 99 - 102 
14 c/ 25 - 50 102 ~ 118 
less than 25 123 - 149 
Source: Statistical and Census Department, Censos Nacionales de 1950; 
Quinto Censo de Población, Vol, III, Caraoteristlcas económicas 
(Panama, 1954)-. , " , 
a/ A sample of forty-five occupations was used. Twelve were eliminated, 
as representing office posts (carrying very similar rates of pay) and 
other types of employment remunerabie partly in kind, for which the 
census data were inadequate. . 
b/ Covers, the following occupations: stevedore, repair mechanic (others), 
seaman, painter, carpenter (building), storekeeper, mechanic (electric 
motor's), chauffeur, unspecified, plumbèr-électrician (building), 
c/ Covers the following occupations: delivery man, .watchman, motor-
vehicle mechanic, gardener, bricklayer, office clerk (others), short-
hand-typist, machine-operator (other than engine-driver), warder, 
ironing Woman (laundry), typist, baker, office messenger, cabinet-
maker* 
d/ Covers the following occupations: cleaner, washerwoman (family), 
seamstress, waitress (restaurant), maid (family), cook (family), 




probably dates from the first•plans for the Canal; and more recently, it 
must hâve recurred .in more,intensive form at,-periods of high employment. 
. During .the. most recent such period - the Second World War - the shortage 
of labour in the domestic market was .exceptionally acute, and'wages reached 
very "high, levels To s'cârié "ëss&'éfte • these .^ levels were probably maintained 
subsequently, since there are-certain legal,provisions.prohibiting "the 
reduction of wâges and thus 'tending :to'" convert temporary increases in';o 
"permanent ones * 
The influence of the Canal -Zone on-urban wages was strengthened and 
amplified by the protection accorded._during and after the Second World ^ ar 
to domestic agriculture, especially , food- production.-^/ The intensity 
of ..demand and particularly the low productivity of the farm sector - or :r 
.^ ther'/'words .its. .high- real cost of production .-..meant that the 'import 
substitution of foodstuffs which developed, at that - tim«: was . nece:3SC.l•iIy 
accompanied. by an appreciable increase in the' general level of prices. 
As a result, the. ..prices of most foodstuffs rose to levels considerably 
higher, than those prevailing ln: the' international market f>r In the United 
States. In the later years of the period, because of thé high proportion 
of their incomes which the low-income groups spend on food, this became 
another"factor tending to force up monetary wage lévels. . • Even, if 
this factor did not exert pressure"' on thé high. ^rage's paid in .occupations 
in'which .the , influence of the -Canal. Zone,is décisive, the average wage 
level must have risen, not only because the "-increased cost.of,food 
affected the wages of all the remaining occupations but also "because even, 
the subsistence.costs of unemployed and. under-employed persons rose 
too.^-/ • , -.••v:.... r*,-• ( .... . ^ 
25/ See chapter I, section II.3.c. The increase in wages was so great 
that an agreement was reached between Canal Zone agencies to prevent 
competition among themselves. 
26/ A detailed analysis of this phenomenon may be found in chapter I, 
sections I..1 and III.4.a. 
27/ The high wage-costs and the presence in the Canal Zone of one of the 
most advanced expressions of United States technology - characterized 
by a very high capital density per man - seems to have produced an. 
" emulative effect on the production techniques and methods used in 
certain urban activities. This is particularly noticeable in some 
sectors of commerce and in construction. In spite of Panama's pr.puj.a-
tion surplus, with the acute urban unemployment it entails, highly 
capitalized and labour-saving methods are used to a certain extent, 
this latter being impossible to determine. Although the magni.tud of tin.' 
problem cannot be expressed iu mtmerj oal h<=wns, the Jack of employnrr.t 
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The protection accorded to .agriculture, and. ^ import substitution 
activities raised costs of production not only because of its effect on 
wages - an effect, to a certain, extent already, inherent in-the Panamanian 
economy because of the influence of the Zone - but. also because it boosted 
the prices of agricultural raw materials practically the. only-raw 
materials available for Panama's industrial .development. 
This analysis shows that the high wage levels, prevailing in Panama 
result basically from the influence of the Canal Zone and from the 
piotection extended to domestic production, especially in the farm sector. 
Obviously, the first factor is inevitable:, as productivity in the Zone 
continues to expand and wage rates in the United States go, on rising 
- '• oft / the remuneration of Panamanian workers will follow the sqme trend.— 
The second factor - protection - cannot, be viewed merely in -terms of its 
effect on prices and wages. General measures, of economic policy always 
have multiple repercussions; they cannot therefore be properly judged on 
the basis of narrow criteria. The influence of .protectionist policy on 
wages has to be examined, in fact, in the light of the general purposes 
of economic policy. Such an examination is the. more opportune in that 
the projection of an economic development hypothesis for Panama to be 
carried out in the next section necessarily presupposes a certain degree 
of protection granted to domestic production«. . .... ; 
Before beginning this examination, it should be pointed out that 
the foregoing analysis dealt with wages only as,an important, element in 
production costs. From the point of view of demand, high wages, enlarge 
the market directly and indirectly, through their positive effect on income 
distribution. In this respect they are a factor for growth.. The 
experience of the forties is eloquent: the purchasing power accumulated 
in years of high wages and full employment helped.to .encourage the 
development of domestic production up to 194-6-4? and then mitigated the 
depressive effect of the contraction in external demand,. 
28/ According to the projections made by the Panama .Canal. Company, wages 
will rise during the next decade at a rate cf 3 per cent per year. 




(e) The significance of protection 
;•••••:„•.:• The protectionist policy of an undeveloped country may be 
.properly judged only from the point of view of its contribution to 
economic-growth. In a country like Panama, the prospects for 
whose future development are not very, favourable,^/ the alternative 
could be expressed in.the following terms: is protection necessary 
for economic development; or, on the contrary, must, it be abolished 
before growth can take place?,. This latter alternative, which 
is in line with the policy Panama had traditionally followed in 
the past —.without however achieving a satisfactory rate of 
-development until the end of the thirties - implies the following 
"argument: if protection were abolished monetary wages would fall; 
and with the-improvement of competitive conditions resulting from 
the elimination of anti-economic.activities the country could 
develop new sources of exports which could be exploited intensiveD.y 
thanks to the privileged.geographical position.of the Isthmus. 
This argument is basically unsound, and, as has been indicated, 
it is conclusively refuted b;; history. , A reduction in monetary 
wages - which in practice -would be almost impossible - would not 
have the desired stimulating effect because the basic problem is 
that real costs of production are very high. The defects, in 
Panama's economic infrastructure and the consequent rigidity of its 
productive system are the. decisive causes of the lack of stimuli 
to production. In these conditions, only exceptionally productive 
-sectors .-.,- for example, modern, banana production - can face foreign 
"competition. Furthermore, external demand,, even on the mpst 
optimistic assumptions,, offers, extremely limited prospects. Worse 
still, -, it is precisely the „activities in some way related to Panama ;s 
geographical.situation which. - with the notable exception of the 
tourist trade - reveal the most unfavourable trend, A stagnation 
or contraction of .the external demand for services would aggravate 
the already acute problem of urban unemployment, while uncontrolled 
imports of foodstuffs at international prices would condemn most 
of the rural, population, i.e. about two thirds of the total 
28/ See the projection of probable trends section II.2 of this chapte 
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population, to a subsistence level of living. As may be seen, a 
reduction in the level of prices, far from .raising the general standard . 
of living, would have the opposite effect„ If the situation is viewed 
from a,dynamic standpoint9 two,further important facts stand oute " 
Firstly, Panama's general.level of living would tend to deteriorate 
progressively because of the rapid rise, in the population,, Secondly, 
the extreme; dependence on external demand which would result from the 
general, orientation of the economy would cause great instability ih 
employment and incomes because of the resultant sporadic stimuli to 
and contractions in the capacity to importa 
Nor can it be said that protection is a certain guarantee of economic 
development'- although it can,undoubtedly stimulate it„ This latter 
is particularly true of Panama,, which suffers from a considerable degree 
of unemployment -of the factors of production. In these circumstances a 
limitation of--or rise in the cost of certain imports may offer local 
producers, the opportunity of producing goods which replace or compete 
with them. . The creation of new activities would permit the incorporation 
into the productive system p.f a certain margin of idle resources, thus 
adding.to the gross product. Despite the rise in the price o'f the 
imported article or the, higher price and perhaps .lower quality of the 
domestic substitute, the country as a whole would expedience a net gain, 
in terms of both employment and the standard of living* 
The -Consumer of the articles in.question would of course suffer a 
reduction in his real income - this being the most visible"- effebt' of 
protectionist measures. But this reduction in real, income in the 
section of the population which consumes imported goods or their 
substitutes does not constitute a loss for the economy as a whole, To 
the extent that protection encourages greater investment and employmBnt 
of idle resources, the increase in monetary expenditure is merely 
transferred to other sections of the community, particularly to workers 
taken oh by the new undertakings, As expenditure on consumerimports 
would be reduced, the corresponding purchasing power would not filter 
away overseas but would give rise successively to new types of income 




demand- and, as already mentioned, increasing the gross product', if this 
is greater than the demographic increase, the average level of "living 
inevitably also rises.' 
It is this latter fact which is' really-important. A drop in prices 
does not necessarily produce an improvement in living conditions:' some 
individual consumers may benefit, but the real incomes of'most of the 
people contract, because'a general fall in prices almost inevitably has a 
depressive effect. Improvements in standards of living, on the other haiv'j 
are'recorded during periods of rising income - which normally bring with 
the moderate increases in prices. For-the economy as a whole, therefore, 
the factor which determines the general level of living, particularly over 
the long term, is the size of' income rather than changes"in prices,/ 
As has been pointed out, a protectionist policy is really a way of 
redistributing incomer In the case of Panama, the favoured sections of 
the population,generally speaking, would be the unemployed and the rural 
population. The employed urban population, and particularly persons with 
a high propensity to import, would suffer a loss of' part of"their rsal 
'income'. The market would therefore expand precisely in those sections 
now most responsible for its limitationsJ and therein lies the 
importance of protection as a' stimulus to production. But stimuli to 
economic development through demand would be unable to exert their full 
positive influence unless the deficiencies in the economic 'infrastructure 
were previously or simultaneously overcome; the inelasticity and high 
real cost of'-production would continue to be' overriding problems, despite 




3c ' The b a s i c assumptions of the-aggregats pro ject ion 
The aggregate- 'projection -of' probable trends -showed t h a t - ' i f . the b a s i c 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of Pahama-'s economy pers is ted the country f s;.growth -could 
be brought t o a - h a l t , > The monetary system,- tho lack of investment . ; 
incent ives , the high costs of production; the narrowness of "¿he market 
and other such factors-would. prevent- the determinants, o f economic., 
development -from reaching -the .desired magnitudes. I f there v;e-rc no 
- change in these basic . . features of the Panamanian economy, capacity to 
import, the r a t e ..of investment and the product-capital r a t i o could nob 
exceed the q u a n t i t i e s indicated in the pro jec t ion o f probable., trends« 
• In that case, the l e v e l of l i v i n g of the population, might remain s ta t ionary 
or even f a l l , . ' . . . 
The aggregate p r o j e c t i o n of-an economic development hypothesis^, on 
t h e other ; hand,- i s based cn the,.assumption of. a. r i s e in. .the average l e v e l 
of l i v i n g . • - Given this, assumption ard the, f i g u r e - . which the capacity to 
, import and the product-capital . ?atio- might attain- -in. mere favourable bas ic 
conditions, - an estimate can- be, made .of , the .raxtent, to which, the r a t e o f 
investment would have to- r i se , and the consequent degree of expansion- i n the 
gross product. Once these, over-all . requirement? have been aet-ermined, 
1 sectoral , and import-subst i tut ion pro j e c t i o n s ..a,re constructed .( chapter IV) , 
and in t h i s way numerical est imates are . f i n a l l y made. : o f t h e s t r u c t u r a l 
changes and the other requirements which would" be•entailed by-the r i s e in 
• the general standard of. l i v i n g . . ... . . . 
For t h i s i l l u s t r a t i o n a r i s e of . 2, G per cent .per year in the --general 
' • l e v e l bf ."living-, i . e . in per capita pr ivate consumption, has bsen • -considered 
adequate,/. .' . This, does not mean that such a . rate- should be considered 
s a t i s f a c t o r y ; but i t would .perhaps-be-unreasonableto assume a,higher 
f igure , As w i l l be seen belew;,- ; t h i , v i n c r e a s e r e q u i i e s - e f f o r t s which might 
•appear-excessive- even :from a• s t r i c t l y , economic v i e w p o i n t i t snpuld r o t be 
forgotten that i t implies an annual i n c r e a s e ; c f ,-nearly ,5-.0. per cent ;ln 
t o t a l pr ivate consumption, since : the population i s expected to grow at an 
• approximate r a t e of 2 . 9 per cent .annually»-- ; 
« 
The second bas ic element in the pro jec t ion i s the capacity to impcrt-
. -In chapter I I I an attempt -is made to -determine,the.potential...sisie-.of 




expansion were. ranoved .to the utmost extent possible and if Panama made an 
all-out effort to win new markets abroad. ; The result of this analysis is 
hypothesis MB" on the capacity..to import,.according to which Panama's external 
demand might increa.se by 44.6 per cent in the decade 1956-66, to a figure 
of 133.6 million balboas. The corresponding annual rate of growth would 
be 3.7 per cent. The bulk of the increase would come from exports of new 
products and from an appreciable expansion of tourist activities, while the 
traditional sectors of external demand would stagnate or even contract. 
The external demand projection also permits a hypothesis on the 
probable trend, of the gross, product generated in the Canal Zone. According 
to this, the value of services rendered by Panamanians in that area would 
decline by almost 13 per cent. • 
The projection of the capacity to import also defines the magnitude 
of the terms-of-trade- effect in 1966. Under hypothesis "B", this factor 
would reach a value in that year of 8.0 million balboas.^^ 
As in the projection of probable trends, and for similar reasons, it 
has to be assumed that the balance of payments will remain in e.quilibrium0 
It is possible to assume that imports might to some extent exceed the 
capacity to import, the surplus being financed by an inflow of foreign 
capital; but if the disequilibrium in the current account is: kept within 
reasonable bounds, the size of the net entry of capital will not alter the 
projection significantly. 
For the product-capital ratio, an average .coefficient of 0.46 during 
the next decade has been assumed. •The partial data available on the 
development of the product-capital ratio in the past suggest that a similar 
level may possibly have been reached in periods of exceptional economic 
activity. The assumption adopted implies an increase of 15 per cent over 
the coefficient used in the projection of probable trends. This increase 
appears acceptable-if it is. considered that under the terms of the present 
projection the size of the Panamanian, market would expand appreciably, that 
monetary policy would be directed along new lines and that the'public sector 
would create strong stimuli to economic development both by stepping-up 
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¡its eppsenditur-e>,and ,providing protection against foreign competition and 
by .enlarging the basic social capital. All.these factors would directly 
helpP:to. augment the,utilization, of productive capacity.. , . , 
. • It would, not seem ..desirable to assume a, higher, coefficient,. It has to 
•:bf borne in, mind that, the, figure,., selected represents an average .ratio for 
the whole decade and that the product-capital ratio will continue to rise 
only to the extent that the basic structural problems described above arc 
overcome. Furthermore, a coefficient of 0.46 is similar to the average 
registered during the last decade in Latin America as a whole and in such 
countries as Mexico and El Salvador, and is higher than that estimated for 
Colombia, Bolivia and Argentina (see again table II-2). 
The rate of capital depreciation would be 3 per cent. The same 
assumption will be used as in the projection of probable trends for the 
reasons indicated in that connexion. 
On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, 'it"is estimated that the 
gross product - exluding the Canal Zone - would have to rise at an annual 
rate of 6.8 per cent, i.e. a total increase of 92.2 per cent in the decade 
1956-66. This same estimate requires a rate of gross capital formation 
of 21.2 per cent in relation to the gross product (excluding the Canal 
Zone).^i/ 
In order to obtain independent projections of public and private 
investment, the latter was estimated as a function of the projected capacity 
to import and of the regression equation relating these factors (see 
again figure II-l). On this basis, private investment would almost double 
between 1956 and 1966, but public investment (obtained by subtracting 
private from total investment) would more than quadruple. 
The final item in the pattern of total supply and demand is 
consumption in the public sector. It was assumed that the share of 
21/ The increase in the gross product (excluding the Canal Zone) and the 
gross investment rate necessary to meet the needs of the aggregate 
projection of economic development were estimated by combining the 
.growth,equation used in the former aggregate projection (see footnote 
5, chapter II) with that defining the equality of total supply and 
demand (see table II-8). The roots of the system of equations were 
obtained by successive approximations. 
/publ i c i n 
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public in total consumption - during the period 1950-56 an average of 13.2 
per dent -''would-be maintained constant. , .As; this percentage had risen 
slightly in 1956, the projection of publicconsugierexpenditures shows a 
rate of growth slightly•lower than that of private consumer expenditure: 
while the fdm'er w^s-iprbjected. with an annual rate of growth of 4.6 per 
cent, the figure for'the- latter was 4.9 per cent. :•. . 
' '•' •"••• J .•.!. lW ;•". i,;!' -.• K 
••""''' ' ".L' b.')j V: ./• j "irii. ,-v 
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4. General. review ' of the -l'è sultn .of. the economic- development pro .je ction 
- - --».-- - The economic, -development., projection, implies xery,. important changes 
in the various components of to ta l supply and demand«,. In table I I - 8 their 
•  -fpossible,ma^iffùd&"'-i'ici~196é'"c'aMi"to«", compared with the figures for 1956® I t 
will be useful to reyiew br ief ly ' the efforts which would be required i f 
the" objective were established of 'rais ing the general level of living by 
22 per cent during the next decade. I t will then be possible- to appreciate 
in general terms thé logic o f the process projected« "'-• : v ï'~"• 
Given the probable rate bf demographic "j^ owtH' •"(S»-9'-pi'er "c'èrib • pfer! yéâr ) ,* 
total 'private consumption would have to increase by mòre thâh 61 pei* cent 
between 1956 and '1966, I t would be impossible to cover this increase from 
importso At best - i 0 e a i f the ,main obstacles to the development of . 
exports viere remo.yèii. and every encouragement were given to. export aptivi-:.. 
. . . . . . ' ' ^ • • ' - • . -
t i e s ; - t h e capacity , to import would r i se by only 44o6 per cent»/ On the'•_, 
assumption that the surplus ! of imports over the:capacity t o import,.which , 
exceeded 12 per oent in 1956, will be maintained in the future*.-,.imports.. 
might-inbrease On-the scale indicated* However, this difference?:,appears 
exceésivè when i t - i s remembered that a growing proportion o f ¿resources--; 
will have to be used for servicing the external public debtp Moreover^ 
for the.reasons previously explained, Panama may possibly be unable to ., . 
attract a very large flow of foreign capitalo Although th is projection' . 
i s based on the assumption that stronger stimuli will be given to private 
investment than In the case'of the projection of'-probable trends, i t should' 
bê borne in mind that tlìè Pànâmaniari • market i s in any case? fa i r ly s mall, 
In addition, these increased stimuli wil l be directed mainly to the 
satisfaction o f the internal market, which i s the least attractive for 
the foreign investor3 
The l ike l i es t prospect,, therefore, i s that the current payments 
account wil l have to be balanced in the future«, In that case, imports 
would increase only by 29 per cent. As consumption would more than double 
and consumer goods account for some two thirds of total imports, the 
increase in private consumption could obviously not be met in this way, 




Table II -8 
1956 , ^ .1,966. ... • ; Index •'• 
j'.i Annual 
rate of -increase 
'ti 0- "i.^ v.. T bl!JCr< ì'. .11, .' . (j Hilliori's of balboas X' 
at 1950 prices). ,v 
(1956=100), between • 1956 and 
,, 1966 
Aggregata 'supply "•'• • o;:.. '429.4:-' • :738;0'".r., '•-• 5.6 
Total gross product 'Va-:: 325.5 604.4 - 185.7 ' il 6.4 
•. '"Gross product "excluding Canal • Zoné ; ; * 305.4- ' •1 586.9, .-i :192.2 6.8 
2.0il-- ~ B7.I " -1.4 
I ì f i | > o r t s i : — c e ri 6 /;<x;,;.<'. ->d Ì03;i"9 - ; 128..6- - 2.5 
Aggregate demand 




" ' 144.6' •' 
! j 5.2 
3.7 
Private consumption 264.4v ' ;;; 4.9 
Consumption in public sector "4Ì.3" ! " 64.8 " "J iSfii .- r- f ri-- ' - • ' - •-"" 4.6 
Gross investment ' %9.:2 " ^  124.7'""' '"253.4 ' r 9.7 
Public sector 13.0 " ' 4^ 3.. ì 1 ^ 15.5 
Private sector ,, or b tn;.ì„; /"iJ'oj.., S.-w-: • 
, : idv; ÌVSÌV -
I92.5 _ 6.8 
Difference [between supply - an<t demand ;, . ; - ? ; 17.S r->'11 5 v.; ^ .. 
Effggtjpfrtermsj-ql trade-i-^ , ¿jv,;..-r,- . -6.3- rl"^  : Ö.0 ,, ..V 127.0, -
Statistical discrepancy • -, .•-••-.•o-^i a 11..5 nc . -,. -,3.5 • J-Tp ..ri 
SoUreè ;-'Table A^l, ••'ähd Eé't Ìhe -prd.ièStiehè^ •see téxt , -chapter il , öectlön . III. 3. 
.=:.!;} c-i •^•ji.y-ib f.tf Ulv; ¿JTtf. ho ' T .. : i ' • : '. .r/o.rv.rbi.Y 
.¿i'v 
it; 
„v:/.:^  rri iti J f j;-; j/ii.ii-,0 
l'-l '.i v: vX:-:: ¿li/ ow 
•vr:! .!>••;•'o.' ...e .-v-f ir ve', 




and capital goodse But a contraction in such imports would reduce income 
. and employment, since Panama has is •sjió.rt.'-.of' fiyf' 
materials-and -has made little process in developing.'its .capital-goods 
industry., .'ÀccordirigÌy such .a course iwould'he but '•' òf' ttiè: question. ,';'.. i 
,.In these, cit'cunistances, the consumption increase would have to be met 
from domestic,but put. ' According, ^O;; the ;aggfegàté: prò.£ept£ons," Vt'iiè' total 
gross product would rise by almost <36 per cent. In order to. achieve such 
a rapid expansion-'tn production,--.an annual rate of 6.4 .per c ent »-:'installed 
productive :capacit^ , ràw' màteri.al inputs. atìd"fuèì consumption wduld also 
have to rise.• (.,.,Asr'the demand for.these- goods 'is "vety. buoyant ^and is mèi to 
a large extent by-imports, the margin available for consumer imports would 
be" sharply reduced» The sectoral projection carried out in chapter-IV, 
which- is based' on the aggregate projections now being analysed,1 :shows that 
consumer .i,mpprts.!Wètild fall from ,6%U na-lliori bàlbpàs. in ;1956 tb-'4i+."2 million 
in ,1966Q.„ Pfi' the. otìtfer' hand, imports bf intermediate and capital goods would 
rise.by 122<"and 123"'pèr; cent respectively ;^ The ihare^of the forfebrvin total 
l'mports,LWpuld thus rise from 23. to.'.over 40 per'ceiit, whilei that !of the', ,' 
latter. would ine r eas e from 13. to 23 ¿per cent. As' a re suit the share of 
import sof consumer; goods in total ^import s ' would decline from almost two- . 
ti^d9;in,;l9565tQ i-'lifctfe over. in 1966 '(¿ee table- IV-^ );.-' '•;; '' ' . 
. Just. as . a -rapid 'pro'c ess of ^ cppo^c^déVel-ò^eiiìV^ ì-
changes. ;,in thé;*strù'ctùre 'of importsr,., so . also: it requires * 
ingr.intensity,',in t&e various sectors, of production, The growth of private 
consumption at an anntiàl rate of , 4.9 per cent will bring ..about,important 
changes--in the' patt ern of demand by-ithevend of ttli'e decade,:' ,Cerfcaiii:;góods? >, •< 
such as high-~qualityfobdstuf fs and,more -especially consumer durables,''; ' 
would increase; atirates1 far above, 4-»9-P®r :G'eut>irwhiie others - above all-' 
staple foodstjiffsì - <wbuid 'rise less..,rapidly^  -(seé"table 1V^2)? • Something/." T 
similar ,would . happen ;ìn thè other sectors ¡ -of -aggregat e ' demand - public: ; • 
"Given the struetu^'bf'aggregate df^and^timàt èd' for l^ó/and5 the!l" " 
possibilities,-p'f import-'substitutipn, an % estimate may be made of the -form - : 
in which - the-' .produótiv^ -'^ st'^ /.wovi^ ihiye; t^ J^i^ ili'/tiy;- sec^ pys' of ié cbnoxiiìò,' 
activity^  The results-of 'the sector^ .^ .ro.jeCt^ óriHndie that if the "J * 
trenà observed, during thè"peRod 1945-54 isr continued'and intensified, 






productive, .ac.l^ yity .will be'^reHted^owSi-dsothe ij&em^.^ga'ketj .and the 
production- of.. goods » " The" agricultural0 s'eétor.;: would-., -expand,py.. .almost 74. 
per cq^ t.,.-.th.e,..gre^ te-st .gains being 'registered 'ihr qeri^n re^ort;. ^.tjams^  and 
-^•''inopi*^ ?.^  designed for impoiti'S''"substítltó^ ^ 
output woul$, more, than doübíe,'''^ nd'^ Ould'Úbus/increa the 
1 -^ country ls-, produptlve'activity;, TÜé manufacturing ^ vectorl.tpr|^ pand most 
LC.^iitti^siv^^iild be construction ísi-nc,^  qnje.'Qf t|ie^ fundamental 
.t¿he development process^  Is'-a áíarked] ipcr^ase ,.ip. basic social 
j .'capital*; • Another sector ^ Ich 'wótííd expand quite rapicP-y,. ..stimulated 
•0-')Biainly-by the substitution" oF'inipbrted'^ i-ocessed fo.0ds.woui4.be foodstuffs 
, Csee,-table iV-14.).. . ^ ---v. 7 • t--, , 
:'!> ,But, farm .and industrial "out put- could hot be developed, on the scale 
ipdic^ te^ ,'Unless the sectors"p^ o^ -dinfe Fáéicí. servic.es were expanded, with 
:buffici®nt:;?.pged. .Consequently,!'thé sector 
'i nwould,rise-by. 75«2 per cehtj" but ááH'ftéreí.would'f]b.sta .¡^ bstitutio»rprocess 
favpurf of - road transport' tliV'i&fctl-efc- •Wo^dvgrqy Z.r3 times (see table 
' A similar process WoUld'WcuT in. th'e .energy, sector, which in the 
-o vv* ágg^ -egat^ ,would ..expand by 132 per -céritél'' Elect ri^ .pcjjrer -Wjild, increase by 
moré than two and a. half "timés',1'"while 'iiisialledngenerating-capacity -would 
.hay-e to-,clinib from some 39,000'kW" in 1956 tó Kal&ost::;10Q,.0p0. kW in,. 1966. 
• : i- The ,sh^ re-r,of. hydroelectric" plant's'in installed: capacity npw.,.negligible, 
' v ,:7cw(>i^ d--ii^ ;,rease, to almost a hálf by thé'leiid^  ofvthe-period, (see, tables IV-16 
:Ji„ r,i 
.:••• ,i>-.-;.,.Mpst pf,.^© services sectors •WuLd'ídevélapH'reJfative3!y ^slowly, and 
would -continue to ..lose ground in 'th^hátiohalvecomony» ; It -is worth 
f.« ^--.repeating, ..that the most obvious 'exán|áLfei-:-i^',cbfeile •^ «aal-.^ p^ i.^ .^  Unlike all 
u- "¿thte, other ,,sectors, of the grossi; "produdt^  'this wOnIdj-nojt,-pnly, decline in 
».¿'ilÍJelat&Kg4W9ljtance but would "e-i/eñ'súffér^ á contra;qt|/,!¡n;in,absolute terms. 
On the other hand, l^^ n^ o^ fe^ ej, because 
•!•:• ;'i:of -thei decisive role the Gk^'érfuitórífc^-Tifei^a^  háve: .toj'play^  pz, .the...economic 
: f-development; process embodied i i í á e t c L t t n . . Í I V - 2 3 ) • 
• : lo .- m.TMs fact should be partít¿úlariy'-^  of Panama's 
• u.; ¿economic .infrastmctur é would'involve -'"a'-marked rincr ^ase ,iij. .Government 
rr expenditure from 13 Mllidn tb'''55 íai»ílÍ0nabáj|ib0f!.s<,,.|.:Most ,.of .this increase 
.-• v .(J.Y .\ " "J -jQi i , ../would be 
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would be .spent, on basic public works/^ 'so that among,,other results -
there would be an appréciable1 ¿Mansion ihithe construction sectbr (see 
tabierW l^Z)»—The-Goscejcprnerá share in gross investment would- gor up^ frpm.^ . 
24 per cent in 1956 to 44 per cent in 1966,. and Stat e activity-itself would . 
- " " ' ••<.• i.-' '.s . 
have t©•„ undergo à radical change*,. Instead of allocating barely a quarter 
of its- expenditîff.é. to capital formation, as in 1956, the State would have 
to earmark 46 per. cent for this purposecin 1966 (see tahle II-9)0 . 
T,he expansion of domestic production,: the rise in construction in r • 
general< and public works .in particularthe' 
ment should also help to solve the problem- of unemployment and.under^p^. 
employment -The activó, population. will prohably grow during, the next- t en . 
years at a rate of abo.ut 3 per cent annually, . -The, ;ttoti£:;'g¥o&s 
would more than double-this rate of ^growth, so that the natural:.inc.rea"se 
in the active:population would probably be absorbed 'wiihve^ e.-; 
possible too that unemployment would be'' éliminât ed and underemployment 
considerably reduced. As the total gross product would expand at an annual 
rate of 6.4 per cent and ás productivity per. employed person.would perhaps 
rise by 2 per cent annually, employment might increase by more than '4~per 
jC'ent a year¿ . Given the ^ atéuqf 'natural increase of the .active., population, 
thef-e would remain a margin of more than 1 per cent per year available for 
absorbing- accumulated -e^ QÇiployméiïtki:,.}xGéïXSe^ '^ ïy'* some 4,00G additional 
jbbopportuhitiesm^^ eâch year after the absorption of the 
"iiiëiPè'àse-'ih -t^ e^ activè •;'"„ r 'f ' -
" xt should be remembered-, howeverj that services,,which offer the 
highest employment per unit of product, would grow more slowly than the 
average raté for the. economy, and that.the Canal Zone, which employed about 
13,GdO-Panama residents in.1956, would employ only"some 9,000 such residents • 
in 1966. '<•;.. - ¿•ah"-'.-;-:. • : r • . :X ' :!r • V,. ' ,- ' ". 
•' '' 'v' Construction, activity, on, the. other hand, would'incfease more 'than two 
and a. half times, and • the expansion of thé basic social capital would 
prbvide'inàHy: additional. emplp^ept opportunities.." However1', if. methods of 
•, constrú'Ction and production in g.enéral aré over-c'ápitalized • and :-employ ; a 
highly labour-saving 'technology, the .solution of " t hè problem of unemploy-
ment arsd. underemployment might thereby be postponed,, v ; *T ' 
/Table II~9 
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,ri-; , -Table II-9 -.-'aj : .ìiouì - . .'^i'jo.v .-ro.:^  •¡••v,^ ..« 
PMAMAi^SOp. CH^MGTE^TXCS,. pi; THE .ECONOMIC P^?L0PMENT PROJECTION 
: • f.--">i-r :y,. 
•:•• J. ,:. , , ,1966 .,, ., 
it . ..,,19,56 ,. 1966 ". . (index •«-•.•.>'! ... 1956=10©):.! 
Per capita gross product bàlboais : '' 346 485 !l4'0i2 r 
Per capita private consumption ' ialboas 
Per capita gross investment " bàlbòas " "'J52 ? ~ " "lP6 • : 192/3 v 
Public^  investment in relation io 1 ' '" - ; 
"grosà investment 1 '?,V"T' : .percentage-..- :. ; .,26.41-.'v 44.1 „ ,.- - / 
Share' of ' public expenditure used ''- -xc'Vy-...v-?,^--I, ; : j.-
fort- investment-. ' .-• -•,- -.- • ^ percentage ; 23.9 . ,;^ 5.9 , . ~ , f,. 
Share; .Of-: gro^s/product . • 
aggregate supply . percentage 75J8 " '''¡31.-9' ''"' '' " 
Sources- 'lable ..11.-8... ; The.jpqpula tion. projected,, is. giyeri, in tab^e I,I~5<>. 
• ' ' The1 'develop»eftt -arid expansion • of agriculture., ...finally: would. b e < - . 
"Aaccdmpahibd by a "marked increase in productivity',:• ¡which .:Wpuld.b|,ing 'about 
an improvement 'in' the ' ihcomes. artdtliving -epnditiohs of hthe ;rural.: ' -, . ; , - :,v, 
population;r :V Tb'Hhe-extent'-that ^ ^ 
retain a larger proportion of the''!rur41: population:-^ /Which-would.': help, .to 
correct one cabèèst 'ò.f-t^ a^c'Waitóaition of- surplus population 
ili the towns. r°''t •'. J-?,:;, e v.; '•".'.- <••,.;. .;:-, é " ' -A ::. j; 
' Thi evi èw bring "è1 into1- 'relief'1 "the vitalv role: attributed, Ì in the-;, v 
development vprOcess' d'esbribed,j to- thè expansion òf: investment.The... . ; 
enlargement of the basic social capital is an essential condition, fdr" the 
integration of thè' national- ''èconctey/' the' Ihii^ O^ì^ i^L^rvt'•of-Vthte' mobility and 
utilization' of productive resources,. th"e- broadening ,.0f. thè; marke't, and,-
"as a "coiibrary 'Of the a b ó t r e / ' - W e ' ' o f • 
reàì"'productivityIn this respect,'' the ¿griéultural . sector -Would : be"" . 
given priority ,' r;iihcé: it Ì's"Ì!rì fact thè 'fflàié • éetèmihantr of 'the .'-Iev,^  of 
. /costs (b#th 
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costs (both real and monetary) within the' Panamanian economy. 
The increase in expenditure ]ûri rdaidsj' harBdu'r&^t ran sport equipment, 
electric power plants etc. wouldjhaye tq, gome jmainly from the public 
sector. Hence, the Government would have,to augment its income, in 
particular by increasing current revenue, but" alsO"by ensuring-the 
maximum utilization' of thé' country ' s sâviiig capacity. 'oih improving"; 
and" amplifying thé "iax'''sy£"$M*;vit';i'wôiii^ 'âo-~weli--i#)ibtÊ-'Vight .of the,/ 
effects, on" irièô!àê'''.ài'st'rifâ.ii'é"n:^  for rrieasures'' designed to" reduce"- ".;v ••'."'.,. 
"inequalities in" ihcomé'distriftutloh] it';wili b'é'-r^ èmbér'ed/i.rcrecW stimuli 
v to' productibri' by helping to • ëxpanà this marketv- >'•'•'"• « _ <«•'*-<- t'-w.--. 
' ' • ' The Government Would also have to play an- iiiipbrtltnt part in ensuring 
that' iri!"the' 'intensive'" prob#Ss; 'of d'eve2.'ôpmorit'! to be -'¿arried'- ©ut-'ho" risk,:* k> 
Was run" o f productive"-" re source s rbéïn)g •''di&^ é^ àfc'â^ -used-1.- Îhe -attainment 
of the" rate o"f 'g^ ÎH^ h^ pibposed?:hêpiehds:;tb largé ; extent -on thetteest^ -r 
possibïë" cb-ordiriation "and m'àxirîium' possible %tiïizatiohu:ofthe ''ifâctô'-rs o"f 
production. In this respect, the guiding role'bf--the' ¿state-Is &f ;yital'> 
importance. """""Its main ih strum eiits ' would :h'avé• to>b'é direct -arid indirect 
incenéréesy' 'tbéetfier'bvîitii tairpf'f tlbation-'^d^M^ft^a^-'po^i^r'? '¿0 
' '" "'"As has been pointed "out,'"the j h F ô ' f c e è s ' . ^ d n S t r i a i c 
expansion wouid''^ extent by the domestic 
credit systefe!'.!,":"' Â." sùità&le'-
provided' by 'f I seal polic^'WÎth a vxéW- to;; directing the"' irivéstràënt re sources 
of private' "firms"îhtb t h è ' M ^ t - p h â r t n è l ^ . ^ 
7.--. coïrÉçnts 'îifèï'ei^' suggest eôk'è0of'''Îrhè chahgee;Whïch'woù;ld fea^es to 
"''take' place'"in c ertàlh featùr es;:of • Fànamài1 s:-,strîtcturàï and1 institùtionèûb/ • 
framework' and 'economic ' jboiicy' to înake1 economic development possibles - In 
a brief review1 siidh as'this ' there 'can -be no possibility'» o3P exaiftinin'g: these 
matters" in all thé hecesSar^ 'detà'ïiy "or of -defining7 in exaèt "terms" the v -
magnltucie of the 'policy'' changes invdïved'.: -Jt/ is hoped, however^ î that -
something will' have beeh^ 'achibved 'to indicate the importance o'f the ^ 
changes in question and." thé lines al'drig "which they Will hâve to' develops 
/Chapter III 
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Chapter IIIr, - ., . .... ,, .¡. - ' 
' '.'. ' ERDJÉÒTIOìiS- .OF" CAtACOT m-JHPORfc^ li/ 
• 'IÄODUCTiON 'l'J'; . ; , %,„:1 
1. Preliminary considerations ; ,t. .. . . T , ' 
In chapter . I.of this'-.study .a detailed; analysis, was made ¿i 'ihe" • '•"< " 
development of. Panama's capacity to import ¡during the,period 1945^56^, and 
the very complex'and unusual nature of the; country's eternal sector was 
stressed. 4In order to give logical order tothe examination of Panama's 
external demand, a'distinction was made between the three .main .components 
of its .capacity to import: registered exports, of goods¿. transactions . 
connected with, international traffic. and tourism, .and. relations with the 
Canal Zone.. ., The same c^ssification can'conveniently be. ;ùsed ihthe , study 
of the possible future; growth ; of Panama! s ; Capacity, tp imports for,eaGh of', 
the categories mentioned : in fact constitutes a' separate element, .within' the' 
country|s, e^érpa^ deiiand.;., 
In the fwp .preceding chapters an analysis was; made of the operation 
of Panama ' s econpmiiq. .syst em.,, andsit was: shown £>.so vf ar'•as " is ' pbèsiblé"' .-' 
"that the. capacityvto import ,is the main dynamic., factor-,--.-phe, prime motive 
force - in Panama's economic 'development It'is clear,'then.,: that inu'x' ' 
"order to judge, the, .prpspects for the country 's''1 future;1 economic develop-
mènt we must obtain as accurate ; an idea as possiblè '-oflthè 'stimuli: tö 
growth which may derive from the sector of ¡external demand. -If this : '1 
sectorj showed prospects of contractipn similar to those which any. observer 
would'have. pre.dict.$d* at, the, end, r ¡of the eSecond World;War, the^täsk '.Would' :b'e 
not so .much t;0- examne, th.e .possibilities for economip deyé].ppm.ent',as to."'.'., 
consider; way;s.pi' mitigating -the, negative- effect's,of ¿-'sharp fall in ' ' '' . 
external demand. . By contrast y. an observer jigging the situation ¡at the. ,. 
beginning; of the Second ¡World War . would have- tried to develop a programme 
designed to .tajee, mas^ jaum, advantage pf . thei addit ional resources/ which tli.e 1. 
economic boom'was to bring; to Panama? ..The observer, proceeding on the 




basis of the year- 1956 J£frqmi;the,:;p©int of view of.-.'the statisticaï s-eriês") r-
will have to ask himself . what ; oppoytamitie s of-' devel^pmeht-àr.e likely to:-
be presented, by everrai:4errand during" the; coming jdecâdéj- and: starting 
from that point, to make some. .observât ions' on- ^  at "the.'Objective r ó ì f : I : 
promoting the country's economic,; development ;&ieahs in teims 'of realities. 
This is the intention-of this rchapter^thèv final; 
have already been used in chapter" II in; order to- form' a reasonable view • 
of the . pr ospe et s -of future growth, and ; will- be; used./in chapter- IV. in order": 
to determine what is meant in ' specifi c and • o one rete termë: by a -given raté •'•'• 
of growth./ -;':• j';:-:.^.^:'^.:-^  ' ":-.:r/''xy "i; " 
./-There;, is no question, of course, of- forecasting item by "item the -••-""' 
^OlugteKpf"external,demand; in-.1966• ., In the first place",-what, is of 'interest 
is nc^ ri thelexacti¡figured for-; thatïyeâr but iiìH -'v.'" 
be broadly felt in- the ; next decade. : This means j in-' effect finding the •; 
underlying causes of the trend - not necessarily of the short-term •' - ••' 
fluetv^ ion^ uf•jirti'A.hj.è-i c'otopOBè-ôt S bfh ext erbài ¿d emand;'. ^ ïri^  òtHèr Wbrdëy'the 
object.i-isoto ¡.attempt to"identify the factors'• giving: continuity' and'V"H 
permanence- to : exports - of goads and servie e s. Thus \ so'- far as cOneerns= 
banana! export s: there- will no doubt » be marked shoM.-term:fluetuations'"1 duëy-' ; 
for example^otoîwéàther-eohditions-J¿It^is;equally bértiàihj-hë^veir^^ 
that the level and |énerai';trënd:-.j of exports will" depend on thè : e\rolùtÌóh :i x 
of the • Uni-tèd States ' market, on the exports ;of; òthèr pro due ing '• Co'unt ries 
and^yfin§liyi on ¿et^fchât^f ifcaTtfte;''tftstitiàtiónai"? .'-^'"fc 
organization thev:maEket is .determined by. one large--company; - The same " .-'•'•"'' 
applies to demand .originating in-the Canal: Zone , for;-regardless bf--; 
accidental-peatks -resulting^from military conflicts or exceptional periods.- -
of constrUctiOny this -demand will depend over-the- long feèrm on-i;-the;— ? "-'• ' -;r-' • 
population /resident /in;-t-hé Zone ¡and - on t echnplogical- lnnovationsr makxh 
it possible : to replacé or improve the ;effi'ciency-, of-''humàn- labour through - - -' 
the use of machinery or automatic devices-
In a country with an external sector composed of such heterogeneous. x ,.. 
element's: as exports of' bahanâs and 'shï-iiïips1, thé':prpyision of Panam%nian : 
labour in the Canal Zone and the supply of passing ships, aircraft and 
persons, the future prospects of each of these elements cannot possibly 
/be
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be assessed until the main" factors influencing each of them have been 
identified. F-qr.'this -purpose,- there,.follows an analysi.-sr.of all,the 
important components Of Panama's capacity to import, 'both .past and future; 
and on1 :©f- th6J'-i^ 'W^ tion,¡thusA®tot'ained hypotheses will be , . 
formulated:;concerning their 'probable development in the; coning ¡de.cade. 
The '«pcffije^ ipnis' irafst' te"e-"6ohsidered. pimply - as' first-aatt.pa.pt. W . 
reach-¿' genera^ ', assessment, of Panama' sfuture^ capacity to import. Jn 
some cases th.e. essential factors determining external demand have been 
given very careful study. Panama exports are an'obvious case in point; 
but it should,, of. course be pointed out that the detailed,;analysis here 
offered of the probable future-development of the banana market is the J 
first real, ;attempt in-this direction- Consequently, slpce^  it could hot 
be based'on . experience such as Is.n,available-lor the studies „now in progress 
on cotton, caqao and copper etc.,- and since statistical'information of 
comparable quality is- similarly ¿unavailable this study should be v 
considered more or less asi'a;.firstrapprpximatibn,-; v v. „., " , : - ' 
Another, sector of external¿demapd the future Of which .„appears to v ; 
have-been studied with' particular -care is th'e "Panaiiia-. Canal,. traffic 'and- y 
the activitiesto which "'it'-'gives. in the ,:Zone> ^ Unfortunately, it has , 
been/possible, to obtain - tot, use only sqrne general ¡result s . published' by ' 
the ••Panama Canal Company frbm? a study it commissioned'.;, It is on this' 
infomSt^ Ptt.-th'at 'thie' pMjebtioiiig^^n below, are -based--.& , •• r ' '' 
•Ihe bases for the'J>£6'3ectipn of less..impbrtai& 
items'¡.and; the data for assessing the..¡.export pot eritialities of new products 
are even less adequate 'than thpgg lust. referyg.d ^ dilltor instance, much 
more knowledge is needed about, tlae life history of the shrimp » the ¿¿port 
item-'next in importance to 'bananas .p. before- a. basis, will, exist for ' 
determining, its export^ 'prospects., ,,, Only through continuous ,scientific' 
research can'such informatiorj^ 'as, the size-.'of the presept :shrimp population, 
its habits,, its distribution.apd.the various natural factors determining 
, 2/ Panama Canal; Company., Annual Report of Board of Directors to Stock-
holder, 1957 and 195^ .' '•.'.'..- r-
• / t h e size 
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the size of thë^ éat^ h'ihé^ fetilhëd^ ^^ ïl's such rèséàrch-haà óhlyi recently ' 
been begun ih Panama,;• t he • pro je et ioh ìs J ift f act based on preliminary • v ; 
observations only. 0J t Wir-a--.; • :.!•.":•. ; . -,• 
The most venturesome projections, of course, are thoserconnected with 
the expectations for new exportsi : In this case, the views expressed àre 
based almost entirely oh the faet-that Panama offers certain export 
possibilitiesiWhiBl:m3#it; ;beildb This applies very obviously to 
meat-,' for instance, ànd cèrtaih other products. BUt any real export • -: 
prospects will depend not only On the basic possibility of production ' ' 
itself but on the existence of a market, on transport possibilities and ; 
condit ions, onthe.capàcity_..tó quantity and . quality of 
supply, and on various other factors. Since it has'not been possible in 
this study to go into- every one of theexport^ possibilities ; in question -
t- for lack of the necessary time, since their examination would in many 
instances require lengthy scientific experimentation and technical : i 1 
investigation - this' cha'pteir does; ho more than present, in summary and 
logical form, a survèy of the possibilities for new sources of external " 
earnings. To this end, certain very preliminary hypotheses have been-* ; 
employed, with the sòie object of gauging the order-1 of magnitude' of the 
possibilities1 ànd-. the-èffeet they ;might have on Panama1 s economic development 
j. . Sò-: far asi: has been possible, two- alternative projections have been 
made for each item of import Capacity.; l!O'ney hypothesis "A", corresponds 
to the approximate; course of future development of the item in question 
if the factors which currently determine Panama's exports of- goods: and 
services' Undergo no Radical change- It startsy thât ^isy froto t-hë-i- ' s.. 
assumption that the normal ana spontaneous' conditions Of thè' international" •"• 
market which have operated in the. past will continue to determine Panama's-
exports in the coming decade.7 Hypothesis1 "B", on- the other hand,;assumes - • 
a determined attitude and an effective' policy for the development óf • 
exports' - of goods and services. • Itr; is based on the premise that the ^ r 
expansion of exports tb the maximum- is•essential for the attainment of a 
definite raté of growth • in Panama ' s - standard of living. Ohly on the basis 
of the' exports projection used1 for hypothesis "B",: in fact, can there be 
any possibility Of attaining the;'rate-of eco noiiiib'1-development used in ' • i 
' /the sectoral 
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the sectoral projection: in chapter IV. Thus, whenever hypothesis "B" ,,., 
is given in-ythe projection.for. a specific item, it-is because, it is ........ 
assumed that a determined effort on Panama's part to promote its. future 
development will ..have, positive results- , . ,... •,,„,,,-,.,;. 
As.; in the ,-analysis.; of the, capacity to; import, .made in .chapter ¡-I* so.,, , 
in the projection, the, three component , elements will; be. dealt; with .,, 
individually.. For each, important item in the external sector, therefore, 
separate projections will be given-for the quantum and the terms of. trade, :., 
and from these, the projection,of „the capacity to. import,will, in each ca,se. 
be calculated. ,' . . -,r . . . ,•; 
2. General results. of^  the • projection of external demand ,in, 1966, ...„.,. 
It will be recalled from, the analysis made in, chapter I that in 1945 
Panama's total capacity to import reached 131 • 7 million balboas, and,that ,. 
subsequently, in 1 9 5 1 , it sviffered a spectacular fall, to a minimum of , .. • 
70.0 million balboas. Between that date and the end of the period.under 
review it maxie a partial .recovery, reaching 92-4 million balboas In.. 1956 • .... 
The increase .in the last,five years amounted to 32 per cent, the annual-
rate being 5 • 7 Per cent-. , ,, , ; ,..,.,, ; 
The projections of external demand in 1966 indicate a general 
continuance of the recent recovery in the. .capacity to import, but at a -. 
substantially lower rate, even in the case of the more optimistic, hypothesis 
(see figure III-l) • Even hypothesis "B", although it, presupposes an 
intensive effort to increase exports, would bring the capacity to import 
in 1966 up to I33.6 million balboas only - barely more than the level; 
registered in 1945- In relation.--to .1956, however,, this projection implies 
an increase of 44*6 per cent, i.e. an annual rate of 3.« 8 per, cent- In sum, 
then,'' although, projection -IB" icf,;the -capacity .to. import .would permit the 
recovery of the. 1945,maximum,, it would not mean the, maintenance of the 
last five ¡years' .rate of increase .(see table .,111-1). • 
Under hypothesis Ai! too, the.next decade will: witness a continuance 
of the tendency towards a recovery of the capacity to import, but.in this 
case at an extremely modest rate.; According to this hypothesis the 
capacity to import would rise -to 104-1 million balboas by 1966 (an ,increa.se 
of 12*7 per cent) • Thus., d.uring the decade, external demand would remain 
/Figure I I I - l 
Figure I I I - l 
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PANAMA : PROJECTIONS OF THE CAPACITY TO IMPORT, 
TOTAL AND BY PRINCIPAL CATEGWRiES 
S E M I -LOGAR. I THM 1 C SCALE! 
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Table I I I - l . 
PANAMA: AGGREGATE PROJECTION OF CAPACITY TO IMPORT 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1966 Index 1956=100 1QC¿ • , — .i. 
J Hypothesis Hypothesis Hypothesis Hypothesis 
A B A B 
Total 92.4 104.1 133.6 112.7 144.6 
Registered exports 
of goods 25.7 30.0 44.0 116.7 171.2 
Transit and 
tourist services 13.7 21.9 31.6 159.9 ' . -230.7 
Sales to Canal Zone 53.0 52.2 5S.0 98.5 109.4 
Source? Tables 111-10, 111-14 and 111-20. 
21-0 per cent below the maximum reached in 1945, while i t s annual rate of 
growth in relation, to 1956 would be barely 1.2 percent>:jc T !:-:J " 7 
The rates of growth, of external demand over the next decate projected 
in both hypotheses appear even feebler when i t i s remembered that 1956 was 
an abnormal year. Exports of bananas and cacao in particular, as a result 
of special circumstances, were exceptionally low that year. Consequently, 
the capacity to import deriving from registered exports of goods that year 
amounted to 25-7 million balboas, as against 31»7 million balboas the year 
before (see table B-37)« I f we make our comparison with the projections 
for 1966 on the basis of the figures for registered exports of goods in 
1955j which was a more normal year, i t will be seen that under hypothesis 
"A" the increase is virtually negligible - 5-8 per cent - while under 
hypothesis "B" i t i s scarcely more than the projection of the population 
increase'- 35»8 per cent. 1 1.:/-: 
The main reason for these discouraging prospects for Panama^ .s external 
demand i s the stagnation in the most important sector of the country's 
/capacity to 
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capacity to import: the Canal Zone- Indeed, under hypothesis "A" the 
projection of exports of goods and services'to the Zone (based on 
projections and programmes outlined Iby tlie Canal'Zone; authorities 
themselves) shows a very slight contraction^ ah<i under the more optimistic 
conditions, of hypothesis "B" it shows an increase of barely 9'4 per cent 
in the decade 1956-66.. * " 
Thie .stationar^ rtrend* in Panama'-S --external demand is offset by the 
dynamism of the capacity to import generated by exports of goods and by 
traffic and tourism- especially the latter- The external demand created 
by transactions connected with traffic and tourist activities should grow 
very rapidly. Under hypothesis "A", the increase will be practically. 60.0 
per cent , while under'hypothesis "B11-external demand f rom this source 
thanks mainly to effort's to increase- the numbers and the expenditure of . . - . 
foreign visitors, will more -than, double• 
Registered exports of goods would not increase to any great extent 
under hypothesis "A", which is based on the continuance o'f tráfetfijtoalíl?2iívl; 
and established exports. ¡ In. this. case the increase would be from 25*7 
million balboas to 30.0 million balboas, a rise of 16-7 per cent. Under 
hypothesis "B", on: the other hand, which presupposes a considerable ' ,J 
., development and iatensiflcation of new export activities, and the maximum 1 
use of traditional exports, the projected increase will be 71.2 per cent -
According to the /foregoing projections the structure of Panama's' :j 
; external, demand will, continue in the next decade to shift .in. the""saráé''. "ü -
direction,.in--which-,,it.,. has,^een..moving, in the twelve post-war yearns ..'""°TKéf" ' ' 
share of the most important sector of external demand - the Canal Zone -
will continue to decline? In .1945, as indicated in chapter I, this -
sector accounted for no less than three-quarters of the capacity, to iliiport -
The proportion fell to about 60.0 per cent between 1950 and 1953,,'knd to 
-.below- that level in subsequent years- In 1956 it was 57-4. per cent, and 'v 
. according to hypothesis "A" it. will have fallen to. 50-1 per cent in 1966 -
According to hypothesis "B",. which assumes a marked increase in other '•' 
exports, the proportion .will fall in that year to 43-4 per cent (see " 
table III-2). ' V ""' • • 
" " ;•" '-" " ' '•" ' ' " ' • - • - v . -
''''•'' " í •vi.rijj'iA . . . . 
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PANAÈtA : COMPOSITION OF " CAPACITY' TO IMPORT ' 
... (Percentages) 
19-6 6' f.-,m-.-..., 
'•'r'-! f - - 1 9 5 6 . : ;—•..,.•• . ,...,,,......, 
,.;......,...,.•... •. • . Hypothesis fiypothesis-
' ' " ' '-u; 1 •• A . t • .• B . i::;¡c/f 
- ' . i : i j V-i !. JX0--:h - lí^rí>.=r>¿ X 3 f-; 2> i •.' 
Total "• - >.i. : .o.: Jó; :• •, 100^0 ., . ., :.v. 100.0 100.0 
Registered exports ¡of goods r¡± 27.8. _ ,. , ; ^,,28.8^ V ; : í . . 32.9 
Transit âhd; tourist .services;-;. j;.-, . . , j l 4 . 8 ; , : 2 3 .7 
Sales to Canal Zone ••!•;." 57.4 50.1 ; . . 
— ;—— : • ' . .. ,. i,i .• tlv, ij'A.i:y-jc 
Source: See table III-l. . '"'""' ' : • 
The capacity to import deriving froin exports of goods had in the; r..; 
last years of the period analysed reached a level of between 25 and 30 : f 
per pent, of the total, after a continuous increase in relative importance- .. 
Under hypothesis "B", which, as has been said/'assumes à sharp increase ; .¡y^i 
in registered exports of goods, it' willleach practically a third of the 
total capacity to import in 1966, while Under hypothesis "A" it will . 
remain at the level of recent years - " JJl- >n-. :t<••• 
External demand originating in activities c'ónhécted %ith-traffic and 
tourism will recover and easily exceed its relative;share'in the immédiate 
post-war years- In these latter years it-HpreSènted'iéper/'cent* of -"the 1" >.' 
total; but owing to the decline in'the numbers of militaryando'ther: .x^ b: ,: 
visitors connected in various ways with the wài^  th'é;'proportión-látér "fell- :, 
to 12 per cent. Thanks to the récent increases''id tO\irisáj and-air transport 
this sector of external demand'rose to àbôiït 14v per cent 'iri-thé last 'years:: s 
of the period. Assuming an intensification' ol"'these activities in thé ; 
future, its share will by 1966"be 21-Ó per Cent Under hypothesis "A", and •:. 
23-7 per cent under hypothesis "B". ?.J>,,: 




during the next decade will be the quantum or volume of exports of goods 
and services (see table III-3). The Panamanian economy will continue, 
for institutional reasons, to.be a very open one, and, its general price-
level will therefore not (vary-iyery mu^h f.r.omithatcof the -United States, 
with whose economy Panama is very closely linked. The terms of trade 
will consequently Remain practically stationary, with a slight downward 
trend. This is due primarily to the fact, that the poor prospects for 
the prices of certain export products such as cacao, coffee and sugar 
in the-'world market villain large part,.:, Jpe offset by the marked increase;, 
in the, wage-rates of Canal Zone employee^ (see table III-4)• 
Despite the effects which the changes in export prices just 
referred to may have On certain individual' items of the capacity to 
import and on the quantum, the latter will in general continue in the 
coming decade - as a result of the virtually stationary projection of' 
the terms of trade index - to follow much t'hfe same course as-that just s: 
outlined in the case of the projection of the capacity to import (see 
table III-5 and figure.III-2). 
: r: \ .1 , . . . " ' .. . -
A--11I •". J'. 
/Table I I I - 3 
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'f ' ; Table III-3'' '" ' -rCnv' '1 !j-:r"';'-
.. PANAMA: AGGREGATE PROJECTIONS OF CAPACITY TO IMPORT, 
" QUANTUM', AMD TERMS. OF TRADE ' ; ' 
(Mjliions' of balboas at"1950' prices)'' u' 
"i i- 9 6 6 
1956: .- • Hypothesis' A' Hypothesis-
•CO" 
Capacity to Import "' " 92.4 "x'-!" 104.1 ; " ' >v 133.6" -' 
Quantum ; . . 86.0 96.2 \ 125.6 
Index of terms of trade- ..: .107.4 . 108.2. •.-. , 106.4. • 
(1950 = 100). ,, r, p . _ r .. s . .. .* " " 
Source;'See tables III^ 111^ -4 and I1I-5. ( ..j 
/Table I I I - 4 
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Table III-4 
PANAMA: AGGREGATE PROJECTION OF TERMS OF TRADE INDEX 
(1950 = "100) — 
- " " - ' - ' 1966 
^ - e sis - -Hypdt. h e s ± s 
A B 
_ Total ' ___ 107.-4 108..2 106.4 
Registered"exports, cf h 
goods — ^ D I K ; 108.7 106.6 107.9 
Trans it and Tourist " ~ ~ 
services . , 94.4 98.2 96,3 
Sales:: to Otìnal. Zone , 110..2 114.0 _ , 111.5 
Source: See table 111-10 and-sections ;III-. 5 and IV.7 of this. 0 l 
chapter. 
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Source: See tables III-10. 111-13 and 111-18. 
/Figure III-2 
FIGURE 1 1 1 - 2 
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_ II,^ REGISTERED EXPORTS OF GOODS 
In chapter I: It ws^ s "shown tbat ;^ëgisteréd'exports bf goods can 
be classified - according to their history during the post-war period 
covered by the series - as "traditional" and "recent" exports,, • In 
considering the future prospects for, Panamanian exports of goods it will 
be useful to retain this distinction® We shall, however, add a group 
.of new exports in order to indicate, in4 fairly gëneralv'terms of course, 
the prospects for thé diversification of exports by the inclusion of 
products which have either not been exported in the past or have 
been exported only in very small quantities« Since the projection 
is based on an analysis by principal products within each category, 
the other products exported in small quantities will together form 
a, fourth category of which an aggregate projection will be given* 
1, Quantum and export prices prospects 
V The analysis will - begin..wit h a projection-of" thé r'VOlume and prices 
of the main export items in each of the categoriës mentioned in 
the preceding paragraphe The various price projections will then 
be combined with the projection of the unit values of imports and a 
projection thus obtained of the terms of trade in 19660 Finally, the 
initial quantum projection - under both hypotheses -- will be combined 
with the terms of trade projection, and by this means we shall be 
able to estimate the capacity to import generated by registered 
exports of goods under both hypothesis "A" and hypothesis "B"o. 
(a) Traditional exports 
In this section we shall analyse and project the export prospects 
of the main items in this category - bananas, cacao and abaca. The 
. other traditional exports items - such as cow-hides, balata gum and 
copra - will not be examined separately, ' since' thé volume of exports 
of these products has been of minor importance and very variable in 
the past, and the future possibilities are uncertain. Both these 
and the other traditional export products (will be included later in 
oà general projection of all .minor products® -.. 
/( i) Bananas 
E/' CN. 12/494 
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-->'•'"(i) Fahánas. The- analysis and projection of Panama's banana 
experts given here will-be based on a special study carried but'/ by 
' 3 / 
the. secretariat^ Following' the initiation -o-f a. number cfecí'-nomic 
development studios- and- projections relating to certain Central: 
-iánerican- cn'iintrieS and' Panama, it was felt desirable ~ since, sbnie '"c-f 
tvhesd.', countries- share the characteristic of -being large.^ exporter's --
ftf. bananas:, — to undertake an investigation oí the' prospects of: '":•:•'.  
.the - international market for. ..this product., The-.: study made examines, 
firstly,' the- evolution .^ f the world demand for1 .bananas (particularly 
the. United'States market), and secondly, the- structure of world'' " 
supply and the share in it of Panama and the" Central American banana 
exporting, countries^: stressing the fundamental importance, .for •"' 
these;':, countries"-.-of the institutional" organization of the' market® 
Lastly, on the.'basis of all the above, 'a projection is made -c'f • worii 
and United States d emand, attention being given tí) -the share in, each 
of aggregate Central- -Amé of Panamanian' exports» 
This is the projection used in-this studjr as th.e basis for assessing 
the future prospects of Panama's banana export sf, ' "'-"^v.;-i; ,-y 
Quantum- prospects and projectiort< In chapter -I,: sectiohi'-IIoA»3 
' a "detailed description'is given of the historical evolution- óf the" . 
•country^ .s-most •important;:and traditional "export,' bananas¿ In ~ . - • 
'considering the prospects for the future, development bf banana-: exports, 
it has', to-. bo. .remembered that these- exports-- originate -.almost in their 
.entirety in-the;, ^.plantations of: the- great: banana.' company which''dominates 
the United. States market-and controls, the bulk xf Latin .american."' " 
production,, This is of vital importance, since it means that the . 
production and expert of bananas in Panama, are .largely determined 
by this company o In- the- first -place, as will be seen, later,- the., 
very fact of its.- presence in: Panama means that the market for Panama's 
bananas is the. United Stair,es» . Secondly, as the same company controls 
the major share of production in several other Latin American countries 
•its^production policy in the.se:countries: and. ini. Panama determinés the 
3/..,.. ECLA, Economic" Bulletin for" Latin America,, The internatibnal 
bánahá-market, its' evolution and prospects, Vol«' III, N° 2-»"-
/absolute volume 
absolute volume of exports of each of theme 
•",...'.'-.Another factor-which "exercises'-.a. decisive influence pn. the level 
<50 banana' productionIn 'Panama is of the*1 serious'effect o.f pest ST'and 
diseases® " '-It--is-'particularly important i o remember, that what is 
commonly known as "Panama diseasehas képt <-ut of product ion" large 
aireas peculiarly suited for- tnxs purpose^'"hotably 'thP1' Almirante'region 
in !the"province of :Bbcas del Torov "' These areas" hiv-e'-'beeH'-used temporarily 
for thè 'fetaltlV-àtiori'-òf cthèr'òropis'.," «fepéciaUy cacào" Gand abaca'1,,-'•-' irf recent 
yéfe¡rs':an attempt "has been má'Üe^ ' by 'flooding the! Infested land-and planting 
'varieties''résisji'áht tó the': disease,: to -res uní» b'ánana^ groTtó'hg.'in' the 
areas !c'ohcérhedc; • '"•'-BUt this -technique dbes.'not'''appear^ tP have been-
entirely'successful1 in controlling "Panama -diseasej, for the flooding 
of the land h'ab1 in ¡many "instaneG'S ha's tc'lòè repeatèd;'%ì"thin two'''years 
• No analysis of banana èxport- prospects, can be made 'without"taking 
'-Into cb'hsidèratióh'' a structural factor of-'decisivi" importance. « the: 
availability of neW land ¡.suitable' for bah ana-'--growings' ' 'The è'xisting 
information' on this'aspect 'of the"'-;b'anaha Industry Is father discouraging, 
'for the-' greater part bf the.'lalid 'available is either already tinder 
cultivation or infested,'-with Panama -diseaseo '•'" The old'est ánd 'most ; 
i^mportant''-banana area "in the -country, '¡on thè Ca¥ibbeaii'.cb.astlñear the 
port- of Almirante, could not be Used•for'bánaná-gr.owihg' throughout the 
period 1936-53» Some '3 , 000 ;t"b" k's 000 hectare's^Were replantéd'1'n1 :the 
last years Of-the pefiodl:aiidL:there :àré stili- considerable' areas of 
'•available land0 ' ' l.n-'as:,3essing 'its "potential Value," however,'' it should 
-be borne irt mind, that-this is: precisely'' thè 'area where' Panamá' diséàse 
persists and 'where the--imeasiires-taken't > eradicate it have' had' least 
succèsse '"'"- ' '• ••••.''--'í'..".-.•• .' -T •:..'.. r.vt 
- The' area'nóxt In importance from the point of-view1of natural-
resources is-on the pacific coást in the province of ChlriquiV near1 the 
•"frontiéüf With Costà' Ricai " This is-' at present the main producing region, 
plantations covering -between' 8,000-and 9,000 hectares; there are no 
4/ '•'Stacy' May and" Galo Plaza,,- Thè United Fruit Company "iu--Latín America» 
National Planning Association, 1958, p<,l60 and. Pan AmericanJJnion, 
HjaterrAmerican Economic- and. Social Council, Special, Committee; ..on 
Bananas Report, of" Banana '?£.s si ort, .('./as nihg b ori, 11957 ) PP<> • 54-57." 
/sizeable areas 
.sizeable., are^ s, :o£(,goo1d- quality land available :in the region for any 
oxt ens ion. .o.f plant at ions;,n: ,\ y.'' " ' • r " 
. r- , .. , jpanama.; has- produced bananas in fairly large quantities in oth'er 
parts of the country; around .•Colon,, on the San Bias coast, in the 
.province o.f Darien on the, Pacific .coast, alrng the Panama Canal and 
nearr. Gatunb" But this production has practically disappeared in 
.recent,,years owing to, the ravages, of. Panama disease ahd other diseapes „ 
In any case,, the land used in thes-o areas is- mostljr. of poor quality« 
The,,,only part - of the- country which still-has: good quality land- available 
is _ in the.province.of Azuero r near Jonooi there are some 1,200 hectares 
f-iand- suitable.--forrbanana-gyowing,-^ • . v .';, ' ; . 
Additional obstacles to , any considerable. expansion of production 
result from the;organization of the international banana markfet and 
the characteristics of the exportable-fruit itself^ : As.is well 
known, the banana is a.,highly: perishable fruitc-extremely/y^ ilnerable; • 
to pests and diseases and subject to rapid deterioration in appearance. 
This. last, point is of.particular importance as regards the North American 
narket, ..which absorbs more, than half, the. world's '.banana; imports. The 
main importing company in the United States and Canada which is also 
the. main exporting company in Costa ..'Rica-.-• Guatemala, Honduras, Panama 
and other Latin • American countries - H has imposed on ..the North American 
market strict: standards of quality -. and appearance which".markedly • '• 
differentiate its products from those supplied • by other importers. In order to 
maintain these standards., -the dominant banana company has. organized . 
„exports, on. the basis of a system of large .plantations, in:rmahy 'countries 
in the... tropical .region-, together, making up -a single huge horizontal' 
and vertical economic complex* . The need to -differentiate the fruit and 
to maintain, high, standards- of..quality and appearance' has resulted in 
.an, organization.'in .which t.her preparation- -of; the-.plantations^ theiir «• 
5/ 'Pan American Union, op. cito .ppo 120 and. 124-125.1.,... International.. 
::Bank-*f®rJ Reconstruction' and Development';' Agricultural' Development 
,,.. of Panama. - (p„As, Reid), Washington. pv 26. -v 
' /upkeep, irrigation 
u'piceep, irrigation and protect,ion against posts, and diseases,, the transport 
of the bananas by land and sea between ana within the producing and 
"importing countries and their ripening apd distribution take place in 
accordance''with a predetermined sequence©. , f ...:. .„ . 
From Panama *s point of view these characteristics of the,international 
banana market have three very'important consequences? First,.,it, 
is clear that it would be virtually hopeless to look to the independent 
producers for any'appreciable increase in Panama's exports to..the ,., 
United States, since this would call for compliance with standards,,., 
poles apart from those at present prevailing among,such producers,, ^  
and disproportionately large investment® , Nor is, there .apy, likelihood 
of these independent producers capturing the European market,, since 
— apart.from the problems of transport and distribution which would 
arise — they would have to compete with African and Canary Island 
producers wjio enjoy cost advantages and commercial protection, in 
this market,, Secondly, given the scale on which the .company operates, 
it is unlikely that it would be interested in developing the land 
available in the Azuero peninsula, which amounts to an area of.barely 
1,200 hectareso Ih the third place the.natural consequence of the., 
vast size of the dominant company!s investiments in various tropical 
countries is that production in these countries is directly linked 
with the development of the United States market, and .that the ..„ 
countries concerned are fairly well protected agains.t alternative . 
sources of supply«, The most convincing proof,of this, can be found in 
the effect on the international banana market of .the recent appearance 
of a new exporter, Ecuador, whose exports rose 20 per cent of thp wprld 
total in the last years studied as. againt 4 per cent, in 1^ 45-49.»,. ,,,, 
Mere dramatic still was Ecuador's irrumption on the .United States markets 
In the first five years after the war, imports from Ecuador were_barely 
3>3,per. cent,-of total' Upitied States, i^ ipprts^  whereas in the l,ast. y^ airs 
'-'iaore than a ,thiid of the total«. ' ^  This, 
however, although exceptional on the international United States markets, 
/did not 
did not affect the share cf the Central American.producing countries and 
Panama In United. ..^ t.ates imports* . And it is the concentration of -the big 
banana company's interests in these countries which abundantly^explains 
. .why. Ecuador displaced,, not. Costa .Pica,. Guatemala,, Honduras and . Panama, 
¡but.,Cuba, , Haiti,.. Mexico, and .other ..small producers« .....,..: 
The. foregoing has made it clear that the great banana company can 
affect the level of Panama.«^  exports, to the extent t.o which it decides 
..to expand or reduce production in its plantations in other countriesj 
however,..its policy .in,,this Respect .is not arbitrary, of...course, ..but 
c§nt be rationally pre.dictedc. If, f-rr instance, there is constant., 
pressure of demand in the banana market controlled by the company,,- the 
latter Will naturally increase, ^ production so far as its plantations,. + 
...and r,esource,s. .pe^ rmit, regardless of the country in which they ;.happen;; 
,..to be.o . ..If,...on;th© ,p,ther hand, production capacity exceeds ..the..market fs 
..capacity to absorb^ ..t.^ e,.company will .adopt a ;.poiicy,of selective u,^., 
production in which the relative costs of production; in the ..various. , 
countries, will:.be,.the. decisive factorc.. • , Given..the .fact, that .the 
company *'s production policy .is ,based on this rationale/) the great -,,.., 
increase in.Panamats exports in the last years of .the.period ..is very; 
significant,,, .... Fteom a. figure--of not. more than. 6 .million stems:, for 
the, post-war peripd,as.a .whole,....these exports, -rose t.o oyer.7; million.;, 
stems .in . 1955"?5:7o .The reason.,fpr;-this-must; clearly, be either,-tha.t,, 
the pressure of demand, was 3.0 ..great that .the,.banana company felt r(;--..--
..obliged to increase its product ion..to ..the maximum, or.that. Panama is ,.; + 
favoured, from the.point, of view, of relative, costs,.,or,.again..-..and 
this is the most ..likely explanation that, both these factors operated. 
As to the question of market.,balance-, although it is. true that .demand 
is not growing very .rapidly in. the,,.United States,...it is equally true. • 
that the. spectacular:,expansion of. Ecuador^s. exports, appears to have -... 
reached, its- lipit. and that these ..exports will.,probably decline, in. the 
next few- years ,„Other producing countries,., especially Honduras,. 
_6/ -Pan. American Union, op'„ cite? pp.* 141 and 214J May .and Plaza,- ,. 
' "op. cite".' pp« 171'-174» 
/have also 
have also had to limit their production. At the samp time, rciijarna'c b.-wArins 
Especially'those-'grown in the Chiriqui area - are considered to be.out-
standing- :quality>°arid the productivity of the Panamanian plantations is very 
high. ' ' : ' ' ' 
i,;'-'-'-Consequently^  the production policy p-ursiied in the countries in which 
exports are controlled"By the banana company will''tend to be favourable 
•?to Panama, in the sense that the latter will go en producing to the maximum 
of its Capacity só long as the market permits0 
As has' been sêeri throughout the foregoing analysis, the prospects for 
Panama's'-banana exports depend primarily on circumstances connected with 
production possibilities in Panama itself and other competing countries, 
•'••ít hàê- also been' Seen that Panama 'appears, judging from recent developments,, 
to be in a relatively advantageous position with regard to'."such competition. 
It remains only to determine what will be the future trend of the demand for 
bananas' in the United States market, Which is supplied largely from fruit 
produced In "Panama ahd other Latin American countries by the big banana 
company Which'dominates'the market referred tc0 
•--••• - 8/ In the study of world for bananas already mentioned a sharp distinction 
was drawîi;. between iwojcategories of banana—importing countries. One group, 
including, inter alia,- the United States', Canada, Argentina and New Zealand, 
has reached, saturation point as regards'the per capita consumption of bananas, 
soi'that^the possibilities, of future èipansiôn th'ëy offer are limited to the 
rate of population growth., The other group of: countries, ' consisting in the 
main of the European countries, have not reached this point ahd their demand 
therefore grows not' only1with their population growth but" also with the rise 
in per capita "income levels0 ' The income-elasticity of demand for bananas 
»ln : ,this0grbup " ls estimated I d : be 1.3:7. On the bas is of c e r t a i n assumptions 
regarding7 the-future rate of population growth and of per,capita income, 
it is calculated that the démànd'for ' bananas'in these countries is likely t« 
rise at ah annual rate of 4c.6 per ' Cent -'an exceptionally dynamic trend. If 
bânana-1 pródúcti'on I n Panama was not subject to 'such severe limitations and if 
exports ;Wëre: riot,- forthe- institutional "reasons indicated" "above, tied to the 
United States market, the country would undoubtedly be able to'benefit'greatly 
by directing "Its vexports towards the" Europe aríjmarkét* But such a,, prospect is 
very unlikely, as is clear from the fact that after the substantial increase 
in Panama's exports in recent years the entire volume still went to the 
7/ Pan-American Union, opnCit page 214. 
ECLA, Economic Bulletin for Latin America, op. cit. 
/North American 
North Me r i can market 
•  The North American market, "comprising the United S ta tes and 
Canada,/will,probably expand in the coming decade by bare ly 2 . 0 për 
cent per annum, a r a t e equal to that of the combined growth'of t h e i r 
two: populations. •'• This i s l e s s than h a l f the r a t e of the increase in 
demand expected in' the countries where consumption has not yet reached 
saturation point , and gives a tc-tal increase of only 21.9 per cent f o r 
. the whole of the coming decade,, I t i s due e n t i r e l y t o population growth, 
as has already been sa id , f^r a s ta t ionary r a t e of per capi ta consumption 
i s ant i c ipated . The s e c r e t a r i a t ' s study of the banana, to which many 
re fe rences have- already been made, gives a deta i led analysis of the f a c t o r s 
-determining t h i s s t a b i l i t y . The n e g l i g i b l e income-e las t i c i ty of the demand 
for bananas in the United S t a t e s (the r e s u l t of the high l e v e l of 
consumption in the various income-groups of the population, both r u r a l 
and urban), the impact on the consumption of f resh f r u i t o f t e c h n i c a l 
improvement's resul t ing in the replacement df such f r u i t by'processed 
f r u i t s and j u i c e s , and the probable future trends in these and other 
elements determining banana consumption combine to make i t l i k e l y that 
per capita consumption w i l l remain constant a t the l e v e l s reached in 
recent years,. • 
Having i d e n t i f i e d the rha in ' fac tors ' a f f ec t ing Panama's banana exports , 
from the standpoint : of both supply and demand, we may-now attempt t o 
• pro jec t t h e volume- of Panama's exports in the coming decade. "Even though, 
here as with a l l the proj'e'ëtïons-, " i t ' i s ' ' d i f f i c u l t to arr ive at à s p e c i f i c 
f igure for , i 9 6 6 , the information avai lable permits a pro jec t ion within 
a f a i r l y narrow and e n t i r e l y reasonable l i m i t 1 ;of p o s s i b i l i t i e s . I t has, 
i n , addit ion, been observed t h a t Panama i s near the upper l imi t of i t s . 
production possibi l i t - i©s : . ; I t i s unl ike ly , then,' that thè country w i l l be -
able t o in crease:., i t s exports to' any great extent' unless" something out-
standing ly, important occurs such as the f i n a l eradicat ion of Panama 
d i s e a s e , , i n which case a l l the land in thè Bocas del Toro region would 
become-usable: and production could s u b s t a n t i a l l y increase . Unfortunately, 
t h i s i s most unl ike ly to happen: - i t need only be r e c a l l e d that the d isease 
began to be a serious-problem in 1915 and has since then caused"the 
complete abandcnment, for long periods, of such important areas as those 
i f r imirante in Panama,Trujilio on the north coast of Honduras, Limon and 
/Quepos in 
¡.Quepos-on 5.;the.-Atlantic and Pacific coasts, respectively, of Costa Rica, 
.and practically all the banana-growing 'areas on the northern coast of Guate-
,: mala and .much of • Surinam and -BritlsH Honduras' (Belize), At the same time, 
the banana companies have throughout the period, even though intermittently, 
. . .,,, been financing basic- "and "applied research at various experimental stations 
- in,,the tropics and at United-States "universities. ' Althoug one company has 
.... .demised..the flooding'method and another is experimenting with varieties 
. . r e s i s t a n t to Panama disease , a l l ' e f f o r t s t o ' e r a d i c a t e the disease have met 
' ' - • ' " 9 / ., ., . .. . • j •' 
With relatively poor results.— 
.,, However, even if Panama I s not in a posit ion to i n t e n s i f y i t s banana 
.1 exports in ' any' spectacular 'way¿''-it i s ' unlilcéty, e i t h e r , tha t i t s volume <?f 
exports w i l l ' f a l l below the p r e s e n t ' l e v e l . As has been seen, although 
; United S t a t e s demand i s not "growing1 very dynamically i t does nevertheless 
o f fe r a s l i g h t l y expanding'market c Moreover, there are reasons for 
bel ieving that Panama"offers the exporting company certa in advantages in regard 
to tjhe development of production by comparison with i t s plantat ions in other 
. countries.. . Thus, everything appears t o suggest that the present volume of 
.exports .— the annual average was nearly 7 mil l ion stems between 1955 and 1957 -
w i l l be maintained in the coming decade. This pro ject ion - which we are 
. . —taking as the-reasonable hypothesis - i s the average of two very good years, 
,31955 .and 1957, and the- year between, which was a f fec ted by weather conditions. 
, ,.(, The 1966 ^projection thus-represents a s l i g h t increase over 1956 - 7 . 0 mill ion 
:.. as. .against. 6¿ 2..¡million, a rise^ o f 1 2 ; 9 :per cent . 
;;- As has been :said," what really prevents an "increase in exports is the 
. fact that' it has. proved impossible to "control1 Panama disease more effectively. 
It -is reasonable to assume that the disease Will not be permanently 
eradicated in the next few yearsy but•it is also reasonable to anticipate 
„sope-more, effective control Prthe'-productiori of other varieties which are 
more resistant bo the disease., This possibility, therefore must be taken int® 
..ac-count. :in-ara!-.optimistic 'projection; the' latter ' cannot of course,be based on 
. , objective data, since, the nature- of the ^ decisive factor is practically un-
predictable., Nevertheless, to get some idea of the possible size of such an 
optimistic.-hypothesis, -it may be assumed that Panama will continue in the 
' 9/ May arid Plaza, op/cite, pp. 84-36, 153-153 and 246-247. .. .„.-• 
"-*'• ''' " "s /future to 
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future to r e t a i n ; i t s share" of the North American- market, - In" the projection 
made of. t h i s market i t was „assumed .that Canadian' and United 'States imports 
would expand in the next decade at a r a t e o f 2 . 0 £>er •cent p e r year . ; ; ; 'Th is 
I n c r e a s e , which: impl ies -a r i s e of 21 .9 per cent over the decade, w i l l 
thus ' c o n s t i t u t e the o p t i m i s t i c p r o j e c t i o h o f Panama'* s b a n a h k exports ' 
(hypothesis "B',').'' » S t a r t i n g , again, r :with the average j l e v e l ' o f exports in 
1955-57 - in order t o allow f o r v a r i a b l e weathSr- condit ions - L we obtain 
the f i g u r e o f 8 . 5 m i l l i o n stems as the volume o f exports in 1966 - i . e . 
an . increase of 3 7 . 1 per cent over -1956. • 
v Price prospects and- projection.' The banarfa-exporting countries 
- including Panama - r e g i s t e r e x c e s s i v e l y low export values f o r t h e i r 
.product. . Consequently, t h e i r es t imate balances of payments - ca l cu la ted 
: by the c o u n t r i e s t h S ^ e l v e s o r by the I n t e r n a t i o n a l Monetary F u n d i n c l u d e 
: an-, adjustment usual ly based on wholesale banana p r i c e s in United S t a t e s 
ports -With a deduction for sea t r a n s p o r t and Insurance c o s t s . ^ ^ This 
means, then , t h a t • the uni t value o f banana exports fo l l rws •' very c l o s e l y 
the trend of whole s a l e banana p r i c e s in t h e United State ' s . 
In the study, of-;the evolution o f the i n t e r n a t i o n a l banana market* 
11/ 
made by the s e c r e t a r i a t , — ' i t was observed t h a t from 1948-49 enwards 
there was a remarkable s t a b i l i t y i n absolute p r i c e s on the United S t a t e s 
market, both at the r e t a i l and a t the wholesale or import l e v e l , and 
t h a t trends in both these s e r i e s were c l o s e l y p a r a l l e l . Such except iona l 
behaviour on the part of banana p r i c e s suggests t h a t the market f o r 
t h i s f r u i t i s s t r i c t l y c o n t r o l l e d . Accordingly, banana p r i c e t rends 
" a c t u a l l y r e f l e c t a p r i c e policy. This being the case , i t may s a f e l y be 
asser ted t h a t banana p r i c e s on the United S t a t e s market are l i k e l y t o show 
great r e l a t i v e s t a b i l i t y and a s l i g h t absolute i n c r e a s e " . Consequently, 
10/ S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department: Balanza de Pagos; ajgos 1946-54; 
Informes e s p e c i a l e s ; V o l . 3 , 1 , Panama, Ju iy . ] l956 , .p-00; and r 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Monetary Fund, In ternat ional F i n a n c i a l S t a t i s t i c s , s e e 
s e c t i o n s on Costa R i c a , Guatemala, Honduras, Panama andEcuador. 
11/ ECLA, Economic B u l l e t i n f o r Lat in America, e p . c i t . 
/the p r o j e c t i o n 
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thè projection of demand for bananas given later (in thè ëtudy in qiiestion) 
<Misibased dri-tiie sissuiflptiori'that relative prices¿fòr this-• fruit^wilF remain 
virtually const'àh't"^  ^ ^ i : > iy \i<?\.. 
According t ò ' thispro jSbtio'irp banana 'price's - oh"t he Unit e d - St at e s 
market will follow thè genêr'àl price leVel., In à later ''section' 
^ 'in' pì-ojectirig thè' index of the Unit value'••^ i'!'imp«rts'^ '^-'^ 't'h^ e,'.ni0iill 
be found an analysis '»f the probable futuf©1 behaviour•of prices; in the 
United States, and the conclusion 7is rèàehedthatlhe--price level will rise 
in the coming decade at a rate-, of 1.5 per cent peryear, In view wf the 
•fact that the "trend kf prices ih.Pàhâûia is similar to that: là., the United 
States we may assume at once that the index of the unit value of -
'Panamanian'imports will 'likewise increase at an annual rate of 1.5 per 
C^fïïti"'"'-'Ori the basis '.df' thèse "assumptions the' 'conclusion is ..rëâched that 
the-future trend of banana' priées will: probably be similar to th'àt Of the 
index"of'Pàftamâ'^ ê- import price's} Adopting this hypothesis in :thë'present 
prOjebtion, wê- obtain, an increase óf 1.5^ per>! cent'per year irt'lhe^ -
absolute prices of bananas in the Coming decadej.'%rtd,~â/ constant leVël 
-.¿f-relative prices or terms of • trade for-' this export. . . 
••"a: • "'••:'• -:;-V. . .•> -ri- • ; {, i" " Tv !.:'•:. 
-."•i-'i..'. -i.;-';-••:•".,. ""ly, ¿l• v•. ..!/..; jy 
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(ii) Cacac., Quantum prospects..,. Cacao in, Panama'.s second mojst 
important agricultural export, although, it follows.. a ^ pg.wa^ b^hwd 
bananas. The main characteristic of .c«icao. exjorts d^ij^the j?<^£i.od.: under 
review was their exceptional variability; in 1945 barely s.4.Q.9 tqn.s were 
exported, yet two years later the figure was ..over..2,000 .:t.ops, Subsequently, 
from 1949 onwards, exports fluctuated violently about, an average, ofN.,1,-200 
tons, falling to less than 900 tons in 195.}-.and rising po than 1,'500 
tons in 1949 and 1957- This extreme, variability in the,, volume of exports 
of cacao appears to be closely.associated with the notorious..instability 
of cacao prices (see chapter.!, section; II ?3.«.c)<> ,, .... , -
Panama's cacao production goes almost entirely to export ^ ., ..0{$y , 
in the case of certain indigenous groups in the provinces of San_Blag,.and 
Dariln is the product consumed by the growers, The commercial .production 
of cacao is concentrated almost entirely in the province of Bocas„del Tore, 
the total area of cultivation being some 4,000 hectares*/, Of this total, 
some 1,200 hectares belong to the banana company which operates,in,this 
areata little over 900 hectares belong to producers .organised together 
in a co-operative and about 1,900 hectares belong to independent producers. 
Although it owns only one-third of the area, the banana company Produces 
approximately one-half of Panama's output of cacao, whereas the 195 .,-• 
co-operative producers own 22.5 per cent of the ai'ea and produce about . 
an equal percentage of the export total., , The .4.23 independent producers, 
on the other" hand, own about half the area and produce rather less than. & 
third of the total outputclearly, the banana, company's, plantations 
are'by far the most productive; this is due to the^fact that these, 
plantations are relatively new and carefully protected, against pests and 
diseases and that modern"and efficient methods are always used. .„The 
other plantations are old, the methods used for their upkeep and protection 
against"pests and diseases are usually inefficient, and the degree of, 
care expended" on them is usually in direct relation to the.level of cacao 
14/ Interamerican Agricultural Cooperation Service ih~ Panama and ..Division 
of Agriculture and Natural Resources - USOM/Panama: Agriculture in 
Pahama.. A review of conditions in Panamanian Agriculture with 
Tentative Recommendations for Improvement. Panama, July 1958. 
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prices. It should also be added that .,the beans have to be fermented and 
dried on the plantation, and this - except in.the case of the banana -
company - is done by processes which give., very irregular and usually . 
inadequate results. ,..,•.. 
The best prospects for increased production in the future are to be 
found in the province referred to of Bocas del Tore. Very little•cacao • 
has been planted on the Pacific Coast in the past, and the land suitable 
"for this purpose appears to be limited in extent. The long dry season 
and the irregular distribution of rainfall are key limiting factors, par-
15/ 
ticularly in the Pacific area.—' To the limitations imposed by natural 
conditions must be added two other factors. .The first is that the newest 
and most productive plantations - those belonging, to.the. banana company -
were established in order to make use of land which Panama .disease had', 
rendered useless for banana-growing. As has already been stated, it has 
been possible in recent years, thanks to certain techniques for the control 
of the disease, to replant large parts of these areas with bananas; .and the 
only reason why this has not been done everywhere is, basically, the • 
persistence of the disease. As Panama disease makes any.projection of 
the use of the land infected, by the fungus uncertain, it is difficult 
to estimate what areas of land may in.the future become available, for one 
or the other use. There are, however, certain data on which, an estimate 
may be based. As was said earlier, the prospects of eradicating. Panama .< 
disease must be considered rather remote, and projection "BV of banana 
exports was based on the assumption that the disease could at the best 
be controlled somewhat more effectively than at present. Secondly, the area 
at present planted with cacao is not large enough to be a limitation-on' 
the replanting of bananas, especially if .the earlier :hyPQthesis regarding 
the persistence of Panama disease is accepted. Consequently, although : 
some reduction in the size of the banana company's cacao plantation is 
conceivable, there is little likelihood of their being expanded. 
15/ ' Ibjd. . "r - ^ v ' ^ - v V - • • ' 
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.-..-, ••-.-. The-other factor limiting" the^ futtire'' prö^eife-öf-an;-expansion in 
cacao production is the existence ixf-th:erpestöc':äftär'disease's which attack 
the tree; Although- until a'few years ägö'-'Pänäöfe wad;' considered very 
fortunate in this respect,-there lias recently appeared a disease.known as 
"Monilia" which: has destroyed the piaiitäti6ns':in Sah'Bias arid Darien and 
near Colon, and for which there a p p e a r s , to-be no known method of"control* 
As a result of this hew disease,'Other diseases and the of the 
varieties'planted, productivity has fallen to a vfery lövf'' lövel'J and'this, 
-combined-with the extreme variability of prices, has made It difficult 
to establish-new plantations and'to' give; them'adequate and regular "care. 
:•[ Finally, it should' be borne in mind that a sizeable yield from new 
cacao trees' is obtained only1 after 'some seven or e'irht year's,' so'that any 
..prospect'Kof rapid change' in'priceseven.;if.'.their leVel :dlbiiid be high -
discourages ."smaller- producers» In fact , it ..appears to have been the usual 
practice in a number, of Central American countries including/ of course, 
Panama^ .; virtually to/ abandon; plantations when international, price's have not 
covered'production costs and to put ther, into production agaih' ohly when 
prices -offered ^a.; sufficient•'' stimulus a -form of production 'iSixSh.is" 
•inefficient;'to a degree and which - explains the. variability in exports 
/already referred, to-.;' ..t-fte^iiistability- of...the. international cacao 
market, • ituis obvious rthat: Panama'1 s production can'not. increase until the 
ifactors of instability affecting'-the. small producer, are ' eilminat|d and until 
the latter is. encouraged to .'cultivate - his plantations by modern methods. 
As regards- .stdMftjii',. '-from. thöw]^ irtt;.pf'..'\?Ie$; of producers' .incomes what is 
required is long-term loans;-'4nd guaranteed pricep,, at.'lea.st, until an 
international,-,agreement, is reached for the .stabilization of ..cacao prices. 
From .the; point of view, of production techniques, it will be necessary 
to carry out an intensive eam|)ai,gn for.. •pr'oduc'Ö^ n'':ail4-.-us6..°^ '' sound 
varieties and for education in better methods selecting'..land,/using 
fertilizers, fermenting and drying the cacao bean a-r.d -Gontro-lling--pests and 
diseases. , 
_ i : " ,1,, . ; -n 
j # M - - - '' V . - / 
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c . Price -prospects,. Before summing up the foregoing observations in 
order to, assess Pan^a,'s prospects for increasing its c'acao exports, we 
must first, consider the,.likely trend of the world cacao market1 'and''prices. 
"'There, is no need, to enter .here into a detailed examination of'the prdspects 
of the world cacao market. Unlike its banana exports, Panami's'expbrts 
of cacao form a relatively small proportion of its total exports'ahd 'play 
a fairly negligible part, in the world market for this product. Consequently, 
in view of the,fact that possibilities for the expansion of its production 
are limited, it may be, assumed that, Panama will always be able to place 
its-output on the foreign market provided that it offers a product of 
acceptable quality.. Nevertheless, developments on the world market are 
important, since it is these which determine export prices. 
'In a recent FA0:report on the future of the international cacao market, 
it was pointed out that studies on the long-term relationship'between 
consumption;,,-prices , and income „indicated,that the demand for cacao will 
continue to increase with an expanding population and rising per"¿¿pita 
incomes.^-/ On the other1 hand, it would seem unlikely that there will be 
any great increase in production in the years to come. African'producers 
are' being affected by various factors limiting their production. The most 
important of these is the increasing proportion of old trees, the yields 
. of which are gradually declining, .and the failure to replace 'them by young 
trees. , This situation, which .is .growing more serious every day may lead 
- unless new high-yield varieties are planted, in sufficient numbers -
to a decline in African.> pro duct ion,, .more, particularly in the two main 
producing-areas,- tbe. Gold „Coa^ t, .and Nigeria. In 'fact, the effect's of 
' this - situation began• to., make themselves apparent in" 1954. From'that 
year'African production has been contracting slightly in absolute terms, 
and Its share in .world. production „.has fallen from about 70 per cent to 
60 per cent. . ,•....,,/.?„., ,.,. , .. " ' ••'••• :• 
1 7 / Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations: Cacao, A 
Review of Current.Trends-in production, prices and consumption; 
Commodity Series, Bulletin N° 27, Rome, 1956, p.67. The observations 
which follow are based on this documerit7^n~particu"lar- pp. --67-70, 
/in Latin 
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In Latin America too,...productipn.,,, althpugh; it ;ha& risen "recently as a 
result of a sharp increase in ..Brazil's, out put rin,;1954/5:5,/ is ^ unlikely 
to go on expanding to any. great extent, in .the? ye^ff tb. comesT for the' 
instability of prices and the. tyr.ditional-.-risks. of: cacao-growings have 
militated against any substantial. extension of plantations.in the- immediate 
past. Accordingly, FAO considers that Latin American production may 
at the most increase by 10 to 1,5 per cent over -the- five years 1955-60. 
The sharp fall in.prices in 1956 has undoubtedly tended to accentuate 
the effect of the factors described. It has,elsewhere been:observed'that 
"the rise in Latin America's share of total cacao production-has not 
permitted an increase in the region's share ,of world exports of this 
commodity". This would appear t.o be due to the marked increase in domestic 
consumption in some countries in the region.^^ 
The foregoing observations, which . touch only upon the more important 
aspects of the matter make it clear that ,in. the next .few, years the . -
international cacao market^ wijll. continue to , be- a .seller1-?-market. ."Although 
there will still be violent price fluctuations, so long as their causes 
are not removed, the. average level of. relative-.,prices of -pacab. will 
undoubtedly remain as high as in recent years. I4ention must be made. ' 
here, before the projection.can be worked out, of a phenomenon to which 
these high prices may give rise and which may seriously disturb the future 
~of the market. This relates ..to the way. in which cacao consumers, have 
reacted to the extremely high prices of the post.vrar period.;"In the 
'long run the price of cacao beans may be profoundly affected by the -•• 
twofold drive in many high-consumption countries, especially in the^  
United States, for substitutes and .for alternative forms of sweets and 
confectionery, which use much less cacao products.The drive for alter-
native confectionery has taken two f orms:, (a,) .a,reduction of.'/the^ quantity 
of cacao products used in chocolates by increasing the volume of milk^ ... 
sugar, nuts and innumerable other ingredients; |b.)texp^nsiqn, in. production 
18/ ECLA, Economic Bulletin for Latin America. "Recent trends in the 
exports and prices of some products.: I. Cacao"; Vol„ I, N° 1, Santiago, 
Chile,,. 1956, p.69. 
./and consumption -
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-, and consumption of Sugar ^  confectionery". Thus, for 
instance, whereas the use of cacao beans declined by if per cent in the 
United'States in 1954V' sa' le s "o f ' cho co1ht e goods declined by only 6 to 7 
per. cent, and at the same time the ^ roâuètion'arid'* consumption of cacao 
. . : " 19/ -Î > ./:",' fYw i'-1- ^  
;•".• corifectionery iricrèàsèd-appreciably.—' 
Furthermore, "efforts hâvë beéri greatly intensified to develop an 
,acceptable' complete- substitute for cacao beans, arid research is going on 
in many laboratories to find a synthetic cacao-flavoured product and to 
endow various vegetable fats with'thé melting qualities of cacao butter. 
The forces which the high' prices of cacao have set in motion may therefore, 
lead to thé permanent disruption of the cacao market. However, discounting 
: the possible discovery,of adequate cacao substitutes,cacao prices should 
continue to be satisfactory to the producer. It is doubtful, of course, 
whether such éxceptioriâl prices as thosé reached in 1954 will recur, but 
taking into account the supply and demand possibilities it may be presumed 
: that ah averagë'1 level of prices similar to those of 1955 and 1957 will 
• continue»1——^' ; ; ' '" 
.'. i Export projection^. From the foregoing analysis the conclusion 
may be reaôhëd that Cacao'-'pMbes'Will in the future, assuming that no . 
.synthetic product is found which could radically alter the market situation, 
maintain an average lëvél sufficient to stimulate production in Panama. 
S©ttiiig''JâSid-ê,''thë?:^ 'ssibilit^ '-méhtiôrïëd^  the volume of exports will be 
determined primarily by the factors operating in connexion with supply, 
which were studied in the opening paragraphs of this section. Foremost 
among'these factor's--is that relating to' the banana company's plantations. 
As•has already been indicated, these plantations produce about half the 
total national output-, • and cannot" be ëxpécted "to" increase their production 
j-.r.ÀRuifcihe 'future;-"---'Îl^ ë-'-piossibaiitiesof ëiipânsion therefore rest with the 
19/ FAOjop;Git . , 'p.69i 
20/ Ibid, p.70. 
• • • « /independent producers 
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independent producers and the producers' co-operative, since appearances 
.would suggest that there arë rio new areas available of any importance. 
Thus, although serious efforts'have •recently been made, by the Institute 
of Economic Development (an' establishment set up .by: arural credit agency 
in Bocas del Toro), by the Inter-American Agricultural Co-operation 
Service in Panama (which has centres for the propagation, development 
and sale of cacao cuttings and séedirtgs, for research on native varieties 
of cacao, on the disease's "monilia" and "black pod rot" and on the best 
soils and ecological conditions for cacao, and for demonstrations on, the 
control of diseases and thé rehabilitation of plantations) and by the Inter 
American Institute of Agricultural Sciences at Turrialba, Costa Rica 
(which trains experts in the technology of cacao production and 
disséminâtes information on production techniques) to encourage the 
opening- of new plantations and the improvement of 'old ones, "no substantial 
increase1 in production can be hoped for by 1966 0 As part of the programme, 
the Inter-American Agricultural Co-operation Service in Panama (SICÀP) 
sold 25,OCO selected cacao plants between 1954 and 1956 and a very few in 
subsequent years. This, is barely 11.4 per cent of the existing number 
of: trees, •—', and since' the plantations not owned by the banana company 
are very- old it probably does not even compensate for the aging factor. 
Bearing in'mind that cacao plantations, although they begin 
producing at 5 years, do not reach full production until they are 7 or 8 
year's old, and that, as'has just been shown, there were no sizeable new 
plantations before 1958, it will be seen that cacao production in 1966 
çâhnôt very much exceed the volume of repent" yëars..- It should also be 
i^ mëmfcered!,ihat in half the plantations - those owned by'the. banana company 
production will at'the most remain' stable, while the yield' from the 
remaining ; plantations will: continue to decline as they increase "in age. ' 
The only-'way'.of ,'ensuring -the maintenance of the present export level's' 
in 1966 would .be to inaugurate'an immediate and effective programme "for the 
granting of long-term c r edit s, 'thé estàbli shment of new plantations, the 
21/ SICAP and USOM/Panama, op.cit. / " ' ' ' 
•-¿Î-. , /rehabilitation of . 
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rehabilitation of . existlng.plantatioiis^ .the.control, 0f;pe.st:s;and .diseases 
aiid. the impjrav^ent-'.¡^/J^^gd^o^:^^ j This> then. 
: will, be the •feypoitfee^.'.^fjo'jqc^^a;^.6Ê-:-.c-acao exports of, the 
coming decadéf - This pro.a.pction . xs based on,-'-a vplume of exports - ¡ f. 
approximating to. the:iyerage.:for, -the, years 19,54, 1955 .and ,1957. (some 
1;,500'tons), these ¡being three years ,in which the average price, - a .unit 
value of. exports of 0.83 cents per kg - via s roughly equivalent to the 
figure anticipated for the; future. The year 19-56 was excluded in 
calculating;.the average because .both1 the volume of,'exports and the price 
level that year, were abnormally low. . On the;, basis of-.- these assumptions, 
hypothesis "3" would give a quant im of exports for 1966 of^lol-mlllion 
balboàs-•at',195Q.''ipriceS'.{a.n ' i n c r f a s ^ a f 37. 5 per cent over the exceptionally 
low level-, of- 1956), , -. -. •..;-• -,."'„; • ",•.- -, •• ,1-vc,^-
. Hypothesis "A".of..exports in 1966 is based-on t-ho s-rva, prie&r.aaçump«iono 
;v:as the other'hypothesis,:-but does not. imply-a specific ..programme for the 
development of cacao production. ,in. these circumstances,- and-, for ..the 
.reasons already given, export production could not be maintained-at the 
ayerage, leyel of ,1,500- tons..,. The .progressive deterioration in tjae plantation's 
and their'.'increasing age would necessarily reduce production. If, -as is 
.possiiblei .the; banana company's plantations, maintain- their level,of .production, 
the total export volume will be made up; of this minimum base plus whatever 
the independent and co-operative producers, can export» If the .»latter ' s 
production should decline to one half its present yolume, total production 
- of which the banana company -would account for approximately .50 per- cent — 
would fall by one .fourth. ¿.If ..we accept---this supposition as.'hypothesis 
"A", we arrive at a total volume of exports of 1,125 tons. foriçôiv. 'In 
terms of the quantum - that is, at. 1950 unit export prices - the 1966 
figure would- be 800 ;million, balboas, which . is • practically,the „same as 
that .for 1956. ., . , -, -, ',";„'--,, 1" v.- ./ ... • •.;" 
' 'v.Ciii) , Ab&ca.' ;vThe-bähana s lorbyvfar the 
greater pa.rt,<of Panaiifâi.$;,b^  also 
formerly produced abaca in'PanamaV''''^ art^ y,'in order to..replace United 
States supplies which had ifitufeh^ sJ^ paiiie^ e-.invasio.n>of 
the. Philippines, during the', Second VJorld War, and partly in order to make 
sbm'e pro fit able -use- of land - which' had become un fitfor b ariana growing, 
' ' " the' banana company stepped up the production of abaca 'in Guatemala, 
Hondurasj Costa Ricà 'and Panama on behalf of the United States Government. 
J- Afekcà 'pròduJctlbn-"is how tièing' Continued only in Guatemala. Panamanian 
r exports o'f abaca stopped -in "and in the normal course of events 
they are' not expectéd "to begin again', 
A future expansion of abaca production by independent producers, 
although possible from the point of view of natural resources, is also 
unlikely,: Present conditions On the international hard fibre market are 
not very favoùrable, and future prospects are even more discouraging. 
Moreover, the baftària company's 'experiences in the production of abaca, 
despite the fact that they'took place -under the best possible conditions 
- Which would not be the case with the independent' producers - were said 
to be disappointing^/* 
iMt-; ' (b) Recent exports, ' 
In chapter I a fairly detailed analysis was given of the development 
bf exports during" the post-war period, and the conclusion was reached that 
the'most important phenomenon was the appearance during that period of 
various new export products (see Chapter I. section ÌI.À.3). Among them 
mention may be made of the following; shrimps, sugar, cement and timber, 
in the nekt section we will consider the export prospects offered by these 
four products for the future, ' ''"-''• 
,,, 22/ May- and Plaza; op. cit,_p-. 104.^  
23/ Op.cit., p.145. : 
/(i) Shrimps. 
(i) Shrimps, Quantum prospects and projection. In the past few-
years Panama's shrimp exports have taken second place among its registered 
exports. The growth of this industry, which is carried'on mainly for 
export, has been sensational, In 1950, when it began," it had only'eight 
fishing vessels, and the export volume was barely 13& tons. In 1953, 
when the export volume for the first time exceéded 1,600 tons, the 
fishing fleet had expanded to about" 90 vessels," In £956, exports 
reached 2,700 tons, and in 1957 - when the fleet numbered 122 vessels -
it rose to 3,700 tons. Thus in the last-mentioned'year this'èxport 
activity, after only seven years of life, accounted' for some 14 per cent 
of the total quantum of registered éxports of goods. * ' 
But despite this exceptional growth in past years, indications'for 
the future suggest that there will be a relative standstill at the export 
levels most recently reached, rather than a continuation of the"trend 
described. The tremendous rise in the production and exports of shrimps 
during the present decade is in fact a normal "stage in the early 
development of a fishing activity. This stage ends when the "natural 
bounds imposed by the factor of fish population are reached." In Panama's 
case, these bounds now appear to have been touched. The exceptional 
Increase in exports in 1957 by comparison with 1956 do not contradict 
this. , The bulk of the'country1 s exports - usually more than 80 per cent 
of the total - consist of the type of shellfish known as white shrimp 
or crayfish; the rest is made up of various smaller varieties, the most 
important of them being the red shrimp. But catches of white shrimp 
appear to have reached a maximum in 1956. Total exports were able to 
rise in the following year, and at an even sharper rate, only because 
of an exceptional catch of red shrimp. 
But the determining factor in the long-term development of this 
activity is the size of the white shrimp catch... .According..to. an 
official source,^/ the white shrimp; catchy r^ riiained.unchanged frojn 1956 
to 1957 although the fishing fleet expanded from :88; to 122 .vessels ; 
24/ Report of the Fisheries Section, 1957-58; Ministry of Agriculture, 
Trade and Industry. Panama, 1958, 
/ - with an 
with an even'greater expansion o f tonnage - and although in addition 
1957 waâ -anJexceptiènaïîy~good" f i sh ing year . Consequently, whereas'in 
1955 and'T95fe" thé "white' shrimp catch was about 700 kg p e r ' v e s s e l - t r i p , in 
1957 the average had fa l J en almost to h a l f that figure'. 
"Thèse ' inà ïcâ t ions tend in general to confirm the conclussions set 
down a very Tèw'years ago in a survey made on shrimp f ishing in Central 
and South America;—/ I t "'Was'suggested that thè white shrimp catch 
in "Panama m i g h t ' r i s e to a maximum of between 2,300 and 3 , 6 0 0 ' t o n s ' p e r 
year. Since in' 1957 the t o t a l production'of 'shrimp was some 4*000 tons 
- 3 , 7 0 0 ' f o r export and 300 tons for ' domestic consumption - and the red 
shrimp catch that year amounted"to & l i t t l e more than 1,C00 tons , i t may 
be thought t h a t ' t h e average between the l i m i t f igures considered by t h e 
"authors of the survey to represent the maximum white'shrimp catch has 
bèen reached, namely; 3 ,000 tons'a However, the s t a b i l i z a t i o n of the 
white shrimp catch' iri recent years cannot ~ as has recent ly been suggested -
be considered the resu l t of over- f ishing and Consequent depletion o f 
resources. This i s un l ike ly , because the 'white shrimp i s characterized 
by rapid growth, a very shôrt l i f e - s p a n (from 10 to 14 months) and a 
high" mortal i ty r a t e , with spawning several times a y e a r . ^ ^ : " ' ' 
Consequently,' the ' produCtion'of 'white shrimp' in what are at present 
the main f ishing areas - " the Panama'"'Gulf and the Gulf o f Chiriqui - w i l l 
probably be maintained in the future at'the leVel of 3 ,000 tons reached 
in recent" yèats. ' On' the other hand, there do not appear to bè'immediate 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s of any s igni f i cance in other f i sh ing areas . Evidence o f 
t h i s i s thé f a c t t h a t the Panamarilan' shrimp f i sh ing f l e e t , having recent ly 
acquired an enormous surplus tonnage," hàs been sending large numbers of 
vessels into" the ' shrimping a léas o f Ecuador, Colombia and n o r t h e r n ' B r a z i l . 
' 25/ United 'States' Department o f the i n t e r i o r ! Survey of 'Shrimp F i s h e r i e s 
: ; of. Central and South America»' by .Milton , J . Lindner. . • Special 
S c i e n t i f i c Repprt Mo».' 235 (Washington,. D.C. , ' 1957) , p. 133. ", 
26/..Memorandum by Mr. Juan L0. Obarrio. Director of the F i sher ies Sect ion, 
" Ministry of Agriculture, Trade Industry, Panama, 1958',. 
/As indicated 
4 s indicated,, above, the high t o t a l shrimp exports achieved in 1957 
( 3 , 7 0 0 tons) resul ted from an exceptional catch o f red shrimp0 Red 
shrimp usual ly l i v e in deep, water, in , s ca t te red populations,, and are. .very-
d i f f i c u l t to catch,. ,. During the dry season,., .however, which, coincides 
with norther ly winds bringing deeper and colder masses .of sea water 
towards the coas t , there i s a: great migration of red shrimp in to the 
shallower waters, where they can be caught. In 1957. the movement, o f 
cold waters, continued f o r an except ional ly long, time - .60, days,-.. whereas 
in 195.8, for ins tance , , i t l a s t e d only 8 days. Hence -there was a,n,„ 
abnormally l a r g e catch of red shrimp, which more than made up f o r the , 
s t a n d s t i l l , in the white shrimp, catch and, .produced,.the depression, that the 
l a t t e r a c t i v i t y was continuing i t s vigorous expansion, .. . 
.... The above explanation a lso shows tha t unl ike white .shrimp f i s h i n g , 
red.shrimp, f i s h i n g has l i t t l e e f f e c t on the f i s h population,, s ince i t 
covers only a short period of t ime. . Consequently, ..in . f ishing of the 
l a t t e r type t h e r e are no natural f a c t o r s l i m i t i n g future p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 
Of course, any more intensive, f i s h i n g of red ghrimp - throughout ,the 
y e a r , say, and not. during the dry. season only - wpu.ld confront the present 
f i s h i n g f l e e t with ser ious problems, s ince i t would mean operating a t 
greater depths and with, a more dispersed, population. . Apart, from these 
d i f f i c u l t i e s , present knowledge of the d i s t r i b u t i o n , habits , and numbers 
o f t h i s and other, smaller species and..of the market prospects. , ; i s not 
s u f f i c i e n t to ,permit any useful assessment of p r o d u c t i o n . p o t e n t i a l i t i e s 
in the near and middle f u t u r e . . . 
In view of the above., observat ions , i t . i s c l e a r t h a t 1957 cannot be 
taken as the b a s i s f o r a. reasonable p r o j e c t i o n . ,, ¡Failing more .precise 
data - which w i l l become avai lable , as., the recently, started, researches 
develop - and bearing in mind the observat ions made above on the 
s t a b i l i z a t i o n of the white shrimp catch a t a, l e v e l o f some 3 ,000 tons , 
the l a t t e r f igure w i l l be takfen as the . .basis of - the ' pro jec.t.ion,.:-with 
an added 20"per cent to allow for catches of " red shrimp and other small 
species . . Thus, hypothesis- '."A" would, give." a " f i g u r e of. about 3 ,600 xtons 
f o r production in 1966. From t h i s f i g u r e a deduction has to be made 
/for domestic 
£orudonröStic;!cohsuíhptión-; r.estiihatéd f o r I966 a t 500-tons' (see t a b l e IV-3 ) . 
1 Under - h y p o t h e s i s : t h e n , ^exports w i l l amount to 2,100" tons' in 1966; 
x'in. ,QtheF¡.; words, there w i l l :be a ' f a l l of mor e than- 20-per cent as against 1956. 
, : i,; I t i s , of course , ;poss ible that exports may" increase through* an' ' 
expansion ; in thè-¡production of red shrimp and other"small- v a r i e t i e s . 
.This,, however,, would e n t a i l fur ther investment to permit deeper f i sh ing 
or the development, of new f i sh ing areas j •  which ;would' probably require 
their.: own ports ¡ and' f reez ing"p lants ; - No ' o b j e c t l v e r f i g û r ë can 6é attached 
to these p o s s i b i l i t i e s , but they have to be borne in mind as indicat ions 
of prospects f o r .the-capacity to • import • ih thé coming decade. ' F o r ' t h i s 
purpose, only, we sha l l assume,-- for hypothesis "3"-, that the 1957 export 
f igure - 3 ,700 tons - w i l l be maintained in I966. Domestic consumption 
being projected at 1 ,500 tons f o r that year , ; ;tctal- production would have 
to. be-. 5,200 tons •«' an- increase jof 75 per' cent ové r ' 1 9 5 6 , I f we 
remember.,in. addition, that the production of white shrimp w i l l remain 
stat ionary at about 3,000 tons , i t w i l l be seer, that catches of red 
shrimp .land - other small v a r i e t i e s would have to r i s e to more than three 
-and, a . h a l f times: t h e i r present normal- l e v e l . And in sp i te of these very 
sizeable, increases i n production,/exports-in 1966 would be only 37 ' 
per cent above the 1956 f igure . ' • •'" 
- Pro jec t ion of export prices*. : Since shrimp exports are directed and 
w i l l continue i n the • future to be directéd.pr imari ly to t h e United S ta tes 
market, r where:: they -represent: only a v e r y small- f ract ion, of - the- t o t a l 
supply - i t i s . reasonable to. suppose that t h e i r prices1 w i l l follow t h e 
trend- o f pr ices : for- t h i s product in the United States-; t ' Assuming5'that 
shrimp pr ices in the United S t a t e s w i l l not undergo r e l a t i v e d i s t o r t i o n s 
but w i l l follow the general pr i ce l e v e l , then the pr ices of. Panamanian 
shrimp exports w i l l r i s e at a rate- of 1 , 5 per cent per year during the . 
coming; decadép t h a t . i s , at the saine ra te which has been assumed- f o r 
the index of the unit value of Panama1 s import s . • r 
•'-' ( i i . ) i Sugar. Quantum prospects . During- the period 1945-56' sugar 
production increased spectacular ly , from some 4 ,000 tons in the f i r s t 
t o some 14,000 tons in the l a s t year of the period. In the years 
•f •- - . i f r ) I952-, -1953 áñd 1954, however, production reached an average l e v e l of 
/more than 
more than 17,000 tons'. : "This' was due to exports.-of about 3,000 tons,, the 
disappearance of. which In the two following, years, reduced .production to 
J the'-..level of. "domestic demand.- In 1957,"' exports again, reached the figure 
of '3j000'tons registered" in the two earlier years, and production thus 
recovered: its peak»-From the point- o'f view of. productive capacity, 
there, would; appear -to be a-fairly, wide margin for expansion and no serious 
problems.-,.Although'the .available: area of land most suitable for " 
. sugar-cane" cultivation .is-hot very extensive, productivity could be 
greatly, increased, Mill productions capacity could also be-substantially 
.¿. increased.,- since the mills are used for part, of the year only. Export 
• prospect,sv depend, entirely.,-therefore, .'on . the- absorption capacity-:of; the 
international market,, •-.' ' , .i -._:-. ' .' - .:•.- tc. - -..;..>. 
...It is-'a well: known; fact- that" the prospects in. this respect' are" not 
very favourable,: since-there" are: very.large low-cost producers who can 
meet the demands Nevertheless, precisely because Panama is a very -i 
marginal producer on, this-market,, .it .should be able to1 go. on. placing . 
abroad:the same volume, of sugar as it exported in the years referred 
to above. The, maintenance of this level, of exports depends: primarily 
on the United'States continuing to grant Panama the same import quota.; 
On the assumption that this quota will -remain unchanged up to 1966, .' 
we shall adopt as a reasonable hypothesis,a< level: of exports., equal to 
the -average for" the. period 1950-54, that isy.3,300 .tons', •. -
• Assuming, on the< other hand, that, in its next sugar legislation 
'the United State's: will grant Panama- a larger quota, we shall adopt as 
hypothesis- "B", .for this projection double the above figure,: that is, 
an export total of 6,600 tons, '• • 
'•:' Price prospects,. In view of-the long-term" trend towards, over- • 
production'and the- activities, oh the international sugar: market of •'• 
large low-cost producers;,. we- shall assume .in this projection that 'the: 
price obtained for Panama's sugar export on the United States, market 
in 1966- will be 11.5 balboa cents,.per kg, the .annual;.average: for the 
period 1952-57. -' ' ' . ... 
- . . . . . /(iii) ..Cement 
. . , (üi) Cement. In 1948 a cement plant was established in 
.Panama with a production capacity equal to that of its two kilns, the 
first having a capacity of 1,150 tons and the second a capacity of 
2,1.50 tons daily. Given the operating characteristics of this industry, 
this, means,an, annual productive capacity of some 90,000 tons. in the 
years 1951 and 1952, when exports reached 30,000 and 40,000 tons 
respectively, this capacity proved Insufficient and it was found 
necessary to make a number of improvements in the plant to permit an 
increase of about 20 per cent. Thus, after 1952 - when a peak annual 
production of.103,000 tons was reached - the industry's capacity rose 
to 108,000 tons per year.-^^ Since that year, however, Panama's' main 
external market - Central America- - has considerably" reduced its imports 
as a result of the installation and expansion of plants in El Salvador and 
Nicaragua. At the same time prices have fallen on the international 
market, and Panamanian cement, which is subject to high freight and -
shipping costs, has been losing its other markets. On the other'- hand, 
the internal and Canal Zone markets began during the same years, to 
expand,, the first because of the general recovery of economic activity 
which began to become apparent, especially In investment and construction, 
and the second because 1951 saw the initiation of an extensive' housing 
programme, All. in all, however, the expansion of the domestic márket 
was not sufficient to make up for the decline in exports, and'cement 
production levelled off at around 80 per cent of the earlier figure. 
. , ... Given the productive capacity referred to above, this implies 
a utilization of no more than 75 per cent. If conditions on the 
international market permit -aná the Canal bridge building'works and 
other works to be carried out in the Zone will not absorb a' large 
quantity of cement - this margin of idle capacity"could for some 'years 
be used to recover a higher level of exports and to increase the Panama's 
capacity to import. Over the longer term, "however, the idie;capacity 
will undoubtedly be absorved in meeting the need for construction '"" 
27/ Posibilidades de un Mercado Común Centroamericano para las' ' 
industrias de materiales de construcción.(E/CN.12/CCE/AC.6/6) 
/materials arising 
materials arising from Panama1s relatively intensive.economic development 
and the.expansion of its basic social capital. So much so that by,1966 
the.present productive capacity will very probably have to.be expanded, 
unless exports to the Canal Zone are reduced or imports, of cement are 
resumed. ^ Consequently, no exports of.cement .are. projected for 1966. 
(iv) Timber. Quantum prospects» The production and export, of 
timber also passed through a boom period, roughly between 1951 and 
1953, but thereafter .production declined markedly. In consequence, 
exports also declined, and imports - which , were undergoing . rapid 
substitution - levelled off, and even increased.somewhat ,in. the last 
years of the period. The recent situation has been characterized by 
a great .shortage of timber supplies, as a result of which the sawmil.ls 
have been operating at half capacity. This is the result of the. ; 
irrational and unplanned.exploitation of the best-situated, and best-
quality timber resources in earlier .years. 
The main present and future problems of the timber industry are. 
as follows: (a) the high cost of timber- due to the increasing 
inaccessibility of the,, felling .areas; ..(b) the, use of such, primitive 
methods that the yield from the volume..of felled timber placed.on the 
. market .is estimated at barely 25. per cent,.„and. (c) ignorance of th.e, 
real extent and condition of Panama1s.forests. In these circumstances, 
it is extremely difficult to estimate the prospects for.the timber 
industry in .the coming decade» On the one hand, opinion at large and 
reliable studies affirm that the country, enjoys, great potential wealth 
in its forests. .. On ,the, other, hand, considerable concern, has be.en 
expressed at, the way in, which this wealth has been, exploited in the 
past, for it is feared, that the country's forest resources are;.being 
irreparably damaged, . •,...• 
In any. event, in view of the specific difficulties at present. . . 
confronting this industry and the.increase which will.inevitably take 
place in building and furniture-making during the coming decade 
(see chapter IV, sections II.. and III), .it may be;, accepted., that, any ,., 
/appreciable expansion 
appreciable expansion in timber exports . in the next ten years i s 
p r a c t i c a l l y .impossible. .Accordingly, hypothesis "A" for this, pro jec t ion 
w i l l be ba.sed on tfie_ f igure o f the average reached during the years 
1954-56. . This, would mean a volume of exports in 1966 of approximately 
5 mi l l ion .cubic f e e t g i v i n g a quantum of 0 . 4 mi l l ion balboas a t 1950 
prices.. 
There,would not, apipear to be any reasonable point in ca lculat ing . 
a pro ject ion "B" .for timber exports, Indeed, considering the 
circumstances .mentioned above and t h e f a c t that there are s t i l l imports 
. t o be subst i tuted, even the maintenance of the present volume of exports 
could well be considered to be based on.such a p r o j e c t i o n . F i n a l l y , 
any more intensive explo i ta t ion o f Panama's timber wealth - taking care 
to .maintain or even increase i t - wil l , require f u l l knowledge of the 
c o u n t y ' s f o r e s t resources and the formulation o f a nat ional pol icy f o r 
t h e i r explo i ta t ion , . Neither of these can be improvised, and the 
survey of resources . in p a r t i c u l a r take, considerable time. Only the 
f a c t ..that in productivity and production methods s i g n i f i c a n t progress 
can.be¡made in a . r e l a t i v e l y short time permits us. to accept the 
maintenance of the present l e v e l of exports .as a reasonable hypothesis. 
Pr ice prospects. The unit values of timber exports have f luctuated 
considerably over the l a s t decade. This has been due primarily to 
changes in the d i s t r i b u t i o n of these exports as between f ine woods and 
construct ion.t imber. . Since i t would, be impossible to undertake a 
detai led study of this, subject., we. sha l l take as the unit , value of 
exports in 1966 the average f o r the years 1953-55- During these 
years the unit,.value, was the. highest for the period (13 cents per 
cubic f e e t ) , and we sha l l accept t h i s as ,an adequate .basis f o r the 
pro jec t ion ..sfnce i t . i s reasonable to expect that Panama w i l l spec ia l ize 
in. the export of f ine woods, 
/(c) New exportable' 
(c ) New exportable products •-•••.-•• 
As has'been indicated, the intensification of Panama's economic 
development demands a firm- policy of export 'expansion,, A policy of 
this kind/how evër,'cannot be'confined to increasing exports of traditional 
it'éms ar.d items recently introduced ifito the country's export trade, 
but must also promote the launching of new export lines. But it will 
be*seen below that'these possibilities of diversification do not, 
even on the'most optimistic assumptions, warrant any important change 
in the estimate'of Panama's foreign trade prospects;, The new'export 
' lines in question-consist'of- a number1 of 'items Which' coùld' not possibly 
reach' any very 'sizeable scale in a singlé decade and Which, evén ih" 
the aggregate, could not pi.ay a very important part -' eVen one ' 
comparable'with, say,' exports of'shrimps* The prospects' for Panama's 
'capacity to import are;, however, so critical that any efforts made 
to improve'them however great, 'will appear insufficient. ' Unless 
important mineral oi" petroleum deposits are found in' Panama's subsoil, 
arid rapidly becoitíe a factor'stimulating economic growth, the country 
will havé to depend for any intensification of its'rate of "development 
on'the painful process of taking the maximum advantage of its limited' 
export possibilities and. on speeding up the substitution of its 
imports. ' ! • •>•••• - -
Panama's best'export prospects iri thé coming dècade are undoubtedly 
to be found in meat production;, For this reason, " arid because of the 
importance 6f'th:e development of' stock-farming for any general' increase 
in the lével of 'agricultural productivity, the prospects for this 
activity will be studied here in some' detallo The other products 
which ii'ght possibly be exported during thé coming decade are much less 
important,1 and for most of them information is eixtremely Scarce. ' 
Consequently, with the single exception of - coffee, which will'also be 
given fuller consideration, only a general survey of the possibilities 





(i) Meat. " Quantum prospect'sThe main problem affecting 
&tock-farmxrig in Panama is the low birth ra~e"of the stook. The present 
1 rate is"slightly under'30 per cent for all females 2 years of age and 
older» '''""When it is'remembered thát' in the best technical conditions 
birth-rates of 80 to 90 per cent cán"be achieved, it becomes clear how 
low'the present level is ana what great possibilities there are for 
improvement1. This "low rate is due mainly' to. the following factors : 
(a) poor sanitary conditions, (b) inadequate feeding standards, and 
(c) very primitive stock-farming management. Poor sanitary conditions 
and lack bf "proteins'in the diet" caüse a high rate of abortions. But 
the main reason for the low birth-rate appears to be the poor distribution 
of the herds as regards the proper' proportion of females to freed 
males'during the mating season. " This fact, particularly where, as in 
Panama, stock-farming is carried on on the open range, results in a 
•Very small proportion of'females being served annually. 
- Thus, a change in stock farming practices could bring about a 
^ • ';substa.n+._i al increase in the birth-rate. All that would be neccessary would be 
to distribute the herds more' suitably by installing fencing, so as to be 
able t"o form'groúps of proper' size,'" regulate their sex-distribution and 
organize the breeding process efficiently. ' v.'ith such a programme, which 
'would'be easy to carry 'cut, the birth-rate for 1966 could probably be 
raised to 40 per 'cent of the total number of females of reproductive age. 
The mortality rate among young cattle in Panama averages '22.1 per cent 
of the total number of births. The main reasons for this high mortality 
rate are poor sanitary conditions and inadequate feeding met'h@ds. As in 
the previous case, there are great possibilities for improvement: by 
applying modern' techniques mortality' aiiong male calves could be reduced 
to 5 per cent. This being so,'it "seems''reasonable to suppose that 
1 between 1956 and" 1966 the mortality rate in the lower age groups could" 
be reduced by a little more tnan half: from 22.1 to 10 per cent. From 
' 'the 'technical point' "®f vieW, it" 'is bellevèd that the achivement of 
mortality rate of 10 per cent would hot make excessive demands. Efforts 
would have to be concentrated on the improvement of sanitary conditions 
and the. intensification of programmes for the control of parasites and 
/deseases. In 
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deseases . In addit ion, the d ie t f o r ca lves would have,..to..be (rat ional ized 
and improved by using concentrated m i n e r a l , - and protein - , r i c h .'food, •:-.••;••.• -, 
'The slaughter. .rate, reached i n , . t h e . l a s t few. years,: ha s been.' 12.-.6 per -cert 
per year of the t o t a l , c a t t l e population..- . Howevery t e c h n i c a l experts . . 
be l i eve tha t t h e - s l a u g h t e r ra te could be. ra i sed :to 30 t o 40 per cent-cf'>.:• 
the population. I t i s c l e a r tha t the only l i m i t i n g f a c t o r on a-n increase 
in the r a t e i s the need t o maintain an adequate rate of increase i n t o t a l , 
c a t t l e numbers. This in turn . i s determined by t h e net r e s u l t of t h e ' b i r t h 
and• m o r t a l i t y r a t e s . . ,-- . • • - : 1 
• The s laughter r a t e can .a lso be expressed as a funct ion-of t h e . s i z e . . 
and s e x - d i s t r i b u t i o n of the groups over 2- years of age, s ince i t i s these 
groups which'Ain p r a c t i c e ' account f o r a l l .meat 'production. , This is.-.'the ":<• 
best "method t o use, in making-the p r o j e c t i o n , . .since changes in b i r t h and 
m o r t a l i t y r a t e s w i l l . b r i n g about .".changes, in t h e s t ruc ture of t h e l i v e s t o c k 
population i t s e l f . . .The proportion of young. c a t t l e »».below the productive 
age - w i l l increase s u b s t a n t i a l l y during the f i r s t stages of . the .process , 
so t h a t a p r o j e c t i o n o f the . .over-all s laughter r a t e would give very misleading 
r e s u l t s . . I t has therefore ,beer i assumed.thât.-.the. slaughter, ratp..-fo^.-males•;• 
over 2 years of age - at- present 4 6 . 2 per. c e n t , o f . t h e ' t o t a l number -r could 
r i se , ¡to. 75 per cent in-.1966'and tha t the s laughter r a t e f o r females could-
be maintained a t i t s present , ' l eve l of 8 . 6 per c e n t . The latter/assumption 
i s in l i n e with the need; for .the g r e a t e s t - p o s s i b l e increase , within the :, 
near f u t u r e , c f ;the,.r'gr.®wth:.. capac i ty of the c a t t l e population. The . 
number of females of repreductive age i s c l e a r l y of fundamental, importance 
in the meeting this , .need. .','•• , , <•> . 
On t h e b a s i s : o f : these"; assumptions a summary of .which' w i l l be. found 
in t a b l e I I I - 6 - the c a t t l e population w i l l I n c r e a s e by 2 9 . 8 ; p e r cent ;over 
the coming decade. . In .1966 t h e r e would thus be a t o t a l population of "•>.: 
763,000 head increas ing a t an; annual, ratei of 3*3 per .cent. . This . 'hypothetical 
s i t u a t i o n , r e p r e s e n t s ' a - g r e a t improvement o^n present -condi t ions , whicht 
would lead a t the best ' , t o " a marked, s tagnat ion , .i-i AcOrding.to: the. p r o j e c t i o n 
annual s laughter ings would increase, by 2 6 . 1 per cent , reaching a f igure o f 
/Table III-6 
ly Oig, ¿4. yn. 
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. , PANAMA.; BASIC ASSUMPTIONS USED IN PROJECTIONS .• . . 
Of BEEF CATTLE. PRODUCTION 
(Percentage) 
Present 1 9 6 ° ' 
B i t t h r a t e ' 3 0 . 0 40.0 . 7 0 . 0 
Morta l i ty r a t e , male c.^lvei., . 2 2 , 1 " : 1 0 , 0 10,.0:--
Rate of s laughter,males over 2 7 
years of age .. ,46.2 . , 75cC 90 ,0 ' 
:•• -..Rate , of. 'Slaughter'/females over 
2 years of age . 8 .6 8 . 6 15 .0 . • .. 
•; Overal l r a t e o f ' s laughter 12. 6 1 2 . 2 15 .7 
Yield, in butcher ' s meat per . ... 
head of c a t t l e . ( k g ) — ' ' 210 .0 ' 2 2 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 1 
Source : See t e x t . 
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a l i t t l e l e s s than 95,0Cp -hçad. iri; 1966. Slaughterings would in that yaar 
be increasing at an annual ra te of per cent ; but as a resu l t of the 
change in the s tructure of the l i v e s t o c k population during the next decade, 
the o v e r - a l l slaughter rate would be 12 .2 per cent - s l i g h t l y ...less than 
the present figure. . 
In order, to- obtain a figure f o r the volume of meat production at the 
end of the- period,- we must f i r s t draw a t t e n t i o n t o the assumption adopted 
as regards stock .farming product ivi ty . The present stock y ie ld in terms 
of butcher ' s meat i s on an average 200 kg per. head, • T h i s : f i g u r e ' ' 
speaks well for Panama's stock-farming industry, being much higher than 
the average y ie ld recorded in the res t of Central America;» -Thé'future 
trend of the meat y ie ld per head of c a t t l e w i l l depend to a. large extent 
on what improvements, are introduced in c a t t l e breeds arid in•'••feeding-practices. 
The hypothesis adopted i s based p r i n c i p a l l y on t h i s second, considerat ion; 
i t i s assumed, that" i s that an intensive programme w i l l be introduced t© 
improve.the d ie tary conditions of the l i v e s t o c k population». . S p e c i f i c a l l y , a 
r i s e of 10 per cent' has been assumed in the meat y ie ld per head of 
c a t t l e , i . e . an increase to 220...kg,- per- head--in 1966, 'On t h i s b a s i s , 
the annual meat output - at present a l i t t l e more than 15,500 tons 
would be 21,700 tons in 1966 an increase of almost 39 per cent . However, 
s ince the l e v e l of in terna l consumption projected for the end of the 
period i s of a s imi lar order (see t a b l e IV-13) the hypotheses employed 
give a production pro jec t ion which does not allow of any exports of 
c a t t l e or meat. 
Although the hypotheses on which t h i s pro jec t ion r e s t s imply a 
s u b s t a n t i a l t e c h n i c a l imprwvement in stock—farming, i t i s f e l t that they 
would not demand disproportionate e f f o r t . The above p r o j e c t i e n could 
there fore be considered as hypothesis "A". I t s main i n t e r e s t l i e s in 
the f a c t that despite the e f f o r t which would have to be made and the 
improvements assumed, export prospects f o r the coming decade are n i l 
i f they are not to be achieved a t the expense of the already meagre 




4 hypothesis "B1- on the future trend in the production;, pf ;'oeef c a t t i g 
- based on the. assumption of an intensive effo'rt to foster- t h i s . a c t i v i t y -
would re ta in the same assumption's re gar ding "the mortal i ty, rate. amon~ -
lower age-groups and the y ie ld of butcher ; s meat per. head or c a t t l e 
slaughtered, but!" would modify the assumptions r e l a t i n g . t o b i r t h and'"' " 
and slaughter r a t e s . I t has thus.been assumed that the b i r t h - r a t ^ 
might r i s e t o 70 per cent in i960 and t h a t .'the slaughter rate .from males 
and from females over two years of age - could • be raised to 90 and If. pel- cert 
respectively. , A gradual improvement has- -similarly be.en assumed in the 
qual i ty of the c a t t l e , as a resul t of a moderate investment programme to 
improve breeds by importing "-breeding c a t t l e , , ' introducing a r t i f i c i a l 
insemination serv ices , reproducing pure s t r a i n s of c a t t l e , and so on. 
The assumptions used for hypothesis' "B".would n e c e s s a r i l y e n t a i l a 
marked improvement in 'present catMie-feeding pract ices , , , It, must be 
remembered that this"would' i n f a c t c a l l for- the execution of broad, 
e f f e c t i v e and well—co-brdinat'e'd programme f o r the introduction and 
ensi laging of v a r i e t i e s of pfbtein r i ch ~ ..fodder grasses , the i n s t a l l a t i o n 
of fencing and the organization Of t e c h n i c a l t ra in ing in herd management 
and the production and use : o f ' supplementary;-food concentrates . The 
production of the " l a t t e r would ..-.'entail t h e i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n of a number ' 
of a g r i c u l t u r a l waste materials. , such as .uncrystalliz.able sugar-cane syrups, 
and the use of f i s h f lour and other /protein <•? and .mineral - r i c h substances. 
I f the prerequis i tes f o r -hypothesis VB" were f u l f i l l e d , the c a t t l e 
population could r i s e to a mi l l ion head by. 19-66 - an increase of 71 per Cent 
over the present figure'«, Slaughterings would increase to 158,000 head ' 
of c a t t l e per year, - 114' per-Cent above that o f recent years . In addit ion, 
the annual ra te of growth of the c a t t l e population wofild have r i sen t o 5 .5 
per cent and slaughterings would be increasing by 7.9 per cent per year. 
At the same time the o v e r - a l l slaughter ra te would have r i sen t o 15 .7 
per e'erit,;--.. I f the slaughtering in 1966 amounted t o 158,000 head of 
c a t t l e , t h i s would be equivalent t o some 36,900 tons of butcher ' s meat, 
60 per cent more than the quantity pro jec ted f o r domestic consumption f o r 
/that year. 
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that year, ,, Thus;,,.a . . l i t t l e , more than 13,COO tons of meat per, year 
.would, remain., a v a i l a b l e f o r export -(fox- a summary of the .assumptions 
underlying, hypothesis "B" see t a b l e I I I - 6 , already re fer red t o ) . 
Pr ides . Apart from some trade among themselves, the Central 
Americiini c o u n t r i e s have only r e c e n t l y begun exporting b e e f . ,The. 
pr inc ipa l markets :-are a t present Curaj-ao, Trinidad, Venezuela and .: .-•'. 
Peru; but .the "United ! S t a t e s market i s taking shape as an important : 
p o s s i b i l i t y . " Up to , now, Panama has exported small q u a n t i t i e s - o f beef 
on-the hoof>to Curasao) but. agrernents have been reached which , w i l l 
f a c i l i t a t e . : f u t u r e access t o the United S t a t e s meat market. 
The 'uni t .va lue of Costa r i i ca ' s -meat .exports t o t h e United S t a t e s r i n 
recent years has f luc tuated between 0 . 3 5 and 0 .40 d o l l a r per kg. This 
adequately r e f l e c t s . t h e present, market s i t u a t i o n . , , Theré i s very l i t t l e 
that can be said about the future behavior .o f pr ices of t h i s market, 
in the-absence of information which could be obtained only from a very 
thorough study of the problem. There are indica t ions t h a t the present 
favourable; .conditions for "expor t s of lew-quality--meat - the product 
which i s being exported ¿ are temporary and due only . to the current 
phase in the cyc le of United S t a t e s c a t t l e s tocks . ' I t i s probable, , 
however, tha t with the increase in per cap i ta incomes i n t h e United 
S t a t e s , the demand in that , country- for b e t t e r - q u a l i t y meat w i l l . 
•greatly i n c r e a s e , with a consequent improvement in p r i c e s . Assuming 
that Panama's exports w i l l go t o t h e United States , .market and w i l l . 
improve in q u a l i t y - as hypothesis "B" postula tes - we- s h a l l take it,... .. 
fdr the projection,- , tha t Panamá w i l l ' b e - a b l e t o place, i t s " exportable. ,. 
'meat surplus on the ex terna l market a t a price, of 0.50,, d o l l a r per kg.. 
" / ( i i ) Ccf fee . 
E/CNé12/494 T.- - ^ / nt 
(ii) Coffee« Export quantum prospects. In the last few year« 
Panama's; chffee production has been sufficient to supply domestic 
consumption»' -'-flying í'o the variability of production from year to year; 
however, the country has ¿ad to import a small quantity of coffee in some 
years; but in the best years it has also been able to export small 
quantities. In view'of the low productivity of céffe'e growing in Panama 
-' there" being nc plantation system,' strictly speaking - and ox the fcot 
that there are still suitable areas available for "'cultivation,' it has 
been urged recently that coffee could become an Important export item. 
According'to one investigation, present production could easily be 
quadrupled in the coming "decade; according to another, it could be more 
than doubled "and could" add' no' less than 3.0 million balboas to the' 
value of exports.^/ Both projections are "undoubtedly possible "from the 
point of view of the' country's natural resources ahí of"the actual 
conditions affecting 'prospects for extending' c«ffeé—growing. 
But a pro ject ion básed ' ezcl us ive ly on these "córisideratiens cannét 
be accepted as a f i n a l judgement: there are at l e a s t two other elements 
t o be taken into account. The f i r s t r e l a t e s to conditions on the 
in te rna t iona l "coffee market, the future prospects of which are frankly' 
gloomy, "and the second're lates to the possible a l t e rna t ive use" of the 
scarce high land avai lable for cof fee' c u l t i v a t i o n "for crops which are' 
more useful from the" point of view of the écenomy as a" whole. 
AS regards the first point, it may be recalled that the exceptional 
conditions prevailing In the"International coffee market during'the' 
post-war "period - whiéh gave such an extraordinary impetus to production 
in a great "number of countries," including Panama - came* to ""an end In Í954. 
Ihe post-wkr decade was Characterized t>y a steady and substantial increase 
28/ Inter American Agricultural "Co-Operation Service in Panama ánd Division 
.of-... Agriculture]'and'.-Natural Resources - USOM/Panama. -Agriculture in v 
Panama. A Review of Conditions in Panamanian Agriculture with 
Tentative" Recommendations for 'Improvement, ('Panama, 1958), sectié'h on 
coffee;- and ..¡International.'Bank for' Reconstruction and :Development, 
Agricuitura^jDeveioprnent of Panama, (P.'A. Reid), Washington, 195..7,.. P» 27. 
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- in coffee prices resulting'from the. fa et that, whereas world consumption 
was expanding with^thf increase in'"population and. pgr capita income s, 
production "remained at' a very L w level owing to the prolonged depre:5 ::.OÏ. 
which, had prevailed on the coffee market, during the .1930f3 -had'givet.ly 
restricted .-coffee-planting. The rise in prices led in turn to a fear-'ed 
increase-in the number <rf coffee plantations, not: only in the traditional 
producer countries but in many others. When these new plantations Wirt 
into production, both production and exports began.to increase to such an 
extent that they overtook and outstripped the'increased in demand, so that 
the accumulation of stocks began anew,. As a result this change in 
..world, market conditions, the uninterrupted price rises which had 
characterized the post-war .period came to a halt in' 1954. In 1955 there 
was a violent fall, fallowed in the next three years by. relative stability. 
Very'recently, however, the underlying tendencies have become clearly 
apparent, » 'The pf6spec|s of enormous crops in Brazil' and the accumulation 
of large.stocks are bringing about a new and serious contraction of prices, 
which the producing Countries aie making desperate efforts to stabilize 
by means of-agreements -fpr-i holding surpluses off the market. ,: 
The market prospects for thé next ten years suggest that these 
tendencies will- be maintained ard perhaps, even, accentuated. A recent 
projection indicated that, even if consumption went on increasing" at the 
high post-war rate, production would expand even-more rapidly. 
• - . Thus, the main characteristics of the world coffee market in the next 
ten years will be an énormous aCcumulatisn of • stocks) with" consequent •"> 
pressure on prices. Oh the ;®ost optimistic-of¡hypotheses, this.projection 
foresees for- 196S a volume' of stocks of more than .40 million:Lags,- equal t® 
' about 80 per cent! of world consumption that year, .. - - ."-. 
In view of the above, price prospects qanr.ct in any way be considered 
favourable.:: "In. the best of circumstances - if re strictions'-'we re placed 
on production and. exports, consumption encouraged and an agreement reached 
for -the;:: stabilization ..of ".price's - there would still-be'little hope of 
-s - <- • '.  1 • '¿mx/ prices higher than' those "of the last two months of 1958.—"in these conditions, 
29/ For a fuller,and more detailed analysis of the trend and prospects of 
the international coffee market, see Analyses and Projections of Economic 





the chances.of ,Panamars placing its potential production on "the'world' 
market are rather slight., and-coffee-growing ceases, to offer thé "' ! 
producer the-alluring prospects of earlier years» 
Since, furthermore, high land is rather scarce in Panama arid is' 
for the most part already occupied by coffee plantations, it is pertinent 
to ask what would-be the most rational way of using the small amount of 
land, still .available,, Panam could, like other Central American countries 
use this land for,.increasing production of certain temperate-zone 
agricultural . .product.s. such, as potatoes, onions, apples and other nori-
tropical fruits and, vegetables. In 19.56, imports of such products, bbth 
natural,and processed, exceeded 2 million balboas (GIF value, at current 
prices)^ There is also an export market for these products'of some size 
in the..Canal..Zone^Furthermore, these are items for which demand is" '";-
inpreasing .relatively rapidly _ the income-elasticity of demand"for" th'em 
has been equal to or more than unity - so that they could become the basis 
of a very promissing commercial agriculture. Again, as is made Clear 
.in chapters II and IV, Panama will have to make an intensive imports 
substitution effort, in., order to lessen the prëssure on the''èàtéfhal 'sector; 
and.,,.among the possible substitution items are' Import's "of non-tropical 
fruits, and yegetables^. both natural and processed. "Thus, the"-'Kigh land 
still, available could be used for the production of such foodstuffs. 
.. . .  For these reasons, projection ""B" in this study Is based solely on an 
i^ncrease in coffee production deriving from Increases in productivity in 
•the. a*eas at present under coffee plantations, "leaving aside" the''questxon 
,Qf „pqs.sibl§ increases in the area planted, " '""' '•'•'• 
. .-,. . ,%at ..possibilities for increases in pirôducti'vity does Panama'offer? 
According., to.,, 19,50 census data, the density of coffee trees per "hectare is 
extremely lowj an average of about 1,000 trees. In El 'Salvador and 
Colombia the. density,is estimated at 2,000 "and 2,50® trees per--hectare-, 
•with ' a^  yield of Oi.33 ;kg-. and 1 py25-,kg-„f;pf!r ...prpducibive" tree respectively'.^/ 
30/ See, Food ^ and .Agriculture 'Organization'-of the United Nations, Coffee in 
"Latin America's 1 . Colombia and EI Salvador < .'Mexico,- 1950 j--(E/-;®1.12/490) 
pp.. ,11!?. and 25 'réspectivëlyc -v<-;-:.: >•<•.• -,5-.-, .::::> 
/In 195C, 
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In 19.5,0, the yie ld per productive tree, i n panama was s imilar to that 
i n Colombiaj. but. i n 19.57 . i t fell to 0..16 kg, owing probably to the 
greater proportion of t r e e s of excessive age. I f the present programme 
f o r Increas ing the productivity of cof fee plantat ions i s . r e v i s e d ana 
i n t e n s i f i e d in the .years to come^ i t might be possible at the end of a 
decade t o achieve a, density of 2 ,000 coffee tvees per hectare and tc 
.recover, the productivity per tre.e. reg is tered i n IV50». In oth^r l o r d s , 
the aim would be t o a t t a i n the conditio»« prevai l ing in Colocbia i n recent 
years» I f t h i s could be done, Panama could i n 3.966 • produce some i,4C0 
tons of coffee«,-—' This- would be more than double the I95b output and, 
assuming domestic, consumption of 3 , 3 0 0 tons i n 1966 (see tab le 17 -13 ) , 
would mean an exportable surplus of 2 , 1 0 0 tons i n that year . The 
i n s i g n i f i c a n c e of t h i s f igure i n r e l a t i o n to world demard permits the 
assumption that the surplus could e a s i l y be.placed on the in ternat iona l 
market, and t h i s f igure .wil l therefore be adopted as hypothesis "B" i n t h i s 
p r o j e c t i o n . . . . . . . . 
As has already been sa id , the number of cof fee t r e e s planted has 
been.: increasing, in . recent years , and e f f o r t s have been going on to Improve 
productivity and expand the area of p lant ings . I t i s reasonable, 
t h e r e f o r e , to expect production to r i s e i n the coming decade, although i t 
i s d i f f i c u l t . . t o specify..the s ize of the probable . increase . On the. one 
hand, s ince e f f o r t s are t o be aimed., not . a t ra i s ing the densi ty of t r e e s 
per ,hectare, but at increasing the i r , y i e l d s , the increase in production on 
t h i ? . account would be., l e s s than.under the. assumptions i n hypothesis " B " . 
On the other hand, production would., increase as a resu l t of the extension 
of the area planted, . whereas i n the .other hypothesis t h i s f ac tor remains 
constant... Thus,., the increase i n coffee production which w i l l probably 
take place could possibly be, very .similar to that of pro jec t ion . "B"', which 
31/ The number of. coffee t r e e s ir, production i n 1950 was estimated a t 10 .7 
* ' ' ' ' m i l l i o n , ' I n I966 there would be 2 1 . 4 m i l l i o n coffee ' trees -producing 
0 . 2 5 kg. each, i . e . a t o t a l production -of.„5,4-00 tons . This-is,,,..,..- . 
.>>'..". équivalent t o assuming that? the number, of., ;qpffee t r e e s in; production 
in-19.57 -.-r 14^-2 mi l l ion w i l l have increased,:by 50 .per cent .^.1966""and 




assun3.es a constant planted area. For want of better data, that 
assumption m l l .be-,adopted for this projection, and accirrdingiy " 
hypothesis "A" will give the-production and export figures quoted 
above. . , : ,. •• j- ..-. .. ....  
It is important to, peint. out, however, ..that although from the 
point of viewrof production the two„projections are identical, from 
the- point ofrview of the utilization ,of re screes they have. a;_ very 
different significance. Projection "B" implies the more efficient 
use of a scarce and limited .natural resource and as a result a higher 
productivity from, this resource b^th in terms of ccffee production and 
interms of non—tropical fruit .and vegetables,. .. 
: Price prospects;. In an .earlier paragraph of this analysis the, future 
prospects of the coffee market were outlined in broad terms and it. was 
concludedrthat even in the best circumstances future international prices 
cpula not be more than 40 cents per pound (88 cents per kg.). Accepting 
that hypothesis for this projection, we obtain a value pf j&Lli.*.n 
balboas for coffee exports in 1966. . 
(iii) Other new export products. Panama ¡offers favourable prospects 
for the export of a .number of new. products, but the actual possibilities 
cannot; be- analysed in detail for want of essential, data,. , .However., it will 
be Useful to review-these, possibilities briefly and to assign an arbitrary 
aggregate value to these new exports in 1966. 
Metallurgical products. In the second half of 1958 a metallurgical plant 
began operating in Panama; it has a productive capacity of some 18,COO 
tons and uses a raw material scrap metal obtained.from the Canal Zone and 
from the Panamanian market itself. In its initial stage it is producing 
steel construction bars only, but its future plans include the production 
of flat bars and small structural sections, wire products and so forth, 
The market for corrugated building bars amounts at present t* between 
6,000 and 7,000 tons per year in Panama and between 5,000 and C,000 tons 
in the Canal Zone./.: : The .:plant will •therefore be producing in its early 
years with a considerable surplus / .capacity, which may offer r an opening for 
export. "But:as in the case of cement, an increase in investment and 
construction during the next ten years, in accordance with the hypotheses 
established in chapter IV, would eliminate these export possibilities. 
/•GS c-V. -PT «i-,-^ 
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Fish flour. Two plants for' the manufacture of fish flour were.-^ecsntly 
set up'ih-Panàmà, but pnly.-^ rie'vof them appears• tjra.y.have.he^ r^^ .gular. 
production.'-'"i:iBoth ère' based on the Use of the fish- caught In conjunction 
with the shrimp catch. They have met with major difficulties^ . .firstly, 
the' locatioh the plants - especially of-. one of them is decidedly 
inconvenient-, 'and secondly'/- .the. canservatip^ítfv^h^r fish.in.. sufflcif-xit 
quantities t'O- make? production .^ssible;qn- gn e conomic scale is. gorier 5 
prôblëi&l' ' '"v' ' •'" •"'/'i'Í7 :.' : .-: ' r-' ". ,'":-'•:• .: r, • • 
•-•;'.•''-' There is a; large domesticmarket Jprlish^fliOU^ i'.o.;r ore 
In-affile 'maflUfaCtur& 'of. animal feeds':.-and -the, production,qf . oils and .^ gjrtdlU.aera. 
But the structural problems:, •-•of the fa ctorie s ¿ and ^ths, absence,,, of. .scientific 
data on the yield frcm, the raw-material in terms Qf^ro^^ins^ :cüj • efccc. 
"""make it ' dif ficult - td assess, the. -possibilities for. thin . industry .in oh jc <r :¡. /e 
terms Is- Nevertheless, these plants represent a ; considerable ..inveptmert 
"aid offer >àn idler iBargiftodf;in3talled-.capacity .which-;should „n^ t. be ,.~,.(art3d« 
rIt * is' very probable,. moreover, ..thatxthe; problems described jïijLI not prove 
insuperable and that these industries;may even be able .to,, pent^ibnte "'r.thin 
• ten years to Panama*s.-capacity to imports ... . , 
• "; ' Rubber.- ' Iñ recentryears the world market for natural - rubber has offered 
fairly promising'prospects. .,- Prc.of -ç.f: this is the fact , thai seine, of the 
:mairi -undertakings: .using:; this raw.;-mate rial have -established new,, plantations 
in certain Latin America^ countries^ including.,Costa gica..and Brasilo Parana 
-;ha&_ some.-;experience in. ^ bbje.r,,plantations th^ n^ cs^ tOj.an. experimental station 
at' C-at'Uh -owned: by the -Ihter-American- Institute , of Agricultural Sciences 
at TUrrlalba. Recent experiments appear-tp have resulted,, in fairly high 
yields;, and, it .-seems .that,.there are, good;, prospects for. the production arl 
•export ;of rubber: by; Panama^. However-j rubber, trees ne.ed p, t.o 8 year o 
before they. .Can-produce, latex, ¡. so, that, .¡s yen. though, the possibility isi 
interesting it would be? difficult for.;Panama to achieve, any .appreciable 
rubber output, by 19.660 -.:'.•• , 1 ••••• •  -•• 
' Plantain.- 'Exports : of plantain rose substantially from .the latter part o* 
195.6', and,more ./particularly in. .1957>;or..much- .fact., that they 
to b.ev.re.stri.ctsd owing to the -shortage which arose.. on t,he. interna 'i. ÍCT. rk vo -
"" '-••** "'•"-••' ::::: -'.u. "'O.: • ',.' " •:'"•: • :*'•"• ::"..í ¡ . • • '/These exportó 
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These exports went to the United States, where consumption has greatly-
increased, particularly in certain towns where there are large Latin 
American minorities. Supplies of plantain from the traditional exporters 
- especially Puerto Rico - appear to have declined in recent years, ana this 
has resulted inboomin,.the exports of Panama and other producing countries,. 
There is very little,information about this market, its size, stability 
and rate of growth being unknown. But given Panama's ample production 
possibilities, exports of plantain could assume.some importance. Further, 
since this is a product typical.of subsistence agriculture, the process 
couidshave important. repercussions by..incorpprating a large sector of 
agriculture into the money economy, : 
Eggs and chickens. According to recent information, one of the large United 
States companies in this branch has. definite plans for the establishment in 
Panama of an export egg and chicken industry. It-has, not been possible to 
obtain direct information on the likely volume and. value of. this company's 
production and exports. , 
(iv)'Projection of exports of new minor products. As has been stated 
above, there are no objective data available on the prospects for the export 
"of these products. It is very likely that some of them.- and other items 
•Which have not been ®onsidered - may develop during the next decade.. From 
the point of view of this projection it would probably be a greater mistake 
to ignore these possibilities than to give them an arbitrary value. Bearing 
in mind, too, the purpose of projection "B" — to illustrate the problems 
which confront Panama even on-the most optimistic assumption of its future 
capacity to impbrt - we shall;take as the quantum of the. aggregate possible 
exports of metallurgical products, fish flour, rubber, plantains, eggs and 
chickens, the arbitrary values of one million balboas for hypothesis "5" 
and half a million for hypothesis "A". This latter projection is necessary 
because some of the possibilities referred to are in fact already a., re. lity, 
or will soon be so. . ... 
(d) Other exports • 
This is a small group consisting of various traditional and .newly-
developed products which have accounted for less than £ per cent of total 
registered exports during the post-war period.*. The sirigle exception, was 
the year 1945, in which the proportion was much greater not because the 




banana exports were very low. For ^ he'purposes of this pro je ction it will 
be assumed that "other exports" will grow proportionately to the total 
exports of registered g«ods under both hypothesis "A!" and hypothesis "B". 
Thus,, the volume of these exports would rise to 0.8 million balbras in the 
first case and 1,2 million balboas in the second, 
(e) Summary.of projections of the quantum of registered'goods 
The. projections by products given in the earlier sections produce the 
following aggregate result: the quantum of registered exports of geods 
will rise from 23.7 million balbcas in 1956 t* 28.1 million balb«as in 1966 
under hypothesis "A", and 40.8 million balb®as under hypothesis "B" (table 
III-7) - an increase of barely 19 per cent in the first:, case ar.d of 72 per 
cent in the second. The wide divergence between the two figures should 
cause, no. surprise, since the second - as was explained in detail in the 
introduction to this chapter - is based on the assumption of à resolute 
and intensive effort to bring about an appreciable increase in experts of 
goods and services. Furthermore, -the'-year take1 n;a£.'the basis of comparison 
was entirely abnormal in many ways; l95é was. a particularly poor year for 
exports of certain agricultural products, especially bananas and cacao. Thus, 
if we use not that year but the previous one°as the basis of comparison, 
the percentage increases projected would fall to 4.2 and 51.1 .per cent 
respectively. .••'•:• V . -
4 The influence of the new exports which might be developed in the next 
decade is the decisive factor in the marked increase which characterizes 
hypothesis "B". The hypothesis assumes that" this gmup, which constituted 
barely 3.1 per cent of the total exports of registered goods in 1956, will 
have increased to 21.6 per cent of the total in 1966. .The new products 
which it is assumed' will acquire greaterrampdrtance will be coffee and meat, 
especially the latter, which will move up to a share of 11.3 per cent of 
total exports. Traditional and recently developed exports will on the 
other hand decline comparatively in importance, from 96.9 per cent to 78.4 
per cent. One important element in this relative .contraction will be 
banana exports, which will decline from 77.1 per cent:-ofs thg total in 1956 
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Table III-7 
PANAMA; PROJECTION OF QUANTUM / OF • REGISTERED EXPORTS OF GOODS 
; (Thousands of balboas at :1950 prices): . • ..-„. 
" ' ' r •-. 1 9 6.6 .... . 
' ••;.•• • ^56 Hypothesis A ; Hypothesis 3 
•Bananas-.: • ... 18 264, 20 497 , 24 890 
Cacao. ; :' ... - - >-.-"• 825 „ • ,-r •  7 8 1 1 065 
Shrimps ; • • . • - 3 286 2 545 4 484 
Sugar . ' c..:.-,; • , CV;-. / •-. .. .. ... 10 528 ,,, 1 056 
Cement ,•. 33. -
limber 536 V- . 437 •,• -C. 437 
Meat •.,-•:• 1 8 , , ..... ,, ...... . ... - , 4. 620 
Coffee -;>-:" 1 995 .. 1 995 
Miscellaneous new products . ... - . . ... 500 . , 1000 
Other exports;¿r .; , •:• < 736 ..;, . 846 . 1 226 
Total ' 23 690 '28 129 ; 40 773 
Source ; See text. ^ " . : .••;• ~ ' 
importance of recent'exports will be the standstill in shrimp exports. 
These had risen to a proportion of 13.9 per cent of the total in 1956t 
but according to hypothesis "B" this share will fall" to 11.0 per cent 
in 1966. '"' " -'v. .. ur.V- j 
In the case of hypothesis "A" although here too exports of new 
products acquire some significance - :some 11.9 per cent', consisting mostly 
of coffee exports - the small rise "Will 'be:iiihlnly due-to the -recovery in 
exports of bananas and sugar, apart from àn increase in exports of minor 
products, . ' < -. 
-v .:..:.-.-rt --,-...- ..f., /2, Terms' 
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2. Terms of trade prospects 6 ; ' 
: , (a) -Projection of export prices , 
Table III-8 summarizes the projections of the unit values of 
exports of the eight products which have been examined separately. 
In order to estimate the appropriate weighted index of the unit value 
of e x p o r t s , , each export price was multiplied by the quantities exported 
under the two hypotheses. The total current value of this group of 
exports in 1966, so calculated, was divided by the export quantum: for 
the same eight items in that year (see table III-7) and the weighted 
index of export prices thus obtained directly. Taking as the base. 
100 = 1950, the' Index showed a value of 117.9 in 1956, increasing to 
134.2 in 1956 under hypothesis "A" and 135.8 under hypothesis "B". The 
slight divergence between the two index numbers is due entirely to .the 
difference in the structure of exports under the two h y p o t h e s e s for 
only one price projection was made (see table III-9). 
(b) Projection of unit values of imports -
In estimating the future trend of the index of unit values,*f 
imports it must be noted, in the first place, that Panamaïs imports 
derive in large part from the United States and will no doubt continue 
to do so, in similar proportions, "in the coming decade. If 'there are 
no major changes in the proportion of the cost of imported articles arising 
from freight and insurance charges, it is clear that the main factor 
determining the trend of the -unit values of PanamaTs imports will still 
be the evplution of prices in the United States. Over the last decade 
the unit values referred to have followed a curve practically,parallel 
to that of the United States wholesale price index. It would seem 
reasonable to suppose^that this parallelism will continue in the future, 
and accordingly, that the future trend of Panama's import prices index 
will be determined by the general price level in the United States. 
What, then, may be expected to be the future trend of the general 
level of United States prices? The obvious likelihood is that prices 
will continue to show in the future a rising trend. This assertion is 
not based solely on observation of the trend of price indices since the 
/Table III-6 
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Table III-8 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF CURRENT VALUE OF REGISTERED 
EXPORTS OF...GCODS 
Projection Projection of Projection of current 
of unit quantity exported value of e:rport,s 









• ••• A 
Hypothesis 
B 
Bananas .. 4 025 a/ •7»0 b/ 8,5 b/ 28 175 - ; - 34 213 
Cacac 0.83 1 100 1 500 ' •' 913; - 2 4 5 
Shrimps 1.90 2 100 3 700 3 990 7 030 
Sugar. -. . 0.115 3 300 6 600 380 '"- 759 
Cement — ••' - ... -----
-Timber.-' 0.13 c/ 5-Q d/ 5 . 0 d/ 650 650 
'Seat 0.50 13 2CÖ 6 600 
Coffee 2 100 . .. 2 1ÖÖ ! 1 848 1 848 
Total , 
• ™ •• 35 956 ' ' 52 345 
.Source: See text;, 
a/ Balboas per stem, 
b/ Millions of stems, 
c/ Bclboas per foot«, 




s Table I I I - 9 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF TERMS OF. TRADE;OF 
REGISTERED EXPORTS OF GOODS' ' ' 
(Indices, 1950 = 100) 
• ..: 1 9 6 6 
1956 -
••-.- •' ""'.' /,.. -.. -"-'• Hypothesis A Hypothesis B 
Indices of unit values: 
a) Of exports 117..9 134."2 135.8 
b) Of imports 108.5 125.9 125.9 
Index of terms of trade "'' 108.7 106.6 107.9 
••L .h 1 . . 
Source: See t e x t . 
war. There are i n addition the facts , " f i r s t , that the United States 
Government i s committed by law t r the maintenance o f f u l l employment and 
secondly that organized trade union act ion i s very powerful in the United 
S ta tes . These fac tors , and the further fac t that the United States 
economy has. already, developed a ser ies of institutional,mecbanisms tying 
wages to pr ices , c lear ly point to a r i s ing trend in the general level of 
United States p r i c e s . ^ ' The history of the recent recession would appear 
to confirm t h i s : despite a d i s t inc t f a l l i n g o f f in economic a c t i v i t y and 
a considerable increase in unemployment, prices did not undergo the -'-
decline which was anticipated and which i s normal in such circumstances. 
Nor would i t be very d i f f i c u l t or hazardous to advance a hypothesis 
on the probable rate of increase in the general level of prices during 
the coming decade. Between 1950 and 1956 the index rose at a emulative 
annual rate of about 1 .7 per cent. This r i se was due in part , however, 
to the appreciable r i se in prices during the Korean war years. But in 
the more recent years annual increases of around 3 . 0 have been registered, 
and have led to the adoption of various measures for the control of 
i n f l a t i o n . I t may be accepted, then, that th is l a t t e r rate cf increase 
32/ Other arguments in support of t h i s hypothesis, and relat ing especial ly t e 
certain features of United States economic policy, may be found i n : J»hn K 
Galbraith, The Affluent Society (Cambridge, Mass., USA, 1958), in 
part icular chapters XV, XVI and XVII. /in prices 
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in prices is riot considered tolerable in the United-States, and that 
when the rate approaches that .figure steps will be taken to halt the 
-rise* -.-Given...this.upper limit and the basic assumption that there 
will be a poiit-ive rate of increase in prices, it may be"Considered -
"reasonable "to "suppose- that the average rise in the general level of 
prices; in the United'States during the coming decade will be of the 
ordeF of"'T75 per cent-per year. -
--In-^ ccordan'ce""Iwitli the 'arguments set forth earlier regarding 
the'dependence of-it he. index of-the unit prices of Panama's imports on 
prices in the United States, that index should similarly increase t>y 
about 1 . 5 oer cent-per year up to 1966; and this is the.hypothesis ± ' ' ••.'if':.: r V-r-.' 
which will be adsptedlin gauging the future trends in Panama' s terms 
->f-trade, both as "regards experts of registered goods and in other 
sectors. 
• - (c) Protection of the terms of trade ^ . 
From the projections of the unit value of exports and the unit" value 
of imports given in the two previous sections/ we bahi obtain dare£+*Jky 
.the projection of the terms of trade index. The relevant data hay 3 
been brought together in table III-9, which shows -export prices rising 
slightly less than import'priced "during the coming "dfercade, • the.rindex o." 
the latter rising by l6.0 per cent;' ar.d that • 6f the- former by .13.8 per-
cent under hypothesis "A" and 15.2 pbr cent Under-'hypothesis: "B"...- - Thus 
the terms of trade would deteriorate slightly, by 1.9-per: cent in t <e 
first, case and 0.7 per cent in the second. ' 
3, .. Projection of capacity to" import generated by registered exports 
;..-•...,.,- pf goods . ' . - L : : -'i"- j'.'i stj-p- .-,.-; 
„.-,., ,The pro je ctions given in earlier paragraph-shave together enabled u? 
to, obtain a figure foi' the two determining -factor's In the capacity- to 
import, .the quantum and the terms "of traided-v We can. now, therefore,. 
• obtain a projection of Panama's "external demand - in 1><}66 under ..¡.hypotheses 
"A" and "B" (see table III-lO,"where the: bases of ¡the calculation are 
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Tabic 111-10 
f -., . PANAMA:. . PROJECTIONS OF QUANTUM, TERMS OF TRADE 
"AND CAPACITY TO IMPORT OF REGISTERED ' 
" ' EXPORTS: OF GOODS, , -'<-. ,; -,-. , . . 
! ! —1——: —,—: -i '.-'•"—iL—'ivQ.;: '• '-.' ,-[•: r— — — 
•'••'' "' . • ^ ';.r- •.' 1966 
19.56 Hypothesis Hypothesis 
Millions of balboas at 1950 prices 
' - ' • J — : — - — — . 
Quantum • ' ^  " '•"•'' 23.7 28,1 40.8 
Terms of tradev ' : .-r.:- -108.7 iC6«6- - .,, ,107*9 
Capacity tr import • H ; \ " ' - • 25*7 30.0 -, . 44.0 
: : t v . . . . Indices .. •• - . ; . 
Quantum : ~ 1C0>C 118 e 6 '-•;.. 172,2 
Terms of trade 100.0 98.1 9%3 
Capacity to import .l. ".100,0..v.' -116 . . 171.2 
Source; See tables III-8 and III-9.» 
: f;. Under the .first hypothesis, the capacity to import deriving from 
registered exports would rise from 25.7 Bullion balboas in 1956 to 30.0 
- million balboas in 1966, an increase of 16»8 per cent. This Is slightly less 
than the .Increase in.the quantum, the difference being due to the slight 
deterioration in the terms of trade; the quantum rises 'by "18,6 per"cent during 
the same decade. 
Underrthe second hypothesis, the increases in the"capacity tO Import and 
in the quantum are practically Identical, the "tems' ^ f trade--deteriorating to 
a negligible degree. On the other hand, the rise in external demand is 
- appreciable;in this case, amounting tc 71*2"per cent between 1956 arri 1966 
„ - an annual rate a little above 5»5 
per cent«. As will be remembered, the 
. capacity to import, practically doubled during the period11945-5&? kut most of 
this-increase .took. .place during the first two or'three* years 'after" the war 
with the reccvery of banana exports. "Apart from this increase, external demand 
during ¡the .rest of the period was rather stationary; between 1948 and 195^, 
indeed, it was negligible, amounting to barely 13 per cent. If the comparison 
is made with the most favourable year, 1955, the figure still remains not more 
than 28.7 per cent. Thus, projection "B" means in reality a considerable 
intensification of external demand for registered goods« 
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s/ii^as-i .  caelsri Jx-'V:-î: . sr.;-;-.., r-o-; ? ori:* :\± v:-..•• x 1 '• '..;•, •.•;., 
aaoi-xcv 7.0U , • • • .': "Illy. : TRAFFIC Ml) -TOURISM ,r-: --xoi Jnry-oy --ij^ Umc. 
C ifill-V; i^i'i?-' ,IT c,r o •. , ,: ,.noS ee-v-i rir.ioO .'ik; 0,";-
In-analysing, in chapter the capacity to import generated by 
transactions, Connected with traffic and tourisme/thé following, categories 
were distinguished s, ;..(a)j registered re-exports of goods, (h) . operations 
in the Colon Free.Zone, (c ) sales to ships and aircraft in transit, (d) 
expenditures of foreign visitors; and (e) expenditures of foreign .diplomats 
resident in Panama. In the projection these five categories have been ,, 
reduced; to four , because transactions connected with sales to ships and ; i 
aircraft in transit have been almost, entirely absorbed by the Colon Free 
Zone, and it•is expected that this process will be completed in the near , ; 
future. The following sections contain a detailed analysis; of the v ;, - , ,, • ; 
prospects for tjhe future expansion of the four remaining items. .. ; 
1., Pro jection of i?e-iéxportë; H'J- • 
(a) Quantum. 
Re-exports of goods from the fiscal territory of'Panama, remained 
a stationaryJthroughbut--the 'post-wàj^ p^éïi^ ,-i&U'ièl\Stfiig bélW^ étt^ *1.3 
million and 2.9 fnillion balbo a s (see table B-42). - The only 'exceptions 
were' the yeârs 1945 and 1946, in which re-exports were abnormally low: 
because 't'here were no stocks'in the cbuntry permiting a larger volume, and' 
the "years' Ì94& and 1952, in which the normal figures mòre thah'doubled'.1 
Analysis of the factobs determining 're-exports Is difficult because 
of the extreme variety of the items re-exported and the wide geographical 
range of their destinations. "The "main:''"tariff'headingsunder"- which :thé'gei,J 
re-exports fall are unprocessed raw materials and manufactured goods, and 
under these two headings the .minsub-divisions are those, covering 
"xmspecif.ied11 products.. In 19.56,. the re-exported items went, to more than 
3£0ç.oun.tries,: not one of them representing, alone,, a, fifth of the total. , 
In assessing the future prospects of Panama's re-export, .trade .it 
must be borne in mind in addition that the Colon Free Zone began operating 
in 1951. Since then, re-exports of t h i s a n d 
it seems reasonable to suppose that the entrepot trade formerly carried on 
in the fiscal territory of Panama has, so far as possible, been taken over 
„ ' •  "" ' /by the ~ 
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by the concerns operating in the Colón Free Zone. Nevertheless, Panama 
continues to account for certain1' volume òf re-exports which, for various 
reasons the Colón Free Zone has been, unable to absorb. It is worth noting, 
in this connexion, that a;high proportion of the' Free Zohe exports' are 
carried by air, and that they-are mostly light' products. These are1 ; - • * 
probably the' re-exports which have been taken over by the Free Zoney - '•••'•' 
whereas the greater part of' Pariama^ 's' re-exports, cbhsisliftg of mê^UfàctWéd 
goods, machinery and equipment arid raw materials are still being shipped : 
by sea. Thé volume of thèse rè-éix^ orts was sò'regular during! hé lafet 'i ' 
four -years -of the period' under review - and indeed throughout the entire ' 
post-war 'period*'-1 that théïë' is rio; reason to •anticipate' ahy::change In' ;the; ' ' 
trend during the next decade. - For the projection tinder this beading, 
therefore, we shall use only a' hypothesis "A" based on the average figure • 
for re-exports during the period 1953-56 (2 366: COO balboas). This •" 
figure which is virtually identical with that for,-,1954*. is • retainejdjfpr: r 
1966. . . 
(b) Terms of trade ; 
The natuce of the transactions ...making, up the entrepot trade 
suggests .that the terms of unaer this, heading' will .certainly repia-in- . 
constant, since the main determinant of the unit valuer of re-exports is ^ 
in fact the index.of the unit,values of imports. _ If the composition of 
the re-export s undergoes no fundamental change, and if co st and i-nternal 
profit margins do not widen unduly, it can be assumed that both indices 
will follow a similar curve and .that .the.terms of. trade will continue at 
their present level of, 86.1 (see .table B-46). ; • v. ;,• ' < , ; 
(c) Capacity to import "•'- "•- c - :"1'-oc r;- "T:y;:•:..:.* 
The capacity to import generated by re-exports In 1966 may be " 
deduced directly from the hypothesis given above. The relevant figure' is 
2 037 000 balboas, which Is practically the same as that registered in 1956 
(see table B-37). ' - -, 
2j ••,. Projection ^ f. Colón Free.Zone ;.. 
(á) Quantum/ ' - :-,-i'• H siíiií. •.••' •- '."••"•-•: -,¿ 
The,future prospects of the Colón Free Zone are exceptionally 
/difficult to 
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difficult to estimate . First, it began operating only in 1951, and its 
operationsr'expanded with the speed characteristics of any new enterprise. 
Wher eàs, for example, in the first year only two large firms settled in the 
Zone, by 1955 there weré more than fifty owning or renting premises there. 
In the first two years, the value of the re-exports from the Zone was 
negligibleJ but by 1953 re-exports had reached the figure of 16.7 million 
balboas, fluctuating in the following years between 34 and 38 million balb'óas 
at current prices. Às a result of this initial development, the gross 
product originating in the Colon Free Zone (at current prices) rose from 
insignificant figures in 1951 and 1952 to 167 000 bâlboas in 1953, 702 000 
and 866 COO balboas in the two following years and, finally,906 COO balboàs 
in 1956 (see table B-13). The ratio between the value added to Panama's 
economy and the value of thé re-exports is, as may be seén, extremely : l 
small; however, it has risen somewhat: in 1953 the figure was only 1 
per cent, in 1954 it had grown to 2.1 per cent and in the following two" 
years it rose to 2,4 per cent. Nevertheless, since the iatio Is variable 
and since there is very little knowledge yet of how this variability 
expresses itself, it cannot be used as the basis for a projection. :i 
Secondly, activities in the Colon Free Zone appear to have come to a 
•.standstill.;'sihc.e" 1954« For reasons discussed mòre ïùlly inchapter I, ; 
the 6oldn Free Zone has not been able to' take adequate advantage of the 
sea traffic through the Canal and has confined its activities in large 
measure to light goods carried by air: at least a third of the value of 
its re-exports is accounted r'fôï,\''fcy/air''.-shi^ 'ent-é."^ / Such re-exports are a s 
subject to the naturai limitation imposed by the size of the markets,1 and 
in addition they consist precisely Of the type of goods ttfhich create a 
proportionately smaller value added to the country's economy. y:'vL!;-' 
. Even if we assume that thé difficulties resulting from the lack of a 
separate port or dock will be overcome, there are Various indications"that : 
•this is an activity which will probably undergo slow growth over a longer 
period. .. The idea of the Free Zone is that 'it could ;be a centre for the.' 
33/ Joaquin F. Franco Jr¿y La Zona • Libre de Colon, Panama, 1958,, PP .35 and 
48. The proportion for re-exports abroad,mustjbe:much high®fi s^nce'alr 
transport is not used for re-exports to Panama or the Canal Zone or 
re-exports for consumption on board. r .. . , ., ^ 
/-Î V-»4- /-i-wnv-l r\ 4- -Î /~«v-| ^-î C3+ V»T Vvn + A r\ff 
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internationa l d i s tributipn of goods-: . products would enter Panama, in bulk ; 
quantit ies and a f t e r being processed or packaged would, be .distributed to 
Central or. South American countries in smaller ,quantit ies . . Panama has acted., 
as a ,.jiistributing contre of this, kind in the past , but i t s functions in th i s 
respect have been dwindling - f o r ' t h e following reasons, among others : 
(a),, national, markets in. Latin America have, been expanding;, .(b) the main 
ports of the countries concerned, have been, extended and improved; ( c ) the , 
Latin American countries have been industr ia l iz ing the ir economies, 
substituting the i r ¡imports.of manufactured goqds and limiting their imports 
of consumer goqds; and ,(d) . many of these countries have developed the ir 
own merchant, f l e e t s . . Al l . these tendencies w i l l tend to become more 
marked in thé future , arvd the importance of a goods distribution centre 
in Panama wi l l accordingly d e c l i n e I n addition to the above, there i s 
the high cost of trans-shipment ,.of maritime cargoes in relat ion to ' 
long-distance, f re ight charges, which makes any fragmentation of such 
charges, anti-economic,. 
Again, the long-term trend in international trade i t s e l f cannot be 
considered s u f f i c i e n t l y dynamic, . According to a Panama Canal Company 
project ion, the number of ships passing^through the Canal annually w i l l 
increase,.at a rate of 2 ,2 per cent per annum over the next decade. Since 
ships are expected to increase in s i z e , the volume of cargo passing through 
the Canal, is^pro jected. on the b a s i , s of a 3.7 per cent increase per year.— J 
I f - for lack of any other object ive cr i ter ion - we take t h i s projection 
as ap.indication of the future trend o f a c t i v i t i e s in the Colon Free Zone, 
we obtain for the next decade an increase, of about 44 per cent. But 
t h i s i s a, rather, optimistic hypothesis, since part of the re-exports' from 
the Colon Free Zone, are .destined to the Canal Zone., and t h i s market - as 
we shal l see l a t e r - i s decidedly stat ionary. Another portion of the 
re-exports in. question goes to supply Panama's economy; but since Panama 
ÎÎL 
.ss V 
34/ I t i s possible that Panama*s part ic ipation in plans for the economic 
integration of Latin America and a regional market may check these ; 
tendencies,. 
35/ vSee"$>e>lòwf Is nation:. -3.».auC$iiO|;-.'^  pr^e.ctipa; of expenditures .of foreign v, ; 
'I.:".- .^ v i s i t o r s ¿(ships;' crews). [ t ; - s . i . j ¡ ' , "• • 
^ ^ a ^ : ^ , . . , - , v ^ 1 ' ' ' /will have 
• f.v\fr-.v •<':• ; I ' C • •.) 'i ! .,"'.'*"'.,.;•' 
' '5/ :<•••: v? i> ;; j.. .-i-r..vj-< •.;:'. 
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will have to protect its domestic market in order to encourage import : 
substitution Jànd'thè'1 development of domestic production^ these imports,;., 
too will'probably increase at: a slower rate than that of international 
trade. It is probable that only sales to aircraft in transit will increase, 
with'any greatér rapidity; but the volume of such sales represents only a 
small fraction 'of the total volume of activities in the Free Zone. 10 
If these activities expand by no more than 50 per cent in ten years : 
their contribution to Pahamà' s economy will probably increase by still 
less. Panama's main earnings from this source naturally derive, from the 
wages paid to Panamanian workers and employees. Unless manufacturing 
activities are developed in the Zone or - as is not'the case-at present 
goods of great weight and volume are handled, the number of workers also, 
will increase to a smaller extent than the thei«"-. 
Zone, which will certainly not escape the universal trend towards greater 
productivity per worker. And there are also limitations to the"devèlopment 
of manufacturing concerns. Since these would not be able to base their 
production pn domestic raw materials - which are' extremely laMited and Vill 
bemused primarily for the development of domestic industry '-' they would ' 
undoubtedly have to confine their operations to light manufactures and 
, would employ only a small proportion of the country's unskilled labour force. 
. - >The foregoing analysis does not permit a. quantitative pròjectioñ"of"the 
future prospects of. the Free -Zone;/l hor .Is;there:.avail;able ;any;.other;;:. . 
information which would help to make such a projection possible'. There 
is nothing ,to justify a previction that the, coming-decade will see an 
increase in the activities of the Zone to more than double the present 
figure, nor . can:,it be esqDected that the Colón Free Zone' s small contribution 
to Panama's economy - as regards both the gross product and the volume of 
exports - will rise by 1966 to double the 1956 figures. Nevertheless, in' 
ord.er.to take into account the change in the volume of activities in the' 
Zone.¥hich would result, from broadening, its operations to ine lucìe seà-born'ë 
c a r ^ Q s h a l l adopt for hypothesis "B-" a figure double that of thèj 
quantum reached in 19r56, namely, 2.1 million balboas in 1968» , For 
hypothesis "A" we shall assume a. 50 per cent increase, making à quantum of -''••'-•••••'-•-'' ' .i-'UX-:' y^ ,'- . .n.i. .!- Ij;.';.T.-; v?- ' .Vo - e,-.,-. ... . 
1.5 million balboas in 1966. 
i . • : < • . , /(b) Terms 
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(b) Terms of-Trade ,,f ., . Bi ,.. . 
The terms; of tjade., for. the/Colon Free Zone have been obtained 
by comparing the index of .internal prices (see appendix B, section A.2.e ' 
(ix))with that of the unit valuessof imports. As has aiready been 
indicated and,,we will, stress the point again later - the general lëvel ' 
of prices in. Panama, is..3 ..function,ofthis import prices index, and both 
depend on the evolution of prices in the United States. The terms of 
trade of the Çolôn Free: Zone.will probably remain constant, thèrefore,'"' 
during., the,next-,|.en years. In adopting this assumption for the projection 
we are simply predicting a. continuance of the trend which began with "the'0 
establishment of the Colon Free Zone. The index of the tèrós of'trade 
of the Free Zone in 1956,. i.e. 94.0 (1950 = 100), will be maintained for 
the year, 1966 (see.table B-46).. 
u'-~('c)' : Capacity to import r j • , , . , , , •• .. .j.,,,. 7 
Since 'the f a c t o r s dbterAlhlrig- cap&city" t o import, are.:-the 1 , , v.trv:..-oj-;.i 
quantum of' escorts' and the indè'x' òf the Unit'-- vàlue-òf ''import s,iand--.ifchei u;u: 
latter will remain constant between 1956 arid 1966, the' capacity to; import 
will in 19663 like 'thequantUm,be double the ! 1956 figurie- (sèè lable B-37)* 
The capacity to import of the Colón Free Zone will thus be 2.0 million •.; 
balboas at the end of the next decade. - ' ';''••' 1 'l';'" 1 ; q.;;"- ;;/V / 
3» Projection of expenditures of foreign visitors 
(a) Quantuin • v. I:. -, ^. , . ^  ; ... .... _ 
In' 'thè'' yea£s'"'immediately following'-the- end. of the Second TJorld -
War", the expenditures which touriétS arid other visitò^ arid transients:-y r:v 
contributed to Panama' s eternal1 dëmand fell Off shàrply. During; the;•.•-< 
following period, on the othei" hand,' almO-st Exactly =the-reverse haJppened,. . 
Between 1945 and 1948 contributions to Panama 1 s economy from this source , 
fell from 17.4 miliiori to 5.4 million balboas, a contraction of 70 per cent 
in three years (see table B-44). In the subsequent post-*war . years these, 
expenditures increased consistently'and fairly rapidly^ ; By.1956 they had 
reached â figure of 9 .ó million balboas--» nearly-double ;'the lower: figure; 
given above - but they were still a long way behind the" exceptional levels;, 
resulting from the war boom. '- '• •" od j."-,-.! - ;.[ 
i l . /These marked 
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These marked changes in the 'level and trend of expenditures in Panama 
by foreign visitors of all kinds have to a large extent been the result 
of 'substaht ial ""alt èratiòns "in ' the "proportions' of the '"differ ettt "categories 
of visitors. During the war, but .also during the early post-war years, 
the-great bulk, of the foreign., expenditures.- comings md,er this heading a 
resulted ftom the.very large increase; in the numbers of military personnel 
and persons Connected with the armed forces. - -cre.wa...or.. naval vessels in 
particular - passing through Panama. Since thena,fhowever, three 
categories of non-military visitors.have formed the main source of these 
earnings: "tourists", "officials" and "ships' crews". During the past 
decacie these three groups have consistently accounted for about 80 per 
cent of the total qf expenditures by foreign visitors, in sharp contrast 
to the.situation in 1945 3 when their share was barely 40 per cent of the 
total (see table III-ll), 
(i) Tourists. Since the end of the war the number' of tourists 
visiting Panama has "been increasing substantially;*ahd uninterruptedly. 
This rising trend should continue over the coming,decade, very possibly at 
a higher rate than.that of the recent past. The future should also see 
an increase in spending per tourist, resulting both from longer visits and 
from higher daily expenditures. In order to estimate future trends in the 
numbers of toUrists.who will visit.Panama and in spending per tourist, the 
following1 assumptions have been made. 
• ' "in1 the first place, from 1950 to 1956 the number of tourists 
visiting- -Panamar-inbreased- -steadily, from"-l6 - 300 to -25 - 700 perl-year,.— This... 
is equal to a cumulative annual rate of 8 per cent. There aye at least 
four reasons for expecting this rate of increase to be maintained or - -
even accentuated in the future: (a) the Panama Government's decision to 
carry out a programme for the promotion of tourism, by expanding existing 
tourist facilities and creating new ones and by launching a more intensive 
•36/ 
programme-of advertising and public relations abroad:—, (b) ; the great 
development in" international communications, especially by air but also 
36/ See, for instance, the "Plan de Turismo" published in: Revista de la 
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.the opening of the Inter-American Highway to nomal arid. : •' 
uninterrupted; traffic from, the United States to Panama, which it is hoped 
will .t^ ke,.place in,or about I960; , and (d) the increase which"will 
undoubtedly take, place, in the future both in disposable personal incomb* arid 
in the proportion of this, income which will bem used' for "touring in the 
countries which are the main sources of Panama's tourist traffic. i!° • • J '; : 
Therse circumstances, and the fact that the "number of -tourists at 
present visiting Panama is"still very small, should perifiit the 'mainteharice 
; of the rate of increase registered in the recent past - 8 per cent per 
year, the,,figure which wi^l be used in the present projection aS hjrpotries'is 
"A"..' :,gyt.)if we. assume thajb the four factors mentioned aboVe"- ¿rid'especially 
Panama's projected, development programme - will succedd in stimulating1; lu 
tourist traffic, towards. Panama, it may be that the rate of growth of this 
activity will ,increase markedly in the coming decade« It is not easy 19 
set a figure to this upper limit, that of hypothesis "B"/ since much 
depends> on the intensity - and the success - of the Governmerit-spohsor[ed 
tourist, development progr.amme. However, in order to get some quantitative 
idea .of this possibility - however approximate - we may note the results of 
the development of tourism in. an area comparable with Panama' which has maide 
a similar, effort to promote tourism. United States statistlcsof tourists 
visiting Central America and,the Caribbean indicate that the number of 
tourists travelling to. this ar,ea between 1950 and 1956 increased at an • '; 
annual rate of about 12 per cent .—' , It seems reasonable to assume that 
this,.r^e^of increase . in tourism could be achieved in Panama during the ' 
coming. d,epade, and th,is figure will therefore be used in'thiS\prbjectibri ; ' 
for .h3?pqthepisr. ,;"B". Given projection "A" (8 per cent per annum) and : 
projection "B" (l2 .per cent per annum) and,trie number of 'tburist visiting-
Panama in 1956 (25 700), we obtain a projected total for 1966 of 55.500 
tourists in the first hypothesis and 79 900 in the second. : , 
Let us noyr consider past developments and possible future trends as 
regards spending p^r tourist. B.etween 1950 and 1956.. the annual expenditure 
per tourist was. estimated at about 122 balboas. Over the next ten yeai's 
37/ Sees... U.S.„.^ Department of Commerce, Survey of InternatiorialTravel3 1956; 
and U.Sp Participation in International Travel;, 1957. 
/-it i s 
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it is logical to expect these expenditures, to rise, either through an 
increase in iengt&s.,;of,. 9%$$.. in-;Panama- or through an increase in expenditures 
per unit cf;time.;,: In any event, .the main, determining factor is the 
increase in the, disposable, income of. the tourists,. . In order to attach a 
figure to the prospects for.this phenomenon in the future J we may 
proceed on >j*0./bagisi:p'ft.lth.e -,cteye^ ppniQ*.t o,f disposable per capita income in"" 
the United States,';.since,a large proportion of Panama's tourists come from 
that ••country!.lit vi'S,-generally accepted that per capita income in the -
united. -States .will over ..the, long term increase at a rate of approximately "" 
2,0 per cent per year. It has,moreover, becomeclear in the past - and the 
v,i.i.tendency,1s bound,;to continue ip. the future - that an increasing proportiori 
of this income is being devoted to travel abroad. .If Panama succeeded* 
in:.sharing:this; future ..increase, in tourist, demand it is very likely that 
expenditures per tourist within the country would also increase, at rates 
which would probably fluctuate between 2.0 and. 3.0 per cent per yearl It 
is;, interesting in this connexion to note that between 1950 and 1956 
..expenditures per tourist .in, the. area comparable with Panama referred to 
above.rose from 189 dollars to 212 dollars annually, a rate of increase 
of some 2.0 per ,cent per year.. This rate of increase in expenditures per 
tourist could, then, be used in projection "A". 
,In order to induce tourists to prolong their stay and to increase 
their, outlay, pfr pnit,of time... in a proportion higher than that of the 
inereaser.in disposable income,. Panama v/ill have to offer the necessary 
incentives, since it will be competing with other tourist areas to secure 
this/ additional expenditure. ..,. Consequently, projection "B" - for which a 
rate of increase of 3.0 per cent:per annum will be adopted assumes a 
deliberate an^-intensive effort on Panama's part to induce visitors to 
prolong their stay- and to increase their .outlay per, unit, of time. 
If we combine the. projections relating to the number of tourists 
visiting Panama in the future and those relating to expenditure's" per 
tourist-stay, we obtain in projection "A" a total expenditure in 1966 of 
8.3'.million balboas ..and, in projection ,"B" a total of 13.1 million balboas. 
Since income under these heads amounted in 1956 to scarcely 3.1 million 
. balboas, these projections represent^ increases of 164.7 per Pent in-the 
"'u;vi r-l • :. . -/first case u 
first case and 317»7 per cent in the second. These figures may appear 
unduly high in the light bfj;th¡e ; somewhat pessimistic predictions for almost 
¡all other exports of goods .and services. It should, however, be borne in 
mind that this is one. of the most dynamic items in international trade in 
the present period, sna that there is no reason why Panama should be 
excluded,from : its benefits; - indeed, the country's privileged geographical 
position would ;suggest the-contrary. ; In fact, projection "A" is simply a 
continuation of the ten'dency .prevailing in the present decade as regards 
the number of tourists., an,, increase of approxifflately..;.21.9 pel* cent in 
expenditures per tourist being anticipated in addition. 
(ii) Officials. Visitors to Panama „in.,the category of "officials" 
inclu.de diplomatic, personnel and other persons, on official missions from 
their Governments or from international organiza ti on s. During the period 
1945-55 the number of. officialrvisitars was. always; between 1 300 and 2 400 
per year, fluctuating by some 500 about the figure 2 000, the average,for 
the post-war years. The year 1956, in which the number rose to 3 300, 
was. clearly an exception,. due to the fact that a special conference of 
_Presidents of -American Republics was held that year- in Panama. ; 
.;;..., It is extremely difficult to; make a. projection of the number of 
official visitors who will come to Panama in the future owing to the fact 
that - these being persons whose reasons for travelling are extremely 
varied - it is impossible to find any functional relationship between . 
this jjroup of visitors and any other more or less predictable variable. 
.Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the average annual number of official 
visitors increased during the twelve years of the period. Whereas in •: -
the first, half of the,,period the. annual average was 1 800 persons, in the 
second, half., the figure ro se, to 2 200, which suggests that the long-term, 
trend will probably continue to be a rising one. For lack of other 
criteria on which to base a projection, we shall accept the annual average 
for the period under reviev/,that is.to say 2 000, as our projection ."A" :. 
and doublé that figure, that is 4 000, as our hypothesis "B". J^Í;-^ :;, 
. During, the later -years, expenditures per person for this category of 
official visitors amounted to 658 balboas. This average may increase in 
the. future, to at least the extent indicated in the case of tourists. s, 
: /Hoviever-, since 
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-HoWevèr, since the personal' incomes of official visitors are probably a' 
'fair amount'higher absolutely than those of tourists, and. since this would 
permit thén a greater degree of flexibility in spending on thé kinds of' 
goods' and services which Can "be obtained in Panama, it would perhaps be' 
more reasonable to 'assumé that the expenditures of 'official travellers 
will increa-se by annual rates' of not less than 3 per cent' and not more 
than 5 per cent . Taking these two assumptions as hypothesis "A" and 
hypothesis "B1' respectively, wè ; conclude that each' of fidial visitor to 
Panama in 1966 will spend the sum of 884 balboas in thé first case and' 
1 072 balboas in the second, ' 1 ' - • • -' .;.:. ..... . . ' 
' In order to obtain the figure for the total expenditure of this 
category of visitors in 1966, We must multiply the numbers of official 
travellers' by their per capita expenditures under 'the two hypothesis • ' 
respectively. Taking as our starting-point a total expenditure of 1.5 
millioh balboas in 1955 (it will be remembered that 1956 was :afi""entirely 
abnormal year'), we obtain tinder hypothesis "A" a figure of 1.8 million 
balboas and undër hypothesis- "B" à figure1 of 4.3 million balhoas'lh" 1966. 
'' (iii) Ship's crews. The number of members of ship's crews disembark-
ing témp'orarily; in 'the Isthmus of Panama 'waà ' bxtremely high in 194.5, but 
declinéd'£cbnsldèrabiy'' dùrihg the' years immediately following'. "' Lithe year 
in which the Second World War ended the number of such visitors was more 
than half a million, but by 1947 it had fallen to half that figure. In 
the following' decade à stationary level of about 210 COO persons per year 
was reached; with wide fluctuations about that average. These wére due in 
général to factor's not connected with the normal Panama Canal traffic, 1 J 
in particular, the Korean war and the'lemporary'closure of the'Suez Canal.-^^ 
' According to the projections of future traffic through the 'Pàinama "'"' 
Canal made for thé Panama Canal 'Company by the Stanford Research •'• 
Institute,'"the nuiriber of passages through the Canal will increase by a"'" 
cumulative rate of 2.2 per cent per year during"the coming d e c a d e . B u t 
this' increase in traffic ' Will :pfo'bahly be acèompânied by àn'lncreaëe in 
38/ Seë : J Panama Canal Company , Annual Report o'f Board Of Directors to 
• ,; Stockholder, 1957, pp. 5 and 12„ 
39/ Ibid., p, 12. 
/the size 
the size of ships using this inter-oceanic route. Consequently, the 
total.-yolume;.of. freight.carried. through the Canal might rather increase at 
an annual rate of 3.7 per cento—'^ The increase in the number,of-members 
of'iship! s . Grews..passing, through.thè Panama Canal obviously depends on the 
::ñümbér'.:of'-ships using it.,xbut:the size:.of the ships also affects.the issue. 
For this projection, then, we may accept the projections made, regarding-the 
future growth of ship traffic through the Panama Canal arid of freight 
carried by such ships - the first, 202 per cent per year and the second 
3*7 per cent per' year - as constituting the upper and lower limits of 
the possibilities, for the coming decade. In .so far as an increase |r. the 
average size of ships will call for a directly proportional increase in. 
the size of crews, the number of members of ship's crews disembarking in 
:.,'Panama:;will, probably jincrease at( a .rate, -.approximating closely.:, to; 3.7 per 
cent per year. But if ite accept this hypothesis :for.the projection we-
shall undoubtedly^be making/.,an-pver-optimisticiassuri^ 0 M-
. • .• It would appear reasonable to expect that- in the larger, and more • 
. moderri--ships of..the future/ technical!.innovations -will:be-. iritroduced ,whj.ch 
will.; permit .a reduction in the size of. crews;. ' but. .it. must also, be .remembered 
that over a period of ten. years.,not all the: ships passing through.-the.-Canal 
w i l l have been replaced by,new ones. .Thus,- the ; rate .of. increase,.in thp-;number 
of members Of ship's crews.- who : will visit ...Panama in . the future should fall 
. somewhere between the last-two projections mentioned;, possibly-.averaging 
about 3 per-cent per annum, On this hypothesis — and we shall take only 
one in. this case - the number of ere1// members will, increase from 263 COO 
in 1956 to 353 COO in 1966, . . , J .:-.:> ,•••• ; . .. ... : . 
; -,:• In' recent years, .the expenditures per person in Panama of members of 
ship's crews have been barely 10 balboas per. year, owing to the extreme 
shortness of their stay on.. shore»' : ¡ The; extent of such, expenditures in the 
futitre ¡ will ;.,depend; on:.-the,.wages i and. salaries of the ship's crews and on, 
the length of .time they' spend ashore. •- Some- improvement can be expected 
in both.' factors,. resulting, from the higher wages, ; of skilled crew members 
on the new.ships and from the fact that the greater cargo,capacity of these 
40/ Panama Canal Cpmpany, Annual Report;of Board;of Directors to 
Stockholder^ 1955, p„6. - - - - ( 
/ships may 
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shipS^mây î f iëeëss i tate ¿ ^ s l i g h t l y ' l o n g e r ètày of the crew members"on shore. 
i'""or the purpose simply o f i l l u s t r a t i n g the phenomena which may poss ibly 
occur in the future, we s h a l l assume in t h i s case that r e a l expenditure 
pér rcrew member w i l l increase by 1 per cent per- year under'hypothesis "A" 
and ;by;2-per cent per year Under hypothesis "B" , representing t o t a l 
increases for the coming de'cade: o f 11 and'22-per- cent r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
. Bearing in mind that from the previous projection of the number' of 
members of.ship's crews who will visit Pa'halma In 1966", wë obtained a figure 
of. 353 CCC person's per year,- hypothesis "A" on expenditure per crev; member 
will; give'us a" total'expenditure of 3c.9" million balboas while hypothesis 
"B" will'give a total :of 4.2 million' balboas. ' 
• (iv) Transit through Panama, (a)V This category covers travellers 
in trahèit who 'enter the Republic officially but do hot refriain in it for more 
than two days. Between 1950 and 1956 the number of passengers in transit, 
through Panama'followed a curve virtually identical with that for"tourists. 
•It may be ëxpectéd1that this relationship will remain' constant "during" the 
coming decade and that this category of visitors will show an increase 
similar to that for tourists: 8 per cent per yeàr under'hypothesis "A"'" 
and 1 2 per cent per year under'-hypothesis "B" „ 
1 'Expenditures per person may'also Increase at a rate similar to that 
assumed in the two hypotheses relating to tourists, especially in view"'of 
the fact that the present average'expenditure is rather low - 14 balboas 
per p.érsonv" If-,''then, we adopt for this group of'visitor's thé assumptions 
made with respect to tourists, total expenditure"1 should increase from O . 3 
million balboas in 1956 to 0o9 million 'balboas under hypothesis "A"' and 1.4 
million-balboas under hypothesis ""B1" in 1966c 
(v) "'Transit through Panama, (b)^ This category covers ' '' ' 
travellers -"in trâhlsi"t who -spend" a :short tim'é-,:at One of Panama's terminals 
-'•in particular-Tocumeht airport: - without'officially entering'the country. 
iBetkeen 19-50 arid i'9561 the'cumulative' ahnual raté Of 'imcre'ase in the number 
of stfchvfyi-sito-ts ''Was' identical with-that registered for tourists to'Panama, 
and it would therefore seem reasonable to assume that this similarity will 
persist and 'the two categories''grow at-the same rate. .. '_'1. . 
The expenditure per person of such visitors has been estimated at the 
/virtually nominal 
virtually nominal figure of one balboa. For the purposes of this projection 
we shall assume that this figure will double in the next ten years, 
Accordingly, by 1966 the total expenditures of this category of visitors 
will reach 0.2. million balboas under hypothesis "A" and 0.7 million balboas 
under hypothesis "B". 
(vi) Businessmen. It is as difficult to estimate the number of 
"persons in this category who will visit Panama in the future as the number 
of official visitors, since the purposes and objectives of these visits 
are equally varied. It may however be noted that since 1945 the average 
for this group has been 2 700 persons, with marked annual fluctuations. 
Bearing in mind that in the last few years the number of such travellers 
has been maintained at about this average we may assume, for.this purpose 
of hypothesis "A", that during the coming decade the figure will reach .an 
average of 3 500 persons, an increase of 30 per.cent cpmpared with the 
average for the previous period. Under hypothesis "B", on the other hand, 
the number of visitors in this category should substantially increase, since 
the greater development of the country in general, and of its .foreign trade 
in particular, should attract foreign businessmen to Panama. . 'There is 
of course no objective basis for a projection of the number of visitors, in 
this category, and we shall therefore arbitrarily assume that it will reach 
a figure of 5 000 (hypothesis "B")„ 
Expenditures per person in this category are at .present. some 143 
balboas. If we assume that personal incomes will probably follow a trend 
similar to that assumed for official visitors, we can base hypotheses "A" 
and "B" on future rates of increase in expenditures per person of 3 per cent 
and 5 per cent per year respectively In accordance, with these assumptions, 
expenditures per person should increase from 143 balboas in 1956 .to 192 
balboas in 1966 under hypothesis "A" and to 233 balboas in 1966 .under 
hypothesis "B". If we combine these projections with the relevant 
hypotheses on the number of business visitors we reach a, total expenditure 
in 1966 of 0.7 million balboas in the first case and 1.2 million balboas in 
the second. . , ^ . ... 
(vii) Air crews. Since'a considerable proportion of Panama's 
tourists and transients arrive by air, we may assume that the, numbers of 
/air fcrews 
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air crews 'will iricr-easë ih thè future in a degree similar to that of rr" 
thé increasev-in'. those categories, '•' We ahall therefore adopt rates'of ' 
• increase- of 8 per cent per year for hypothesis "A" and 12 per cent per 
year for hypothesis "B", - "-
Since there are no better data available, proceeding on the'assumptions 
made Poncerning- expenditures pér person-for the other'categories of 
visitors, we shall assume an increase of 3 per cent per year under 
"hypothesis "A" -and-'5"per cent 'per year under hypothesis "B"'. • This 'would 
make the'total expenditures of air•crews in 1966 about 0.2 million balboas 
in thelirst' -case*' and 0i3'-'milllon balboas in the'second. •''••• 
" ( v i i i ) • Crews of naval vessels, ' • In 1945 and. 1946 'the number of 
visitors in'this: category was!more than half a million,' with' expenditures 
totalling over Vith mìlliòrì -,balboas.: From 1947 'onwards ' these -figures ' ' 
shrank to - almo'st nil. : The number ' of members- of crews' of naval vessels •' 
fluctuated between a maximum of 41 000 persons arid a minimum of 6 000 -, : 
"in the last years of the period it Was generally below 20 000. ' It is -
assumed in this case1that the-number of such-visitors will ¡continue at • 
about 15 0Ó0- persons annually under hypothesis "A" and 30- 000'; per sons' under 
hypothesis "B",' As regards expenditures per person in this category 
of visitors, we shall adopt the same assumptions as we're made for the 
projection for ship's crews, that is to say, annual increases of 1 per cent 
and 2 per cent respectively under the two hypotheses.' • On the basis of 
the foregoing assumptions, total expenditures for this category of ' 
-visitors in 1966: should be abòut 0.3 million balboas under hypothesis "A" 
and 0*5 million balboas under hypothesis "B". • "' "''" • •'•' 
v' (ix) Unspecified. As this category of visitors xs: very difficult 
to ëSqiîâin:v'as a-; fijhotlon of any other known variable, owing tto the5 variety 
of indeterminate elements involved, ëhd às,in'addition, the statistical ' 
information on" thè 'subject" dates only from 1953, We shall use the upper-' 
and lower limits of expenditures under this heading In the past'to establish 
the two hypotheses for the projection. Accordingly, we shall assume ki: 
level' of 0,4 million balboas in 1966 under hypothesis.-. "A" and of 0,7 
million balboas uh'der hypothesis "B"v •"""'= •;'.?•-•''• i'. ..•<:.!,.•• 
* (x) Summary of quantum projection. The quantum of expenditures of 
/foreign visitors 
.&/ uivii^ /^ vi-'-
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foreign visitors in 1956 was 9.6. million balboas, the annual average 
increase for the period 1950 -* 56 being 8„6 per cent« In accordance 
with the detailed projections of future expenditures of foreign visitors 
* given 'in this" section, hypo't'IieSi's" "A" "Would "give a quantum o"f 16.5 million ~ 
rbalbqas--and hypothesis* "B"..a total of 26.-4;million balboas in 1966 (see 
table 111=12) . In the first/ case the annual rate of increase of the 
projection..;is 5.6-per-cent, which/ds substantially below the rate of 8.6 
per cent recorded during the six years 1950-1956. 
However,.this does not. .mean...that..under, hypothesis ."A" we are pr.0 jesting 
a lower rate of increase in such expenditures over the coming decade than 
that which was experienced between 1950 and 1956. The year 1956 is an 
extremely abnormal one to take as our basis of comparispn,rexpenditures of 
foreign visitors having increased greatly that year (by 27.5 per cent over 
the previous year), partly as a result of the Conference of Presidents., 
- which'led to a substantial rise under the head of expenditures of official 
visitors, and partly because of the.;taiiporary. closure of the Suez Canal, 
which caused an exceptional-increase in traffic through the Panama Canal 
and consequently in expenditures of ship's crews. If the comparispn 
of expenditures of foreign visitors is made on the basis of the years 1950 
and 1955, the rate of increase in fact reduces itself to;5.1 per cent per 
year, which is somewhat below the rate projected in hypothesis "A". 
Hypothesis "B" - which assumes a determined effort on the part of .Panama to 
increase the numbers of tourists and other types of visitors - has been 
projected with a rate of growth of 10.7 per cent per year, which would mean 
an increase in the expenditures of visitors to more than double. 
'(b) Terms of trade v •"••• 
* • 
The terms of trade for expenditures of foreign visitors have in 
the past been extremely stable (table B-46). During eleven years of the 
period.-leaving aside the year 1945 - the index fluctuated very slightly, 
between a maximum of 104.5 and a minimum of 95.-7, that, is: to-^ say,.: with......... 
a margin of fluctuation of no more than 9 per cent in relation to the lower 
figure. In reality this wa.s inevitable, since the level of prices in 
" /Table 111-12 
.P. / '. . w . . /S-V't-
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1 9 5 6 9 6 6; 
Annual' ex-.'Total Hypo- '' dumber 
...pe^ diture.., expends the sis - of.vi-
foi! y^il t u r e (thou sitors tor vbal:;- sands of • 
pricesJ prices) 
Annual ex- ' Total ex-
penditure .. •. penditure 
per "visitor "(thousands 
.. (halboas, at o f balboas 
1950 at 1950 
prices) 
Transit through ;23»7 "14 ' - 335 - • A':: < • 510 2 ' .,;."• 17 870 
Panama.(a) .,.,.> -l". . : 3 , .. ,, 73.7 .  . . . . ^ , . 1 400 
Transit through 112.8 ••• •'••• 1 113 ' •-• -A- 243,5 : •'.: -:..' 1 • : 244 
Panama (b) .! ':':• • j ' : B. 35Q.8 ,v ; v '„ 2 700 
Tourists 1 25.7 • ' 122 ' •vl 3I36 ' • -A 55.5 ' -'•: = • -.149 :: 8 270 
"" •, ' ' ' •• . B ; .,,.,79,9.. . 1 3 104 
Businessmen ''iJ'~ • 2.3 ±43 - ' • - 40.I • 'A- 3o5 ,192 .. ,.;v 672 
vi. . , ' , • • ••• . . 5.0 . , 233 l 165 
Officials '• ; 3.3 - 658 ' ' ; 2170 - "' 2.0 "•'884 ' • 1 768 
•. , 4.0 , 1 072 .. 4 288 
Air'crews' "'' •11,.9 '• . 1 3". ' '• 60 "1 ' A ' ' 25,7 - ,,6. : • 155 
: '. ..,71 ."f •B , . : ,37.« Q ^ : !'. '"P. ..... 260 
Ship1 s crews' ' 263¿0 : "'"'10- 2 630 ' :. A : • 353eO 1 : ' ' 11: • . IV.'i 3 883 
"iv.vd - a, . •  ^ .. 353.0 . . . 4 236 
Naval ;crews : '• ' " 13'6 ''-n; 15 ' ' ' • . 204 4 A , i: • 15.0: 1 '' : 17 ' 255 
,..: ; f . -v.; ••••• .:.•!• B. , 30,0 ... 18 . 540 
Unspecified 2.5 202 504 A ,,...,2,1 ,. • . r 400 
B - 3.3 : 700 
Total 459.3 _ 9 553 . A 751.5 16 517 :.:U • lO: • -*B• •! ' • 936.7:- ^  2.6 393 
Source:' See text arid table 3-44c "•• <: • i 
/Panama - which 
Panama - which determines the prices of the goods and services purchased 
by the foreign visitors - depends in turn, to a very considerable extent, 
on the index of the unit values of imports. . This characteristic of Panama's 
economy will very probably persist over the coming decade, for even if its 
industrial and agricultural sectors develop to a remarkable extent, it will 
still remain a very open economy and closely linked with that of the United 
States, particularly from the monetary point' of view.. It is entirely 
reasonable to assume, therefore, that 'the terms of trade for expenditures 
of foreign visitors during'the coming decade will be maintained at'the 
level reached in 1956, i.e. an index of 97.8 with base 1950 = 100. 
(c) Capacity to import 
In 1956 capacity to import generated by ,expenditures of foreign . 
visitors reached a figure of 9.3 million balboas. On .the basis ,of the 
quantum projections made above and of the assumption that the terms of 
trade will remain constant at the level reached in 1956, capacity to 
import generated by foreign visitors should in 1966 reach the figures of 
16.1 million balboas under hypothesis "A" and 2$.8 million balboas under 
hypothesis "B". Since- it is assumed that the terms of trade will- remain 
constant, the projected -'increases in the capacity to import in 1966 as 
:_.compared.with 1956 are. identical with ..the- projected increases' in the., 
quantum. ,.;-.-..-... ;V;. ••.'.- :.•'•,.;•'  
4V Projection of expenditures of foreign diplomats ' 
" (a) Quantum 
Over the twelve years 1945-56 the volume of expenditures of 
diplomats resident in Panama remained practically stationary. The 
average for the period as a whole was 1,2 million balboas annually, the 
upper and lower limits being 1.7. million balboas in 1945 and 0.9 million 
balboas in 1951 (see table B-42). This stationary trend will very 
possibly persist during the coming decade. . At any rate, there is no 
reason tovexpect any change in the number of resident diplomats,and the 
duration of their stay in Panama. On the other hand, their expenditures 
may possibly increase with the rise in their personal incomes. In order 
to allow for this factor, we shall assume that these expenditures will 
., /increase at 
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Ihcreks'q at! 'afl Annual rate of 3 per cent, representing ,a rise, of 3A-.4. per 
beht bëtweèri Ï956 and 1966,,' In other words,,, total expenditures , would 
amoUn't'to '1.9 million ''Balboa's, in 1966 as compared with 1.4 million in 1956. 
(b) Terms.of trade /, , . ••.,•.• . • 
. As in. the case, of -foreign', visitors - and ..perhaps-.with -even morei 
reason - it is assumed that the terms of .trade.^ for expenditures of diplomats 
will,in the future remain constant. -This has-been the.case in the past, 
at least since,.1949; ..and as we have;,assumed, that- Panama' s -price level 
will in the future follow a course very similar to that of the,unit value 
of imports, we shall adopt for the purposes of""the ' pro je ction the figure of 
the index in 1956, that is, 94-4» 
' ' (c) ' Capacity to"import 
J0 :'J; On "the basis of ' t'he 'foregoing "assumptions, the capacity to', 
import gen'èratéd by foreign diplomats should increase from 1.3 million 
balboas in 1956 to 1,8 million balboas in 1966. 
5. Summary of projections of traffic .and tourism • ; ;vv 
;, In 1956. the quantum of transactions relating to transit and tourism 
amounted'^0,14.3 million balboas. On the basis of the pro je et ions made 
in this section, the relevant values for 1966 should be 22.3 million "'  
balboas under hypothesis "A" and 32*8 million balboas under hypothesis "B". 
This means in the first case, an increase of 56 per cent and-in the second 
an increase by 129.4 per cent to more than double the previous figure (see 
table III-13). 
The most important item in this sector of external demand, is expenditures 
of foreign visitors, which in the base year accounted for more, than two 
thirds of the total. Under, both hypothesis "A" and hypothesis "B" this 
share will 'rise' "still higher - in the first case to three quarters and 
in the second to 80' per cent. The great increase predicted for this 
type of expenditure is due primarily to the marked expansion, expected in 
tourist activity In Panama. Tourists'have in the past formed .the .most, 
important "category of foreign visitors, accounting for between 30 and 4P 
për cent of the corresponding expenditures. With the great increases 
'• /Table 111-13 
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expected in such expenditures during the coining decade,their share should 
rise to 50 per cent by I966. The other categories of foreign visitors -
especially those connected with'air traffic -,should also show important 
increases*--- - —— 
__ The other Item which, although not very great in absolute terms, should 
show a kiarked increase in "relative terms during the coming decade is the 
•GoltSn—Free-Zene-i- -F©r~Jiypothesis.."A"....an. increase of 50 per cent was 
projected and for hypothesis "B" a rise of 100 per cent. The share of this 
item in the total of transit and tourist transactions should, however, fall 
slightly as compared with the 7 per cent reached in 1956. 
'With regard to the'other two items,' expenditures of foreign diplomats 
resident in Panama should increase by barely 36 per cent over the. coming 
decade, while re-exports should remain stationary. 
• In every one of the individual itan.s studied for the purposes of the 
projection of transit and tourist transactions, a marked constancy was 
observed in the respective te^ s"~6T'"irrade'"'ilid'iC"es"; Taking- into-account 
the factors determining export prices in each of these cases, and the 
projection made of the index of unit values of imports, the hypothesis was 
adopted in each case that the terms of trade for transit and tourist 
transactions would not vary during the coming decade. 
As a result of the constancy projected in the terms of trade indices, 
the capacity to import shows no divergence from the quantum. The same 
conclusions are therefore reached in either case; the figures pertaining 
to the capacity to import are recapitulated in table I11-14. 
IV. THE PANAMA CANAL ZONE 
1. .Introduction 
In chapter I the enormous importance of the Canal Zone to Panama's 
economy from every point of view was demonstrated. It was shown that a 
very large part of over-all demand originates in that sector, and that the 
Canal Zone accounts for a high proportion of the external demand, which is 
the principal dynamic factor in the economy. It was also shown that a 
large part of Panama's gross product derives from services of Panamanian 
/Table 111-14 
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labour in the Zone. Finally, froMtfteLpoihtvof view of the distribution 
of the active population, it should be recalled that, during a boom year 
-1940-this was by far the most important , source .of employment after 
agriculture, and thatjdurmg..a..-depreSsionLyear-. ^ ^SSOjl^'it continued to 
ba.a .source..of..employment slightly more important than the manufacturing and 
electricity, gas and water sectors combined, and almost as important as 
the sectors'"of^  Crade*Iahd." services. 
-Moreover, the importance of these relations with the Canal Zone 
cannot b e" mea~sur ed* in'~economic terms a-lone-»~ They also have an obvious and 
decisive influence on'the technical training of Panama's labour force, .-on 
production, distribution and consumption habits and on other aspects of the 
Panamanian people's way of life. 
This is bound to be so, for the Canal Zone is an integral part of 
Panamanian territory^ .' it- is located just where the greatest concentration 
of population is found and its activities produce a .constant flow of 
persons, vehicles, goods and communications in both directions. 
In view of the tremendous significance of the Canal Zone for Panama 
it will be useful to examine the relations between the two in somewaht" 
greater detail. This will enable us to throw full light on one of the 
most complicated aspects of Panama's economy, and to assess the prospects 
of future growth deriving from activities in the Zone. As has been said, 
the Zone has had a decisive influence on the rate and structural 
characteristics of Panama's economic development in the past, and although 
this influence has been diminishing since the war it will undoubtedly persist 
in the future, even if it declines over the long term. It is therefore 
very important to obtain a more exact idea of the trend to be expected in 
the relations between the Canal Zone and Panama during the coming decade 
- to ascertain, that is, to what extent the Canal Zone will continue to 
contribute to Panama's capacity to import and thus to its external and 
over-all demand. There is also the question of the effect of the future 
development on the Zone on the employment of Panama's labour force. The 
answer to these questions is of primary importance for any evaluation of 
the country's growth prospects. 




of the relations between the Canal Zone and Panama and projeétions of their 
future development,based en. such projections as are available and applying 
to the> items for which they were made. For-the-remaining items those •••-•;.. 
hypotheses will be adopted which seem.the most reasonable in the lights 
of the scanty and somewhat imprecise information available. ' 
2... .'Wages*:reeéivedxby:'regular employees. .. r; , ;.'-'• i 
(a) Quantum - - . c 
For this" -estimate' the results of thè projection: îûaHë' % 'tìhe'1 
Panama Canal Company itself have been üsed.^^ In that projection it " 
was- assumed that the total payroll would risè by 1.3 pe"r' cent per year ' 
(13.8 per cent in 10 years) and the index of wages and salaries by 3.5 
per cent per year (41.1 per cent in 10 years). "' From these two projections 
it may be deduced that employment in terms of man-hours should decline at 
a rate of 2.1 per cent annually (a fall of 19.1 per cent ih 10 years). 
If it is assumed that the working day will"not undergo' changes in the 
future, it can be accepted that that reduction represents the édntráctioft 
which will occur in employment in activities connected with the Panama 
Canal Company in the coming decade. 
' - •1 What this' tendency means from the point of view of the employment -
opportunities offered by the Zone to workers and employees resident In 
Panama depends on the composition of thé future labour force Ih thè Zone. 
If the proportion of workers and' employees 'resident 'in Panama to' the " 
total number of employed persons remains the same, the decline of' 19.1 per ""' 
cent referred.to above wili apply equally to the latter. If, on the other 
hand, the number of employees resident in Panama declines to a lesser extent -
than the total labour force in thè Zone, the proportion of the former to 
the latter will increase, and the decrease in ^ploymeñt 'oppoï-tiinitiès ih ";!V 
the Canal Zone will be smaller than in the" previous case. If the contrary ; 
occurs, the fall in employment in the Zone will be greater than 19.1 per cent. 
41/ Ibid, p.12 , 
• - ' .'' • ' ' •-'•• • ' - i '-liHljc bux '',rd-.jx.., -.-'.' '.'•".-
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I'-In the latest years of the period two very interesting developments. 
tookipl-aeer in ^this ^connexion. '-First. ,:C:see table 111-15), rafter declining, 
slightly- oVèr á > long period ..the! JprOporti-pn; of. employees ¡paid on the,basi$r 
of local: rates levelled off. at about 75.0 per cent..„ Secondly- (table. . 
III-I6) the proportion ofi-the ZoneJ s- employees.who ar^ .rqsid^ pt in th.e Zone 
itself fell sharply from 1953. 
As regards the first development^ jitrgiightjhgyf,.be.«p thought, that the 
decline in the number of persons employed at local rates compared with 
the number of those employed at United States rates was due tof a, transference 
of personnel from,the first, categqry to the second. Since the first 
category,.consists mainly of ranepanians, this would have been of greal 
benefit, to the country. But there is little ground-for believing "tïxat 
this is what has. in fact happened. One of the complaints Panama has made 
with the greatest insistence - so much so that is was expr es sly," provided °CJ"' 
for in the last Treaty - is precisely that this process has not occurred \ 
in the past; and it has demanded that equality of opportunity "shall henceforth 
be ensured.to Panamanian citizens in the occupations which the United States 
Government offers in the Canal Zone.—^ Furthermore, it should be borne 
in mind that this relative contraction has occurred within an absoluté decline 
in the numbers of persons employed both at United States rates and at local 
rates., In these circumstances, it is most unlikely that there could at the 
same time have been taking place a process of replacement of United States 
by Panamanian workers; for the former would then have had to be displaced' ' 
at a rate higher than that of the general reduction. A further reason '"•. 
why this could not piossibly have occurred is that the Panamá Canal Company 
hars,in recent years been making a very intensive effort to improve the *""' 
productivity, of all its. varied activities, in'many"instahces 'introciucihg " 
the most modern,, mechanized and automatic technological and administrative 
methods, ¡and procedur.es,'^for which purpose it has had to bring in non- ' 
Panamanian technicians and experts. ' l""~ - - '• - •-.»•• 
. In the last four or five years, however, a remarkable degree of 
stability has been reached in the proportion between the two" categories of 
42/ See Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government, Annual Report, '-"-'•'• 
Fiscal Year ended June 30 - 1956, pp. 34-38. 
hàJ Op« citpassim, and other Annual Reports. /Table TII-15 
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employees, and it is very unlikely that this situation will change for the 
worse as a result of the Treaty and Memorandutru.recently negotiated. Nor, , 
however, can it be expected that it 'will change substantiallyofor.the 
better.-if only because In 1956 there were scarcely more than 4,000 persons 
employedoby .the •:Panama..vGapal^ Company at United States rates. " " If this" 
number falls"by 19.1 per cent, there will' ir/ 1966 be some 3,300 jobs at ,. 
United States rates. For a considerably-proportiop. of these"to"be filled 
by Panamanians, the 700 jobs no longer in existence "wduH' have to' have J-
- •''• -LJ'.l f -'.'•• rr . . been formerly occupied by Panamanians, and, i'h addition, a large number v •'•.'•: 
of non-Pan'ainanians would'-have to be dismissed in order tov.iake room for ... f 
Panamanians;, From whatever angle it is ..approached, this hypothesis 
appears improbable. On the other hand, a small increase in the proportion 
of Panamanians, in the category of persons employed at United-States rates : . „: 
would not 'significantly'-alter the projection :of future employment in 
absolute, terns. To SUIJI up, then, the most that can be expected in the 
future is t^at the proportion of employees at United States rates - mainly''' 
United States citizens - to employees at local rates - preponderantly ic;..-" 
Panamanians - will remain'the same. \j. r .-,,,•-, 
Nor. does the second, development referred to - the growth in the 
number of employees resident in Panama - offer very encouraging prospects. 
As may be seen from table III-16, the number of Canal Zone employees -A-'! 
resident in Panama was maintained during the period 1950-5.6 at a figure 
between 12>500 and 13,000,.whereas the number of employees resident in the 
Canal Zone itself fell during the same years from 13,925 to 8,521. The 
decline in the number of these' employees thus amounted to 5>4-04;._but... whereas 
beti^l^ theip^iiuxnb^was\ reduced: ;by: ofi-ly- 200, between;. : ^ -xaot 
1952 ahd 1955 - only three years - th§,re,:,was 5,000. 
This very sudden change in the positipn p.f this .grpup^  of employees., was due 
principally to a programme for the clearance of very old dwellings and 
their replacement by a sufficient number of new dwellings to provide housing 
facilities only for United States citizens and certain non-United States 
employees in important positions concerned with the maintenance and ©peration 
of the Panama Canal.^ The construction of new dwellings for these residents 
44/Panama Canal Company, Annual Report, 1955, p. 23. 
/Table I I I - I 6 
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in the Zone was completed during the fiëcàl year 1956-57, and the clearance 
programmeL-waS'tô' be'',éomplè'ted"iby the end of 1957 •'••<• ... •.•.•...-.-'. 
A further factor in the decline In the number of persons resident in 
the Canal Zone has been the decision of the Panama Canal .'.Company to 
eliminate: the fiscal deficit of its housing division by a:pbli.ey;.of general 
and repeated increases...... . . . . . ' ' • 
The- 'sudden' mi gration of more than 5>000 employees - which probably 
means a total population pf some 25,000 persons - from the, Canal Zone to ...., 
Panama City between 1952 and 1955 probably had a good deal to do with the 
growth of shanty-towns on the city's outskirts, which took-place during -
those same .years. - • -J-, "i • V. £ 
This, migration has also meant that the ,number of employees resident ,....., ,. 
in Panama has not contracted in recent years to the same extent as the 
total labour - force of the Panama Canal Company. As already indicated, thé ! 
number of workers and employees resident in 'Panama has remained practical]^ :'.;!-/ 
stable at about 13,000, whereas the Company's total labour force fell from ,,..,. t 
26,850 in 1950 to 21,212 in 1956 (a reduction of 5,638 persons). If this 
tendency- -were» t a-wmtinae-" in-the- -future >- the- -employment'-of- residents- in ~ — — 
Panama would probably decline .afclëss-thari •the-!:-,rate -of 2--.1 -.pe.r 'cënt..Tpér J -à^ yyp^  . 
year projected by the Company. But this prospect would not appear 
to be a very real one. As has already been said, the house clearance 
programme - which is the main factor in the change of residence - was to have 
been completed towards the end of the year 1957. The programme was 
intended for the benefit of employees strictly necessary for the running 
and maintenance of the Panama Canal and supporting operations, and of certain 
Panamanian employees occupying important posts. ^ ^ But it is only natural that 
45/ Panama Canal Company, Annual Report, 1957, p. 19. 
46/ Panama Canal Company, Annual Report, years 1955 p. 24 and 57> P» 19. 
47/ The Panama Canal Company and the Canal Zone Government, Third Annual 
Report, 1954 and Fourth Annual Report, 1955, p. 22 and p. 23, respectively. 
/the technological 
,.the.l.^ chnological .disempl^ 'Tiq-at..projected ...for.- the. future should affect,these 
employees too.. Of. course; this does. not. mean, that recently-built • . ,. 
houses. will be,-left unoccupied;.. this would be absiurd, The housing 
pro gramme. has not,, meant., the replacement-, of. all ;--pld,; dwellingsso that,as 
the-number of resident? dec lines ...obsolete dwellings can • be left empty. 
• It should also be bo mo in mind,-that- under the 1955 Treaty - and .the. 
„-.corresponding,Memorandum of Agreements, the,United- States will, withdraw-
from employees who are not United States citizens - ..and who do not . reside in 
the..-Zone-the privilege ,cf. using the services offered ,in the Zone, except / g / 
those,,essential to .health or ,t,o the - execution.of their,tasks.—'...This,, 
appears to indicate that, housing, facilities, in. the. Canal Zone will be . . . 
available only to the employees strictly necessary for the maintenance 
and operation of the Canal, referred,-,to aboyeb • ,,-,. , . . 
The. clear. conclusion, to be; drawn from this analysis is .that i,n; 
,projepting the,quantum,of services afforded to the Canal Zone by. regular 
employees. resident, in, Panama,.. the most reasonable hypothesis .to- adopt is that 
this quantum.•will,decline, in the same degree:.as the Company's total 
labour force. We..shall therefore accept the projection of a decline .. 
at a rate of 2.1. per .cent-per year made by the,,Panama. Canal,Company itself. 
Butfwe must take as the starting point of the projection the. number,of . 
employees resident in. the Zone not in 1956 but in 1957, after th,e completion 
of the housing programme. Between these two-years there, was a reduction 
of - some .500 in the . number-of persons employed, at lq,cal rates., and t° this 
must be added a decline, of 2.1,per: .pent. per. year for,the. ..other nine years 
up to 1966. . This projection „would. thus,ra$anra contraction of- 20.»$ per 
cent ,in . comparison with, the number :qf employees resident ; in. the Zone >in 
1956. ; ,:.. - .•;; ,-, ,• 
, The,-hypothesis .adopted, for the . projection of the number of Panamanian 
personnel employed by the Canal Company ..is., assumed to be. valid' also. for.the 
other United .States. Government age.ncies• .which are a. source of employment 
in the Zone. The projections of increase in productivity.- or.,decline^  
in employment - and of the future increase in wage-rates, although they 
48/ 1.The.Panama Canal Company and the Canal Zone Government, Annual Report. 
1956, p. 37, Item 6. 
/relate solely 
r e l a t e s o l e l y to the : a c t i v i t i e s *b}io :lJàrîàt«A' 'appear to. be 
appl icable also-1'6 a c t i v i t i e s connected with the Canal Zone Government'. 
- which ' i s - t h e ' l e a s t r l i [ ^ b ' r t a n t 'empldyer - iànd^/^Którexparticularly, with the 
opération' o f E s t a b l i s h m e n t s dependent on the armed forces, : In. the l a t t e r 
case'-the-'pro j è c t i o n ò'f ; ihCréaée 'xh1 product iv i ty , i s probably somewhat x 
conservative^ i n ' view1' of the " increase and revolutionary .techno l o g i c a l 
advances"'which hâve been going dn'.-.in the m i l i t a r y ./sphere, in récent. years , 
'''' ' : : (b) " Terr::s c f trade --'•' • O'-;....- ¡ - - .••<•: •;•.-"; x / x ' x : -:xx . 
ïn ' -order t o project* : the- index bf the terms* o f trade., 'for s e r v i c e s - o f 
regular Canai Zòne-employee's, we'-'nëed-to obta in ¡¿ë t imatés of the::wages /^ 
index for'such-employees - t h i s corresponding to the i n d e x ' o f export - p r i c e s -
and"bf t h e ' index" o'f- impoi-t''priee's- ih--1966v - As ' to thè l a t t e r ' , it- has 
been assumed that i t w i l l increase a t an annual ra te bf 1 , 5 per cent .(see 
sec t ion îî'i2.b)«-* - "Fòr thè ' expor t price'index'corr&iS-ponding't6 . the'se 
s e r v i c e s we'have used the p r o j e c t i o n made by the Panama Canal Company i t s e l f , 
whioh foresees an annual ra te of i n c r e a s e ' o f " 31,5'per cent in the coming 
decade!" The tèrms of trade " index'should'accordingly r i s e by. 2 i0 'periocent 
per year during the next ten - years» ' This means an increase,, of , 21 ¿9 per cent 
for the de cade j and' as the terms -bf 'tràdë- i n d e x ' f o r t h i s , sec tor : reg is tered 
a l e v e l o f 132„4 (base 1950 ~ 1 0 0 i n 1956, the figure* for ' 1966 should 
be l6l„4<> o. XX. "Xi.. X'. . ;•• .¡y-
s : ( o ) *' Carvi c i t y to iimnort — : !V- ••'•": .,•:: o -.x,.x x x - . x , 1 ; 
ï f ' we combino the pro jec t ions of the terms -of t rade and the quantum, 
'we' obtain t h e p r o j e c t i o n bf the capaci ty to igiiport". . - As 'already i n d i c a t e d , 
the terms of t rade w i l l improve by 2I - .9 'per cent-between" 1956 and 1966, 
white' the""''fexpbrt "^ aëirrfcxàa "vririrxòntfàct- by-28 , f f -per -cent.- Consequently^ the 
capac i ty to import generated by regular Canal Zone employees should b u f f e r 
*a ' contrac t ion o f 13*0 per "cent during thè coining decade. ' In 1956 the 
va lue'r b f t hé capaci ty ' t o imp'o r t ùhd'e r* ::t h i §- he ad •' wa s : 20.0 mi l l ion balboas ; 
in ' 1966, the re f o r e , i f t h e foregoing ' assxompt Ions • prove correct4 , i t should 
be'17« 4 mi l l ion balboas . ' ' " " " - ic ' . •'-••"'" ox- . / 
— / "v- "i-i^/i o;/. 
P a g e 3 1 3 
• 3 . Sales- ¿ f services t o 'Canal Zone agënciës • ^osm?-,; 
(a ) Quantum- '-• ^ :•• •.::;:.;. -
The projection- of sc.les of serv ices to Canal Zone' agencies presents 
problems s imi lar to those 'i:d....be,.bo.ns id ere'd- l a t e r }ln icoîmepàpn m t h 
sa les of goods to these a g e n c i e s . ^ 7 As regards sa les '•l - .servi ces , nothing 
at ' a l l ' I s known about :what kinds of services are involved or what: are 
"'' t h e i r main itemso I t is'prob'yile'., however, that ' these sales of: serv ices 
are very c lose ly connected with what are known, as "supporting operations" ; 
arid t h i s would appear to be ' confirmed' by the f a i r l y .''close . s imi lar i ty i n 
recëht years between the t'rehd of t h i s - s e r i e s and-that o f sa les of goods 
to "'Canal'Zone agencies. 'Consequently, for the - pro jec t ion of t h i s category 
of sa les t o the Canal Zone we s h a l l adopt the same b a s i c assumptions,.-as were 
used for the pro j e c t i o n o f ' s a l e s of goods, except that a pro j e c t i o n : "A" 
' only w i l l be made. Hypothesis "Bl! appears inapplicable: in ' r th i s rca«e,-
bëcause there are no a l t e r n a t i v e sources;. of -supply of. services and. 
because t h e ' e n t i r e pol icy of the Canal Zone..agenciescis.aimed a t achieving 
'"the ' highest possible l e v e l of. productivity, through the.: use of. t h e most 
advanced t e c h n i q u e s ! This being So, i t is . d i f f i c u l t , to visual ize; the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of an increase in the volume of work or employment contracted -1 
for 'by the Canal ;Zone a u t h o r i t i e s . ':The' quantum.: of sa les of services t o 
Canal Zone agencies w i l l thus probably decl ine .'by 10. per cent .during.the 
coming decade, from 4 . 3 t r i l l ion , balboas i n 19 56 to.. 3• * 9 mi l l ion - balboas 
i n 1966. ' - v : À.! .,.-: .. ;.,. À.r/T.;ri0;:: 
.-'-• (b) Terms of trade : • •.:.: ov: ":'.:,.;: 'K. •-•.-• 
The torm's- of trade for sa les of serv ices t o Canal Zone agencies., as 
f o r sa les of goods, wi l l probably remain constant, at . the level-.reached 
in 1956. Taking t h i s as the basis f o r the pro'je et ion,:., we obtain a;,.; j 
f igure of 132.4 for the -terms "of trade, f o r t h i s category of s a l e s -to. the 
' Zone in 1966. <.'.'•.••.' xo? •• -,¡.1 r noi;;n c"; J,- - , .rco'l^sn./- -
?i!,,' ( c ) Capacity to import -•:.-:••.•• sow, ".:> or..;.Co-' .Lcwm.0 
"' In accordance with the pro jec t ions of _ the quantum and the. terpis of 
trade aade i n the previous paragraphs, the capacity to import deriving 
nj-mo'i ..:..::3v:i. -v.,..! i'-.-i:-.'"1 
-T'I  Ismail 49/ See sec t ion 5» 
,?r:-' ; /from s a l e s 
from sales or services to .the, Zone should amount to ,5.2 million oalboas 
in 1966. This projection means a fall of roughly 10 per.cent in comparison 
-with.-the level-of .5 . 7 .million balboas reached in 19£6» . 
4• .Wages received, by co.noracuors' employees. . -,.;....-
.. (a) ;-.Quantum, ,, . . ,, .. .... . . ,,,-.,r 
The- volume,,of wages, received by., employees, of .Panamanian contractors 
who. carry out .works in the Canal ...Zone . has been shrinking alarmingly. . In 
-1945 t-he-figure was slightly over ..:4-0 million. baltroas; this was due., 
primarily to the high rate of construction in the Canal Zone at that time, 
.military construction in particular (see .table..B-42) . . In succeeding, years, 
as. these construction, works were completed,,-the .number of contracts .declined, 
as did also the- volume of wages paid, which, fell;to its minimum of 1-9 
million balboas in 1959 and 1951- In the,two following years there, was a 
certain recovery which, must have been due in part, to the house-buil4,ing 
programme-,designed to replace-the .wooden dwellings .built, for,the. most 
part during;the construction ,of the .Panama .Canal- This programme, was 
begun ,in the ..fiscal year 1950/51, -,and was^  virtually, completed during the 
fiscal year;; 1954/55-—7 In these later years, contracting activityr,in 
the Zone again began to decline, reaching a minimum value in 1956 of.0-7 
million balboas, barely a fifth or even a sixth of the,, volume of ..¡wages 
i paid-put- qat- the beginning •  of the period. •-.-',/• / . -
: The future trend of construction works carried-out by Panamanian, 
contractors is, as might be imagined, difficult to project. The temporary 
nature of such works itself makes it difficult, to-decide, what kind of 
estimate should be made- Obviously, the point is not to project the 
p^recise.;;volume of, such works in 1966. As has, already been indicated in 
the,-,introduction to this ..chapter, the projection made is to be for a, 
normal year at the end of the decade 1956-66. What is of interest,^ 
therefore, is not so much the exact figure for that year as the - average 
annual volume of construction works carried ,out up to-the end of the 
decade-. ,¡This estimate .is not an easy one to make, either; but there are 
50/ Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Government, Fourth Annual Report, 
Fiscal Year 1955. p-23-
•li .e-, /certain indications 
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certain indications that the strong downward trend in the volume of 
wages received by employees of Panamanian contractors in the Canal Zone 
should be reversed in the near future- The marked increase in Canai 
traffic in repent years - .5-6 per cent per year in the last decade - and 
the future projection of this traffic have convinced the Panama Canai 
.Company authorities that the Canal will soon be too small to accommodate 
all the ships arriving at its terminals to pass through. The Canal's 
traffic capacity is at present limited by two factors: firstly, the fact 
that only ?hips of a certain size can use it - a matter of great concern, 
in.view of the rapid increase in recent years in the size of the ships 
passing through - and secondly, the fact that the number of ships which 
can be passed daily is also restricted. In order to deal with the 
problems likely to arise in the immediate future, the Company has drawn 
up a programme of improvements, and extensions the cost of which is 
estimated at 20 million dollars, and which will increase the capacity of 
the Canal sufficiently to meet traffic needs during the next ten to 
twenty years. This programme will initiate a series of works, among 
which the ones of special interest - from the point of view of Panamanian 
contractors - are those for increasing the width and depth of the Canal 
at certain points (Gaillard Cut and Bend 1660) and for extension to allow 
two-way traffic at„other places (north of the Pedro Miguel locks). These 
projects are to be carried out between the beginning of 1959 and'the fiscal 
year 1961| but studies have also been begun for long-term works oh the 
improvement of the Canal,rand these works too, will probably be begun very 
shortly. According to the Treaty signed in 1955 it is also hoped to build 
.a bridge across the Canal at Balboa. It is intended that work on this 
project,too will begin in 1959; and it will take some five years to 
complete ^ ^ 
Although there is no room for undue optimism regarding the opportunities 
for the employment of Panamanian labour which will be"offered'"by these 
operations - both because they include specialized works which cannot . i:"; cl-yVvv;. j".^;., ,•;.•'• j-'i':.: Xc 
51/ Panama Canal Company, Annual Report of Board of Directors to Stock-
holder, 1958', pp^ 7-8 and^14-15 < ' - - ^ i ' > • • ' : 
/be undertaken 
-!iv-..--.; V;iv.f '>.'..:.' •-'.a;;,::':, ''J/l;'. riL-.ua 
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bë undertaken by local- companies- and. because construction works'-in Panama 
are char-acterized "' by-a-high< degree of: mechanization with'.'consequenteconomy 
ìn-man^pòfaer there-'"is no doubt "-.that- they will be far greater" than- any '; i 
works^ûârriéd out- 'dur ing. the; last- decade -'- although-it ..'would be-difficult 
to rèûover the level of .1945 and thé'immediate post-war.-: years o F q r : lack 
of mofe: precise information than thatlgiven above,, itvwould . seem permissible 
to:assume-, thât'ràt the end of -the coming decade the^  quantum, of wages paid 
to employees of contractors -ih the Canal • .Zonelwillc be above the annual 
average of 2 million balboas registered during;the. period 1951-54> when 
the; house replacement programme was ; in. .progress'-<00 On -the other ;handi'.'. it' ' 
cannot"be expected to exceed the annual : average for the years 1945-47, 
when unusually .-extensive works were completed, - namèly, 3 • 5. million balbo as • 
Given these figures' as the upper-"and lower- limits,' we.' shall.-take the mean 
between them, 2-8 million balboas, as hypothesis "A"., for the- projection of 
the quantum of wages paid-to "employe e s 'of Panamanian- contractors in the 
Canal Zone in 1966• '"-"• •" '>- - ' • ; - .-:• •::•,-• .:-.'••'. - o o — v . , l o 
xf > ' (fa) Terns of trade ''o x'-V!:'-. -"•".-•" '--A: . 0 co.:., r.-i.j "..\y 
.: ••- The ^ wage*ra,tesb paid t o - .employees1- of 'Panamanian contrac tors" in the ' 
• Canal Zone will undoubtedly follow, not those paid to regular employees''in 
the Zone,- but rather the rates prevailing in Panama ; :: The latter will. 
• probably not diverge very far from- the gene ral : - prie e-1evelj which,, as has 
already- been suggested, will closely follow the trend of«the unit.values 
of imports. In this case too, therefore, we can assume that the ternis of 
trade will'in thé future be maintained at the 1956 level. Thus the--'; v. 
index'of-the; terms of trade/for wages-received by contractors J ¿employees 
will be maintained in-1966 at-its present level of. 94-4 (base 1950 •='. 100). 
This hypothesis is entirely compatible with the historic trend"of the -:os 
- index, which- has preservedr a : remarkable stability over the past -decade. 
(c) Capacity to import<'o:.0 0 0 - . y , . r !- orr-vy;•• I :.*o.-oo ... 3-.0.0 - o- o '.L 
On the: bas is of . the »projections given above of -the quantum-and'-'"o 
the terms of trade for wages paid to employees of Canal Zpne....contraçtqr§, 
the .projection .of. the .capacity too import.' generated under, this head in 1$66 
will be 2.6 million balboas. This projection represents à substantial 
increase by comparison with the very low level of 1956, and is in fact 
higher than any figure since 1947 (see table B-37)• 
/5- Sales 
5. Sales to Canal Zone agencies 
(a) Qutantum 
. Panama's sales of goods,to. Canal Zone agencies cover a wide range of 
.-products among which certain .consumer goods such,as meat.and sugar and other 
miscellaneous items such as cement, forestry products,: office equipment, V/J ' 52/ tyres and. cameras are important items«—' , .' It has not been possible to obtain 
detailed information, on the composition of the purchases made, by the various 
Canal Zone agencies.in Panama. This lack of information seriously hampers 
both these and the sectoral projections (see chapter 'IV), and is "a 'great 
obstacle to the formulation and execution of-economic plans in Panama. 
The difficulties in the way of any projection .of.the;future trend of 
Panama's sales to Canal Zone. agencies are obvious.. Since: the exact structure 
of.these sales.is unknown, it is impossible to.identify the. elements or 
independent variables determining them, for whereas purchases of consumer 
goods depend on the .population, resident in the Zone and .their incomes, . 
purchases, of building materials depend, on future construction work, and 
purchases of office equipment and furniture on the extent of the.growth of 
administrative activities setting.aside whatever purchasing policy may be 
in force in each case, ..Furthermore, the 1955,Treaty provides for a series 
of changes whose effects , cannot be assessed in quantitative terms. . Thé' 
most important is the abolition from 1957: of. the privilege, previously : 
enjoyed by Panamanian employees not resident in the Zone, of making purchases 
at commissaries and other commercial agencies in the Zone.; Obviously, the 
abolition of this privilege, puts an end to any sales of the products in 
question by Panama to the Zone* to the extent that employees were previously 
in the habit of buying Panamanian products there. Consequently,, the ; 
absolute level, of such sales should change from 1957; and this has to be 
allowed for in the projection. . ,.,...., •  
As there is no specific information on which an-objective-evaluation of 
• the pros'pe.cts of such : sales' to the Canal Zone can be made, We have .no'"'"" 
. .... .. .. , • ~ ~ ~ ~ " '" ' : î •'• j'C ?" : •" 
. 52/ Panama Canal Company-and "Canal Zone Government, Fourth Annual -Report, 
Fiscal Year 1955, P.27. . . . .. . u „ 
- /alternative but 
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alternative but to make a rough estimate,on the basis of the very indirect 
information available. As regards the change,..,in the absolute value of the 
series we are attempting to project which may result from the Treaty, two 
things must be borne in mind.V.First,-the suspension of purchases-.-.by * 
Panamanian employees in commissaries and the suspension :of the•Panama Canal 
Company's sales to ships passing through the Canal will ultimately :meah a 
decline in Panama's sales, of consumer goods.in particular, to the Zone» 
Secondly, the Treaty requires the, Canal Zone, to end the manufacture of 
certain consumer and other goods i\hich have up to now been produced in the 
Zone. Thus, in the fiscal years 1955/56 and 1956/57 the following went 
out of operation: a soda-water bottling, plant, the ..Industrial Laboratory, 
the slaughterhouse and a sausage-making factory; and as a result, the :. 
volume of purchases in the Colon Free.Zone, other local supply centres and 
; ' 53/ other places increased.,—' Again, in the fiscal year 1957/58 the Industrial 
Division's gas-works were closed, and an ..agreement was negotiated with a 
54/ 
Panamanian concern for the supply of oxygen,..hydrogen and acetylene.:?— 
However, the larger sales to the Zone under the above „heads and the 
smaller sales due to the suspension of purchases in commissaries, represent 
fairly small amounts in comparison with the total volume of such sales 
in 1956, when the Panama Canal. Company.was already preparing for the 
radically different conditions, which would., result, from the fulfilment Of its 
obligations under the Treaty.—7 Consequently,, and .for-.lack, of better ' 
information, it will be assumed in this projection that.-the increases'and 
decreases in the sales of goods to the Canal Zone which.will resultrfrom the 
fulfilment of various provisions of the Treaty will not have any appreciable 
net effect on the absolute sales reached in 195.6. ' ; 
53/ Paruima C'arial"Company and Canal Zone Government; Annual Report. Fiscal 
.. Year ended .19-56, p. .20 and Fiscal Year ended- 1957, p. 20. 
54/ Panama Canal Company, Annual Report of Board of Directors-to Stockholder, 
1958, p.11 . * • ; • .  , . y. 
'55/ Panama C'arial Company and Canal Zone Government,.:-Annual -Report, Fiscal 
Year ended 1956, p,20 
/The projection 
The p r o j e c t i o n of the volume of these s a l e s during the coming decade 
w i l l there fore depend predominantly'on the number of persons res ident in 
. the-;Zone;jand'their income's', the volume of construct ion work executed and 
the-; amount-) o f ' adminis trat ive and other work carr ied on in connexion with 
- ;the: d a y - t o - d a y , l i f e of the 'Zone's 'population. This complex of f a c t o r s 
determining the volume of s a l e s t o agencies i n the Zone i s unusually 
d i f f i c u l t . , to p r o j e c t s i n c e the f a c t o r s in question are a l l l i k e l y t o develop 
very d i f f e r e n t l y i n ' t h e fu ture , and t h e i r r e l a t i v e importance, in the evolution 
of the Zone's:'purchases i s unknown. As vril l be seen below, whereas...the . 
population of. the Zone wi l l ' probably dec l ine to some 40 ,000 inhabi tants by 
I966 , r e a l per capi ta income' i s l i k e l y to grow during the coming decade a t 
a r a t e of about 2 . 0 per cent per year . On the other hand,. the future volume 
of construction in the Zone i s not known, and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to predic t what 
p o l i c y - w i l l , be adopted in Supplies for such construct ion, i.e. whether,the 
Zone w i l l purchase i t s inputs In Panama or from United S t a t e s or other ..sources 
of supply.' : 
...Nor..-.carl..the - h i s t o r i c a l trend In the evolut ion of these purchases serve 
as a guide f o r t h i s p r o j e c t i o n , for although the t o t a l f igure remained ? 
re lat ively : , s t a t i o n a r y a t • about 4 m i l l i o n balboas throughout the period 
1945-54, there was ah absolute change in 1955 and 1 9 w h e n the l e v e l of 
s a l e s rose t o 5- mi l l ion and 9 m i l l i o n balboas r e s p e c t i v e l y , doubling the 
former f igure , (see t a b l e B-42)«. ' I t would appear, and i t has already been 
suggested, that th i s was connected with the preparations being made f o r the 
new,.conditions r e s u l t i n g from the Treaty signed in 1955. The maximum l e v e l 
in t h i s change in conditions appears t o have been reached in 1956, According 
'- . 56/ •:•'••'-•' " " 
to a publ icat ion of the Panama Canal'Company,—' the Company's "supporting-
..operations!' reached the peak of t h e i r burve in the f i s c a l year 1955/56, f e l l 
v e r t i c a l l y : t o t h e i r l o w e s t l e v e l in the J f i s c a l year 1957/58 and have s ince 
-been rising again s l i g h t l y . According" to the Company's pro ject ion, , .the . 
l e v e l of supporting operations in 1965/66 r e s u l t i n g from the long- and ,. 
short-term e f f e c t s of the Treaty, should be 10 per cent below the l e v e l 
56/ Panama Canal ..Company, Annual Report of the Board of Directors to 
"Stockholder, p .12 , s e e : i n the graph the curve l a b e l l e d "Supporting". 
/reached in 
R/P.W.IP.AQ/,. 
reached in 1956/57;.•• But . it. is thèse- supporting operations which include 
employees, housing;, .service..1 centres} "¿ómmissaries,"rail, 'road and sea trans-
port, electric .power systems,, communications'and drinking water, stores, 
printing.,, r engineering and- construction''pro jécts and So on, which together 
... determine: Panama's • gales to the Zone agencies. "' <'•-.•• 
It would seem,reasonable to- use this projection of the Company's to 
estimate,.future -sales, of. goods 'to 'Canal- Zone agencies. The projection will 
start with, the figure for the year 19561' although'the Company1 s projection 
is based on the .fiscal • year. 19 56/57 «-'; 'According' to thé'' graph already' referred 
to, supporting activities- reached their peak In the fiscal year 1955/56 and 
declined rapidly ';in: the two Subsequent :yëars, so'"that the mid-year change 
results in a slightly-, over-valued figure for1 the base of the projection. 
^ . .Starting., then,; with,:a figure of- 8.8 million balboas"In 1956, projection "A" 
= which is perhaps slightly optimistic because of the change in the' base year -
.gives, .a quantum of sales,to the Zone i'n 1966 of' 7'.'9' million balboas. This 
projection.is .based on the-assumption that the 'distribution of the " inputs 
of the-Zone's, supporting, operations as between purchases in Panama and 
purchases., from-other- sources; of" süpply-;wiil' Remain" the sake as in 1956.' 
It is likely,•however that" if' conditions of'supply in Panama permit and 
if the ...relevant, provisions of the latest 'Treáty are fulfilíéd, this distribution 
may incline in Panama's favour..'• As indicatèd in a recent'réport," Panama 
could .in the near futur e supply -the - Panama • C'anàl Company with its daily needs 
. as regards bread, ,coffee, meat and- laundry and dry-cléàning services, and in 
the middle -future with its milkoahd ice-crèam.'requirements „" In addition, 
, since. - about 7-0 per;', cent of the goods sold 'in'the'Zone1 s" commissaries are 
imported, from the; United States,: there is ùndoubtédly a'wide margin for the 
substitution ,pf--these .imports.;byxPa'nâMhiah'' products.^ Somewhat similar 
considerations apply¿,- though to -â léssêr'-'extent','"'as regards"Inputs of materials, 
machinery,. t.gols and ,other items -required for the Company's'supporting 
operations. 
57/ "'interriatioriai' Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Industrial 
Development in Panama, (Walter Armstrong), Washington, D.C., 
May 1957 , pp.9 and 10. 
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I t i s d i f f i c u l t in the :.'ahs:en.ce..-of information -on---the 'cempesition- cf "' 
the Zone's imports to assess the p o s s i b i l i t i e s f o r Panama on-.thés market, 
but there i s no aoubt that such p o s s i b i l i t i e s exist". Accordingly, a ' 
pro jec t ion ''B*'" .of •••Sales* of -goods' t o tM-Zone1 s agencies'should be made, i f 
only by .way o f - i l l u s t r a t i o n . ' " » F o r t h i s purpose i t : w i l l be assumed that "in 
1966 these s a l e s w i l l reach a f i g u r a " o f 12 mi l l ion balboas - ar. increase of 
more,%han-.oner.third over the figure., for... 1956. and t r i p l e the volume prevail ing 
before the-s igning of the Treaty. ; " • -
(b) Terms of trade 
o .. v , i s .with >some-of the e a r l i e r pro jec t ions relating t o the Zone, the 
project ion of the terms of trade f o r s a l e s of goods'-to Canal Zone agencies ' 
also,assumes the maintenance of the l e v e l reached by the"relevant index i n 
1956. - .Starting from the' bas ic hypothesis that the l e v e l of Panama's pr ices 
i s -and:.»will continue to -be determined primarily by the l e v e l of p r i c e s : in the 
United State.»-y and -that pr ices in the Canal Zohe w i l l follow the same trend, 
:-it -•is.-;'reasonable • to- assume that ' the terms -of trade w i l l remain' unchanged i n 
the future . The h i s t o r i c trend in the terms of-trâ'de for t h i s sec tor of" 
Panama's -exports, tends to confirm t h i s hypothesis': over 'the period 1949-56 
the (^iffeaence between the isaximum and minimum, f igures wals barely 9 per cent 
in r e l a t i o n to the lower f i g u r e ' ( s e e t a b l e B - 4 6 ) . We s h a l l therefore r e t a i n 
D;the : l e v e l of,-%.,4 (base 19<#0 =r 100)' reached by thé index in 19561 ' 
( c ) Capacity to import ., '•' . .'" • ' - - *-J 
Combining pro jec t ions "a" and "Bi1' of "the quantum of sa les of goods t o the 
Zone-with ,«the,-project ion of the terms of trade we: Obtain tWo p r o j e c t i o n s ' ' o f ' ' 
the capacity to import i n 1966. .For 'pro jec t ion "A" we obtain a f igure of ' ' •' 
7 . 5 mi l l ion balboas and for proj£crtjÉitfïft»BM:; 1 1 ; 3 mi l l ion ' balboas*, t h e " f i r s t 
representing.a, .4ecl ihe: of 10 per cent:and the second an' increase of 36 per 
cent , in r e l a t i o n to 1956. : ? i .nywo o ; : •  " > •• "'•.• 
/6. Pro jec t ion 
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' P r o j e c t i o n - o f - s a l e s t e Canal Zone res idents • 
; .(a); -Quantum 
The purchases made. in. Panama by persons resident in the Canal-Zone are 
determined by, a. se r i es •'rf f a c t o r s , which "Will have- W be analysed 
separately to permit any. est imate r - to be made t»f the prospects1 for such ; 
s a l e s in the .coming decade-..• The main f a c t o r s are t h e - t o t a l population-
resident in the Zone and t h e i r per capita incomes. * Other - factors, to«,, 
have played some par t , p a r t i c u l a r l y in recent :years , foremost among them 
being the structure of the resident population as regards :..the :.ratio-.of 
persons employed, at United S t a t e s r a t e s - ;whsse incomes correspond approximate-
l y t o t h e wage-rates applicable to s imi lar -pasts in the United. S t a t e s federal-
s e r v i c e , .plus a. " t r o p i c a l " d i f f e r e n t i a l of some 25 per cent - t o that of 
persons'employed at l o c a l r a t e s - whose incomes approximate -more c losely-t@ 
the wages',pre.vai.l Ing on the . l o c a l labour mavket.-^^ As bfetween the two Income 
l e v e l s there , . i s . a.'suhstanti a l d i f ference , ' any change in the pre'portibn ef'" 
employees in the sone or the other category produces a cwrrespondlng var iat ion 
in s t ructure and in the t o t a l amount.of e x p e n d i t u r e . . . . . 
- Another important f a c t o r determining the §mount and type-«»f purchases 
..made by res idents .of the Zone in Panama i s the Volume and v a r i e t y ' » ! 
arid--.ftei-vj oe.s ava i lab le in t h e . Zone ' i t s e l f - a n d t h e t r e n d l n : the pr ices 
of these goods and services- I n ^relation t o prices> of the s;ame-g»od's'and services 
in the Panamanian market. '••'..'• , 1 L ,L I ' l ' : . . 
Various developments in' re-cent "years-'- sbite of-which -'have already been 
considered - j u s t i f y t h e view t h a t these l a t t e r f a c t o r s hot'-togethpr 
g r e a t l y a f f e c t - the trend I r i the pr ices of such g»od.s and services i n the •' 
coming decade.:. As regards the i i s t r i b u t i a . n l v fthe resident '-population between 
employees paid at United S t a t e s Fates and employees 'paid- at l o c a l r a t e s , i t ' 
has already been suggested that d r a s t i c r e l a t i v e contract ions -such as' t h a t : 
which occurred between 1952 and 1955 are probably a thing -of the pas t . 
58/Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone government, AnnuaX Repert, F i s c a l 
Year ended 1956, p .28 . 
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Ac the housing s i t u a t i o n in the Zone'has been s a t i s f a c t o r y s ince 1956 
when the programme f o r the construction 'Of'"new houses a n d t h e demolition 
of very old dwellings was c o m p l e t e d v e r y unl ike ly t h a t ther e w i l l 
be any major changes..during..the.„period 1956-66 - except for the normal 
decl ine in employment - in the number of employees'.resident in the 
Zone and t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n between employees."paid"'"at. l o c a l r a t e s and 
employees paid a t United S t a t e s rates.« 
So f a r as concerns ihe volume and v a r i e t y of goods and services-
ava i lab le i n the Canal-zone i t s e l f and the trend of r e l a t i v e p r i c e s -in t h e 
Zone and-Panama, i t . i s again u n l i k e l y tha t there w i l l be any important 
changes, once the re levant provisions of the Treaty and Memorandum of 1955 
•' 59'' r , .- . . -
have been f u l f i l l e d , Under these provis ions , the -exerc ise ofoariy 
ac t iv i t i e s . ; . o f a commercial nature.;ln the Zone i s s t r i c t l y l imi ted t o t h e 
bas i c needs of the res ident population and to c e r t a i n places -of e n t e r t a i n -
ment. Nor i s there l i k e l y t o be any great var ia t ion in the r e l a t i v e 
p r i c e s o f g'ceds and "Services in the Canal-Zone and ih.Panama, since;.both 
w i l l continue t o be; ;d.etermined :basically asy-in the pas t , by the, .trend 
o f pr i ces in the United S t a t e s . 
In conclusion, i t would"seem reasonable"to assume that the determining 
f a c t o r s w i l l be t h e s ixe ' b f the^populatif n and t h e : l e v e l - o f personal income. 
The s i z e of the population in the Zone has unde'rg6në"'"v:ieïeht f l u c t u a t i o n s 
in the l a s t decade and a half ( t a b l e ITT.—Vf). -Rut hh® most, marked 
f l u c t u a t i o n s occurred during the 1 9 4 0 ! s , in p a r t i c u l a r during the l a s t 
years o f the Second World War. In 1942 and 1943 the Zone's population 
more than doubled as compared with 1940 — and was a l so double the number 
of res idents between 1950 and 1956 - as a r e s u l t , p a r t i c u l a r l y , o f the 
tremendous increase in the m i l i t a r y population. Since 1950, when both the 
m i l i t a r y and the c i v i l populations became s t a b i l i z e d , the number of 
res idents in the Canal Zone has been f luc tua t ing between 53,000 and 58 ,000 . 
59/ Panama Canal Company and Canal Zone Qovernment, Annual Repert . F i s c a l 
Year ended 1956, pp. 3 4 - 3 8 . 
/Table 111-17 
J-./ OW.-I-'L/ Ur-jLy . . r-
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"-"V Table 111-17 
" P^NAM»:' POPULATION icilSIDENT -ftf CANAL ZONE. 
' '"'• ' •'"' . (Thousands)' 
Population ' : ' : Population Year r •' • "' Year. _ — — 
Total Civil Total' Civil 
1940 57.c •.., 30.5 "1948 • 63.8 • 47.2 
1941 .. , " 83.8' 42.3 -.,.•' • 1949 ' '" 61.1 • • 45.6 
1942 121.5 55.5 .""" ' 1950 .. , 52.8 42.1 
1943 126.2 I.- , .57.4.. ' 1951' ''' 56.1 ,, 42.1 
19.44 :o 98.9 47.0 , ' 195.2... 57 . 8" " ' 41.8 
1945- • , . 87.8... f 45.6V ' 1953 , ,56.8 42.0 
1946 ' 66.8. / . 48.1, ' 1954 • 53.8 .... 40.4 
1947 64.6 47»4 : 1955 % 53.0 39.0 
Source: U.S;; Bureau; of the. Census, Statistical Abstract... of 
the U.S., 1957 (tfashirigtbn^ --B»C:.-, ,1957). 
/In 1955,' 
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In 1955 - the'"lffst"for':-whibii^  
numbered 53,000, after failing since 1952' as a- result of the" decline in:., A.i 
the, number of employees résident" in the Zone y-lib which ref e-rience-: has >.-already 
been made. In Section 2, (projection of regular employees) it was,1 stated;«?: 
.that the number of employe es ' resident in the' Canal Zone had-stabilized : io 
itself more or less finally in 1957,' and that between then and -1966 it- : o. •'. 
would delcine only to the e x t e n t ' o f the'technological'disemployimérit o 
projected. Accordingly, if we "assume 'à fairly : Constant trend in the'! ;• 
average size of the family and "in the proportion of unmarried arid married • 
,persons resident in the Zone, it may be taken that the population of thé 
Canal Zone, in, 1966 will be approximately 40,000. ' 
What, then, is the probable future voltarne of'purchases ih-Pànama • •-'<"•  
by Canal Zone residents? As has been àée'h, none of the factors mentioned 
above - except the size of the' population - is likely to affect this ' , -
volume to any significant degree. Ï&ÏS "' we''fiàve'• only" : dóriàider''tilé '-'è' 
.possible effect on it of a changé in thè per capita ' incomes ' bf-Hhè-Zone's:-
population. As has already been'said,'thé Panama Cariai Company has made 
projections of its future âcti-vitiè'Sj 'iriciudihg onef on the0Ìncréasé tb::%e-' 
anticipated in the coining decade in salaries; arid : wage-ràtès; : An annual rate 
of increase of 3.5 per cent is predicted, giiang a total increase óf 41*1-
per cent. But this is the increase in the nbMnaT'income per employee; 
if, as has been suggested, " prices rise by 1.5' per cent per year, real -M-. •• 
wages and salaries will rise by only 2.0 per ^cèrit annuallya total 
increase of 21.9 per cent betweéri 1956 and 1966. If thè assumptions'made 
above (that the proportions of employees' paid at United'"States and at 
local rates,. •£ employees resident arid* not "résident iri'thé Zone, and'of " ' ^  
unmarried and married employees will remain 'the s'amé, ârid th'ât thé size of 
families will not change) prove tò have been correct, the 'iritfóine1 pèr; p'ersbn 
of the population resident in the Zone will rise' at' 'apiSÏ,bi3cima'Ke'i^ --€^  same 
rate as the, increase anticipated in the index of real iîàges and salaries;1 
It is further ..assumed that additional income received "by "persbnd émplòyedi 
in the Zone .from sources other than their occupations' --signiïicâifttly 




If all the f o r e g o i n g s e s àrë' .borate, .out,.; pep, capita income ,, r „f, 
in the Zone should rise by'21*.9 per cent between 1956; and 1-966» Whether or 
not the expenditures in Panama : of Canal Zone- residents increase to the, j 
same or to a greater or a lésser extent vd.ll depend on the income-elasticity 
of the demand for the objects' of these expenditures.. - .The statistical . 
informàtion available on the'incoifte of residents in .the Zone in the past and 
u . " 
on the structure of their expenditures Is not sufficient tp .permit, ra . 
quantitative estimate of this demandé All that is known is that it consists 
for the most part of expenditures -on entertainment-services - restaurants, 
cabarets, hOrse-^àcing, " lotteries i- and on oriental, luxury, articles,., ,tBfth . 
types of demand are characterized by an income-elasticity of more than unity. 
This coefficient has possibly been in the past about 1.5, and might perhaps 
reach 2.0 in the future if the supply of such goods and services in Panama 
is such as to -peririit-or" stimulate iti It will be recalled that projection 
"B" |f trâvellers'Xtdùrists) expenditures is-founded precisely ,on the . ,  
assumption' that 'Panârtia wiil-exténd' arid improving its basic tourist services; 
and if this' occurs;,' "tourisitf" In the .Canal.Zone may als$. be expected under 
.hypothesis "B"' to increase. Accordingly, • two: hypotheses will be used in 
projecting' the purchases in'Pânama: Of Canal ^one resident s î the first 
l^ y'pbt'lieàis' "A4' — beiDcd vu' blïfr aasuiuptiwii u£ .". aii,l^ tuome—elasticity ...Of, .demand 
4»f 1.5,'ahd the':? second 'hypothesis î'B" o^n; the as sumption-¡that the.,,., . 
extensioh arid improvement of the facilities Coffered to tourists .wj.ll,,. bring 
the income-elasticity of demand up to 2.0. 7 • ; .,. ; ,, ..... ,,;r....,-..„^r^. 
The foregoing assumptions./regarding,,the -coefficient ,of .income.-elg.sticity 
would'imply ¿iveri;liah; increasé of 2.0.,pe,r^ .centf!annually in the.*,real income 
per Cânal Zone resident an increase in demand of ,3.0 per cçpt per., year. I. 
(34|.:4"'-.p^ '>ceilt-"in:-"-10 years) under .hypothesis;.f5,-At,^ ,.iand a, cumulative annual, 
increase Of' 4;;0,per''cent' (4'8.e'0 Per ce-nt.;!^ -, 10-years)-,unjder.i.hypothesis.,1'B1'.,, 
But per' capita rpurchases ,-by Panal Zone residents,,in;-.Panama-, fluctuated, „ 
betweeh l953,- and '1956 .i. " about an annua,! .average qf 3.8P balbqas. On the basis 
of"the' increases in- the demand of,-these, residents,assumed .for the, coming ',. 
decade, "per capita..;'vpurchase-s ^should by ,1966 .have risen, to 51jL. balboa,s.„under 
hypothesis "A" and. •.562:.bàlbqas undiçr, £een 
indicated that the population of the Canal Zone in 1966 should be some 
40,000. The total value of purchases made in Panama in 1966 - at 1950 
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prices - should therefore be 20«,4 million balboas under hypothesis "A'1, 
and 22„5 million balboas under hypothesis nBw," representing increases of 
7 per cent and 18 per•cent respectively-iri relation.to the quantum of such 
purchases in 1956c o.o1 r: „ -..Jj.1. -oi. '-'--o '•.-.- o,o.'.''-J , 
(b) Projection of terms of trade 
The terms of trade for sales of goods and services to residents'in 
the Canal Zone are calculated by'comparing the index of the export, prices 
of "these goods'and services-with the index of the unit value of Panama-s 
imports. It has already been said that the latter index will bo projected, 
on the hypothesis of an increase of 1.5 per cent annually during the 
coming decade (see seotion Il.2»b). As for the price index corresponding, 
to goods and services sold by Panama to Canal Zone residents, it is 
reasonable to suppb-se that this will closely follow the country's , 
general price index. But it has been explained above that this index will 
vary as- a function of the import, prices index, or of thegeneral -level'.'. 7, .  ' 
of prices in the United States, that is that it too will rise at a 
cumulative annual rate of 1.5 per cent. The terms of trade under.this "head" 
will thus remain constant at the 1956 level. In that year, the index of 
the terms of trade for these goods and services (base 1950=100) was 
95".7,and it should be maintained at this-figure. ..during the. coming decade. 
This assumption is closely in accordance with the curve of.the,index 
throughout the period 1947-56, when it fluctuated very slightly between 
a minimum of 93.1 in 1947 and a maximum of 100 in 1950 (see table B-46). 
(c) Projection of capacity to import " * o, 'j 
Given the quantum of sales to Canal 'Zone residents in 1966 '20*4' . 
million balboas under' hypothesis "Aw and 22.5 millibn'balboas- under* 
hypothesis "B" - and the terms of trade index' -' which- will remain boristant 
at the level of 95.7 over the" coming decade" it 'is' a simple matter to.-., 
calculate the resulting capacity to Import. This" shouldfbe 19*5 million^' 
balboas in 1966 under hypothesis :,r'tP* and 21.5' million balboas" und'er -oo'or 
hypothesis "B". " ' '---""•i-1-' . o-.- •• • •• 
7o Summary of Canal 'Zone ' project ion's' '" "J '"''1 •"' -•'->•'•'•>•; oo-'oo o\o 
The volume of sales of goods and services to the Canal Zone in 1956 
was 48.0 million balboas. Under hypothesis "A" this figure should fall to 
45.¿"miliibh'balboas in 1966 (a decline of 4.6 per cent), but under hypothe-
sis MB" it would rise to 52.0 million balboas, an increase of 8.3 per cent 
(see table III-18)0 As can be seen from the very narrow margin between 
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Table 111-18 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF. QUANTUM OF CANAL. ZONE 
(Mill ions of balboas a t 1950 p r i c e s ) . 
1956 Ç 6 6 Hypothesis Hypothesis 
. T'A;I .. ,!B" 
Total . . , , . •:, .. 4 8 . 0 . 4 5 . 8 ••- '52.0 
Regular wages received'by employees-
resident i n Panama . . . . .15..1 .' ' 1 0 . 8 . 10 .S 
Sales o f services to Cariai Zone 
agencies . , 4 . 3 ' 3 . 9 3 .9 
Wages.received by employées of 
Panamanian, contractors , . .0,7 " 2 , 8 2 . 3 
Sa les of goods and services to 
Canal Zone . , , . . - 8 . 8 , v 7.V 1 2 . 0 
Sa les to Canal Zone rés idents *•••• 1 9 . 1 20 .4 22 .5 
Source y See text, . . . - ;. '-•'"•-
thèse two 'pro jec t ions , ex ternal demand or ig inat ing in .the Canal Zqne wil l 
probably remain r e l a t i v e l y s ta t ionary , " „ . ..,,- . . 
*3o" f a r as concerns the quantum of these exports, the it^ms represent! 
s a l e s of labour services to the Zone must be i s o l a t e d ¡„from, th&> r e s t , ^ I n c e 
' together they represent the gross product or iginat ing in, (the Zpnp. I f we 
combine t h e items regular wages, services sold to Canal, Zone agencies,and-
wagès recelVed by contractors ' employees, we obtain, a., pro ject ion, of, the!>,.' 
gross product of t h e "Zone." Table 111-19 shows that the absolute , t o t . o f 





P:<.CJÉ3iiOi>i: OF GROSS PRODJCT " OF CAMAL' ¿OWE 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices; 
' 1956 1966 sj 
Wages received: by employees : •--• 
resident in Panama 15«1 10.8 
Sales of services to Canal Zone • 
agencies *" ' • .... 4.3 3®9 .,..,.• 
Wages of contractors' employees 0.7 2.8 
Gross product Canal Zone 20.1 i7«5 
Source; See text. : 
a/. Hypotheses "A"- .and . "B" are identical in this case. 
¡However».the capacity to import generated by sales of labour services 
to the Canal Zone will not decline to the same extent, but by a bare 4.5 
per cent. This is because the main item in the Zone's product is the 
wages of regular . employees, for which a substantial increase has been 
projected.., According to the information available, the index of these v.-
wages.will rise at a rate of 3.5 per cent per year. Given th'è projection' 
of the .index of .unit, prices of imports *-;1.5 per cent increäse :per year ~ 
the terms, of trade, for this, item should "substantially improve.- Nevertheless, 
since we have assumed that the terms of trade 'for the other items will remain 
constant,the terms of trade index for aggregate "sales to the Zone : will' show 
only a very modest increase. The figure should rise from 110.2 in 1956 
(base 100 = 1950) to 114.0,.in 1966 under hypothesis "A", while under 
•hypothesis.. in which regular wages play a relatively smaller part it 
will rise to only 111.5. 
£1/ Ui\i..L2/4V4 
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Capacity to import- - according to the foregoing assumptions -
•vii-' '-intain its 1956' figure practically unchanged.under hypothesis "A" 
vfh/-Jidsr hypothesxs',Vf;S'- It tdll show an increase" of" 9«4 per cent,, 
In relation to the . figure, for 19.5.6 -.53 million.balboas - this will mean 
a fall to 52.2 million balboas in the first case and a rise to 58 million 
balboas in•the second (see table III-I.O)G Both the small reduction and 
the larger increase in the"capacity to import in relation to the quantum 
are due, as has been indicated, to the pHsitive. influence of the- increases 
anticipated in. Canal. Zone wage-rates« ••""'' 
Nevertheless, the prospects for external demand deriving from the 
Canal Zone in. the coming decade are definitely discouraging... . Only , the 
smallest of the items included in this group of transactions - wages 
received by. employees of Panamanian contractors l-'is:: likely te-Increase to 
any great extentD The more important items - regular wages and sales to 
residents in"the Zone -"show conflicting trends. Whereas the former will 
decline, despite the marked increase in wage-rates, from 20.0 million 
balboas in 1956 to 17^4 million balboas in 1966, the latter will increase 
slightly, from 18«, 3 million balboas in 1956 to 19.5 million'-balboas in 1966 
under hypothesis. A":and 21.5 million balboas under hypothesis "B" --an 
increase of barely 17«5 per cent on the most favourable hypothesis. 
Sales of goods to Canal Zone agencies are a different matter. Under 
h'ypcth-esis ,5AH; the figure1 of 8,3 million "balboas recorded In '1956 will 
fall'io -7;. 5 "million balboas in 1966. If It is remembered that 1957 saw the 
entry''Into fd'rce of the"prPhIbitioh'on purchases in Canal Zone commissaries 
by Panama residerits, which'me&ns reducing the demand'for'" Panamanian products 
on the part the Zone 'by"some millions of balboas, it'will be'seen that 
the foregoing'projection'does 'not,'' as might 'at first sight seem the case, 
imply a decline ihr demand. 'iCohs'eq.uently,- pro jection "B" under which the 
figure' for sale's will rise' from 8.3 to" 11.3 million balboas 1 a direct 
'-increase of 36 per cent Corresponding to a considerably higher real' 
• Increase - constitutes-' a fairly favourable' Hypothesis as regards the 
Canal Zone1s supplies policy. 
Lastly^ 'sales of services'should decline 'slightly,'mainly as a result of 
th3: smaller population'of the- Zone and the greater''productivity ana mechan-
ization of its various activities, " '*" '" 
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Table 111-20 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF CAPACITY TO IMPORT OF CANAL ZONE 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1956 
1 9 6 '6 
Hypothesis 'Hypothesis 
"A" * . ... ".B" 
Total 53.0 52.2 58.0 
Regular wages received by employees ... , fl.. , .... 
resident in Panama 20.0 17.4 17.4 
Sales of services to Canal Zone 
agencies ,,,;.< ; i. ; • ' 5.7 - 5.2 5.2 
Wages received by employees of 
Panamanian contractors '•. ' ••"• 0.7 ' : 2.6 2.6 
Salesrpf goods to Canal Zone agencies 8.3 7.5 11.3 
Sa-les to Canal Zone residents . 18.3 19.5 , 21.5 
Source: See text. 
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.. , . .. , Chapter IV 
J.-.:; JPROJECTIONSrBY SECTORS. , : 
/ " Iffl INTRODUCTION - — --
l.i Background data for sectoral projections 
In chapter III a careful analysis was made of the prospects for 
Panama's external demand in the next decade in the light of two posibilities; 
that it will continue to develop normally and ..spontaneously, and that en 
intensive and determined -policy for the promotion of exports of goods and 
services will be applied. Since the capacity t« import is the basic 
èxogenous factor in Panama's economy, these alternative hypotheses 
were used as a basis for the aggregate projections in chapter II. 
Macro-economic analysis ©f Panama's prospects of future growth suggested 
.that there-is sÇme possibility of achieving a reasonable improvement in tue 
general standard of living of the population in conditions of economic 
equilibrium and without imposing any demands which, ' fromL the economic point 
of view at least would appear to be intolerable.^  
However, this macro-economic projection, which is broken down into 
its main components in table IV-1, presupposes appreciable change's in the 
structure of these components. For intance, a projected annual rate of 
growth of 2 per cent in per capita private consumption implies at the 
end of ten years, a substantial change in the structure of consumption 
expenditure. To satisfy this future demaqii, and demand in the external 
and public sectors, which would all be afe higher levels and differ in 
composition, production would have to expand and simultaneously change it-t 
structure. Much the same thing would occur in the case of imports. This 
entire process implies considerable increase in and a specific dist i^bur.ior.. 
of investment, as essential Conditions for an expansion of productive 
capacity on the scale and with the structure required. The purpose of 
this chapter is to define in -Numerical terms this whole process of grov'T.h 
and change in aggregate demand and ¿he consequent levelling-up of aggregate 
supplies - these last being limited by the need to keep imports within t/: ^  





n : . PANAMA : AGGREGATE. PROJECTIONS. 
1966 Incren ;ents 1956 : 1955 -66 
' (Millions of balboas ,- Ipercei tage) ; 
at 1950 pr.ipes) : Total. Annual rate 
Private consumption 264.4 426.4: : 61,3 4.9 
Capacity to import a/ 92.4 133.6 44.6 3,7 
Gross investment 49.2 • 124.7 153.5 9-7 
Gross product 325-.5 : 604.4 ' 85.7 '' ' 6.4 
Population (thousands) 940.2 ' ' ' 1 246.5 : 32.6 2,86 
V (Balboas.at 1 .950 prices) 
Per capita.. private consumption 281 .;. .342 .. 21,7 2.0 
Per capita gross product. ; 346; .. ; ; -485., .40.2 ; . 
Source; See tables I I S and II-9. 
a/ Hypothesis B. 
changes that vail have to be made in the various sectors of the economy, and 
in the proportion of domestic to total supplies, will demonstrate in full 
measure what it would mean to try to raise the standard of living in Panama 
by 22 per cent during the next ten years, against the background of an 
expansion in ,the capacity to import of no more than 44» 6 per cent,, 
2. Brief explanation of method used for sectoral projections 
The keystone of the sectoral projections, and consequently the first 
stage in the analysis, is the estimate of the future composition of private 
consumption. The projection of its various components is obtained - both 
by categories of goods and by individual items - on the basis of the 
anticipated growth in per capita private consumption and in the coefficients 
of the income-elasticity of demand for the final consumer ^ocds or categories 
of goods in (Question. The next step is to complete the projection of the 
demand for final consumer goods by means of a projection of futur? 




As on© of the sources of supply - imports - is faced with the 
limiting factor of the capacity to import, the problem of import 
substitution assume~s "primary import ance~ for "future development.' The- ne;;«; 
phase-is therefore to analyse import substitution trends in relat ion to 
final" consumer goods during the past decade, with a view to predicai rig 
t h e i r future evolution.1 
After, f i n a l consumption has been projected and,hypotheses have, been 
formulated, with regard.to import, substitution, the next step i s to,estiuaoe 
the/respective shares of consumption to be_ met from domestic production 
afid from imports. : The l a t t e r , - stated in 1950 prices to the .consumer, -.re 
then expressed in terns of c . i . f . value, thereby; .providing a ,projection of 
imports of consumer goods in 1966. 
The next task i s to project the volume and composition of the damar:! 
for intermediate goods derived from thé projëctéd p r o d u c t i o n g r e - : . -3,, 
The estimates are based primarily on input-product coef f ic ients calcul . t fc l 
for the principal branches of production,, A fresh analysis then haj te ne 
made of import substitution trends, th i s time in relat ion t«> intermediatf. 
goods with some evaluation of t h e i r possible future development* 
Certain .assumptions regarding the share ef domestic, production in the 
t o t a l supply of intermediate goods in 1966 are used as the start ing po: nt 
f o r a projection of imports of intermediate goods, prices having f i r s t 
been adjusted in the manner described in the case ©f imports of f i n a l 
consumer goods. 
Estimates haying been made of future production of f i n a l and inter-jjedxc-i:'.; 
. goods, -the next necessary step I s to -calculate the additional" investment 
required ¡to ra ise productive capacity to the extent required by the levelc 
. of production, in ,quest ion. ,In. the absence of detailed,.information or. th is 
point, the capital needed was estimated.on the basis, of certain assumptions 
regarding the product-capital r a t i o in the Panamanian economy. A? the 
question,.of import subst i tut ion,wil l not ar ise as regards capitai, goods, 
a l l the additional machinery and equipment required w i l l have to be 
imported. I t should be pointed out here that construction materiale r r : 




j x The three s e c t o r a l pro jec t ion stages j u s t described, completed 
.by.;the: incorporation of the opt imist ic hypothesis f o r external demand, 
may be . f i n a l l y converted in to pro jec t ions of. domestic production and 
imports. The .former are funct ional ly , organized i n such a wir as" to r e s u l t 
i n a project ion of. the ..gross product by sec tors , and the l a t t e r are 
compared with t h e projection,^ o f the, capacity t o import, in order to detenni 
.ndiètheif;-«xteJrrial• equilibrium' is,...achieved. I f not, successive readjustmeatr 
in , the- ra te of growth . i n i t i a l l y assumed and i n the I n t e n s i t y of" the import 
subst i tut ion process would, eventual ly enable t h i s condition t o be s a t i s f i e d 
.. I I . PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND FOR'FINAL.vCONSIMSJR G O O D S • 
1 . . Pro ject ion of pr ivate consumer demand > - ' ' 
. , The bas ic .problem i s to determine the future d i s t r i b u t i o n of • cons-i-aer 
expenditure. This i s of fundamental importance because the composition of 
consumption i s the main determinant of the ' s t ructure* of o v e r - e l l supply. 
Not,,, Of course, that there i s any question o f impairing or r e s t r i c t i n g the 
consumerJ s r ight t o determine the pattern of h i s own'expenditure. On th ; 
contrary, i t i s p r e c i s e l y t h i s freedom e f the consumer in t h e maricet whi ch 
enables us - once we know the f a c t o r s inf luencing h i s conduct - to form 
reasonable hypotheses regarding the future composition of consumption 
in the private s e c t o r . 
Innumerable f a c t o r s , some o f them f o r t u i t o u s , play a part in 
determining the trend i n the pattern of private consumption. Over a period 
such as that studied i n t h i s pro jec t ion , the most important f a c t o r s are 
per capi ta income l e v e l s , population growth-,- changes i n income d i s t r i b u t i o n 
changes i n r e l a t i v e pr ices , thè ra te of urbanization and changes i n 
consumer t a s t e s . The d i f f i c u l t i e s which would a r i s e i f we t r i è a t o expreso 
any of these f a c t o r s i n numerical t e r n s ' a r e obvious; accordingly, ce r ta in 
.assumptions must be made to s implify the task of a n a l y s i s . I t w i l l be, 
assumed then, t h a t i n . the de,cade ending i n 1966 there w i l l be no important 
changes i n income distr ibut ion^ jbhat var ia t ions i n r e l a t i v e pr i ces w i l l 
follow the same trends as i n the previous decade and that there M i l be no 
marked changes i n the r a t e of urbanization or i n consumer t a s t e s * Given 
these hypothetical but reasonable condit ions, the structure" of consumption 
Ih 1966 w i l l depend primarily oh- thè per.'.capita, income. level, and on the 
increase i n the population. ..'.'/.*•'' -V -
''-•''' -' 4 " : ' o /Since there 
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Since there was no ' possibility oif' -"i*brki"ng; fcut à series on disposable 
personal incomes, private consumption'was used instead (see table B-31)* 
This should reach a figure of 426.4 million balbbas in 1966, ah increase 
of 61.3 per cent over that for 1956. This projection was obtained by-
assuming 'that over 'thè1 period 1956-6'6 per capita ~ private consumption 
will expand at thé rate of 2.0 pe'r cent annually and that; the population 
will continue to 'ihcrease *at' an annual- rate Of.'2.86 per- ;cent. Total 
private consumption in 1966'once estimated, it's .components may ¡be.; 
projected by the method- of finding a functional equation relating the 
per capita consumption ; of each item or group, of it-ems to total per capita > e l / 
consumption. For this purpose an equation of the c = K y -/ type is 
used, the parameter e representing income-elasticity of-demand. • 
This latter coefficient expresses the relationship betwéen relative 
changes in per capita income and relative changes in per campita 
consumption. The constancy of this coefficient - implicit in the 
function utilized - is a reasonable* assumption where Variations in 
income are relatively slight, as In this Cas'e. Experience in thè 
calculation and use of such coefficients in other countries1 and for 
different goods and groups of go,id s is, of course, useful in the:'critical 
assessment of the results obtained in the case of Panama. : ; 
The coefficients of income-elasticity used for these projections came 
frpm three sources. The problems presented by their use in the projections 
Will be examined below. Some of them were obtained on the basis of the 
time series for per capita consumption over the'period 1945-56' (see 
table IV-2). To form a better judgement'of the value" of the results 
obtained in.this case it will be useful to examine some of the factors 
which tend to make them unsuitable for the present purpose. During the 
period 1945-56, and especially during the first two years of the period, 
there was a certain degree of inelasticity in supply whi ch gave ri se to 
distortions in consumption'levels.' Where It was very obvious that this 
type of disturbance was present, the data for the yèars affectèd'were set 
aside and the calculation was made on the basis of a selected group of 
years. "' J • • 
1/ Where ç a per capita consumption of the item or group of items, £ -
disposable per capita income — in this case tothl consumption - and £ 




PANAMA:" PROJECTION- 0F -PRI¥ATE- GGN3Ui"iPTI0N 
- (Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
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1. Foodstuffs 













d.Milk, cheese and 
eggs 
e.Oils and fats 





"... g.Sugar and 
confectionary 










• b.Alcoholic 7 













1.00 8 675 
10 820 















1.00 5 949 
3 256 





0.00 '• / • * a. 2 440 
18 511 
,1.00 3 090 
; - - >' 15 421 
11 709 
3 712 
426 391 61.3 
153 056 : 53.3 
34' 0^0 'hZsÂ 
4,4 
lii 
14 019 61.6 3.4 ' 
15 202 40.5 4.8 
3 855 /32.6 . 8.0. 
96ZP 46.0 -4.1 -
.36 026 53.9 2.7 . 
20 o24 ::;50".o-- -- 2.5 ; 











3 736 45.3 
1 3 3 # 54.3 
"0.5 
8 375 /66.1; SÙ2' 
•3 
5.4 
- : •{ 
3 398 76,8 10..-
18 873 61.6. 2.6 
6 281 51i;2. "'•'••2i(f' 
36 157 55.4 6.1 
6 488 49.7 5-4 
6 469 / 61.6 8.6 





















3 182 4 341 38.1 ::: 9.0 
653 891 47.5 10.8' 
107 - 146 47.5 -2.1 
2 422 3 304 '35.4 9.5 
. , 30'4t5 . 64.5 : -1.3: 
4 993 61.6 0,3.' 
25 452 65.0 -1.6 
19 179,/^Ts -0j2 
6 273^ 69.0 
4.0 
4.0 












"income " Assumed -¡ 
inter coef-
val" .. ficient 
1956" 
Ftercent 
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• Tobácco manufactures 
•" a.Cigarettes • -¡': • 0.72 
b.Miscellaneous 0.65 ;','.';" 
. Clothing - - - 1.24 
. a.Footwear . ç/ 
b. Wearing apparel / ç/ 
; c.l Other non-dur- .. . , 
able pers.effets ç/ 
C.2 Miscellaneous;"" ' 
durable personal 
effects ç/ 








• Fuel and lighting 
i. Furniture, fitt ing s 
and household 
effects 
a.1 Non-durable '•> • furniture and, .. fittings 
a.2 Durable .furniture and fittings 
b.l Non-durable household effects 




expenditure , .v, 





communicatxons- ; -.  
a.Personal, transport 
equipment 
b.Utilizátión of equipment 








i. Hotels .' 'v!. 1J 









. 2 ¿00 
2.00 
4 554 6 952 52.7 
3 831, . "7 5 861 53.0 
,. 7 p r -;•::. .13091 50.9 
35 373 34 726 61 985 75.2 
7 749 5 904 10 539 36.0 
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.10 850 71-7 
14 168 58.7 








6 271 55*-l -5,7 
18 320 17 018 28 3.39 53,6 5.1 
8 711 8 143 13 078 50.Î , 3.0 




4 822 10 121 73.0. 
8 590 18 030' 96.7 
20. -8 
»J 
16 304 14 014 24 973 ,53.2 
: 2 328 2 26 9 4 148S/70.2 
12 672 24 308 91,8 ; 
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Source: Tables B-26 and B-31. See also text. 
§/ Projection based on "percentage increase for all other items in the group or sui 
group concerned. 
o/ Projection based on that of the quantum of expenditure of foreign tourists and 
residents in the Canal Zone (see chapter III, sections III.3 and IV.6). 
l/ The income-elasticity coefficient for the group was used. 
1/ Projection based on the estimated quantum of foreign tourist expenditure„ 




7 Another elemelitr'Hhichr could hav§ affected! the elasticity coefficients 
derived' from., ¿bmparigon of the various time 'series Is that of changes 
in relative prices. - This factor .."would not distort-the calculation if 
trends in- relative... prices were ,'to?i^ main!-:imchariged in the future.' 
Even though this latter a ssumption is not entirely realistic - especially 
as future growth should be greater than that registered In 194.5-,56 arid 
as, in addition, structural changes of some importance should take place -
the distortion is not regarded as likely to be very great.. .. . . . 
The main disturbing element is perhaps the fact that the IdS'tailed 
consumption series include . purchases by the Government,. by-. foreign.-.visitors 
and by residents in the Canal Zone (see table B~3l). The'share'of- consum-
tion made up by these purchases. - particularly those of the latter two.... 
groups is entirely unrelated to per capita income in Panamai and th.eyho.v-: 
probably followed, and'-will continue to follow, a trend different from ''" 
that of per capita income. Accordingly, certain adjustments .-¡have, to be ~ 
made in the projections; these will be explained later, but it. |i-s hard 
to say exactly how far they can reduce or remove any errors." 
All the circumstances just described have to a greater"dr lesser • V 
exte.nt affected the elasticities calculated,arid have in many 'cases resulted 
in low coefficients of correlation. But the results obtained-were " . 
subjected to critical examination and compared with those of countries 
with similar conditions. Only those coefficients which appeared reasonable 
were used for the projection. 
The second group of coefficients of income-elasticity was obtained by 
relating average per capita consumption to average per capita income in a 
27 r 
group of urban families at different income levels.-' The main 
disadvantage here was that the survey was an urban one and that these 
elasticities could, therefore, only be used for the projection of a 
certain type of goods and services® On the other hand, these coefficients 
have the advantage - since they were based on a survey covering a very 
short period - of not being affected by changes in relative prices, 
17 Statistical and Census Department, Estudio de los ingresos. gastos__£ 
costo de la vida, Panama City, 1952-53. 
/inelasticities in 
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inelastitltieS in Vupplyy Variations in "income distribution and urtan-
'ization"or "bhanges irr cbhsUmei* iastes• ;"'' <-U:!-— — - -.-. 
Thirdly,' in a very fbw cases (either b'ebaus'e not' enough information 
was available to make a calculation possible or because the results -did 
not appear reasonable) hypothetical elasticities wert' Used; these'were 
taken from the equivalent coefficients for countries at a similar stage 
of economic development. • - ~Vl"'••' -
'- Table IV-2: gives the coefficients of income-elasticity used and the 3/ ... ,... „, 
results of the projections.— Since the consumer items used as the'babis 
of the pro j e ct ion. in 19 56: included, ¿ale s. to .persons: .not. resident: "in Panama 
but excluded purchases made in the Canal Zone,' an over-all adjustment had 
tor be made (see table B-31). For this purpose-, it was assumed thatthe 
net adjustment -Increased; proportionat ely to total consumption.' s a i 
The • differences in th-e income-elast'icities: characteristic1 of the'0 
various types- of consumption- have meant: that: with the growth in tbt¥lr; 
consumption theffe has necessarily ^ ebh-a* modification Of the1-' latter '-sr:: 
structure • The relative growth, for instance, of the consumption* of•' ' •' 
beverages, -wearing apparel and "other personal- effects,'"fuel: and lighting, 
furniture and household effects, transport and communicatibris and- rebreations 
and entertainments must be greater, than that of total: bbhsumptibni and 
thec'!^ lative-Liiriportkhce of the£e,; eategoriesJ^thin the total mtis t •there-
fore- increase •; -The increase is bound to -be particularly marked in fuel 
and lighting (92.5 per cent)- and' recreations and entertainments' (91-S per 
cent). The contra-ry must be the' case with the other six' groups in thfe 
list - foodstuffs, tobacco, rents and'"iwatei^  cdnsMpfcitfn/i-ho;dsetib'liiJ" 
maintenance, personal care and- health, and miscellaneous services' - and the 
relative importance of eaCh of- these should therefore declineThe ' 
3/ The formula employed for the projections was: Cp = Co (1 f te)(l f r) , 
Whe re C p ¿¿P' coh&imption;pro j (3 ct ed -"-"for'-: %966f:' Co - =• cbnsumpt ibri in ' 19 §6 \ 
t as annual rate of growth of total per capita cpnsjjmptio%;(2:rperCv?eiit); 
e = income-elasticity of demand; r = annual rate of growth of the 
. In.cases :Wh,ere:consumption in,1956. appeared. to bevTa£noraiajL,,-iCq.. represents 
the annual average per capita consumption during the period 1954-56, 
and then- n = 11-. -•'-' LU:w seoivnoi: ooo d o ® •i:^-:jar:oo oo'j. 
'• J i;i,oT\ /increase under 
F./nw. i 9/hQh 
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increase Tinder the head of rents and water consumptiori .woylrl 
small, not exceeding 46.2 per cent. But the foodstuffs „group - which .as 
a.whole will grow by 53-3 per. cent there is ..a range of varying,, prospects • 
Traditional foods like rice and maize will increase^ by onljr^ CjU.5., and 32-6 
per cent respectively, whereas consumption pf livestock. products will .expand 
by more than 60 per cent. It is obvious ..that in .response to these structural 
changes in private consumer demand there will have to -be a change in the 
composition of supply and, more particularly, a ..recasting of Panama's 
productive activities. ...... .. i . ¡i 
2. Projection of consumer demand in the public, sector . 
During the period 1945-56 consumer expenditure. In.the public sector 
increased at a rate slightly below that of private ¡consumer, expenditure-
The share of the, public, sector in /total consumption fell from: 14.8 per 
cent, in 1945. to 13 *5 per cent in 1956, touching ,fu minimum -of: 12.2 per 
cent in 1949... In the absence of evidence.of ther.?iprrt„ which .could be, 
derived only.from a long-term policy, it . will.^  be assumed for this projection 
that the. share of the .public sector in total,consumption, will remain, the 
same as in 1950-56,, namely, 13-2 per cent- Seeing that in 195.6 it rose to 
13 -5 per cent.,, the above assumption implies that, the grpwth^ .pf. public.,., 
consumer expenditure will be slightly below that of private. consumjptiQri-
In any event, pyblic consumption should. risf from 41 •3,.million, balboa^-ln 
1956 to 64-S million balboas in. 1966- .This means an increase,, pf. 57.-1,per 
cent for the period, and as this is markedly hi^er than,,the. population 
growth it necessarily implies the improvement of public services both.in 
quantity and in quality (table IV-3). .,. . ,...; r 
It will be assumed that the distribution of the Government's. cpnsumer 
expenditures as between wages and purchases will be the same as in 195§: 
30.5 per cent for purchases and 69-5 per cent for wages. This would mean 
that in 1966 consumer expenditure in the public sector wili~be divided-as 
• f olldws;' 45 • 1 million bai boas for "wages and. 19 • 8 million, balboas for '"" 
-purchases .ofogoads: and services -: ± 0 - c In-:-/-.;;.; "ro 0 <'•!•-•>: .C?r;r;ni: -- j 
3- - .Trends and 'possibilities for" the substitution of ; imported consumer goods 
-f.7-,-'Recording;tx>;the; ba:sic- •3S-&«nsp&EQris naf the total demand 
for "consuiiier • goods and "serviced will' Increairerbetween 195.6"and 71966,by 
/Table IV-3 
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Table IV-3 
CONSUMER DEiy 
1 ; (Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
'PANAMA PROJECTION OF CO DEMANÏ3 IN ' PUBLIC '"SECTOR ' '  ' 
1956 " 1966 . Percentage 
increase 
Total ^ 41 269 64_843 . , . . .57.1 
Remuneration of personnel 28 670 ' 4.5 -066 57.2 
Purchases -, 12 599 19 777 " 57>0 
Source : See table B-27 and text. . 
about 62 per cent. In order to meet the new level of demand, the total 
supply of consumer goods and services would have to' grow to the sa_ce extent. 
..It; remains to determine the relative increases in imports and in domestic 
production of consumer goods and services- But imports of consumer goods 
have to remain within -the bounds set by the capacity to import - although 
it must not be forgotten that imports .of intermediate and capital goods 
will be an essential conditions for the achievement of the postulated rate 
of-' growth • From-the above we can fb'rm a first conclusion3 tfiYgom'é /importance, • 
1 namely, that domestic production of consumer gocdr, and services is likely to 
grow,more rapidly than imports of these goods and servies", 
It, is. a' well-known, fact that Economic, development, demands' rising, 
investment and an increasing input of intermediatergOodp • The fact that a 
high proportion, of the supply of capital goods. and: raw materials.-and. fuels 
is accounted:for by imports means that these ;items- absorba:large and growing 
proportion of : the capacity, to import • In these^ circiu-nsbances the substitution 
of -imported consumer goods -by domestic pr.o.du ct ion !:c cc-r c- iiaperatlve. i'rem 
the point of view of balanced growth-Thus,''çbnsideratio'hii of cost, quality, 
variety of product and so c-n take second place, and should perhaps be regarded 
as -the sacrifice-required,,:.of a .pertaini sept jon;,-,^ f, the. coirimunity in-order to 
achieve a given rate, of economic..growth5 a. .fuller. and better use of productive 
resources and, paradoxical as it may seem,.-a;.higher.;.genei-aD. standard- of living. 
If an effort is to be made to raise the general stan'dàrçtr^ riljriiig 
E/CN.12/494 
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during the coming decade to the extent previously indicated, then it would 
appear, given the present circumstances and the future prospects of Panama's 
capacity to import, that the;development policy should give primary attention 
to the problem of imports substitution. -Barring'- the: unforeseen appearance of 
highly favourable external facfcp-i^ gthfe^ grfowtfriMI Panama's economy will 
undoubtedly be determined by the.effort achieved in this .direction.. In this 
section a general survey will,be.;made of the import substitution trends which 
have, prevailed.over the-last'decade, and at the same time an attempt will be 
made to bring out the main elements which might determine future substitution 
prospects. A study of the resources available and of the economic and 
technical viability of production -will enable us to frame specific.hypotheses 
regarding the possible substitution of imports of consumer goods in the 
>orrnrig decade. v-; • ... ' . .• 
(a) Private consumption (see tables IV-4, IV-5, IV-6, B-26, B-29 and 
.. . B-30) . • , J ;.,: ; • r. • , ;• ? 
There was no indication of an accelerated substitution trend,In private 
consumer goods and services as a whole during the period 1945-5b, the share 
;,f domestic supply rising only from 65 per cent in 1945 to 70 per cent in 
"1956- The substitution effort, moreover, was ''concent'rated in the first three 
- ;ears, for by 194B the"proportion of the domestic to'the total supply had 
already risen to about 71 oper cent. T;his':Initial'rise reflects, the fall in 
sports -.after 1946 and the resistance of-•'private consumption'tc thiis fall• 
a 1949 the proportion reached in- the / earlier years began a *dov'rhwar'd movement, 
:iich ended in 1951-. There was a. fresh, recovery in. 1953, and since then the 
ro port ion has been maintained, with slights-variationcjr.at about 70 per cent. 
1he .fall., in the. share,, of dpmestic.product ion: bat ween ..-:19IE9 ..and ¡: 1951 was probably 
;ue to the contraction of.. Panama's economic. activity;, during those; years and 
Ue unemployment resulting from.it. As this contraction affected the lower-
Licome groups most, it undoubt edly pro due ed a greater slackening of domestic 
emand than of the demand for imported goods- "This "interpretation is 
confirmed-, as will-be-seen;lat£r,' by '"tHecontraction suffered under the head 
;f foodstuffs during those years - •-: •" "4 " 
yPn the basis, of-;the,-:hypotheses,^ set \forth."belOw regarding the import 
Substitution possibilities, for e.achgroup, sub-group and individual item of 
consumer goods and services?., it is anticipated ...that .the,..shqre of domestic 
supply in the next ten years will grow from the present figure of 70 per cent 
to" over SO per cent in 1966- • "'• • '""' 
an/ ¡q-7Hf 
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• T * - t- '' ' 
; : • ' Table IV-4 ^  >•'..'•'•:''' •''" 
PANAMA':"APPARENT'"CONSIMPTION "MET^FROM' DOMESTIC PRODUCTION, 1945-56 
J,": """" (Percentages) 
of gui;? 
consumption b c ->•;, "1946 1947 .1948 1949 1950 1951*' ' 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
. — - ' " J iivXo 
69.7 : 76.O Total 65.3 65.3 67.6 70.6 70.6 67.9 ' "67.3 ' 68.3 70.5 70.2 
f. 1.. Foodstuffs 75.8 78.6 76.4 81.2 81.7 78.5 76.1 76.6 80.6 79.4 81.0 8O.4 
-'"'a. Bread and grain 83.6 85.8 78.4 83.5 94.0 93.9 88.5 ' 89.7 95.6 95.2 92.7 94.8 
'Mb. Meat:", V.";' "'• 91.6 89.7 93.0 94-5 93.3 91.5 92.0 91.1 91.5 92.2 90.4- 90.1 
"c. Fish . V'-:' ,,' 47.2 53.4 39.5 48.6 '53.6 31.7 27.2, 28.8 •31.6 34.3 39.1 37.9 
•r ,;,'di Milk", cheese ' i 
, . and'eggs'.";: - 73.2 75.4 71.2 72.9 72.6 73.9 74.7 ,72.2 80.4 76.1 82.7 84.8 
•le. Oils and fats 4.5 15.8 25.8 25.6 17.6 18.5 18.7 17-7 "8.6 5.4 28.6 27.7 
*~f. Fruit1 and ve-
, getables "; . . 78.8 85.3 79.8 81.4 78.4 73.5 74.4- 68.0 71.9 74.9 75.4 72.7 
'g~." Sugar and con-' 
>'• fectionery . . ,45.8 67.4 63/5 86.4 87.0 86.9 85.2: "87.6 89.1 88.8 85.4 •84.7 
': h. Coffee,tealand r • 
cacao 71.2 68.2 72.6 98.1 95.4 77.0 84.2 90.6 92.8 97.7 96.1 «6.7 
i. Miscellaneous 
' foodstuffs 26.4 28.0 23-0 22.7 22.8 23.7 12.? 25.6 19.8 23.5 26.1 22.6 
-^.'Beverages 1- 82.4 79.2 81.6 82.3 82.5. 77.5 73.0 •80.6 78.6 81.7 79.6 79.9 
ai Non-alcoholic I .00.0 99.9 99.7 99.8 99.6 99.6 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 LOO.O 99.9 
', b. Alcoholic 79.5, 76.5 78.5 78.7; 
• ta 
79.5- 73.2 68.0 F76.0 74.0 77.8 75,?: 75.9 
3 . - Tobacco manufac- •:.:.i vr 
- tures: •'• '•"- "5.8 7.2 11.5 10.4: "9.9 8.9 10.7 : 9.3 9.8 10.9 37.9 47.1 
•a. Cigarettes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o' 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.5. 44.2 
• b L Mis cellaneous 32.6 52.7 52.8 58.5 62.2- 52.8 57.4-' 60.6 73.4 38.5 53.0 62.9 
4. Clothing and other 7.1. - -
personal effects 21.0 31.3 44.7 45.5' 46.2 48.5 45.2 ; 52.8 54.2 50.0 50.8 51.8 
. a. Footwear -15.5 38.8 -34.8 35.0 24.2. 38.3 47.8 75.8 80.1 39.2 43.0 32.2 
b. Wearing apparel 56.6 61.4 67.0 62.1 61.7 59.7 56.4 60.4 61.0 59.4 61.37 64.2 
c-2 Miscellaneous 
' durable perso-
3.6: 5.8 6.3 
. ••« 
8.3 ; ' . nal effects „0.4 0.9 ,2.0 3-.0 4.2. 5.4 5.8 5.3 
,"6.» Fuel and lighting 84"-. 6 84.7 84.8 83.2' 83.0 81.5 82.8 81.7 .82.5 80.0 81.7 80.5 
\7. Furniture, fitting ' r ->»c i. and^housenold 29.6 16.1 16.8 15.4 20.4 14.3 14.5 18.7 24.7 19.7 20.0 17.5 
i*! a-2 Durable furni-""" ! : .">; r .'.¡.U^*, -. ture and fit- 66.1 62.0 
: • s 
69.8 
' i : t ' ' C-'"' 69.0 1 tings . 70.4 66.3, 57.3 65.1 ; 80!. 8-77.0 71.4 68.4 
18.. Household' maintte- • -i •n, 76.3 66.'2 81.1 84.9 "rTalYce \ "83.4 79.6 81v'8 78.5 68.4 68.1 71.1 88.6' 
j- b . Mis cellaneous 60.1 53.6 51.6 38.7. 
'i • 
58.8 72.6 66.7 . •'" expenditure ,, 57.4 53.8 43.0 -42.1. 44.7 
9. Personal.are 18,1 
-
26.8 23.9 23s0 27.0- 28.7 32.6 26.5 27.6 27.1 23.5 23.3 
a. Personal care 14.2 9.-4 18.5 •19.2 24.9 "17.9 15.5 Vt-J S B 
15.2 
m 
66.4 b. Health • '35.6 
36.1 35.8 36.2 37.6 32.9 34.6 38.2 41.4 29.7 
11. Ente.rtai hmt, <31c. c.-Borikrsyperiuax-' cals,magazines 
71.4 •58.2 -63.6 69.9 70.4 67.5 62.5 50.7 65.7 62.7 62.8 




PANARIA; IMPORT SUBSTITUTION TRENDS FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS 
: " •. ' Net Produc-
tem and year 
1 • -














(Kg net). : • ; Irli - : • ' ,"'Y\ -r- V" 
. 1945 • ' - • 4 865 394 ; IH." 60- 055 580 • 64 -920 -974 r "92.5 
1946 3 28.0 655 : 55 383 583 v; 1 58 664 238 v . ' . 94.4 
1947 • 6 639 374 - 61 779 230 .. 68 418 604 ; 90.3 
1948 .... ' " 5 226 968 75 976 660 6/818 81 203 628 ,v . 93.6 1949 ; 75 050 80'830 Ó94 80 905 144 •'.• ' 99.9 1950 13 258 : 85 547 451 ', - 85 560 709 - 100,0 
• 1951 - 3 467 160' 86 318.558 — 89 785 718 96.1 
1952 - . 3 172 806 ; 92 759 564 — 95 932 370 - ' 96.7 
1953 603 113 352 641 - 113 353 244f 1C0.0 
. 19.54 . • 4 4 4 100 "878 861 — 100 879 305 ! - -100.0 
-955 " 91 .101 014 938 101 015-029^ 100.0 
.956 
* • \ 
; 390 - 98 ' 100 198 473 - 100 19& 7651 100.0 
felze -Me •• • 
Quintals.) . . . . 
. ;945 • - • . 3 491 . . . • . 34 064 759 34 068 250 100.0 
:9'46 : 3 321 38 736 757 :v . 358 38 740 078 l'OO.O 
1947 • • '-5 803 40 -«23 '280 C 911 3-no.n 
1948' 1 ' • * 664. 47 672 519 . / - 4 134 47 673 183 loo.o 
•-949 : . 2 359 • ' . . - 55 337 175 ' ' 4 600 55 83 9 534 100,0 
-950 w - • 3 090 . .: _ . 64 092 550 71219 64- 095 640 100,0 
' '.951 ' - ' : 942 — • . 68 583 110 : 68 584 052 100,0 
1952 : V--:. ' ' . • 1 199 72 529 361 72 530 56b •'•; loo.o 
• 1953 1 459 . — 79 2Ô7 882 r " " • " ' - 79 289 341 ioo.o 
, 1954 , • 346 209 . ~ • . v 77 791 028 i 84 298 -78 .13.71237 - • 99,6 ... 1 9 5 5 • 1 693 153 ^ 82 961 977. . 77 376, 8V655 130- . ' -98.0 
.. 1956 ... 1 ; l34-.26or - > 75 7*?5";223,"l'ir " ' W -1 76 929 483 : ^ 98,5 
• • i • 
' lg net) • 
194.5 1 1 426 216 3 674 095 v" 5 100 311 72,0 
1946 • ' .1 276 632" . . . . 5 443 104 , ': 6 719 736 " - 81*0 
'-947 1 180'107 - 5 624 541 • • - " " • - "  ' 6- 804 648 82.7 
• 1948. ' ' Y : 1 345 912 404 • 5 942 055 • • 4 500 7 287 563' 
1949 1 344 994 701 . 6 304 929 7 649 ;222r ' 82.4 
.. - 1950 , •. 1 516" -385 1 106 7 393 55.0 , — : 8:908 829 83.0 
1951 1 851 429 2 844 ' 7 937 860 . 9 786 445 " 81.1 
1952 . i 1 911 445 • 2 133 5 987 414 7 896 726 75.8 
•"1953 .. 1 878 374 9 800 6 304 929- 8 173 503 77.1 
. : 1954- - ' 1 987 619 " - 5" 352 386 264 ? 340 005 . 7^.9 
1955 ., . 2 235.834 ¡'.e-¡I - .'r' . 7 529 627' . • ; v*- 9 765 461 77.1" 
• 19.56' 2 149 140 31.4 5 170 949. 7 319 775 i 70.6 
! Aabl« l\f-5 (Continued) 
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Table IV-5 (Continued) ^ 
'item and year 
nsoifti ; 
Imports Re-ex-- ports aoi 
Produc-














| T i f M'a a i 
- ~~ 
fibres j 
1945 28 067 7. 291 26 155 829 26 176 605 ; 99.9 1946 r 41 731 30 677 23 313 746 .; 130 •23 324 800 ' • 100,0 
•' 1947 - >2 682 25-890 21 839 902 .160 21 846 694 100.0 
1948 182 307 142 808 17 212 179 • - 4 " 17 251 678 99.8 
. 1949 . /; ;: 347 789 145 466 : 14 527 340 14 729 663 i:: 98.6 
• 1950 : 378 200 136 602 13 095 860 , ; 13 337 458 1.98,2 
• ' 1951 '''V'-'/' : v 380 492 114 "927 ' 1*4 695 960 — ' 14 961 525 : 98.2 
;' 1952 ,.„'•.-:•• 371 303 116 750 16 853 600 17 108 153 98,5 
.1953 •77'V: 184 126 83 581 , 16 359 350 16 459 895 99.4 
"1954 •;.'••: 126 911 34 867 15 419 230 18 15 511 274 . 99.4 
- 1955 , - 168 148 11 077 14 850 276 •.• j" -ril 15 007 347 :99-. 0 
. 1956 . ; I 46- 010; 8 137 ' 15 267 729 • , . • - - 15 305 ¿02 99.8 
Potatoes 
(Kg net) : 
1945 548 051 21 839 1 496 Ô54 — 2 023' 066 
1946 85 535 6 314 3 039 066 - 3 118 287 :v- 97.5 
1947 205 670 3 098 1 542 213 1 744 785 . .8^4 1948 409 047 110 924 1 859 727 , 2 157 850 86.2 
, ¿949 300_084 11 438 2 222 601 • — " 2 511 247 83.5 
1950 1 729 834 4 102 1 632 931 3 358 663 / 48.6 
.1951 1 144 -494 2 902 989 4 047 483 71.7 
: 43 . ,5 1 1952 2 419 006 1 859 727 " : — v 4 278 733 
1953 1 116 243 ' • — ' 1 451 494 — 2 567 737 . 56.5 
1954 847 579 • - • 2 449 397 • v - — ' 3 296 976 74Ì3 ,: 1955 841 098 2 676 193 ' • > ? : 3 517 291 76.1 1956 j;.>: 1 361 861 2 902 989 4 264 850 68.1 
Tomatoes c t •*• 
net; 
19,45 1 006 3 090 776 3 091 782- - 100; 0 " 1946 1 674 - 3 926 292 — 3 927 966 - -100,0— 
1947 11 616 - 2 812 270 — 2 823 886 
1948 17 579 - 2 492 034 — 2 509 6 1 3 99.3 
1949 24 168 - 4 909 226 — 4 933 394 99.5 1950 17 018 - 2 127 800 ... Ì- " 2 144 818 * 99.2 
1951 14 538 3 447 299.. — . . . 3 461 837 99.6 7 1952 v / 16 498 - ; . 4 354 483 . 4 370 981 99.6 
1953 x'1 : 13 291 4 404 378 •rrr • 4 417 669 99.7 : 
1954 a 2 074 3 864 604 • ? . - 3 866 678 99/9 
1955 26 4 407 554 4 407 580 100.0 1956: 28 4 950 503 » —. - • 4 950 531 100,0 
/Table IV-5 (Continued
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able IV-5 (Continued) 1 
•• ••••• ••••••. N e t Produc-
Re-ex- Produc- '' Sports tion as 
. iem and year Imports . - . . Exports plus a percent 
X I ^ - - ports..; > tiQft, . p r o d u c - " 
, .. .1 00b ,^'i. C-- '--U- •'-'•'• ; ; tion total' 
. hit e sugar .. >'.:' pv r r I \ • 
. (Kg r Let):. ... N .::a. v; ï . 
.1945 3 433 811 .  4 243 988 ' ; ; 7 677 799 . 55.3 
1946 ... .• ..••' .,u. 1 407 270 u'-' - 6 018 213: 7 425 483 '' * "81.0 
. . 1947 ••• i '-2 739 680 2 256 ; --7 90S-,195 10 645 619 74.3 
-1948 AC;;. .:. 103 694 94 '• 10 125'217 ,, ...... 10 228 817 -: 99.0 
1949 '. .:••. .v:.;' .. 29 633 ; 167 10 363 806; . 250 000 10 393 272 99.7 
- 1950 -19 136 13 014 688; 2 454- 545 13 033 824 99.9 
- • 1951 •'•) r. J. 10 377 • 14 864 663 14 875 040 99.9 
" 1952 12 905 - 17 421 062 2 835 839 17 433 967. 99.9 
1953 10 903 16 973 776 3 377 -826 16 984 679 99.9 
; 1954 16 876 • 18 089 158 3 187 687 18 106 034 99.9 
1955 J V 16 102 14 894 374 ;•'• ' r' ; ~ 14 910 476 - 99.9 
r 1956 - Z: A T---' r .20 982 " 10 15 034 216 61 187 15 055 188 99.9 
. Coffee beans, • 
.. roasted.or - H .... V , ' ' J 
ground coffee 
• • (Kg r V " ; ' " " -
• 1945 830 741 3 175 144 10; 4 005 885 79.3 
• 1946 Vc'\" y A: 930 794 ; 3 039 066 3 969 860 76.6 
;Ï947 863 178 ' . 3 538 018 ' 4 401 196 .8.0,4 
;-rl948 i 942 2 148 3 129 785 K 3 134 579 99.8 
- 194$ 52 720 1 154 2 857 630 v 450 2 909 196 "98.2 
• 1950 49-9 446 - 22 2 902 989 45 3 402 413—* • - 85,3 
' 1951 327 777 1 189 2 948 348 • • ~ 3 274 936 90.0 
1952 178 603 838:; 3 039 #b6 3 216 831 ' 94.5 
1953 3 706 ( 2 404 038 242 826 2 407 744 99,8 
. 1954 _ 171 -J : ; 2 902 989 2 903 160 100.0 
1955 54 2 948 348 633 613 2 948 402 100.0 
•w.Gb.9-56 182 118 'J... .T'•. ., , 2 267- 960 2 450 078 92.6 
Refined L salt, •'• 0.V ;. > - • 
'. coarse : unrefined -
salt and rock; .... ..'• ' 
salt for lirestock — 
(kg net) . ' -
-98.7 1945 ;.','c • j.,... 28 698 - " '2 21CT 535 i'i - 2 239 233 
1946 52 460 7 219' 098 — 7 271 558 99.3 
"1947 154 683 .  Vr 4 019 551 — 4 174 234 96.3 
1948 128 240 , ¡j 3 060 385 1 452 3 188 625 96.0 
1949 :144; 068 815 .. 3 091 683 - 3 234 936 95.6 
1950 274 665 ' - 4 528 300 - 4 802 965 94.3 
1951 2 106 154 — 5 387 221 - 7 493 375 71.9 
1952 125 873, — 5 901 141 - 6 027 014 97.9 
1^53 101 616 — 3 929 241 4 030 857 97.5 
1954 157 007 - 6 343 393 — 6 500 400 97.6 
1955 474 260 - - 9 382 868 463 9 857 128 95.2 
1956 80 273 - 6 971 618 2 448 7 051 891 98.9 
xh¡ UK. 12/«W* 
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. - • . . . —-
19*45 2 133 944 ' 8 502 .. 522 693 2 648 135 19,7 
1946 - 1 647 303 488 524 816 21 .2 171 631 ,24.2 
194? 2 349 922 23 983 695 656 - 3 021 595 23.0 
1948 ' 2 011 314 20 109 727 627 2 713 832 ., . 26.8 
1 1349 1 600 224 8 667 848 107 - 2 439 664 ; - 34.8 
1950 1 680-784 10 259 1 221 384 — 2 891 909 ' 1 42.2 
1951; " 1 648 613 14 515 1 442 638 — 3 076 736 46.9 
1952 : - 1 223 481 1 503 ' 1 713 334 — 2 935 312; 1 58.4 
1953 ' - 521, 595 5 2 464 025 — . 2. 985, 615: • 82.5 
1954 3k 906 66 2 611 690 — 2 615 530 : 99.9 
1955 Iii-809 — 2 729 924 — 2 741 733 / t 99.6 
Beef v • • 
cf V 
(Kg net) , ,,-r 
1945 186 223 154 042 534 335 " - 566 516 • "94.3 
1946 86 463 76 084 545 280 ' - 555 659 / 98". 1 
1947 59 782 31 232. 576 258 — 604 808 1 95.3 Í948 96 613 52 290 592 400 — J v : 636-723 '' > 0 3 * 0 1949 ! 93 082 27 3 75 578 000 — : > , 643 707 V 89.8 
1950, 51 500 14 288 , 570 000 .If* 607 212 '93,9 
• 1951 ' . 63 316 9 789 567 000 • 620 527 " ' ,91.4 
19-52' " 25 655 ' 6 461 554 000 ; R - «w , ~573 194 r '. 96.7 
1953- 14 672 4 455 574 200 —. 584 417 1' '98.2 
1954 11 832 ' 2 238 585 100 594 6941 9-8; 4 
15.436 2 005 584 700 ' — 598 131 •97.8 
30 .881 6 848 593 600 - ' 617 633 . 96.1 
POlfeSfef ~' 
•'Yjffff- net Y " *" .. 
<• 
-
1945 ; 218 857. 28 549 181 975 37.2 283 .. . 48.9 
1946-;:- - ' • .. 144 892:.. 32 800 — • ' — _ 
194?" 98 448 11 913 — — .. ' • . . . 1 . • . . I- —, 
1948 c-v 40 545. 14 344 ¿ — — 
1949 •• 39,232 4 229 _ - —¿„1 f 1' '-SÍ^ IÍJALpÍ?-1^  .'¿i'o'f.' 
1950" ' 26 581 . 3 945 181 900 — 204 536 
195.1 ' 24 289 6 276 - • • u 
1952 . 23 821 5 438 • 139 800 •158 183 é 88.4 
1953-"- - 7 472 . 482 -T 241 100 — 248 090 ""97,2 
1954' 3 526. 09 / 225 600 - — ~ ' 229 Ojj 58.5 
1955 ' ..'" : 8 59.7 . 41 '214 600 — - ¿23 156 ; 96; 2. 
1956 13 & 7 , r, 164 181 700 195 163 - , , 93 »1 
_'J... „„..-.hl;,/'.- —it. 
Source; Statistical and Census Department (Dirección de Estadísticify: 
—,-','" ^ ^ '"•'i/J" /Table IV-6 
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•¿¿-lo'^ s -*i;iTable IV-6-,, . 
A: PRIVATE - CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE OF SUPPLIES, 1 9 6 6a/ 
" "X-j .(.Thousands at', 1.950 prices) Y-v--
•I - , y . . . ^ I'r • t 
Source of supply 
Commodity Total T" mèi-from Internal External, domestic . 
"Total ^ X X 477 544 m 261 87 283 ^.7 . "1. Foodstuffs • ', v Y••'"-'• IS^ 056 145 334' ~ • 7 722 '95*0 
a. Bread ..and grain . •Sx v* - w m " - m . 98*6 ,r Bakery,¡.products 14 019 • tk. 019 • - 100.0 
Rice :'"••".. "J 15 202 15 202 - ióo;o 
•;' ...; Maize :. ' 3 855 3 855 — l'OO.O 
¿y. Other grain :':.X 487 487 50«'0 
b." feeat "; " ~'i;î' . 36 026 ÏÏ 35 959 i 62 99Ï8 Beef.. ; . 20 C24 20 024 1 - 100;0: 
Ham '' ; 2 "558 2 558 • 1CQ;,.Q 
• ' Pork and pork products 3 736 ; 3 736 10Q;»0 
Poultry - 8 375 ' 8 375 IOC e (3 
Miscellaneous ••"•':':'.'. 1 333 1 266 67 ' 95.0 
-•-."•«•C^  Fish;. • "X 3 "M- : 3 228 170 - 95.0 
•'• Milk,'.!, cheese and. e ggs ' 18 873 ' 18 805 68 99o6: 
Qiisfaiid-'i^ ts , • '' X 6 281 6 250 31 99.5, 
Piniit and -lve get able s ' " 36 157 31 477 4 680 87.1' 
-go"Sugar and confectionery '••• •:.••" 9 614 9 133 481 95*0 
....' ho Coffee,i tea* cacao, etc.- ' -L>M" 4 317 4 231 86 98.0 
. *•'i. Other .foodstuffs " 4 34i 2 689 ' 1 652 61 ;9 
' . Salt ' 891 '."' . 891 100,0': 
Ice 146 146' - ' ioò;o:; 
..Miscellaneous - . 3 304 1,652; ; : 1 652 ' 50.0 ' 
2» Bb-ve rages 30 445 : 24 172 ' 6 273 79.4. 
a. Non-alcoholic " t 4 993 4 993 - 10G.0 
hi" Alcoholic "••• 25 452 19 179 6 273 75.3: 
• Domestic. '• - ' .:. 19 179 :: 19 179 - 100.0 -,' ( Imported • ' : ^ ' 6 273 • 6 273 
3« Tobacco'- manufactures .. 6 952 "" -6 386 ^ r '566 91*3. ..^ ¿'....Cigarettes. ,,. ' -. , 5 861 . ..- 5 568 293 95*0 
b; Kisde-ilaneous 091 818 • -273 75.0 
, " 61 985- 44 654 , 17 331 
at FdStweaf- '.;. " f , , 10 539' 10 012 527 95.0 
b. Wearing.apparel " ' - ' 44,2.7.7... .1-—-33-208 11069 75.0 
ft Other pers(|,QaiY.effects * 7 169 . ..., ,1 434v . -5 735 20.0 
5» Rents and water Consumption :54 Ì 3 1 ' J 54 131 - 100.0 
6 . Fuel "'and IxShtinfe 13 055 12 934 121 99.1 




Commodity -¡'•"••'"' ; vk'J. '•'.•: • - cT ;;••, '5 t Total ¿1 •;. 
L Source of supply Percentage '• met from 
Internal External • domestic 
production 
Furniture. ''fitting's 'and: household.. '; 
effects • ,-,.• 25 4.39 6 866 18 573 - z M -
a. Furniture and fittings ,,• .. ... 5,762 4 898 864 85'. 0 
b. Household effects • 19 677 "•• ' 1-968 ' 17 709 ,710*0 
Household maintenance 14 168 13"227 • m -
a. Domestic services • -r- •' . 7 897 • -, 7, 897 , , 100.0 
b® Miscellaneous expenditure. • 6 271 5 330 " 941 s;5o0 • 
Personal care and health 28 139 . 10 700 17 439' 38.0 ; 
a. Personal care 13 078 3 923 " """' 9 155 3000' 
b. Health , . , 15 06l 6 777' ' 8. 284 " ..45,0 
Transport and communications '57- 272- - -•' 46 . 249 v: 11 023 ,80.8 
a. Personal transport equipment ; • 10 121. . . 10 121 . -
b. Utilization-pf equipment ,. 18 030 . 17 128 902 95 0 6 " 
c. Purchase of transport services 24 973 •24 973 .'.•••XODvO? 
d. Communications !u •' •:>'-' 4;148 ,, .4.148 ... • 100.0 
Entertainment, etc. : ; j-\.M-'•'> " 24 308 17 014 • .7,294 70.0 
• . !• Il,ll.« Ill • 1 1 100.0 a . Entertainment. . . -¡... , 6 686 6 686 " b« Hotels and restaurants & 543 11 1 • 6 -543 • 
-c. Books, periodicals/ magazines• ! X 4 . 462 ; • 3 1. 23 . . , 1 339 70.0 
d. Miscellaneous r •<•;., . 4 1 - v n . . . 6 617 ; 662 5 955 10*0 
, 'Miscellaneoushservices, .. . ,-,,. ... - 8 594 8.5.94 .—. . . 100.0. . 
•a. Financing ... m i q ; 68? • ICOiO 
b« Other services'- " •"••"•'>• :>1" v , ' • 7 907 . . ; . .7 .907 . r ." 100.0 
ireé : 'See tablé; .^ ndV'text. ; , - . . . . 
Relates'îtè value!of p r iva te ' cor^uraption.^before ,.£h.<pb n^Sf® i n table.. 
I V - 2 . , 
f , , - •: - • ' - , - • : . . . ' . 
- I 
¿1 . i, /(i) "Foodstuffs 
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• —:-—.-—-(-!-;)- --•FoQdstufXs^^.Jhe.de.velopment of the ^ substitution, trend iri ... 
this :gr.oup -is similar-tcLtJimt-just described, although at a different 
level: the shai'e of domestic èupply rose from 75-8 in 1945 to 80-4 in 
; 195^ "in 1949: it'reachM a'"'frgure-of:-a-botft-82 
to ^ 6. per cent in 1951 • In 1953 it recovered -/and- in. the ..-last foiu^  years 
of .the period fluctuated around a figure of 80 per cent. In view of the 
relative importance of this group -it represents about a third of total, 
consumption--- its substitution situation is much the same as that of • . 
private consumption as a whole. The analysis in the following paragraphs -
of.the import .substitution possibilities for the various food groups and ,. 
individual items suggests that the,share of domestic strpfiîy'^'^fr^â^-^'-^ 
95"-0 per cent in 1966. i ' ' Y'.'; 
In the;--subgroup .bread, and grain there was a considerable, rise in 
the- share of , domestic supply - from 84 per cent in 1945 to 95 per cent • 
in, 1956. The imported component fell-..to less than half while domestic 
supply grew by about 63.per cent. The main items contributing to this 
chahge were- rïce - imports "of which" "Stopped completely 
bakery products of domestic origin^ the volume of which greatly increased.. 
The fall in the share of domestic supply in 1951 and 1952 was due ,-v-:.-,-• ; 
Springipally to the shortfall in rice, production during those years'. ' 
Siipçe the cessation of: rice imports in recent years the ^ pbrt^.'t^j^ïSSp" 
has-eonsist-ed only of-x.erfc.ain. b4?e.ry ..products, some non-tropical grains: ,. . 
and small quantities of maize purchased to cover occasional deficiencies. 
Thus the only substitution possibility for the future lines in having "'" 
certain stages in the processing of domestic grains (such as maize)rand 
grains imported in their natural state (oats, wheat, barley etc.) carried 
out in Panama- If we assume that these manufacturing processes will 
raise the share of domestic supply to 50 per cent in 1966, that imports 
of certain bakery products will be entirely abolished and that the 
domestic supply of rice and maize fully meets the demand, the share of 
domestic supply in the bread and grain group should amount to 98.6 per 
cent in 1966. 
In the meat group no clear tendency has been discernible in the 




During the first seven years after the war the value of thè imported 
component fluctuated around an average of 1.5 million balboas• Beginning 
in 19515 imports expanded at a rate considerably higher than that of 
the domestic component, mainly as â result of the increase in thé ÌJ • 
consumption of imported ham'- The share of domestic supply in the J ; • 
consumption of beef rose during the period from 94*3 to 96.1 per Cent•' '; 
The fluctuations in the intervening years varied from a minimum of 89*8 
to a maximum of 98-4 "per cent. The growth' of tho domestic share in the 
supply "of pork has been very large: à rise from 48-9 per cent in 1945 
to 93 -1 per cent in 1954- ¿ub st it ut ion pro spe et s for the future lie in 
the possibility of producing enough pork meat to permit the substitution 
of ham import s • , ' <. ••-o.-i 
For the purposes of this"projection it will be assumed that domestic 
production will permit the complete elimination of imports óf beef, pork 
and poultry, and that other special types of meat will be substituted 
only to the extent of 95 per cent, ih order to allow for meeting the ' I 
demand of tourists and other foreign visitors. On thebasis óf the J 
foregoing assumptions, the share of domestic supply in meeting the demand 
for meat should be virtually 100 per cent in 1966. 1 ' -' ;;i » l-
. The consumption of fish incrëaSèd between 1945 and 1956 at an • ••"'•'•'• 
annual rate of 10.3 per cent. Some part was probably played in this J3C 
trend by the policy of prohibiting the slàught er of cattle: and pigs! on 
two days, a week. Although thè sizè of thé fish and shellfish catch ;i" lj 
increased, especially in! the more recent, years, it failed to keep: pace 
with the increase in demand, with the result that the'share of domestic 
supply.fell from" 47.2 per cent in 1945 to 37«9 per cent in 1956, touching : 
.a,maximum of 53*6 per cent in Ì949 and a minimum of 27-2 per cent in '' 
1951 (table IV-4) • Fish imports consist, mostly 'of cod and' Sardine's and'; 
other canned fish and shellfish. "'•> V; "1' '"* • . V:'"' 
The necessary resources, and possibilities of technical improvement 
although at a relatively low level , éxcépt for the ; shrirtip industry, appear 
to exist, as regards both the catch and processing, to permit a substantial 
increase in the share of domestic supply. 'It will therefore beassUmed 
that this could rise to 95 per cent by 1966. The remainder to be 
. /accounted for 
E/CN.12/4?4V , 
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accounted, .for by .foreign supply would, consist „of special products intended 
mainly ./t.q..meet the{.,demand^  of .foreign .visitors^ It may be. observed, here ( 
that if elfprts. §re tp^ e;made5^ 9,,iJicre.5is^ ,9ieat exports it would seem , 
advisable that ¡fish and, shellfish consumption shpuld be encouraged, hy 
means of publicity and education programmes and by improving the relative 
prices of these items A, policy, of promoting beef exports, would tend, 
particularly in-th^ f .early^ year?-,.. t.o depress domestic, consumption. Pish... 
would th,en- be,.th.e; mopt,..a^ cessiae... source..'of ..adequate supplies pf proteins- . 
Up (tp 195:2 there.were ¿no clear trends, in.the substitution of milk, r . 
cheese;and.; eggs-- Domestic, supply fluctuated- durjng the.se years atout p. 
figurejqf; 73; p§r>, centa^d then rose tp.,8Q-4 .Pfr cent in 1953 and; $4;-.8., 
per cent in 1956- Substitution took place mainly in regard to condensed, 
and Mlk^i^whjteh. the domestic share, rose from 19...7 per. cent , 
in 1945_-ibo ^ ract^p^ljvlCp •pprj.q.ent. in. 1956.., The imports remaining . : 
consist fp-fi thigh-quality cheeses and powdered milk for, children - although . 
imports of ,the, ;latteri0have ¡been, made subject, late^y to pertain restrictions . 
It appears, that it- would be perfectly, -feasi-ble to, achieve complete . 
substitution,of. imports of .eggs, milk in all forms, and cheeses, although ,, 
in the case of the latter it would be wise to allow for small imports to . 
meet special demands. Pl.The. .share, pf ; domestic.,supply,would then, rise to. 
almost 100. per cent, in 1<?66- -. , .-
Iri. the edible oils and fats group there has been a. great, effort at 
substitution, and ;as a result domestic supply was able to rise from 4'5.... 
per cent,.;in 1945 to. 27*7- per cent, in 1956. The proportion qf domestic. 
production is ^till.Ipw,^however, rowing to the importance,.in the group 
of gutter -and ; lard., the demand for which is met from imports. In this , 
case, top* favourable pondit jons^are antici^ted. for an accelerate^, 
increagg in. ^ pmestic,,supply... ^eveloi^nt. ..q£ ..fehe ..Xiyestock>.indu^ try>, 
which should be very intensive if advantage tpfbe ta^en pf-the 
opportunities, pfferfng,on fpreign markets, allows , the assumption that , , 
importsP.o^ fe,ut^ er.; could be-totally substituted.by .1966. ,It, is also ,, 
assumed that totfl .,substitu^ ipn...p^ .,^ lard. and of the other.^  import ed fats, 
and • :;If theser.ais.s.paF^ iop.§ .borne,.out,. domestic,, . 
'^ '^ .¿w '^I'i -c'ei Oii^ o /product ion should . <<,-.••.• 
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production should' be able to meet -the entire demand for edible oils and 
fats in'19665 except, of course, for olive oil- >;•• ,; ........ ,.- . . 
/''" In the fruits and vegetables group there has been a decline in the , 
share of domestid supply, which amounted to more than 78 per cent in 
1945-49, with a maximum of 85-3 per cent in 1946, and less than 76 per 
cent in 1954-56, with a minimum of 68 per cent in 1952- As regards 
potatoes, domestic supply registered wide fluctuations- ranging between 
48-6 in 1950 and 97-5' in 1946, the 1956 figure being .68-1 per cent. In . 
the case of tomatoes, the domestic share in supply was practically 100 
per cent throughout the period - As regards beans, domestic supply fell .,. 
from about 82 per cent :in 1946-51 to 75 per cent in the later years of 
the period, the figure for 1956 being 70-6 per cent. The imported share 
consists mainly of non-tropical fruits and fruit juices and onions, beans, 
lentils and potatoes. On the assumption of improved future use of .... ... 
Panama's high land, it would seem reasonable .to suppose that there will 
be a partial Substitution'of imports;of non-tropical fruits and vegetables, 
and' that some processing of fruits still imported will be carried out in 
Panama. Imports of tropical fruits and vegetables will, .of course, be 
substituted In full.' This should allow the share of domestic supply in 
these items to. rise/to. about .5-0 .per cent, and its share in_ the group as . 
a whole to rise to 87 per cent in 1966• .no.^ v iccX f-v 
:'Ih the sugar and confectionery group there >has been a great effort 
at substitution. In the': first, five years of the period the domestic, 
portion inc^ea^ed from 46 to^ 87-i per 'cent; ,arid<ln;ji956; it ^ as ,still,; ,... 
maintained at about 85 per cent. The share.of production.inthe demand . 
for refined sugar;ihcreased from 55»3 per cent.in 1945 to nearly 100 per 
cent in 1948, and Since1 then demand.has been met almost, entirely from , 
domestic supplies. rSugared gums, pastilles and/ other confectionery are. , 
still imported. In this group no great effort would be required, to 
achieve a substitution of imports bringing the proportion of domestic y . 
supply to 95 per cent by 1966. lass: o,;-. .... ;.-.{•/ 
' !The''share. of the domestic supply in coffee, tea- and cacao rose from 
71-2 per cent in 1945 to 86.7 perccent in 1956, touching a minimum of 
68.2 per cent in 1946 and a maximum of 98.1 per .cei-it in 1948* .. Coffee is 
xsSSt S. - ' • /the main " 
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the main constituent 'of this 'groupi'aM 'the'7 ëhàrè" of&omestic supply in. 
this item increased from 79-3 per cent in 1945 to ICO per, cent in 1955- . .. 
Owing to accidental shortfalls. in 'production.thelshare of domestic supply 
fell to 92.6 per cent in 1956, but it would not require any great; addition-
al effort to ' recover the1 levels reached inl948, 19-54'-andl955, ,Ì; e -about ; 
98 per cent"-" ' -x .-.-•• .- .-.-•, ,,-.. .,-.. .;>/..-..a •;.•„£•„ . a^j; .' e.: 
DUrihg the" period under review there was-no substitution in the . 
group of miscellaneous foodstuffs. The share bf domestic supply fluctuated • 
between 12-9 për cent ', in 1951, and 28 per "cent,'• in 1946 - As regards the . 
items in this group, the entire demand for salt and ice is met from , .;.,. 
domestic'"production, and imports!consist mainly of preserved foods* ; It 
is assumed tliat a domestib share of 50 per cent will be achieved, under , 
the head of miscellaneous processed foodstuffs- Thus, the future share. 
for the group as a whole will be 61-9 per cent- • •'••'-h-->:: n :. .•'.-¿i> ;; 
(ii) Beverages • ' Through out th e period 1945H56 domestic: supply,,- ; 
satisfied practically the entire "demand" for•'non-al"òohól'ib';;be'»:eràgiBS'->.''-..4 As p 
regards alcoholic beverages, on the other hand> there was a slight do-wn- -..-. 
ward trend in domestic share, which fell from 79-5 per cent in 1945 to -;.;. 
75-9 per cent in 1956- This fall was to a large extent due to' the sharp... • 
contraction in sales of beei to'Canal Zòne residents and -foreign visitors-c 
A similar development took place, although to à- lessi marked degree, with ? 
the other domestically produced alcoholic beverages- . The eonsiamption of 
foreign alcoholic beverages, on thé other hand,--shows nò clear trend and. . 
has fluctuated round about 3-7' million balboas - The main, imports are. . 
whisky, wine's and rum- "u'! '••-.-' •-'•-';•'•.•-j -.,3 ; 
As regards non-alcoholic beverages, of'- course, it is assumed that 
domestic product'ion will cbntiniié to';supply the' entire domestic markèt u 
With regard to alcoholic beveragéè ^  it is; assumed - that the. consumptionof; 
domestically produced items will grow with income and population^ that:.; •-.-. 
the consumption of imported items ;will varyas -a function of sales to ; 
foreign visitors and Canal Zone residents, and: that• there will be no . 
substitution -of -these-l-atterv items! On the basis of these, assumptions, 
the share of domestic Supply5in the consumption•of -beverages should•rise ' 
to 79 -4 per cent iniCl966V 1:""V| 'lc £-•• -.:':.¿v.:. • .j^ e- , 
/(iii) Tobacco. 
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(iii) Tobacco. Between 1945 and 1954 the share of domestic 
supply fluctuated between 5 and 12 per cent. In 1955 Panama began . 
producing cigarettes and other tobacco manufactures and in consequence 
the domestic sharé rosé to 37-9 in that year and 47-1 per cent in the 
following year. ' Thé protection already granted to the tobacco industry j 
and the possibilities which exist for tobacco-growing; would seem to c 
indicate that the share of domestic supply in the Consumption of cigarettes 
and other tobacco manufactures will probably increase rapidly. It may be 
assumed, therefore, that the share of domestic supply will increase to 95 
per cent in the case of cigarettes and to 75 per cent in that of miscel-
laneous tobacco products. If these assumptions prove correct, the share 
of domestic production In thè-group as a whole will amount to 91*9 per 
cent in 1966- ' ' " 0 ; : - '-njo 
(iv) Clothing and other personal effects. Considerable ' 
substitution'has been achieved in this group, the domestic share rising • F 
from 21-0 per cent to 51-8 per cent between the beginning and the end of 
the period under rêview/'The domestic share irif obtwéiar -consumption shows 
marked fluctuations, with figures of 24*2 per cent in 1949 and 75-8 and 
80-1 per cent in 1952 and 1953 respectively. ..Tbèlhigh^ figurés of the 
last two years mentioned were due in part to a considerable increase in 
domestic production achieved as a result of certain inducements granted 
to the industry. It is possible, however, that the basic reason was the 
restrictions on^  external supply1 resulting from the^  Korean-War'i-
In wearing apparel - excluding footwear - the share of domestic ! j^m^o 
supply rose from 56-6 per cent in 1945 to 64-2 per cent in 1956• Imports 
of wearing apparel consisted mainly of men's and- women's underwear, <. 
women's dresses, and ih particular cotton dresses. The sub-group other 
personal effects àhòwedt' •iuarked' -downward'' trend ? ^ inïy1 :'é' result of ' 
the decline in the expenditures of tourists and in purchases by Canal 
Zone residents. Jïhe -domèstici.supply 
articles in this sub-group is very low-' less than 1 per cent in 1945 
and barely 6 per cent in 1956* 
There would seem to be no major.obstacles to a rapid expansion of 
the footwear industry. The share of production in thé total supply of 
"'cr: '0l'v /this item 
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this item could probably rise to 95 Per cent, by 1966.. In order to meet 
the demand for certain categories of footwear it:.;will-however = be necessary 
to import certain types of hides - ' Some technical improvement would also .-,--
be desirable; in the treatment and processing, of domestically., produced . 
hides'.'' ' ^ apparel;, the substitution possibilities are;, : / ; 
less favourable, owing to a lack of domestic raw materials . Nevertheless, 
imports of- finished wearing apparel could be. reduced to a minimum and. the; ... ¡. 
domestic manufacture expandedv If that, were: done, it would not be > -.:-,, 5U.. 
difficult to; increase the share- Of domestic production to .75 Per cent by .-. 
1966. As regards "other personal effects/ neither the necessary technical . 
conditions nor the resources exist which would make it possible for. ^ j; 
domestic supply to plây a large part. The sub-group .consists mainly of . 
jewellery, other metal articles and leather articles for personal use-
Only for this last 'Item doiMp&rt ^ substitutioncposs existj it 
is estimated that the share of domestic supply could be raised to 20 per ... 
cent. On the basis òf thè foregoing, it may be anticipated, that the. X ,;:.) . ; 
share of domestic supply in--this :-'g'i6ùpc-will <«xpatìd' to reach 72. per cent 
of demand in 1966• ~ r'j ':.. •"...':'' , •: •:••••!;Jo:,.'.... . 
: (v) Fuel and lighting. • The share of the domestic supply-,fell r. .;;,$ 
from 84«6 per cent in 1945 to 80-5 per cent in 1956- The domestic supply. ; 
consists mainly Of'electricity:an<i gas1,' and the external supply of kerosene 
and other fuels • Consumption of the latter has increased more rapidly •.-' ; :; 
than that of the group as a whole, owing to thè slow growth .in gas .: ; r . : 
consumption. If, as is expected^' the: plans•'fofc:settingijag-;om^ pv.^ yiozj 
petrblèurii refineries ih' Panama cóme to fruition in the relatively near j: .. . -
future, complete substitution of import s of kerosene! and other fuels: -..>...- ; 
derived from petroleum should be possible •' .o In that : case:-/ th,e; share of . 
domestic supply in this group should, increase to about-99 : per cent in -^r 
1 9 6 6 . - ni , cr ?.c , : ; . - 1 i J c . r , - n r - v " - : ' ^ 
(vi) Furniture,"-' fittings, and household effects. : In thè, sub-
group durable'1 furniture' ahdi fit tinges the share of domestic- supply increase^ 
¿/ The consequent imports of cruâe petroleum will be diseased'1 later oh 
in thèi sectìon^bh1 irifcèrinediàte gbods-ie . v;•;<-.?' ,:; •.;•••,./oc'.: 
/from 66-1 
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from è'ÔM'per èeftt in: 194fr'io j69.>0 pep cent, ip, 195!?As household effects 
and0-equipment1' àre^ practically entirely of external origin, and the demand 
fcfr these has increased more? rapidly than the= demand for, the sub-group 
referred'tBy the -share of domestic supply shpws a decline for the group 
as a whole- There would appear to be no major obstacle to the large-
scàïe substitution of Imports of furniture made of wood and natural and 
'artificial I'eathery'and it is estimated that the share of domestic supply 
could reach 85 per Cent by 1966v Itr should be observed that this level is 
not verymuch higher than that reached in ^ a - As. regards, household 
effects, thë substitution possibilities are*, of cpiaî^ se,., w y , limited-
There iV/ however, thé possibility of developing, ap artisam industry 
producing flat goods and carrying out some, processes in the assembly and ~ 
construction of cabinet-work•for.electriGalaPPliances* It might be 
possible, by'the se means 3 to bring the share of domest ic supply up to 
10 per ceht. " On the baisis of the foregoing assumptions, the share of 
domestic supply in the furniture: and fittings group should increase to 
27 per cent. This would not be above the 1952. percentage, and would be 
below that of 1945 , but the absolute -, level would , be- substantially higher • 
1 ' ( vii)r•Housiehold maintenance . This: group includes domest ic 
services and1 miscellaneous expenditure. f or the purchase .of. goods and. - r ' * "''' ' ' •': • 3'ÏOQiXi.j; 
. services connected, with the upkeep and maintenance of the home • Under , 
the second item, the. share of. domestic supply shows no clear trend,. .. It 
rose from 60.1 per cent in 1945 to 66.? per cent in ,1956, touching a ., 
minimum, of 38.7 in 1951 and:: a maximum of 72-6 in 1955* The .imported ^ 
^component: includès gôa^ /í.i•todlet^ •pap§yivlatç^ |e.s,,.)^ ç^ ihousehold cleaning 
implements.' : in the first three items there are certain possibilities for 
..the. substitution of imports bringing thershare of . domestic supply up to: 
85 per centv- L Thë share Of domestic supply for the group as a whole would 
then rise to 93 per'cent ..- - v i s . . - v 1 >••!": 1 ...:.-•.,,.. 
(viii) ' Personal care and:,health;.. The .imported component in this 
group donsists rirt the main of toilet, articles and, .jnedicines., and other 
medical arid 'sahitaryproductsi, . With, .^ regard [to^P^l^-articles,,,It is . 
assumed that the sharë of dome stic supply.A W^II incfease^to 30 per cent 
is the result Of a relative inçreàâ'éJtolthg^jBfgggjlic)^©!. .çersona^ , 
, .  ., r _ .,.•-; -r. /services and 
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services and of some substit.ution,.ofA imported articles- In the second 
group of goods and services also, an increase is assumed iri the domestic 
share, rising to 45 per cent in 1966.- On the basis of "these suppositions, , 
the domestic share for, the group as a whole should rise to"36 pér' cent' ih1- "-'-
• ( ix). Transport and;, communications. Transport ."equipment, it goes ' 
without -.saying, is ,,of „foreign origin and there are of course no 'possibiiitie's' 
of substitution by, domestic production. Under the head"' of utilization' of 11 
equipment, again, on-the assumption of an early start'"in petroleum ref iriing-*-
activities, it might be possible to substitute the entire quantity of 
petrol and,.certain,,imported oils and lubriciiÎisVî^ringi^" lii^sikre of / J ; 'i 
domestic supply up to 95 per cent. In that casé the domiestic share in »^rf'i.' 
the group would be about 81 per cent in 1966. """ ' -1 coiq 
(x) Recreation and entertainment. Entertaimmehtrahd hotel/"j,aiTca 
restaurant and other such .services are provided entirely from domestic 
sources.,- Under the head of ..books, periodicals, magazines ëtev, the share1; 
of domestic supply fell from 81.6 per cent in i945 to 66.6 per cent in 
1952,. and since then it has fluctuated about a figure of 66 per cent. ' = V^  
In toys and games, practically the whole of consumption has been met from : '• 
imports. For 1966 a domestic share of abolît;^ '''jrer céni'tir-fcookky'1 
periodicals, magazines etc. and of 10 per cent in the other foifms bf 
recreation and entertainment might be assumed. On thesé assumptions, 70.0 ^ 
per cent of the demand for recreation and entertainment should'bè met, in 
1966, from the domestic production of goods and services• ^ 1 ' •'••••- - ; • r 
(xi) Miscellaneous services. These include financing and other *J 
kinds of services which are met almost entirely frorrfdomestic sources. " 
(b) Consumption in the public sector " - - . ; ; 
As. regards Government purchases, the information available is not - : : 
sufficiently detailed to permit analysis oi import subétitutibn trends!ër 'y 
an pbjective assessment of future prospects. It is"known, however, that - 7; 
in 195Q. about 27 per. cent of these pTa^â^^were^orae^iè"^ oiigin, and 
that imports consisted mainly of writing and cleaning matërials ànd - • 0 
implement s, petrol and lubricants, motor vehicle' sparepaints1 "àrtd accessories, 
medicines, arms and munit ions, f ert iiizer s ,*" seeds anci fodders,' arid books 
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• and'teaching materials -. Since there- would .not appear to have beep any 
substantial changes in the structure of the ..Government1 s purchases, and 
there has been no deliberate effort to substitute the. imported, goods, 
purchased by the public secc.or, the imports component will, probably, retain 
the same share ofvthe;.supply ap-in 1956.. , Cn the basis of this assumption 
and of the analysis of .the substitution possibilities made above, it is 
estimated that the share of the domestic component in Government purchases 
could rise to 60 per cent-. Thus, of the 19-8 .million balboas to be spent 
on Government purchases in 1966, 11-9 million -pf them would go to goods 
and services of domestic origin and 7-9. million balboas to imported goods-
(c) Projection of imports of final consumer goods 
: On the basis of the project.ions ,made. ,ea.,rlier> and of certain hypotheses 
which will be formulated, below, it is -possible. to attempt .an, .estimate, of 
the imports necessary to meet the internal and external,, demand,for, final 
consumer goods- Private consumption should rise-to..4-26-.4,,million,.balboas 
in 1966, and the Government's purchases of goods and services to 19-8 
million balboas• Thus the domestic demand for final consumer goods and 
services would be 446-2 million balboas- Further, in, accordance.with, the 
projections of future capacity to import in chapter III expenditures of 
foreign visitors ^ nd;.purchases by Canal Zpne residents and agencies.should 
reach a.total of 54-7 million balboas in 1966- If to this amount we. add 
some 800,000 balboas - for the probable volume of re-exports of consumer 
/ / » " " ' 
goods rwe:arrive, at a total external demand;for final consumer goods 
and services of 55-5 million balboas- The total demand for consumer goods 
and services in 1966 would then be. 501-7 million b a l b o a s , 
aL The: detailed analysis of import, substitution possibilities was. made 
on the basis of a projected t o t a l consumption f igure of 477-5 mi l l ion 
¿;:• balboas, -: 426-4 millions for privat e consumption, plus an:adjustment of 
6/ This estimate is based on the projection of re-exports of goods - chapter 
u ' III, section III-l and on the assumption'that final consumer goods will 
maintain the same proportion in relation to the total- , - : -
: ?/: In: reality-we:> should add exports of consumer good,?;.find, payments of wages 
and salaries in the public sector; but that IS not necessary at this 
'"" stage - ' " ° '••-'-1 • ' -•-••  - : . .:;.?coJ.;,c- uj.j. 
v-'.-'i v."...:?'..'- /51-1 mi l l ions 
rage 
51i1 millions (see table IV-2) - which is 2A-1 million balboas.below the 
figure just''projected'for total consumer ' demand • This, difference is 
explained by the' fàict that'' the '•analysis of private consumption does .not 
•áHow^Sñ' -it:enii~by~it*êm 'breakàûwnp ©fi' Government- purchases or of the.- .share of 
consumption in"-'Panama' attributable to foreign visitors and. Canal ..Zone-, 
residents - which •-should' strictly speaking be .excluded.; .--'.ñor does it 
covet* consumer'goods -bought by-Panamanians in t-he Zone»: ..Moreover y this 
'analysis' --while- it-'undoubtedly''-covers 95 per- cent of; total: consumer -.  
demand in 1966 - does- not constitute--an adequate sample whose - share in-, 
the external • supply 81-7" per cent •' — could be applied, to. the total amount. 
We have thereforé^£©rmülátbd-:-hy^ on:[thè shares.;bf.' domestic.' production 
•in' éaéh Category final Consumer demand:, private,. Government:, ...external 
and re-exports. What we have therefore Isa s e cond approximation at ; a 
breakdown of-the' 't'dtal" projected- demand-for consumer ...goods' between the 
probable domestic^ component and-'1 the imported, portion.: L-co. 
' '-In view of the fact -that for all the adjustment.items mentioned:the 
• proportion account ed: for -by imported supply is higher than in. private, 
consumption/ it has been assumed t hat 85- 'per .-.cent '. of the ; latter xvill; be 
of domestic :origin. ' In the Case of .purchases by the public sector,, as 
has-already been indicated, 60 per cent should consist .of 'gobds produced 
in Panama. For purchases made in Panama by foreign visitors and Canal 
Zone residents and agencies; it will be assumed that domestic and foreign 
sources of supply participate equally; and, finally, as regards rq-exports, 
it will be assumed that about 85 per cent of thè value of the : exports 
represents the: priCe-paid for the corresponding imports - On the basis of 
these1' assumptions'}' the market•: value of the consumer goods; imported in 
1966 should be exactly^100 million balboas (see table IV-7)«. This would 
: imply that the share of - the domestic - supply.wo uld.;.bé.:. 80.1.1;,per cent of.the 
total consumer demand projected. The proportion of imports would in this 
case be slightly higher than the figure obtained earlier from the "detailed 
.analysis, of,.total;"consuiTiptiQn, ..before, adjustment, when the figure..for the 
domestic share was 81-7 per cent : . :; ••••.-. vw-.;•,".• -.;.',; -¿.....inL-.^,:: 
• ° In order", 'finally, to obtain a projection of imports, the- figure::of 
ÌÓÒ million balboas, which represents consumer prices" has'to be expressed 
-iIli:.- J.-.U;\ /Table IV-7 
j -y v/iv ® J - ^ - / / 
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Table IV»? 
PANMA: SHARE OF IMPORTS. IN TOT AI, CONSUMER DEMAND, I966 
Private consumption 
Government consumption 
External, consumer demand 
he-exports of 'consumer'goods 
Total consumer demand 
Source : See tables IV-23 IV—3 and text. For the projection of external . , 
demand see chapter III, sections III and IV„ .. • ;""XX: 
in CIF'terms- -For this purpose we shall adopt the reverse of the pro bedurë - -- ' g / 
employed in calculating the roarket value of imported consumer goods.- « 
-We. then:., obtain" an" estimate. of. the. FOB value, of total imports, .of .tjjhg. ^ ». 
consumer goods projected separately, and this allows us;to obtain a, weighted 
coefficient of the FOB value over the value at market pricés (see table 
IV-8). If we apply this coefficient - 0-381 - to the value of the-final -
demand for imported goods less re-export's - 99'.'2 million balboas- we obtain 
the corresponding FOB value: 37-8 million balboas- Re-exports were excluded 
from the calculation because their- coefficient of FOB ;value_;pver re.-expprt;. 
value is assumed to be 0-75- Given a demand for re-exports of consumer 
goods* of 0.8 million balboas, the FOB value of the corresponding -imports : 
would then be 0-6 million balboas, and the total FOB value of imports in 
8/ See appendix B, section C-2-a. 
; Projected,; 
..value 
of ; f i n a l 
consump-
t i o n 
(Trillions 
..of balboas ...... 
a t 1950 




















7 . 9 
27 .4 
' 0 . 7 
501.7 1 9 »9 100.0. 
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"" * Table I\T--ê ' 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF' F Ô0 c 30 ; VALUE*OF'IMPORTS 
"•',',, (Thousands of balboas a t 1950 





a« Bread and grai,n 




Milk, cheese and ,eggs • 
O'ils and f a t s 
Fru i t and vegetables 
g . 'Sugar and confectionery 
h. Coffee, t e a , cacao, e t c c 
i0..„Dthar.:; foods t u f f s ; 
Miscellaneous 
2 . Beverages ¡-.- •• 
b„' Alcoholic 
3® Tobacco manufactures 
"a'.'' Cigarettes'- • •'•''' 





4 = Clothing. 
a . Footwear " 
LVi"'-bv Wearing"•apparel.,-r r 
, c . Other personal e f f e c t s 
6 . . Fjuel and l i g h t i n g 
7£.. Fkirniture. f i t t i n g s and househ'oid_ e f fec t s 
a.' Furniture and' f i t t i n g s ' " ' "'-.•' 
• • b,'^Household-offSGts . : ' , ; , 
8<i 'Household .maintenance. 
b., Miscellaneous expenditure 
9 ° Personal care and health 
a . Personal care '*" 1 ; 1 : r 
•b. Health: ':. .'l-v :,:;''; .[••• 
1 0 . Transport and communication^ 
a . Personal equipment 
b . U t i l i z a t i o n of equipment 
1 1 . Entertainments, e t c . 
c . Book^,'. per iodica l s , magazines 
d. Miscellaneous 
Source: See tab le IV-6 and t e x t . 
Value Coef f ic ient 
of con of value of F . o . b . 
sump- . consumption/ value 
t ion f . o . b . value 
j£L2â2 0 .38 33 283 
7, 722 3 155 
• 487 278 
¿r.ù-r-ÏJSsvLi-i 
67 32 
• 67. : •' 2.07 32 
. 170,. 1 .73 98 
'•" "68 ' ' 1»94 ' " 35 
••:. 31 
4 680 
•r lo78. 17 
" 2.'80 , 1 671 
481 1 . 4 4 334 
. 86 . . 2.03. . . .. 42 
L 652 648 
• • "-"652 — " 2.-55 « . 648 
.1.272 1 792 
.6.273 . 3.-50 -•"---• 1 792 
566 209 
, . ., 293 3 c 05; -, 96 
'•• '''273 " 2 . 4 1 - 113 
" 17' 33-1 • 6 462 
; • 5-27 ;,- 2 ,78 , 19C 
, 11 069 2 .50 4 42£ 
5, 7 3 5 - "3,11 /•„,; 1 8UL 
J ' ' 121 2 .45 • • hâ 
18 -573 ' . ' ; •" . \iy..\i 7 37i 
;>- . 864 , , , . . 1 .89 . 45'i 
, ,. - 1 7 . 709 2 . 5 6 6 91É 
941 30£ 
-•• '• i-- 941 ••:>. ,3,06 ';:.. 30i 
' 17 439 ' '.'./ Ci-'-V 5 15< 
- .9 155 - 3.96 .. 2 31: 
" "8 '284 2.91 ' 2 84r 
' l l ' : 023 .5 84: 
10 121 I083 5 53 
902 2.89 3i: 
-7 294 2 93: 
1 339 1 .59 ~ 84: 
5 955 2.85 2 08' 
a/ Before adjustments0 /1966 would 
^/r^ 12/is)L 
irage 365 
1966 would be 38-4 million balboas:' If we assume that the proportion 
between FOB-and CIF-values1 will be maintained'at the figure" recorded in 
... 9 / -
the latest itbtain¿--finally, the projection of 
"tire •"value-of " imports in 1966, namely," ¿¡.1+ • 2 million' balboas ~ """'" 
in.'-; If-:the-"figure,"project-ed for..'1966 ,1s compared with total imports of 
/consumer goods .in.] 7¿6 -.• .inc..luding:-.Iri..the- latter....purchases in the Canal. 
Zone a decline.in.absolute figures from 67-4( million balboas to 44-2 
million balboas will be noted. This contraction of 35 per cent give^us.., 
some idea of the.intensity of the process of substitution of final consum 
goods which is assumed for the"'coming decade- It should be borrie: In nund*, 
however, that a good part of this substitution is due to the prohibition,, 
as from 1957, "of. purchases in 'the Canal Zone by Canal Zone employees 
resident in Panama- , a .:. 
. ' .. Ill-r.; PROJEOT.IOW OF;.DEMAND FOB INTERMEDIATE GOODS 
1. Main assumptions of. the projection v.,,. 
Having projected the demands for final goods, and services, both for " 
export rand for-domestic/consumption, and formulated certain.-hypotheses, as,, 
"to the probable trend in the share of domestic/ supply, we can attempt to 
project the demand for; intermediate goods- !-:-o.u 
The first- 'column of' table"" IV-9 consists of"'a list of ..intermediate 
goods;"this is-not in any way exhaustive, nor. need it be- It-enumerates, 
either., as separate items; or by.;¡groups,.the intermedi"atesgoodswused'lp the" 
construction of the indices of .production and^  import^, 'and" alsb the other' 
main types of intermediate goods.« For the purposes of the present 
projections, therefore,, the list" is adequate-.,:' ..,..,....-..'. 
The;; method of projection employed -consisted basically in the .useof , 
input-product coefficients, that is, coefficients relating'the use of" 
-intermediate goods - raw,materials, fuels and;, other materials, to- the. 
production of a specific'final, ^bod or "to the butput of a specific sector, 
of production._ VJherever possible, these coefficients were calculated as . 
9/ See appendix B, section B-l-a."- ~ ' c 
/Table IV-20 
F/GlM. vi/h yzj 
¿age JCC.': 
-•;•:'. " - . O . ,-J TJ.-.J Table IV-9 •"•"•  ..CA.ir: -J „.",".••• -..,.[ 
PANAMA s PROJECTION OF DEMAND FOR INTERMEDIATE GOODS ' '• 
c : (Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
: ~~ 1 9 6 6 ~~ Percentage •• • - - - •  v ' • •••• • -•• -•• •• J i—_ share of 
TV,4--O Prod.uc Imports m , , Produc Imports J ' ^  nL" V ' ••••tionT(G..l.f:^otal; ;.,tiotr : «¿j.-f.) .^g^pply 
' ^  ^ . . 37 857. 9 .173,, 28 684 98 592 46 645 51 947 24.2 47.3 
1.^Maize. . ,... „., I. 505' 1 505 .. - 3 716 3.716 - ~'lC0.0 1CC.0 
2. Sugar-cane ' ' " " ' 810 810 - 'I 463 1 463 ' - 1C0.0 100.0 
3. Tobacco - 291 ' 200 91 958 958 - 68.7 100.0 
4. Tomatoes . . 410. , . 410 -. 756, 756 .• -....100,0 100.0 
5.' Copra '" "600 ' 484 116 1 840 1 840 '' 80.7 100.0 
6. VJheat • . ••.•r.... :u> ,. _:.:.. • - > 2 :230 " - . 2 230 .- 0.0 
7. Meat 242 242 - 533 533 . ;100.0 100.0 
8. Hides and skins 256 204 52 1 024 922 102 ' 79.7 90.0 
9. Milk 706 706 - . 1 131 1 131.., - 100.0 100.0 
10. Wood *""" 800 ' 437 363 2 106 2 106 ' - 54.6 100.0 
11. Fertilizers 651 - .651. 1 665 .1.332. .  333 7 80.0 
12. Sugar 507 507 862 • 862 ' 100.0 100.0 
13. Poultry feed 222 60 162 . 369 295 74 27.0 80.0 
14. ,1-Jheat. flour .. 1,892 - 1,892, 3 209 3 209 . . - - 100.0 
15. Bakery yeast ' ' 102 - 102 171 " 171 
16. Malt : • 383 - 383 720 --v.;.-- 720 ' 
17. Hops 33 . ~ ,33. 100 .. - . 100 
18. Alcohol 132 132 "- '2I5 215 - ' 100.0 100.0 
19. Ice v 446 44.6 ' • - 739 . 739 "" 1C0.0 100.0 
20. Extracts for alcoholic 
beverages 29 - 29 47 47 
21. . Extracts for carbon- v'- ,.. v•..-•. r. - c ••-.• 
ated beverages 99 - 99 168 - 168 
22. Unspecified extracts •"•' "••-. ; ' : ' -
and essences , .147 .•..-.. 147 236 - 236 
23. Bottles "" 220 ' 220 ' 354 : - 354 1' 
24. Crown caps 141 - ¡141 261 . .. :• . ,, . 261 
25. Cardboard bottles tops 29 .- 29 55 - 55 
26. Text i les ' ' " 5 326 - 5 326 11 304 - 11 304 
27. Thread and cordage :334 - • • 334 ' 709 . ' - • 709 ": -
28. Rubber and wooden - • , 
heels ' 30 ' - ' : 30 120 24 96 20.0 
? q (Printing paper -c ,. , 378 > 378: -687 • " - 687 -rr 
(Printer's ink . ., 39 ,.,.. , .39.. 76. . ... - . . • 76 30. Heavy paper bags' 81 - 81 ' 189 189 (Wrapping paper and 
¿large small paper bags 659 - 659 111 - 111 -
(Other unspecified 
( papers 131 - ,131' • 220.' •. -v.. 220 ••> 
/Table IV-9 (Continued) 
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Table IV-9 (Continued) 
. 1 9 - 5 6 -"'"-•"- 1 9 6 6 rercentagc i-± :— — share of 
-Total ?£?4UÇ Imports T o t a l Produc- imports dome stio • ' toon 1 .(Giïvf.J -1. ti on (C.i.f.j supply 
32. Other ..intermediate ' ' goods for crop-f' .••¡in ng .. 192 125 125 192 - — — ; — 
33. Other ''inte-ftiiedfate 
6 7 136 ; 136 goods, for -stock—fareirg 67 — ' " — — 
34. Other, intermediate r : 160 . : 160 goods for fisheries ' 97 97 .....-. • ' . — — 
35. Othei/lhterm&diate' "' ' 
goods for industry 693 : 693 1,446 * Ï 446 -
36. Other intermediate ? - ' 
goods•for trade 300 300 j " — ; 504 ' — 
37. Other- -intermediate. . . ' ..• . . . . 
* goods. for,services , ' 49 - r 49 , 1 97 .97 — 38. Unspecified interne- . • ••> . 
1 055' ,diate goods 568 ' - ' 568 -1 055 " — 
39. Crude petroleum " :1 095' • ; . 1 095 •. 1 639 1 639 - -
39-A Crude "petroleum for 
production of . \ ••••••• •' j : • r 
derivative? 
969 - ' 969 
13 050 — 13 050 1 — — 40. Diesel oil 4 579 . 4 579 : 7 — 100.0' 
41. Lubri eating oil arid: L ' •'; ; 756 100.0 grease - ' ' - -o 432 r,.i."-M 432 , 756 ; 
42. Petrol 3 813 3 813' . 8 08?. .- 8 087 100.0 
43. Kerosene -...., 676 , 676 1 301 1 301 100.0 
44. Asphalt l... 99 -. 99 363 363 '•• - > -.: 100.0 
45. Portland cement " 2 02? 2 027 5 337 5 337 100.0 100.0 
46. White cement 29 : 29 í- ' 76, .; - 76. 100.0 
47. Structural iron and 
""'steel'pärts':' -•••:-'-i 298 : 'Í. ' '-—r/ 298 785 . 236 549 30.0 
48. Nails,tacks and brads 162 •:• "X 162 427 / 427 " . . - 100.0 
49. Locks 58 58 153 « 153 100.0 
50» forged iron and steel ' . .  , .¡.. . -. 
bars. ; ,7";: 457" J; • 457 1 203 1 203 - ...• r- 100.0 
51. Sand . !'i ' 275 275 724 - 724 - 100.0 100.0 
52. Stone 210 210 - 553 553 100.0 100.0 
53. Floor-tiles ' - 360 360 948 948 - 100.0 100.0 
54. Paint : ' » 855 158 697 • 2 251 1 801 . 450 18.5 80.0 
55„ Other building mate- . , : 
rials 2 408 - 2 408 6 342 - 6 342 J°-
Iron or steel plate 623 ; 623: 1 391 -J . - 1 391 -56. Other intermediate ' 1V-. . ' K - - . • - ' 
capital goods' 220 220 491 491 -
57. Electric' cables .. 216 - 216 547 - .547 //.. -
58. Unspecified interne- ?.: •. ! , . . "".".'' 
diate goods 3 045 - 3 045 5 655 . - 5 655 
Source: Statistical and'óeñsUs Bépártáe'rit, -Táríátóá.-' See-in.addition explanatory notes 
appended and text. 
a/ See explanatory notes at end of table. 
/Table IV-9 (Continued) 
Table IV-9 (Continued.) 
Ji;;-'-"r'''i ,-; .-'Explanatory notes on, table" IV-9 
J^ :iu®his(.Is,atSsd especially In pig, and; poultry breeding. The quantities 
used for eacH'"purpose" but" probably the bulk is. "Rsed, in. 
pig breedings ' It was .assumed that maize utilized as..an, intermediate \ 
good would increase concurrently with pig production (see ..table IVH13)-* .5 
20 Used mainly for sugar and alcohol production. From the. findings- of 
•Industrial surveys fo£ "1955--57 .an average value of rW^'dy^ucei-^ 
as the sugar-cane input/sugar output coefficient (both items expressed 
"in equal units' of weight) „-•• 0:% the basis of this coefficient, and" the 
projection of sugar production . (see table IV-14) the Input. of ¿sugax. in,-
I966 xtfaS estimated« From the'same sources an average input of 4 167 "Kg 
.of sugar-cane per litre of alcohol was obtained. This coefficient"-arid: »'. 
the projection of the production of alcohol (see note 18) were usbd to; 
„complete the estimate of. sugar-cane input in 1966 <' ! ' ' ';"';'' ';', ,' 
3. "The estimate was based ..on :'the assumption that ;,the; input pf. toba-ccp, fpr> the. 
production of cigarettes and other tobacco manufactureswill-, increase ..... 
in proportion to the latter (see table IV--14). '.., J">vi" ?•;--•! 
4. -During the period 1950-56, an . average--of 2.78,weight units of tomatoes 
were used per weight unit of tomato concentrate and;tomato sauce. ,,This 
"coefficient was'applied with the aggregate projection of production of 
"these items (see table IV™14).••-' '. - J.-.... . 
5. ...It was. assumed -that the "input of copra would Increase in proportion to 
the output of .edible oils and fats (see table. IV-14). ' . "' ', 
6. "A ratio of 140'<. weight units of wheat in the grain to every 100 of wheat , 
flour was used. On the basis of this ratio and the estimated demand for 
"wheat1- ¿lour (see note 14), the'demand-for wheat in the grain was; pro-
jected. The value was-calculated on the basis of a: 1950 c.i.f. price 
"of 0.575 balboas per kg... '. ..„ ,,.-.-....!. 
7. -The reference is to me§t and other livestock, products uhed iri' "6he5;$?r8-
_.iduction of sausages and. similar items (see table IV-14). An increase 
/-proportionate -to the production of such-items. ,'• was assumed. 
8. • it was assumed-'that from 1956' to 1966 the use'of hides and skins-for-'.. 
• the manufacture' of footwear would increase in':proportion to the output .r'. 
of the latter (see table.IV-14)„ , ,, - pturO ,/.-
9. -The reference-is to fre§h"milk;;:'iised for the production-of condensed ..and 
evaporated milk. Over the period 1950-56 as a whole.,: the input-output 
"ratioJ 'stood at 1 813 litres of-fresh milk per -ton of condensed*" -and-' 
" evaporated milk produced. On the ba"3is of this coefficient-andi-the-i- -
projection for these latter products (see table IV-14),'-the1 input of •« 
" fresh milk was estimated,.'' ;; ' " ''-:•* -••'•' J.': 
-10- It was assumed that the input of this....product would, increase in pro-
v ; :.i.lportion t.o:;.opnstructiqn activity „(see table IV-15) . - . • ,v;-,--. 
/Explanatory notes. 
a/ i '-ì\i. .1// ivJ'y 
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Explanatory notes on table IV-9 (Cont.) 
11. From a comparison of the use of fertilizers and the product' Of agri-
culture in the years .1945 and. 1956, an input/output-elasticity coef-
• ' fi ci en t of 2,0? was obtained,, This figure was used in conjunction' 
with the projected ""annual rate Of growth of the product of agriculture 
(see table 11-13 )-. .,,-.. 
12c This is sugar used in the production of confectionery.'The projection TOS 
.,••-. /based on .-the, assumption,, of an. increase identical with.'that of the- • 
production of sugar and ..confectionery (see table IV-2) . .  . 
13. Estimated on the basis, of the...prpjectad growth of production of 
poultry meat (see table IV-2), 
14. Estimated on the basis ..of „.the ,.projected increase. in the output of , 
bakery products (see table ÍV-14). •.-..• . ,.,-.. '•. 
15. See note 14. '"r ''''.-:'-••'.. , 
16. In 1945-56 an average of 0.151 tons of malt per 1 000 litres if beer 
was consumed. This ratiô'was :used together with;the projection for 
production of beer (see table IV-14). -- :r-- • ' "'•"•  
17. The procedure followed was"similar to that'described in nòte 16. .In 
this case the ratio was 0.00187 tons of hops .per i 000 litres of beer. 
18. In 1945-56, the average input of alcohol per 2.27 litres of alcoholic 
beverages was one litre. The input of alcohol in 1966 was•estimated 
.- on-the.basis of:this coefficient, with,, the projection of ..production-, 
under the head of "Other alcoholic beverages".(see table IV-14). 
19c Projected in proportion to the growth in aggregate demand (gross value) 
' • for fish and beverages (see table IV-2) „ .. f . . .. .. 
20.''It was assumed that this item would increase iri proportion to the. 
production of alcoholic beverages, . ;„ ;•- ; ; 
21. In 1953-56' the average input of these extracts per case of carbonated 
beverages * was 0,018.1 tons« On the basis of this ratio and the projec-
tion for the ' production of such beverages (see table IV-l4);; t-he demand 
.for thèse extracts in i960 was estimated. 10 -,íj 
22. These-arerextractsf,and-, essences - for the manufacture, of, alcoholic and 
/non-alcoholic : beverages... ; the estimate . was based' on, the pro jected 
growth of agregate. production of.such beverages. 
23. The estimate i^ as based oh the projection -for aggregate .production of 
' ' milk and alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. "- riso 
24. Used.mainly for bottles for carbonated, beverages. For. 1945-56, an 
average cf 0.129 tons of crown caps' per case of carbonated beverages 
was obtained. This ratio was used in coñjimc'tioh''"with 'tííéu projection 
for the: production-Of such -beverages^ • " .; ro. ".:•>•'.•, : X. .-..:':• 
25.; Used exclusively for calk bottles. The. estiinato for 1966 is based on 
the assumption that"theiruse, will" increase in proportion to. mil1: 
consumption. " "'" , """'" /Explanatory notes 
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Explanatory ..notes on tab! e .1V-9 (Cont. ) • .. , ; . .. " ; „_,'.. 
26-27 J cSeéritexti j ¡Anincrease ; proportionate to. the rise ,in the production 
0.::q£ textile- goods was assumed (see. table IV-14)..- ,- •  • >-r .-.-:'• ;'• 
28. It was assumed that this item, would expand in proportion to'foot-
•': T. - wear production: (see- table Ifc-14 ) ; . ' / . ,-•'• 
29.; Estimated on the .basis of the/projected" production of periodicals, 
booksj ' magazines, etc, (see tàble IV-2). ' " ' !'' '• 
30. " Estimated" on' the' basis' of'"thé projection for. cement., production "(see 
table IV-14). ^ • ••••(J 
31. "Estimated on the" basis of"the.projection for,the, product of''trade 
(see table IV-18)«. ' """ '-"••"•••'' 
32. Estimated on the basis of the projection for the product of crop-
. . , farming (see table,IV-13). . , •.. . 
33; Estimated on the basis of the pro jection for ; the product'- of stock-
farming (see table IV-13). . • ..' '"=.:.. rv y:• :••:-! 07,. 
34. Estimated on'the basis of the projection for the product of: fisheries 
î'"• • '.!: " (see table IV-13)- • - : . 7 :..::r i .•..-'•: V : '-,;• 
35". Estimated on the basis of the. projection..for the: product OfmanUfac-
--- . . - :', turing industry. (see • table : IV-14). .:-.-';..L 
36. 'Estimated, on the basis of the projection for the product of trade 
" (see table IV-i8)'. "' "" " '"  ' * ' 
37, Estimated on'the basis/of the.projection Pf " demand' for" entertainment 
services (see table IV-2). 1 ' 
38»-/. '. :.: .'Estimated oœr the-basis:' ;of .the- pro ¿Sections- fori ¿the- gross product, f( see 
table IV-23). :•:-,•;v,- oi 1'" i-'o/.V '.U> • :Joxr.- :-..,; 
39.. :. :.The" following, are the .main uses, of crude, petroleum: production, of 
•...electric powers gas.; cement, sugar and beer _ (see. table IV-10). 
In' 1955-56. these, activities:-absorbed-; about:..74 -per;cent. of total 
imports of crude petroleum. In the first case, a coefficient of. 
402.8 tons per million kV.lh. produced was used (estimated average 
f.or I95O-56), As gas production is' assumed"' to remain constant, the 
use of crude petroleum for 'this activity Is stationary. AS regards 
cement, sugar'arid' beer, the ' afiicSurits''ÙsëdJ"'jper'' i:>ÔOÔ: bàlbo'a's'" of gross 
xï< ;::i output were -5^ 5'^  0*'6 ¡and:- 0.i2; tons;::- respectively. -In the- case . .of 
cement, the coefficient was; calculated as an average of the .figures 
,,.. f recorded, for 1955. and 1956j . for,, sugar., apd,..b<perrj the,figures, for. 
; .. ' the..,latt,er. year 'wer,e, used. For the" relevant projections, see 
' . . ,, tables I.V-14,. ÏV.-16' and IV-17...' '. .. ' "" ;. ; "'"" ' '.....','": , ' ' '" 
40. To project demand for this product a regression function was used. 
.. The best correlation (0.79) was... obtained .by. relating , „consumption of 
,.- :. diesel. oil to the' .total, gross- product. In. 1945-56'. "The/ resulting 
function was Y = 0.000168 x '2.3. ' " '"' : ''.'..', 7' 
/Explanatory notes 
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Explanatory notes en table TV-9 (Cont.) 
41.f-. I t -was as'sumed t h a t t h i s i tem would i n c r e a s e in, proport ion, to t h e .gross 
product-of . t r a n s p o r t ( s e e t a b l e . IV-19') . ' 
42„ To est imate .the t o t a l demand f o r p e t r o l i n 1966, separate analyses 
' were made of consumer demand .(private v e h i c l e s ) , d e m a n d i l l respect , 
o f road, . transport and demand i n r e s p e c t o f . a i r t r a n s p o r t (see t a b l e 
I V - l l ) . The p r o j e c t i o n . O f .consumer demand was based on the .pro jec -
1 t i o n of consumer demand under , the head o f " U t i l i z a t i o n of equipment" 
i,see t a b l e 1 V - 2 ) , ' The input o f p e t r o l f o r road . transport was. ^stim'at-
ed on the . .bas is o f - t h e aggregate expansion of passenger and goods, 
t r a n s p o r t . The p r o j e c t i o n o f demand f o r a v i a t i o n s p i r i t was based 
on the p r o j e c t i o n f o r the t o u r i s t industry (see chapter I I I - , s e c t i o n 
3. a) . i ) ) . .. - v, .. v . ' 
43 . The p r o j e c t i o n was based on the p r o j e c t i o n of demand f o r f u e l and 
l i g h t i n g ' ( s e e t a b l e I V - 2 ) . . f.: ' . 
44. Projected "on the basis of the expansion of public Construction ac t iv i ty 
(see t a b l e I V - 1 2 ) . " . . . . . . . , 
45*-.55» . . It was assumed 1 that 'use of these items would i n c r e a s e i n - p r o p o r t i o n 
to the product der iv ing from c o n s t r u c t i o n a c t i v i t y (see Table IV-1 '5) . 
56 ? I t was assumed t h a t demand f o r t h e s e items would i n c r e a s e i n prppor-
•>' t i o n to ' inves tment i n machinery :and- .equipment ' (see t a b l e I V - l 2 ) > 
57. I t was assumed t h a t .demand f o r these items1, would i n c r e a s e In propor-
t i o n t o e l e c t r i c power production ( s e e t a b i c 17. -1?) . • : / ' r; 
58. See note 3 8 . '-' x • ' ' ' . ' . . . , . ,•••..', .'< • : ' ' •• "•' 
to. o>79 
averages of the figures recorded for various industries and various years. 
In most';cases, howeVer, xhe:'demand fpi* the Intermediate ^ood was projected 
by varying it from 19.56 to .1966 .proportionately to the final production of 
the+gopd-ln question. ,'Tteis.r is ,equivalent to,.using,. for. .1966,...the input-
product ratio observed in 1956- "tihe^ e ther-e was evidently a tendency for 
the input-product.. ratio .to, vary, a regression.,function ..was used-,, -icalculaued 
ori the basis of the data''available/for a number of years". Thiols/ 
equivalent ^to -assuming, the ,continuance., of the..trend'.TObse'rved. in.;: earlier 
years- ; " •'•'•" •' '""''•' '-'"' "" " '" --'-<••,'• ^  
Explanatory notes are given at the end of table IV-?on the methods 
used for the projection of each of the individual .items,:;of,jihtertfiediate 
goods:" . The,comments which follow.;here, refer only to the assumptions made, 
in certain projections of particular interest. 
' . ; . In the case pf wheat, for instance, it was assumed that in 1966 all 
the,wh(|at flour demanded on the internal market would be produced in 
Panama'• This - would^ rnean importing some- .140 kg» of wheat igrain.-for•:. every 
1G0 kg. .of flour produced- Nevertheless;/.-because of .the difference tv 
between the priced of "wheat and" flour'this substitution ^ oiild mean a' 
saving of about one million balboas in imports. So far aS cohcerns 
fertilizers, the assumptions made earlier about the probable growth of 
the agricultural sector imply more intensive use of these- Comparison 
of the annual rates of growth of fertilizer-input and agricultural 
product between the first and the last years of the period 1945-56 gave 
a relationship of 2.83 between the first and the second rate. For lack 
of a better objective basis for calculating fertilizer requirements in 
numerical terms, this "elasticity" was used for the projection of 
fertilizer input in 1966. 
In calculating the quantum of imports, all imported textiles were 
regarded as final consumer goods (see table B-23). For the purpose of 
these projections, however, it appeared useful to include under inter-
mediate goods an estimated figure for the proportion of imported textiles 
not purchased directly by the consumer for making his own and his family's 
clothes• That is why the total CIF value for 1956, which appears in the 
second column of table IV--9, is higher than the figure which would result 
/from the 
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irom the audition ox tnt, relevant part'o of table B-23-
One of the most important assumptions oh which the projection of 
intermediate goods is based is that a petroleum refinery will be put 
into---operation-in'the Isthmus!' In that event, imports of petroleum 
derivatives would be entirely eliminated, but imports of crude petroleum 
would rise-corre"">pohdihgly'.":""In the absence of specific information, a 
saving of 15 per cent in the value of imports has been assumed. • * ••*• 
Import substitution possibilities for intermediate goods (see.table 
IV-9) 
In the case of Intermediate goods, the information available is 
insufficient - with rare exceptions - to permit a historical analysis of 
the trend as regards import substitution and the formulation of. objective 
judgmdrits of future possibilities. The assumptions on the probable share 
of domestic supply in meeting the demand for intermediate goods in 1966 
thus rest almost entirely, on•• general considerations' concerning the 
viability of ceitain of Panama's productive- activities- It is assumed;-7"""' 
for instance> t.ha.t. pvi.pply will continue to meet the total demand 
for maize, sugar-cane, tomatoes, meat,.milk,;§ugar,'alcohol'/ ice, Portland 
cement, sand, stone and. floor-tiles- --.¡J. ; :.'•• r. ¡' 
In the case of tobacco, cpgra. and--timber.y, it seems reasonable to !i': 
expect that the share,of. domestic supply.recorded in 1956 will be increased 
by 68.7. per cent, 80 ..7 per cent and 54 ^  6 per, ceht respectively,-tlius: 
reaching a level sufficient to eliminate all imports in 1966. •L ''' 
In addition, as has already b<?en indicated,. It. was assumed, that all 
the wheat flour demanded, on the internal, market would be produced in 
Panama from imports of. wheat grain. It was.also, assumed that petroleum 
derivatives, which have up to now all been, imported, will be produced'in 
Panama in the refineries ..which, are- planned.v ..iAecording'to-plan, the 
Panama, cement factory will shortly begin-producing .white cement-' It is:' 
therefore assumed that ..by ,1966 impprt.s pf this . item too will''have ceased -
Again, it is hoped that ...thanks tp the recently-launched •metallurgic'al 
industry, total substitution of imports of forged iron and steel bars, 
nails, tacks' and brads and so on will be achieved, and that.a lock-making;i 





PANMA: PROJECTION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM. DM AND 
1956 196*6 Percentage increase 
Total ' ••:•••'• 85-
-col 
it I27 -936.. 49.-7 
Eie c t r i c power production " ' " 5 2 477 ' 75 853 • -•-44.5: 
Gas production ' -. 17 495.. 495 
Cement production • ' ' 12 573 - 29 354 . .: 33 .5 
Sugar production 2 027 " 844' ' 89.6" 
Beer production. 886 . .1 390. " " 56 .9 
Source: See explanatory note N'd. 39 to - tab le . TV-9'. . .. 
In the light' of the hypotheses formulated as regards livestock . 
production,—^ it would seem logical to expect the input of domestic, hides 
and skins to eliminate "the need for imports. The' share' of ..domestic.; 
production of these items in 1956 was about 80 per cent. Since the r 
assumption that the demand for footwear'and other leather<:.'goods--will,be 
met in full from domestic : productioh implies th!e "uSe : of.- sbme ihides. .and .. 
skins not produced in Panama, it will be assumed that in 1966 the share 
of domestic'supply in the input of hides and-skin's-Will- be '90 per -cent .-•;., 
There is no infbrmatibri' o'n'the present production of fertilizers in 
Panama, but the output Is probably very small. .' In1 view of' the. support . 
likely to be given to the 'expansion' 'of agricultural- production arid. -...•-• 
productivity, the production of fertilizers''should' increase very -..rapidly, 
and in consequence an appreciable rise can be expect ed in. the share .of ¿.u 
domestic supply in consumption.' In the projectlori of'demand it:'.has 




• Table'1V~11 • ' ' . • -
P4KMA:' f'EEOJEÖTI'OW OF PETROL'' :DEMXNP 
- •'••"'••• (Thousands' o f tons) .'• """ 
1 956 1966 • Percentage increase-
Total 79 .2 173 .5 119.1 
Private vehic les 38 .7 76.1 
Road transport 19o9 40.5 
Air transport , ,..,.. . , ,,., . -. .20.6 , •. . , '56 ,9 - •- -l?6-.3' 
Source : See explanatory, note No. ,42 to tab le .-IV-9.. .i."< : 
therefore been .assumed that only 20 per cent of •.-fertil izer s w i l l - b e ol 
external or ig in . In the case of poultry feed - with the exception of 
maiz.e g r a i n . - i t has. been assumed tha t the share of ; domestic supply w i l l 
„grow from 27*0 per cent in 1956 t o about 80 per. cent, in 1966. -It IS ; a l so 
assumed t h a t . t h e r e w i l l be a r i s e in the share)of .the .domestic supply In 
meeting the,demand, for ; h e e l s . f o r footwear, e s p e c i a l l y wooden heels • It. 
seems. reasonable t o a n t i c i p a t e t h a t a t least . , 20. per ' cent of the aeraand 
can be met from domestic production. ; , S 
As a resul t pf ..the establishment of the. meta l lurg ica l plant already-
referred t o , the. plans ..for which include. the rraanufact ureJ. of - c e r t a i n 'typeë 
of iron and s t e e l , s t r u c t u r a l par t s , i t may be expected t h a t in .1966 the 1 
share of the domestic supply in these .types.„'of. product&f.:-will be about 30 
per cent , l/itn regard t o paints , t h e i r share in the domestic supply - at 
present about 1.C per cent - may be .-expected to r i s e to 80 -per cent in 19c6 
For the r e s t pf. the, intermediate,, goods.,listed i n the f i r s t column of 
tab le IV-9,, i t . has been assumed that the share of domestic supply w i l l 
continue t o be l i t t l e or nothing. , v • .• !••;. 'IV^l''1;^'•:.-. 1 1 . 
3• Pro jec t ion of imports of intermediate goods 
From the pro ject ions of the demand f o r intermediate ' goods ,in 1966. \ 
and the assumptions made regarding the probable p a r t i c i p a t i o n of the 
/domestic supply 
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domestic supply in meeting it, -we obtain a direct estimate of imports of 
intermediate goods for.that year, i.e. 51-9 million balboas in CIF terms 
(see again table IV-9)-* This,-r,epnesent.s.--an increase of 81-1 per cent 
over Imports,.of,, intermediate--goods in 1956j and confirms the view set 
forth.earlier that economic development entails a great increase in 
imports of. intermediate goods and fuels, even where efforts are made to 
achieve maximum substitution of these by domestic production. " 
IV. PROJECTION OF GROSS INVESTMENT 
On the basis of the aggregate projections made in chapter II It was 
estimated that gross investment in 1966 should amount to 124-7 million., 
balboas (see table -IV-12). This represents an increase of 153 • 5 Per- cent 
-over tire figure'for''1956 - " The figure for aggregate investment onceotoown, 
some hypotheses must be framed as regards its probable future distribution 
between its different components: public and private investment, on the one 
hand, and construct ion, machinery and equipment and changes ip,inventories, 
on the. other- ' , • 
Comparative'analysis of the time series for private investment and , 
the capacity to import gave a high correlation for^ t.he regression-function 
relating : private' Investment in one year to the level.,of the capacity.;to,-
import in- the previous year-' Capacity to import, then, appears t.o. be the 
main determinant of investment by the private sector. If it is assumed 
that this functional relationship will remain operative during the, coming 
decade, the projected level of the capacity to import would correspond; to 
a-tptaJ. private investment of 69*7 million balboas-—^ The balance of 
the-gross...investment necessary in 1966 - 55 million balboas - would thus, 
have to be provided by the public sector. Compared wit-h t^ ie figure -for-
public investment in 1956 - 13 iiillli'ori balboas at 1950 ^ prices. - this .  : -. 
:i5ight,-appear expessively-high, ' it "should be borne in mind,. .however,, that, 
for the ten :years'ehdihg iri 1966 the main investment n^ed will be...for- ..., .) 
basic.- social capital-''(mainly highways "and"" other road construction and, 
an extensive electrification programme). ' " .,, ..-••:• 
11/ See chapter II,fig.II-li , • iV 
/Table IV-12 
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PANAMA : J 3 C T I 0 N OF GROSS INVESTMENT ' " 
(Millions of ' balboas at 1950 prices') 
1956 
Gross t o t a l investment 
Total public investment 
Construction .. : ' • .• ••'- .' 
Machinery and equipment 
Total private investment 
Resident ia l construction 
Other construction a c t i v i t i e s 
Capital goods 
Change . i n - c a t t l e inventories . 
Changé'"in"pig inventories 
Changec'in .-plantation inventorie s-
Construction ' 
Machinery and equipment' 






































Source: See t e x t . 
The above' estimate accepted, it remains to formulate an assumption 
on the distribution of public' investment as between' construction and 
machinery and equipment. ' The figure 'for purchases of machinery and 
equipment in 1956 is exceptionally low compared with other years in the 
same'period, amounting to only 7*6' per' cent of total'Investment by the" 
public sector, a figure"which is in sharp contrast with the 18-3 and 
19.'6 per cent of"1954 and 1955 respectively- It would seem reasonable to 
assume" that in 1966 this item Will represent about 20 per cent of total 
public investment, that is, 11.0 million balboas. 
Certain assumptions also have to be'made on the probable distribution 
of private investment as between residential construction, other 
- J •": = • 'i. \ /construction activities, 
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c o n s t r u c t i o n a c t i v i t i e s , c a p i t a l goods and changes in i n v e n t o r i e s . In 
est imating the demand for r e s i d e n t i a l c o n s t r u c t i o n , t h e f i g u r e usedVas 
t h a t p r o j e c t e d f o r the demand, f o r " rent and.water" consumption^ and the 
method employed was the r e v e r s e o f t h a t used to es t imate the s e r i e s f o r 
""" ' ' 12/ 
the gross product o r i g i n a t i n g i n t h e housing s e c t o r . — From t h i s 
p r o j e c t i o n the f i g u r e obtained f o r investment in r e s i d e n t i a l c o n s t r u c t i o n 
i n 1966 was 2 0 . 2 m i l l i o n ba lboas , an. i n c r e a s e o f 75-.7 .over . that f o r t h e . . 
year 1956- As regards changes i n beef c a t t l e i n v e n t o r i e s , the e fìtimate 
was .• obtained from the' p r o j e c t i o n s of t h e production' of b e e f : 4 - 3 m i l l i o n 
13 / 
b a l b o a s . — The balance of p r i v a t e investment - 45*2 m i l l i o n balboas -
was d i s t r i b u t e d p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y between other c o n s t r u c t i o n a c t i v i t i e s and 
c a p i t a l goods. ••.„„•.:. ; 
V.,. PROJECTIONS OF- THL GROSS PRODUCT ' ; ' 
1 . Aggregate p r o j e c t i o n . ' 7 
•On the bas is of the aggregate p r o j e c t i o n s made i n c h a p t e r , I I , i t was 
est imated t h a t the gross product in 1966 would be 604-4 m i l l i o n balboas-
The p r o j e c t i o n s of e x t e r n a l and domestic demand and the hypotheses' formulated 
as regards import s u b s t i t u t i o n p o s s i b i l i t i e s now make i t p o s s i b l e t o ; . 
p r o j e c t the gross product f o r the d i f f e r e n t s e c t o r s o f production- . ' ' 
A g r i c u l t u r e (crops and l i v e s t o c k ) , f o r e s t r y and f i s h e r i e s ( s e e 
t a b l e IV-13) • -..:..:? 
In p r o j e c t i n g the gross product i n t h i s s e c t o r , use was made of t h e 
same items employed in the . c o n s t r u c t i o n o f , t h e . s e r i e s - f o r t h e period. 
1 9 4 5 - 5 6 . The corresponding items .of product ion. ; in the ..year 1956 were 
broken down by d e s t i n a t i o n , i n t o consumption,, export;-and: in te rmedia te -1 
u s e s . The p r o j e c t i o n of. the portion, destined, f o r -consumption was..<• -, 
c a l c u l a t e d on the b a s i s of, the .projection-.of, consumer, d.emand- and jof .the", s 
assumptions made as, regards the. probable-, future; ; t rend ; ; of import; , :subst.itutlon. 
The p r o j e c t i o n of the . port ion dest ined for., export has.;alreadyj'been, ;made. 
(chapiter I I I , p r o j e c t i o n , of c a p a c i t y to import,, ;hypothesis, . "S").-ijihe:..,:: "u. 
12/ See appendix B , t a b l e s B-16 and . IV-17 and, s e c t i o n À.2.h.„-, ,-:.;• 
13/ See chapter I I I , s e c t i o n I I . e ( i ) . -...-.•< ; 
... - J : . ..„;. ;;:,: .. " -" . /Table IV-13 
T&bU IV-I3 
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• \ Source: 3ee text» :-
a/ Including changes in inventoriese 
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The projection of the portion intended, for intermediate uses; has also 
been madë (see section on inber;ie:d-iate goods in chapter IV, projection 
of demand and siibstitution possibilities, table IV-9). 
The Item "Miscellaneous" under crop-farming was projected on the 
basis of the growth of the other Items combined- The f igure for this 
item in the column "Intermediate uses" is the value-of the copra used in 
the production of, edible fats and oils- The. item "Miscellaneous" under 
stock-farming refers primarily to poultry, milk, cheese and eggs, among 
final consumer goods, and hides, skins and other products for Intermediate 
uses- 'The f i r s t group was proiected.on the basis of the weighted .rate 
of increase in the demand for poultry, milk, cheese and eggs (sée table % -
IV-2). The projection of changes in beef battle inventories in 1966 : 
was derived directly from the hypotheses formulated as regards; the 
possibilities of an, increase in meat production; (ehapter III,, section ; 
II-l-c) - ,The item! -"Undistributed" is part of the project ion-!'.of- exports 
of other products of agricultural origin (see chapter ÏÎÏ, '-section H-,1)-
3* Manufacturing industries (see table IV-14) 
For the projection of this sector the- methods used were similar to 
those employed in connexion with crop-farming, stock-farming, forestry 
and fisheries, as described in the previous paragraph- .- '••''-." 
4- Construction (see table IV-15) - • - • • ' i 
The estimate of the gross product of this sector was based on the 
projection; of investment, in, particular, under the head of construction 
(see the projection of gross investment, chapter IV, section IV)- i 
5- Electric power, gas and water (see table IV-16) 
(a) Electric power 
(i) Residential consumption- It was assumed that residential 
consumption in Panama as a whole would increase from the -1956 figure 
-40-2 million kWhr- commensurately with the demand for fuel and lighting 
for. consumption (see table IV-2). " "V ; 
(ii) Business consumption.; For the projection of '.the business 
input à regression function was worked out relating the consumption of ; 
electricity in business to the? gross product of that sector in the • 
period 1945-56- The function obtained was as follows: £ = - 46.17 f 1.7x,; 
/Table IV-14 
P A N A M A : P R O J E C T I O N O F I N D U S T R I A L P R O D U C T I O N 
/ 1 9-5 6 19 6 6 
V a 1 u e i : . .. . ' V a 1 u e 
Production - Unit ' 
V 3 l u m e : ' . V (Thousands of balboas a t V o l u m e (Thousands of balboas a t 
I950 prioés) 1950 pr i ces ) 
r. . Con^ Int e i-ine- -
T o t a l " é 
Con- i Èx~ Interme- '.Con- Interme--diate Total• 
Con- Ex- Interme- Total sutójj- Ex- diate ¡sump diate Total - sump- sump- diate 
. t i e n ports uses- t i o n ports uses r ..-ti on , uses t ion ports uses 
- Total 43 964 630 i ? 4'627 :'.49 221 ^ ; • 86 28^ I ' 3 3 4 1% .113 - 102 730 
F o o d s t u f f s 
3:.él 3,3 
17 371 115 - 151 l 8 439 - ' 3 1 i. 05 6 : l . 584 34 306 
Evaporated milk Tons ' . .11.1 3 Ó29„4 " O S I ~ 6 - n ~ ï ï i 7 f.: 5 852.7 - .5 8 5 2 ^ ; ; 3 o i l •• 3 Oil 
Condensed milk I I v 238.7 - > 238.7 ' f 151 .... I5 I . 3 8 5 . 7 — 3 8 5 . 7 . , 244 
i 862 ' 
' 244 
Sugar l l - 12; l63«i4 S6I5.7 2 255.1 .! 15 034.-.2 2 772 99 . 507 r 3 3 7 8 r19 689.0 6 600 .0 ; 3 833.7 30 122.7 4 4 8 $ I-O56 6 4 o 6 , 
Tomato pasts l i ! ' - 7 346.6 - 346«6 .."-. 300 '-" ' - 3 0 0 ^ 8 8 . 3 688c3 59? - " 597 
Tomato sauce I I ' - . ' r -'•' '275.'5 . , 218 218 5 4 7 . 1 547.1 4 3 4 - ; 4 3 4 
Ice 6 385,6 36 185.2,. 4 2 5 7 0 . 8 . 79 - . 446 : 525 -- 9 4 1 8 . 8 i 58 547.7 6 7 9 6 6 . 5 i l l - i 722: . 839 
Edible o i ls and fa ts 11 1 538.5 j v r - - . 1 , 5 3 8 . 5 - 869 ... _ ; . ' 869 8 3 5 4 . 1 / ' . 8 354,1 4 713 -
4 719 
Sausagos., e t c . I I •"••» » i-- - - 1 - 397 ;'.-• - Í 3 9 7 ; 9 6 7 a ' 9^7»1* 8 7 ? I ' p ' t : 8 77 
S a l t I I 6 -971.-6 - - . 6 '..971,6. i 231 • - 1 231 -10 4 7 1 . 3 10 471.3"' • 347 Ç : - ' y . 3 4 7 
Hulled r ice I I 18-731.2 ir, 56.0 . J , 1 8 7 8 7 ^ - 3 3 0 3 - '10 .. . 3 3 1 3 S 2 6 336.1 26 3 3 6 . I : - 4 638 ; • 4 638 
Bakery products Thousands of 
balboas ! - : 7 190 : 7 . 1 9 0 12 194 -
j ' ' ¡^ 12 194, 
Beverages- (Thousands of ) M y, 5 ? l 6 - 10 521 16 898 - 16 898 
1 Beer l i t r e s 14 '529= 2 736.5 ~ r: 15 2^7.7 4 214 214 ; 4 4 2 8 23 900.5 i _23 900.5 6 952 -
•i . 
-V - •' • 6 952 
Other alcoholic 1. : 1 : •— i - - : ' 
4 079.6,.. -6. 155' beverages i t 2;1t905.6 1 .1 2 4 9 1 . 7 -3 751 . ..' 2 : , . 3 -753 4 0 7 9 . & • 6 155 - -
Carbonated beverages cases ?- 5 7 I . 3 % " V . 2 571.3 2 340 Y . ! 2 340 ! ^  4 i S o . 4 4 ' Ì 6 o . 4 > _ ~ ' 3 791 •>. - - 3 791 
Clothing n" 0 -' . ' '•: 16 288 . 40 .'•-: •16 328 37 719 L ; - 37 719 
Footwear . Thousands o f . 
pairs ' ; j425¡7 • C «• ; 425,7 1 623 — ' 1.623 1 706 .9 1 706.9 6 508 - ' -it:, 6 508 
v Text i les Thousands of 
balboas t ' " - 14 665 40 1 4 705 ;;; • •y 1 í " 
y, 
31 211 - ; • HP à i 211 
Construction materials ' A ' 7 ; - 3 674 3 933 • i 3 5 2 9 - ' 1 3 5 2 9 
Cement Tons 1 0 . 4 J- 65 . 8 : 76 .2 • 259 ; 2 027 . ' 2 '286 : ; - : 173*3 1 7 3 . 3 - - •5 337 . 5 337 
Sawn wood -Thousands of ' t j i i S ' 
5 446 5 446 square metres 807 .2 .807..2 V .... 1 1 3 0 . 1 130 : 3 890 1V, ! r 
F l o o r - t i l e s Thousands 3 272.5 359 359 8 616.5-: •' - O ? 945 - 945 
Paint L i t res • •- 265.3 M ' s " ' V 158 p • 158 ;: 3 024.2; : i 801 - 1-801 
Undistributed .. . „ . ...I... ... . ; i ; ; - 278 i 278 
Source! See t e x t . 





s ? ., I;.Table IV-15 • — '" . : 
; PANAMA! : PROJECTION:-OF GROSS"PRODUCT OF CONSTRUCTION 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1956 1966 " Per'céntagé •increase. 
Gross product 
Grq'ss value of some 
materials utilized 






! ! ; 1 
! > 
w ; »v I ;-•• I i ! 
1 ; 
Source: See tex t . 
where represents millions of kWh used in business and x the gross-product • 
originating.in business, expressed in millions of balboas at 1950 prices.,' i 
The resulting coefficient; of correlation was 0«99- ; ' 
(iii) Industrial consumption.' This was estimated by means of a ' • . 
regression function relating the industrial input of electricity to-the ; , 
gross value of certain branches of industry during the period 1945-56.'- I ' • 
To the projection'thus obtained was added the consumption of electricity = $ £ 
in metallurgical prodiict ipni, assuming¥üll utilization of capacity - 20 <! 
million.kWh. The resulting! function was: y - 7*66 f 0.64x whpre...¿i', I i -
represents" millions of kWh used -in Industrial production;and x represents.'! I „ 
the grojss value - expressed in millions of'baiboàs at 1950 ' prices .;- 'of 1... ( 
certain manufacturing industries- The coefficient of correlation obtained i 
was 0.^6- The, following items were excluded from':.the1 industrial eeétoh: \ { 
tomato ¡sauce and paste, evaporated and condensed milk, 'Sugar, hulled ricé j 
and cement. , •;' .• , , , . i " i | 
; (iv) Governmental and municipal consumption. Again a regression I 
function was determined/the highest correlation -being 0>,92 — being obtaihed 
from it by relating the consumption, of electricity to the classified salaries of 
'' /Table IV-16 j ' j 
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PANMA;' PROJsd'TfÖN' OF 'GROSS i^ £)DUCi: ÖF-SL£CTRIC~:;:' ' 0 : '''' 
•••'"• -UiJ bllTÖWEHi-G/iS ÄND «TER:;..a.. Lvr.-. inscv A 
(Thousands of bnlboas at 
1956 
,, . . . Percentage 
.., r.increase 
Gross prodlict 
Total gross value 
Leetriempower producta, on 
5 500.0 
7 992.0 • 18 569 .0 
132.3 
Gross value . • .r 
Millions of kWh a/ . 
Residential consumption • . 
Business consumption 
Total industrial consumption.-; 





•-• 153.4 1 
. : . . 40.2 . 
42.9 ' " 
• 18.0 : . 
• . . . V 77.4 
117.5 
. : 9 2 > 5 - -V. -
: 17-3.9 -
258.9 
Petroleum refining •:'' ;; 11 
Miscellaneous...;. • ;.r;.. •..•,;-,•.-.• 
ni -tic 
. 18.0, . 
•7.r. lo r;,;2Q«Q;;-
, 44.6 • 147 ' 
Governmental and muriicipal-- . 
consumption "' ' 9.8 '• ' ' ' 78.6 - ^oi J 
Use of plants 6 a A a w 15.5 ,ÌL/'"rEnÌ53*4o:i 3iid 
Undistributed • f- • 
/Iq;:u- 3 9 # $ - 182.1 ß-cci. 
Gas production • • . i" s 
Gross value ;-;j; • •:'• 882.0. . .. r r / 882.0 ; — 
Water .production "VC-! '.- 11. lui,-.'A„Oj.-;or-V» '-•.-. -
Gross value :lt:jMr .273.0 
i- :: n IT.-, hi'..;.. 
'oli 362i 0 j -./id 32.6 
V.'.'ciO ' .-r:- ' «".7.P-'.r — 
Source: S'ee-te-Xt'.'-J 
a/ Pu^ Li;d'::'îrCîiitifeè "'ÌHÌÌ^ . ; 
/the Public 
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the Public Administration and the Public Services- The function is: 
£ = -10.09 f 0.80x, where £ represents the consumption of electricity 
by the Government and the municipalities of Panamá and Colón and x the 
total real wages paid by :the public sector, in thei public administration 
and the'^ public1 servi^^ • • 
(v) Undistributed. This refers to the demand for electricity 
in the""Re;publicy~exel-udi-ng residential,.consumption outside the cities of 
Panama :aíid:Qolón. In-the» absence of Retailed information it was assumed 
that this- demand would- rise., proportionately to the demand from business, 
industry and the Government combined^ ~ ~~ v^..:.. 
On the assumption, finally, of a growth proportjj^^^qjt^w^s-^.::^. 
of demand in the amount used by the generating plants themselves, a 
figure for total demand of 332 million "Btfh in 1966 is obtained. At 1950 
prices ;this would be equivalent to l?-*3''million balboas.» i / . 
...-(.yi) Projection of electric power supply (see table IV-I7)» In 
projecting the consumption of crude oil in electric power production, 
certain"assumptions have to be formulated regarding the probable.distribu 
tion of electric power production by types of generating.plant• In 1956 
the total, installed capacity was 39-2 thousand kW, with an output of 
153-8 million kWh- This implies a load factor of about 45 per cent.—^ 
In that year the hydroelectric plants had a capacity of about 6,000 kW-
According to present plans, before 1966 a number of hydroelectric plants. 
will be established which will increase the installed capacity in this 
IS/ 
type of plant by some 40,000 kW.~' 
Assuming that the: load factor remains constant for a gross output 
- in eluding- -losses—-of- -389 - ^•-milliQn.-itWh^ _a...t-Q.t al installed capacity 
of about 98,900 kW would be necessary in 1966. If it is assumed, in 
addition, that the load factor of the hydroelectric plants will.be about""" 
50 per cent, the output of the latter should be about 201-5 million kWh-
14/ Load factor — Production —- ~~ Capacity x total number of hours in the year 
15/ Inter-American Co-operative Service for Economic Development, Panama. 
i /Table IV-17 
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.riq .Jn a^o'ucd Table IV-17 nciv. 









.!_';. i- y.L 
, -39 201 
33 201 
~ 6 0 0 0 
- 98 882 
5 ! 52 882 












389 794 J 
188 314 -
201' 480 ' . 
•0.45 
: 0 ,41 
0.50 
Source: See text.. 
a/ Gross production including losses. . , 
The thermoelectric plants should then produce some 188-3 million ktih, an 
increase of .44-5 per cent as compared with 1956-
(b) . Gas . .  T!'_••/ : .!WJ.~,j fRi.^ v.T'r:- -v;.;;- lc -T?r, • •. ' - .-*r - a 
Duringothe ®eaniodiol94S-56 the production of .gas showed a distinct . , 
down^ aoEdimo^ ementi* which went iojt> ^pra-gt^ally; jUipt^ ^ a^artr f rom ^ 
three yeatfs*j; THisj)Wasjdu,q -iii .declining demand frojit ^ 
the Canal Eone, .a demand which .has becpme practically nil in recent years-
Furthermore there ere-no. ecoriomic -incentiyes for e^ariding instalIatioi>s 
with a view to increasing the supply ,for the internal market - It is 
unlikely that present conditions will change, and the best that can be 
hoped for is the maintenance of the 1956 level of output. Using-this -




cubic feet in 1966 with a gross value of 882,000 balboas at 1950 prices-
(c) Water " ; ' ' ' 1 • ^  -
If"• is"agsumedr- th at--the- -per- -capit a -eensumption-wil-l -remain. .00 nstant,... .„:.... 
in which.,case the gross value of production should rise to some 362,000 
balboas in'1966. , .;.; 0 • 
(d) Sectoral projection 
The partial projections given above1imply a rise in the gross product 
of electric power, gas and water from 5*5 million balboas in 1956 to 12-8 
million "Balboas in 1966^~ari"lncrease 0f-*i32--3 Per cent-
6- Trade »(see table IV-18) • l -„.„.j. 
In working out this series for the.period 1945=56, a weighted index 
of the gross product of crop-farming, stock-farming, forestry and fisheries 
the manufacturing industries and imports was used •—^ In calculating the 
projection the method used was similar, but with some modification. The 
product ôffthe first of "these- sectors was-increased arbitrarily by 20 peri-., 
cent in order to allow to some extent for the effect of the increased , 
marketing of the agricultural and livestock output- This produced a figure 
of 95«.6..million_balbûa8 fQr..trade_in_1966 ^  85-7 per cent 
over the figure for 1956- It may be observed that the sector should thus 
1 * - ••'• •: •• v . ' ' ' : 1 
increase proportionately to the product, as was its tendency during the 
period 1946-56- • ' - - y ^ • ; 
7- Transport, storage and communications (see table IV-19) ' . 
The projection of the gross product of passenger transport was made 
on the basis of the projection of' demand" rdr'^ tVadSpd^ 'beirvice's-'-isefe •'-"'•'-11 
table IV-2). For the purpose , of the breakdown between rail, road,., séâ' 
and air transport, it was assumed that "the first""and the'fthïrd foiîhs-of 
transport would be sub'stituted' to 'a "substantial "eXt'eht' !by the'second 
fourth, and the figure for passenger "'transport {fa rail'"and" sea in:196'6 . iViri 
was left at the 1950 level. The "entire increasexin pSskenger trarisport: ' -
was divided proportionately betWeri"f6ad'"âiid'^ àii':iraiis'pdï4'é- " ' ' 
The projection of freighi'^ans^rt ^ às' èaiô'illàiiêà~dii;:<the'':basis • • G "•• 
"• • ri;'c :tî:, L L.K'.'r' •:>:; • , -y^ .rr, 
• 10 Î5Y-U è-pf le œ^iioj;!?.-:;r ¿i -v..;; v.r: •'--0 
16/ See ;:appéndix B ^  - séctioh table^l4)^q S-I'.J '-X^  




PANAiiA: " PROJECTION'OF GROSS PRODUCT OF TRADE • 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1956 1966 " Percentage-increase 
Gross product" ' 51°5 95.6 -
J . . ;'- ' r c .. • • ; ' , . 
Total value of imports and*'of 
manufacturing and agricul- ,, 
tural production (net)'1"" 182.7 ~ 339.3':'~' ' 
Imports ' ' 90.0 • 125.6 39.6 
Manufacturing product ' 35.3' 73.7 108.8 
Agricxitiirèlr^roduction;;--î(4©t) 57.4 • 140.0 Ji- •.-/ . 143.9: 
Total /.y.,; 80.2 . 138.5 72.7 
Minus banana and cacao 
production for export 19.5 ; : 26.3 , . 34.9 
Minus fisn exports '\ 3.3 4.5 36.4 • • • • * • i 
Plus adjustment - 32.3 -
Source: See.text. 
of the combined growth of agricultural and industrial production, the 
former sector being adjusted by the method outlined in the case of tradfe. 
It was again assumed that there would be a substitution of rail and sea 
transport by road transport- The 1956 figure for freight transport by 
rail was therefore retained, and of the remaining volume of goods it was 
assumed that 75 Per cent would be carried by road and the rest by sea. 
Communications services to the private sector - telephone, cable 
and other such services - were estimated on the basis of the projection 
of the demand for communications services (see table IV-2), and communi-
cations ser^ces to the public sector - mail and telegraph - were estimated 




Table IV-19 , '. 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF GROSS PRODUCT .OF: TRANSPORT, 
STORAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS 
(Thousands 
1956 1966 Percentage increase 
Gross product of the sector 
Total transport 
Total passenger transport.. 
Rail 
Road ... i 
Sea 
Air - ./.-". 
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The product of the C olón Free Zone was estimated from the projections 
17/ 
of the capacity to import.— The balance of storage services was projected 
on the basis of the growt^ h 'in the otter itoris in t-he sector • 
The combination of. the above.partial projections gives a total of 
29.9 million balboas at 1950 prices - an increase of 76 per cent over 1956-
8«. Banking, insurance :and real estate (see table IV-20) 
The method used iiere-wars-s-imilar to-that employed in calculating the 18/ 
series for the product of this -sector.—' The gross value of banking 
services was projected on the basis of the estimated growth in the trade 
sector. As regards'the groéss'value of'premiums of insurance' companies, it 
was assumed that up-to 1966vthese will.grow proportionately to the gross 
"product. Finally, for the gross value of administrative services connected 
with real estate the percentage increase resulting from the projection of 
the product of the housing•sector was used (see table IV-21).-
9. Housing (see table IV-21) 
Use was made of the percentage increase resulting from the projection 
of demand under the head of rents and water consumption (see table IV-2). 
10• Public administration 
It was assumed that the product of this,, .sector would increase 
proportionately to total public e^endi'ture .under the heads of.cpnsumption 
and inv^ stmeryt (see, sections II. 2 and IV of this chapter). 
11. . Services (see table IV-22) -•;•-.-• - - -
The .same-;items were-xused here as, were used in the construction of the 
seriesTbr the 'period T94*5-5"6 • The' items' medical and sanitary services, 
domestic ;seryices, public, ei^tertaliment-private education, hbtels,. ;; ' 
restaurants and recreational services were estimateed on. the basis of the 
percentage ¡»increases shown by the pro jeptions- . ,jcppsuinervdfmgi^ i for. 
these services (see table IV-2)-. The item "Other services" was calculated 
on the basis of .the percentage increase in the weighted projections of 
demand for "miscellaneous expenditure", "personal.care" and'"other sérviééé1'. 
17/ See chapter III, section III.2. 
18/ See appendix B, section A-2-g,. table B-15-
/Table IV-20 
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Table IV-20 
PANAMA.: PROJECTION OF GROSS PRODUCT OF BANKING, INSURANCE 
' " AN£>' R^At ESTATE - • -lo • 
" (Millions of balbois at 1950 prices)" '•"""••' 
y; U' 
.. . . . 
1 Po on + afro 
1956 " 1966 ; increase 
Total * ' ... 14.0. \8U8 
Banking ' 4.6 4.5 85-7 
• 
Insurance . . 2.4 4. 5 ' .85.7 " 
Real' estate : ^ 0.7 ... . ' 1.0 : 46.2 . ; 
Source: See text. 
• . ' - m - V . . Table IV-21 . . 
PANAMA: ^ PROJECTION OF- GROSS PRODUCT- OF.,THE,. HOUSING SECTOR, , 
'i.: -••<•, lr Jn : -r.'j 1956 1?66 ,, Increase 
Gross product (thousands of •<'•<:-.<:. J..-r-o c ••.. • 
balboas at 1950 prices) .-„ 35 617-0 .,„• : 52 072-0 .£.6-2 . 
Housing Inventory (thousands;) j> ,. . , 220-5, ,, ,..-•. 322-4;;., 46-2. . 
Housing constructed (thousands) ; ; 7*4 12-9 75-6 
Source: See text i ' •• -- •-':••• .-.:.• .YK,.;; - I . ¿ J ; ^ ; 
• • S III. .n;3.i; Jo-is ; XI.;. 'x:_• "i^-j;--
•WrfJ • -A • ' - /Table-lV-22 • 
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Table IV-22 
PANAMA.:.PROJECTION OF GROSS PRODUCT OF THE SERVICES SECTOR 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) , : 








Private services 31 913 57 706.: Ê9J1 
Medical and sanitary: 2 518 r 4 029 60.0 
Domestic 9 261 ' 14 967 61.6 
Entertainments etc. 1 703 3 342 . .9ó„,2 ; 
Architectural and engineering 321 :,-- ; 846 " ; 163.6 
Private education 1 581 . : ; 2 471 56 o 3 
•  Hotels : 834 2 155 -
Restaurants 2 146 3 290 5 3 
, Other services ; 4 200 - 6 492 
• • 
. Legal 1 411 r 2 204 56 r 2 
i Hairdressing and beauty-
salons • ' . , .958 ; -..; 1 437. ! 50 o 0 
Gardening and photography . 1 894 . 1 398 
Laundries ' : '937, i 453 
Bars and cabarets . •• . 6 620 15 180 ' 129,3 
Indirect taxes 2 729 4 934 " 30, C 
Public services 22 017 : 3,5 502 6l»2 
:Police, health and 
education 17 461 . ,, 27 433 57.1 
Entertainment, racing 227 445 . 96.0 
Entertainment, lotteries 1 843 3 616 96.2 
Depreciation, governmental 2 486 4 008 "61 , 2 
Source: See t e x t . 
/The weights 
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The weights used werë 22-3, 22.8 arid 54-9 per cent respectively. The 
estimate for arehiteè£&râi— made on the basis 
of the percentage increase shown by the projection of the product of 
-construction. The item "bars and cabarets" was estimatedon the basis of 
the percentage increase shown by the projections of the quantum of tourism 
and the corisiïïnptïon-of-alcoholic beverages, combined. As regards police, 
health and education,^services,. it was assumed fthat these would expand 
proportionately with the increase in wages in t"hë~ public sector- -Lastly, 
it; was assumed that...indirect taxeS;'.and depreciation would,grow proportion-
ately to private and public services respectively-
12- : Services tb Panama Canal Zone (see chapter III, section IV.2,3 and 4) 
13• ' Synthesis of- sectoral projections 
Tables IV-23 and IV-24 sum up the projections made in this' chapter, 
the first referring to the gross product by sectors and the\second, to the 
structure of imports- Both clearly reveal the magnitude:of- the,growGh 
effort which would be needed if it were decided to attempt to raise the 
standard of living of the Panamanian people at a rate of 2 per.cent 
annually- In view of the limited- prospects for the growth of the,capacity 
to import - and the need to maintain the external balance - imports could 
only be raised'-from 103-9 million bal boas ih: 1956-to 133,, 6 million balboas 
in, 1966. This is an increase of barely 28-6 per cent and is thus below 
the probable demographic growth. To raise"the standard of living of the 
population to the extent postulated, domestic production will therefore 
have to expand,at a very high rate; the gross product would have to rise 
by 85.7 per cent between 1956 and 1966, an annual rate of 6-4 per cent. 
But this, in turn,'would necessitate a substantial increase. in cessent ial 
imports of capital goods and raw materials and fùels.- Given thé,-increase 
in gross product just indicated, these imports would have to rise by 
122-9 and 121.-8 per cent respectively- Even if an effort" \«;ere made to 
substitute gome part of these,imports of goods essential tb growth, the 
volume of imports of both categories of goods would more than double •• 
As has been said, however, total imports can be expanded by only 28.6 
per cent; thus it is clear that the third category-"of1 imp>ortS';,7 cbnsuraer 
articles -.must decline, the projections indicating that they should fall 
/Table IV-23 
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Table IV-23 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF GROSS PRODUCT 
(Milliohs ivf balboas at 1950 .prices). 1 
1956 1966- Perce ir ine rè; 1 C ' 
Total " - 325.-5 604..4 ài r-
Crop, and struck-farming, 
forestry and fisheries 80.2 138 _5 r* / 
Manufacturing industry 35-3 73,7 108 
Construction _§/ .14.1 37 .1 .y .103 
Electricity, gas and water 5.5 • 12¿8 - - -1-_¿ 2. O .. 
Transport ,.: s b : rage and communic-
ations V -, 17 »0 •'. . -•. '.• J -i 
Wholesale and retail trade 51,5 ' . •'"'• 95 >6 tìf n o f 
Banking, insurance and real estate 7.7 14.0 dJ. c C 
Housing : 35-6 • ' 52.0 . . ., . 46 ,2 
Public administration : 4.6 .-120 ¿I 
Public and private services ' 53.9 ' • • 93.1-,,.-"•-.,•: - .• -U. s 
Services to the Canal Zoné 20 a I?'-5 ' .' , q 
Undistributed b/ "'•'•"• "30-JO-••.••• 1 r j 
Source : See text* section V. ' ' 
a/ Including;, minus and quarries. . •<••.. ' 
b/ Piff e rene e, between the aggregate projection, of'the gtosè prodùit-
(table II-8) and the projection'bf thè grosó -product by .sector^ -, 
(chapter IV) . •' r .... 
from 57-4 million to 44-2 million balboas (a contraction. of .3/k.p3r ) 
The structure of imports should thereby change ' ' radically, the .f.proportir.--« 
of consumer goods, more than twb' thirds' of the'tot al-.'-an; 1956, falling, t o 
one third in 1966. ' : ' ' -' 1 •'•-.'.': ..'-!•;.,. r 
. The glaring contrast between the' absolute decline .in -import-s; of . -, 
consumer goods and thè objective of raising private. ccns;d.'0--:' •';.,•• .-*• 
E/CN. 12/494 
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. Table IV-24 . , 
PANAMA: PROJECTION OF QUANTUM OF IMPORTS 




Total ,103-9 133-6 28-6 
Consumer goods. 67-4 44-2 -34-V 
Intermediate goods 23-4 ' 51-9 ; r 121.8 
Capital goods 13-1 29-2 122-9 
Undistributed a/ - 8-3 -
Source: See text• 
a/ Difference between the aggregate-projection of imports (table II-8) 
and the projection of demand and import substitution by categories 
of goods (chapter IV). . • 
than 60 per cent between 1956 and 1966 implies a vigorous process of 
substitution of consumer goods of external origin by domestic production-
Consequently, the sectors producing goods will have to develop very rapidly. 
This applies to the agricultural sector - which should grow by 73*7 per 
cent - and above all to the industrial sector- The latter should more than 
double thus considerably increasing its share in the gross product. This 
will not be possible, however, unless the basic sectors of the economy 
expand to the extent necessary. In response to this need, the power 
sector would have to multiply 2-3 times and construction more than tHQ and 
a half times, in view of the deficiency of basic social capital-character-
istic of Panama's.economy. Transport, storage and communications should 
expand by 75-2 per cent, a relatively modest increase., Freight transport 
on the other hand, will need to expand almost 2-3 times. , 
Most of. the.services sectors will continue to decline in relative 
importance in Panama's economic activity- The most striking case is that 
of the Canal Zone, which, unlike all the other productive activities, will 
decline in absolute terms• Public administration, on the other hand, will 
increase by 120.7 per cent, in view of the decisive part the public sector 
will have to play in the coming decade if the processes of growth and 






. yi: . APPENDIX A 
DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPTS USED 
In this appendix-definitions are.given of the concepts used in 
chapter I, Since the aim is t® assess the changes that have taken place 
in real availabilities of goods and services - aggregate supply - and in 
the various sectors which compete fwr them - aggregate demand -, all 
magnitudes are expressed in currency units of constant purchasing power> 
i.e., balboas at 1950 prices (see table A-l). ' 
I. AGGREGATE DEMAND . r.; • 
Aggregate demand is the sum of the following itemsI„j?rivate.consumer 
expenditure, Government (or public) consumer expenditure,gross public 
and private investment and the capacity to import (or current income from 
external sources). 
1. Private consumer expenditure .. 
This item comprises the total expenditure on consumer goods and 
services of persons permanently resident in Panama. It represents the 
difference between total purchases of final consumer goods and services 
effected in Panama by all persons and institutions, and those effected by 
individuals and institutions not considered as "persons permanently resident 
in the country", namely, the Government; visitors -fromlábroad, tourists 
and foreign diplomats; shipping in transit; and personé and agencies 
domiciled in the Panama Ca.nal Zone. It covers consumer expenditure in 
the Panama Canal Zone by permanent residents' of' Panama".'; •' Owing-' the 
method of calculation applied, the value »f changes in inventories of 
consumer goods is also included under this head. 
2. Public consumer expenditure ••;......•.. 
This item is constituted by the value of purchases of goods and 
services - excluding investment goods and transfers - effected by the 
Government, the National Lottery (Lotería~Nacional de Beneficencia), the 
National Racecourse (Hipódromo Nacional), the University of Panama^ the 
Social .Security Fund (Ca.-ja de Seguro Social) and the Municipalities of the 
Republic. Other official entities, such as the Ferrocarril Nacional de 
Chiriquí, the Institute of Economic Development (Instituto de Fomento 
Económico), the Banco Nacional de Panamá and the Free Zone.of Colón, are 
E/CN. 12/49.4 . 
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accorded the same treatment as private enterprises, and their purchases of 
goods and services are therefore classified as intermediate instead of as 
final consumer expenditure. 
3. Gross investment ' "•'•'•• :'r/ ; ' :v.••.; 
Gross investment ' cover's the value? of Constructions' ¡and, buildings, the 
purchase and installation of machinery and equipment and the value of 
changes in inventoriés of cattle' and pigs and in banana plantations.. It 
therefore differs from thé broader sense of the term since, for -want of the 
relevant data, it does'nôt include the value of'.accumulated st ocHs of 
intermediate and consumer goods. This item as a whole is equivalent to gross 
fixed, capital formation. 
4. Public.investment f - , 
Public investment includes total investment outlays by all- thé official 
bodies mentioned in paragraph 2 of this appendix, and' by the other-officia], 
entities classified as public anterprises, i.e., the Ferrocarril Nacional 
de Chiriquí, the Institute of Economic Development, the- ..Banco Nacional 
de Panamá and the Free Zone of Colón. 
5« , Private investment " '-' 
Private investment is the expenditure of private enterprises and 
individuals on the purchase.of capital goods. It is obtained by subtracting 
gross public investment from total gross investment. •' 
6. Capacity to import 
The capacity to import relates to all forms of external demand which 
exert pressure on Panama's productive resources. It is the sum total of those 
receipts accruing from external sales of goods and services that can be 
used for the financing of imports. For the real external purchasing power 
of these resources to be determined, they'must be expressed In terms of the 
: relationship between ..export and import1"prices --of • gbods.iahd.^servdces. The 
method of estimating the capacity to import, therefore,' is to obtain the 
.product of the quantum of exports of goods and services'and the terms of 
trade. ..The ^ following formulae Will help to clarify these concepts: " ' • ' •''' • v.<" .•.-;.-.-. ,;.}.•.-•; .... .,...,. . ... • , 
" • - •• • .-;• 
v-zi-vr ... ¿. . 
. !,; , . /(I) Capacity 
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(1) Capacity to import: ® TermS-of~tr3.de 'index.- x. Quantum of exports 
(2) Terms-of-trade index i ' Index of unit value- ox exports 
' ' Index of..unit .value of imports 
(3) Quantum of exports = Current values, of exports: 
•"''-' -' '• - -Index .of :jinit .value of exportsT" 
The ¿Foregoing definitions give.;.the:.formula, generally used for estimating 
the capacity to import: -•'•••-.,'. -
(4) Capacity'tb import';i5 • Cur-rout -values of exports . . . 
• ' - . . i . . . Index of unit .value of imports 
'••'• It ;was' this last formula .-.that..was utilized for calculating all items 
constituting the?: capacity, to .-import., (except the item "visitors frdm'abroad"), 
namely:- exports and. re-exports of merchandise, payments ti Panama by 
"enterprises, operating: in the. Free . Zpne .of .Colon, sales to shipping and 
aircraft in transitexpenditure.of foreign diplomats resident i"ri"P&n£jna 
and sales of goods and services to the Panama Canal Zone, 
In the special case of the capacity to import generated by' Visitors 
•from ab-rdad.;- r-.isie.^-; total^ -. .foreign, exchange _earnings undr^-feM-s head in 
terms of their external purchasing power - the procedure employed entailed 
•direct . calculation-;of the.-export . quantum, and price index. The capacity to 
•import was therefore-obtained ..by.., applying the following formula: 
Capacity-: to import deriving,4'rom visitors from abroad = 
' Quantum oi" expenditure of -visitors- from abroad x. Index of export prii'.ea---/ 
Index of unit value of imports" ' •'-r!j; 
7 | :-; ..;-..v.-.. H*. AGGREGATE' SUP^ f.Y - ; 
Aggregate supply is-the svia of .the., value of both ..domestically-produced 
and .imported goods -and-.services -available...for consumption, investment and 
export. It therefore represents the gross product plus the quantum of 
imports» For any given period, the sole difference between aggregate demand 
•and aggregate supply lies in the positive or negative terms-of-trade effect„ 
1/A special price index for sales of goods and services to visitors frcua 
abroad is referred to here (see table B-43)« 
/In practice 
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In pract ice , owing to the limitations of the s t a t i s t i c a l information, 
there i s an unwarranted discrepancy between aggregateddemand arid aggregate 
supply.- This difference -is termed " s t a t i s t i c a l discrepancy". > 
1. Gross product .,, , 
Thè gross product may be defined as the Value at 1950 market, prices 
of a l l goods and services produced within the national terr i tory in the 
course of a year. Although in Panama's case that part generated in the 
Panama Canal Zone should be included in -¿he national gross product as 
thus defined, i t is.excluded here ..on account of the special status of the 
l a t t e r terr i tory and the di f f i cul ty of obtaining the necessary data. 
Nevertheless, in so far as the Canal Zone represents an economic act ivity 
for a sector of Panama's- active population, i t must be incorporated into 
the gross product of Panama. Consequently, the quantum of gross remuneration 
paid in the Panama Canal Zone to workers and employees resident in terr i tory 
under the jurisdict ion of Panama i s included in the l a t t e r ' s gross product, 
and constitutes the sector of activity, termed "Services rendered to the 
Panama Canal Zone". . • ,-. ,. ,,. 
2 . Imports -"'.-'• '>.<• :.-•.>..-;, 
This item covérs t o t a l goods and services brought.in from external 
(Sources to swell avai lab i l i t ies of goods and services on the,domestic market. 
I t therefore excludes expenditure of Panamanian tourists, abroad, which 
cannot be considered as ¿ontribUting to ; the internal supply of goods and 
services. On similar grounds, imports, for the Free Zone of Colon have not 
been incorporated, but only those brought from that zone into terr i tory under 
the jurisdict ion of the"Republic'of Panama.-• 
The Panama Canal Zone, owing to the special characterist ics noted above, 
has had to be regarded, for purposes Of the analysis, as external terr i tory . 
Purchases effected in the Canal Zone markets by residents of Panama have 
thereforé been taken in conjunction with imports from foreign sources. 
/Table A - l 
.Table A-l 
PANAMA: AGGREGATE DEMAND AMD SUPPLY 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Aggregate demand 361,1 388.2 360.9 337.1 338,1 350=7 350,7 369.8 384,1 407.1 432.5 447.2 
Private consumption 164,3 191.8 206,2 188*5 194,4 212 o 6 221,7 232.4 230.4 242,1 256.8 264,4 
Private investment 22.0 30,5 29,7 31,2 26.6 19.9 21.9 23.9 32,1 33,6 35*9 36,2 
Public expenditure 43»1 42.3 41.2 34.1 31.2 40,2 37-2 41.8 43.1 46.1 47.3 54,3 
Capacity to import 131.7 123 »7 83,8 83.3 86,0 78,0 70.0 71.7 78,5 85.3 92.5 92c4 
Aggregate-supply 351.5 372,8 373.5 333.9 330.9 338,7 341,9 365,9 380.5 394,2 412.7 42.9,4 
Gross product .264,8 26.9,0 26.9,7 251,8 252.8 258.3 262.2 27.6,9 293.2 300,3 314.7 325.5 
Imports 86.7 103,8 103,8 82.1 78,1 80,4 79.7 89,0 87.3 93.9 9.8,0 103.9 
Difference between demand 
and supply 9.6 15.4 -12 .6 3.2 7.2 12.0 8 ,8 3 .9 3.6 12,9 1.9,8 17,8 
Terms-of-trade effect - 4 , 1 6 .1 - 9 . 0 - 7 , 8 - 2 . 3 0o0 -1 ,7 - 4 . 0 1.2 8.. 5 9*8 6.3 
Statistical discrepancies 13.7 9.3 - 3 . 6 11.0 9.5 12.0 10-, 5 7.9 2 .4 4 .4 10,0 11,5 
hD W P \ jq O CD 22 • 






SOURCES AND METHODS' USED INTTtÍE'':¿ACRÓECONOMIC STATISTICAL"SERÍES' 
- '' ' A. SERIES OF THE"-TERRITORIAL' GROSS- PRODUCT • AT' 1950 MARKET: ' 
. PRICES, (table B-l)** .. - • 
The gross product series was worked out on the basis of a direct 
estimate fof the year 195Ó> which' was adjusted lay application of a physical 
' production index in órtiér ¿o obtain the series for 1945-56. 
1. Territorial gross product at 1950 market, prices (table B-2) 
" A direct estimate of the net territorial product at factor cost, by 
sectorsj for the year'1950, had been made by the Statistical and Census 
Department- (Dirección de Estadística y Censo) with the help of a United 
"• Nations expert. This estimate was modified in the light of later 
information, as follows: 
(a) Agriculture, forestry and fishing (table D-3¿ A) 
(i) Agriculture (crops). The calculation of the gross value of 
production in this séctór embraced all the products covered in the 1950 
Agricultural Census, ^  including the agricultural production of the 
. 3/ ,, i < -A - --/.v ': ' -V indigenous zones, —7 with an estimate of the value of products not 
;cbvéred by the census and of production in farms of less than 3. hectare, 
these data not having been recorded^ 
- T h e production series relating to individual enterprises are published 
by special permission to the Statistical and Census Institute of the 
enterprises concerned. 
-cat , • -""All the tables menti oned are to be found at the -end of this appendix. 
l/ The national income and national accounts- of- the'"republic :of Panama; 
."i 1944-52,.. prepared--for-:th'© Panama- Government by Dr. H. Ryken Van 01st, 
::..•..: ..United-Nations, expert-on^national income (Technical Assistance 
Administration) 0 - ' ' J " • ' 
: 2/ Statistical and Census 'Department, Primer' Cerlso' AgropecuarioVolume-1. 
Producción (Panama, 1950). ' . . ' ' '.' , I ! : - . V - -
"j/' Statistical and Census Department, Panama, 1950,.Quinto Censo de Pobla-
ción, Volume IV, Población indígena. 
-.,•-.-""' '' • • ;'V." .L..7,:.:-: '-'. i " ¿ - i' / /jV9J°- the 
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From the figures for physical production under the various heads a 
certain proportion was deducted to allow for amounts used for seed, 
spoiled" before arrival on thé mar-kët "or consumed' by thé p¿odüc"er. •••"•• 
The ad justed; .figure,s for-,.physical production were valued at; farm prices 
in accordance with the results of a 'survey of agricultural commodity prices 
made, at the, same time as,, the agricultural census. 
: . .'. 'Óthéj- sources hâd to be' úsed' to obtain the.' pirices" of potatoes, 
avocado pears, "y^cca and -yai&s ând of" export products (bañarías, "cacao.-and 
abaca). 1 . '.'•.. , 7: ' '  •.".'' ,"": ' ' " "'. 
.. .(¿iJ- ,Agricúlture~(^ ^^  '-©.-fi¿tfegroás. value 
of production "in -this, sector iricludèd: 'bëef ; cattle, ' pigs, , hèn's, eggs, milk 
arid cheese. For beef "cattleslaughtering data (Estadística Panameña) ^ 
were used and for valuation purposes' the average^ bf-:-th&-'pprioes' for''bulls, 
steers, óxeri, <ind cows and "HêîféiC's (feótH for slaughter and'milking) was : 
taken from the survey of farm prices. The estimated value of írivént'ory 
changes for beéf' c'àttlë was based-on -thé 1950-census figure ,-a-nd on'an 
asse ssment ".of'. 1949 inventorie s' ' made in' thé' light of ' the ' relationship 
between cattle population'and 'slaughtering: In :'19'5Q.:' The physical .change 
in inventories'; was valued' óri..'the: basis of " the"!price .survey. ' 
The 'gro'ss Rvalue" of''pig production was.'obtained by Methods .identical 
with those employed for béèf' cattle. .' Thè. gross' valúe of poultry "'"' '" ', 
production was worked out as follows": ' '"ilié" tôtaâ." sales' 'recorded' 'in 'Ñóvémber 
I95O at the time o f the Agricultural Census, were trebled in order to obtain 
an. .estimate, of s ales.in . the'" fourth, quarter .. ,.' Quarterly "data" supplied' by 
k/ i The. proportions were ; obtained. from the table Consumo "alimenticio", total 
' y Per capita de la población civil de Panamá (1954) compiled by Dr. -
f-'Men.álfco 'Sbl£,s • of the• :ServÍGÍo. Int'eramériçano. de Cooperación Agrícola en 
:' - Panamá-'(SICA-P),• under columnV.head'ed ."Dbspé'rdlció;1 de. la? finc.a .al'' mercado" 
("Waste' between the'-farm'and t^ er market" ). ^vJ.^! ; ¡ 
5/ Farm prices during, 1953 obtaine,d by SICAP. For. expçrt products, prices 
« 1 ' revalued in áccordánce" v<ith';the method -Used by the international Monetary 
Fund and with data from the Statistical and Cerisüs' -'DfepaKtjftëhtv; Balanza 
r.-^Vde;Paëos• ddíPWáKiá;A '-' • V? ^ y ' f . • ,;,.'.  A;.',-.. ; _ 
y . Estadística Panameña, re guiar "ipÜbÍl'éátl¿Í3':á:ssífe.d •.by- the Contraloría 
General de la República. Statistical and Census Department. Will be 
quoted hereinafter under that title. 
/the excise 
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the excise authorities in respect of poultry consignments to Panama City 
(Estadística Panameña) were used to calculate an index for- the seasonal 
variations in quarterly sa_l.es. By means' of this index and the estimate 
of sales during the fourth qttàrtér 'annual sales Were worked out.r The 
prices were obtained "from thè source already mentioned. ; 
The same procedure was followed for estimating the gross value of 
egg, milk arid-cheese production. • 
(iii) Forestry. In order -to estimate the gross value of „production 
in this sector, a calculation was made óf wood sawn in 1950. This was 
based on the number of persons employed in this activity according to the 
• • 7/ . .." I95O census—7 and on the ratio between output and labour force in 1955 
and I9565 as obtained from the Statistical and Census Department's 
regular industrial surveys. The total amount of sawn wood was converted 
into its equivalent in logs by means of a coefficient of loss estimated 
on the basis of data supplied direct by a number of firms. The physical 
production thus obtained was Valued on the basis of a price average álso 
obtained by direct enquiry. 
(iv) Fishing. Information is available on fishing in thè Gulf 
of Panama (Estadística Panameña). The fish catch in the remainder of the 
republic (except shrimp, which is caught almost exclusively in the Gulf of 
Panama) was estimated on the basis of the distribution of the labour force 
employed in fishing (Population Census). Shrimp exports and fish for 
domestic consumption were calculated by means of unit values obtained 
from the total values declared in each casé by fishermen (Estadística -
Panameña). ' . w 
(v) Estimate of gross value added at market prices,' The value! 
of the intermediate products used as inputs in the agriculture,' forestry 
and"fishing sector was deducted from the gross value of the output of this 
sector. "The results of a survey previously carriedout by t he Statistical 
and Census Department were employed. ;K: 
7/ Statistical and Census Department, Quinto, Censode-Población» Volume III, 




(.b) Manufacturing..(table B-3., 8.) , ... .. 
-The estimate; of the. gro?s product. of. manufactures was based" on 'ah'" " 
enquiry "into , the ope'ratie^ of ;,abput -3,600..,^ by 
the Statistican and Census.;;Department.calculate,,,the:.net product of 
the sample 'sul-vey^ -rthe;.state^ p^ nt.^ . of*income.., 1950 submitted by thes,e 
undertakings to the General Internal Revenue Department (Administracion 
General ce 'Rentas Internas) were, used. This, figure was. expanded, .to the 
total' industriaL.Cs.ecto^ by. v establishing. a- ?atio between,- the aggregate. 
manufacturing >•payroll.1,(-Population Oensus) and ,the,.payrpll of^the under- _ 
takings.' •^ olude'd'a.rti'.tte.isajiiile..,--. ¡-In order, to, ;cp.ijiplet,e the estimate of .. _ 
the industrial'.product¿...van, .average--net. income far .self-employed a^d .family 
workers was as.sume<l;(Population..Census)... . .,, -
:,-For;.-the>piarpb's^  -;of.-.g^ culat.ing depreciation, the ratio between 
depreciation and the--net-manufacturing product observed in. 1^54 was used, 
in the . light Jof the.national; incopie research carried out by the Statistical 
and Census Department. 
' . (;c) oJonstructioni (table.,.B.-3,-- C) . ^ .. .. _ 
• This;••-heaiding; covers; the f mining. ana. quarrying sector and construction 
proper'.' ,"/ ••.' . - : - . - - -r , , - , . , .. .. . . . . . . 
i-':- •'; •!.>•' (&-)• Milling, andquarrying.. . An estimate, was made of the ratio 
between, th^ pet.;prqduct^andv,the-;payroll of mining^ and .quarrying enter- ( 
prises :.fdr the .-.years 1953 and.,195,4, vin tlie light of the Rational income 
research.-c^rie^^.out by the Statistical and Census Department. An 
average for those two years was obtained and applied to the payroll in 
195Q-bfvthe.s enterprises.;.qoncern,ed..v,.:.. The .n,e.t product , for that year'waS 
thus': Pbtainedi'.:.: . - -.» »t, .. •. ,4 ...... . 
u hi' As in; the ma|iufacturi;ng. secto^ ..,. a. average income was assumed 
'for self employed ,;and family,- workers, ,e.ngagedf i.n .mining...and quarrying 
(Population Census). Depreciation al|o,,wprs...calculated ip the same way: 
the proportion between depreciation and the net product observed in the 
1953 arid 1954 surveys was applied- to the ^:et:;prodiuct,..fb,r..l95<>.i,i- ' . 
,Xii.),,.Co^ strvictipn. The starting -point" used'' 'for "assessirig1 




sector according , to -the J?opi^ ation Census • . From .this figureras deducted 
thé Government construction; payroll,- obtained from the ¡ break-down. of public 
expenditure prepared by the ;Gontraloría General de la República. To the 
figure thus obtained: was applied the average ratio between the gross, 
product and payroll in 1955 and 1956, based °h the national inconie . 
studies for those years. Finally, the income of self-employed and 
family workers(taken from the Population Census, to whom a fixed net 
average income: was. assigned, was : added. ....... 
(d) Electric power, gas and-water (table B-3, b) ....... 
The procedure used was similar to that employed for calculating the 
manufacturing product. Adjustments for the income of self-employed and 
family-workers' were- unnecessary* their.: number being; insignificant, ... r . .. 
(ë) Transport, storage and., communications, -(table B-3, E) 
The -procedures employed were similar to .those used, for estimating - the 
product of the mining and -quarrying sector, v. Depreciation was calculated 
by establishing a ratio between the depreciation and the net product . . 
recorded in 1954 according to the national income studies. ..-:,.., .,-, 
(f) Trade (table B-3, F) •-..•:.•.. • .'br^-r.: 
The method used for estimating the gross product in this branch of 
activity was similar to that adopted for the manufacturing-sector. .... ... 
However, in this case the payroll of the enterprises which submitted 
income-tax returns was practically equal to that of the whole branch, 
according to the 1950-Population Census. Hence no adjustments were :7 
necessary, •• .••-•r') ' — -•.-,.... -, 
r--.; (g) Banking, insurance and real estate (table B-3, G) . f 
The survey of enterprises which submitted tax returns practically, -, 
covered all the establishments in this branch. The product" was therefore 
calculated directly on the basis of these returns. • . . . fr ., 
: ' ; (h) Housing (table B-3, H) Y -VÏ ...-rf.. • : 
The aggregate rental, for 1950. was obtained.from the Housing,Census. 
An estimate of the rental. cprresponding to . self-owned and ub-let r 
8/ Statistical and Census Department, Primer Censo de Vivienda,' Volume I, 




dwellings was made on the basis of the'"'average'r'erits i>f equivalent rented 
dwellings, classified by riui&er 1 roiomsand \EOCgftidn vln -.--urban 'tHr rural-
areas. In 'order-toL-obtain-tfie--% from-.the gross, rent -, 
figures, 40 per 'cent'was deducted in respect: if -.gross - rents. for rooms,-
and 25 per cent in 'rebpect ¿f;-gross rents-'lor- :ap:artments:6nother. ,rented 
9/ ,- - .--... 
property* ..-••...-.. v:- 1't ,'.v.-
Depreciation in this branch"' wafe ' Worked-'but; as'iapercentage-of total •-. . 
investment, which in its turn was estimated oh the assumption .that net • 
rents during the year' represent'a given,'rate of profit;.. ' - j . 
(i) Private services (table B-3V K') : ; - - -
(i) Medical' and sanitary services.- The emoluments-of.-physicians 
employed on a salary basis wer'e 'tctkeri - frbm-the-'1950'-Population Census/j. •-.• 
For independent 'physicians, -an-av^ rsge• .ne't,,ihcome^ ^^ ^ 
of employed physicians was' assumed. In order-tb-:6-a'mplete>the.gross'-' 
product in this sub-sector, wages and rerits 'paid by--independent physicians 
were added to the abbve data.'3" J''' 1 : 'v '"---' r '• .I;.--, 
To estimate'the total of thesepayments, -the 'ratio'1 between-net «income 
and expenditure in respect of wages and. rents for such'physicians was 
obtained on the basis of the national' income ' Studies" carried -<out•* for.-' 1955, 
and this coefficient was applied to the' total-net; income-'of-independent;;-,:, 
physicians. " "'" • 1 . - • -'• '-'-" -{.n; -• < ;•;.,,::..!•..-?> •„-' 
In the case of private'' hospitals, the daily "aver&ge-'htiifiber 'Of'- ••:>>. a* < 
patients was multiplied by the'estimated mean daily Expenditure- and by.••. • • 
the number of days in the year. ^ ^ From this gross value a percentage -
was deducted for inputs, estimated'on-' the itesis;'of-''natioh4ili^''i!JiC'pni^r studies 
9/ Under Panamanian law. it is permissible to include in sworn income tax 
returns up to 35 per cent' and '20'per d6iit' respectively of -'the .firicome-.: 
derived from the rent of rooms and apartments?.on account of maintenance 
-l . dep^piat^n.., the . calculation^, larger percentage's were taken 
so as to allow for'other cost's buchi '!aW;-t'akes-j-:"'^at'er'j ;ihsiir'afice*'ietc. 
10/ Isidore I. Falk,' Health in Panama.: ¿s&velr and" a • pro gram, ' abbeftdix' • 
, table 15 - The hospitals of Panama - Private. _ 
: J^gal• services. 
•"--" r i.Cev..-;', N 
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(ii) Ljsgal, services. The procedure used was similar to that 
employed^ .for,.the calculation of medical services. . ., 
: : (iii) Hai.rdressing and, beauty salons . Same procedure as that used 
for .medical,,and.legal- services,.. ... .. . , ; ... .. . 
(iv) . Domestic services. The data on .average, wages (Population 
Census) were expanded.to include, non-monetary incomes. 
• (v). . Services to the public. This heading covers services of. 
photographers and gardeners. The method used to estimate the product 
of this sector was similar to that employed in the calculations for legal 
and medical services and hairdressing and beauty salons. _..,.. .....,; 
(vi) Films and ot,her public entertainments. _ The value, of total 
sale.S:.-was; obtained by multiplying the number of tickets sold (according to 
the. register kept by the Banco. Nacional of stamp taxes paid .by theatres 
and places of public entertainment) by the, average pricé of süch tickets 
estimated on the basis of their break-down by value ranges. The gross . 
product was estimated on the basis of the rati» between the gross product 
and the value of sales observed in the national income studies carried 
out in 1955. ,.. . ., ., , .. ... . ., ., - ,.,. ...„. , 
(vii) Trade .services. These are services rendered to individuals 
by architects and engineers. The method, followed was the. same as that 
used for legal services. 
(viii) Private education. The gross value was estimated on the 
basis of the number of enrolments at each educational level (Estadística 
Panameña) and the average enrolment fees and monthly payments by levels, 
obtained, by direct enquiry. An amount for inputs was then deducted in 
the light of recent studies on national income. 
.ÍLÜIÍL...:. ; (ix:) . Other services... ,:.The gross product of hotels ahd boarding 
houses, restaurants, laundrie"s~ and laundry services' was~ estimated' on the 
basis of the average income of employees, employers ..and workers engaged 
exclusively ;injthese ..becupatlo^  ' These net earnings werte assessed on 
the basis of information obtained in the Population Census 
/(j) Services to 
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(g) Services totthe Panama<Canal- Zone (table. ¿8-3, J). .. 
These are labour serviq^ .^i^ nd-eired :to,. -compabie.s. ra.nc| ••agenciesv-,in.;vt%5, 
Panama'-Canal. separate ^categories-were, ¿taken ,into account: 
(l) Wages of regular employees of the Panama .Qai^ Gjonqjai]^  :and:.of .the -s 
various -^ ia3dli$ai?y.--.s^ rT^ c^ SAiof[vthe,iynited States,;armed-forces, stationed 
in the Canal Zone; (2). Wages of casual employees ..and sales of various 
services ::tp; jthe • above ...agencies; ("3,") Wages paid to ¡-.employees by Panamanian 
contractor carrying.; put work? for. Canal. Zone agencies. .-.. , > - - ;.t 
( ' i (i) Wages of. regular employees.. Source: Statistical and Census 
Department. .'-. r:U ;-••  ••.;•;: .?.,•.• • :\ • .. • 
....,<;-.;. (ii) Sales of services to Canal Zone-.agencies. The Statistical 
and Census Department has a series on total sales (goods and services) to . 
such- agencies and ra-vbreak^ downyof these sales.:between goods..-and-services,. 
but this covers only the year 1956,- Throughput the entire series it was 
assumed:thatrthe. ratio, between these two components was the same as in ;• r 
1956. ...... • f ;:'. <- , - • ; > . ... 
. (iii)- Wages of contractors' employees.,-- The. Statistical and .Census 
Department has data on these wages for the years 1952-56. The figure for 
11/ 
194^ ;,wasivextracted from the Weaver report• :—^ ,,-I.i-ttle variation ;was 
observed in the. ratio between these wages,,and those. of regular employees . : 
in the two periods, and a constant ratio was assumed fprvthe-period-.-,- . 
1946-51. - ..;-, :,,y - yV.'i 
(k) Public sector — / (table 3-3) , , ' . • -.,• : . - -i ' • -
. : To-.-obtain the. share .of the public sector (with, the exception of: ^  - J. 
public enterprises.) in the territorial product, the payroll for the sector. 
11/ Findley. We ave r, 1946, Panama's receipts from the Canal Zone in relation 
• - ~tó-iher foreign trade and national income. •'; 1 " 
12/ "Including-the vGoverMent"propei? :(bxidget of revenue and expenditure), 
. .the National Lottery.,, c&ational -Racetrack, ..University of Panama, 
Social Security Fund, municipalities, Ferrocarril Nacional de, 
. Chi'rlqüx and1 the fficíál"banks "in existence in T950.' 'J - i'!~ ••v; •"' '"' 
/was broken 
Tj1 ' ' y - - l O I. 
i'age z+xj. 
was broken down by branch of economic activity. The contribution -of 
Government enterprises was calculated by the same method as that used 
for working out the gross product of private enterprises 
The branches of economic activity in which the Government participates 
are as follows: agriculture (crops and livestock), hunting and fishing, 
manufacturing, construction,' electricity, gas and water, transport, 
storage and communications, banking, insurance and real estate, public 
administration -and.-services- Fpr.-depreciation, the estimate used in 
the original calcülatiöri: w'ás.:émployed'.-.agáih, " there, being no better 
...sources, .an. which-to ...base. ..it „.. . The . statistic al ...sour ces... are... set.. forth1 
under public consumption, in section G.I. 
(l) Indirect taxes • .. .•. f- •,<:.••. 
The above explanations relate to the gross territorial product at 
factor cost. To express jthis-concept in terms of-market prices it'-'was 
necessary to break down all the indirect taxes levied by the central .. 
13/ s '""" '""'"' . 
Government and. the, municipalities;by branch of economic activity, .and 
to add these figures to-the gross territorial product obtained for each 
branch of activity. : ,.. .,..„. .. v. 
2. Series showing-gross territorial product at 1950 prices, 1945-56 
' (base 1950 = 100) (table .13-4) ^ - - • ' • 
The general index represents the weighted average of the indices of 
the gross product of each sector. The weights used were the values added 
of each branch of activity. ••'.-.. ; - - ..; .. ..,,, 
'•: (a) Agriculture, forestry -and fishing- (tables B-5 and B-6) " 
The index for this sector was constructed by combining six sub-indices 
(1) crop production for domestic consumption; (2) crop production for 
export; . (3) livestock; (4) forestry; (5) fishery products for domestic 
consumption ; (6) fishery products for export. „,...-. 
The sub-indices were weighted in accordance with the r.espçÇtiye, groß? 
values of production for 1950. The individual products in their-' turn were 
•weighted by their respective, giro s s values for that same year. "K'Ï 
13/ Source: Reports issued by the Contraloria General de la República 
and by the municipalities. 
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The sources and methods used In preparing the physical production 
s e r i e s w i l l be found in the notes to the table below. The l o s s e s 
through deter iora t ion of the product before a r r i v a l oh the market or 
through consumption 'by the producer/ as 'also reserves for seed, Were" 
deducted from the product ion ' f igures . '-' ' • -'••'• • 
"" Sources arid methods' used' in 'preparing-the production ' ser ies v.; 
- .•••, .--:,, f o r agriculture, , . , forestry, and-.fishing.. ,, 
o 1945 1946 l?47;-194^1949;il95Q.l?iiX:;^5? 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Crop production for ' : 
domestie:.ppr|§umptiori; • • . •-•..,,, .... t 
a Rice ' , . (1). (1) . (1) (l) (2) (3) . (4) '(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Maize (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (3) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Beans-- - "" ' (l) (l) (l) (I) •- (l) (3) (2x4) (4) (4) :: (4)' (4) (4) 
' Potatoes' .'•' (1) fl)' (1) (3) (5) (5). (5)' (5)-. (5) (5) 
,§uga^cane- . (l) ,.r,(l)... ..i(l)./,(2) (3) - (5). .(5) (5). (5) (6) (6) 
Coffee (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (3) (4) (4) (4)' (4) (4) (4) 
Tobacco (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (3) (7) (7) (7) (4) :(7) (7) 
Tomatoes (,5) (5) :(5.) (5) (5). (3). .(5) (5) (4) (4) (2) (5) 
Cabbage (5) (5) (5) (5) . .(-5) (3)' (5) (5k; (4k (5) (8) (8) 
. Bananas ; (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (3) (9) Î9) T'9) (4) (9) (9) 
Crop production ........ ... 
for export : ' : •-•'•''••• •'•'"•'•" '•""' .':.•'.•.-•.•. .< .•':.->". <-s; .A.j 
Bananas (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) (lO) (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) 
Abaca , . : :-.. (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) (lO) (10) (10) .(10) (10) (10) (10) 
, . Cacao . ; (10) (10 H10)" U 0 ^ d0); (l0) '(l0) (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) 
Livestock:. . .. . .... . .., ... ».. 1.. ...... 
. ; Beef cattle " (il)' (11)' (.11) (il) (il) (il) (il) (11) (11)" (ll) (Xl) (11) 
iigs : - • (11) (11) (11) (11) (ll> (11);-(11) (11) (11) -'(11) -'(11) (11) 
Forestry: (12) (12) (12) - (12) (12) (12) (12) (12) '(12); (12) (12) (12) 
Fish .for internal "• :'vr "i; '-i,--^  -. l-.ji 
consumption: • - .. (13) (13) (13): (14) (14) (14) : (14) (14) , (14) (14) (14) (14) 
Fish for export-:- (15) (15)- (15) (15) (15) ,0l6), (16) (l6) (16) (IS) (16) (16) 
14/ The c o e f f i c i e n t s were obtained from the t a b l e headed "Consumo alimen-
t i c i o t o t a l y per capi ta de l a población c i v i l de Panamá" »—i&o. 1954 
("Aggregate and per capita foodstuffs consumption of the c i v i l i a n 




(1) Estimates by the Ministry of Agriculture Trade,, and „Jhdustry, 
Agricultural Economy. Department (Division de.Economía Agrícola 
del Ministerio de Agricultura, Comercio e Industrias). ; . ., 
(2) Arithmetic mean of production in the. previous and subsequent, 
year. . , ..... ,;v- ; 
(3*) Statistical and Census Department, Censo.:, Agropecuario....de. 1950. 
(4) Results of the annual agricultural surveys conducted by the 
Statistical a®d Census• • Department." - Includes' adjustments for 
... Qg^^jp^gg- 0j> "production in. the provinces of Bocas del Toro and ; 
Darién and in the indigenous areas not covered by the surveys. 
(5) Estimate based on figures for consignments of products' to Panama 
City registered at excise;offices and ñn the ratio between:,r 
production and such consignments in 1950» Statistics'-on -consign-
:uent to Panama City are taken from Estadística Panameña. 
(6) Estimate based on sugar output-and on the ratio between the produc-
tion of sugar-cane and of sugar during the period 1950-54. Data 
on.sugar production taken from Estadística Panameña.• 
(7) Estimate based on very preliminary direct observation. 7 : 
(8) Arithmetic mean of production in 1953 and 1954. : .r: L- . • 
(9) Estimate based on banana exports and on the average rátio between 
production and exports recorded during 1950 and 1954. Data on 
exports :from Estadística Panameña. • -rt. í 
(10) Estadística Panameña» ;.-'; ;. ';•'•••"•• 0 
(11) Estadística Panameña, series; on slaughterings» 
(12) Production series for sawn wood. See below, section 2(b), : 
"Manufacturing". C ) 
(13) Figures estimated on the. basis of the trend during subsequent yéárs. 
' '» s 
(14) Data on fishing in the Gulf of Panama: Estadística Panameña, 
In the remainder of the Republic; estimate based on fishing in the 
Gulf, of Panama and -the b^eak-down--of-t he population engaged" in " fishing 
(1950 Population Census). O^ r.-: " 1 ' T V 
(15) There were no exports,, 





(b) " Manufacturing (tables B-7 and B-8) 
-geeidlr 'was' constructed on the basis of the 
productiorl '^ epi^ s^ -fbr"the-',a-i^ l:c-le's' -listed below, weighted "by""their ^ .respective 
gross" values of productiorV in 1950. ." These' values were obtained by 
multiplying physical production by the prices received by producers. , 
•iiivThe-^ ofeWsi^ d-'^ eifeeds--of 'estimation' are given in the following table: 
Sources and methods used for the manufacturing series-• 
Products included v-? . ., 'iProduction:'seriesPrices during the base year 
Evaporated milk- •••.••. - (1) 
Condensed milk 0 •. (1) -:.,- - -- (9) ( 
Tomato-, paste • (•••• . •-;. (i) ' ; ' -T:': - (9) 
.Tomato-, sauce ., • ,- (1) - - : - (9) 
Sugar . •-. . (1) (8) 
¡Ice- •• , . " ... • (2) and (3) - , (3) 
Edible,oils and fats (2) and (3) (3) 
Sausages and,similar products (2) and (3) : (3) 
Salt , -,¡0 .:r- : (1)' V (10) — 
Processed rice ,.- •'r v (5) ' • , c-= (11) V " ) 
-Bakery products - - ; : . (6) V , , (6) ^ 
Beer :• ,.;.V -... •;'.••• 
/ 
(1) '=•• . ' (12) : 
Other alcoholic beverages-' .:,., :(i) .'..'..'.•.• (13): 
Carbonated beverages (2) and (3)- "L.: 
Textiles „av^ . . (7) , 
Footwear - r: .v;:--:; • 0 (2>,(3) and U ) ' (3) i 
Paints (3) (3) : 
Cement. • -avl-;:^  •:< • (2-) and (8) ,0 a-:, (14) 
Sawr^  wood -v .--.:.;. : (2): rand. (3) , ' 1 .r (3) - ^ 
Tiles . ; ' :i (:2) and : (3) ' ^  • (3) 
,.;.: r i- • :; i. 1 ... • 1 




whisky., brandy, planter's punch 
.. . .... ....... ... ,rr- t r'; 
; " /Exolanatorv notes 
•J 
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Explanatory notes 
(1) ' Estadistica Pan'am'en'a,.- . . -
(2) Industrial surveys .carried out by the Statistical and Census Department 
in ,1955 and 195.6., ,... , ., , . . , . . . . , 
>(3) Statistical and Census. Department, Survey of manufacturing production. 
Direct enquiry on thè production of industrial enterprises during :the 
period'1945-56'and pricès in 1950c v. 
(4) Survey of footwear production in. Panama City, 1950-55. Thesis by 
Edgar'.Barahona, University of Panama.. 
'(5) Estimated^as a constant proportion of rice, output. 
(6) The gross value of production was estimated on the basis of net imports 
of raw materials (wheat flour and yeast) and the ratio between the. 
value of sales'and the number of tons of flour used, . This latter 
- ratio was obtained from the 1956 industrial survey and is considered 
valid for 1950 since there have been practically no changes in the 
price of bread. , .. . 
(7) The gross value of production was estimated on the basis,of net imports 
of fabrics, lace, yarns, etc. and the unit values of imports in 1950. 
In making the adjustments necessary to obtain from the valu®.of. imports 
the gross value received by producers, account was taken of the fact 
that not .-all-fabrics .(especially those used to make women's and children' 
. .. - clothing) go tp. industry, some being used for dòàièstic 'consumption. 
Furthermore, while'fabrics for women's and children's clothing are 
bought almost exclusively at retail prices., fabrics for men's clothing 
are largely acquired wholesale. . The results of the Ehcuesta de costo 
de la vida en'la ciudad de Panama (Enquiry on the cost of living in 
"• ~ Panama-City) (published by. the. Statistical, and Census department in 
1952) were used for the purpose of analysing' thè' consumption of the 
various types of fabrics within each/category and -the data on retail 
: •' prices. • , 
>(-S) - Statistical, and--Census Department. Data obtained directly«, - -----
(.9) Statistical and Census Department. Unit value of sales. 
(10) Information provided by the Economic Development Institute (Instituto 
de Fomento Economico), which controls all purchases. Ù,.. 
(ill) Statistical and Census Department. ....:•. ,-) -. 
(12) General Inland Revenue Department. Unit value of ; sales. 
,(13),,Statistical and Census Department. Direct survey of a number of 
"enterprises. "'•' •'- ' •. - . _ . 1 • •• 
(14) Unit value of sales." "' Enquiry by a mission, from the International Bank 




( c ) Construct ion ( t a b l e s B-9 and B-10 ) .,.,,, 
This index was constructed on the b a s i s o f the .apparent consumption 
'•(prbductioh'-plus' imports •minus -exports. and r e - e x p o r t s ) o f .the following, 
c o n s t r u c t i o n mater ia ls . : Port land cement; white cement; t imber ; roof board; 
.-window,-..glass;. i r o n and "s teel s t r u c ' t ú r a i shapes; pipe unions-/tubing, e t c . ; 
copper f i t t i n g s and tubing; copper ..pipejs and .tubes,;,, c u r t a i n - r a i l s , e t c . ; 
wal l -and'--floor•-tiles, -etc."; water c l o s e t s , ; u r i n a l s , e tc . . ; sinks.,, i ron -. 
wash-basins ; i ron doors and windows; n a i l s , ' t acks -and brads; l o c k s ; 
a s b e s t o s shee ts and boards; r e f r a c t o r y b r i c k s ; forged i ron and s t e e l i b a r s ; 
sand;- s t o n e ; t i l e s , , .-.'/ .-•...'". , ' ;. ' ' ' - ' } 
: The fol lowing were.fthe- sources and methods used: 
( i ) \ Cpngt'TOctipn,materials' p r o d u c e d d o m e s t i c a l l y . 
Cement: See t h e t a b l e o f sources and methods used for, the,manufacturing 
. r " ' - ' ser ies , ' notes ( 2 ) and ( 8 ) . •• • .:.-• . ... . 
Timber: ,Data,were taken írom the' s c r i ò s on sawn wood. . See. explanatory notes 
(2 ) and: (3 ) of the same.table a . ;.. , . . . ' " . ..' V'' , 
Sand;. . IBbD survey ( 1 9 5 0 - 5 4 ) and: data c o l l e c t e d d i r e c t l y by thè 
S t a t i s t i c a l , and Census Department ( 1 9 5 5 - 5 6 ) . For 1945-49 est imates 
, were .based òn 'Government' f e e s f o r sand" removal - l icences. ' : 
S tone : For' the years. 1950-56,'- the same sources were used as. for. sand. 
.. For t h e .year? 1 9 4 5 - 4 9 . . consumption- was estimated as a constant 
propor t ion o f t h e t o t a l quant i ty o f , sand removed. ", .':'. 
T i l e s : See manufacturing i n d u s t r i e s t a b l e , explanatory notes , (2) and ( 3 ) . 
( i i ) Imported, "exported'arid re-exporced cons t ruc t ion m a t e r i a l s . 
S t a t i s t i c a l and Census'Department: E x t r a c t o s E s t a d í s t i c o s 'de Comerció 
" E x t e r i o r ( S t a t i s t i c a l e x t r a c t ó for 1 e x t e r n a l t r a d e ) (1945-50 ) and d e t a i l e d 
t a b l e s ( 1 9 5 1 - 5 6 ) , which have not y e t been published» "' ' " 
( i i i ) 1950, pr i ces» S e e . i n the sources and methods t a b l e explanatory 
n o t e (15 ) .in the. case . o f . cement and note ( 3 ) in the case o f timber and t i l e s . 
For sand and s tone , data were taken from an IBRD survey. Fox-..the o ther 
; m a t e r i a l s " nót- produ'c'ed'-ih".:Panama, •'a constant was added to the unit , value o f 
imports . This constant was worked out by 'comparing domestic p r i c e s with 
t h e u n i t value of imports f o r various imported c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s . 
/(d) E l e c t r i c 
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(d) •. Electr ic-power, gas.and;Water ( t a b l e s B - l l and B-12) ' " 
u The sec tora l - index was- constructed by combining the three sub-indices 
of physical,-production ( e l e c t r i c power, gas and water) , weighted with the 
respect ive gross:values of production in 1950«, ' • ' 
( i ) E l e c t r i c power. Production s e r i e s covering the d i s t r i c t s of 
Panama and Colón were obtained f o r the years 1945-56 ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). 
-..--r For production during the years. 1952-56 in the remainder of the 
Republic, there i s only „incomplete information, 'provided by the Fublic 
U t i l i t i e s . C o n t r o l Sect ion (Sección de Control de Empresas de Util idad Pú-
b l i c a ) . The s e r i e s was completed - with estimates basedf:on;plaht^c§Racjj;y.. 
Production in the years 1945-51 in t h e remainder o f the Republic was 
estimated by assuming that i t s share of t o t a l production i s r is ing, s . l ightly 
and uniformly. r : • • ' 
1950 pr ices in the d i s t r i c t s of Panama, and Colón r e l a t e to the unit 
value of sa les obtained by the S t a t i s t i c a l , and Census I/epartment' as- a 
resul t of direct , enquiry. For the. remainder of. the..Republic,:. the unit 
value was estimated on- the' assumption that..- the. 1955 rat io , between the unit 
value for- Panama and Colón and.that f o r t h e . r e s t o f the.Republic ranains 
constant.^/ •.. .•.::.. . ..;:; • • ... - r v 
( i i ) Gas» Production s e r i e s are a v a i l a b l e for the period 1945-56 
. (Estadíst ica Panameña). . . ,.•'.••••:••'." • '-e . . a ' 
-. The I95O. pr ice was. obtained by ca lcula t ing the unit value of s a l e s . The 
data were co l lec ted d i r e c t l y by the S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department. 
, : ( i i i ) : . ; ¥ a t e r , 3 The consumption s e r i e s for the c i t i e s of. Panama and 
Colón was obtained f o r the years 1945-56 ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). For the 
environs of Panama City, the sources were: 1945, Memoria del Minister io de 
Salubridad y Obras Públicas ( t h e , f i g u r e given was. for : one ha l f -year only; 
* 
.this-,was .therefore., doubled);• 194.6^-49,"estimated oñethe bas is of the < v"> -
population and average per capita consumption in 1945 and 1 9 5 0 ; ; 1950-51, 
S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department (unpublished); 1952-56. E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña. 
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For t h e ' r e s t " o f the Republic : ' . .1945-51,.. same Ì80Ur.cé..Vànd':m«th0d:'as t h a t 
: us?ed'for "the environs o f Panama City- ; ' -1952-56, estimated- :oh- t h e b a s i s of 
t h e .'population' and- áverage per- c a p i t a consumption in 1945 and 1950. 
The gross value of consumption i n 1950 was obtained d i r e c t l y ( E s t a d í s t i c a 
. Panámeñá); •' '••'> • ' . 
• /.'-. , .(e.) '.. .Tra'rispbrt'. s torage and communications ( t a b l e B -13 ) 
The index was P&ns'tmcted..-by •combi'rt'ing eight- sub- indices weighted by 
t h e - r e s p e c t i v e valu es "added during the base y e a r . '••" • ..: • 
"":,' . ..-(i) - .Pas senger. . transport ..by rail,..'...:. Passengers -carried by the' 
' F e r r o c a r r i l ' Nacional-de Chir iqui ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). " • 
• ' ( i i ) F r e i g h t t r a n s p o r t by' -rai lo F r e i g h t car r i ed by' the F e r r o c a r r i l 
: Nacional de- Chi r iqui ' ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). • '' 1 
( i i i ) Passenger t r a n s p o r t by road. S e r i e s o f commercial passenger 
t r a n s p o r t v e h i c l e s . •• Vehic les in t h e ' d i s t r i c t s o f Panama and Colón 
( 1 9 4 5 - 5 6 ) , ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña) , V e h i c l e s ' i n the' r e s t o f t h e Republic ' 
(1955 and 1 9 5 6 ) . ' ( E s t a d í s t i c a ' Panameña)-» V e h i c l e s in t h e r e s t o f the -
Republic " ' (1945-54) , " estimât ed* on t h e - b a s i s b f the t o t a l number o f l i c e n c e 
p l á t e s i s s u e d ^ / and on t h e r a t i o between old- and newly-issUed1 p la tes ' in 
1 9 5 5 - 5 6 . The r a t i o o f passenger to f r e i g h t v e h i c l e s was assumed to be' 
constant and t h e same-as t h a t observed in 1 9 5 5 - 5 6 . 
( i v ) F r e i g h t t r a n s p o r t by road. S e r i e s showing..the-.to.tal capac i ty 
o f f r e i g h t vehicles»-- - The. sane sources and adjustments as descr ibed in the 
previous paragraph. -'• '••'"'.. . • v.. '. r ••'••' j..---' v-.-.,. >-
0 • (v) Maritime passenger t r a n s p o r t . S e r i e s submitted b y the 
harbour-master...Of t.he....Por.t .of .Panama shovdng e n t r i e s and' departures of -
. passengers., . a t . t h e port ' .in. c o a s t a l v e s s e l s . ; ••• ' - -- '' -• 
•".•' : ' r ( v i ) Maritime • f r e i g h t t r a n s p o r t . S e r i e s : based...on...data ..supplied 
by the-harb&ur-master of t h e Port ' -of ^Panama ' showihg e n t r i e s and departures 
o f ^fre ight ' i r i - ' coástal - 'Vessel-ëi, : : --1--' •'":...".-;.... -
16/ Taken from the r e g i s t e r o f l i e enee -p la t e a p p l i c a t i o n s ..at. the. -
Cont r a l o r í a G-ene¡raI de., la. .República., .... ; 
/ ( v i i ) Air 
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( v i i ) Air t r a n s p o r t . . From 1945 to 1950, number o f Panama 
residents,Mio; ; . travelled abroad by a i r . • From. 1950. to 1956, total;,movement 
of passengers in Tocumen Airport ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña) . 
l. ( -yi i i ) ; Communications». • (a ) , . Unofficial. ,- Quantum index, of wages and 
. s a l a r i e s o f Government employees ( see below, consumption in the. public . .sector, 
• sect ion C „ l ) . (b) O f f i c i a l , ..Number of telephones i n s t a l l e d in the c i t i e s 
o f Panama fand.Colón ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña)o Rest .of the Republic: data 
supplied by the General Post O f f i c e and Telecommunications Department.... 
(Dirección General de Correos y Telecomunicaciones). . ; 
,.: "-.;.•"!..' •: ( i x ) Storage„ The, bas is , was the ;weighted index f o r the means 
o f transport and .communications, necessary „to. : t r a n s f er t h e storage product, 
excluding tha t or ig ina t ing in Colón, i- ree Zone. ..The . product of the Free 
Zone (1953-56) was then added and the f i n a l index f o r the s torage product 
was calculated.. .. The product or ig ina t ing in the .Free Zone was estimated 
• on the b a s i s of gross wages, rents and other payments made by enterpr i ses 
17/ , . . ; ., in the Zone.-'—' Rents and the p r i c e s of "other payments" were assumed to 
;.. -,be constant . In the case, o f gross wages, the s e r i e s was def la ted with the 
consumer pr ice index f o r foodstuf fs in Panama City,. ... 
- í ..'(f).-. Trade- ( tab le B - I k) . . . .. ...... 
Weighted average of the indices of the gross product o f a g r i c u l t u r e , 
f o r e s t r y and f i s h i n g , the gross, manufacturing product ..and .the-import 
quantum ( c « i , f .•)„-•..;.The! index o f the gross product o f a g r i c u l t u r e used f o r 
the construction of' t h e . t r a d e c i n d e x excludes the...product, o r i g i n a t i n g . i n , t h e 
banana^export.ing; company;and,..inv,fish" exports . . , . , , . . . . . 
(g) Banking, insurance and r e a l e s t a t e ( t a b l e B-15) 
The index was constructed, ¡bycombining three, , .sub-indices: banking, 
insurance and r e a l e s t a t e . : : .-..r,,.,;. -i 
.;-,rv . I t was. assumed that , the .banking, .index was the- saine as tha t . f o r . t r a d e . 
'.•••• The-insurance index was constructed, on. the b a s i s , o f the gross premium 
. rece ipts , of the insurance companies^, -. This s e r i e s was. prepared with the 
help of data on .Government.. taxes on gross premiums . ( E s t a d í s t i c a . Panameña). 
.-. 17/ Joaquín F . Franco J r . , La zona l i b r e de Colón o una i n s t i t u c i ó n " ' 
fundamental para l a economía panameña, Panama, 195®¿ 
/The r e a l 
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The r e a l e s t a t e index was constructed on the bas is of a s e r i e s showing 
the number of deeds recorded in the Real E s t a t e Register (Diario del 
Registro de l a Propiedad)* 
. In order to weight the three sub-indices, the gross product of the 
.three .separate sec tors was used. The break-down of the gross product among 
the three a c t i v i t i e s mentioned was based on the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the labour 
force engaged in the a c t i v i t i e s in question, "according to the 1950, 
Population Census, 
(h) . Housing, ( t a b l e B - l 6 ) ' ".' ' •-' ; - -
The index of r e a l rents i s considered as represented by the s e r i e s 
.showing the number of. dwell ing-units in existance in the Republic. This 
s e r i e s was estimated on t h e . b a s i s of information obtained in the 1950 
Housing Census and on the gross product index o f pr ivate bui lding. I t 
was assumed that the net increase in the housing industry during 1950 was 
proportionate tp the population growth.in the same year , y The net increase 
in housing inventory thus calculated was adjusted with the construction 
index and a s e r i e s of net additions t o . t h e housing inventory was thus obtained. 
With t h i s s e r i e s and with the census data on housing inventor ies in Í950 , 
the s e r i e s on the number of dwell ing-units in existence was"obtained by 
addition and subtraction,, 
( i ) Public administration ( t a b l e B-17) 
This sec tora l index r e f l e c t s the number of administrative employees 
of the various governmental bodies. The information was obtained from 
expenditure budgets and d i r e c t enquiry by the S t a t i s t i c a l and Census 
Department. ~ " 
( j ) Public and private services ( tab le B-18) 
. . . , The sec tora l index includes, the services l i s t e d in the ca lcula t ion 
o f the product f o r 1950, with the exception of l e g a l s e r v i c e s , services 
of hairdressing and beauty salons and photographic, gardening and laundry 
s e r v i c e s . Public services cover p o l i c e , health and educational services, 
and the racetrack and l o t t e r y . The weights u t i l i z e d were those .o f the 
gross .product. o_rig_inating i n each of .these serv ices in 1950. . •., \••;• 
( i ) Medical kr.d sanitary sei"vicés¿--- '~ Series^showing.the number of 
physicians prac t i s ing in the Republic ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). 
/ ( i i ) Domestic 
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( i i ) Domestic-services- . F r i v a t e consumption expenditure, with 
the' exception of expenditure bn domestic services¿ : • : 
( i i i ) Films and other public entertainments. •'• Reg is te r :of stamp 
t a x for t h e a t r e s and public 'entertainments (Banco Nacional de Panamá). 
Information was-obtained' f o r the years 1945/ 1947, 1950, 1955 and 1956. ' 
• The number of t i c k e t s ' sold in the remaining-years was estimated : on the ' 
b a s i s of the s e r i e s showing:Government revenue"from taxes paid by t h e a t r e s ' 
and other, public 'entertainments. ' '•' ' 
( i v ) • Goeìm'erciàl -.services'. The ; index of- the product-of priv-ate -
building'was used. '•••••'••'•'• ••' • -'•• .. ••' ''-'-. 
(v) Pr ivate education. S e r i e s on enrolments " ( E s t a d í s t i c a -'Pahamena) „ 
For ' the . c a l c u l a t i o n o f the gross value in 1 ;950>-a "direct -eriqtìiry-¿wa;s made 
in to the' enrolment-'fees and monthly Charges o f a number of pr ivate schools-
during t h e 'bas'e y e a r . ' •-'•¿Lil.Lil... . - - '.-v i;-----:: , .:. : r -
( v i ) Hotels . Index o'-f ' t c - r i s t "éxpenditure-' in Panama-,"- excluding 
expenditures o f v i s i t i n g m i l i t a r y personnel (see explanation in sec t ion 
E . 2 . d ( i i ) . ¡-'i--'-"' •'•• "• ! - - • • • ' • • ' s s ? " • {sis.} 
• : '{vii)'- 'Restaurants„ The': index di' t o u r i s t éxperidìturè described in 
the previous paragraph' and thè iridex o f food consumption " ¿ x p é n d i t u i r e , 1 - ; -
equally weighted; 'were combined.- fr '"•-'• - ' • - : ' 
( v i i i ) Bars and cabarets.- ; T h e , index of^the value of production 
and imports of a l c o h o l i c beverages and the index of expenditures o f fore ign 
v i s i t o r s were combined into a s ingle index, with the same weighting ( in t h i s 
case m i l i t a r y v i s i t o r s were included) . 
( i x ) W e l f a r e , . h e a l t h and educational s e r v i c e s . _The index 
represents wages paid by the Government, excluding those paid to employees 
engaged in public c a p i t a l formation ( see sec t ion C ; l . b ) „ 
(x) . Racetrack. S e r i e s showing the t o t a l b e ^ ^ a c e à r s t ~ t " K è 
nat ional racetrack ( E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña). . .L'i , .'-I ...y. 
( x i ) L o t t e r y . S e r i e s showing net s a l e s o f t i c k e t s during the 
p e r i o d . . ( E s t a d í s t i c a ^ - P a n a m e ñ a ) ; ' s w s . l .•••••.•:•-.•-.' -v r • V - . . ( k ) Servic es render ed to'- 20 ) 
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( i ) Uages of regular employees. Current values . The S t a t i s t i c a l 
and Census Department possesses data on the employees of the Canal Company 
and the-Railway Company for the period 1939-56, and. on the employees of 
other .agencies only from 1950 onwards. Another .source gives the t o t a l .. 
payroll of a l l Canal Zone agencies in respect of employees resident .in. 
Panama during the period 1939-45.^-^ In .estimating the wages paid to regular 
employees of the remaining Canal Zone-,agencies. during the years 1946-49, a 
f ixed r a t i o was assumed between them and the, - total p a y r o l l . . Quantum. 
The current values, s e r i e s x«ias def lated by an. index, provided by the Canal 
Company, of the wages paid to non-United S ta tes employees o f the Canal, 
and Railway Companies, 
( i i ) Sales of services to Canal Zone, agencies . , Current valu es . 
See explanatory notes re lat ing, to the estimate of the product -of t h i s 
branch of a c t i v i t y , sect ion A . l . j ( i i ) „ Quantum» Thé^current .values 
s e r i e s was def la ted with the wage-,index re ferred t o , i n the preceding 
paragraph. _ , - -, -.-,•• 
( i i i ) Wages o f contrac tors ' employees. Current values . See 
explanatory notes r e l a t i n g to the product o f t h i s branch of a c t i v i t y , 
sect ion A . l . j ( i i i ) . , Quantum.. The current values s e r i e s was def la ted 
with the consumer pr i ce index of foodstuffs in Panama C i t y . 
B. IMPORTS ( t a b l e B—21) 
In determining the s e r i e s for current values and the quantum of 
imports the floowing categor ies Were taken separately : ( l ) regis tered 
imports; (2) purchases by ships and a i r c r a f t ; (3) hospi ta l services 
in the Canal Zone's; and (4) purchases by Panama res idents in commissaries 
in the Canal Zone. 
- (-J. 19/ ... .- . ••••• ' - • ..•:.-;••.. 
1.. Registered imports — ' 
Registered imports were broken down into ten categories xvhich are 
l i s t e d in tab le B -22 . ' ; —- -
18/ Findley Weaver, Panama's Receipts from the..iCanal'.Zone-iri Rela t ion- to 
. . . . , - her Foreign, Trade and National Income. 1946» —— : : 1 ' 
19/ The ser ies of reg i s te red imports - aggregate and by groups - were 
prepared by ECLA on the bas i s of o f f i c i a l s t a t i s t i c s supplied and l a t e r 
revised by t h e S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department. 
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(a) Current values ( t a b l e B-22) 
The s e r i e s for current values ( f . o . b . ) o f reg is tered imports' 
(excluding gold and s e c u r i t i e s ) were obtained from the Extractos de 
Comercio Exterior, and .from the E s t a d í s t i c a Panameña b u l l e t i n s issued by 
the S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department, For the estimates o f the s e r i e s 
of current values for each of the categor ies into which imports were 
divided, a sample was selected representing about ¿5 per cent of the' f.'o.b«, 
value of imports regis tered during the period under review. As there was 
no exist ing c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of t o t a l reg is tered imports, an estimate had 
to be made, for each year, of the value of each of the categories,, on the 
assumption t h a t . d i s t r i b u t i o n within . the t o t a l was equal to t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n 
within the.sample, with, the exception of the f u e l s and lubr icants group, 
where 100 per cent was taken as the value for the s e r i e s . 
The f.o,b:, values of regis tered imports were converted to c . i . f . 
values - both f o r the ..aggregate and. f o r the groups - on the. b a s i s of the 
estimates made by the Internat ional Monetary Fund—' of additions to f . o . b , 
values on account of f r e i g h t and insurance. (15 per cent during.the period_ 
1945-55 and. 18 .per cent, in 195.6), 
(b) Quantum ( t a b l e 3-23) 
For each of the categories of the import sample previously described 
physical s e r i e s were prepared. .The.ir value was calculated at the uni t 
values for each.of them i n 1950. . ...In order to .expand the sample to the 
population i t was assumed that the. r a t i o between the t o t a l quantum in 
each category, of regis tered imports and the quantum of the sample items 
vías proportionate to the current values of the t o t a l and of the sample 
in each category. The quantum was converted to a c . i . f . bas i s by increasing 
the se r i es values by 15 per cent . 
(c ) Indices of unit value of imports ( t a b l e B-24) 
The. indices of the unit value of imports (base 1950 = 100) were 
obtained by dividing the s e r i e s of current, values,of•imports, by the v. 
appropriate quantum s e r i e s and multiplying by 100. 




2 . Purchases of ships 8, no ct i r c r a f t ( t a b l e B-21) 
( a ) Current values 
The data were supplied by the S t a t i s t i c a l and Census Department. 
(b) Quantum, - .•,,,., , .,.,.. „ , . , - .-. 
The, current value s e r i e s was def la ted by the index of the unit , value 
of imports. , 
3 . v Hospital serv ices in the.Canal Zone ( t a b l e B-21) 
The source and procedures were the same as those used for purchases 
of ships and a i r c r a f t . . . . . . . .. 
4 . Pur.cha.ses in Canal. Zone commissaries by . Panama res idents 
; (a) Current values 
For, the whole period, a f ixed percentage was assumed f o r the t o t a l 
wages and s a l a r i e s earned by regular .Canal Zone employees res ident in 
Panama. . . . . . . . . 
In the, absence o f s u f f i c i e n t information, recourse had to be had to 
i n d i r e c t indica t ions based on analysis, of a l imi ted number of quest ionnaries 
used f o r families, of Canal.Zone employees .in t h e enquiry into the cost 
of l i v i n g in Panama City (1952) , on a n a l y s i s o f Panama's balance-of-payments 
est imates f o r a period of 11 years , and on a s m a l l - s c a l e survey of 
Canal.Zone .employees..and ex-employees, 
(b) Quantum ( t a b l e 3-25) 
The current , va.lu.es s e r i e s was . .deflated by-a spec ia l p r i c e index. 
This index,-combines the sub-indices of food and c lothing and durable goods 
in the United S t a t e s , - ^ / weighted in accordance with the r e l a t i v e importance 
o f each t y p e . o f consumption in .Panama City (Cost of l i v i n g enquiry, 1 9 5 2 ) . 
21/ U.S....Department of. Commerce, Bureau of the Ceisus, S t a t i s t i c a l Abstract 




C„ 'CONSUMPTION ( t a b l e R-26) 
1 . Consumption In . the .public s e c t o r . .(table B-2?) 
This t a b l e cpvers .current expenditure in the public s e c t o r except f o r 
expenditure by State-owned e n t e r p r i s e s . Current .public expenditures were 
broken down into, wages and s a l a r i e s (excluding wages and s a l a r i e s of 
construct ion workers)and current purchases. 
( a ) Current values 
S t a t i s t i c s concerning, the c e n t r a l Government were taken from the 
Informes Anuales de. l a .Contraloria General d e l à Republica, which give a 
break-down of public expenditure by budget s e c t i o n s . These were arranged 
under the ca tegor ies of consumer expenditure., t r a n s f e r s and' investment. 
For o v e r - a l l - . s e c t i o n s , . i . e . s e c t i o n s simultaneously including severa l 
of these c a t e g o r i e s , the .break-down,of the t o t a l s i n t o the ca tegor ies had 
in some cases t o be assumed. 
Ip the c.ase of the m u n i c i p a l i t i e s , data were taken from the Informes 
Municipales., and the procedure followed was s i m i l a r t o that described f o r 
s t a t i s t i c s , concerning the central.Government. In . the absence of the deta i led 
information necessary to i d e n t i f y for the .per iod 1945-49 the various 
items making, up the consumption.category, est imates had to be made for these 
items, on the. assumption that , t h e i r share of. aggregate municipal expenditure 
during -that period remained constant and equal t o t h a t recorded during the 
three -year period 1950-5.2. . . . . 
The reports of the S o c i a l Securi ty Fund, the National. Lot tery , the 
National, Racetrack-- and the. University of Panama, were the sour ces used 
f o r f igures r e l a t i n g t o these i n s t i t u t i o n s , the same c l a s s i f i c a t i o n being 
followed. The necessary adjustments were made t o e l iminate duplicat ion in 
the c a s e . o f items a l s o included in t h e nat ional budget. With respect t o 
the S o c i a l Secur i ty Fund, the sar.e problem was oncoimtered as i-n the. 
m u n i c i p a l i t i e s s e r i e s , and thé same so lut ion was applied. 
( b ) Quantum 
In construct ing the s e r i e s on public consumer expenditure at 1950 p r i c e s , 
d i f f e r e n t procedures were followed f o r wages and s a l a r i e s and f o r current 
Government purchases. In the case o f wages and s a l a r i e s , s e r i e s were 
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worked out showing the numbers of Government employees, by ministries, 
during the periods 1945-50 arid 1955-56. The source used was a break-down 
of wages paid and staff employed by the Government, by categories of 
employees, prepared by an ' IBRD missionâ^ .'fb-r--.the..:.period . 1950-54» -Thé., next 
step was to estimate the quantum of wages and salaries, multiplying the 
average wages paid by each ministry In the year 1950 by the employees 
series for the periods 1945-49 and 1955-56 and multiplying "the average 
wages earned by each category of employees in thé year 1950 by the 
employees series for the period 1951-54. . .. .... , - -
In order to construct the series for the quantum-of wages''and- s'alaries 
paid throughout the public•sector as a whole, it- wan- assumed 'that the :...,.-. 
ratio between quantum and current value in this sector from year to year ' 
was'equal to that determined for the; Government sub-séctôr'. 
As regards current Government purchases; a-' special price index was 
used to deflate the current values series, so that an estimate of the • 
quantum could be arrived at (table B-28). - . 
- " This--index was a combination of the'price Indices for imported :and 
domestic goods, weighted in 'accordance Tilth their relative individual.;;-; y-:.... 
shares in total current Government purchases in 1950, on the basis of the 
break-down of budgetary items already described, 
In'constructing the index of the unit" value of the imports-component of 
current Government purchases, thé following articles were-selected: office 
and cleaning materials, petrol, lubricants, motor-vehicle spare parts : and'-' 
accessories, medicines, arms and munitions, fertilizers, seeds, livestock, 
feeds and other agricultural materials", and books'and teaching'equipment. 
The quantities imported yevar by year were used fbr-weighting"'purposes; 
1/ Material' prepared' by" the" Statistical and Census Department for the-
report -of the mission; of the International. Bank for Reconstruction 




The price index for the domestic component, was constructed .by-
combining the'sub-indices for foodstuffs, rerits, electricity, clothing 
and transport. This'index was weighted in accordance wfth'^ 'Ke relative 
share of each of these items within the total'current"Government purchases 
of domestic goods and'services. The sub-index '' for'foodstuffs was based 
on the consumer price index for foodstuffs in'Panama' City (Estadística 
Panameña). The sub-index ' for rents waá' based oh the' assumption of 
constant' rent throughout the whole period. "In working out the sub-index." 
for electricity prices the unit costs of fuel" oil* Consumed by the electric 
power company operating in the cities 'of Panama and Coiofi- wer'e' used.1, 
the case of the sub-index'for crdthlng''prices, ari index of unit-values 
(f.o.b.) of imported cloth "was constructed.' The trahsport sub-index was 
based on the unit value "(f.o.b.) of petrol imports. '" ":'r •'•"• 
2. Private consumption •••>.• '•-. .•'•.-:•-,••:•:( r 
In constructing the series' showing totd!'private' consumption and its 
component'. items at 1950 "prices, separate éstimátés'- were máde for consumption 
met from home production and from imports in 1950. '-Ttíé resulting figures 
were brought into relationship with quantlim 'iridlcfes for each category' for 
the period 1945-56," wíi'h'1950'as'the'base year. In both cases the • 
classification of "private consumer expenditure proposed by the' United 
• 23/ •• • : •-•••-• ' Sit.. "... • r • ... :-,...,. . . : . . . - . , . , . • 
Nations — w a s used. ' ' •-" -
(a) Consumption met from imports (table B-»29) ' '' . .••... • -
(i) Estimate for the valué of consumption In 1950. The- imports "and 
re-export sections (Estadística Panameña and Extracted Estadístico de 
Comercio Exterior : Años 1949^50) corresponding to'finished'cohs-ümér goods 
were arranged in accordance with the classification/ ali-éády described. • 
For each one, the net f.o.b".' value of imports was worked Out as follows': 
quantity of imports less"quantity of"re-exports," multiplied by unit fio.b. 
value of imports. This gave the net'- f.o.b, value of imported Cdns-umer ' 
goods, broken down into groups and sub-groups. The calculation of • the 
value of consumption' of -tfresé^ -goods-fea-s-'eéi-•on-^ he'^ íicest'.ípáid^ y the 
1/ A system of national accounts and supporting tablesSeries' F, Mo.2 
appendix-No-. ;2 (United Nations-pub lie at ion,-Sales Number:. 19^2. Xyil.4 )• 
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consumer (Estadística Panameña) for the main items within each sub-group 
(or whole group in cas.es where there were no sub-divisions), multiplied 
by their respective net .quantities of imports. For, the item "Others" 
in each sub-group (or group), made up of all other goods whose prices 
were not. directly calculated, the value of consumption Tvas determined by 
applying to their, net f.o.b. value the weighted average of the ratio 
between the. final consumer prices and the f.o.b. unit value of these 
goods within the relevant sub-groups (or groups) whose consumer prices had 
already been worked out. With regard to over-all categories, i.e., those 
including different,types of goods, it was felt necessary to deal more 
specifically with a,number of goods within each category. Certain consular 
invoices for the year 1958 were therefore analysed, and the corresponding 
consumer price data for that year were obtained by visits to the retail 
vendors concerned. In these cases, it was assumed that the ratio between 
consumer prices and the f.o.b. unit value in 1958 had remained"the same 
as in 1950. In some instances, where the categories included goods destined 
partly for final consumption and partly for intermediate uses (petrol and 
oils and lubricants, for example) certain prior assumptions had to be made 
regarding the relative proportions involved. Thus, in the case of petrol 
and, lubricating oils (the most. import ant items), it was assumed that the 
quantitties destined for final and intermediate consumption Were 
proportionate respectively..tothe. number of private and of commercial 
vehicles, in existence in Panama in 1950. 
(ii) Series of private consumption met from imports. The value of 
consumption in 1950 for each, sub-group (or group)"was adjusted by application of 
a quantum index of net imports of each of the principal items (the same 
items, as those chosen for the price survey). In the case of petrol and 
„lubricating oils, the necessary adjustment was made to allow for variations 
in.the ratio between the number of private vehicles and the total number 
of vehicles. 
(b) , Consumption met from domestic production (table B-30) ' 
(i) Estimate of the value of consumption in 1950. Many of the 
estimates had already been made by the Statistical arid Census "Department 
( in. evaluating; consumption' for the purposes of thee national accounts.", These 
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estimates were revised and completed' with data'"drawn-from.additional sources, 
including the following: * 
1« Censo Agropecuario de 1950 (most farm'products). 
2. Estadística Panameña '(consignments of'goods to Panama City from the 
rest of.the Republic) for certain farm products. 
-3» Estadística Panameña, certain types of industrial production 
(manufacturing,..electric power and gas). 
4. Industrial survey carried out by an IBR'lj mission»' ' . 
5* Encuesta sobre producción industrial published by the Statistical and 
Census Department, 1958. "" " •" 
6. Annual surveys,made by the Statistical and Census Department' for its 
national income estimates. ' " 
7. Estimates based on "the consumption of imported raw materials', 
8. Estimates, based on taxation rates and-taxes' paid' for-certain activities. 
9. Estadística Parameña; transport of passengers by the1 Ferrocarril Nacional 
. de Chiriqui.-
•• ., 0...(ii.) Series,., showing..private ,consumption .met. from..domestic production. 
The consumption values in each sub-group (or group) were adjusted.by 
indices ; of. the. quantum of production based on the .items .for which complete • 
^information was .available for .the whole period (see reference to .the .gross 
product index, in section A.2.a). .. ..,.,. , 
(c) Adjustments 
The.-.method/.descrihed, -of .estimating private consumption involves certain 
omissions, and duplications. Certain adjustments had to be made to. the 
• total,, consumption thus estimated in order, to obtain a private consumption 
series .'(table 3-31}.. . ' / ^  ..,-•, , . v 
\ D. GROSS • i;mSTv.'!S;\T SERIES (table-i'B-32) ."- i v. 0'; 
The total gross investment series was " based on a direct estimate., for 
the year 1950, and the resulting figure was related tc> an index of gross 
investment ,, constructed for the period. 1945-56.. vv •-.•• '.;•;, . " •; •;...'.,, .,'.;" •. , 
1. Total gross investment: 1950 • . 'I .t =.\: 
"'.This was estimated as the aggregate of the gross value of construction, 
the cost of acquisition of domestically-produced and imported capital goods, 
and the value of changes in livestock inventories and plantations. 
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(a) Gross value of construction 
This figure represents the aggregate of the sectoral gross product 
and of the materials utilized. For the sources and methods used to 
calculate the iirst component, see section A.l.c. . t ; . 
In estimating the value of the materials utilized., domestically-producea 
and imported materials were considered separately^ '' As 'construction 
- • •. •. • « • 
materials produced in fanama, the following were 'taken:' cement, sawn wood, 
tiles, stone, sand, and earthenware and other non-metallic 'mineral productu. 
For the sources and methods used in connexion mth' tfre' first 'four-
materials mentioned, see section A.l.b. In the case of the other two 
materials, use was made of the-results of art enquiry carried out by an 
IBRD mission — „ As .regards imported const ruction "materials, the same 
procedure, as. that used for imported capital goods was followed (see below)-. 
(b) Imported capital goods 
Use was made of'foreign trade statistics (Estadística Panameña) and^  
, pf the IBRD break-down referred to above, which was altered, slightly so as 
to eliminate certain, items and re-cla,ssify others. Capital goods were 
valued at market prices as follows: certain capital goods "'were chosen 
within each category and their market prices were studied directly. The 
average ratio between the market prices and the f.o'i'b. Unit values .of the 
goods selected was applied to the f.o.b. value of similar capital good's* 
Finally, certain percentages were added to cover the cost of transport 
installation, etc. " - "' ' ' "'' - *• 
(c) Value of changes in livestock invent dries' and plantations' 
See rection A.l.a. for the estimate of the changes<..iñ...liv.estb'ók 
inventories. The only changes- in plantation, area taken into account were 
those of the Chiriqui Land Co, (bananas), 'the" source'used being.the -' 
latter {s annual reports". The method is similar to that used for estimating 
changes in livestock inventories. ' ! 
24/ Formación de Capital:' años:' 1950-1954, published by- Statistical and 
' ' "• Census Department. 1' -'; .-•••• '- - ' 
;.' 1 • '•'-.. ' . ... ,;/2., ..Indices, of ,',-
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2. Indices ,of total grogs Investment at. 1950 prices^ .,-< •-,-: ' -
This index ,was constructed by combining three sub-indices: gross;value 
of . construction, .imported j.ca.pit.al goods and value of. changes in, livestock 
inventories and ..plantations,.The .weights „used were the,..corresponding .,., 
gross, values at.1.95.0.market prices, ..,.- :•..,,... r. . ,,, ,-.,.-
(a) „.Construction (table. DT-33 ) ,,..r...:.:.:,,,. ..p.,, v r••..• ,- -
, The . index of the gross product, originating ..in. construction was- used, 
(b) .Imported capital goods ..(table .B-34 ) .  .-..-..,,•- -•-•• --
,...The index of the quantum.o.f imported capital goods was used,(see, . . 
references to imports,, sections. B.l.b and ;B.*-2,b,). .... ,...,.. r; , , . , 
(c) Changes in livestock inventories and plantations, (table B-35) 
. r,.. , livestock ^inventories,. 1944-471. „.Minis'try- of .Agriculture,^ .,.,. , -,••< 
¡Agricultural Economy Department, . Years, 1948-49 and 1951: estimates based 
on the average ratio between inventories and slaughterings (Estadística 
Panameña). Year 1950° Censo Agropecuario. Years 1952-56: agricultural 
surveys-carried out by .the Statistical and Census Department.' Plantation 
inventories: annual reports of the Chiriqui Land Co. ^ --^ -C 
3, Public investment (table B-27) '."•-:."-' '•'•'' 
(a) Current values '• 
Í:.. For the'¡ cálculatioh';pf., the"current values of public investment > the 
Same• 'procedures were•'employed'' as. those used with regard, .to."public. .Consumption, 
<md :the same sources'," with the: addition of the reports' issued by the5' •'•• 
following 'Statue;'enterprisest-' Ferr0ca¿rril?-Ife.clonal- -deg-ChirlquJy Bancó -'Nacional 
(with its present branches ), Ca.ja de Ah o r r og',; -Banc 0-' Agr op e cuar io- e1 Indus trial 
and the Economic Development Institute. lYiiifeiiii. ri-; 
* Public investments was broken: down' into*. three categories: (l) streets, 
highways,- docks, etc.3 -:,(2'-)'buildings"and- other- public wórks- and'. (3') "X'-.-, 
purchases pi machinery and,equipment„ •/"'-:•: "¡I „sri--. ---¡.u/v iy.-\-: b 
(b) Quantum . ' r'-.¡=v:-jov - qi-'r-'j.- -v-.-'y 
Tzr estimating "the- quantum of public investment., special', deflationary 
indices were constructed for each category (table B-36). - '•:•"> : 
In the case of road and dock constru cbion, etc,., an index was prepared 
combining the index of consumer- prices of foodstuffs in - Panama City and 
the index of the unit value of imports of construction -materiáls'j weighted 
-c;\ /by the 
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:l95Ô;'!'rThérsamé'" procédure, although with different Weighting factors, 
was used to obtain' the deflationary index in thé 'case of building and' 
other ' public''works'» The pro'portioris of manpower arid materials "uséd iñ 
both cases were calculated by analysing the construction items listed' 
under central Government expenditure (Informés dé la'Góritraloría). ' 
* ' '; Ih" thé case of máchinéry ánd" équipment purchases, a weighted index of 
the unit value of imports of these" iteiás was -us:ed^  
agrlcultúre^ industry arid mining and 'for transport - see"notes on sources 
and methods relating tó' régisteifed 'imports in section B.l.). 
4. Gross' privat'e-'i^estment- --• - - :-.-•'-•.•: . - .'-. .-.-.-.'. -
The groës private investment series' was based on the difference between 
'thé' grds s tôt al investment 'series and the public investment quantum series. 
~ SERIES OF CAPACITY; TO .IMPORT .(table. .B-37.) .. 
r : •'Capacity , tOijimport -;was : broken down inte three general categories":!';. '.-, 
registered exports, transit ;and tourist services, and Canal :Zone¿. .• ;..: 
I. Registered exports (table P.-38 ) •>/.-, .'•:,'.•-'-:[ vrr ;. , „ ;' 
(a) Current values •.•;.:•,•'.'".: >•'••';'• 
.. ri.' Source;. Statistical and Census ^ DepartmentExtractos de. Comercio Exterior, 
and- Boletines de : Estadística ' Panameña.,- Certain products -were,.-revalued -in 
accordance with the -method.suggested ;by .the.,:Int:e.rnational..Monetary .fFund, 
which is uSed for draining up. Panama's balance of payments.. The totals-were 
broken-down .¿ntjQ-.-'.\four-^ róupa!'^ 'r-;o'':. - - r - - -¡.l•-...) 
(b) Quantum - , ' - ,û. ••¡o'-.-.. r t ... -: 
For each group,, the most important items- wore chosen and quantum series 
were worked out by multiplying the 1950 unit values -of each: item, by'the: 
physical volume series. In order t,o!robtaa.n:the:-tojbai-t quanttita, dfc.wasrrq 
assumed that for each group the ratio between the total quantum and the 
sample quantum was .--.equal to: the ratio between the current values of the 
total and of the {sample,'.- ;'; ,;.v.:7 r, : . r,-., = .v- -i--:::-!' 
- Qc) vCapácity-.ta ...import.- j .: -.••;•'-.-•.:::;-ít- j.o .--.:••; -¡I. 
This was calculated by dividing the current values.'series, by- the index 
of the .unit, value of import»,. .;.- -•:.-.;. '.-o -r;,.r--,- .-.-<"•; vo 
/2. Transit and 
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2. Transit and tourist services (table B-37 ) 
(a) Re-exports' ' "•' 
(i) Current values» " The same sources' as those used for exports'.1' 
The totals were broken "down into ten groups' (see table B-39). : ' 
(ii) Quant urn (table '13-40 )„ ; Procedure was similar to'that employed 
in calculating the export quantum,, ' '""' "" ' ' 1 ' ' '"''" 
. (iii) Capacity to import0" Quotient of the current valúes of re-exports 
and the unit value of imports, - -
(b) " Colón 'Free Zone * "' "' ' '"' " ' ' 
The figures relate to' the'gross product Originating in enterprises 
operating in the Free Zone (excluding their profits). •"•' ' ' 
(i) Current values (table" B-4l)= ' Seè ''the "source quoted in section 
(ii) Quantum (table B-42')'."" Similar procedure'to that described'-in 
the section referred to in the foregoing paragraph. ' " ' ' r 
(iii) Capacity tó' import . This was obtained' by dividing':;the' current 
values series by the- index o-.f the unii valu« of imports. :...;..-. 
(c ) Sales to ships in transit' '"' ''"•' '• •' 
(i ) Current ' values'. ' Sourcè : Statistical ahd CensUs -' Department,•"' . 
foreign trade statistics (table B-41).' ' ' ' '""'•"'-- ••'••" -••'" 
(ii)'Quantum, "This was' obtained" by dividing the current-values series 
by the index of the unit value of re:-oXports of alcoholic beverages' and 
cigarettes, the" principal re-exports '(table B-42). • ' •' -
(iii) Capacity to imports Quotient of the current values and the'' 
index nf the unit value of imports.' - : v. :'...,'.';:..-ÍJ../.; > 
(d) Expenditure of foreign visitors — v • 
(i) Current values. " The current 'values" series"1 was: worked out by 
multiplying the' quantum" series (as explained below}' by a special""' index-' of 
export prices corresponding to "tourist "expenditure,: This'-iridexas-'a x'-
combination of the sub-indices for "foodstuffs (consumer prices',1 Pahiama' 
City), transport (unit value of petrol imports )',.'' alcoholic-bevérages 
(unit value of imports) and clothing, perfumes, etc. (index of" unit value 
cf such products). The weighting factors'' were based on the results of a 
number of sample surveys "carried out from 1952' by the' Statistical arid • 




(ii) Quantum (table B-44). The average daily expenditure for each 
type of visitor was. calculated,.and was. adjusted on the. basis of ,the 
relevant series, of numbers,, of .visitor/days „ To determine the average length 
of stay of visitors ;to Panama (by'categories), the results of ,the surveys 
which the Statistical and Census Department has,, been carrying out since 
1952 .were used0 The.average daily expenditure for each type of visitor 
corresponds to the average expenditure in 1952® Tp obtain the 195.0 value, 
this was deflated by the price index referred to in the preceding section. 
.......Sources: 1945,-^ 49 - annual. ..reports issued by the Governor of the 
Canal Zone, number of passengers leaving by air (albrook Field Airport), 
and,.number of passengers .disembarking .in the ports of Balboa and Cristobal. 
For the years 1950-56 - Statistical and Census Department, surveys of 
foreign visitors and migration statistics. . , ... 
(iii) Capacity to import.» This was obtained by dividing the current 
... values series: by the index. qfrthe unit value of imports« 
( e) Expenditure.of foreign diplomats resident in Panama 
(i) Current values. Source: Statistical .and . Census Department, 
direct /enquiries carried out in.: connexion with the .preparation of the 
balance of payments (table B»4l)® • . . . 
.. .; (ii)^Quantum. Current, values series, deflated by the index of consumer 
.¡prices of foodstuffs in Panama. City (table 3-42). 
(iii) Capacity to import. . Current values series divided by the index 
of the unit value of imports. . . . . 
3. Sales to Canal Zone (table B-3?) ...... 
(a) Wages and services ^ .. ,, , 
¡.-,. (i) -Current values, (table, B-41)» Includes the following items: 
. --. wages of regular employees,, wages, pf contractors1 empl»yees, a,nd sales 
of services to -Canal Zone, agencies. . See the section on the gross product 
originating, in services to, the ..Canal Zone (A.2„.k. ). 
(il) Quantum,.. - See the section referred to in the previous paragraph. 
. (table B-4.2). \ < , . .' ' ' 
- (iii) Capacity to import... .This was obtained.by dividing the current 
values series by the index of the unit value of imports,, 
Kb) Sales of 
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(b) Sales of goods to Canal. Zone agencies.•. 
(i) Current values (table B-41). Source: Statistical and Census 
Department, ; enquiries in connextion with the preparation of the? balance 
of payments 4 For explanations of* the method, used^ seeUsectión -A.l.j (ii). 
(ii) Quantum (table B-42)., Current values deflated by the index of 
the prices of foodstuffs-, in-Panama City. - ' •• ; - '• 
(iii) Capacity to import. Current values'were divided by the index of 
the unit value of Imports -, 
(c) Sales to Canal Zone"residents 
(i) Current values (table B-41). Source: Statistical and Census 
Department, [enquiries, made in connexion with:the preparation of: the balance 
of paymentsoi As data were available for the period 1946-53 only, per ' 
capita expenditure-for the years-1945 and. 1954-56 was assumed to be 
equivalent to the average of the figures recorded for''that period, 
(ii) Quantum, (table B~42).- Current values deflated by a special. 
price index corresponding to sales to Canal Zone residents. This index 
is a combination of the sub-indices for beverages (unit value of imports), 
perfumes (unit value of imports), silk clothing..(unit value of imports:), 
lottery and racetrack (constant prices), and transport (unit value ;of 
petrol imports)« The--weighting factors were fixed arbitrarily (table B-45). 
(iii) Capacity to import. The current values series was divided by 
the index of the unit value of imports. ^ 
4. Terms of trade -indices (table B-46 ) ; 
As *was explained in the ..previous section,, both-the current values 
series-and the quantum series were estimated for each ohe of .the items 
listed .tinder; capacity to import. In each case, the division of ¡the former 
by the latter gives the export pricc indices for each, itemi If-these 
indices/ are divided by the index of the unit value /of imports, the 
respective;-térms. of trade .indices are obtained for each item (table B-46). 
/Table ii—1 
Table E-l 
PANAMA: GROSSiPRODUCT BY ßilAECH OF SCOKCiJC -ACTIVITIY, 1945-
•:) . (Millions of balboas at 1950 prides) j; 
Brancli of activity 1945; 1946 1947 • 1948 1949 1950 V 1951 1952 ..1953 1954 1955 1956 
Total' • 264.8 269.O 269^7 251.8- 252.8 258-3 .'262.2-; 276,9 293,2 :300.3 314.7 325.5 
Agriculture (crops .and live". 
stock),forestry and. fishing §1.$ 59.1 
Manufacturing " '-: 21.8' 2kSj 
Construction a/ 4 IS.3.'" 11.4 
Electricity, gas and .water , 2.8;. 2,9 
Transport, storage: and '-''' o 'r 
communications .,, ;.. c 10.0 10.6 
Wholesale and retail trade 35.5" 42.0 





Public administration 3.5 3.8 
Public and private servicés 44.0 44.8 
Services to Panama Canal 55.5 40.3 
Zone .  ¡.., 
Source : See text of appendix B. 1 
a/ Including mining ; arid quarryingj;;; 
1-3 03 cr M 
CD 



















. 5.5 ; 5.0 . 5.2; 
25.0 : 26,2. 27.5 
3.8 • 3o9 3.8 
40.8 - 38.9 38.1 












66 = 8 /. 6606 
28.7- • 35.3 
















75.1 76.3 83oO 80.2 
35.3 33,8.;. 35,3 
.1106 12.1 13 14 .-<1 
4-7 _ 4-9 5.4 5,5 
12.5 14,-2 13.6 17,0 
47.0 .. 48,2 50,0- 51'5 
'6,5 .'. 7.0 ... 7.0 7,7 
31.4 32-.7 -. 34.1: 35-6 
3.9 3.9 , 4.4 4.6 
45.5 49v9 . 50.1 53-9 
19.7- 17.3 18.8 20,1 
H. M - . P ; . I X / Í ' W Í ' . 
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Table B-2 
PANAMA: GROSS PRODUCT BY BRANCH OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, 1950 
(Millions of balboas at 1950 prices) 
Branch of activity 
Gross, product 
market prices 
at . . Depreciation Indi-rect 
'Total Private Public' Total Private -Public taxes 
Total 258.3 " " 227.8 3"0 „5 18.0 15.0 3.0 21.9 
Agriculture (crops and 
livestock), forestry and 
fishing : 65*0 64.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 . 
. / 
1.2 
Manufacturing 28„3 28.2 0.1 2.8 2.8 ' - 3.5 
Construction 5.4 4,0 0.8 0.5 0.3 0*1 
Electricity, gas and water • 3.8 3.7 0.1 0,6 ^ 0.6 - -
Transport, storage and 
communications . 11,9 10.3 1.6 0.8 - 0.8 — 1.1 
Wholesale and r e t a i l t r a d e 41.0 41.0 - 1.6 1.6 , - - - . 13.5 
Banking, insurance and real .' 
estate,., -"•'••- - 5,3 2.7 2,6 0.5 0.3 
• i : 
0.2 0.1 
Housing 28.6 28.6 ... 6.0 6.0 -, ' " 0.4 
Public administration .. 3,9 - 3.9 ' - 0.5 -
Services 0 ; 41.1 23,4 17.7 2.-9 0.9 2.0 2.0 




Source: See text of appendix.B» 
"/Table ;B-3 
/ni\T - 1 ''Ph. 
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.Tabic 3-3 
PANAMA: GP.ÖS3' PKVOUCV" AT MARKET''PlilCES BY ' BRANCH OF 
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. 1950 
' Thon zzrAo s£ • ba .lboas y 
j,. s'U-.a^U —-
D e s c r i p t i o n - - -Break-~down- — T o t a l - -
Aericiilturs;, ( .. rop3 i rd .'¡ATSstock1 
forestry ^ u fishing 
Crops : " 4 9 - 8 3 3 
Li-restock "a,/ 1.5 1 5 2 
F o r e s t r y . 4 1 4 
F i s h i n g " ' ' ' 419 
- S u b - t o t a l V ., 65 818 
L e s s : Vaius. o f i n p c r t i u .uitcv.--
met'li t s iKtaductc <\D . ..1. 
injjut.-; . . s - 2 480 
Gross product ( p r i v a t e ) ; 
P l u s : Wagoy vc.jc, Governir..orit 4 7 2 , 
; Indi ' roct t a r e - ••',•' „1 186 
Gross product -
B a Manufacturing . 
Net product a t f a c t o r coöfc.. ( p r i v a t e ) .21 908 
Es t imated dsprr .b iöt jon ; " " '"*'- ¿"SOO 
I n d i r e c t tos - -- ••.. •' ,3' 464 
Wages paid by (joreiviaent 134 
Gross product 
C«. Construction 
Net product a t f ¿ o t c ? « o r t ( p r i v a t e ) 4 ' 7 8 6 
Indi rec t , t a x 3 a 133 
Est imatod depro.cic, o:;on 470 
Wages paid by Go'/crr^nt 3 741 
.-„D.eprec:j a t i o n ii1 Govor;xrc.3:-.vo s e c t o r ; 
est imated 300 
Gross product 
De E l e c t r i c i t y , y . s and water 
Net product a t f a c t o r c o s t 3 122 
Est imated d e p r e c i a t i o n 591 
I n d i r e c t t a x e s 33 








9 4 3 0 
3 872 
/Table B-3 (Cont . ) 
R/om . i ?AQA. 
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Cuadro' B--3 (cont„)-
Description Break-down Total 
E„ Transport, storage and:-communications 
















Communications product,,: . 
Storage 
Gross product .V 
F. Wholesale and retail trade 
Net product at factor cost 
Depreciation x 
Less: Gross,, product of bars and cabarets 
.included in trade 
Gross product at factor cost 
Indirect taxes v/'- . j. : 
Gross product v.;;. 
G. Banking, Insurance and real estate 




- Gross-product.-; - —- --
H. Housing 


































/Table B-3 (Cont.) 
i-)/ uri . -LA./ 
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Cuadro B-3 (coni.) 
Description Break-down Total. 
I. Public administration- -
Wages paid by Government 
Estimated depreciation 
Gross product 
Je Services to Canal Zone 
Regular wages 
Sales of services 
Wages of contractors.' employees 
Gross product „/' 
K. Services 
Gross product at factor cost 
Private services . r 
Medica l' and- sa nita ry se rvic e s 
Dome st ic servic e s 
Public entertainment 
Services of engineers and architects 
Private education - ; -
Hotels and boarding-houses 
Restaurakts-
Legal services 
Hairdressing and beauty salons 
Photographers and gardeners 
Laundries, , 
Bars and cabarets 
Gross product private sector 
Indirect taxes. 
Public services 
0 . Police,-- hea-lth and education services 
"Amusement services, racetrack 
Amusement services, lottery 3: • :. 
Estimated depreciation 
Gross product, publip .sector 
Gross product 




























Source: See text of appendix B. 
a/ Including poultry, milk and cheese, 
/Table B-16 
Table B-4 
PANAMA : INDEX OF GROSS PRODUCT BY BRANCH OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY, 1949-56 
(1950 = 100) 
Branch of activity 1945 1946' 1947 1948—1949" 1950;' -1951—.- 1952 .1953 1954 1955 19-56. 
Total ' ' 102.5 104.1 104.4 97.5 ¿£¿2 100.0 101.5 107.2 ; 113^5 ° 116.3 -121.8 126.0, V 
. Agriculture (crops and live- ; 
.stock),forestry and fishing 79.7 90.9 95.1 95.1 101.1 100.0 102.7 102.5 115.5 117.4 127.7 123,4 . 
Manufacturing 77.1 87.9 94.1 -92.O 95.9 100.0 101.3 124.8 124.9 119.3 122.1 124.7 .. 
rConstruction ; - ; ,130.6 121.2 14^.7 113.7- 98.3 100,o;. 99,3 IIQ.5 . 123.2 129.2 146.7 150,5 
Electricity, gas and water 74.1 77.4 84.5 88.4 91.9 100.0 108.2 119.5,124.6 130.4 141.1 144,4 
' .Transport, storage' and 
Communications-; ••.84.0 89«1 /:.83,2 85.7 86,6 100.0 94.1 .'-9.6',6 105,0 H9.3; 114«3 142.9 
-^ fiôîe'sàle and retail trade -86.6 -102.5 vlQS.O ,94.1 95,6 10Q.0 ,101,6 112.5' 114.? .11?.5 122,0 125,5 Banking, insurance and real . ^ • 
'estate 81,1 96.2 103,8 94-3 98,1 100.0 109,4 118,(9 122.6 132.1 132.1 145.3 
-.-.-t. 
. Housing : - .81,4 . ,84,2 Ö7.3 .:V-91.7 96.0 100.0 10.2,9 106.3 109.8; 114.2 119.2-; 124.6 , 
Public administration ,','90.2 96.8 97.0 Îp0.2 ,98.7 1Ö0.0 -9.8.8 99%' 100.8 99.9: 113.1 ll6,8 
f- - - -,- ., - : 
Ôoulrce ; See text of appendix B. 
CÌ o \ P m i c and private services; 107.1 IO9.O 99.3 . 94.6 -92.2 100.0 103.4 104.4 110.7, ; 121,4. 121 ¿9 131.1 ® s 
{2- Services to Panama Canal ; > _ _ •„ _ _ > __ „„ _ „ „, „ „ 
-Zone ' 277.5 201.5 174.5 135.5 II6.0 100.0 94.6 95.0 98.5; 86.5 94.0 100.5 • h ^ 
. -P-
Table E-5 
PANAMA: PHYSICAL PRODUCTION OF CERTAIN AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY PRODUCTS, 1945 -56 
r^f'V"•' -.-•• Unit i 
- (thousands.). 1 9 4 5 * 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
rops y c 
. • • •• -J 
- — .- -
For domestic - - - , T .'••'V i ; «t r -r . ;*V V • ' •  r * 
- • ' ; consumption) : ' r ''' -'. 
'Rice' 'Quint al s'-- 1 253 1 160 . 1-294 ' i 591 •1 693 .1 792 . .1 8.0.8. 1 943 2 374 2 113 2 116 2 O99 
Maize..., . ti 601 683 720 841 985 I 130' 'l 210 v" 1 279 1' 398 •1-C372 '1 -463 -"1 -337 
Beans: •- - ' || rroi: 57 '• 84 '. 87 v 92 97 114 ,.. 122 .92, - - V 83 116 80 PotatpeSi.; ii 31 64 32 39 47 ' 1 34 ; 61* - 39: : So -, ,56 - ; . • * . . & 
Sugar-cahe Tons 481' i ' '482 ' 537 . ' 564 TV. 44-4 — 324: " 376-, -441- .. 430 459 .377 ' ' 380 Co.ff?? Quintals 70 67 78 69 63 '•' 64 65' 67 - 53 : "'64 ' ' 6 5 • ., 50 
Tobacco/ II 4 j 5 ' 6 6a - .6 ,7 - , -7. - . 7 7 7 Ì6 -• ' •• ( 
Tomatoes' Pounds : • • 5 452 6 925 4 960 4 396' ' 8 658 3 753 6 080 ?" 68Ò - 7' 768 ¡"6:816 '7-774 -,8.731 
Cabbage Quintals 26 24 22 24 34 28 29 40 44 36 40 ' "4O 
Bananas1'"'1 Sterts r -r---'V926 ' 3 886: • 3 465 - 4 236 - 4 338 • 7 587 , 3 671, , 3.068, . 3. 510 5 374 5 254 4 664 (For export) ' 
Bananas '• ",. •'-' 
Abaca 
Stems 2 573 190-: -4' 629 5 660 ' •5 796 . fi 0.22 , . 4 904, 4 099 
4 B 9 L 6 
4 689 5 700 7 018 6 231 
Kilos ' 5 074 2 385 5 238 3 132 ' 3 048 3 565' 2 984 2 583 I '643 i -770 : 
C aqao _ ^  Pounds 2 200 3 407 4 634 4 168 3 454 2 971 1 897 2 682 2 630 3 623 2 655 2 558 
LiVestocl-c' ' " • . . * " ' - ' ' 1 t ••'• c V- . - '•",.-. & . 
Beef cattle 
73 906 73 841 
, ! • V 
(slaughter) Head 62 920. .68: 848 79 688 77 013 ,75 144; 73 359 .73 713 68 373 '77 ?43 79 588 
Changes in 
inveiit.orie s, - - II 10 477 10 945 30 978 16 142 -14 400 -8 000 -3 000 
.' : . - . (• 
-13 000 20 200 10 "900 '-400' ' 8 ''900 
Pigs (slaughter) " 44 108' '47 203 38 801 46 292- '45 632 '49 172 46 415' 50 740 62,331 ,66.«693 61-335 56.177 
Chàrigéi'in: : inventories ,.„. '. ii " '10 183' 13 m ll 627 -37 785- •-2 80© 13 900 -10 660 -31--500 101„300 -15,500 •11 ^ 000 -32 900 
isnery product's 
Flslr".' Pounds .1 60,ft - 1 800 „.,2 000 .„,.2 5.0.4 .,3 1.9| .1 681 1 616 ' 1 672 1 636 1 148 3 316 2 588 
Shrimp, domes-tic consumption... . - .ipo 150 
* ' r'r 
25C 350 450 385 400 :500 ' '500 ' - "-'600 • 600" - T V 735 
Shrimp, export II ; • - 304-• 1-2-39 2.-419- 114, 
—RV:V 1 -
:-.. 4.0.69 
- T.' : 
-4 224 5 965 
ource; See text of appendix B« 
P, 
Table B-6 
PANAMA: GROSS VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL (CROP AND LIVESTOCK), FORESTRY AND FISHERY PRODUCTION 
BY SECTOR AND PRODUCT, 1945~5d 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
îctor and 
ròduct 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
3tal , ; 
3r domestic 
Dnsumption '" 
3r export ; 
idiceS 
3tal: 1950- 100: 
Dr domestic .-
Dnsumption • 
3r export .; 
rops, total 





Sugar T&gn^ -- v-
Coffee ' "'" " 
Tobacco 
Tomatoes •'"" ' 
Cabbage 




52' 59 805 62 598 62 5.64 66 582 65 818 67 626 ' 67 474 76 007 77"268 84" 087 81 240 
Beef c PigS .JT:C Otner livestock prod jrestry "^ "^ T/riy. 
at al fishery—.- -
• 40 ? 
T 11' 913 
c69 40 406 43 010 40 951 
19 399 19 -588 21 613 
44 844 46 324 48 724 49 632 55 608 54 298 57 061 56 799 
21 738 19 494 IB 902 1 7 84?. 20 399 22 970 27.026 .24 4U 
79.? 90.9 95-.1 95.1 • 101.1 100.0 102.7 102.5 115.5 117.4 127.7 123.4 
: 37 .6 
61.1 
33 534 
87.2 ^92.8 ''38.4' 
99.5' • 100.5 • 110.9 
43 071 44 32.4 48 939 
96.8 100.0 105.2 
•111.5 100.0 97.0 
50 087 .49_.83J3 47 364 
107.1 120.0 
91o6 104.7 
46 619 50 203 
117.2 123.2- 122.6 
117.9 138.7 125.5 
53 791 58 880 52 491 
21 621 23 672 


















For domestic consumption 191 
For export - - -

































-812 11 357 115 
27 326 
6 364 ,2 103 
' " 736 
I f 760 
300 
440 

















2 825 912 28i 1 460 

































































• - 1 . W Î -
11 271 vi" 330 
4 911 






















8 452 8 46 










06 10 000 
350 
© 
332 . 2 62.7-11 761 
2,4 7Q.3 
22 738-'- -'20 188 : o56:'.-: 
- 1 009 
21 767: 
--10 781 












-3 ^ 92 
411 
3 . -281 
u w p \ jq o 
CD Z 
« 
-F" H -p- M 
Table B-7 
PANAMA.- PHYSICAL PRGDUO^ION OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL- FRODUCTS,-l94§~56 
Pròduot Unit" 1945 - 19116 1948 1949 .1950 -: 1951 - 1952 1-953- - 1954 Ì955 1956 
Foodstuffs. 






. Edible oils and f a t s 
~> Salt 









Beer 1 000 Its, 
Other olocholic hover. 1 000 ". 
,;7 Carbonated beverages 1 000 orates 
gearing apparel - -
i i - o 
. Footwear (thou-
V sands) pairs 
Construoticp materials 




1 000 square 
5 ijö^ros" 
' thousands 
1 000 Its. 
- 133 : ' 1 0 6 9 2 U 9 . 1323 2 2 ^ 5;", <2 ^ 2 Vj 629 
".' 523 525 562 - 311 234- 152- 194 ~ • 190— I96I- 13é 288 1- 239 
4 244 6 018 7 908 10125 10 364 13 015 14 865 .17 421 16974 1 8 089 14 894 15 034 
* •-. ' - 37. 31 : 33 - '57 86 - 323 238 '. '347 
: .. ii.'. ; - r - • 20 20 , 35 79 115 172 290 -276 
53 807 56863 52105 52 :309 45843 43 027 42 676 51. 819 52 ^ 99 53 7i6" 4^ - ,42 ' 571:: 
184 524 964 1089 793 994 1 063 1.031 "" 400 380. '\l 209 1/539 
2 211 7 219 4 020 3 060 3 092 4 528 5 387 5 901 3 929; 6 343; 9 383 6 972 
11 260.rio 384 11 584 14,246 15 156 16 o4o 16 1 8 5 17 392 21 254 18 515 18 940 18.787 
26 156, 23 314 21 84o 17 212 14 527 13 096 .14 696 16 854 16 359 15 419. 14 850 .15 268 
2 950 3 008 2 111 2-580 2 670 2 425 . 2 306; 2 389 2 153, 2 186 2 156 , ,2. 492 
2 481 2 229 2 379 : 2 634 2 274 2 020 2 436 2 826 2 806 2^ 475 -2 551 2 571 ' 






243 292 298 
80 103 






"184 223 213 . :370 366- -765 1 208 —-1:765 -1-987- -892• 1 202.- 807 
2 854 • 2 383 ' 2130 1745 1 133 1 567 • 1 -51-7 1 252 -2 049 2 264.. 2 2.74 3 27.3 
389 358 - 273 266 -4?7. 359 .244 210 165 ^  204 . 265 
Souroe; See test of appendix® 
Table B-6 
PANAMA: GROSS •VALUE OF PRODUCTION OF CERTAIN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS, 1945-1956 
' • (Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 





Tomato -paste ' ; ' 
Tomato sauce 
Ice . - -v-Edible .oils and fats 
Processed rice r.-
Bakery- products V". 
Others " ''• 
30 420 34 702 37 159 36 336 37 869 39 480 39 976 49 891 49 306 47 098 48 195 49 221 
9 203 9 818 11 055 11 549 11 644 13 610 14 865 16 144 16 982 17 746 17- 992 18 439 
- 69 214 
330 331 355. 196 



















2 328 -2 924 3 340 
;•; 32 27 : 28 
, 16 16 • . 28 -
. 566 . .. 531 527 
448 . 561 ..'/.; 600 




























219 391 319: 309 302 399 456 657 534 
151 
3r378 





4 947 4 915 5 305 4 782 4 815 5 677 6 268 6 268 6 555 7 017 7 474 7 190 
677 763 -628 
Beverages 
Beer. 




, Textiles .. 
C on struction mate rial s 
Cement """'' " 
Sawn-wood • - . : -.¡\-
Tiles Paints.. Indices 
Total - - -
Foodstuffs-,, 
• Beverages': '" 
Wearing - apparel •-••-
Construction materials 
14 287 13 319-11 678: ll 276 10 303 "9 288 .. 9 952 "II 058 -10 539 .10 017 9 875 
7 586 6 7.61. 6 334. .4 992.. . 4 213... .. 3 798 , 4 262 4 888 4 744 4 472 4 307 
4 444 4 530 3 179 3 887 
2 257 2 028 2 165 2 397 
6 359 10 760 rl3 -680-11 273' 
-585 ..751 854 861 
5 774 10 005 12 826 10 412 
571 805 746 2 238 
- - - r w 
258- 312. - 299 518 
313' 262 234 192 
2.13. .231.. 
. 4 021. 3 
2 069 1 
13 355 13. 
781 '"' 
574 12 






1  163...... 
77.1 . 87.9-- 94.1- 92.O 
67.6 72,1,' 81.2 84.9 
153.8 143.4 125.7 121.4' 
- 47-.4 • 80,3- 1'02,1 ' 84.1 










. 773 -1 ~é&3 
512 ,1. 070 
"124 172 
158.. ' 
95 « 9 , .1.00-. 0. 
85-, 6 100.0 
110.9V;'100.0-99,7 --1Q0.0 8O.7 100.0 
934 




































3 292 -. 3 247 
2 253 2 321 
15 192 15 862 
.1 201 1 469 
13 991 14 - 393 
4 143 4 466 
2 547 2- 412-












.3"- 933 .,.' 
£~2§S -.- -;.-.-
1 130 





121.8 " £ 
" 12'3o"6 ~ 
Table B-9 
PANAMA: GROSS VALUE OF CERTAIN CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS UTILIZED, 1945-56 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
"i-3 
: ^ Materials 1945 : 1946 ; 1947 , " 1948 ,-y 1949 1950 : •1951 V 1952 , • 1953 » — V' -1954 ' 1955 -'1956 V 
' Total 7 415 9 037 : 6 959 6 013 : 6 120. 6 075 ' 6 765 7 537 7 90k ' '8 981; '9 208' 
Indice, 1950 = 100 120.6 121.2 147.7 113.7 ;"'.;: 98.3 1C0.0 99=3 ;'•• 110.5 . 123.2 v 129.2 146.7- . 15J, 
: Portland cement 1 852 1 730 2 184 1 884 1 808 1 949 • 1 845 • 2 148 2 286 2 699 2 655 2 651 
'¿White: ^cement V- 33 11 ," 42 : v r 26 r v23 "' 40 ' 4 3 . : V T 28 . -r 49- ;- •r 75-- 55 Building timber 2 480 2 620 ; 2 541 1 838 . 1 699 1 556 I 920 2 614 3 017: 1 485 ': 2 108 1 656 
• Roof•boards -53' 76 117 ,-. 66 . • 78 - 89 ' . . 62 . 88 - - 76 88 -, 94-, \ 126 
-Window glass 126 • ioi ; "'230- ' T i i ? 117 • ~ 129 1 2 0 . . . --119 • 215" .' H 236 .  "-' T 290 386 
; Iron-and steel struc- V- : -
tural shapes ' .86 218 278 • "o 227 103 - 107 , 113 '. / 136 ' - 93 . •;" 544' 200 • : 539 
Unions,- pipes etc* - 386 201 265 229 253 108 40 177 147' ' 304 ' 874 667 Copper accessories - .... .. • 
tube s '". 230 ' 182 : - •"iir- - ' 384 ' " ;214 ; 166 - '' 251 rr 326 " -155 -' 310 • 422 V? 523 
Copper pipes and tubes 110 171 126 39 71 25 41 50 59 114r" 53 185 
- ^Curtain-rails, etc« -24 ';. 36» - 19 ; — 49 - u 268 - 115 .. . 85 „ 28 = 240- . — . .- 43 
'»all and -floor tiles , 103 •= - 99 • ..-•• -f- 18. — 159 . 31 .. "" 10 ." 4 " 16. ' 3 Water closets,urinals, 
"etc. - 409 j 172 214 313 ! - 186 1 L 1 r V 80 ' 63 - 21 " •• 41: 36 51 
Sinks, iron basins 5 7 86 164 122 > 40 " 46 ; > 48 - 48 - 40 51 - 56 68 
Jlron doprs and windows 35 115 243 151 : .126 103 f •:'- 80 41 45 54 43 27 
.Jails,tacks and brads 205 195 265 172 239 238 V 160 203 ; 193 214 255 298 
•Locks 145 91 99 - 145 53 • 84 > 61 84 - 53 " 99 91' 106 
Asbestos sheets and -
boards -n — 26 150 -v" 37 . 13 26 3 . '- 21 • • 68 197 225 v 230 -Refractory bricks . . . 3 0 - 119 " :30v 64 ::rf 22 : .- 38 32- -.-T 74 31 14>- 25- - 16 
-¡.-Forged iron and steel • - " " • •-' , , - . 
' bars 934 - 424 801 400 513 405 540 : 78 : 421" 520 674" " 733 
TSand" ~ ... 1 9 ? 246 . ... 3 2 1 -~ 275 145 • 147 " = 184- - • 106 - -• -151- - -172 • • 240 275 
Stone 186 234 1 303 c 260 v 136 154 139 128 182 -v; 204- 299 : 210 
--Tiles .... 314 262 . 234 - 192... 125 172-.- .... 167,. .128 205 249 250 360 






/PANAMA-: GROSS PROiJUCT OF CONSTRUCTION, 1945-56 
Year ,, 
r ; Millions of balboas at" ; • 
7."",'.".'..' 1950 prices Ji'; 
•G-,." ! y,T. 
Index: . 1950 = 100 
. .Total Public L' Private: Total Public Private 
1945 :: 12.3 7.8 ,, 4.5 P0'6 196.2 82.9 
1946 • 11,4 5.-7 7 5.7 v; r 121.2 143,4 105.0 
1947 ' "13.9 5.8 8.1 ' 147.7 144.9 149.7 \ 
1948 ,f 10.7 2.8 7.9 ; 113.7 69.8 145,7 
1949 :: -Vi 9.2 1.8 7.4 :X , 98.3 43.8 138.0.' 
1950 Q J, 4.0 ' 5.4 ' 100.0 100.0 100.01 
1951 s V, 9- 3 3.0 6.3 9V.3 76.0 116.3 
1952 5 10.4 4.0 6.4 ;. 110.5 99.4 f 118.6 
1953 : 11.6 3.6' 8.0 123.2 89.0 : 148.1: 
1954 12.1 2.8 9.3 129.2 69.4' 172.7 
1955 13.8 3.9 9.9 146.7 ' 96.5 ; ; 183.3; 
1956 14,1 6.5 7.6 150.5 i , ; 162.4 141.9 
Source: See text of appendix B. 




Table B-1.1 . 
PANAMA: PHYSICAL PRODUCTION' OF .ELECTRICITY AND GAS, 1945-56 a/ 
Electricity (thousands of 'kWh) : Gas... 
Year -—Total 
Cities of 







1945 53'600 ' 45 600 - 8 0 .00 .,822.6 
1946 - ' 58 j600 . 48 700 9 «90P 748.2 
1947 ;.,. .. 65 90Q • . 53 800 12 100 736.6 
1948 69 800 56 800 13 Ö00 ' 734.4 
1949 73 ÓÒ0 ' 58 100 14'900 •v:- 736.4 
1950 • 82 .900 64 900 18.000 667.2 
1951 :j 91 100 . 69 900 21 200 " 652.9 
1952 101 600 ' 76 400 25 2Ö0 1 " 672.0 
1953 108*100 ' * 85 100 23' 000 - 667.0 
1954 * •• 114-500 .. 89 400 ,^, -, 25 100 ^ 638.4 
1955 , 125 .5Q0 ; , 98 600 26 900 641.8 
1956 131 000 * ' 107 800 23 200 ' "619.2 
Source:-See text of appendix ¡3..,.' 





PANAMAS GROSS VALUE ,OF PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY, GAS AND WATER 
(Thousands of bâlboas at 1950 prices) \ 
V 'i: Total 
Year Index 
195«-ICO Value 
- Electricity Gas ÎÉatfe: i 1 
¿45 74.1 4 101" 2 770 1 171 
1946 77,4 v V 4 283- I • 3 050 . 1065 .1^8 
1947 84.5 4 677 3 447 1 049 "îéi 
Ï94Ô 88.4 r v 4 892'- : ' 3 654 1 046 .192 '."' i /; 
1949 91.9 5 085 3 845 1 048 192 
Î95Ô 100.0 h 5 534' ; ' ' 4 386 - ' > 950 • 198 
1951 108.2 5 987 4 846 - 930 211 j 
1952 119»5 V 6 613' : : L 5 432 " !„• 957 '224 
1953 124.6 6 898 5 711 950 237 
1954 130.4 7 218 • 6 062 909 
i 
247 I 
1955 141.1 . ,- 7 811 . 6 6 3 4 914 .263 
1956 144.4 " 7 992 ' ^  6 837 " ' 882 2^ 73 -i 
Source; See text"-'of appendix B» 
I i i 
} l 
/Table : B - l j 
Table B-13 
PANAMA: INDICES OP GROSS PRODUCT OP TRANSPORT, STORAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS, 1945-56 
50 " 100) 
T) M P \ CP O <D S 
Branch of activity; 1 9 4 5 1 9 4 6 1 9 4 7 : 1 9 4 8 ... 1 9 4 9 ISSO 1951 1952 .. ,1953 1954 i 1955 1956 vji o •p-










Passenger vehicles in 
Republic 
Index 






Total capacity of haulage 





1 0 6 . 3 
31 
147.6 
2 0 8 5 
8 3 . 6 
3 3 9 0 3 2 9 7 
8 1 . 1 7 0 . 8 
100» 0 9 4 . 1 . 9 6 . 6 " ' 1 0 5 . 0 " 1 I 9 . 3 ! 1 1 4 . 3 I 1 4 2 . 9 
6 1 2 6 2 4 .:- 6 7 6 ' ' - 6 4 5 ; ' ; ; 7 4 5 C 7 8 2 l 7 5 1 7 Ó 1 - " 1 7 0 7 1 • 8 8 1 : 9 6 5 
8 2 . 1 8 3 . : 8 9 0 . 7 8 6 0 6 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 5 . 0 1 0 0 , 8 ~ ?4..i , 9 4 . 9 { 1 1 8 . 2 • 1 2 9 . 5 
30 
142. 
1 9 O 3 -
79.5 
3 479 











4 1 8 2 
100.0 
2 0 2 2 2 7 3 9 ; 
9 5 . 2 1 0 4 . 8 1 2 8 . 6 1 8 5 . 7 i 
2 . 1 7 2 2 350 ;2 .290. 2 525] 
0 7 . 1 9 4 . 3 9 I . 9 " 1 O I . 3 ! 
39 ; !j-'4O 
1 8 5 . 7 i 1 9 0 . 5 
% 827 i 3: >35 • 
113.4: 137.8 
3 6 0 8 3 5 2 7 3 3 0 2 4 4 8 7 ». 4 0 8 6 ! 4,714 





Freight oarried (thousands 
of quintals) 387 
Index 41.2 
1 ii2 
' Residents of Panama who 
s bought tickets to leave 
1 the country 7 900 
Movement of passengers in 
Tccuxaon airport •-- ' -' ~ 
Index 70.0 
4 3 4 2 2 0 1 5 1 8 
2 3 8 . 9 233.3 111.1 8 3 . 3 1 0 0 . 0 
4i 4 449 9 2 1 - 8 6 8 .. . , 9 3 9 
4 4 . 1 - 4 7 . 8 ; - 9 6 . 1 - " .92.4*: 1 0 0 . 0 
8 0 9 6 . 1 0 6 4 9 8 7 8 6 9 5 3 6 1 1 2 9 2 
• •ft" 
2 0 2 0 
lll.l lii.i 
. 8 5 6 ,.. 7 1 8 
9 1 . 2 r , 7 6 * 5 
2 4 2 2 ; . l 8 j 
1 3 3 , 3 1 2 2 . 2 : lbó.o: 
1 050 =1. 017 j ~ , 1+10; 
lUif- ao8.3 i'^ 'j, ¡43.7; 
: 2 2 
122.2 
f ' " • 
' 9 8 8 
105.2="' 
71.7 94,3 77« G 
9 7 9 0 9 . .. ; 1 1 3 . i 4 3 . :;.I;32.27.7 ,13-3 C 0 3 . . ,tói|. .6l5; 1 6 2 7 1 3 1 8 3 5 8 3 
. 04,5. • 1 0 0 , 0 - ; ; 1 1 5 . 6 135.1 •'r 13^7 147.7: : Ì 6 6 . 2 1 8 7 . 5 
Table B-13 (continuad) 
Branch of activity 19^ 5 1946 1947 1948 1949 1 9 5 0 1951 1 9 5 2 1953 1956 
Communications 
Number of private telephones 9 234 9 697 10 2 6 6 
Index 76. M-
Wages paid by Government b/ 19 144 
Index 
Storage 
Product of transport and 
communications (raillions 
of balboas) 
Product of Colon Free Zone 
Index 
8 5 . O 
8 0 . 2 8 4 . 9 
1 8 3 2 3 2 0 0 9 9 
8 1 . 4 8 9 . 3 
9 9 6 7 1 0 51!+ 9 87 9 
8 4 . 2 8 8 . 9 8 3 . 5 
,10 888 ... 11 337 
' : 9Ô.1 " . ">'3.3 
1 9 884 1 8 3 6 1 
8 8 . 3 8 1 . 6 
1 0 0 9 4 1 0 1 5 5 
f 85.3 . 86.2 
. 1 2 0 9 0 
' 1 0 0 . 0 
2 2 5 1 3 
1 0 0 . 0 




1 1 C 3 3 1 1 1 6 2 
-::ioovo ' '.54.3' 




•16 5 3 2 
; 136.7 
-24-357 
1 0 8 . 2 
1C C66 
M37.3 







, 1 6 8 . 3 
,28 6 7 0 
127-3 
1 1 443 ' - . , 1 2 2 4 6 1 3 ; 415: 1 2 770,. 1 5 943 
164 ¡ .667: 644: l o44 
- > - 6 . 7 3 3 1 . 2 ' : ;'.i 0 6 7 , 5 1 2 8 0 . 3 . 1 , 5 8 4 . 7 
Source: See text of appendix B, ' , - -; 
a/ Weighting: Rail: passenger 0.6, freight . f.2;Road: passenger 3%7t freight 13.8; Soa: passenger 3.0, freight l6„9; Air; 12,6; 
Communications: private 3'3> public 9.35 Storage: 0.6« • • '• 
b/ Excluding wages paid in capital formation. 
£i/CiM.12/494 
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Table B-14 
PANAMA: INDEX OF GROSS PRODUCT OF WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL TRADE,'.1945-56 




Total tered -'of 
value c . i . f . manuf act-
imports uring in -
dustr ies 
Agricultural production 
L e s s 
Dif-









of f i s h 
f o r ' " 
export. 
Total 
1945 86.6 126.1 63.5 '21.8 • 40.8.. 11.0 ; 51.8 
1946 102.5 149.2 83.2 ,24.9 . 41.1 , 17.9 59.0 
1947 108.0 157.3 87.1 26.6 : 43.6 " 18.1 - : 61.7 
1948 94.1 137.0 69.3 . 26.0 41.7' 20.0 • 1 ,:,'6l.7 
1949 95.6 319.2 66.5 27.1 ; 45.6 20.1 • - • • i 65.7 
1950 100.0 145.6 70.3 28.3 ; 47.0 17.8 . 0.2 : 65.0 
1951 101.6 148.0 70.0 .28.7 49.3 16.8 0..7 j ,OO,Ö j 
1952 112.5 163.8 78.4 '35.3 ' ; 50.1 15.2 1.3 ; 66.6 
1953 114.7 167.0 75.7 35.3 56.0 16.2 - a. 8 ; 75.0 
1954 117.5 171.1 82.3 33.8 .; 55.0 19.1 2.2 : ¡ 76.3 
1955 122.0 177.7 85.3 I ",34.5 57-9 22.8 . 2.3 S 83.0 
1956 125.5 182.7 90.0 " 35.3 • 57.4 19.5 3'.3 I 80.2 
Source ; See t e x t of appendix B. 
i 
/Table ¿ 1 5 
V./Cìi. 12/L:ìU 
rase 453 
• - - - - -T-abìe-~B"*15 ~ -
PMÀMK: INDEX''.OF.. GROSS PRODUCT OF BANKING, INSURANCE AND REAL 
:/;:;;"'/.;;; - ESTATE, Î945-56 ; ' : ; 
(1950 « 100) 
Year 
S e c -







c i a l 
product 
(mi l -
l ions of 
balboas) 
Index 
Real e s t a t e 
Value 
of gross D e e d s 
premiums registered'-
( t h o u - .. . (units^ 
sands of 
ba lboa.s) 
1 9 4 5 . , 8 1 . 1 86.6 35 .5 6 1 . 0 , 1 364 82 .9 8 531 , , 
1946 96 .2 102.5 42.O 7 3 . 0 1 631 99 .8 10 270 
1947 s 103.8 108 .0 44 .3 79 .4 ' L' 1 774 121.4 12. 498 
1948- 94 .4 9 4 a ' 38 .6 90 .7 • 2 028 , 9 1 . 6 9 424 
1949. , 9 8 . 1 95 .6 39 .2 111.3 ; - 2 488 , 90.7 9 333 ¡:.. 
1950 1 0 0 . 0 100.0 4 1 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 2 235 100.0 10 292 
1951 109.4 101.6 41 .7 1 2 6 . 1 ' 2 818 112 .0 11 522 • 
1952 • 118.9 112.5 4 6 . 1 147.3- 3 292 97 .3 10 011 
1953.;... .../l 122.7 114.7 4 7 . 0 163.9- , 3 664 102.4 10 5.37 
1954 132.1 117.5 48 .2 199 .8 4 465 101.3 10 425 ' 
19-55 .132...1-... 122.0 50.0 ..1.72,.8_. . . . . . . . .3.862.. . . 118.0 12 144 
1956 145.3 125 .5 51.5 218 .8 4 890 I3O.5 13 431 
Source: See t e x t of appendix B. 
a/ Weighting: Banking 70 per c e n t , insurance 20 per cent , r e a l e s t a t e 
10 per cent . 
/Table B-16 
E/CN.12/494 
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Table B-16 
PANAMA: INDEX OF GROSS PRODUCT OF HOUSING, 1945-56 





b u i l t 
Index of 
product 
of pr ivate 
building 
1945 • 81.4 144. 108 4 936 95.2 
1946 " : 84.2 -•Ï49 044 ;;5 444 105.0 
1947 . ' 87.3 154 488 , - 7 762 149.7 
1948 91.7 ; 162 250 , 7 555 '/,"' 145.7 
1949 .. 96.0 169 805 :: 7 x55 138.0 
1950 - 100.0 176,960 5.185 100.0,:., 
1951 ' 102.9 182-145 6 030- • 116.3 •• 
1952 106.3 188 175 6 149' 118.6' 
1953 109.8 • 194- 324 7 .679 .0 148.1 
1954 ^.: II4.2 202' 003 8 954 172.7 
1955 : 119.2 210 957 9 504 r 1Ö3.3 
1956 124.6 22Q .461 .•. V 7 358 ?>r. /;.:. 141.9-, . 
Source ; See t e x t of appendix B. 
/Table B-16 
jü/Cu. J. 
• Pape 455 : 
- . /-»Table B-l? 
PANifriA : INDEX OF GROSS PRODUCT OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, 1945-56 
Year 
Index 
1950 = 100 
Number of administrative employees 
Tota l Central. Government Munic ipa l i t i es 
1945 90,2 2 043 . .1 495 . ; 548 
1946 £ V 96,8 ; 2 194 r. , 1 624. . ; 570. 
1947 . 97.0 ;V_. : 2 197 , 1 6o6 .. . . . ; 591 
1948 ICO.2 '•"..' 2 271 1 659 : 612-
1949 98.7 .... 2 237 „ 1 604 • 1 633: 
1950 100.0 . , 2 266 . 1 613 -, 653 ; 
1951 : ;. .:. 98,8 . . 2 239 : ; 1 621 ;.- 16isj 
1952 99.4 Ç: 2 252 ' ; • 1 654 ; 598 
1953 ; . 100..8 . •••. ;v>. 2 284.. A: 7 1 659 7 .  ; 625 
1954 99.9 "::. : • " 2 264 • 1 637" ! 627; 
1955 Y • . 113-1 > 2 563" .7 71 915 7 ; 648 ! ... 1 
1956 116.8 ; ; 1 2 647 . 1 978 ! 669 
Source : See t e x t of appendix B. 
/Table. B-Ì8 
Table B-18 
PANAMA: IN.OÜX OF GROSS PRODUCT OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 8ÜRVICES, 1945-56 
(1950 = 100) 
-•p- V-
I t e m s 1945 . 1 9 4 6 1947 1948 1949 I95O I 9 5 I I952 . I953 ' 1954 1955 I 9 5 6 ; 
Index a/ 5 107 .1 '-109.0 9 9 . 3 9 4 . 6 92.7 100 .0 1 0 3 . 4 104 .4 110.7. 1 2 1 . 4 1 21 .9 1 31.1 
Pr ivate serv ices 
Medical and san i ta ry services . 
Number of doctors 144 164 194 197 201 218 235 '232 229 •• - 238 " 266 294 
Index 66.1 : 75 .2 89 .0 90 .4 92.2 100 .0 IO7.8 1 0 6 . 4 IO5.O'' 109 .2 122 .0 134 .9 
Domestic services . . . . . * 
Pr ivate consumption expenditure • ; 
(mi l l ions of balbo as) b/y c/ 163 r 187 202 185 191 209 218 228 ••' 226 ' 238 ^ 252 259 
Index 78 .0 90.0 97.0 89 .0 91.0 100,® 104 .0 109 .0 : 108.0: ' 1 1 4 - 0 1 2 1 . 0 124-0 
Public entertainment 
Sales of t i c k e t s (thousands 
of balboas) 0/ 11 184 ; 9 808 9 525 9 331 10 158 8 769 8 714 9 810 10 263 10 965 11 975 11 315 
Index 127 .5 1 1 1 . 8 . 1 0 8 . 6 1 0 6 . 4 115-8 100 .0 9 9 . 3 111 .8 '117.0- 125-0 136.5 129-0 
Services of a r c h i t e c t s and ;''-' 
engineers 
Product of pr ivate building -, ! - " 
(thousands of balboas) 0/ 9 697 1 ° 696 15 243 14 834 14 048 10 182 11 841 12 071 I 5 081 17 : 587 18 661 14 444 
Index 95.2 ,105.0 149 .7 145 .7 138 .0 1 0 0 . 0 1 1 6 . 3 1 1 8 . 6 , 1 4 8 . 1 172 .7 183.3 1 4 1 . 9 
Private education •:- ; 




ools 1 12 402 12 758 12 849 12 660 13 117 13 319 13 287 14 288 15 288 17 327 19 348 21 055 
93 .1 ; 95 .8 96 .5 95.1 98.5 100 .0 9 9 . 8 IO7.3 ; I I 4 . 8 ¿30 .1 145-3 1 5 8 . 1 
a Tourist expenditure in .' o •- " ; 
I Panama (thousands of 
balboas) d/ c/ 7 629 ; 8 371 5 672 5 193 5 170 5 436 5 674 6 786 ' 6 882 7 917 7 218 9 348 
' I n d e x 1 4 0 . 3 154 .0 1 0 4 . 3 95 .5 95-1 100,0 1 0 4 . 4 124 .9 , 1 2 6 . 6 145 .6 1 3 2 . 8 172 .0 
31 Restaurants 
t Index of t o u r i s t expenditure . * 
in Panama (50 per cent) I 4 O . 3 I 5 4 . O 104-3 95.5 95-1 100 .0 1 0 4 . 4 124 .9 1 2 6 . 6 1 4 5 . 6 132 .8 172 .0 
? Foodstuffs auantum index ; : 
> (50 per cent) e/ 7Qk0 8 4 . ? 90.4' . 88 .7 92 .4 100 .0 IO3.5 IO4.7 ' 1 0 4 . 9 111-4 1 1 3 . 8 I I 4 . 3 
„ Index 109 .2 > 1 1 9 . 4 '97.4,;.; 92 .1 9 3 - 8 : 1 0 0 . 0 104 ;0 H 4 . 8 115 .8 128=5 1 2 3 . 3 1 4 3 . 2 
Other services b/ d/ '""' : 
? t h o S s f t d s f o f b I i b o a . s ) f/ 6379.6 6609.1 6375.9 6222.2 6413.3 6409.4 6648.3 7129.7 7335.4 8009-1 8436.0 9103.8 
Index 99 .5 103 .1 99 .5 99-1 100 .1 100 .0 103 .7 111 .2 114.4 '-25-0 131. 6 142 .0 
•p si -p 
Table B-18 (continued) 
Items 1 % 5 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Bars and cabarets 
..Index of value of production 
and imports of a lcohol ic 
beverages (50 per cent) 148 .8 1 6 2 . 4 132 .5 1 2 2 . 6 112.0 100 .0 1 2 8 . 4 117 .1 124-7 1 1 5 . 3 115.7 ' 12-5.2 
.Index of expenditures of 
f o r e i g n , v i s i t o r s t o , 
. Panama (50 per cent) 300.0 287-9 106 .9 93-1 100.0 100 .0 100.0 124 .1 1 2 2 . 4 1Z¡1.4 1 2 9 . 3 165.5 
Index 2 2 4 . 4 225 .2 119-7 107 .9 106 .0 100 .0 114 .2 1 2 0 . 6 1 2 3 . 6 128 .4 122-5 1 4 5 . 3 
I n d i r e c t taxes 
Gross product at f a c t o r cost 
of pr ivate serv ices . (mil" 
l i o n s of balboas) c/ 2 5 . 4 2Ó.6 22 .0 2 0 . 6 21 .0 2 1 . 4 22 .7 24-1 2 4 . 4 26 .0 2 6 . 9 29 .2 
Index 1 1 8 . 8 124 .6 102 .9 96 .4 98.3 100 .0 106 .1 112 .5 114-1 121 .7 125 .8 1 3 6 . 4 
Public serv ices 
P o l i c e , health and educa-
t i o n a l serv ices 
Wages paid by Government 
(thousands of balboas)c/g/19 144 18 323 20 099 19 884 18 361 22 513 22 669 21 240 24 357 28 029 26 954 28 67O 
Index ~ 85 .0 8 1 . 4 89-3 8 8 . 3 8 1 . 6 100 .0 100 .7 94.3 1 0 8 . 2 124-5 119 = 7 127-3 
Amusement s e r v i c e s - r a c e -
t rack 
Total be t s placed (thou-
sands, .of balboas) . c/ 12 1 5.9 11 .392 10 72 6 9 725 9 071 7 557 7 241 6 123 6 275 6 396 6 118 6 1 5 0 
' I n d e x ' " - : - 160 .9 I ; ¡ 0 . 8 14-1.9 128 .7 120 .0 1 0 0 . 0 95-5 81 .0 83 .0 84.6 81 .0 31 .4 
Amu-sernent service s - l o t t e r y ,..'. - • . 
Sales of l o t t e r y t i c k e t s 
(thousands of balboas) c/ 31 299 31 598 30 044 27 579 25 688 23 722 2.1 687 21 839 22 522 22 950 23 564 25 398 
I n d e x . - : . - ; .-131 • 9 133 .2 126-7 1 1 6 . 3 108.3 100 . 0 9 1 . 4 92.1 94-9 96 .7 99-3 107 -1 
Depreciation 
Net product of public ' •G ; * 
services 
(mi l l ions o f ba lboàs) -c/ \ 1 4 . 4 1 3 . 9 14-8 1 4 . 5 13-4 15 .7 1 5 . 6 1 4 . 7 16 .7 I o - 0 1 8 . 4 -19.5 
Index 9 1 . 5 88.3 94.3 92 .1 85 .2 100 .0 99 .6 93-8 i:>o.3 VEO. 8 1 1 6 . 8 1 2 4 . 3 
Source; See text , .of appendix B . - F o r .notes see; f o i l owing,-; page. ; 
Motes t o tab le B-18 
a/ Weighting: Medical services 4 . 6 ; Domestic serv ices 1 8 . 2 ; Public entertainment 3 .2 ; Services of a r c h i t e c t s 0 . 6 ; 
Pr ivate education -2.4; Hotels l . Q ; Restaurants-,3,7; Bars 1 1 . 1 ; Other serv ices 7 . 2 ; I n d i r e c t taxes 
4 .9 ; ' Welfare --services- e t c . 33»4;-•-Racetrack 0 b 7 ; L o t t e r y •4~.2;---Depreciation 4 * 8 . 
b j Excluding domestic -së'rvices. ' ' " . " ' ï '" .- ' \ r::" "•'',- •'\ 
c/ .ïh,.bM:b0's.s...at 1950 ' p r i c e s . 
d/ Excluding m i l i t a r y v i s i t o r s . - - •... - - . 
e/ .Corresponds t o foodstuf f expenditure, - - ' . ' ' 
f/ Including-.services. :0:f ' lawyers, ha i rdressers , photographers, gardeners and laundr ies , 
g/ Excluding wages paid, in Government c a p i t a l formation. . "" 
E/CN. 12/lOk 
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, T a b l e .B-19 • ; , . . . , 
PAW/kAs WAGES PAID IM•;GAMAL ZONE .TO' WORKERS RESIDENT 
IN PANAMA, 1945-56 a/ 
. ; . . (Mi l l ions of balboas) S . 
Year " At current p r i c e s Wage index At 1950 p r i c e s 
1945 2 3 . 5 6 0 . 1 • . 4 7 . 4 
1946.': .;. . • ..',:' 27 o4. . . :. 8 0 . 8 - 3 3 . 9 
1947-- ' ..'. ' 2 5 . 3 : 8 5 . 4 v . . . .2,9.6 
1948. . . ;, :: 20..5 93:. 7 ... : . ' 21 .9 
1949- 17..6 .. 9.7.8 . c l . 1 8 . 0 
1950 - 15-.2 10.0.0 ,i.[ . 1 5 . 2 
1951- 1 5 . 9 - I L O . 4 ' . 1 4 . 4 
1 9 5 2 V 17..3 1 2 0 . 8 v. . . 1 4 . 4 
1953-V. IS.6 1 2 7 , 1 .;. . . 1 4 . 7 
1954 ?.•:-•:• v . : .,'. 1 8 . 5 - . 1 1 3 1 . 2 .. . 1 4 . 1 
1955 •• 2 0 . 2 1 3 3 . 2 1 5 . 1 
1956 — - 2 1 , 7 143 .-7 — — - —X 
Source: See t e x t of appendix B. 




PANAMA: GROSS PRODUCT OF SALESOF"SERVICES TO PANAMA 
,.,. Ci.NAL.ZONS, 1945-56. 
Mi l l ions of 1950 balboas • , ~~~ Index 1950 = ÏÔcT 
Year Regular Sales Contrac Regular Sales of Contractors' 
- Total- w ^ g e s vice?* ployees " T o t a l wages services employees 
1945 . - 55.5 47.4 • 4.1- 4.0.... ...277.5-- 311.8. .. 141.4 210.5-
1946 •.,40.3 33.9 2.8 3.6 201.. -5: 223.0 96.6 189.5.-
1947 .34.9 29.6 2.3 3.0 174.5-, 194.7 79.3 157.9., 
1948 .27.1 21.9 . 2.9 2.3 135,5 144.1 100.0 121.1 
1949 ;. 23.2 18.0 ,3.1 2.1 116.. 0 118.4 106.9 IIO.5. 
1950 . 20.0 15.2 '¿.9 1.9 100,. 0:. 1C0.0 100.0 100.0. 
1951 . I9.O 14.4 2.7 1.9 95..0 94.7 93.1 1C0.0-. 
1952 ¡•« 19.0 14.4 .2.5 2.1 95.. 0 94.7 86.2 110.5 
1953 - 19.7 14.7 • 2.4 2,6 98.5. 96,7 82.8 136,8 
1954 . 17.3 14.1 2.0 1.2 86 ¿5 92.8 69.0 63.2 
1955 •:. 18.8 15.2 • .2,6 1.0 94.0 123.7 89.7 52.6,-
1956 /. 20.1 15.1 .4.3' 0.7 ICQ. 5 132.2 148.3 36,8. 
Source : See t e x t of appendix B. 
/Table B-21 
Table B-21 
PANAMA: TOTAL IMPORTS, 19-0 5-56 
1945 
Current values 
^thousands o f b a l b o a s ) 71 426 -v, • • - * 
Registered ifeports 52'588 
Purchases of ships and 
a i r c r a f t j 
Hospital s e r v i c e s , Canal"' 77' 
Zone - ; 29 
urchases in commissaries,- ! 
• Gahal -'Zone 18.809 
• Total;:Quantum (thousands,. 
.. or, batboas #t 1950 prices) 86 673 
Registered imports i . 6 3 475 
Purchases of ships and -7-






Hospital s e r v i c e s , Canal 
. Zone v I'^y-^v, : "j 
Purchases in commissaries, 
Canal Zone 23 163 
^ i t [Va lue j^depc ( l?50= 100) 82 .4 
regis tered imports . . , 82 .8 
Purchases of ships and ' ' 
.. a i rcra f t s . . • : -
' Hospital ' -services, Canal 
. Zone . . . . .82 ,8 
Purchases in commissaries. • 
anal Zone -. . ..81*2 
Quantum- index (1950-100) 107 .8 
•Registered imports ' 90,3 
Purchases of ships and 
aircraft > 
Hospital-services, Canal' - - -
.. Zone , 50„7 
Purchases in commissaries, 
Car- al'Zone"' * 2.30.6 
Source; See t e x t of appendix B j 
1946 ! 1947 
82 889(102 528 
B5~682 
: 1 2 0 
•IT' 







, , 77.. 9 
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129 .1 
1 1 3 . 3 
. 53 .6 
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Table B-22 <g (t g 
PANAMA: CURRENT VALUES OF REGISTERED C . I . F . IMPORTS, 1945-56 4> *H 
«3s- S\i 
(Thousands of balboas) -
— - NO . . . . • • • - . . . • j. 
Group 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950: 1951 1952 ;1953 1954 1955. 1956 
Total - ..¡..;.' 52 588 64 776 85 682 73 152 68- 438 70 '281 75 531 83 999 81 207 83 163 86 848 97 938 
•Non-durable consumet-
\ goods 27 493 36' 389, 34 639 
j 
33 828 31 952. 34 159 36 595 42 456 40 178' ' 38 <12 .35 915 .39 217 
Durable consumer goods 6- 470 8" 28C 11 244 10'159 10 294 11 286 10 389 9 977 10 703 10: 7O6 12 774 14 467. 
Fuels•and•lubricants! 1, 638 2,070 3 421 •&< 471 3 997 5 ICO 5 782 6 894 6 892 7 105 8 559 3 16^ 
Raw-material's- for industry • 6 709 2 348 14- 268 11 132 9-6a 9 758. 11 898 12 598 9 767 11': ¿A3 11 393 12 647 
,Raw materials ; f^r capi-
t a l goods ' . 
Construction materials 
1:323 1260 "2 299 • i 619 1 & 3 1 314 i 266 ' 1.261 1 533 1 97 J 2 232 3 175 
3 395 4 079 6 040 3 650 2 626 1 745 2 286 1 935 1 699 .2 135 3 004 4 080 
Capital goods for agri -
culture '- 591 1 3P2 347 1 op? 1 303 1 223 1 144 1 472 •1 487 1 9J7 i 909 3-241 
Cap.tal goods for industry 
and mining 2 282 4 370 4 734 4:527 4 337 3 485 3 5557 4 7 £4 5 264 }5 635 6 200 8 367 
Capital goods f t r 
transport 1 182 1 902 1 876 2 1% 2 003 1 437 1 681 1 611 2 088 2 ¿07 2 415 3 324 
Miscellaneous 1 505 2 774 4 .811 567 650 772 93S 1 032 1 594 1 714 2 446 1 252 
• Source: See t e x t wf appendix B . 
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PANAMA: INDICES OF UNIT VALUE OF REGISTERED IMPORTS, 1945-56 
(1950 = 100) 
Group " 1945 1946 1947 1-948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 V 
Total • . 82.8 77 .9 ; 98.4 105.5 ,102.9 100.0 108.0 107.1 107.2 101.0 101.8 108.8 
. .Non-durable consumer goods 99.5 97.2 105.1 r112."5 -103.© '100.;0 108.6 1Q3.3 105 .9 " 103.8 ^ 9 6 . 4 .,101.0 
Durable consumer goods 99.6 101.7 "* 90¡'8 r'~97i5 •'•"•101.3 ' . 100 .0 . 99»3 ,107.7 102.9 '84.1 ^97.6 - 1 0 2 . 5 
]Fuels.and- lubricants • 38 .8 /55.3:. , 78 .7 100.8 90.1 100.0 99.7 102.2 1 0 3 ; l 1 0 6 . 2 - 1 1 6 . 3 -0115.7 
Raw materials for industry 82.8 24.5 100.7 115*5 107.8 100.0 114;1 128.5 120,2 115.8 113.9 121.1 
Raw materials for capital .. ... . 
-goods, - ; 73.7 : 73 .6 , 1 2 4 . 6 ,114.6 127.9"'100.0 119.4ol23:.6 :112.1 . IO9.6 120.6 136.9 
Construction .materials 71.4 77.5 96.7 106.5 108.2 1C0.0 - 1 1 3 . 3 : 1 0 6 . 1 109.7 93.8 1 0 8 . 3 ' 1 1 5 . 2 
Capital goods for agri- ~ > v— , - . 
, culture 76.4 52.7 103.3 101.0 120.2 100.0 119.3 80.7 115.8 U 8 . 4 95.2 110.4 
Capital goods for industry - 7 ' "' : 
' and mining 47.1 65 .I 95.2 7 3 . 9 ' ' 94 .1 . 1 0 0 . 0 : 1 1 4 . 9 1 0 8 ^ 9 . 96 .5 88.9 : 96.7 : 1 1 6 . 2 
Capital goods for transport 79.1 90.3,. .?0.4 95*3 99.5 100.0 104.8. 109.0 . 113.7 113.8 105.3 124.9 
Miscellaneous 44 .8 46.2.1 122 .0 100.0: 112-.-9 103.-0 . 148.1 81.0 106.0 133.3 
Source: See text of appendix B. * 4 -V. r,.% , 
CO ••--.• .--,..., c . j • M : • (D . 




PANAMA. : /-DjEFLATIONAIii INiDEX^ FOR EXPENDITURE ¡ - 'h jA ! 
I"' OF WORKERS RESIDENT IN PANAMA- IN I - • !\ - ' ; 






: • ! ' ; ' 1 United States? retail ; ' 
price index 
. u - . PL953F100. ' 
Average a/ 






1945 81.2 75.8 ; • 63.1 88.5 
1946 : 87.7 81.8 ' ^ 71.3 92.3 
1947. « 100.9 94.1 ,, 88.0 ; ; 100.1 
1948 , ; 106.0 98.9 94.4 103.4 
1949: 100.4 93.7 89.8 • 97.5 
195Ó 1 100.0 93.3 90.5 : 96.0 
1951 ; : 109.1 ; ' 101.8 100.7 102.8 
1952 109.4 102.1 103.7 100.4 
1953 ; 107.2 100.0 ; 1C0.0 " 1Ö0.0 "; 
• ! 
1954 106.5 99.4 99.5 : 1 -
99.2 
1955 . 106.6 Ì . 99.5 : 99.0 j" 100.0 
Source : U.S. Department of ; Commerce, Bureau of the Censjis, 
Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1956-57» 
a/ Weighting; Foodstuffs: 50 per.cent5 Clothing ahd durable 
consumer goods: 50 per cent. .,!•-, : : -.' 
/Table B-2Ó 
Table B-13 
PANAMA: TOTAL APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1945-56 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 
Items I945 l^l+é l?!+7 1948 I9I49 I 9 5 0 1951 
Totn.i ?12 68a 034 261 














d.Milk, cheese and eggs 
Production 
Imports 
G.Oils and fats 
Production 
' Imports 
f.Fruits and vegetables 
1 Production 
Imports 
g.Sugar and confectionery 3 142 iï 3 02^:--: 
Production 1 440 ^  2 035. 
Imports 1 702 98è"' 
h.Coffeo, tea, cocoa etc. 5 557 5 548 
Production 3 954 3 704 
Imports 1 603 1 764 
230 279 ? r i .O 3 6 8 03? 243 1 ? G ?4s 5 0 6 
155 6 8 3 1 5 4 1 1 9 I 6 0 8 9 5 1 6 5 0 7 2 1 6 5 3 1 6 
74 596 c - 64 249 67 144 ...73 096 8 0 I 9 Q -
79 0 0 9 - 77 S19 ' 8 0 7 0 0 -.87 352 90 448 
6o 324 6 2 984 6 5 917 ' 6 8 540 68 834 
1§ 6 8 5 1 4 535 1 4 783 1 8 8 1 2 2 1 614 
1 $ 184 18 492 17 351 19 2 8 0 2 1 510 
l i 2 6 8 1 5 450 -.' 1 6 3 - 1 3 IS 113 10 045 
3 916 / 3 G42 • 1 0 3 8 ' 1 1(57- 2 465-
19 782 1 9 6 9 1 r 1 8 8 6 1 ' 1 ? m 19 419 
1 8 3 O 9 1 8 6 0 7 1 7 590 17 551 17 862 
f 393 1 o04 1 2 7 1 1 624 1 557 
ÌL 042 1 103 1 2 8 3 1 -360 1 5 2 2 
I 412 536 v.- 688 431 ... 414; 
1 6 3 0 5-57 595 92.9 .' 1 1 0 8 . 
Ì 2 S 5 1 Ì 2 Ì '" '9 928 9 979 
7 1 1 1 7 0 1 7 7 0 7 1 7 337 7 
2 0 7 4 2 6o4 2 6 6 5 2 591 2 521 
L221 3 184 . 3JL& 4 0 2 8 . 4 249 
; 721 • 8 1 6 *.. 594 *. ' 7^4 ; 7 9 6 -
2 070 ' 2,368 ,;.-." 2 775 3 204 . 3 453. 
14 8 9 5 1 5 7 7 8 2 0 6 9 6 2 2 695 2 0 9 2 O 
1 , 1 8 7 O 12 850 16 2 3 2 1 6 6 8 8 1 5 5 6 1 
13 0 1 7 2 920 4 4<54 6 0 0 7 5 367 
k M , . 0 1 2 4 loo 
:2 664 1 / 3 4 2 0 V 3 .492 /:- 3 564 3 456, 
;i 534 " : 5 3 6 5 2 0 1 536 590' 
£ 0 2 1 3 974 2 7 2 8 4 6 9 2 4 3 6 2 
4 4o6 3 8 9 7 3 5 5 8 3 6 1 5 3 671 
1 6 6 5 77 1 7 0 1 077 6 9 1 
73 731 8 1 Ì 2 0 -! i 
6 8 0 9 1 - ; 73 Ië4 !" 
5 1 6 0 2 ' 5 8 Ì 0 5 
1 6 409 1 5 §59 . 
1 6 0 5 9 . 15 2&B -
1 3 4 2 4 ; 1 3 052 " 
2 6 3 5 - 2 i.56 j " -." 
17 501 10 716.. 
1 6 0 2 3 1 6 ' / n o 
1 478 - 1 
£¿1 . 126/ 
3 0 9 ; 
345' 3Ì5-. 
LM- .. 8 772; 
6 487... - / 6 6.12, .. 
2 3701 2 f t é c ; . 
3 0 3 4 - - f; 2 b ' 4 ; '. 
1 3 8 / 393 
2 896 - - 2 :101 
1 2 0 7 0 " I ; ' ; 1 6 1790"-. . 
9 50$. I f -14 524' 
2 56^  p 2 474 , 
1952 
2,^0 ,97J5 




1 6 2 3 1 Ò ; 
76 s 66 I 
1954 1955 
2 7 0 339 2 8 3 SIS 
188 5^ 6 
•..8lj 803 
91 476- :. 91.647 !• R 97- 326 










. ' 1 137-
1 0 5 2 8 
7 6 0 0 
2 9 2 8 
ÌUéi 
i n 




5 6 2 8 




73 915 : 
17 732 I 
2? 736 :: 
2 2 6841 
1 0 5 2 I 










. 3 0 0 I 
3-192; 
20 21 6lS 
1 5 062i l é IO9 
5 896j 5 426 
5 149? 5 677 
"4 55Ò 










2 0 ^ 6 8 
1 7 1 1 
Î-7S6 
. - ' 6 0 3 
1 153 
11:415 
0 6 9 1 
2 724 
&99 0J7 
I 84 5 0 8 
I 99 4o6 
j 8 0 5 5 2 
; 1 1 8 8 5 4 : 
1 9 5 6 
« 6 >67 
i|*7 139 






6 3 7 
i 24 31'/- '23 069 
; 2 1 - 8 6 9 





2 I 3 6 . : 
1 997 j 
780 
1 217 
1 0 6 9 5 
0 C40 
1 847 
3 1 6 2 
9 0 4 
-;:-2 250 
2'4 642 
1 8 5 9 2 
6 0 5 0 
5 6 8 5 
5 0 2 3 




;23 409 • 
2 1 0 9 9 ; " 
2 31» . 
u" i k M 
i 728 -
I 1194 -. 
ill 679ii' /: 
! 9 905, -
; 1774;;:; 
! 4 154 w ;0 
! 1 1 5 1 : 
j 3 0 0 3 : ; 
I 23 2 6 7 
; 1 6 9 0 7 ; - r 
; 6 3 6 0 
1 
i 5 
: 5 o 4 o 
! 9 0 9 
2 8 2 4 
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/Table B-26 (Cont.) 
'fabla (Gti«fclviu«d) 
Items 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
c-1 Other personal f . ' .3 • -
effects (non- , , •• 1:: -i ' iT . —..--.-
durable) 4;. 622 2 817- kMl 1 458 1 369 a m . 1- 860 V' Production ----- - - - - -
: -imports 4 .622 2 817 1 413 1 458 1 369 1 737.- 1 475 1 860 ; 1553,. T v\ Ti ". 940 i : ' - 1 284 974 
a-*2 Other personel effaots ' y - S i V-'• - — j Vi!-
" (durable) 18 874 14 9.64, 8 232 . 4 456 - 132°: 9-'m:> 1 M . 3 352 ijs^r 3 .464, - 2 ill ' Production .8$ 129 V w - 134 162 161 125: 195 ¿92 ; J i8o.... rl85. .189 




H O to 
-P-
• . ' , / " 
5, Rerits&nd yater 
oorisump'titon 
Pi^du6'ti<>n .... 1. 
6.' Fuel and light 
Prediction 
Imports '• 




a-1 Furniturs and fittings 
(ncn durable) 
.•;« Pro-Sac t'ion 
Imports 
a-2 Furnitiira and fittings 
?4 188. 
¿4 188' 










2-522 - : 
3 008 is 




6 262 ..  
25 941 
25 941 






27 249 ' 
27 249 
4 029 









4 64o _ 
- 3 780 : 
860 
30 576 31 567 
30 576. 31 587 
4 894 ... 5 481 
' 4 054 4 476 
840 1 005 
-.10 429- ---.-10 4a 
': 1 680 "1' 1 751 
. 8 749 o 670 
12 564 9 874 11 235 
1 826 v 1 850 2 7.79 
10 738 " 8 024 8 456 
32 627 33 935 . 35 420 , 37 025-. 
32 627 ; ' 33 935 , 35 420 37 025 
f 5 667 6 17.3""""? 6 421 : 6 782 v~; 
4 676 4 939 5 244 5 458 i -
991 1 234 . 1 177 T 1 324 •:•: " 
11 585 10 874 , .12 723. . :14 833 . 
2 281 " 2 178 2 230 . 2 277; ; 
; 9 3C4„.„: 8 696- v -11 493-; Tjl2 553' 
H2. "" 2i 
47;; - 73 










61 - 72 
61 ' - 72 
% 
X 71; 
(dufable) UMT •2 769i 1J25 2L522 i m J.2 842 3 441 2_264 , - 3 299 i 
Produbtiori' 1 4o8 1605 1 718 1 680 1 751 826 1 850 s 2 779 2 281 .2 178 - -2 230 ':.• ' ,'J 277 
Imports- . 723 .. 673 , ,.1 051 :•: k ' - . 855 758; 1 358 992 ; "'"' 662 683 ' " 872 1 028 1 022 , 
Household utensils '- •- „ 
(non durable) 1 435 2 305 NJt025 - 3: s?4 • ; 336 5 178 ' 3 749 r 4 270 - 4 626 ' 3 733 ±0%. 5 141 T 
Production - - - -.-.- - .;v;, - V - - - _ . -.''! -
Imports,';.;.,. 1 435 f 2 305 ' -4 025 1 3 524 4 336 5 178 3.749 : 4 270 4 626 1 3 733 '4 097 :5\l4l 
Household utensils -
(durable)" 1 147 3-237 5 134 v4 310 3 523 " 4 107 3214 3 947 • -4 030 6 319 
Production , - . - - 0-. j' -j ' ' J - - •-• - -• • " - - . r . 
Imports ... . • 1 147 3 237. " '5 134 ----4 -310 • "5 523 ' ^  . 4 107 3 214 '3478 3 9^ 7 4 ?30 5 296 6 319 
'Itbie (CortfcHiued) 
Items l^S 
P cr H 
fi) 












% Pórs Oliai- care and health . j ,u i . . . 1 _—— 








10e Transport aiid oommunlaa-
tions 
Produotion 
:-Imports t., i 
a,Personal, transport 
,..i4aquipipent. ,„ . .. 
Produotion 
Imports ' 

















































3 488 3I98 












































3 56 8 
19 % 8 
15 3 W 
4 Ï50 









2 105 3 68 6 M i 
• r..i 
5.321 









































































. 6 490 
2 483 
4 007 
1953 1954 1955 1556 
U M 6 280 8 ¿16 8 930 
6 339 6 715 7 192 7 5C2 
2 572 1 565 924 1 348 
4 256 4 477 ÌL745 4 887 
4 256 4 477 4 745 4 887 
3 803 'U2i 4 043 
2 083 2 '238 2 447 " 2 695 
2 572 1 565 924- 1 348 
12 86l 15 531 17 203 18 323 ' 
3 485 3 651 4 005 >+"375.: 
9 376 11 880 13 198 13 945 
6 936 8' 108' 7 609 Mià' 
1 034- 1 102 1 157 1 226 












23 ;990 23 ,569 22 gép 23 798 25 9.29 29 511 
14 523 13 514 14 4éa 435 15 17 976 




13M 2 633 4 113 WUI M I iL^i 
5 5 315 2 633 4 113 3 ' 8Ì3 6 4 731 5 849 
5 353 •6 052 6.4s6 7 866 ±222 3 164 
1 293 1^12 1 286 1 206 1 749 1 935 2289 
4 c6o 740 5 167 5 250 6 117 6 8o4 6:8?5 
11 847 10 623 11 426 J12 2^ 1- "13 468 lg 30U 
11 847 • -lo 623 - -11 426 .11338 12 .271. . 13. 4£8 16 304 
Lì§2" U22 1 748 • "'£¿21 - • - j ¿^28 2 528 1 383 1 579 l 748 1891 1 906 2 573 
Ti M P \ ;ti o CD s: 
ON io 
. NO 1.' -P-
able B-26 (Continued) 
terns 1945 ' "1946 :r • 1947 ~ -^948 • " ;• 19^9 f '•••-1950 1:1951 ; .. ,1952 1953 :-v 1954 , .1955 ., . , 1956 . 
1« Amusements and enter«» Â'
J J"? .• î -7 
tainment 11 389 13 817 12 561 10 492 10129 11 0 66 14 256 10 940 12 276 12 544 12 672 
- Produotion 8 127 •8 048 : 7 988 ;7 240 ' 7 390 * 834 6 919, 7 226 . .f 193 , .7 694 . _ 7 880 8 418 
Imports ; '-" 3 262 "¿1*5 769 • • "4 573 : ;: "3 119;. - 3 102. 295 i 4 147 ; T 7 030 ;; 3 747, .4 582 ; 4 664 : 4 254 
a,Entertainment Uàl •••g 952:- • . 2 867 ,.„,. 2 Coo . 2 64o 2 628 ' 2 953 ' 3 093 ' 3 301-' •• 3 604: 7 3 406 
Production 3 367 •2 952 2 867 -2 809 ' .3 058 ""' 2 640 2 628 : 2 953 3 093 ] 3 3r'l 3 604 : , 3 4o6 
- b .Hotels'i restaurants :. 2 924 3 197 ' 2 718 2 495? "7" 2 48c • -• 2 582 " r 2 845 2 842. .. -3 075 2 924 -3 403 
Production 2 924 3 197 2 718 2 614 2 495 2 480 2 582 2 845 • " 2 842 ; 3 075 2 924 v.. !:3 403 
o.B ooks^ newspapers$ •-.X j, 
magazines 2-251: • 2 7?6 --2 722. ;"2 083 2 272 : . 2 28O: >: 2 145 aji-SlS • ' 2 oo4 1 2_252 --2 413 
: ProdùotinK : '¿-"'-'¿''iTf' • 1836 1 899 2 4o3' ; 1 817 1 837 714 • • 1 709 :;••:/• 1 428- 7 1 25'8 1318. : 1352 ' ' 1 609 
Imports,-^  657 319 124 246 558 571 717 657 686 ' •••' 705! 804 
<3-1 
t&inment (non-durable) 128. • 1 461 1_022 , ¿81 940 1228 2 168 : - 1. oél ; 1 ??8 > ^ u É a , , .. 1.18^ 
Produotion - •i - .. j 
Imports 978 - 1 756 , 1 461 1 029 981 940 " 1 228 ' 2 168 : 1061 ;, ' 1338:" n 1360- 1 1&-5 
d-2 Other forms of enter- y. 
tainment (durable) 1 869 : p 2 793 1 966- ;. - 1 797-".;. 2 348 ~ LiiiS 2 029 , 2 558 > 2 599 • 2 26)5 
Production - - - - - - ' c :r T; / r? 
Imports ' : 1 869 3 356 , 2 793 " : 1966 J 1 875 ft 1 797 , } 2 348 . 2 029 2 558 2 599 2 265 
12» Miscellaneous services t-' f'j ; - : . • 
f ^ I80-
.1 '..' 
(domasti«) 3 749. - 1.922 , 1 M 1215. JIM .: 3 944' 4 244 < 4 414 ' ^ 828 . TJ 
a»Einanoial services 358. > 423 . • •• 446 > 389;: 395 413 ' 420 465 474;.;, 4?5 504;, v 518 
b.Other services 3 39l' 3 506 3 449 y 3 386 3 45I; : ."" 3 443": • 3 524 V 3 779 ; ' 3 940 . 4 3 43 : 4 676:. V 5 059 
-, P \ 





Source: See 'beset of appendix B« 
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•;; : ; Table B-27 " ' ; ; ' - ¡'. ' j j.. : 
PANAMA: EXPENDITURE OF PUBLIC SECTOR IN CONSUMPTION AND"INVESTMENT 
, • 1945-56 ! j 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) : k- i ' 
;> ; /' ,—j—; .. — -, —- —{ 1 
;H'i!t Consumption - ; Investment u j 
Year Total 












1945 43 103 2Ö;5$2 19 144 9 41Ö « 14 541 5.572 : 7 711 , k 258 
1946 42 269 30:773 18 323 12 450 11 496 2 4Ó2 v ' 8 228 it - >66 : 
1947 41 227 29 557 20 099 ; '9 458 11 670 ; 5: 630-; - ' 5 116 -V iù.-. \ K ! 
1948 34 076 28;073 19 884 .8 189 6 003 1 941 3 232 fc !V- 830 j ; ' 
1949 31 170 27 031 18 361 8 670 f 4 139 .- 1 819 : 1 430|Ì 
! 
! , 890 . 
1950 40 234 31. 593 ; 22 513. , 9. 080 • : , 8 641 » « - 3 122 
' < » » 
4 292 : 1 227 • 1 j 
1951 37 164 31 260 : 22 669 8 591 ; 5 904 2 7Ö8 0 2 844', 272 
1952 41 777 34 103 jr. !'.  ! 21 240 12.863 : - 7 674 r 4 m 3 340 j |301 
1953 43 099 35 648 ; 2b 357 11"291 r • 7 451 5 155 1 442 i / |;854 
1954 46 101 39. £03 28 029 11 774 i 6 298 "1 "818 r': 3 32$. I 7 r 151 
1955 47 291 38 396 26 954 .11 442 
* '-•• «. ' 
,. 8 895 2 817 4 335 j i 743 
1956 " 54 299 41 269 • 28 670 12 599 13 030 '10% - 4 962 ! fl 992 
Source ; See text of appendix B. ' ? P'" ja" 1'pxj ' CO ; j 
'ft ; • ; /Table -13-28. 
Table B-28 
PANAMA: INDEX FOR DEFLATING PURCHASES AT CURRENT PRICES BY THE PUBLIC SECTOR, 1945-56 
v; ; ^ v i-'oiggagg) £ v. - f- -
Item 1945 1946 :1947 1946 1949 >1950 1951 1952.' 1955, 19:54 I 1955 1956 
Index a/ ;; 84.6 86.8 98.7 112.9 100.6 100.0 111.0 100.4 110.ß'' 104.3! 104.5 109.6 




production i <, - .- ;> . ( , - ~ u;: 7 ; ; -
Foodstuffs 95.5 103.7 114.8 115.2 106.0 100 .0 ' 103.8 104.4' l!ö2V5'!; 102.5 103.0 102.4 
Rent 100.0 100.0 100..0 .100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 ¿0 100.0 100.0 
Electricity, gas and water 80 .Ì4 78.0 "102..3 150.3 107.4 1C0.0 •121.5 117.1' 109.5 .. ftA 122.2 144.8 Clothing 118 .¡5 131.1; ,119.2 ,128.6 90.6" 100.0 112.5 - 92.5^  186.0 ; • 8Ó'.7 70.2 .72.2 
Transport 41.¡1 53.7 69.6 83.2 "88.0 1Ó0.0 r -104 ¿4 99.9 iqs.5 1Ò5.4 
: { 
122.4 108.6 
Purchases met from imports 
i i '•O ; j • i 
Office and cleaning supplies : 
67.9 
! ' ? 'I- -
' ; 
!U08.3 and materials 80;9 96.1 109.7 90.3 100.0, ¡124.9 116.9 Ì08Ì0 120.2 125.5 
Petrol and lubricants 39 i0 54.8 77.7 99.7 89.O 100.0 98.7 97.6 101.4 3Ì04.3 115.7 ; Mil. 7 
Vehicle spare parts and i !: ^ 
100.1 accessories 65Ì.8 76.9 89.6 88.9 94.4: 100.0. 103*2 .101.0 101 ¿9 104.9 -93.4 ; 
Medicines 90Ì.7 91.1 95» 3 100.3 102.4 lCOoO , 11Ö.3 V 87.2 !24-.;0 117 .¡2 ;'95.;2 ; 97.6 
Arms and munitions 291-0 53.1- 77.5 • " 84.6 93.3 100.0- 123.5 114.7 ¡114.7 Ì33 0,8 |107V7c. IO7.8 
Fertilizers,seeds and i ; ^ { t- . ,... ,• i ! 
fodder 6fiU 86,5 9.60 7 98.1 98.4 100.0 108.9 130.9 131.2 Ì44Ì2 ¡129.7. ,128.9 
Books and teaching ::: r- I 
1 : 94.2 materials * , 89j.6 ,83.8 i- 121.4. 
116.2 103 ."8 100.0 105.5^ ' : 97;8 ; 79;.0 I09 0 5 
Source : See text of appendi^ Bv ! ? -, 
a/ Weighting: Foodstuffs 9.'0; lent ,7.6 ;:SEIe:ctricity;_20.6; Clothing 5.5 : -Transport 4:.3 : .Materials àhd cleaning 6.1 
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Table B-29 (continued) 




o o . .. 
c+ 
Product 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
e. Oils and fats 2 773 2 011 1 982 2 267 2 657 
Butter 1 465 1 137 : 916 1 244 - 854 
- Edible oil' -: 195 . '7 ... " j 1 
Edible oil's1'and ' ' T '-.:']• 
fats''-'-" -''" -•-'; ' 561 250 379 484 44.0 
' ; Lard': ;' V'' ' 552 617 687 539 1 362 
f. Fruits and veget-
able is''' 1 614 1 557 1 8§9 1 843 2 810 
''f Beans 316 303 249 275 266 
^ Onions 419 448 522 436 536 
• Lentils 176 162 150 183 166 
Fre sh potato*? 3 .142 21 55 80 78 
""ApuL'cs 149 I'rt 239 243 3.61 
Cabbage - - ' 7 • • ts > 2 4 ; 2 
W•••'•' Tomatoes 1 • 2 •16 24 i l 
V-v; Grapes 35 '" S3 3.54 - 125 ' 233 
"' --fomato juicc .127 G2 126 136 194 
,,,. Tomato paste r ' m ' 142 -..,. l 8 3 113- ' 161 
Non-tropical juices 138 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • — 
136 203 219 .782 
go,-Sugars,preserves j ' -----
confecoionory 1 264 732 I M 386 
Sugar 961 394 766 29 7 
. Chewing gum -176 ',-223 • '243 •204 
Pastilles, sweets, 
etc, " ! 97 69 >94 79 126 Ri ställe s , sweets etc . 30 46 36 30 49 
h • „Coffee,tea, _c.oc.oa, .7... . . - — -V . ...... . ... . 
etc. 1 m 1 577 1 489 ,62 ¿52 
Coffee 1371 1 536 1 424 "3 85 
Tea 62 '•' 41" 65 - 66' ....... 6 ? 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
3 144 3 306 3 440 3 056 4 785 2 162 2 875 
1 006 1 246 955 1 193 1 Ö60 1 071 1 §13 
448 361 460 1 1 059 279 321 
1 690 1 705 2 025 1 862 2 666 806 1 341 
3 781 3 378 3 m • 3 415 3 808 4 003 
304 354 400 366 400 479 439 
604 700 691 §49 686 687 713 
174 256 '208 238 230 ' ' 237 286 
466 3C9 ¿54 301 230 228 368 
393 414 401 '344' 365 368 490 
• 3 4 2 •'•"i - ' 
"23 20 ' ' 22 • ^ -lg - 3 1 
253 249 236 190 199 245 265 
226 188 319 2M 2Ö2 332 26?' 
];46 195 r "£72 '121 "MI 
1 189 689 1 15£ 1 243 1 C09 1 232 I 151 
M m m Mk m M 
•5 -2 -2 2 3 3 3 
226 " "2?2 "272 ' ' ' 261 26© • ' 302 330 
92 107 243 80 152 335 342 
75 63 - 72 58 
"."agT .'¿0 ^ " 
824 539 280 - - 300 
- 139 —79 72"—-187 - 7 6 — 1 0 4 ••" 86 
Table B-29 (continued) 
Product ,1945 1946 1947 -1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
i. Other foodstuffs 414 .733" . 614 594.. . '738 • 1 781: 858; ;. 871 1 0251 1 197 1 125 - ' 
Refined salt 7 16 47^ 34 23 50 1 018 7. 6 8. 9 , 10 
Coarse salt " . -.. . -v-r: 4 4: - 15 ' 10 l l l 
Tinned soups Ì20 258 398 • 338;_: . 341HQ 487 .. 473 - - 613-:-" 650 v 452 455: - 651 : 
, Packet soupó .287::~v 635 7:\ 288' V;", 238V.'v 226 . .' 186 V 280 : 3 238 : V 214 ' " 565' " 732 463 
2 ».'..Beve ra-gea--- —-- r;-, 
• aVlóK-aicoholic - 1 2 2 , 2 - • -'." .;. - a 
' Carbonated beverages - 1 ' 2 2 3 3 - - - - 1 
- fa«:Alcoholid \ . .. 3. 248-. 4 067 - 3 040 . 2 786 2 444 2 858 4 371 2 993 3 457 .2 722 3 049 3 210 
Wines 828: 889 ' ' 828 524 " 442 438 :- 748 . 523 540 524 408 " 409 
Beer • - 17 ' 12 " 8 178 150 196. 268 . 206 82 '' 74 . 127 -i- 31-
-Gin. -or, .29. 38: . ;'- 47- i- 24 • . 42 ' 39 ' 63 " 49' : 41 39 52 57 
•Rum. .:.•. - 164 ; 247 229 ' 126 124 66 209 98 114 94 88 161 
••.....-. Whisky • - 2 210 2 881 1 928 1 934 1 686 2 119 3 083 2 117 2 680 1 991 2 374 2 552 . 
3» Tobacco - • './C. ' ; .'..'. 
. a« Cigarettes' " " * 3 667 3 918 2 648 •' 3: 100 "3 317 3 623 3 447 4 136 4 018 3 005 2 522 2 139 
... > Cigarettes : •-•- = .3 667 .3 918 2 648 3 100 3 317 3 623 3 447 4 136 4 018 3 005 2 522 2 139 
b. Others. ... ; 282 . J26 2bl . 229 J36 J26 286 iJ2 v - M 38? 259 
Cigars ; j - - -322 155 -180 ,125 119 139 110 141 113 125 133 ; 137 ^ 
\ Brevas (flat cigars) 197 . ,127 - 156 -, -142 110 -197 216 145 46 576 . 256 ,122 
& Wearing apparel and / '-/•':. ... V," 
o other personal effects ^ vV.' '/'} 
f aB Footwear ¿04 1 011 1 360 1 357 :2 079 1 '232 866 304 239 .1.581 1 651 ' 2 899 
Children's shoes 29 - 39 10 ' 33 50 45 85 ' 175 117 713 .919 848 .. ? 
Leather shoes 875 .972 1 350 1 324 2.029 1 187 781 129 122 ' 868 732 2 051 
Table B-18 (continued) 
Product 1945 1946 1947 1948 
b. Wearing apparel, 
ing footwear 
Articles of silk 
Articles of jersey 
COtton ; ..;.-:;. 







Silk'socks and stockings 610 
Silk, .shirt s; . . - - . 160 
. ..Silk, underwear - ' 337 
Silk outer clothing 1 624 
Cot-tori shirts .-1-: r 1 181 
Cotton underwear 84 
Women' s cotton clothing.-, 189 
' Children1s cotton 1 1-
clothing. - r. -, 19, . Non-durable personal 
;-» effects .. 1 357 
^ Leather handbags 
Handbags and purses 
1 




Wrist watches, gold 121 
. ' Wrist -watches, others :~6 138 
6» Fuel and lighting ... .. 
a. Paraffin 
7. Furniture, fittings and 
V* household utensils 
Furniture and fittings: 454 
Ebony furniture 
Wood.and iron furniture - 414 
Iron and leather 


















963 1 210 
2 061: 1 069 












i. 1 1 
324 
33 
: 827 ¿05 428 
684 231 168 
.143 . 184 .260 
12 111 9. 563 5 200 2 786 





















111 189 114 
1949 1950 I95I 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
6 901 7 459 6 658 8 790 8 423 8 462 8 023 7 250 
* 630 745 753 882 1 074 446 482 628 
192 250 yI 282 -'131 • 115 '; .. 299 195 ' 1 1 5 3 
218. . 7 428 _ -.454 J - 57.8, .'525-, -, 56-3- •49â 376 
- ' 925 1 191 ' 662 ;t !; 982 1 000 - 883 842 : 653 
144 197 180 164 205 162 154 128 
1 579 2 028 2 080 2 852 2 677 3 320 2 881 2 404 
996 944 771 1 158 1 135 . 670 539 678 
309 -304 '• ' 366 y 354 v 468 ~ 488 • : "449 
1 790 • ; 862 • :•726 1 043 -•s •• 675 -761 - - 926 - 451 
.. 258 ;, 308 ,295 -478 '; •y.482 , ,-; 719 ; . 884 ' •1 182 
: ;•'. 169 197 151 •• 156* • . 181 . 171 y 134 -^  • 148 
1 !¿R 510 433 " 546 • !:r>: 456 276 : • 3 7 7 286 
191 282 216 195 151 169. 176 140 
211 ...., 228 : • n ,217 :, 351 ,. 3O5 ; : 107 ... 201 146 
2 403 ,1 814 2 186 2 035 'li 852 1 888 •2 114 1 346 
, 370 -;y 384 y ' 601 528 619 667 y 575 : 554 
• • 68 74 .y-139 240 '151 i •;--"170 159 - M36 
...  109... , 91 8.4 .- 198- • 17-5 -• 319 . 269 - 17 
1' 856 1 26'5 1' 362 1 069 -907 ' ' 732 r m 639 
~ 693 '•' 819 - 800 -.252 - 9'Mk. 1 175 1121 1 261 
476 853 . 623 V; 416 : : 429 . y 548 ,7 646 "•:. 642 
140 254 1 246 169 • 122 156 188 r 144 
183 • 363 ... 240 114 152 223 256 .7. 186 
153 226 7 "137 7-133 "7Ï W 169" " 202 . 7 312 
Table B-18 (continued) 
Products V 1945 ...;1.946 .1947;. 1948 
b-1. Non-durable household 
: -utensils 891 1 431 2 499 - 2 .188 
Cotton goods ' 56 74 ' 848 769 
Linen goods 19 , 34 294 576 
China tableware 196 314 .224 151 
... Porqelain .tableware 11. 12 9 19 
•• • ...Domestic-glass. and,' 
- v.!- crystal; •;";'•."• ''V\ 413 ' 719 - 881 -445-
'..  Gramophone record's ' .196- :' 278 243" 228 
•••• b<=2ft. Durable household 
.. goods . . 791 2 232. 3-540' 2' 972-
Gas '.'stoves &Ó 137 1:77 ' 1-9-3. 
"Oil stoves ' 36 62 .90 ' 10.9 
Knivesforks snd spoons 57. 87: .139 30 
Metal place settings 240 ' 171 281 352 
-Radios - • ' 23 410; • 564 .383' 
Electric table lamps 179 ' 249 333 207 
Washing machines, etc* 16 96 312 210' 
';<":' " ^ èotric refrigerators 140- ' 63? i 173 - 899-
- oev.'ing' machines' . 14 333 ' 471 ; 539 
8« Household 'maintenance 
bo.-Ottie'r: expenditure . 443 653 612 70Ì 
'//ashing'.'soap'- 236 241 191 296 
,,» Toilet pàper . 43 -82 17? . 1'8a 
" Kat-ches ' 164 ' 330 246 22-) 
Pr" ^ a^8 • -health 
. a, personal, care 3 ,518 7- 612 2 020 -1 
3 ^ Toilet soap, ; ordinary. 409 " 323 '.450' \ "54 
r Tooth'paste 271 :.- ,294 -391 , 331 
> -:Cr'e;àiis' and>-lot ions., '482 ' '463 446 346 
3 4 Perfumes -. •-*:•,- 2 356 6 532 ' 733 ' 30 
D iV.. . '"bVHeiith.' . ' :.!' 396- 1 554 1-864 - l 863 
Injection-'ampoules ' 235 .406 ,432 .346 
?.. "'Penicillin ampoules ..136 . -161 '.4Q0 580 
Medicines,"(unspec-i-fied) 280 3O7. 31k ; ' 214 
Pills, capsules .298 -341 .339 28*4" 
1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 .1955 1956 
692 3 215 2 328 2 651 2 872 2 318 2 544 3 192 
925 775 7 28 896 984 642 637 879 
Q-7 781 . 586 667 852 624 756 1 122 
386 407. 270 267 202 232 297 291 
39 431 138 134 155 140 155 191 
..-.>546 -429.- ..-.-,518 486 489 490 522 
272 275. 177 """ 169 ' '193 191 ' •209 ••• 187 
Z-.29 2 -832 .2 216 .2 398 2 722 2 779 652 4 357 
250 235 185. 142 144 14L 188 • 249 
181. 132' 169 190 243 279 388- 516 
122 89 85 79 69 82 85 92 
234 288 431 256 283. 422 190 157 
270 323 289 335 278 276 510 602 
169 201: 166 193 239 193 297 254. 
185 • 271 224 123 114 154 263 284 
82?. 840 647 536 622 618. 807 1 001' 
191 .453 . 20 544 • • 730' 614 924 1 202-
844 1 4Ì0 1 566 1 538 1 297 789 4è6 680 
300 847 937 1 057 477 380 61 ; 32 
227 •232 •292 27-6. 5.35, 62 99 356 
317 331 337 205 285 -347 306 292 
256 2 153 2 325 2 981 3 001 3 527 3 332 3 361 
352 "567. 528 ' 714 -77-8 •961 516 9.80 
297 428 399 494 600 508 604 843 
301 : -364 45.4 .414 438 709 833 7.59 
306 79.4 944 -1 359 1 185 1 349 1 379 779 
786 2 381 2 385 2 006 1 739 2 440 3 377 3 234 
290 183 294 288 - 229 584 207 
-679 1 113 .959 429 •582 1-1P3 1 . 55.4 1 720 
:186 194 '.23L -.220 • ,200 •'•180 166 171 
" 28? ' 286- • 318 - I 9 9 .221™. 266 2:89 




xau-Lc d~<.J ^uiioinucuy 
Product ..'L... .. ' ,., .,.'. . 1945 1 .946 1947- 1948, 1949 1950 1951. 1952 , 1953 1954 1955.. 1956 
Tablets- ' ; - 'i ^ v 348.' 212 262 267 ' 234 . 419 487 531., 540:- 553 5-92/ 607 
Sariitary-'towels - .. 99 : 127 . . 117 172 114; . 212; 137 220 213. 154 ' ' 215/ 240. 
1 0 . Transport and communications 
-F..-.. —-
" " " ~ * - - - - - - . . . . • : ••. . 
a . Personal ' t ransport 
equipment passenger '. . r 
2 580. 4 0.31 3 808 cars V 715. 2 063 3 593 3 779 5 215- 5 299 5 209- 4 636 5 732. 
b . P e t r o l / o i l s and lubri«* - y -
.5 -05B. 5- -938 6 660.. •'•' cents1 b/ 1 862 ' 2; 002 2 552 2 16k" 2 '900: 3 974 • 4 '640 5.1.39- 6 .730. 
U- . Amusements ..'and-^nter—:, ' 
t a i m e n t . 
c . Books,, newspapers 
20:6 221 252 and magazines., 130, 206 100 .39 .77 175" ' i 2 9 225 215. 
•Newspapers and .. , . - . 
143' - .-. magazines : • '.:.. . - , 25 .25 •2" •• 2 " 8 "'•'•" 33 51 r '."" .95 53 • 4 3 
" Books', ; text-books' 13 12 3 - 4 52 - 5 30 23 5 '•r 14 
Book's; and m'agazines 92' 169 '95 .37 65 85 123 120, : 88 157 169- ... -95 
d--1« Others ; -non-durable 9 8 3 I 7 6 5 I ' 469^ 1 0 3 4 986 945 1 235 2 1 8 0 1 0 6 7 1 345 l 3 6 7 1 . 1 % 
Rubber "t'oys ' ' ' ' 1 54' 39 34 32 " 2 5 ~ 3 7 "-52 "A7? " 73 - 6 ) 3 J 5 7 
Vic o dsn tibys < • 6 5 1 8 1 8 . 8 i 4 9 16 5 3 21 ;25- • .15 13 
Tinplate toys . . . . . . /*> r". 55 "5-1 ^ ! r-i. -'9:5 9 9 8 120 269 2:q -J 1 0 4 
Iron toy.5 44- 105 369 147 126 119 ' 1 3 0 -L JO ±28 1 OO . / f s s i'Tft 
Children's/toys '6 r3& 36 90 30" 125 114 33 '64 '95 '71 
Chi ldren 's toys 552 9 3 1 456 0 r-j --> 4 0 7 460 '60 9 • sl/'l- - A 9 S 5 9 7 651 5 4 2 
Films ; ' ' ' ' ' 2 7 6 564 . .500. . .. 3 3 3 250 201 . 2 2 3 263' 180 1 - 8 3 1 9 7 229 
Source; See./text ,of. appendix B« 
a/ Adjusted: with the number of vehicles, imported* 
b/ Percentage of inventory of pr ivate v e h i c l e s as ccmparad with toi 
on pet^olv p i l s ; and-lubricants, , 
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act's 1945 1946" 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 . 1953 1954 .1955 &1956, 
.. c.. Purchases of: 12 674 13 516 11 132 
.••/..y -Rail services '; 179; 188 ;? .'191* 
u- Road.services 10 493 11 233 8 834 
.7- Maritime-.services :1 827 1 916 1' 871 
•:.-.. . Air service's 175 179 236 
_Cqranugi.cations 1 057 V1 109 1 174 
. Amusements and entertain-1 r .-. •;, 
j ninent ¿ol,-:- cv 
~ "•: a0' Entertainment 3 >-\ •• v 
' ' Cinemas ' 3 367 '2 952 
,... b. Hotels.,.,.restaurants 
• 197 228 v •" 240 231 
9 362 10 567 9 203 9 966 
668 802 , 
211 25#7 
- -891 ! -891 
289 338 
9 698 10 438 11 847 10 623 11 426 11 338 12 271 13 468 16 304 





216 216 • 268 
9 711 10 706 11 982 14 559 
1 069 980 7 ' 802 '• 980 
342 369 416 469 
1297 1383 1579 1'748 1891 1 906 2 173 2 328 
and. .cafes 
. Miseell-lnebus services 
.,'. -¿...cFinanciaL,.. 
b. Other .-.services 
.. .'. ;;;'Education . , K *'"" 
. . Legal services -7 
; •. Funeral "¡service s 
-I :Photographic _ 







J91 3 506 










2 809 3 058 2 640 2 625 2 953 3 093 '3'301 3 604 3 406 
•2" 614 " 2: 495 2 480 2 582 ' '2 £45 2 842 '3:075 2 924 T 
389 395 413 420 465 474 485 504 518 
3 386 3 461 3 443 3 524 3 779 3 940 4 343 4 676 5 059 
lv 188 1 230 1 249 1 247 ' V 3 4 0 ^ 1 434 ' l 625 1 815 'l 975 
•r"i93 :YI '211 ;1191 r?2'36 1 '324 ' 1360 .1 476 i '553- 674 
215 219 215 223 239 246 266 280 . 302 
801 830- - 806 790 801 788 818 ' 876 900 976 1 028 1 108 
¡uree : „Se e _ text.. .oL-appendix. • B*— 
1.3 value of production. ; . 
40 per cent of production. vr. 
Adjusted with the- provisiongl. :housing index, . ; : ; : ; 
Adjusted with the final industrial production index. 
* Arithmetical interpolation. 
'ero '.e-j 
J ! C : " . . ' Table B-31 
i- , kj , ;, PANAMA;, AGISTMENTS. TO TOTAL'CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE TO OBTAIN PRIVATE CONSUMPTION 
\ i';. : - . -../' EXPENDITURE, 1945-1956 ^ t 
•• i - ' - • • " -f • • , V - - • I .. r * , C x ' *'"' (Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) v 
-••;-••••-,-a n—. ; • . ., , v : t 
Item-— ..-..1945 -1946.—1947 1-948- 1949 - —1950- 1951 1953..-.-.1-954. 1,95.5.1.956 
g^Eklgff.-gypendJ-ture 2 U 6 8 Q 2 % 261 23O 279 218 368 228 039 243 168 245 506 260 075 258 584 270 '339 283' 515 296 067 
' -48 35-1 -43 493 -24 074 -29 834 -33 667 "30 5 62 -2 3 82 3 -27 704 -28 212 -28 226 -2 6 697 -31 714 
dditions -to total "."J'.- '-".'••'• :...n . •<•  . 
expenditure v 2 3 198 20 657 -16- 577. 12-799 11 617 10 115 - 9 717 10 544 -11- 549 U , 537 -12 673 13 -535 
urchases in. Canal Zone , r r . • ; ••,- •---.-• •.- •,-••4 -,-- -,-- - > -, by Panama residents 23 I63 20 62.0 16 549 12 764 11 570 10 046 9 631 10 460 11 465 11 448 12 585 13 '452 
ospit'al services .-in " -'-X' i ..:"-vJ - V ' T'"?^ 
anal. -Zone to-Panama . ... r - .-v . ;-r 
psidgnts 35 37 28 35 47 69 86 84 84 89 88 " 83 
ubtractions "from ' J" 
total expenditure 71 549 63 149. 40 651 42,633 45 .284 4Q> .677 33 540 38 ,248 -39-761 39 .763 39 ;.370 - 4.5,-249 
pvernment.purchases 
ncluded ,rin total . . . . . . 
spenditure 4 784 6 325 4 305 4 160 4 404 4 613 4' 364 6 534 "' 5 736 5 931 5 '312 6 400 
ourist jxpetiditure-" 17 439 15 657 6 239 5 426 5 788 5 332 5 765 7 225 7 113 8 243 7 489 9 551 
cpenditure of foreign^ 
iiplcmat3 - ~ ." 1"• 560 1 560 1 179 1 067 1 075 1 O87 948 1 041 1 093 1 093 1 185 1 384 
lies .to ships in ,. .. , ,. ... ....;.., ,. ...... ... ... r . ,. .. ,... . r ...... 
:rarisit ' 63 : " 48 H 6 ; 377 ' 257 301 ! 531 - 470 ' 83 ; ' 110 54 ' 2 
irehase3 in' P -ahema;by ':':.!: :",:••' '>"-'• i- V;' J] j' " ' ; ' • " r-.-A 
Janal Zone 44 000/ 3 6 2 ? 800 28 200 29 .600 24 700 17 .800 18. '800 ;21 4C0 20 7.00 15:900 19.ICO 
irchaseS in Canal- Zone T- :•'-:,-' • - ' " Vr .;> - r..\ ^ y-. . '• ,-..!' r T" :,"• ••''' ''•-.'•; T:;' . 
T Canal'^ Zone; agencies 3 703 . 3 159 2 512' 3 403 4.160 4'144 4 082 4 173 4.331 3 -6:36 4 930 8.812 
•iv-ate consumption • ]'•• VT" H -•'• !'.-"'• ' ' ' ; .f""-:-v;.'' . 7 " ? f 1.;,:. r;:; i^y T'/'^ O^ ' 
•-xpendit'a-re - — 164 -329 1^1 '769 '206 205 188 534 194- 37-2 212 -606 221 683 232-371'230 512 2U2-113-256 818 -264 353 
iurce; 8ee Jiext. of appendix B. 
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~STable..B-32 
. PANAMA: . GROSS : INVESTMENT,.. 1945-56 : 
(Thousands of balboas at 1950 prices) 









1945 36 504 22 987 12 479 1 038 
1946 41 984 -21 319 •••'-•' 19 535 'VI 130 
1947 y I 41 337 25 .983 _ ; 13 838 1 516 
1948 37 189. 20 008 17 030 151 
1949 30 741 17 288 14 159 ' -706 
1950 --r-i 28 546 17 596 / 11 116 . -166 
1951 > ; 27 84.1 v 17 467 10 685 r; -311 
1952 31 556 19 450 13 448 -1 342 
1953 39 574 21 670 15 295 "''2 609 
1954 "i •:•'• 39 858 i- .22 725 C.i'o' 16 774 /n.; 359 





' 26 474 22 843 
V- r\Vj. 
' -125 




• Table- B-33 
PANAMA': "'GROSS'' VALUE OF GONSfRUCTlON, 1945-56 
Year 
Index: 1950100=: 
Total Government Private 
Value (thousands of 
balboas "at' 1950 price's) 




















































20 007-• V 
17 297.! 




22 734 ' 
25 813 














"" Î0 696 
• 15 243 
v^ 14 834 
° 14 048 
, ,10 182 
": ' 11 841 
' ' 12 071 
15 081 
• - 17 587 
1 8 661 
14 444 
Source: See text of appendix B. 
/Table B-34 
Table B-34 
PANAMA: IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS, 1945-56 







and . .. ; Industrial Live 
communications squipment , _ 
• equipment 
1945 12 479 : 485 ; 2 998 . 2 609 6 371 16 
1946 19 535 ; 1 552 ; 4 229 3 .613. 10 111 30 
1947; 13 838 ; 211 • 4 288 ' 2 678 6 615 46 
1948 •17030 •! : 623 ' • ; 4 622 - : 3 298 - 8 438 - 49 
1949.. 14 159: 681 , A 040 2 481 , 6 901 .. V; 56 
1959 11116 ; : 768 ; 2 904 ! 1 877 ; 5 505 62 
1951 10 685 602 3 250 .1 667 , 5 069 p . 9? 
1952 13 448 1 145 2 966 2 355 6 876 106 
1953 15 295 806 3 769 2 939 7 684 97 
1954 16 774 1 012 3 540 3 413 8 700 109 
1955 18 916 •1 258 - 4 604 - 3 454 9 595 5 
1956- - - -22 843 1 844 5 651 3 879 - 11 469 _ 
Source; See text of appendix B. 
a/ Includes imports of ships and aircraft, which are not registered. 
/Table B-35 
Table B-35 
PANAMA.: VALU^GF^CHANGteS^lr:LIVESTOCK 'INVENTORIES 'AND PLANTATIONS, 1945-56 
• (Thbasands of'balboas • at -1950-prices) 
... • V " u Description m 5 .1946.:' 1947 1948' 1949" 1950 1951 1952 -1953 1954 1955 19: 
Total v . . . i z r i i . i 1 038 1 130 1516 -.151 -706 -166 -311 -1 041 2 604 363 19 
Value" of changes 
in beef cattle, 




747 -666 -370: -139 " -601 934 504 -19 4: 
Valufe of changes 
in pig inventories 282 209' 180 -586 -43 215 -164 -488 1 570 -240. -170 -5: 
Value of charges in 
banana plantations 271 r' -415 -96 -10 3 . -11 -8 ; \ r . 48 100 :, 9 .9 208 
Source: See text of appendix. ;B. 
/Table B-36 
T a b l e B ~ 3 ó 
PANAMA: DEFLATIONARY INDEX FOR PUBLIC INVESTMENT, 1 9 4 5 = 5 6 
( 1 9 5 0 = 1 0 0 ) 
-I-tem -••- . . . ' . .. . I . 9 4 5 . 1 9 4 6 . . 1 9 4 7 . .1 .948 . . 1 . 9 4 9 1 9 5 0 1 9 5 1 1 9 5 2 1 9 5 3 I ° 5 4 1 9 5 5 .. I e - 6 
I n d e x a / ; • 78.3 84.S 1 0 3 . 6 ' 1 0 6 . 0 " 1 0 5 : 5 1 0 0 . 0 ' 1 0 9 . 5 1 0 5 - 3 1 0 6 . 0 9 7 . 3 1 0 4 ' * 6 1 1 Ù 0 
I n d e x f o r c o n s t r u c t i o n o f '•' v •'  • • • r V 
r o a d s , d 'o . çks , e ; , c . b / . 8 5 . 0 9 2 . 3 1 0 6 . 9 1 1 1 ; 5 I O 7 . O 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 7 - 9 1 0 5 . 2 1 0 6 , 0 9 8 . 8 1 0 5 . 1 ' l i 7 . 8 
I n d e x f o r - c o n s t r u c t i o n o f / 
b u i l d i n g s a n d o t h e r . 
w o r k s c / '77.8 ' 8 4 . 5 1 0 Ì . 5 1 0 8 ' . 8 " 1 0 " 7 , 6 - 1 0 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 8 1 0 5 . 7 1 0 8 . 0 ' 96.2 ' 1 0 6 . ö 
I n d e x f o r ' i m p o r t s ' -o-f ' m a c h i n e r y a n d e q û i p f t i è n t d/. 5 7 . 0 6 7 . 1 ..... 9 4 * 2 , . . . : . , 8 2 ? 0 9 9 . 2 1 0 0 . 0 1 1 2 . 3 - ; ; 1 0 2 „ 2 1 0 3 . 0 9 8 . 3 9 8 . 2 1"! i . 6 
S o u r c e . ; . S e e ' t e j q t o f a p p e n d i x B . 
a / " W i g h t i n g î R o a d c o n s t r u c t i o n , ' 3 6 . 1 ; b u i l d i n g c o n s t r u c t i o n , 4 9 - 7 j i m p o r t ' s o f m a c h i n e r y ^ n c i ' " i q u i p m r f n t 1 4 •"> 
b / ' C o n s t r u c t e d b y c o m b i n i n g ' t h e i n d e x n u m b e r s f o r f o o d s t u f f s a n d i m p o r t s o f c o n s t r u c t i o n m a t e r i a l s - a p p l y i n g - ; c r w e i g h t - ; . - a g 
o f 5 6 . 6 s n d 4 3 . 4 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
c / T-he. same i n d i c e s a s dn.. ; ;b/ a b o v e w e r e c o m b i n e d , ; w e i g h t e d as., f o l l o w s : f o o d s t u f f s . 26.7-; i m p o r t s 73-,.3,, ; ;";. 
d / ; . . C o r r e s p o n d s t o an i n d e x ' o r t h e u n i t v a l u e * . . o f M3., . i„£. i m p o r t s o j / ' c ^ i t c l - " ¿ ' c o d s f o r ' a . g r i c ' l l t . - i "•rt/^inaO.yoï-y l-ria u i n - -
.-and t r a n s p o r t " . -
Table 5-37 
PANAMA: CAPACITY TO IMPORT, 1945-56 
(Thousandsof balboo,s at 1950 prices) 
Description 1945 194t +o 1947 1 9A8 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 -954 1955 l'v -6 
Total 
Registered exports 
Transit "and tourist 
services 
131 716 124 729 
10 506 16 888 
':23 566 21 764. 
- 1,752 2 1 74 -..',Re-exports . .-
Colön Free Zone 
. Sales to ships and ' ' " ' 
: aircraft in transit .146 152 
| ' Expenditure of .. . . r: 
foreign visitors 19 704 16 363 
• ^Expenditure of 
foreign diplomats 
• resident- in Panama 1 9.64... .„2 028 
Sales to Panama Canal 
Zone " " 97- 644 86 077 
83 751 83_310 85 995 78 012 70 009 71 724 78 518 85 346 92 504 92_ -76 
13 836 18 070 19 443 19 618 20 364 17 8 6 6 21 322 2 7 7 6 6 31 699 2 5 '-'47 
10 -693; 10 767 .10 -346 9:549- -9 4^9 II 203: 10 II3 --1I 810 ,11 8.94 -13 -*69 
2 82-1 .:3 912... 3 041 .2 3-2.9 , 2.570- , .2.879 -1 969 1,780 2 214 2 -?3 
- " - " - ''" - 156 • 69O 846 932 
175 -377 2 52 . 301 380 329 -36; -57; • ; • 114. 
6 328 5 313' 5 940 5 832 5 589 6 982 6 807 8 882 7 52' - 9 -40 
.ar wages receiv-
ed by employees rè" 
sident in Panama 34 586 34 336 
. Sales-." of services to - . 
AGanal.Zone.agenci.es 2 985 
'.;Wages received", by .. . 
employees of Panama-
nian, contractors -- 4 087 
-, Sales, of goods, to .. 
Canal'Zone agencies 4 296 
'Sales 'to Canal Zone 





1. 369 1 165 1.113.. 1 087 910 1013 1 045 1 101 1194 1 :06 
59 222 54 473 56 206 48 845 40 196 42 655 47 083 45 770 48 911 52 - SO 
25 607 19 413 17 171 15 221 14 728 16 143 17 371 18 163 19 720 20 „25 
2'028' 2 581 2 993 2 880 2 724 2 825 " '2' 878 2 547 3 450 5 'SI 
3 453. 2 487. 2 152 1 853 1 801 2 055 2 501 1 235 .1 033 067 
2 919 3 71 6 4 306 4 144 3 920 4 065 4 141 3 665 4 964 il6 
2.5..215....26.'.276....2.9. 584. 24.747'.. 17..Q23 ..17 567;.. 20'192 20 160 19 744 18' 465; 
Source;See text of appendix B. 
Table B~3S 
,,. _ PANAMA: CURRENT. VALUES AND QUANTUM OF E.O.B. REGISTERED EXPORTS3 1945 '56 £/' 
Item. • . • 1945 1946 1 % 7 1948 / 1949-: 1950 !95I .. 1952 1953. 195A 1955- 1956 
Current y.aliies>tOtal--'' 8 657' " 13 477 13 670 19 082 ' 19 929; 19 618 -'22 013- 19 188 22 .28 238 32 l^i 2/ 93. 
(thousands of. baiboas) .. ..-"'..' ' • T 
Animals, foodstuffs - - " .••••• . • 
and beverages•7. - , • 5 .26.2 10 543 9 750 14.. 938 .16 ¿98- 16 543 17 702 14 989 19 699. 26-384 30 337 • ; 02., 
Unprocessed ma;te- • ' -'• • : A 
rials- -- 3 253 2 772 3702 3 6 9 1 - 2 492 '2 826 3 346 2 789 2 432 1 624 1 897'' 783 
Manufactured products' 142 162 199 ...../445'.\- 348. ; . ..1 205,./876. 1.374 ' 726 . . .230 .. i & l 12.-
Precious metals and 
minerals - - 19 " 8 391 /' '44^' ; 89 36 ' " • - - " ; 
Quantumj total (thou-
sands of baiboas at 
1950 .prices) Yc .11 669 18 g o 19 169 20 973 21 253 19 620 20 535 19 487 20 937 22 699 26 998 23 69' 
Animals, foodstuffs 
and beverages'" 8"2'i3 16'769" l"5'261 18" 130 " 18 471 1'6'545 ' 16 "563 14""767" 17 775 ' '20 665 ¿4 926'' 22 60? 
Unprocessed materials 3.235. 1. 678 3 671 2 406 4 2 101 2' 826 .'2. 987". ' 3 304 - 2 391 . 1 ¿47 l'.8qk ; 94: 
Manufactured--products ? 221, . .163 . . '216 427-, 341 205 893-; 1 337 771: 387 266v 14-' 
Precious, minerals.'and .4..'''' ' : . ' 
metald '/.'": '. .' '..' ' ; .-. 21 10 • 340 ., .44 ., 92f ' 79 ' ' ' 4 ' " " 
Source,;. See, t'e.x^/. of ".'appendijc Bo . . . ;.. , :' ' "/. :. ' 
a.j Including re-valuation adjustments for bananas-and. abaca. . .4.; . 
Table B-39 
PANAM: CURRENT VALUES OF RE-EXPORTS. 1945 "36 
(Balbqas) 
Group 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 I95O 
Total 1 443 635 1 734 925 2 787 429 4 130 540 3 116 763 2 323 644 
Non-durable, consumer goods .700 999 •- 704 933 1 048 565 1 131 132 832 045 749 334 
Durable consumer goods 144 187 190 842 693 136 993 460 500 934 235 367 
Fuels and lubricants 1 344 9 417 11 270 11 855 6 267 1 86v 
Raw materials for industry "" 419 503 '¿,.09 765 436"560 447" 386 572 455 401 47S 
Raw materials for capital goods .2 645 5 041 18 980 39 874 69 097 92 362 
Construction materials 5 554 ' 39 027 47 971 197 497 ' 262 896 355 115 
Capital goods for agriculture 2 200 9 316 21 023 146 490 88 030 128 243 
Capital goods-for industry and mining 21 027 130 084 94 .713 163 233 : . 606 798- 123 670 
Capital goods for. transport 37 31 161 194 434 7IÖ 450 34 635 50 451 
Miscellaneous '• 146 139 155 339 220 777 230 6.13 93 554 141 757 
Table B-39 (continued) •'.' ""' 
Group. 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Total 2 777 540 3 091 709 2 111 047 1 809 972 2 265 316 2 194 996 
Non-durable consumer goods 62Ö 244 637 20$ 539 603 362 125 323 149 513 105 
Durable consumer goods 430"594 793 176 471 327 436 643 267 249- 247-830 
'Fuels and lubricants 7 912 5 640 5 732 4 516 12 860 16 620 
Raw .materials for;-industry . • • • 976 409 532-382 528,604 305 691 269 379 •2.07 -206 
Raw materials'for capitcl goods 153 093 403 444- 187 431 97 319 110 307 479 O53 
C on st rue t i on., mat e ri al s 111 949 74 337 63 434 29 804 50 410 33 949 
-Capital goods Tor agriculture .70 .901 .59 698 . . 2.6.4.97 ...40 433 . .129 823 34 242 .. 
Capital goods for 'industry and mining'. 232 051 -192 098 146 985 164 362 ' 633 254 - °9 976 • 
Capital goods for transport. 80 973 129 360 ... . 44. 739. 85 119 . 169 567 . . 6 478 . 
Miscellaneous ' 93 414 .159 319'" 96.645 233 955 . - 294 313 506 531 
Spurge; See text of appendix. B 
Table B-40 
PANAMA : QUANTUM OF REGISTERED RE-EXPORTS, 1945"56 
(1950 balboas) \ 
- - (T) 
Group £ 1945 1946 1947 1948 S 1949 , 1950 
Totai ' ' " ' " 1668 715 1 778 ,514 2 830 301 4 549 334- ":2 877 632 CO N hi -644" 
Non-durable consumer goods -, ; 862 739 : 798 267 I 344 923 1576 303 . •• 865 345 749 334 
Durable consumer goods 53 756 163 391 597 379 790 151 396 777 285 867 
Fuels .and .lubricants. . - 1 177 . 4 581 11 440 '8 580v . 3 . 9 6 3 867 
haw .materials for industry 662 900 507 722 434 799 430 671 551 975 401 478 
Raw materials for- capital goods ; y: 2 520 9 017 - ' 38 473 144 606. •:i 106 463 ! 92 862 
..Construction-materials 11 006 58 666 123 765 204 664 393 843 355 115 
Capital goods for agriculture 1 225 4 280 2 573 -. 8 414 44-810 128 243 
Gapitaiogoods for industry arid mining 29 931 ' 110 833 37 201 250 284 429 425 121 670 
CapitalJgoods -for transport 19 76 417... 204 .318 .1 046 44.5 52.;i68 ... 50 451 
-Miscellaneous 43 442 45 340 ' 35 430 '89 216 32 923 141 757 
Table B-4Q (-continued) 
, ; Group - 1951 1952 1953 1954 195-5 1956 
'Total . . - ' 2 938 729 '5 594 732 
Non-durable, .consumer goods 1 607 157 1 575 476 
Durable consumer goods 443 282 665 914 
Fuels and lubricants 15 367 3 841 
Raw materials for industry — "-/J:- 849 817 522 829 
.Raw materials for capital'goods •'1 : " .82 424 805 299 
•;. Construction materials . , . 161 135 341 851 
Capital'goods for agriculture .:. . -. - .. 128 967 80 806 
Capital goods for industry and mining 299 677 836 216 
Capital goods for transport 193' 555 "'"465 463 
Miscellaneous '''"' 157 348 297 037 



































I 089 867 
64 603 




Source : See text of appendix B. 
Table B-41 
PANAMA: CURRENT VALUES OF EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, 1945-56 
(..Thousands of balboas)-•• - ••-• —' 
Description. „ 1945,... . 1946 
Aal • ,. IPS 5$4 : 98 699' 
sgistferba: eicport s" 3 65? 1 3 4 7 7 
ranslfr," ;sMj totirist - ; 
services v- - ,'"• k ; 19 418 :16 '532 
;-exports " : . ; : • 1 444 i. 735 
)16n Free Zone f;i ~ T -
ales to-ships'and : :: 
.rcraft i n. t ransit 120 121 
:pendit.ur.a of foreign 
dsitors - -• 16 236 13.. 058 
:penditxtre of foreign 
liplomat.s resident m 
'anama ' 1 613 _ I. .„612 
lies tö"'Pän"ama Canal ,. . 
[one -fc " : 80 459 68 690 
¡gular.wages...received •-•••- - -- -— 
>y employees resident 
.n Panama- .' ' - ' : 28 499 22 400 
iales of services to •• j ' ' ' • ~ 
• anal Zone agencies 2 '460 2 277 
rages received by "'r'-f;T;'>-" 
employees of Panama** 
nian contractors, ..3-862.- 3 708' 
les of goods,;to . ,', Vj yjro : 
anal Zone agencies. 3 540 3 276 
les to Canal Zone . :.. , 
esidents; 42 098 32 029 
urce; See text of appendix B 
1947 •' 1948- 1949 ' 1950 ; 1951 • 
• 32 746 ; 87 975 88 146 ''78 012 ' 75 679' 
13 670 .19 032 1 9 929 19 618 22 013 
10 565 11 369 10 605 . 9 549 >10_21£ 
2 787 " 4 l K 3 n f . ,2 329 2. 778 
.393 258 ;._. 301 ; ;:..4ii. 
. 5 610 6 0 3 9 5 -832 6 042 
1 230 • 1 141 ± 08? 984 
57 524 57 612 48. 845... 43 451.. 
20-509;: 17 600. 15,221 15 921 
2 726 3 0613 . 2 880 2 945 
2'"626-' 2 206; 1 353 1 ;946 
3'924 4 41.4 . 4 144 4 237 
27 743 30 324- 24 747 " 18'402 
1952' 1953 1954 1955 ;.::1956 
77 0 32 ' M 171 86 797 94_632 ICQ 227 
19 133 22 857 28 233 32. 428 27 935 
12 032 10 841 12 Oil 12 163 "' 14 831 
~3 092 .2 111. TP 810- 2 265>' '- '2 195 
'-.?••:•; 167 • 702 366; ¿-«-l 065 
. . 353, 146..••."16Ö' ,rl-17~ ;- 20 
7 499 7 "297 3' 21'9""~?~ "699"~~1Ö "134 
J. ' « • .r 
1"0'S8 "1 120""" i' 120 " 'l 221"" 1 .417 
.45 312 .50 .473 - 46- 548-- 50-036 57 461 
17. 338 18 622 18 472 20 174 21 727 
3 0 34.. • 3 085 2 590 3 529 > ' 6 170 
2 20.7. ' 2 631 1:256 1 057- v k 724 
4 366 4 439 3 727\ 5 078 9 023 
18 867 ' 21 646 20'50;3. 20 198 19 817 
173 
. . . 6 . 2.5.2 . 








PANAMA: QUANTIM OF EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, 1945-56 
(Thousands of baiboas at 1950 prices) 
Description 1945 1946 1947 ¡1948, 11949 '1950:; 1951' 1952 :1953 1954 :1955 1956 
135 787 117 597 :92 777; 91 087 M J B à 2iL 012 75 690 77 2Q6 76 781 82 676 86 046 
11 669 18 610 19 169; 20 973 21 253 19 618 20 535 19 487 20 937 22 .699 26 998.:23 690 
20 865 19 044 10 364! 11 '418 9 99'8 9 549 10 233' 14 
1 669 
331 10 770 12 479 12 027-14 331 
1 779 2 830 4 549 : 2 878 2 329 2 939 5 595 2 312 2 346 2 455 2 350 
-Y, - - - 164 687 844 1 044 
63 4.8 166 377 257 301 581 470 88 110 54, 
Total 
Registered exports 
Transit and tourist 
services 
Re-exports 
Colon Free Zone 
Sales to ships and 
aircraft in transit 
Expenditure of foreign 
visitors 17 439 15 657 ^ 6 239: 5 425; 5J8& 5 832 >5 765 '7:225; 7.113 8; 243: 7 429 ; 9 551 
Expenditure of foreign /; , , . •  t- :: . ; i : / 
diplomats resident in ::; i ! ' . '. 
Panama 1 694 1 560 1 1791 1 067 1 075 1 087 948 1 041 1 093 1 093 1 185 ' 1 384 
Sales to Panama Canal i ! ; f-;  f 
Zone ~ 103 253 79 943 63 244 58 696 57 043- 48 845 40 895 .41,872 45 499 41 ¡603: 43 651 48 025 
Regular wages received 
by employees resident 
in Panama 47 419 33 911;29 625 21 878 17 996 15 221 14 421 14 353 14 651 14 079^15 146 15 120 
Sales of services to 
Canal Zone agencies 4 093 
Wages of services by 
employees of Panama-
nian contractors 4 044 
Sale of goods to Canal 
Zone agencies 3 707 
Sales to Canal Zone 
residents 43 990 
2 818 2 347 : 2 909 3 137 2 880 2 668 2 512 2 427 1 924; 2 649 :4 294 
3 576 2 971 2 278 2 079 1 85.3 1 875 ' 2 112 2- 6l6 1 >225 ; 1 026 ; 707 
3 !59 2 512 ; 3 403 4 160 4 144 4 082 4 178 4 331 3 636 S 4 930 . 8 812 
36 479 25 789 28 228 29 671 24 747 17 849 18 717 21 474 20 689 19 900 19 092 




PANAMA: DEFLATIONARY" INDEX-FÜR TOURIST EXPENDITURE, 1945-56 a/ 
b X- ;.:; v ':•: (1950 = 100) - U-i •:; ; 
Year Total 
w 





' i • 
93.1 95,-5 41.1 ; 99.2 : j l l l . o 
1946 83.4 : 103^ :7 53.7: '•.. 102.5 • ; 49.5 
1947 ; i o o . 2 ; 114 « 8 69.6' • I 0 2 »1 .92.9 
1948 103 o4 " 115.2 83.2 
! i — ^ ; i 
99.8 , ': 100.5 
1949 v- 105.2 ; • 106.0 88.0 101.3 ; ; : H 7 - 3 
19^0 100o0 î o è t b l'OO.O 100.0 ; : 100.0 
1951 ::- 104.8 ° 103.8 104.4 103.7 ; 107.5 
19^2 103.8 •.  104*4 - 99.9 '96.7 ; 112.3 
1953 V 102 „6 ; 102„5 108.5.. 5 97,8 ; 104.3 
1954 ; 9 9 „7 ; 102,5 105.4 99.9 n • 92.0 
1955 102 „8 103,0 122.4 , 100.8 ! 94.2 
1956 :: 106.1 > 5 :• 102.4 108.6 100.4 i ; 116.0 
Source: See text of appendix B. ' ' 1 
â/ Weighting::foodstuffs 37 per cent; transport 13 per cent; alcoholic 
beverages 25 per cent; clothing, perfumes: etc. 25 per 
.•" cent. " ï 
O -:, 
/Table B-44 . 
Table B-44 
PANAMA; NUMBER AND EXPENDITURE OF FOREIGN VISITORS, 1945-56 
Description 1945 —» 1946 i il947 ! 1949:: 1950 .1952 ! 1953 ;1954 1955 1956 
Visitors (thousands) 
Jtal 1 258.8 1 091.6. §3324 607-.0 317.0. :334.5-
Transit through •t, 0 i t_ ; - --
Panama (a) - 9.1 • 11.1; (D I4.7 12.6 13.9 14.8 Transit through Panama (b) 22.4 ' 23.0C ' 23.i .32.4 51.4 69-7 Tourists 4.5 - ! 8.Ö '7*. 6 •8.6 ' 16.3 
Business 2.5 3.0; 2, 4.Ö 4 3.3 • 3.6- 2.1 
Official 1.5 1.8. 2.4 2.0 2.9 2 1.3 Air crews 6.6 8.4í % 10.4 9.3 5.3 9.5 Ship's crews 558.3 486.0,. 23I.2 224¿2 190.8 194.3. Naval crews 654.0 55215s. ' c 37.Ö I5.5 2,1.2 ' 26.4' Unspecified - c" ; " • - . 
¡Expenditure (thousands oí 
>tal 17 439»5 15 657.4 6 239.4 5 425.1 5 788.0 5 831.3 
Transit through - ; 
Panama ( a) 128.3 15 6.2 .208.3 I78.7 196.7 '208.8 
Transit through 
Panama (b) 22.4 23.O 23.8 32.4 51.4 . 69.7 
Tourists 548.6 700.5 97I.9 923.5 1 O53.I 1:987-2 
Business 354.6 426'.5 562.3 467.2 508.4 ,298.8 
Official 960.2 1 ia.7' 1 542.4 1 3O2.I 1 426.2 8 880.8 











1 . 8 ; 
10.2; 


















3?2.Ó4 ; 386.7 360.1 459.3 
23.4 I 21.9 22.3 23.7 
92,1 ! 95.2 96.0 112.8 
l&'l 3 ; 23.6 24.7 25-7 
; ,1.0 ; 1.8 2.3 2.8 
2.0 i 2.4 ; 2.3 3.3 
10.4 : 11.2 11.5 11.9 
22-7.7 I205.5 182.6 263.0 
15.4 ; 21.7. •'., ;18..0 13.6 
2.1 ! 3.3 î? 0.3 2.5 
prices) ; j; 
7 Ü2.5 8;243.2 7 488.8 .9 551.5 
'330.2 ; 309.9 315.5 334.7 
92.1 ; 95.2 96.0 112.8 
2 227.8 2 872.0 3 OÖ5.4 3 136.0 
I49.O 255.0 327,0 4OO.8 
1 317.9 1:592.2 1 523^3 2 I7O.4 
51.8 1 55.9 57.5 59.5 
2 .277.1 2 O55.4 1 825.8 2 629.9 
230.4 : 325.9 270.6 203.'5 
436.2 - 681.8 67 ¿7 1 
> 
503.9 
¡urce: See text of appendix 
Sb/ UiM . ~L 
Page 496 
! . ... ."....: .. Table B-45 
: TANAMA":. DEFEAT!ONARY lfc)EX FOR. EXPENDITURE' Ifj. PANAMA1. 
; "'.-: . BY CANAL ZOI^ E .RESIDENTS1945-56 ' ' | : ; 







silk I ', 
clothing, ' 
etc;.... 
» * I- • 




1945 ; 95,7 99c2 - 111:,:0 100,0 - lOÔîO. 41.1 : 100.0 
1946 ; 87 = 8 102,5 49.5 100.0 100„0 53.7 : 100.0 
1947 ; 96'. 6 .: . 1,02 a • 92.9 1OO.0 .;'" . 100,Q 
• 6 9 " 6 " 
. 100.0 
194s ; 95,3'1 '"•'. 99.,8 • ioo,:$ f 100,0 100.0 83 . 2 p ; 100.0 
1949 ; 102.2: ' 101,3 . 117,3 100.0 100.0 88.0 r îooio 
1950 ; 100,G. > • 100,0. 100V0 : 100..0 :. '.. 100o0. : 100.0 ! 100.0 
1951 103.1 103=7 107c 5 100,0 100.0 104.4 v; ; 100.0 
1952 100.8 96,7 112.3 100.0 100.0 99.9' lOOiO 
1953 ; 100,8 '97-.3 104,,3 : . 100.0 100.0 . 108.5 ; 100.0 
1054 99-1. - 99,-9 92,0 ;;. 100.0 100.0 105.4 ; 100.0 
1955 : 10115 : ico.8 94v2 : 100,0 ? • 100.0 . 122.4 : 100.0 
1956 | 103,3 • 100,4 116.0 ;. 
* \ 
100.0 100.0 108,6 1C0.0 
Source:; See text' of appendix Bc {• ' 1 r'. -V. ;:' ' ; •' V. ; / j ; 
: Weighting: Liquors 38 per cent: perfume etc. 17 per cent, lottery 
; -•'•' 15 per-cent; -Racetrack 13 per cent; transport 10 per ; 
^ . . • oent;- cinema 7-per cent.- •" f r" ; 
/Tabid B- 4p. ; 
Table B-46 
PANAMA: INDEX OF TERMS OF TRADE, 1945-56 
(1950 = 100) 
Description 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
>tal 97.0 105.1 90.3 91 »5 97.4 100.0 97.7 94.8 101.7 111.9. 111.9 107.4 
îgistered exports 90.0 90.7 72.2 86.2 91.5 100.0 99.2 91.7 101.9 122.3 117.4 108.7 
-ansit and tourist services 113.0 91.9 97.0 106.0 103.6 100.0 92.3 78.2 93.9 94.6 98.9 94.4 
Re-exports 104.5 122.2 99.7 86.0 105.7 100.0 87.4 51.5 85.2 75.9 90.2 860I 
Colón Free Zone - - - - - - - - 95.0 100.5 100,3 94.0 
Sales to ships and aircraft in 
transit 231.2 315.9 150.9 100.0 9 8.0 100.0 65.4 69.9 154.8 143.1 211.8 921.7 
Expenditure of foreign visitors 113.0 104.5 101.4 97.9 102.6 100.0 96.9 96.6 95.7 98.0 100.5 97-8 
Expenditure of foreign diplomats 
resident in Panama 115.9 129.9 116.2 109.2 103.5 100.0 96.0 97.3 95.6 100.8 100.7 94.4 
îles to Panama Canal Zone 94.5 107.6 93.6 92.8 98.5 100.0 98.3 101.9 IO3.3 110.0 112.0 110.2 
Regular wages received by 
employees resident in Panama 72.9 101.3 86.4 88.7 95.4 100.0 102.1 112.5 118.6 I29.O 130.2 132.4 
Occasional wages (services) 
received by employees resident 
in Panama 72.9 101.3 86.4 88.7 95.4 100.0 102.1 112.5 118.6 129.0 130.2 132.4 
Wages received by employees of 
Panamanian contractors 115.9 129.9 116.2 IO9.2 103.5 100.0 96.0 97.3 95.6 100.8 100.7 94.4 
Sales of goods to Canal Zone 
agencies 115.9 129.9 116.2 109.2 103.5 100.0 96.0 97.3 95.6 100.8 100.7 94.4 
Sales to Canal Zone residents 116.1 110.0 97.8 93.1 99.7 100.0 95.4 93.9 94.0 9 7 ^ 99.2 95.7 
íurce: See text of appendix B. 



